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RECOMMENDATION 78-1:

REDUCTION OF DELAY IN
RATEMAKING CASES

(Adopted June 7-8, 1978)

The time regulatory agencies take to make decisions is widely criticized.

Rate cases — that is, cases in which an agency must consider whether to

approve a proposed schedule of charges for particular services — aptly illus-

trate the need to explore ways of making sound decisions more quickly.

Because rate cases differ in kind and complexity, as well as in their imme-

diate and future consequences, subjecting the decision process to unvarying

time limits would be unwise. Nevertheless, steps that will reduce delays

without jeopardizing the agencies' ability to bring relevant considerations to

bear on the decision of each case are urgently needed.

Delay in the ratemaking process occurs chiefly at two points: (1) de-

veloping the underlying data, a task shared by the proposer of rates, the

agency staff, and other participants in the proceedings, and (2) writing and

issuing opinions to support the agency's decision when finally made.

The present recommendation urges utilizing rulemaking procedures to

achieve a single resolution of issues that would otherwise arise in many

separate cases. In this respect the recommendation builds upon the Confer-

ence's previous conclusion (Recommendation 73-6) that licensing agencies

should adopt generic procedures to resolve "environmental issues common
to more than one application and appropriate for across-the-board treat-

ment." If this were done in ratemaking matters, both of the main areas of

delay noted above could be narrowed.

The present recommendation also reaffirms the Conference's earlier

judgment (Recommendation 72-4) that "[s]ettlement of rate proceedings by

agreement among the parties ... is appropriate and desirable if the

agency ... is in a position to determine that the disposition is in the

public interest." Implicit in the 1972 recommendation was the recognition,

here explicitly stressed, that the interests of unrepresented groups must be

considered before a settlement is approved. Increased emphasis upon settle-

ment of cases should reduce the need for formal decisions and opinions.

The recommendation calls on ratemaking agencies to collect data

systematically rather than episodically as cases arise. Computer-based data

collection and processing programs have the potential to improve both the

speed and quality of rate determinations in some agencies. These techniques

1



2 ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES

should be emulated whenever the mass or complexity of statistical material

limits the prompt resolution of issues.

The purpose of this recommendation is to improve ratemaking pro-

ceedings for the benefit of those regulated as well as for the benefit of the

users of regulated services, by adding to the efficiency of ratemaking agen-

cies. It is not intended that adoption of this recommendation in any way

expand the scope of regulation, have any adverse competitive impact, or

add unduly to the costs of producing information.

RECOMMENDATION

A. Use of Rulemaking for Generic Issues

1

.

An agency charged with responsibility for setting or approving rates

should identify policy issues that may arise repetitively and that may be

appropriate for a generalized determination instead of individualized judg-

ment. Examples might be deciding the proper treatment of tax credits, the

proper use of automatic adjustment clauses, the cost of equity capital, the

desirability of differential rates for residential and business customers, and

the propriety of "Hfeline" rates for poor or low volume users. Ratemaking

agencies should, as to issues of that type, commence proceedings that will

eventuate in rules adopted and published in accord with the requirements of

the Administrative Procedure Act. The determinations reflected in the

published rules should be binding in subsequent individual cases, but the

agency should by rule provide that parties may seek different treatment

upon a compelling showing that application of the general rule is not

appropriate.

2. A ratemaking agency must of course reexamine its generic deter-

minations when pertinent technological or economic circumstances change

or when freshly available information indicates the need for further

thought. Reexamination should ordinarily take place in another rulemaking

proceeding. Where, however, the agency acts to reexamine in whole or in

part a rule embodying a generic conclusion, individual rate proceedings that

involve an issue then under restudy should ordinarily go forward to a deci-

sion without awaiting the conclusion of the new rulemaking proceeding; the

parties should be permitted to litigate the issue in the individual case unless

completion of the rulemaking proceeding is imminent and decision of the

individual case would therefore need to be only briefly postponed.

B. Systematic Collection of Data

1 . An agency charged with responsibility for setting or approving rates

should design means of accumulating on a continuing, periodic basis the

kind of data that must now be submitted in support of rate change requests.

These include, for example, general cost information, capital needs pro-

jections, data on actual receipts and estimates of growth of demand. The in-

formation should be obtained through restructuring of existing reporting

formats in order to avoid increasing the regulated firm's paperwork burden.
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Agencies should assure that the information sought is hkely to be of direct

and focused relevance to forthcoming rate proceedings, and that the agency

expects to make prompt use of the data. Accumulated information should

be accessible, to the public, to the extent permitted by law.

2. To assure efficient use of the information received the agencies must

employ more sophisticated data processing techniques than are now in

general use. The models adopted by the Commerce Department's Experi-

mental Technology Incentives Program ("Regulatory Analysis Model")

and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("Regulatory Information

System") constitute helpful examples.

C Settlement of Rate Cases

Agencies charged with ratemaking responsibility should encourage the

parties to controverted rate cases to settle them by agreement. Negotiated

settlements must, however, take account of public interests other than those

of the immediate disputants. Procedures to assure this may vary with cir-

cumstances and the agency. Authority to approve or disapprove settlements

must be retained as a safeguard against unwise or improper settlements.





RECOMMENDATION 78-2:

PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING
SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY
CLAIMS

(Adopted June 7-8, 1978)

For at least two decades the Social Security Administration's hearings

and appeals processes, particularly those for determining disability claims

which account for 90% of all hearings, have been the subject of study,

debate and critical comment. Suggestions for improvement of these

processes abound. It has been proposed that Social Security hearings be ex-

empted from the formal hearing requirements of the Administrative

Procedure Act; that administrative law judges not be used to decide these

cases: that the decisions be made not after "hearing," but after "examina-

tion" by a panel of experts; that the hearing process be retained, but made

fully adversary; that one or another level of agency review be abolished;

that judicial review be precluded or shifted to magistrates or to an Article I

court; that the substantive standard be changed, or at least sharpened by the

development of regulations or precedent decisions.

The National Center for Administrative Justice has recently concluded

the most comprehensive study yet undertaken of the Social Security hear-

ings and appeals system. In developing the present recommendations, the

Administrative Conference has reviewed and buih upon that study, the

general conclusion of which is that, given existing information, the more

dramatic proposals for reform of the system are inadvisable. While the

problems that have been identified by others do in various degrees infect the

Social Security hearings and appeals system, the difficulties are not so over-

whelming that the proposal of a markedly different system is required.

Hence the recommendations that follow are for the most part interstitial

and conservative. Their purpose is to prescribe improvements while rein-

forcing sound practice.

Recommendation

A . Decisional Body

1. The use of administrative law judges appointed in conformity with

the Administrative Procedure Act to decide disability claims should be

continued. 5
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2. The Bureau of Hearings and Appeals (BHA) possesses and should

exercise the authority, consistent with the administrative law judge's deci-

sional independence, to prescribe procedures and techniques for the ac-

curate and expeditious disposition of Social Security Administration claims.

After consultation with its administrative law judge corps, the Civil Service

Commission, and other affected interests, BHA should establish by regula-

tion the agency's expectations concerning the administrative law judges'

performance. Maintaining the administrative law judges' decisional in-

dependence does not preclude the articulation of appropriate productivity

norms or efforts to secure adherence to previously enunciated standards

and policies underlying the Social Security Administration's fulfillment of

statutory duties.

B. Evidentiary Development

1. Although evidence must sometimes be collected after the adminis-

trative law judge hearing, prehearing development often may be necessary

for an informed and pertinent exchange at the hearing. Administrative law

judges should not therefore adopt an invariant policy of post-hearing

development, but should develop the record during the pre-hearing stage

whenever sound discretion suggests that such development is feasible and

useful.

2. The Bureau of Hearings and Appeals should experiment with wider

use of pre-hearing interviews as a means for case development and in order

to provide increased opportunity for grants of benefits without the necessity

of a hearing. Due regard should be paid to the convenience of the claimants

and to the need for a suitable record of such interviews.

3. Better use should be made of treating physicians as sources of useful

information. In this regard, Bureau of Hearings and Appeals should make

more frequent use of available, standard-form questionnaires to treating

physicians. And when the Bureau of Hearings and Appeals finds that con-

sulting physicians' reports conflict with evidence supplied by treating physi-

cians, it should inform claimants of the opportunity to have their treating

physicians comment in writing on the consuUing physicians' reports.

4. The Bureau of Hearings and Appeals should make better use of

claimants as sources of information by (a) providing them with available

state agency reasons for denial; (b) providing notice of the critical issues to

be canvassed at the hearing; and (c) engaging in careful and detailed ques-

tioning of the claimant at the hearing.

5. In the absence of regulations structuring the administrative law

judge's discretion when evaluating vocational factors, administrative law

judges should take official notice at the hearing of vocational facts that can

be established by widely-recognized documentary sources or on the basis of

agency experience.

6. When vocational experts are called as witnesses they should be ex-

amined in detail concerning (a) the claimant's job-related skills; (b) the

specific jobs that exist for persons with the claimant's skills and functional
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limitations; and (c) the number and regional location of jobs that the claim-

ant can perform.

7. Claimants should not be asked to waive their rights to see evidence

developed after the hearing.

8. Congressional inquiries should be processed by Bureau of Hearings

and Appeals offices in a manner that will avoid any suggestion of preferen-

tial treatment of claimants either in the scheduling or outcome of hearings.

C Monitoring, Management and Control of the Hearing Process

1. The Appeals Council should exercise review on the basis of the

evidence established in the record before the administrative law judge. If a

claimant wishes to offer new evidence after the hearing record has been

closed, petition should be made to the administrative law judge to reopen

the record. Where new evidence is offered when an appeal is pending in the

Appeals Council, the Appeals Council should make that evidence a part of

the record for purposes of the appeal only if a refusal to do so would result

in substantial injustice or unreasonable delay.

2. The Social Security Administration should devote more attention to

the development and dissemination of precedent materials. These actions

include: (a) regulatory codification of settled or established policies;

(b) reasoned acquiescence or non-acquiescence in judicial decisions; (c)

publication of fact-based precedent decisions; (d) periodic conferences of

administrative law judges for discussion of new legal developments or

recurrent problems.

3. The Bureau of Hearings and Appeals should continue an aggressive

quality assurance program to identify errors, determine their causes and

prevent their recurrence.

D. Judicial Review

When seeking a "Secretary-initiated" remand, pursuant to Section 205

of the Social Security Act, the Secretary should state the reasons for such

request.

E. Representation

1. Bureau of Hearings and Appeals offices should fully inform claim-

ants prior to the hearing of the availability of counsel and lay representation

and of the means by which they may obtain counsel or representation in

their local area on a fee or no-fee basis.

2. The Bureau of Hearings and Appeals should assist and cooperate

with appropriate organizations in the development of training programs for

attorneys and lay representatives.





RECOMMENDATION 78-3

TIME LIMITS ON
AGENCY ACTIONS

(Adopted June 7-8, 1978)

Eliminating undue delay in administrative procedures has long been a

public concern. Congress addressed the problem in general terms in the

Admnistrative Procedure Act in 1946. Section 6(a) of the original Act re-

quired each agency to conclude any matter presented to it "with reasonable

dispatch." Section 10(e)(A) of the Act authorized a reviewing court to en-

force this command by compelling agency action "unlawfully withheld or

unreasonably delayed." Although these two sections (now codified as sec-

tion 555(b) and section 706(1) of Title 5) contain enforceable prohibitions

against unlawful or unreasonable delay, they have contributed little to the

reduction of delay. Because what constitutes unlawful or unreasonable

delay is not readily ascertainable, courts have afforded relief from ad-

ministrative dilatoriness only occasionally and in egregious cases. Courts

have also recognized that the present statutory provisions are too general to

deprive agencies of the broad discretion they need to allocate limited

resources among competing demands for official attention.

Frustration over the inability of agencies and courts to speed the course

of administrative proceedings has occasionally led Congress to adopt a

somewhat mechanistic approach to the problem. In recent years Congress

has with increasing frequency enacted statutory provisions that require par-

ticular agencies to complete adjudicatory or rulemaking proceedings within

prescribed periods of time. In these instances, the statutory limits are stated

in terms of specific numbers of days or months; the statutes also identify the

categories of agency proceedings that are subject to the prescribed

schedules. Congress evidently expects that if it establishes a deadline for

agency action, the affected agency will meet that deadline, or will at the

least complete its assigned statutory duty more promptly than it would

otherwise have done.

Congressional expectations that statutory time limits would be effec-

tive have remained largely unfulfilled. There has been a substantial degree

of noncompliance with all the statutory time limits studied. Agency officials

often view statutory timetables as unrealistically rigid demands that

disregard the agency's need to adjust to changing circumstances. Practical

experience at diverse agencies lends support to this appraisal.

9
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Statutory time limits tend to undermine an agency's ability to establish

priorities and to control the course of its proceedings. Such limits also

enable outside interests to impose their priorities on an agency through suit

or threat of suit to enforce them. When asked to enforce statutory time

limits, courts have recognized that an agency's observance of the prescribed

limits may conflict with other requirements of law (e.g., the right of in-

terested persons or parties to a full and fair hearing) or with the re-

quirements of sound decision making. Judges have, therefore, treated the

enforcement of statutory time limits as a matter lying within their own
equitable discretion despite the precisely measured language of the statutes.

A recent task force study for the Senate Committee on Governmental

Affairs* has concluded that particularized timetables or deadlines estab-

lished by individual agencies to govern their own proceedings can be useful

tools for reducing delays and are preferable to seemingly more rigid

legislative prescriptions. This finding fully accords with those of the study

underlying the present recommendation of the Administrative Conference.

Recommendation

1. Reasonable timetables or deadlines can help reduce administrative

delay. GeneralUy, it is preferable that such limits be established by the agen-

cies themselves, rather than by statute.

2. Before determining to impose statutory time limits for the conduct

of agency proceedings, Congress should give due consideration to the alter-

native of requiring the agency itself to establish timetables or guidelines for

the prompt disposition of various types of proceedings conducted by it. It

may also require that significant departure from agency adopted timetables

be explained in current status reports.

3. Whether or not required to do so by statute, each agency should

adopt time limits or guidelines for the prompt disposition of its adjudica-

tory and rulemaking actions, either by announcing schedules for particular

agency proceedings or by adopting regulations that contain general time-

tables for dealing with categories of the agency's proceedings.

4. Congress ordinarily should not impose statutory time limits on an

agency's adjudicatory proceedings. Statutory time limits may be appropri-

ate, however, when the beneficial effect of agency adjudication is directly

related to its timeliness, as may be true in certain licensing cases or in

clearance or proposed private activity where a delayed decision would

deprive both the applicant and the public at large of substantial benefit. If

Congress does enact time limits, for cases of any type, it should recognize

that special circumstances (such as a sudden substantial increase in case-

load, or complexity of the issues raised in a particular proceeding, or the

presence of compelling public interest considerations) may justify an

agency's failure to act within a predetermined time. Statutes fixing limits

* Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., IV Study on

Federal Regulation: Delay in the Regulatory Process 132-52 (1977).
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1

within which agency adjudication must be completed should ordinarily re-

quire that an agency's departure from the legislative timetable be explained

in current status reports to affected persons or in a report to Congress.

5. Congress ordinarily should not impose statutory time limits on rule-

making proceedings. Purely as a practical matter, modern rulemaking

proceedings are too complex and varied, and involve too many stages, to

permit fixing unyielding time frames for agency decision-making. Strict

time limits, moreover, may foreclose the use of procedural techniques that

can be valuable in enhancing the degree of public participation and insuring

completeness of information.** Congress should therefore enact statutory

time limits applicable to rulemaking only when it can be relatively specific

about what it expects the agency to do, and when it intends the agency to

have relatively little discretion in doing it. Congress may appropriately indi-

cate by statute the time within which an agency should respond to individual

requests to commence rulemaking, but it should avoid combining that time

limit with a restriction on the discretion the agency otherwise enjoys to com-

mence or not commence proceedings and to establish priorities for its

rulemaking activities.

6. If Congress does impose a statutory time limit on agency decision-

making, whether in adjudicatory or rulemaking matters, it should be atten-

tive to the need for revision. A time limit considered desirable at the outset

may prove to have been unrealistic because it was based on incomplete in-

formation. If realistic at the time of enactment, the limit may cease to be so

with the passage of time. Statutes imposing time limits therefore should

provide for periodic reconsideration by the Congress or grant the agency

authority to revise the limits under standards established by the Congress.

7. If a statutory time limit is imposed. Congress should expressly state

whether affected persons may enforce the time limit through judicial action

and, if so, the nature of the relief available for this purpose. In cases where

the time limit is intended only as a norm by which the agency's performance

is to be measured, a requirement that the agency report deviations from the

time limit to Congress may be a desirable means of assuring oversight of its

performance.

** See, for example, Administrative Conference Recommendations 76-3, 72-5 and 77-3.





RECOMMENDATION 78-4:

FEDERAL AGENCY INTERACTION
WITH PRIVATE STANDARD-
SETTING ORGANIZATIONS IN
HEALTH AND SAFETY
REGULATION

(Adopted December 14-15, 1978)

Many federal agencies have authority to issue mandatory health or

safety regulations relating to products, materials, processes, practices or

services that may be the subjects of voluntary standards prepared by non-

governmental organizations. Non-governmental standards, though not

legally enforceable, have in fact gained wide acceptance and a high degree

of observance. Many voluntary standards are developed, reviewed, and

periodically revised by technical committees of such non-governmental

organizations that follow open and regular procedures, including a process

for considering and attempting to resolve negative comments. Membership

on technical committees may be broadly based and "balanced" in an effort

to assure representation of varying points of view and avoidance of domina-

tion by a single interest. Some standards-developing organizations provide a

review mechanism to assure compliance with prescribed procedures and an

appropriately balanced membership. Standards developed by private

organizations that generally observe such procedures, or under the Depart-

ment of Commerce voluntary standards program, are frequently referred to

as "voluntary consensus standards," and are the subject of this

recommendation. This recommendation is directed toward the manner in

which agencies should interact with non-governmental organizations that

develop voluntary consensus standards and the manner in which agencies

should utilize such standards for health and safety regulation.

Not all voluntary standards are developed through the consensus proc-

ess just outlined. Other kinds of voluntary standards — for example, those

developed by trade associations or other organizations through non-

consensus procedures — may be valuable for regulatory use by federal

agencies, but are not treated by this recommendation. Also, the recom-

mendation does not address the development of international standards.

Members of technical committees that develop voluntary consensus

13
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Standards often have a wealth of technical knowledge and expertise that

agency staffs do not possess. Agency participation in or cooperation with

those technical committees may result in the development of standards that

adequately address considerations of health or safety more efficiently and

effectively than if the agency seeks independently to formulate standards.

The fact that a standard has been developed by an organization that uses

consensus processes, however, does not of itself assure that it is appropriate

for regulatory use. For example, some standards were developed at a time

when less open procedures were followed, or when the state of relevant

knowledge was less advanced, than at present. Some standards were

developed without relevant accident and injury information. Some
organizations and committees preparing voluntary consensus standards

may not always have an adequate representation of varying interests; in par-

ticular, there are problems in obtaining effective representation of and par-

ticipation by certain significant interests, especially consumers, employees,

small business, and certain noneconomic interests that agencies may be

charged with protecting.' Moreover, the process of seeking consensus

followed by some standards-developing organizations often may create

standards that are acceptable for business interests but may not be suitable

for regulatory use.

Consequently, the appropriateness of particular voluntary consensus

standards for use by an agency in the development of mandatory health or

safety regulations should be determined on a case-by-case basis. Of course,

before adopting any mandatory standard, the agency should identify a need

for doing so.

Questions have been raised as to the possible applicability of the

Federal Advisory Committee Act to technical committees and standards-

developing organizations. The FACA should not apply to the technical

committees and standards-developing organizations contemplated by this

recommendation, which ordinarily are privately organized and operated

primarily for purposes independent of advising the federal government. It

would be injurious to the operation of such organizations, and to their will-

ingness to cooperate with federal agencies, to apply to them certain provi-

sions of the FACA which assume federal sponsorship and control of com-
mittees subject to the Act. Examples include the vesting of authority in

federal employees to approve and terminate meetings and to approve the

agenda of meetings, and of authority in the General Services Administra-

tion to conduct annual reviews which can result in recommendations to

restructure or even abolish committees. The recommendation calls upon

Congress to amend the FACA to make explicit that it does not govern the

technical corrunittees and standards-developing organizations here ad-

dressed. Of course, several principles reflected in the FACA — such as

I. Subcommittee on Social Security, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of

Representatives, "Background Material on Social Security Hearings and Appeals", 94th

Cong., 1st Sess., Sept. 17, 1975 at Table V (Hereafter "Background Material").
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balanced membership and open decisionmaking — represent important cri-

teria for agencies to take into account when considering the use of standards

developed by such organizations (see paragraph 6(c)).

The recommendation that follows is limited to agency interaction with

standards-developing organizations and use of voluntary consensus stand-

ards in the context of regulation of health or safety.^ The recommendation

may nevertheless be significant in relation to setting standards for other

purposes: for example, in conservation of energy and resources, environ-

mental issues, and formulation of test methods and definitions. Agencies

that use voluntary consensus standards in contexts other than health or

safety regulation are urged to consider the recommended measures set forth

below and to follow them to the extent appropriate. However, the recom-

mendation is not intended to have application to the use of voluntary stand-

ards in government procurement, as to which less elaborate procedures may
be appropriate in many cases.

Recommendation

Coordination and Cooperation with Standards-Developing Organizations

1. An agency having authority to issue mandatory health or safety

regulations should draw on the knowledge and information available in ac-

tive technical committees that develop relevant voluntary consensus stand-

ards, and should interact in accordance with this recommendation with

technical committees that follow procedures that are substantially in accord

with the criteria of paragraph 6(c).

(a) To the extent that staff resources permit, the agency should arrange

for an appropriately qualified employee to serve on each technical com-

mittee in which the agency has a significant interest. An employee so serving

should serve as a representative of the agency rather than in an individual

capacity or as a representative of some other designated "interest."' Where

separate representatives of several agencies may result in an imbalance on

the committee, the agencies should seek to agree on a common represent-

ative or on the attendance of some agency personnel as observers. The
representative's function should be to act as liaison to the committee, to

monitor and participate in its standards-writing activities, and to provide

2. The concept of "regulation of health or safety" for purposes of this recommendation

is not intended to encompass all agency functions aimed at health and safety concerns. For ex-

ample, the recommendation does not deal with requirements relating directly to the qualifica-

tions or conduct of individuals engaged in the performance of professional services in areas of

health or safety, or regulations that impose preconditions on eligibility for federal funding

programs.

3. This paragraph should not be construed as indicating disapproval of the common
present practice of permitting agency employees serving with the consent of their agencies on

technical committees in their individual capacities or as representatives of some other

designated "interest" rather than as agency representatives.
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information and communicate the views of the agency relative to the stand-

ards being developed and the procedures followed by the technical com-

mittee. The representative should have no authority to vote or to bind the

agency to any specific proposal. An agency employee who has participated

in a technical committee's development of a standard may thereafter

participate in the agency's decisionmaking process by providing informa-

tion and advice, but should not otherwise participate in making the agency's

decision on whether to adopt or to revise that standard unless the agency

has no other personnel with the requisite knowledge and expertise.

(b) When considering whether to modify an existing mandatory health

or safety standard or to develop a new mandatory standard, the agency

should normally ask an appropriate technical committee, if an active one

exists, to consider the matter and the data bearing on the possible need for a

modification or a new standard. This should be done before the agency

independently publishes a modification or new standard as a proposed

regulation. The agency should announce the referral in an advance notice of

proposed rulemaking which describes the interaction between the agency

and the technical committee and explains how the views of the interested

public may be communicated to the committee. If the technical committee

promptly takes steps to develop an appropriate new voluntary consensus

standard or to modify a relevant voluntary consensus standard in a manner

acceptable to the agency, or presents an appropriate existing standard, the

agency may incorporate the standard into its regulations, or may determine

that governmental action is not needed (see paragraph 7). If, however, the

committee does not respond promptly or adequately and the agency deter-

mines that regulatory action is needed, the agency should proceed in-

dependently to develop a mandatory standard. In determining whether to

request the assistance of a technical committee or to defer development of a

regulation pending action by a technical committee, the agency should take

into account the need for prompt development of the standard and whether

committee consideration may be obtained promptly.

(c) The relationship between the agency and the technical committee

should be a cooperative one, and the agency should not seek to dominate

the committee.

(d) In their published rulemaking notices relating to voluntary con-

sensus standards, agencies should describe their interactions with the

technical committees involved.

(e) Congress should amend the Federal Advisory Committee Act to

state explicitly that the technical committees and standards-developing

organizations of the sort addressed by this recommendation, which are

privately organized and operated primarily for purposes independent of

advising federal agencies, are not within the definition of "advisory com-

mittee" for purposes of that Act.

2. In appropriate cases the agency should provide its available tech-

nical information, data on health or safety concerns, and other relevant

material and information to the technical committee. The agency may
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also provide financial and other support for the committee when such ac-

tion is legally permissible and is in furtherance of the agency's mission and

responsibility.

3. If an active relevant technical committee exists, an agency under-

taking to develop standards "in-house" should coordinate its efforts with

the committee as outlined in paragraphs 1 and 2, unless the agency has

strong reasons to believe the committee can make no useful or timely con-

tribution to the development of an adequate standard.

4. Each agency should, as a matter of general policy, regularly review

standards or revisions proposed by technical committees active in the areas

of regulatory concern of the agency, and should advise such committees on

a regular and informal basis whether the proposed standards and revisions

appear to be consonant with the agency's regulatory responsibilities.

5. Agencies should adopt and publish regulations or policy statements

implementing the procedures outlined in paragraphs 1 through 4 and

describing the manner in which agency representatives are to be designated

and the authority they are to possess.

Use of Existing Voluntary Consensus Standards in Regulation

6. Agencies with authority to issue health or safety regulations should

consider the use of existing relevant voluntary consensus standards in

developing mandatory standards. Voluntary consensus standards should be

considered with due caution and on a case-by-case basis. Ordinarily, stand-

ards which embody judgemental factors should receive greater scrutiny

when being considered by agencies for adoption into regulations than stand-

ards which specify nomenclature, basic reference units, or methods of

measurement or testing, and which are primarily empirical in their formula-

tion. In evaluating a voluntary consensus standard each agency should con-

sider the following factors:

(a) The apparent suitability of the voluntary consensus standard for

use as a mandatory standard, including:

(i) The problems addressed by the standard and changes in the

state of knowledge since the standard was prepared or last revised;

(ii) The extent to which the standard has been complied with, and

the reasons for any noncompliance;

(iii) The extent of injury, accident, or illness known to have re-

sulted from products, materials, processes, practices or services that

have conformed with the standard;

(iv) The clarity and detail of the standard's language;"

(v) The extent to which the standard establishes performance

rather than design criteria, where feasible;

(vi) The extent to which a newly developed standard, under which

little experience exists, appears adequately to address the hazards

considered by the developers of the standard or known to the agency;

4. The wording of a standard may contain too much detail as well as too little.
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and

(vii) The enforceability of the standard.

(b) The nature of the agency's statutory mandate to develop health or

safety regulations and the consistency of the provisions of the voluntary

consensus standard with that mandate.

(c) The adequacy of the procedures followed by the organization pre-

paring the standard to assure that:

(i) The membership of the technical committee represents a

broadly based and balanced array of relevant interests, including,

where appropriate, representatives of consumers, labor, small

business, and other affected groups, and no single interest has a dom-

inating influence on the committee;

(ii) Reasonable notice that a proposed standard is being con-

sidered is given to interested persons and groups;

(iii) Interested persons and groups have an opportunity to par-

ticipate in the deliberations and discussions relating to the standard;

(iv) Prompt and careful consideration is given to minority points

of view and objections to the standard;

(v) Standards are approved by considerably more than a simple

majority vote of the technical committee, although unanimity is not

necessarily required;

(vi) An adequate opportunity for review is afforded to assure

that fairness is protected and that dissenting views are given full

consideration;

(vii) Adequate records are maintained to document that the estab-

lished procedures were actually followed and that the views presented

were duly considered in accordance with those procedures; and

(viii) The entire process is open to public scrutiny and review.

(d) The availability of documentation adequately describing the costs

and benefits, the rationale for and method of arriving at the critical re-

quirements of the standard, and other factors actually considered by

the technical committee in developing or revising the voluntary consensus

standard.

(e) The number of negative voters and the interests they represent.

(f) Possible anti-competitive effects that may arise from the use of the

voluntary consensus standard.

7. Subject to the procedural requirements of 5 U.S.C. §553 or other

relevant statutes, a voluntary consensus standard that appears to be par-

tially or wholly suitable for use as a regulation may be adapted by an agency

in various ways:

(a) If the voluntary consensus standard adequately addresses the ques-

tions of health or safety and is being substantially complied with by the af-

fected industry, the agency may decide to take no further regulatory steps,

or, alternatively, to adopt the standard into its regulations (see paragraph

(0 below), and direct its primary regulatory efforts elsewhere. If, under

these circumstances, the agency decides to take no further regulatory steps.
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it should publish that decision and the reasons therefor in the Federal

Register, The agency should thereafter review periodically the continued

adequacy of the standard and the extent of compliance with it by the

affected industry.

(b) If the voluntary consensus standard adequately addresses the ques-

tions of health or safety, but there has not been substantial compliance with

the standard by the affected industry, or if the industry is so scattered and

diffuse that it is difficult to ascertain compliance, then the agency should

adopt the standard into its regulations. Where the standard is new, the

agency may defer a decision for a reasonable period to observe the effects of

the standard.

(c) If the voluntary consensus standard adequately addresses the ques-

tions of health or safety but the language of the standard lacks the clarity or

detail appropriate for a regulatory standard, then the agency should accept

the substantive provisions of the voluntary consensus standard and seek to

develop the needed clarity or detail by working with the technical commit-

tee. Only if this is unsuccessful or impractical should the agency alone

reformulate the standard. In evaluating whether a voluntary consensus

standard is appropriately detailed, the agency should consider the extent to

which other regulatory authorities have adopted the standard and have then

succeeded in enforcing it.

(d) If the voluntary consensus standard does not adequately address

the pertinent questions of health or safety, the agency should seek to

develop an adequate standard with the assistance of the relevant technical

committee by following the procedures described in paragraph 1(b).

(e) Agencies should consider the "regulatory guide" approach as a

means of effectively making use of voluntary consensus standards. A
"regulatory guide" is a formal declaration by the agency that compliance

with designated portions, or all, or a voluntary consensus standcird will be

considered an acceptable method of compliance with a general mandatory

standard appearing in either the governing statute or the agency's regula-

tions. When taking this approach, the agency should suitably publicize its

decision and reasons therefor.

(f) The agency may adopt a voluntary standard into its regulations

either by placing the text of the standard in the regulations, or, preferably,

by incorporating the standard by reference pursuant to 1 C.F.R. Part 51.

8. Each regulatory agency must take special care to avoid needless in-

consistencies between voluntary and mandatory standards, as well as to

remain abreast of technological change. An agency that has adopted a

voluntary consensus standard into its regulations must therefore be aware

of and must promptly review all later revisions initiated by the technical

committees. If a revision is consistent with the agency's regulatory

responsibilities, the agency should promptly proceed under its rulemaking

authority to amend its prior standard by adopting the latest revision. Such

procedures should provide for coordinated consideration by all agencies

that have adopted the standard.
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Revisions of Standards that have been Incorporated by Reference by More
than One Agency

9. Where a voluntary consensus standard has been incorporated

by reference by two or more agencies, the Office of the Federal Register

should develop, and implement in the form of a regulation, a procedure by

which such agencies may elect in advance to have all proposed changes in

such voluntary consensus standard reviewed pursuant to the following

procedure:

(a) A notice of proposed rulemaking, prepared by or under the direc-

tion of the Office of the Federal Register, should be published under the

name of each electing agency in accordance with the notice and comment re-

quirements of 5 U.S.C. §553, so that each agency's standard can be revised

promptly in accord with revisions subsequently approved by the promulgat-

ing organizations. The notice should also direct that all comments on the

proposed revision be sent to each electing agency as well as to the promul-

gating organization. The Office of the Federal Register should coordinate

the distribution of comments if the number of electing agencies is large.

(b) Each electing agency should promptly review each proposed revi-

sion to the referenced standard in the light of the comments received, and

should then determine whether or not to adopt the revision when it has been

finally approved by the promulgating organization. Adoption of the revised

standard should be formally announced and should be officially published,

without further public opportunity to comment.

10. In order to implement paragraph 9, the Office of the Federal

Register should promptly ascertain all incorporations by reference of volun-

tary standards that have been made in the Code of Federal Regulations and

are currently in effect.
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TOWARD A REVISED STRATEGY
FOR RATEMAKINGf

Thomas D. Morgan*

I. Introduction

A. The Dilemma Inherent in Regulatory Delay

A remarkably diverse group of citizens and political leaders,' busi-

ness executives^ and consumer advocates,^ economists'* and lawyers^

t This article is based on research done under contract for the Ad-
ministrative Conference of the United States. Recommendations based on
the conclusions presented herein will be considered by the Conference in June
1978 and if adopted will be published in the Code ofFederal Regulations. The
Administrative Conference, however, bears no responsibility for the contents

of this article. The author wishes to thank the members of the Committee on
Ratemaking and Economic Regulation of the Administrative Conference,

and particularly Philip Harter (Administrative Conference), William Lindsay
(FPC), Larry Katz (FCC), and David Donley and John Surina (ICC)for their

help and counsel during this study.
* Professor of Law, University of Illinois. B.A. 1962, Northwestern

University; J.D. 1965, University of Chicago.

1

.

President Ford's address to a joint session of Congress initiated the governmental
activity. See Address to a Joint Session of Congress on the Economy, 1974 Pub. Papers
228, 232 (Oct. 8, 1974). In Congressional hearings in late 1974, Administration spokesmen
and others expressed strong views on questions of regulatory reform. E.g. , Hearings on
S. 704 Before the Senate Comm. on Government Operations , 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (1974).

See also [1974] Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) no. 683, at E-1 (speech of FTC
Chairman Lewis Engman before the 1974 Fall Conference of the Financial Analysts
Federation, Oct. 7, 1974). President Carter has asserted his own critique with at least

equal vigor. See The President's Remarks to Members of the American Textile Manufac-
turers Institute, 13 Weekly Comp. of Pres. Doc. 173, 174 (Feb. 9, 1977).

2. E.g. , Brophy, The Utility Problem ofRegulatory Lag, Pub. Util. Fort., Jan. 30,

1975, at 21. (Mr. Brophy is the president of General Telephone and Electronics Co.).

3. E.g., Ralph Nader's Study Group, The Monopoly Makers: Report on
Regulation and Competition (M. Green ed. 1973); R. Fellmeth, The Interstate
Commerce Omission: The Public Interest and the ICC (1970) (The Ralph Nader Study
Report on the Interstate Commerce Commission and Transportation).

4. Report of the Council of Economic Advisors, in Economic Report of the
President 90-1 17 (1970); M. Weidenbaum, Financing the Electric Utility Industry
(1974); Joskow & MacAvoy, Regulation and the Financial Condition of Electric Power
Companies in the 1970's, 65 Am. Econ. Rev., Papers & Proceedings 295 (1975); Hyde,
Overcoming Regulatory Lag: The High Cost of a Low Rate of Return, Pub. Util. Fort.,

Feb. 27, 1975, at 34.

5. E.g. , Stanley, Has the Utility Rate Case Any Future?, Pub. Util. Fort., Nov. 9,

1972, at 17; cf. Friendly, A Look at the Federal Administrative Agencies, 6OC0LUM. L.

Rev. 429, 432 (1960): "I wonder whether law students still are taught, as we were, to

contrast the celerity of those Mercury-like and wing-footed messengers, the administra-

tive agencies, with the creeping and cumbersome processes of the court?."

23
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seems to agree on a fundamental point—something is wrong with much
of the substance and procedure of regulation. Objections vary con-

siderably, but high on many lists is the complexity of administrative

procedure and the sheer time consumed in obtaining action or authoriza-

tion from an agency.^

This regulatory delay reveals a dilemma at the heart of regulation.

Delay inhibits a firm's ability to respond flexibly and efficiently to

changing market conditions. Any regulatory process, however, necessar-

ily takes some time, and the reaction of firms to changed circumstances

must be inhibited for the period needed to make sound regulatory deci-

sions. Paul MacAvoy, in a 1976 speech before the American Bar Associ-

ation, concluded that the dilemma was very likely insoluble. He contend-

ed that modifying procedures sufficiently to permit more effective re-

sponse to changed economic conditions would require abandoning the

regulatory system.^

Professor MacAvoy may have been right; complete or partial dereg-

ulation is probably desirable in many areas of the economy. But deregu-

lation may not be the only alternative to the sluggishness of the current

system. The following analysis considers whether modifications of the

regulatory system can significantly reduce regulatory delay. But be

forewarned. No previously undiscovered panaceas are prescribed. How-
ever, there does seem to be a shift in orientation that can accommodate
both the desire for speed and the equally important interests in procedural

due process and substantively sound results. The revised strategy pro-

posed here consists of three distinct but interrelated elements: first,

increased use of informal rulemaking to establish predictable standards

for decision of recurring issues; second, earlier acquisition of data by
agencies and increased use of computers to store the data and project its

implications; and third, increased reliance on settlements to eliminate the

inevitably time-consuming decision and opinion stages of present ad-

ministrative litigation.

6. According to the results of a questionnaire the Committee [on Governmental
Affairs, United States Senate] distributed to about a thousand lawyers who practice
regularly before eight major comissions, "undue delay" was found to be among the
major problems of Federal regulation. In the case of four agencies—CAB, FCC, FPC
and ICC—undue delay was cited by 75 percent or more of those responding. Also, 67
percent of the administrative law judges responding to the committee's questionnaire
ranked undue delay as one of the top three problems of regulation.

IV Senate Comm. on Governmental Affairs, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., Delay in the
Regulatory Process, Study on Federal Regulations (1977).

Roger Cramton, then Chairman of the Administrative Conference, wrote in 1972:
"While administrative agencies were created to provide expeditious determinations of
matters that courts and legislators could not effectively handle, a continuing course of
complaints of delay in the administrative process indicates that the ideal has not yet been
achieved." Cramton, Causes and Cures of Administrative Delay, 58 A. B.A.J. 937, 937
(1972). See also Symposium on Regulatory Delay: Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on
Government Operations, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976).

7. MacAvoy, The Outlook for Regulation , 45 Antitrust L.J. 186, 189 (1976). At the
time of his remarks. Professor MacAvoy was a member of the Council of Economic
Advisors and had a major role m regulatory reiorm efforts of the Ford Administration.
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B. The Focus of this Article

This article concerns itself with delay in a particular context—that

of ratemaking by federal agencies. Ratemaking delay is neither more
significant, more pervasive, nor even more troublesome than delay in

other areas of administrative activity. However, while the causes and
consequences of delay may be similar across many kinds of administra-

tive proceedings, procedures are sufficiently different and consequences

sufficiently specialized that separate examination of ratemaking has

proved useful.

Ratemaking is a responsibility of a number of federal agencies,* but

four among them are preeminent and constitute the subject of this article.

1

.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has regulatory responsi-

bility for interstate carriers of people and goods by water,

highway, and rail.^

2. The Federal Communications Commission regulates common
carriers engaged in interstate or foreign wire or radio*°

communication including regulation of rates for telephones,

telegraph, satellites, coaxial cable, and microwave.

3. The Civil Aeronautics Board establishes rates for air transpor-

tation, both foreign and domestic."

4. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission , called the Feder-

al Power Commission at the time of this study, ^^ has the

responsibility for regulating both the rates at which electric

power is sold interstate among electric utilities'^ and the rates

for pipeline transportation of natural gas and now oil.''*

8. In addition to the four agencies discussed in this report, several other federal

agencies also set rates. For example, the Federal Maritime Commission establishes rates

for common carriers by water in intercoastal commerce, 46 U.S.C. § 845 (1970); the

Secretary of Agriculture approves schedules of rates for stockyard services, 7 U.S.C. §

207 (1976); and the Secretary of the Interior establishes rates for the purchase of water

purchased from federally-constructed irrigation projects, 16 U.S.C. § 690z-2 (1970).

9. 49 U.S.C. §§ 1(1), 302 (1970).

10. 47 U.S.C. § 151 (1970).

11. 49 U.S.C. § 1373 (1970). Mail rates have traditionally been a separate vehicle for

subsidizing airlines, 49 U.S.C. § 1376(b)(3) (1970), and international issues are so inter-

twined with foreign policy and International Air Transport Association policy as to be sui

generis, see, e.g., A. Lowenfeld, Aviation Law 279-317 (1972). The analysis here thus

concentrates on the central CAB rate concerns: domestic passenger and cargo fares.

12. Section 402 of the Department of Energy Organization Act, Pub. L. No. 95-91 , 91

Stat. 565 (1977) transfers the functions of the FPC considered in this report to the

independent Federal Energy Regulatory Commission established within the Department
of Energy.

13. 16 U.S.C. § 824d (1970). Two important cases defining the FPC's electrical power
jurisdiction are FPC v. Florida Power & Light Co., 404 U.S. 453 (1972), and FPC v.

Southern Cal. Edison Co., 376 U.S. 205 (1964). The jurisdiction of the FPC has now been
transferred to the new E)epartment of Energy, see note 12 supra.

14. 15 U.S.C. § 717c (1970). In addition, the Natural Gas Act gave the FPC responsi-

bility for regulating the field prices paid to natural gas producers, but the conditions in that

industry and the national or area rulemakings used to set rates are so unique that these will

be examined only as a contrast to more traditional proceedings. See In re Permian Basin
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Assessment of federal administrative procedure is difficult because

the ratemaking process is currently undergoing extensive review and

adaptation. These changes result not only from an awareness of problems

in the procedure itself but at least equally from a general reassessment of

the concept of federal regulation of industry. From statutory "revitaliza-

tion" of the railroad industry'^ to possibly reduced regulation of airlines^^

to creation of the Department of Energy,'^ new techniques have been or

are likely to be mandated. The analysis here, however, will proceed on

the supposition that, whatever the label of the agency, most of the

functional issues will remain constant and past experience should facili-

tate assessment of any new approaches.

C. Causes of Delay in Ratemaking

Why do regulated firms have to wait a year or two—or three—to get

a 'rate increase to which they are entitled? A superficial answer is that the

agency must have planned badly and that more attentive management
could solve the problem. If that were true, however, by this time some
efficient chairman surely would have caused his or her commission to

perform dramatically better and that simply has not happened. The task,

it seems, is harder than it initially appears. A more realistic appraisal is

that at least four factors contribute to the problem of chronic delay and

regulatory lag.'*

The first cause of delay is the complexity of the substantive issues.

When questions of fact, law, or policy require reflection and study, the

decision should and will take time. When important points of view need

to be expressed, sufficient time must be allowed for their expression and

consideration. To some extent, then, calling all passage of time "delay"

only confuses matters. However, from the standpoint of the regulated

firm, delay by any other name hurts just as badly. The objective then,

Area Rate Cases, 390 U.S. 747 (1968); Shell Oil Co. v. FPC, 520 F.2d 1061 (5th Cir. 1975),

cert, denied sub nom. California Co. v. FPC, 426 U.S. 941 (1976). See also Breyer &
MacAvoy, The Natural Gas Shortage and the Regulation of Natural Gas Producers, 86
Harv. L. Rev. 941 (1973).

15. Accomplished by the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976

(the 4R Act), Pub. L. No. 94-210, 90 Stat. 31.

16. The two bills pending in the 95th Congress are S. 292, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977)

and S. 689, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977). President Carter has endorsed the concept of
decreased air regulation, but at this writing, early action does not seem likely. See, e.g. , 35

Cong. Q. Weekly Rep. 1303 (1977).

17. See note 12 supra.

18. Although "regulatory lag" is a commonly-used generic term, it is really

composed of two parts—one substantive and one procedural. The substantive element is

the traditional decision to make future rates turn on past costs. See, e.g. , 1 A. Kahn, The
Economics of Regulation: Principles and Institutions 54 (1970). That is, because
next year's rates are based on past cost data rather than on predicted costs, rates will

always trail behind. Although this kind of lag would be relatively easy to overcome by
changing the substantive principles applied in determining the proper test year, it reflects

an understandable preference for hard evidence over guesses. This article will focus
mainly on the problems of procedural delay.
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should not be to establish instantaneous decisionmaking; it should be to

design a system that will operate at or near that elusive point where the

marginal cost of delay equals the marginal benefit of further

consideration.

A second cause of delay in one area of an agency's activity may be

as mundane a factor as the agency's preoccupation with other matters.

Approximately eighty percent of the Federal Communication Commis-
sion's business, for example, involves broadcasting.^^ It is not surpris-

ing, then, that at times broadcast license cases will be given a higher

priority than common carrier rate cases. Under such circumstances delay

is not subject to correction without a change of priorities that might create

more problems than it would solve.

Third, delay often occurs because some party has an interest in its

occurrence. At one time, for example, firms in many regulated industries

were improving their productivity at a rate faster than inflation so that as

their costs were decreasing their profits were going up. Consequently,

during that period, delay was in the interest of regulated firms that sought

to avoid rate decreases. ^° Now, delay seems to be favored by customers

seeking to avoid rate increases,^' or by firms seeking to restrain their

competitors' attempts to obtain a competitive advantage. ^^ The predis-

position of administrative procedure to allow maximum participation by

affected parties, including members of the public, has exacerbated this

problem.^^ Whoever the proponent, however, the point is that delay is

not perceived as an unmitigated evil by everyone affected by the regula-

tory process. For some interested parties, delay is the best defense.

Consequently, it is not entirely the fault of the administrative agency

when some delay creeps into the process. Indeed the recognition by
regular participants in the process that under some circumstances delay

can be to their benefit may help explain why many condemn delay when
it hurts them, but why fundamental procedure change has not yet

occurred.

19. Proportions such as this are, of course, far from precise. As of June 30, 1973, the

FCC had 214 broadcast cases in hearing status and 12 common carrier cases. At the same
time, rulemaking and enforcement proceedings totaled 102 broadcast and 56 common
carrier. 39 FCC Ann. Rep. 193 (1973).

20. The phenomenon is discussed and supported empirically in Spann, The Regulato-

ry Cobweb: Inflation, Deflation, Regulatory Lag and the Effects of Alternate Administra-

tive Rules in Public Utilities, 43 S. ECON. J. 827, 833 (1976) and Joskow, Inflation and
Environmental Concern: Structural Change in the Process of Public Utility Price Regula-

tion, 17 J.L. & EcoN. 291, 305-11 (1974).

21

.

See, e.g. , Joskow, The Determirmtion of the Allowed Rate of Return in a Formal
Regulatory Hearing, 3 Bell J. EcoN. & Mgmt. Scl 632 (1972).

22. It appears that customers are the primary challengers in rate cases at the ICC and
FPC while competitors are more active before the FCC and CAB.

23. This is not, however, to say that "public interest" groups are a primary factor in

ratemaking delay. Regardless of what may be true in cases such as nuclear plant sitings,

the research for this article uncovered no evidence that representatives of the "public"

contributed any more to case delay than other intervenors. See text accompanying notes

131-36 infra.
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A fourth cause of delay, at least in the area of ratemaking, is the

conscious use of delay as a regulatory tool. A consistent—some would
say chronic—problem in rate-regulated industries is the problem of

creating an incentive for efficiency.^'* If the firm is guaranteed a particu-

lar return, it has no incentive to minimize costs. Moreover, the increases

in costs that result may be of a magnitude which counteracts most of the

public benefits sought by regulation. ^^ To the extent that a firm can be

forced to bear some or all of the consequences of spending increases, it

will be encouraged to economize. ^^ Delay provides such encouragement

because, at least until the next rate increase, the firm must absorb any

cost increases. To be sure, at the time of the next increase, the firm will

be allowed to raise its rates prospectively, but firms are almost never

allowed to make up past cost overruns. Of course, a highly inflationary

environment can turn a healthy incentive into a suffocating damper, ^^ and

delay is seen by all as a clumsy tool for regulating a firm's management.

But the point is that ratemaking delay need not be approached with the

inevitable assumption that only specialized private interests can see any

benefit from agency inaction.

II. The Federal Ratemaking Experience

A. An Overview of the Process

The federal regulatory system developed with little overall design.

Specific programs were adopted to meet the perceived needs of particular

periods and the result is a diverse collection of programs, policies, and

agencies pursuing their individual objectives. It might appear, therefore,

that few generalities can reasonably be made. Indeed, the agencies tend

to perpetuate this impression by having separate admission requirements

24. See, e.g. , F. Scherer, Industrial Market Structure and Economic Per-

formance 527-29 (1970).

25. See, e.g., Williamson, Economics as an Antitrust Defense: The Welfare

Tradeoffs, 58 Am. Econ. Rev. 18 (1968).

26. Bonbright, writing when costs were still declining, advocated the use of delay to

give extra rewards to firms that succeeded in lowering their costs. See J. Bonbright,
Principles of Public Utility Rates 11-16, 386-90 (1%1). Others, such as Elizabeth

Bailey, have advocated intentional delay during periods of rising costs as well. See E.

Bailey, Economic Theory of Regulatory Constraint 111-23 (1973); Bailey, Innova-

tion and Regulation, 3 J. Pub. Econ. 285 (1974); Bailey & Coleman, The Effect ofLagged
Regulation in an A-J Model, 2 Bell J. Econ. & Mgmt. Sci. 278 (1971); Klevorick, The
Behavior of a Firm Subject to Stochastic Regulatory Review, 4 Bell J. EcON. & Mgmt.
Sci. 57 (1973); Myers, The Application of Finance Theory to Public Utility Rate Cases, 3

Bell J. Econ. & Mgmt. Sci. 58 (1972); Baumol & Klevorick, Input Choices andRate-of-

Return Regulation: An Overview of the Discussion, 1 Bell J. EcoN. & Mgmt. Sci. 162

(1970).

27. E.g. ,^Spann, supra note 20. Spann also concludes that the present value to

consumers at high rates of inflation of the delay in rate increases caused by regulatory lag

is equal to approximately 200% of the total expenditure on electricity. Id. at 828. Given

that large consumer interest in obtaining regulatory lag, Spann argues that a subsidy to the

utilities to relieve the most severe impacts of lag might be a more satisfactory solution than

elimination of the lag altogether. Id. at 838.
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for practice before them^^ and by making no apparent attempt to stand-

ardize procedures or correlate activities.
^^

Despite appearances, however, some generalization is possible.

Ratemaking is analytically the same process in every agency, and to a

great extent the procedures of the different agencies derive from a

common source—the standards and procedures established for the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in ISSl.^^ The different regulatory sys-

tems, therefore, can be viewed as a series of variations on a common
theme, the approaches unique to each agency representing experimenta-

tion or adaptation to particular conditions. This perspective makes possi-

ble conclusions about the desirability of given approaches and their

applicability in other contexts.

In each agency, the first step in the ratemaking process is setting the

proposed rate. A regulated firm's rates are established by the firm itself

rather than by the regulatory agency, at least in the first instance. The
firm establishes its own tariff—its schedule of rates and rules—and

submits it to the agency for approval.^' The standard against which each

agency tests the proposed rate is derived from the basic Interstate

Commerce Act requirements that all rates be "just and reasonable, "^^

and that they avoid "unjust discrimination" in rates or services. ^^

28. Compare 14 C.F.R. § 302.11(a) (1977) (CAB), 18 C.F.R. § 1.4(a) (1977) (FPC), 47

C.F.R. § 1.23(a) (1976) (FCC), and 49 C.F.R. § 1100.8(a)(b) (1976) (ICC).

29. Recommendation five of the American Bar Association House of Delegates in

August, 1970, called for "providing that in formal adjudication, to the extent practicable,

uniform rules governing pleadings, discovery, the admission of evidence, requirements of

proof, decisions, and appeals shall be issued by all agencies . . .
." House of Delegates

Meets in St. Louis August 10-12, 56 A. B.A.J. 984, 992 (1970). The report underlying the

proposal is set out in American Bar Association Special Committee on Revision of the

Administrative Procedure Act, 23 Ad. L. Rev. 68, 75-76 (1970). Responses from 17

members of the Administrative Conference representing 14 agencies "ranged from ap-

proval in principle to outright rejection. No member expressing his view of effect on this

agency gave outright endorsement to any specific uniform rule." Administrative Confer-

ence, Statement on ABA Proposals to Amend the Administrative Procedure Act , 25 Ad.

L. Rev. 419, 441 (1973).

30. Interstate Commerce Act, ch. 104, 24 Stat. 379 (1887) (current version at 49

U.S.C. §§ 1-27 (1970)).

31. 15 U.S.C. § 717c(c) (1970) (FPC-gas pipeline); 16 U.S.C. § 824d(c) (1970) (FPC-
eiectric); 47 U.S.C. § 203 (1970) (FCC); 49 U.S.C. § 6(1) (1970) (ICC-rail); 49 U.S.C. §

317(a) (1970) (ICC-motor common carriers); 49 U.S.C. § 1373(a) (1970) (CAB).
32. 49 U.S.C. § 1(5) (1970) (ICC-rail). Compare 15 U.S.C. § 717c(a) (1970) (FCC-gas

pipeline); 16 U.S.C. § 824d(a) (1970) (FPC-electric); 47 U.S.C. § 201(b) (1970) (FCC); 49

U.S.C. § 316(d) (1970) (ICC-motor common carriers); 49 U.S.C. § 1374(a) (1970) (CAB).

33. 49 U.S.C. §§ 2, 3(1) (1970) (ICC-rail). Compare 15 U.S.C. § 717c(b) (1970) (FCC-
gas pipeline); 16 U.S.C. § 824d(b) (1970) (FPC-electric); 47 U.S.C. § 202 (1970) (FCC); 49

U.S.C. § 316(d) (1970) (ICC-motor common carriers); 49 U.S.C. § 1374(b) (1970) (CAB).

Determining whether a rate proposal meets this double standard can be difficult. The
"just and reasonable" requirement forces the agency to ask whether the proposed rates

allow the firm no more than (and no less than) the amount of revenue necessary to earn a

reasonable rate of return on investment. Traditionally, that determination has been made
by assessing the cost to the firm of purchased goods and services, the "fair value" of the

firm's invested capital or "rate base," the cost of debt and equity capital to the firm (its

proper "rate of return"), the projected income to the firm from the proposed rate

schedule, and whether the projected income exceeds the determined costs. These ele-
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The most obvious opportunity an agency has to review a rate is

when the tariff is initially proposed. Routinely, regulated firms are

required to file tariff changes with the agency and to provide at least

thirty days notice to the public prior to the effective date of each change.

During this notice period, the agency has some opportunity to consider

the propriety of each proposal. To make such a determination in every

case, however, simply would not be practical. In agencies that are

inundated with tariffs, a large proportion of which are routine rule

changes that the firms are required by law to put on file,^'* agency review

is largely limited to determining that filings are in the prescribed form

and have no patently illegal requirements.^^ Consequently, as Table I

illustrates, agencies allow the overwhelming majority of tariff filings to

go into effect after no significant scrutiny at all.

The agencies' selection of which tariffs to evaluate seriously is

obviously crucial. A few tariffs stand out because of their national impact

or because of the unusually large size of the requested increases. Beyond

these, selection has been heavily dependent on objections from custom-

ments and the complexity surrounding the proof of each is developed in all standard

economics and legal texts on regulation. E.g. , 1 A. Kahn, The Economics of Regula-
tion: Principles and Institutions 25-54 (1970); T. Morgan, Cases and Materials on
Economic Regulation of Business 213-89 (1976). Suffice it to say here that each of

these issues —but particularly valuation of the rate base and the proper rate of return to be

allowed—are often factually ambiguous and hotly contested.

The prohibition of "unjust discrimination" requires the agency to determine whether

the proposed structure of rates allocates the burden of paying for the service, if not

equally upon the various customers, then in a legally acceptable way. This analysis can be

particularly controversial and extraordinarily important, involving analysis of the long-run

marginal cost of serving each customer, determination of the effect of a given rate on
particular competitors and customers, and consideration of such general objectives as

energy conservation and the desirability of lifeline services for the very poor. See I A.

Kahn, supra, at 54-57; T. Morgan, supra, at 368-466; Baumol, Reasonable Rules for

Rate Regulation: Plausible Policies for an Imperfect World, in The Crisis of the Regula-
tory Commissions 187 (P. MacAvoy ed. 1970).

34. No hard data is available that distinguishes the number of substance-less rule

change tariffs from rate changes properly subject to careful scrutiny, but all analysts agree

that the proportion of "chaff" is very high.

35. Even if it profoundly disapproved of a rate, the agency probably could not take

final action to reject it except for terms which violate a statute or commission rule. For

example, an agency does not normally have the power to reject a rate out of hand simply

because it believes it is too high. Associated Press v. FCC, 448 F.2d 1095, 1 104 (D.C. Cir.

1971). Likewise, the courts have held that the FCC could not require that a firm receive

prior permission before filing a tariff change. American Tel. & Tel. Co. v. FCC, 487 F.2d

865 (2d Cir. 1973). See also United Gas Pipe Line Co. v. United States, 551 F.2d 460(D.C.

Cir. 1977).
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Table l^

The Number of Tariff Filings at Each Agency and the

Number Considered For Suspension

Total

Seriously

Total Tariff Total Considered Total

Filings in a Rejected for for Allowed to go

Agency Recent Year Improper Form Suspension Into Effect

Rail (FY* 1976) 54,812 126 (<1%) 274 (<1%) 54,412 (99%)

ICC"
Motor (FY* 1976) 236,553 2,339 (1%) 1,813 (1%) 232,401 (98%)

FCC" (1976) 989 10 (1%) 50 (5%) 929 (94%)

CAB" (1976) 12.235 979 (8%) 248 (2%) 11,008 (90%)

Elec.'« (FY* 1975) 462 134 (29% 328 (71%)

FPC
Gas*' (FY* 1975) 317 15 (5%) 69 (19%) 233 (76%)

* Fiscal Year

ers or competitors—called "protests"—against the proposed rate.^^

Agencies appear to take the position that if proposals do not gore

anyone's ox enough for it to bellow, intervention is not needed.

But even serious review of a tariff does not necessarily mean
disapproval. If a tariff is subjected to serious review, the next critical

decision all four agencies face is whether to "suspend" the tariff pending

36. The data for Table I was obtained from the sources cited in notes 37-41 infra.

37. 90 ICC Ann. Rep. 120-22 (1976). This data reflects the period prior to passage of

the "4R Act" discussed at note 43 infra. Presumably, that statute would tend to make the

"automatic approval" rate even higher.

38. This data is not routinely collected and published by the FCC. The data for use in

this table was assembled by the Tariffs Division of the Common Carrier Bureau whose
help is gratefully acknowledged.

39. The underlying data for this agency is recorded in numbers of tariff "pages." To
get comparability with the other agencies, total pages were divided by 12, the average

number of pages per filing as determined by the CAB Bureau of Accounts and Statistics.

40. These figures were derived from personal examination of docket entry sheets,

available for public inspection in the Office of Public Information, Federal Power
Commission, Wash., D.C., for the 644 electric rate case files opened in fiscal year 1975.

The figure 462 was obtained by subtracting the 182 cases dealing with securities issues,

service terminations, and other matters not directly related to rates. The figure 134 in the

third column is taken from FPC Ann. Rep. 22 (1975), a reference only loosely correspond-

ing to the "considered for suspension" category.

A higher proportion of FPC cases are considered for suspension than at the other

agencies because electric and gas utilities tend to file their routine changes with state

commissions. The FPC filings tend to be major wholesale contracts. See text accompany-
ing notes 91-93 infra.

41. The figures on FPC gas tariffs were obtained from data on docket entry sheets

available for public inspection in the Office of Public Information, Federal Power
Commission.

42. 15 U.S.C. § 717c(e) (1970) (FPC-gas pipeline); 16 U.S.C. § 824d(e) (1970) (FPC-
electric); 47 U.S.C. § 204 (1970) (FCC); 49 U.S.C.A. § 15(7) (Cum. Supp. 1977) (ICC-rail);

49 U.S.C. § 316(g) (1970) (ICC-motor carriers); 49 U.S.C. § 1482(g) (1970) (CAB).
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further examination.'*^ Suspension means that for a limited period

—

seven months at the ICC*^ five months at the FFC^^ and FCC,^ and up
to 180 days at the CAB'*''—the rate may not go into effect, thus giving the

agency time to investigate the reasonableness of the rate and to determine

whether the proposal illegally discriminates against any consumers. Al-

ternatively, a protested rate may be investigated but not suspended, or

suspended only briefly and followed by an "accounting order" which
subjects the increase to possible refund.'** More commonly, however, the

agency will approve the rate without either suspension or investigation.

Table II shows the proportion of seriously considered tariffs which were

TABLE 11^9

Proportion of Seriously-Considered Substantive

Tariffs Actually Suspended or Investigated

Tariffs Approved Withdrawn Suspended
Considered Without by or Inves-

Agency Closely Suspension Carrier tigated

Rail (FY* 1976) 274 160 40 74 (27%)

ICC
Motor (FY* 1976) 1,813 929 305 579 (32%)

FCC (1976) 50 30 — 20 (40%)

CAB (1976) 248 165 56 27 (11%)

Electric (FY* 1975) 134 78 5 51 (38%)

FPC
Gas Pipeline (FY* 1975) 63 24 39 (62%)

* Fiscal Year

43. In general, decisions whether or not to suspend rates are not subject to judicial

review. The issue of whether a decision is part of the suspension process, however, is

reviewable. See, e.g., Mobil Alaska Pipeline Co. v. United States, 557 F.2d 775 (5th Cir.

1977), cert, granted, 46 U.S.L.W. 3337 (1977).

The Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 ("4R Act"), Pub. L.

No. 94-210, 90 Stat. 31, makes significant changes in the authority of the ICC to suspend
rail rates and thus should reduce the frequency of suspensions in such rail cases even
more. A rate may not be set aside as too low if it "would contribute to the going concern
value" of the railroad (49 U.S.C.A. § 1(5) (Cum. Supp. 1977)), and may be held too high
unless the Commission finds the carrier has "market dominance," defined as an "absence
of effective competition." 49 U.S.C.A. § l(5)(c)(i) (Cum. Supp. 1977). The Commission
thus may not suspend a non-general increase without either a finding of market dominance
or a complaint of predatory pricing where the total of rate changes in the last 365 days as

to the tariff in question has not been over seven percent up or down, (49 U.S.C.A. §

15(8)(b), (c) (Cum. Supp. 1977)), and may not suspend in any case unless "substantial

injury" would otherwise be caused. 49 U.S.C.A. § 15(d)(i) (Cum. Supp. 1977).

44. 49 U.S.C.A. § 15(7) (Cum. Supp. 1977); 49 U.S.C. § 316(9) (1970).

45. 15 U.S.C. § 717c(e) (1970); 16 U.S.C. § 824d(e) (1970).

46. 47 U.S.C.A. § 204 (Cum. Supp. 1977).

47. 49 U.S.C. § 1482(g) (1970). The Board is to begin with a 90-day suspension but it

may increase the period to up to 180 days in all.

48. 15 U.S.C. § 717c(e) (1970) (FPC-gas pipeline); 16 U.S.C. § 824d(e) (1970) (FPC-
electric); 47 U.S.C.A. § 204(a) (Cum. Supp. 1977) (FCC); 49 U.S.C.A. § 15(8)(e) (Cum.
Supp. 1977) (ICC-rail).

49. The data reported in this table was obtained from the sources described in notes
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actually suspended, investigated, or both, in each agency during a recent

twelve month period.

As noted, the decision whether or not to suspend is one of the most
critical in the ratemaking process. ^° But up to the point of suspension,

delay is not a serious issue because protests are made and considered in

the statutory period before the rates could have become legally effective.

Only when the agency suspends a tariff does delay become significant.

Consequently, those cases are the primary focus of this article.

Once a rate is challenged, each of the relevant statutes requires that

it be evaluated in a "hearing. "^' As interpreted by the agencies, the basic

format of a rate investigation hearing, whether or not pursuant to a

suspension, is that of a traditional adversary hearing^^ in which the

proponent has the burden of proof .^^ The proponent submits vast amounts

of cost data, sometimes at the time the tariff is proposed,^'* but normally

not until the proposal is contested. Then, the proponent's witnesses and

those of the objectors testify, often largely in the form of written state-

ments but in any case subject to oral cross-examination.^^ At most

agencies, an administrative law judge renders an initial decision, ^*^ which

is then subject to review by the entire commission. ^^ This procedure is

time consuming. Table III reveals the four agencies' recent experience in

reaching decisions in rate cases.

37-41 supra. Note that a tariff which is not suspended does not have its effectiveness

delayed. Thus the numbers of "suspended or investigated" cases in the fourth column of

this table will often be greater than the number of suspended cases analyzed in later

tables. See also note 58 infra.

50. The issues surrounding this determination were carefully considered by the

Administrative Conference in 1972. The Conference recommendations are set forth at 1

C.F.R. § 305.72-4 (1977). Underlying these proposals was an excellent report, published as

Spritzer, Uses of the Summary Power to Suspend Rates: An Examination of Federal

Regulatory Agency Practices, 120 U. Pa. L. Rev. 39 (1971), which goes more deeply into

the workings of the process at each agency than has been done here.

51. 15 U.S.C. § 717c(e) (1970) (FPC-gas pipeline); 16 U.S.C. § 824d(e) (1970) (FPC-

electric); 47 U.S.C.A. § 204(a) (Cum. Supp. 1977) (FCC); 49 U.S.C.A. § 15(8)(a) (Cum.
Supp. 1977) aCC-rail); 49 U.S.C. § 316(g) (1970) (ICC-motor carriers); 49 U.S.C. § 1482(g)

(1970) (CAB).
52. 14C.F.R. §§302.1-.37,.500-.508 (CAB); 18 C.F.R. §§l.l-.34 (FPC); 47 C.F.R. §§

1.201-.363 (1976) (FCC); 49 C.F.R. §§ 1100.1-.250 (1976) (ICC) (Modified Procedure, an

important alternative procedural device at the ICC, is discussed infra at text accompany-
ing notes 67-74).

53. 15 U.S.C. § 717c(e) (1970) (FPC-gas pipeline); 16 U.S.C. § 824d(e) (1970) (FPC-

electric); 47 U.S.C.A. § 204(a) (Cum. Supp. 1977) (FCC); 49 U.S.C.A. § 15(8)(f) (Cum.
Supp. 1977) (ICC-rail); 49 U.S.C. § 315(g) (1970) (ICC-motor carriers); 14 C.F.R. § 302.506

(1977).

54. E.g. , 49 C.F.R. § 1 102.2 (1976) (ICC-rail general increase).

55. 14 C.F.R. §§ 302.23-.24 (1977) (CAB); 18 C.F.R. §§ 1.20-.26 (1977) (FPC); 47

C.F.R. §§ 1.351-.363 (1976) (FCC); 42 Fed. Reg. 23,819-21 (1977) (to be codified in 49

C.F.R. §§ 1100.72-.84)(ICC).

56. 14 C.F.R. § 302.27 (1977) (CAB); 18 C.F.R. § 1.30 (1977) (FPC); 47 C.F.R. § 1 .267

(1976) (FCC); 42 Fed. Reg. 23,822 (1977) (to be codified in 49 C.F.R. § 1100.91) (ICC).

57. 14 C.F.R. §§ 302.28-.32, .36 (1977) (CAB); 18 C.F.R. § 1.31 (1977) (FPC); 47

C.F.R. §§ 1. 276-. 282 (1976); 42 Fed. Reg. 23,822 (1977) (to be codified in 49 C.F.R. §§

1100.92-.93)(ICC).
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Table ffl^s

Average Actual Decision Time in the Four Agencies

Agency
Number of

Cases

Average Actual Time in

Days from Case Filing

to Final Decision
Standard
Deviation

Rail 41 325 144

ICC
Motor 50 246 143

FCC 7 1054 464

CAB 9 664 (n/a)

Electric 48 625 219

FPC
Gas Pipeline 33 747 175

B. The Experience at Particular Agencies

Obviously, no agency, except the ICC, has been even coming close

to deciding cases in the six to eight months allowed by the suspension

process. Although the passage of time is not the only measure of whether

undue "delay" is occurring, the periods shown in Table III illustrate why
a problem is perceived to exist today. This general analysis, however,

only partly explains the extent and causes of delay in federal ratemaking.

Each of the agencies has both particular problems with which to deal and

experiences generated from the attempts to solve them.

/. Interstate Commerce Commission

The ICC has one of the largest dockets of rate cases^^ and disposes

of several kinds of cases faster than any other agency.^ More than just

the investigation and suspension cases previously discussed come before

the ICC. Often, the Commission allows rates to become effective when
proposed, and that does not thereby make those rates immune from

attack. A competitor or customer who believes that a particular rate is

inherently unlawful or unlawful as applied*^' may initiate an alternative

58. These times are calculated summaries of data the derivation of which is described

fully in the sections on individual agencies which follow. The number of cases for which
the averages are calculated do not wholly track the figures in Table II, partly because the

time periods used for analysis sometimes differ. See text accompanying notes 63, 78, 89,

95 infra.

59. An extremely thorough study of the process of decision at the ICC, substantially

still accurate today, was prepared by Dean Roger C. Cramton, then of the University of

Michigan Law School, in his capacity as reporter to the Committee on Rulemaking of the

Administrative Conference. See R. Cramton, The Conduct of Rate Proceedings in the

Interstate Commerce Commission (Dec. 1, 1966) (unpublished paper on file in the offices

of the Administrative Conference of the United States).

60. A more complete summary, again showing the relative success of the ICC, is

provided in Table VIII, at text accompanying note 100 infra.

61. 49 U.S.C. §§ 13(1), 15(1) (1970) (rail); 49 U.S.C. § 316(e) (1970) (motor common
carrier).
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"complaint" proceeding seeking damages and a new rate. Table IV
summarizes the data for ten different combinations of subject matter and
procedure before the ICC and divides the information into four case

processing stages: (1) the time required to prepare the case prior to

hearing or submission of written material for decision ,^^ (2) time taken

Table IV"

Average Processing Time in Days for ICC Rate Cases

Closed Between July 1, 1976 and June 1, 1977

Type of Case

Number

of Cases

Time

from

Filing to

Hearing or

Submission

Length of

Hearing

Period

from

Hearing to

Initial

Decision

Period

from

Initial 10

Final

Decision

Total

Days

Required

Standard

Deviation

1. RAIL—I&S*
—Oral Hearing

6 83 9 — 225 317 137

2. —Modified Procedure 35 166 — — 160 326 147

3. MOTOR—I & S*

—Oral Hearing

4 84 51 — 300 435 383

4. —Modified Procedure 46 89 — — 142 231 96

5. RAIL-Complaint

—Oral Hearing

33 310 94 227 344 975 405

6. Modified Procedure

with appeal of

initial decision

41 141 173 231 545 160

7. —Modified Procedure

without appeal

24 99 — 135 — 234 118

8. MOTOR-Complaint
—Oral Hearing

5 254 26 285 323 889 412

9. —Modified Procedure

with appeal of

initial decision

15 136 " 133 387 656 298

10. —Modified Procedure

without appeal

15 151 203 354 200

* Investigation and Suspension

The standard format for a complaint case is the same fuli-scale adversary hearing
discussed earlier, except that the burden of proof is placed on the objector. Atchison, T.

& S.F. Ry. V. Wichita Bd. of Trade, 412 U.S. 800, 812 (1973). All four agencies provide for
a complaint procedure, see 15 U.S.C. §§ 717d(a), 717 (1970) (FPC-gas pipelines); 16

U.S.C. §§ 824(c), 825(e) (1970) (FPC-electric rates); 47 U.S.C. § 208 (1970) (FCC); 49
U.S.C. § 1482(a) (1970) (CAB). The procedure, however, is used far more by the ICC than
by the other agencies. The greater number of complaint cases at the ICC may be partly a
result of the more cursory review that agency gives tariffs when originally filed.

62. Under the modified procedure described later, there is no hearing but there is a
time after which no more submissions may be offered and the case is thus in the hands of
the decisionmaking body. 42 Fed. Reg. 23,814 (1977) (to be codified in 49 C.F.R. §
1 100.49) (ICC).

63. The statistical data on ICC cases here and in the following tables is derived from
computerized information obtained from the section of Case Control and Information,
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for the hearing, if any, (3) time elapsed between the end of the hearing

and the initial decision by the administrative law judge, and (4) time

required for review by the Commission itself.

At the outset, one may be struck by the difference in time it takes to

decide a complaint case as compared to an I & S case. Looking only at

oral hearing cases, the difference is 975 versus 317 days for rail cases and

889 versus 435 days for motor carrier cases. The reason for the difference

might be that the issues in investigation and suspension cases are more
straightforward. Many proposed tariff changes come to the ICC only

after eliminating most controversial provisions. Railroads and motor

carriers are organized into rate bureaus—associations of carriers that file

consolidated rate requests.^ Disagreements among the carriers are nor-

mally resolved before the tariff is filed. Protests, as a result, tend to come
from shippers who either complain about any increase at all or about the

effect of the increase on them.^^ Objections of the first type usually are

doomed, and those of the second type can ordinarily be accommodated.*^

Office of Proceedings, Interstate Commerce Commission. The help and imagination of

Mr. John Surina, Chief of the Section of Case Control and Information, in retrieving the

relevant data is gratefully acknowledged. Each case in any kind of open status on July 1,

1976 is stored in a form which the computer can retrieve. The data in these tables was
developed by retrieving information on all such rate cases that were closed between July

1, 1976 and June 1 , 1977, regardless of when filed. That does not constitute an entire year

of cases, but because the universe selected contains a fair share of very old cases as well

as cases opened after July 1, 1976, the statistics collected here are properly representative

of the experience at the ICC. This data is consistent with both the statistics published in 90

ICC Ann. Rep. 1 13-14 (1976), and Administrative Conference of the United States,

Federal Administrative Law Judge Hearings 237-53 (1977).

64. "Price-fixing" by regulated railroads was found to be an antitrust violation by the

Supreme Court in such cases as United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight Ass'n, 166 U.S.

290 (1897), and Georgia v. Pennsylvania R.R., 324 U.S. 439 (1945). The Reed-Bulwinkle

Act, ch. 491, 62 Stat. 472 (1948) (current version at 49 U.S.C. § 5(2)(b) (1970)), however,

now expressly authorizes such conduct by both railroads and motor carriers.

The ICC has been sensitive to criticism of rate bureaus as private price-fixing

conspiracies and has tried to minimize some of the undesirable elements. For example, it

has required rate bureaus to keep formal minutes of all rate committee proceedings, and

maintain the minutes for Commission inspection. Bureaus must decide whether or not to

bring forward the proposal of an individual carrier within 120 days, absent unusual

circumstances, and if the carrier brings forth a proposal on its own, the rate bureau of

which it is a member is forbidden to protest it. See Rate Bureau Investigation, 349 I.C.C.

811 (1975), aff'd sub nom. Motor Carriers Traffic Ass'n v. United States, 559 F.2d 1251

(4th Cir. 1977). The "4R Act" represents enactment of even tougher rules, designed to

preserve the right of any given carrier to pursue an independent course. See 49 U.S.C.A. §

5c (Cum. Supp. 1977).

65. In a critique of Spritzer, supra note 50, Professor Robinson noted that in 1962

more ICC suspensions involved rate decreases than increases. See Robinson, The Ad-

ministrative Conference and Administrative Law Scholarship, 26 Ad. L. Rev. 269, 273-75

(1974). The picture seems now to have changed. The data is not routinely assembled, but

in a submission to a Subcommittee of the Senate Commerce Committee the Commission

determined that in a series of rate cases extending over six years, over twice as many of

the suspensions involved customers or the agency challenging rate increases as involved

competitors challenging rate decreases. See Legislation Relating to Rail Passenger Service:

Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Surface Transportation of the Senate Comm. on

Commerce, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 1052-57 (1975).

66. It should come as no surprise, then, that as noted in Table II, at text accompany-

ing note 49 supra, over one-third of the tariffs not approved by the Commission are
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However, there is really no good reason to expect the issues in a

case to be simpler because the case arises earlier rather than later. The
time differences are probably better explained by differences among the

procedures used in particular kinds of cases. Here Table IV reveals two

factors which seem to explain the improved ICC performance. First,

alone among the four agencies studied, the ICC relies heavily on a

"modified procedure" to process large numbers of cases. ^^ The basic

feature of the modified procedure is the elimination of oral hearings

unless necessary to decide a specific contested issue of fact.*^^ In addi-

tion, the Commission has eliminated trial procedures such as the answer,

and the briefs and evidence are filed concurrently.^^ Table IV(A) docu-

ments that the time savings from the modified procedure are often

significant. As can be seen, use of the modified procedure saved as much
as 430 days in rail complaint cases. Although some differences are

greater than others and the numbers of cases in some categories are

small, the overall picture seems clear. Heavy use of the modified proce-

dure at the ICC has speeded up its processes.

Table IV (A)^^

Time Saved Using the ICC Modified Procedure

Total Days Using Total Days Using
Type of Case Oral Procedure Modified Procedure

RAIL
—I & S 317 (N=6) 326 (N = 35)

—Complaint 975 (N=33) 545 (N=4I)

MOTOR
— I & S 435 (N=4) 231 (N=46)

—Complaint 889 (N = 5) 656(N=15)

withdrawn by the carriers instead of being pressed. Such tariffs are frequently refiled with

provisions more acceptable to the protestors and consequently attract no further atten-

tion. Indeed, about 10 times each year, the Commission itself invites such withdrawals

with its "permissive orders"—suspensions of the requested rate increase coupled with an
approval of "not more than —%" which the company may put into effect on one day's

notice. Such a "compromise" allows the company to litigate its full request if it wishes, or

withdraw it and take half a loaf. Not surprisingly, the latter is frequently seen as prudent.

The process is discussed in Spritzer, supra note 50, at 55 n.68, and compared with the

CAB's use of the "speaking order," a more coercive technique that was struck down in

Moss v. CAB, 430 F.2d 891 (DC. Cir. 1970). See Spritzer, supra note 50, at 84.

67. The rules are set forth at 42 Fed. Reg. 23,813-14 (1977) (to be codified in 49

C.F.R. §§ 1100.43-.52)(ICC).

68. Id. at 23,814 (to be codified in 49 C.F.R. § 1 100.51) (ICC).

69. Id. (to be codified in 49 C.F.R. § 1 100.49) (ICC):

Within 20 days from the date of service of an order requiring modified procedure,
complainant shall serve upon the other parties a statement of all the evidence upon
which it relies. Within 30 days thereafter defendant shall serve its statement. Within
20 days thereafter complainant shall serve its statement in reply. No further reply may
be made by any party except by permission of the Commission.
70. The data for Table IV(A) was derived from the same source as the data used in

Table IV, discussed at note 63 supra.
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A second significant source of time savings at the ICC is the

elimination of steps in the decisionmaking process. Investigation and
suspension cases, for example, often skip the initial decision stage. The
record is reviewed directly by Division 2 of the Commission, which has
final decisionmaking authority.^' In many other cases, the parties accept

and forego appeal of the initial decision.''^ Such acceptance is not, of

course, something the Commission can plan, but these cases give another

basis for estimating the time saved by skipping a step. Table IV(B)
illustrates that when the basic procedure remains constant, skipping a
level of review can cut decision time by as much as a year.

TABLE IV (B)^3

Time Saved in Days by Elimination of a Decision Level

Complaint Cases— Complaint Cases— I & S Cases— I & S Cases-
Modified Procedure Modified Procedure Modified Procedure Oral Hearing
with Initial & with Unappealed with no Initial with no Initial

Final Decision Initial Decision Decision Decision

rail 550 234 322 317

MOTOR 656 354 231 435

Even oral I & S cases—which add a hearing step but eliminate a

decision level—take an average of seven months less than full-scale

modified procedure complaint cases. The dramatic differences noted

earlier between oral I & S and complaint cases only confirms the point.

As Table IV shows, initial decisions not only take considerable time

themselves, they do not significantly reduce the time needed for the

Commission's own decision.

To summarize, two factors largely peculiar to the ICC seem to speed

up the decisionmaking process: the use of "modified procedure" involv-

ing large amounts of written evidence, and the elimination of one of the

two traditional decision steps. Whether the quality of decision has suf-

71. 42 Fed. Reg. 23,822 (1977) (to be codified in 49 C.F.R. § 1100.92) (ICC). In some
cases the decision will come from Review Board 4. The criteria for deciding which cases

will get shortened or expedited processing are nowhere spelled out, but if all such cases

are seen as "easy" before assignment, this may account for some part of the faster

processing times.

72. Of course, modified procedure cases are not the only ones in which initial

decisions go unappealed. Numbers of comparable oral hearing cases, however, were so

small (two or less) that they made the table more cluttered than clear.

73. Data compiled in Administrative Conference of the United States, Feder-
al Administrative Law Judge Hearings 237-53 (1977) for cases terminated in fiscal

year 1975 are basically consistent with this table. Rail complaint cases with appeal of the

initial decision (combining both oral hearings and modified procedure cases) required a

total of 638 days. For cases in which the initial decision was not appealed, the average was
331 days. Motor carrier complaint cases with appeal of the initial decision (combining both

oral hearing and modified procedure cases) averaged 6% days, but where the initial

decision was not appealed, the average was 322 days.
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fered as a result of either or both of these practices is open to speculation,

but these insights into where delay occurs should be helpful in formulat-

ing a revised strategy for ratemaking.

2. Federal Communications Commission

The ICC decides so many cases and uses so many alternative

procedures that it generates a wealth of data. The FCC, on the other

hand, is the hardest agency on which to develop meaningful statistics.^'*

Everything its Common Carrier Bureau does is so dominated by AT & T
matters that there are no typical cases. When AT & T files a tariff for a

new rate or service, competitors literally can be wiped out and customers

can foresee a significant difference in year-end profits. Affected firms

understandably want and need to be heard, and the FCC lets them make
their cases. Alternatively, when someone other then AT & T makes a

competitive move, AT & T frequently objects, responds, or both.^^

Although infrequent, FCC rate cases tend to be long. The experi-

ence of cases filed in 1974 illustrates the process. Twelve dockets were
opened that year,^*^ but there were only five real controversies to liti-

gate—three AT & T proposals and two FCC-initiated investigations. The
two FCC investigations remain open and no progress is apparent; the

three AT & T proposals, however, have been litigated to completion.

But because this is too small a statistical base, statistics used here are

based on the seven major cases filed between 1972 and 1974 that have

now been completed. Four of these cases were traditional oral hearing

cases; three used an "all written" format unusual at the FCC.^^ The data

on each of the cases is presented in Table V.

74. The Spritzer study in 1971 was unable to develop statistics on the FCC. See
Spritzer, supra note 50, at 62 n.92. Administrative Conference of the United States,
Federal Administrative Law Judge Hearings (1977) also contains no FCC data for

reasons of the kind developed in this section.

75. Now that AT & T is in a "competitive" environment and rate cases are highly

serious, the Commission has largely abandoned its long-time "continuing surveillance" of

AT & T. Thus Bell tariffs are no longer approved informally, during pre-filing negotiations

with the Commission staff. For criticism of the former policy, see Spritzer, supra note 50,

at 62-75.

76. Of these, three were AT & T tariffs (FCC dockets 19919, 19989, and 20288); two
dockets were direct Western Union responses to these AT & T tariffs (FCC dockets 20080
and 20069). FCC-initiated investigations into satellite and microwave tariffs constituted

two more cases (FCC dockets 20098 and 20198). The final five dockets were compliants
filed by competitors of AT & T and were each settled and withdrawn shortly after filing

(FCC dockets 19934, 20099, 20183, 20199, and 20304).

77. Apparently the view of the FCC has been that the record produced by all-written

submissions is not as issue-directed as the record produced by an oral procedure. That is,

much information that can be supplied in a written form does not join issue with opposing
positions and consequently is not directly relevant to questions that must be resolved.

Oral hearings provide a cause of delay, but under some circumstances, they may produce
somewhat better decisions. In any event, the FCC has now discontinued use of its "all

written" evidence procedure, at least for the time being.
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Table V^*

Total Processing Time in Days for Each of

Seven Major FCC Rate Cases

Case Filing to Length of Hearing to Initial to

Hearing or Hearing, Initial Final Total Days
Dkt. * Submission if any Decision Decision Required

19129(2) 837 629 163 224 1,853

19609 84 183 638 644 1,549

196% 268 58 212 81 619

19919 301 — 308^' 128 737

19982 690 — — 100 790

20084 320 169 162 350 1,001

20288«o 434 — 125 274 833

Trying to draw significant conclusions from such a limited number
of cases is precarious; each case is unique and no clear pattern emerges.*'

The data does seem, however, to reconfirm the observation made with

reference to ICC cases that "all-paper" proceedings tend to be quicker

than oral hearings—in FCC cases, an average of 469 days quicker.*^ A
second general point is that it appears that cases take longer to prepare to

try at the FCC than at the ICC. It may be that FCC cases are sufficiently

large and complex that simply sorting out the issues and allowing full

participation is a bigger task, a fact which, if true, may make this

article's proposals on data management particularly useful to the FCC.

78. The data contained in Table V was derived by personal examination of FCC files

in the Docket Control Room, Common Carrier Bureau, Federal Communications
Commission, Wash., D.C.

79. In FCC dockets 19919 and 19982, there was no initial decision; the cases went
directly to the Commission. But in FCC docket 19919 the Commission itself issued an
interim decision. The FCC has now largely abandoned this system of direct Commission
review. See Al C.F.R. § 1.267(a) (1976).

80. FCC docket 20288 is an interesting case in that the FCC originally proposed to

decide it within one year. Motions for extensions, however, extended the time needed for

decision to somewhat over two years. The decision, on its face, was unfavorable to the

AT & T rate proposal, but by the time the FCC reached a decision, the delay so weakened
the firm competing with AT & T that for practical purposes AT & T won the war.

81

.

Although the sample is small, nothing indicates that the data is unrepresentative.

In Nader v. FCC, 520 F.2d 182 (D.C. Cir. 1975), the court of appeals found the decision-

making process at the Commission to be so prolonged that the court took the unprecedent-

ed step of ordering the Commission to submit a schedule for the orderly and expeditious

resolution of long pending cases. It then required the agency to adhere to the schedule. Id.

at 207.

82. The quickest processing of a major FCC case that this study revealed was the

WATS case, in which the Commission rejected Bell's tariff even before giving the

proposal a formal docket number. AT & T filed its tariff on April 29, 1977 and the

Commission adopted its decision on July 21, less than 90 days later. FCC 77-529, Trans-

mittal No. 12745. TTie author is reliably informed that the case arose when the Common
Carrier Bureau did not have other extensive demands on its time, thus enabling it to focus

on the one big case.
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3. Civil Aeronautics Board

The CAB is second only to the ICC in the number of tariffs that it

reviews, but it tries only about the same number of cases as the FCC. As
Table II indicated, fully two thirds of the eighty-three tariffs not ap-

proved by the Board were withdrawn by the carriers. ^^ The reasons why
the carriers switch rather than fight before the CAB are not completely

clear, but one reason seems to be that the CAB deals much more
aggressively with tariffs than does the ICC. As a result of its Domestic
Passenger Fare Investigation (DPFI),*'* the CAB has developed a formula

that can be used, for example, to determine whether a requested across-

the-board rate increase would cause the firm to earn more than twelve

percent, the pre-determined proper rate of return. ^^ Discount fares also

are subject to a pre-announced CAB treatment.*^ One might speculate,

then, that to the extent an agency is willing to make its ultimate positions

known in advance, as the CAB has done through the DPFI, firms may
test the limits of those positions but ultimately will conform rather than

force the issue.
*^

The only available statistics published by the CAB on cases actually

litigated are for cases closed in 1971 and 1972; these are shown in Table

VI. More recent information indicates that the CAB's performance is not

83. Even this figure understates the phenomenon. The 27 tariffs not withdrawn
actually represent only six distinct disputes. Eighteen of the tariffs were routinely sus-

pended and included on a single docket in the on-going Domestic Air Freight Rate
Investigation. See CAB docket 22859. Four others involving tariffs on overbooking were
also combined, see CAB docket 29641, as were two others involving service to Alaska.

See CAB docket 29198. Only three of the 27 tariffs were individual cases. See CAB docket
28829 (UAL tariff for poisonous insects); CAB docket 29139 (Continental Ski Fare,

discussed in note 87 infra); and CAB docket 30288 (Texas International night coach fare).

84. CAB docket 21866, instituted by Order 70-1-147 (Jan. 29, 1970). A useful back-
ground and critique is provided in Douglas & Miller, The CAB's Domestic Passenger Fare
Investigation, 5 Bell J. Econ. &. Mgmt. Sci. 205 (1974).

85. Rate of return was determined in Phase 8, Order No. 71-4-58 (Apr. 9, 1971). The
general fare increases proposed during fiscal year 1976 are summarized in [1976] CAB
Ann. Rep. 20 (1977). All cases to which the DPFI was applied were resolved within the 30-

day notice period.

86. Phase 5, Order 72-12-18 (Dec. 5, 1972).

87. Another reason that carriers withdrew such a large portion of their tariff propo-
sals may be the length of CAB proceedings as indicated in Table VI. The length of the

proceedings has the inevitable effect of making many rate issues moot before the agency
reaches a decision. In CAB docket 30115, for example. Continental Airlines proposed a
special air fare to ski resort areas; suspension of that case meant that it could not possibly

be resolved during the ski season and it was ultimately dismissed as moot. On the other

hand. National Airlines' "No Frill" fares were vigorously opposed by its competitors.

The Board refused to suspend the fares but did set them for investigation, thus giving

attention to the objectors' concerns but not delaying the public benefit of the fares. This
investigation continued until National voluntarily canceled the "No Frill" fares. CAB
docket 27671, Order 76-6-3 (June 1, 1976).
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Table W^
Average Processing Time in Days for Rate Cases

Completed at the CAB in 1971-72

Period from
Filing to Pre- Period from Period from

Number hearing Prehearing Conf. to Initial to Total
Year of Cases Conference Initial Decision Final Decision Days Required

1971 3 31 216 214 461

1972 6 114 304 348 766

improving. The three cases reported for 1975*^ averaged 1,369 days

—

over three years—from beginning to end, including 967 days before the

Board awaiting a final decision. All the cases, including the three

reported for 1975, received oral hearings. Again, it is probably unfair to

draw serious conclusions from such a small data base. But one thing the

data suggest is that the Board itself takes a disproportionate amount of

time to reach a final decision in rate cases. If fairly representative of a

continuing phenomenon,^ this confirms the insight derived from the ICC
cases that the most promising place for saving time is the decision stage

of the process.

4. Federal Power Commission

Rate cases at the FPC (now the Federal Energy Regulatory Commis-
sion) differ from those at other agencies in that the subject of review is

normally not a tariff published for the world, but a proposed arrangement

between two utilities.^' Objectors to a rate increase are usually either the

utilities that buy the power or the ultimate consumers. In the case of

88. Data obtained from the Advisory Committee on Procedural Reform, Civil

Aeronautics Board, Report, at 6 (1975). The CAB was very reluctant to release data on
the length of cases actually tried before it. The Board attributed its reluctance in part to

the fact that it had so few cases that none were representative. The CAB bureau primarily

responsible for gathering such data is the Bureau of Accounts and Statistics, but the

Bureau of Economics and the Office of the General Counsel were also unable or unwilling

to provide the data.

Notice that the category for the period from filing to prehearing conference is a

different category than that used in the other tables in this report. Data necessary to make
the tables comparable was unavailable.

89. Administrative Conference of the United States, Federal Administra-

tive Law Judge Hearings 108 (1977).

90. Informal conversations with staff members indicate that the data does accurately

reflect a current problem. Some members of the Board have allegedly delayed final

outcomes by taking several months to write a dissent, for example, thereby postponing an

outcome of which they disapproved.

91. The statutes speak in terms of rate "schedules," 15 U.S.C. § 717c (1970) (gas

pipelines); 16 U.S.C. § 824d (1970) (electric), and require that the firms sell at the same
rates to customers similarly situated. But in reality, utilities do not shop for wholesalers as

frequently, or in the same way that airline passengers or motor carrier shippers select their

carriers. The FPC's jurisdiction resembles the ICC's contract carrier function more than

the ICC's common carrier ratemaking jurisdiction.
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wholesale electric rates, for example, frequent objections come from co-

ops and municipal systems that believe the utility is overcharging them to

disadvantage them in relation to private utilities. As a resuh, the agency

is presented with far fewer total rate issues than the agencies that must

receive every minor tariff change. The FPC, however, considers each

case far more carefully than comparable submissions elsewhere. The

Commission purports to approve none automatically,^^ though as Table II

showed, about eighty-five percent of electric rate agreements and thirty-

eight percent of gas pipeline rates are finally approved without suspen-

sion.^* Moreover, as Table II showed, few agreements, once filed, are

thereafter withdrawn. The net result is a significant litigation caseload,

more reminiscent of the ICC than the FCC or CAB.

For cases that reach final adjudication, processing time at the FPC
was among the longest of any at the four agencies. Table VII summarizes

data on FPC cases filed in fiscal 1975, the most recent period for which a

reasonable number of cases has been closed. It shows the processing time

for cases closed after full processing or still open as of July 1, IQ??.^"*

Why the FPC cases took so long is difficult to explain. One reason

may be that the parties tend to be large corporations able to afford

Table VII^^

Average Processing Time in Days for Rate

Cases Filed at the FPC in Fiscal 1975 and

Decided After Full Proceedings

Number Period from Length Period from Period from Total

of Filing to Submis- of Hearing to Initial to Final Days

Cases sion or Hearing Hearing Initial Dec. Decisions Required

Electric Rate Cases 18 316 22 148 313 799

Gas Pipelines 19 442 5 123 294 864

92. A new docket is opened for each proposed schedule except those reflecting the

operation of an automatic adjustment clause.

93. In the case of rate increases pursuant to an automatic adjustment clause, notice

of the increase must be filed with the Commission, but these take effect without any

formal Commission action, thus increasing the proportion of routine approvals.

94. The data for fiscal year 1975 is included to be as current as possible, but 25% of

the litigated electric rate cases opened that year, and almost 50% of the gas pipeline cases,

remain open. The figures in Table Vll have been calculated assuming that each of the

open cases was terminated on July 1, 1977. Because that clearly is not true, the actual

average time to reach a final decision in each of these cases will prove to be more than the

figures reported here. The figures determined by the Administrative Conference under its

Uniform Caseload Accounting System overcome this particular problem by looking at

cases closed during fiscal year 1975 regardless of when filed. That yields an average of 919

days to decide an average electric rate case, and 995 days to decide an average pipeline

rate case. Administrative Conference of the United States, Federal Administra-

tive Law Judge Hearings 138 (1977).

95. The information contained in Table VII was derived by personal examination of

docket entry sheets which were available for public inspection in the Office of Public

Information, Federal Power Commission.
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extended litigation. In addition, the issues are complex and decisions by
the FPC setting wholesale rates can have important retail effects that the

Commission must examine and factor into its decision. ^^ What saved the

system from total collapse was the FPC's unique practice of settling large

numbers of its cases. Usually just before the hearing, but sometimes
shortly after, the FPC had notable success in bringing the parties together

and formally accommodating differences in advance of an adjudicated

decision. The compromise was forwarded to the Commission, which
usually approved the agreement, thereby closing the case.^^ Table VII(A)

compares the processing time for cases that were settled and those that

were not.

Table VII (A)^^

Time Savings in Days Resulting from Settlement

Time to Decide Time to Decide
Without Settlement With Settlement

Electric Rate Cases 799 (N= 18)(S.D.=212) 521 (N = 30)(S.D. = I45)

Gas Pipeline Cases 864 (N=19)(S.D.=94) 588 (N=14)(S.D. = 126)

A further breakdown of the settled cases reveals the allocation of time

among the stages of the process.

Table VII (B)^

Electric Rates Gas Pipelines

Number of Time in Number of Time in

Cases Days Cases Days

Cases Settled Before Hearing 12 371 7 404

Time to Hearing When Held 18 358 7 416

Time from Hearing to Settlement 18 50 7 5

Time to Approve Settlement 30 113 14 170

The data suggest at least three conclusions about the FPC settle-

ment technique. First, the FPC has achieved dramatic results from the

use of settlements; settlement cut average processing time by nine

months or more in both electric and gas cases. Second, the reduction

occurred in decision time. It takes an irreducible minimum time for all

sides to prepare their positions for a hearing. But if the case can then be

settled, the time for the hearing and for post-hearing procedures is saved.

In this sense, the FPC's use of settlements is the functional equivalent of

96. FPC V. Conway Corp., 426 U.S. 271 (1976). See also Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking, End Use Rate Schedules, Docket No. RM 75-19, 40 Fed. Reg. 8,571 (1975).

97. The process is discussed in Spritzer, supra note 50, at 89-90.

98. Data derived from the source cited in note 95 supra.

99. Id.
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the ICC's elimination of the initial decision. The third point is that the

FPC unfortunately then wasted much of the time saved by taking a long

time to approve settlements—an average of nearly four months in electric

cases and six months for gas pipeline cases. Needless to say, the time

savings from settlement is lost if the savings cannot be maintained by

expeditious Commission action.

Table VIIIio^

Summary and Comparison of Decision Times of

Litigated Rate Cases at the Four Agencies

Days From
Case Filing

to Hearing
or Submission
for Decision

Days from
Start of Days from
Hearing to Initial

Initial to Final

Decision Decision Total

less ICC—Motor—I&S (MP)*

than Rail—I&S (MP)*

one

year

89

166

142

160

231

316

one FPC—Electric-settled 363 158 521

to ICC-Rail—Complaint (MP)* 141 173 231 545

two FPC—Gas Pipeline-settled 410 — 178 588

years ICC-Motor—Complaint (MP)* 136 133 387 656

two FCC—All written submissions

or FPC—Electric—Tried
more CAB
years FPC—Gas Pipeline—Tried

ICC—Motor—Complaint (oral)

Rail—Complaint (oral)

FCC—Oral hearing

475 145 167 787

316 170 313 799

78 293 470 841

442 128 294 864

254 311 323 889

310 321 344 975

379 552 325 1,256

* Modified Procedure: A technique which relies only on written evidence and which
frequently skips the initial decision.

** Modified procedure cases in which the initial decision stage was eliminated.

Table VIII combines the data already discussed and provides a

means of comparing the agencies. The table demonstrates that the ICC
stands almost alone in its ability to decide a case in less than two years.

This success is attributable largely to two procedural innovations—the

reduction of traditional oral proceedings to a minimum and the partial

elimination of traditional decisionmaking steps. The next most successful

agency, the FPC, was similarly successful only when it also abridged the

decision stage. As noted earlier, time is not the only measure of the

efficiency of an agency's decisionmaking process; but this comparative

100. This table contains no information not shown in earlier tables, though some
categories in earlier tables have been omitted.
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analysis of the way the four agencies process their cases makes some
bases for a revised strategy for ratemaking seem to stand out.

III. Some Solutions Previously Proposed

A. Adapting Judicial Techniques to Administrative Procedures

Administrative delay is a continuing and pervasive phenomenon,
and proposals to reduce it have been numerous. When the American Bar

Association '^^ and the Administrative Conference of the United States ^^^

have addressed delay, for example, they have usually called for stream-

lining administrative proceedings by applying techniques successfully

employed in trial courts. Proposals have included increased use of dis-

covery,'^^ more pre-hearing conferences,'^ and provision for summary
judgments '^^ and interlocutory appeals.'^ But trial court litigation is

hardly a model for expeditious dispute resolution, and these techniques

would do little to speed the assimilation of quantities of complex infor-

mation or the process of reaching a reasoned administrative judgment. '^^

101. The most complete set of American Bar Association proposals were the 12

resolutions adopted by the House of Delegates in August 1970. These are set forth and
discussed in Special Committee on Revision of the Administrative Procedure Act, Ameri-
can Bar Association, Report, l^i Ad. L. Rev. 68 (1970). The Administrative Conference
analysis and recommendations on the ABA proposals are reported in Administrative

Conference, Statement on ABA Proposals to Amend the Administrative Procedure Act , 25

Ad. L. Rev. 419 (1973). Proposed statutes incorporating the various ABA proposals were
introduced in the 94th Congress as S. 7%, S. 797, and S. 799, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975).

The proposals have been resubmitted in the 95th Congress as H.R. 3563, H.R. 3564, and
H.R. 3565, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977). The proposals are discussed in Ross, ABA
Legislative Proposals to Improve Administrative Procedures in Federal Departments and
Agencies, 27 Ad. L. Rev. 395 (1975).

102. All recommendations of the Administrative Conference of the United States that

are of general applicability are set forth in full at 1 C.F.R. §§ 305.68-1 to .76-5 (1977).

103. 1 C.F.R. § 305.70-4 (1977). The underlying report is Tomlinson, Discovery in

Agency Adjudication, 1971 Duke L.J. 89.

104. Tomlinson, supra note 103, at 95-103.

105. 1 C.F.R. § 305.70-3 (1977). The underlying report is Gellhorn & Robinson,

Summary Judgment in Administrative Adjudication, 84 Harv. L. Rev. 612 (1971).

106. 1 C.F.R. § 305.71-1 (1977). The underlying report is Gellhorn & Larsen, Inter-

locutory Appeal Procedures in Administrative Hearings, 70 Mich. L. Rev. 109 (1971).

107. In addition, the docketing process in the four agencies has traditionally been
casual to the point of nonexistence. Except at the FPC, it has not been possible to trace a

case from filing through suspension to final judgment. This confusion is one reason the

Uniform Caseload Accounting System at the Administrative Conference has had difficult

birth pangs. Agencies often do not know the steps involved in processing their cases and
there is little or no uniformity among agencies. Comparability of steps often must be

invented or defined. Recently, however, the ICC, CAB, and FPC have begun to take

important steps to monitor their caseloads more efficiently. Each has adopted, indepen-

dently of the others and with no coordination or consultation, a computer-based system

for tracking its cases. The ICC calls its program the "Case Status System." At the CAB, it

is "WITS," the Work Item Tracking System. The FPC has "RIS," the Regulatory

Information System of which its "case status system" is a part. Each system predicts the

path of a case through the agency and, on the basis of past experience, the probable length

of each step in the process. Although none of the systems has been in operation long

enough for adequate evalua'uon, it soon should be possible for all three agencies to know
when a case runs the risk of falling behind schedule, how many cases are behind schedule,

and where bottlenecks have occurred. Even though these systems of case management
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B. Direct Attempts to Reduce Approval Time

Rather than tinker with procedure, some observers propose a more
direct approach. They presuppose that some or all of a proposed rate

increase will eventually be approved, and they address directly the task

of making that change occur faster.

/. Automatic Adjustment Clauses

An increasingly popular device, used particularly by state agencies,

is the automatic adjustment clause. These clauses allow regulated firms

to raise their rates dollar for dollar to cover increases'^* in particular

elements of their costs. The most common application of the principle

has been the fuel adjustment clause, which allows electric utilities or

providers of transportation to raise their rates as their energy costs

increase.'^

Automatic adjustment is easy to justify for a firm facing large,

unexpected cost increases that impair its credit and cash flow. For

example, during the sharp increase in fuel costs in 1974, a failure to

allow automatic adjustment of rates might have wiped out the net income
of several large utilities, reduced their earned surplus, and in some cases

might have absorbed the entire net cash flow from operations, so that

even if no dividends were paid, no cash would have been available for

interest payments.''^ A question of fairness is also involved. Because

some underlying cost increases are imposed upon firms by inflation,

boycott, or other forces beyond a firm's control, automatic adjustment

clauses may seem just. Nevertheless, automatic adjustment of rates poses

a serious problem. Although the concept of adjusting rates to reflect

changed costs is the essence of ratemaking, and doing so automatically

and monitoring are far from perfect and as yet have no teeth to enforce their "objec-

tives," they are a good example of a specific attempt to improve the management of case

flow and at least marginally to speed up the process.

Perhaps the oldest and most sophisticated computerized tracking technique is that of

the NLRB's office of general counsel. Each of the personnel in charge of caseload

tracking at the ICC, FCC, and CAB were familiar with the fact that the NLRB had a

system, but none of the agencies relied on the experiences of the NLRB to any significant

extent.

108. See, e.g. , Manus, Regulated Public Utilities, 31 Prog. Acad. Pol. Sci. 62 (1975);

Trigg, Escalator Clauses in Public Utility Rate Schedules, 106 U. Pa. L. Rev. 964 (1958).

109. The Federal Power Commission amendment of 18 C.F.R. § 35. 14 (1977) to allow

fuel adjustment clauses in wholesale rate schedules was developed in Docket No. R-479

and issued as Order No. 517, 39 Fed. Reg. 40,582 (1974). The Interstate Commerce
Commission procedures for allowing surface carriers to recover increased fuel costs were

developed in Ex parte no. 311, 350 I.C.C. 563 (1975).

Comprehensive adjustment clauses used in New Jersey and Canada cover a much
wider range of increased costs. See, e.g. , Backman & Kirsten, Comprehensive Adjustment

Clause for Telephone Companies, Pub. Util. Fort., Mar. 28, 1974, at 21; Manus &
Phillips, Earnings Erosion During Inflation, Pub. Util. Fort., May 8, 1975, at 17.

110. W. Lindsay, The Case for Automatic Adjustment Clauses as a Means for Im-

proving Regulation 5-6 (Nov. 4, 1976) (papers delivered at the 8th Annual Conference of

the Institute of Public Utilities, Graduate School of Business Administration, Michigan

State University).
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reduces delay to a minimum, automatic adjustment eliminates the need to

minimize costs. If a firm knows that it can increase its rates dollar for

dollar immediately, it has little or no incentive to bargain vigorously'^^ or

to alter its method of providing services—by substituting a cheaper form
of energy, for example—to minimize total costs.

^'^

Proposals to remedy this malady include one that would allow the

firm to pass on one-half of any cost increase automatically if its general

level of efficiency had not declined over the year. The firm could then

pass on the other half if it improved its efficiency at the same rate as it

had in the past.^'^ Another plan, the New Mexico Public Service

Commission's "cost of service index, "^''* allows rate increases when the

company's experienced rate of return falls below a range of "reasonable-

ness." The firm is encouraged to operate efficiently by allowing it to

earn up to the top end of the range of reasonableness without a rate

reduction. Both these plans try to build in some of the incentives that are

missing when the additional income is truly automatic; but the more
issues, such as degree of efficiency, a plan builds into the calculation, the

more time will be required to decide them. Automatic adjustment clauses

are probably here to stay, but they are not the answer to the dilemma with

which this article began. To the extent the clauses are truly automatic,

they reduce both the incentive for efficiency and the ability of customers

or others to question the rate structure and the impact of increased rates

on them. To the extent the clauses include incentives for efficiency, they

increase delay and opportunities for dispute. Automatic adjustment

clauses are thus a safety valve, not a solution.

2. Authorization oj Partial Rate Increases

A second, more direct, attempt to reduce delay was contained in an

Administrative Conference proposal''^ calling for statutory amendments
to allow "temporary rate increases, including partial increases, subject to

refund if the rates were later found unjustified."'^^ If enacted, this

111. The Federal Power Commission has tried to conduct audits of regulated firms to

see if the privilege of automatic adjustment is being abused or the efficiency of the

companies is declining. Studies to date find no such effect, although there is some
question as to the adequacy of the study techniques used. Id. at 10.

1 12. See, e.g. , Jones & Winston, Automatic Adjustment Clauses—Saints or Sinners?,

in A.B.A. Section of Pub. Util. L. Ann. Rep. 3 (1975).

113. Kendrick, Efficiency Incentives and Cost Factors in Public Utility Automatic
Revenue Adjustment Clauses, 6 BEhhi. ECON. 299(1975); Latimer, The Cost and Efficien-

cy Revenue Adjustment Clause, Pub. Util. Fort., Aug. 15, 1974, at 19.

114. Re Public Serv. Co., 8 Pub. U. Rep. 4th (PUR) 113 (1975) (case no. 11%). A
similar clause was rejected by the Arkansas Public Service Commission in Re Arkansas
Power & Light Co., 19 Pub. U. Rep. 4th (PUR) 53 (1977) (docket no. U-2762). Indeed, the

New Mexico Public Service Commission has recently turned down a request from the gas

company of New Mexico for introduction of cost of service indexing into its rates.

115. 1 C.F.R. § 305.72-4(1977). The underlying report was Spritzer, 5Mpra note 50. In

a 1976 amendment to the Communications Act, the FCC was given this authority. See 47

U.S.C.A. § 204(b) (Cum. Supp. 1977).

116. 1 C.F.R. § 305.72-4, Recommendation C (1977).
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proposal could have at least three effects. First, as the Conference

suggested, it "would mitigate the effects of regulatory lag'"'^ by reduc-

ing financial pressure on the firm. Second, it could make the agencies

more willing to investigate rates, because financial hardship to the firm

would be less than that resulting from suspension. Third, the proposal

might eliminate some of the issues from the litigated case if the partial

increase represented a summary decision on uncontested issues.

Temporary increases, however, are not, in form, partial automatic

adjustments, because increases are only allowed if "the agency makes a

preliminary judgment, on the basis of a written showing by the regulated

company and an opportunity for comment thereon by affected persons,

that a proposed increase is justifiable at least in part."^'* Although this

procedural safeguard may be desirable, adding steps to a process is not

ordinarily a method of reducing delay. At the current state of the tariff

review art, such a preliminary proceeding would certainly take more than

the current thirty-day pre-suspension notice period. If settlement review

is any indication, the period could be ninety days or more.'^^ Under
present procedures, this proposal might reduce the pain of delay but it

would almost certainly increase the duration of individual cases, thereby

increasing the costs of litigating ratemaking controversies.'^^

3. Specific Time Limits on Agency Action

Some observers believe that delay can best be avoided if agencies

are required by law to act within specific time Hmits.'^' Currently, most

state commissions and, in certain cases, federal agencies are subject to

such constraints. The Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform
Act,'^^ for example, requires the ICC to decide within ninety days

whether a rail carrier proposing a rate increase has "market domi-

nance."'^^ The Act also imposes other specific limits on various stages of

the ICC's review process. '^"^ Although specific time limits are inherently

Procrustean,'^^ they offer a practical way to structure an open-ended

117. Id. The Conference was speaking informally when it used the term "lag" to

describe the passage of time. More properly, the Conference proposal was directed at the

problem of delay.

118. Id.

119. See Table VII(B), at text accompanying note 99 supra.

120. The "strategy" proposed later in this article could tend to minimize this effect by
allowing the amount of the partial award to be determined very quickly.

121

.

About 75% of the states now impose specific time constraints on their ratemaking

commissions. National Ass'n of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, 1975 Annual
Report on Utility and Carrier Regulation 610-13 (1976).

122. Pub. L. No. 94-210, 90 Stat. 31 (1976).

123. 49 U.S.C.A. § 15(9) (Cum. Supp. 1977). ICC regulations for determining market
dominance are published at 49 C.F.R. § 1109.1 (1976).

124. For example, the Commission has seven months to investigate the lawfulness of a

rate, 49 U.S.C.A. § 15(8)(a), (e) (Cum. Supp. 1977); 180 days to complete its hearings after

assignment of the case, id. § 17(9)(b); 120 days to write an initial decision, id.; and 180

days to decide an appeal, id. § 17(9)(c).

125. Some analogy may be provided by the "Speedy Trial Act" in federal criminal

procedure. 18 U.S.C. §§ 3161-3174 (Supp. V 1975). The time limits imposed by that statute
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process J^^ Files will be less likely to lie in an "In" basket if the agency

employee is required by law to get them "Out." Moreover, the harsh-

ness of a deadline can be alleviated in an appropriate case if the Commis-
sion is given authority to extend the case for an additional limited

period, '^^ upon notice to Congress of the reasons for the delay. Such a

provision should give the agency an incentive to process cases rapidly,

because it will not wish to confess failure, but the approach recognizes

both that some cases are more complex than others and that the agency

may have more pressing business.

C. Substantial Simplification of Ratemaking Procedure

Despite their good intentions and their possible value in eliminating

delay, none of the proposals considered to this point has dealt directljw

with the factors that the data presented earlier suggest are crucial

—

substantial simplification of ratemaking procedure and elimination of one

or more decision steps. But proposals advocating these major modifica-

tions are receiving increasing attention.

1. Increased Authority for Administrative Law Judges

and Review Boards

Two recent proposals would limit the agency's role to that of

granting discretionary review. One Administrative Conference proposal,

for example, suggested that substantially greater authority be given to the

adminstrative law judge—even making his decision final except for a

certiorari-like review by the agency.'^* This proposal could result in

significant time saving, for as Table VIII demonstrated, each level of

review can add up to a year to the time necessary for agency decision. An
alternative offered by the Conference, modeled on an FCC procedure, '^^

do not go into effect fully until July 1 , 1979, but writers are now projecting problems likely

to arise such as the tendency to delay certain formal steps until the last minute so as to buy
time to be working on the next step. Further, the scope of the statutory excuses for delay

and the need to develop some new ones also have their counterparts in problems of

regulatory procedure. See, e.g. , Frase, The Speedy Trial Act of 1974, 43 U. Chi. L. Rev.
667, 676-704 (1976).

An analogous time limit imposed earlier in the railroad industry was created by §

207(b) of the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973, Pub. L. No. 93-236, 87 Stat. 988.

That statute required the bankruptcy courts handling the reorganization of the Penn
Central and other bankrupt railroads to decide within 180 days of enactment whether the

railroads were to be reorganized pursuant to the Act. It was argued that a requirement of

the courts rendering decisions within 180 days made the processes unfair and inequitable.

The special court created under the Act rejected this contention. See In re Penn Cent.

Transp. Co., 384 F. Supp. 895, 932 (Special Court 1974) (Friendly, J.).

126. Some agencies have been advised to create internal time limits of their own. See,

e.g. , Civil Aeronautics Board Advisory Committee, Report on Procedural Re-
form 5 (1976).

127. 49 U.S.C.A. § 15(8)(a) (Cum. Supp. 1977).

128. 1 C.F.R. § 305.68-6(2)(b) (1977). The underlying report did not deal extensively

with this facet of the proposal, but Gillilland, The Certiorari-Type Review , 26 Ad. L. Rev.
53 (1974), discusses the effect of such a system at the CAB.

129. As discussed in Berkemeyer, Agency Review by Intermediate Boards, 26 Ad. L.

Rev. 61 (1974). The Board only hears cases not "of genera! communications importance."
It does not hear rate cases.
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was the creation of intermediate review boards to provide an agency

appeal of initial decisions, again with only certiorari review by the full

commission. '^^ Review by such an intermediate entity will necessarily

take some time, however, and if further review by the commission is

sought—as seems likely if large dollar amounts are at stake—the total

time expended may actually be increased.

2. Decreased Public Participation in Agency Proceedings

Public intervenors in the rate proceeding have long served as a

whipping boy for some critics of ratemaking delay, ^^^ and elimination or

reduction of their role is sometimes touted as a way to conclude cases

more quickly. ^^^ Unfortunately, ascertaining the effect of intervenors,

both on adminstrative delay and on the quality of administrative deci-

sions, is difficult. With regard to delay, an important distinction must be

drawn between rate cases and licensing decisions, particularly nuclear

plant sitings. In the latter, various groups have been notorious (or heroic)

in their ability to prolong a decision process far beyond normal expecta-

tions.'^^ In the ratemaking area, however, intervenors rarely are allowed

such delaying tactics as continuances, and the hearing itself is not what
takes the major time in a rate case.'^'* With regard to the quality of

administrative decisions, rate cases often turn on complex factual presen-

tations that cannot simply be rebutted by impassioned speeches or gener-

al attacks. Nonetheless, some studies suggest that intervenors in rate

cases tend to reduce significantly the sums applicant firms recover. '^^

130. 1 C.F.R. § 305.68-6(2)(a) (1977). The report supporting this part of the proposal

was published as Freedman, Review Boards in the Administrative Process, 1 17 U. Pa. L.

Rev. 546 (1%9). See also Note, Intermediate Appellate Review Boards for Administrative

Agencies, 81 Harv. L. Rev. 1325 (1%9).
131. Happily, the Administrative Conference has not been among this group. See

C.F.R. § 305.69-5 (1977) (Representation of the Poor in Agency Rulemaking of Direct

Consequence to Them); id. § 305.71-6 (Public Participation in Administrative Hearings).

See also Cramton, The Why, Where and How of Broadened Public Participation in the

Administrative Process, 60 Geo. L.J. 525 (1972); Gellhorn, Public Participation in Ad-
ministrative Proceedings, 81 Yale L.J. 359 (1972).

132. The General Counsel of AT «& T put his view of public participation (in rulemak-

ing) this way: "To paraphrase Churchill, 'never in the course of human conflict have so

many hearings been productive of so many rules with so little benefit to so few.'" M.
Garlinghouse, Securing Fairness and Regularity in Administrative Proceedings:

Comments on the British and American Papers, Remarks at the Atlanta Meeting of the

American Bar Association, at 2 (Aug. 11, 1976).

133. See, e.g. , Union of Concerned Scientists v. AEC, 499 F.2d 1069 (D.C. Cir. 1974).

For a general discussion of the battle over nuclear power see Palfrey, Energy and the

Environment: The Special Case of Nuclear Power, 74 Colum. L. Rev. 1375 (1974).

134. See Table IV, at text accompanying note 63 supra ; Table V, at text accompany-
ing note 78 supra. Table VII, at text accompanying note 95 supra.

135. E.g. , Joskow, The Determination of the Allowed Rate of Return in a Formal
Regulatory Hearing, 3 Bell J. EcoN. & Mgmt. Scl 632 (1972). In the study which

Professor Joskow did on New York Public Service Commission regulation of gas and
electric industries, he determined that "the presence of an intervenor will vary from no
effect to a reduction of .4 percentage points in the allowed rate of return, depending on the

degree of conflict between the petitioner and the intervenor." Id. at 641.
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These studies can be used to argue that interveners must be providing

valuable information. More likely, however, the effect is largely a

conciliatory response by the agency in contested cases. Rather than either

excluding public interveners, if one could, or assuming that the present

system is satisfactory, the object should be to design a system in which
constructive participation by the public can be enhanced without creating

inordinate delay. '^^

3. Increased Reliance on Informal Rulemaking

If simplification of procedure is the way to reduce delay signifi-

cantly, a natural conclusion might be that informal rulemaking will

produce the greatest gains. If rates could be proposed, subjected to

comments (preferably only written), and then declared acceptable by the

agency, surely that would save the most time of all.^^^

Of course, the interplay between ratemaking and rulemaking is of

long standing. In Munn v. Illinois, ^^^ for example, the state legislature

had unilaterally set the rates that grain elevators in the city of Chicago
could charge. The Supreme Court approved, noting extensive British and
American precedent for legislating specific rates for firms "affected with

a public interest. '"^^ Indeed, thirty years after Munn, Mr. Justice

Holmes found ratemaking to be an inherent legislative power'"*^—what
we now call rulemaking. Holmes reasoned that legislation looks to the

future while judicial proceedings look to the past. Because establishing a

rate looks to the future, he concluded that the act was legislative, not

judicial in kind.''*^ Even the Administrative Procedure Act treats

ratemaking as rulemaking by defining a rule as any "agency statement of

general or particular applicability and future effect."''*^ The drafters

apparently included the words "or particular" largely to treat ratemaking

proceedings as rulemaking rather than as adjudication."*-'

136. A sophisticated discussion of the possibilities and problems of public participa-

tion in regulatory proceedings is Symposium, Federal Agencies and the Public Interest:

New Directions in Administrative Practice, 26 Ad. L. Rev. 377, 385-417, 423-80 (1974).

See also Finkelstein & Johnson, Public Counsel Revisited: The Evolution ofa Concept for
Promoting Public Participation in Regulatory Decision-Making, 29 Ad. L. Rev. 167

(1977); Murphy & Hoffman, Current Models for Improving Public Representation in the

Administrative Process, 28 Ad. L. Rev. 391 (1976).

137. The position has been asserted most forcefully and recently in IV Senate Comm.
ON Governmental Affairs, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., Delay in the Regulatory Proc-

ess, Study on Federal Regulations (1977).

138. 94 U.S. 113 (1877).

139. Id. at 125-26.

140. Prentis v. Atlantic Coast Line Co., 211 U.S. 210, 226 (1908).

141. Id.

142. 5 U.S.C. § 551(4) (1976) (emphasis added).

143. See Ginnane, "Ruling Making," "Adjudication" and Exemptions Under the

Administrative Procedure Act, 95 U. Pa. L. Rev. 621 (1947). The ABA has proposed
eliminating the "or particular" language which would avoid at least the conceptual

problems of treating ratemaking as rulemaking. See Ross, Comment: Current ABA Propo-

sals for Amendment of the Administrative Procedure Act, 23 Ad. L. Rev. 67, 71 (1970).
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Although the APA plainly contempletes that rates be set by rule, this

assumption only begins the analysis. The key question is whether the

agency must use the formal hearing described in sections 556 and 557 of

the APA''*^ or whether it may use the informal notice-and-comment

rulemaking procedure of section 553. ''*^ Substantial recent support for the

informal technique comes from the FPC's approach to setting field prices

for natural gas. In Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Wisconsin^^ the Supreme
Court ordered the FPC to set not only the rates for gas pipelines but also

the prices at which more than 3000 independent producers sold gas at the

wellhead. At first, the Commission attempted to set each firm's prices

individually on a traditional cost-of-service basis. This procedure, how-
ever, proved to be not only time-consuming but also meaningless, be-

cause competition forced producers to sell at what was essentially a

market price. Consequently, the Commission established a system of

"area rates"—a schedule of permissible charges for firms in a given

geographic area.'"*^ But because area costs could not possibly be based on
the actual cost of any individual firm, the Commission relinquished the

traditional adjudicative process and utilized informal notice-and-

comment rulemaking. The Tenth Circuit found that such procedures were
inadequate because producers were not allowed a stay of the general rate

order until after litigating their claimed exemptions from it.'*** The
Supreme Court disagreed, finding the FPC procedure sufficient. The
Court reasoned that

rate-making agencies are . . . permitted, unless their statutory

authority otherwise plainly indicates, "to make the pragmatic ad-

justments which may be called for by particular circumstances."

(citation omitted)

. . . The Commission has asserted, and the history of producer

regulation has confirmed, that the ultimate achievement of the

Commission's regulatory purposes may easily depend upon the

contrivance of more expeditious administrative methods. . . . We

The Administrative Conference has "approved in principle" but called for further study.

See Administrative Conference, Statement on ABA Proposals to Amend the Administra-
tive Procedure Act, 25 Ad. L. Rev. 419 (1973).

144. 5 U.S.C. §§ 556-557 (1976). These sections require the traditional trial-type

procedure. "A party is entitled to present . . . oral evidence . . . and to conduct such
cross-examination as may be required for a full and true disclosure of the facts." Id. §

556(d). However in rulemaking, including ratemaking, the agency may limit evidence to

all-written forms "when a party will not be prejudiced thereby." Id. These provisions

apply whenever "rules are required by statute to be made on the record after opportunity

for agency hearing." Id. § 553(c).

145. Id. § 553. Notice of the proposed substance or issues of the proposed rule must
be published in the Federal Register. Id. § 553(b). The agency must allow "interested

persons an opportunity to participate . . . through submission of written data, views, or

arguments with or without opportunity for oral presentation." Id. § 553(c).

146. 347 U.S. 672 (1954).

147. Statement of General Policy No. 61-1, 24 F.P.C. 818 (1960).

148. Skelly Oil Co. v. FPC, 375 F.2d 6, 30 (10th Cir. 1967), aff'd in part, rev 'd in part

sub nom. Permian Basin Area Rate Cases, 390 U.S. 747 (1968).
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cannot, in these circumstances, conclude that Congress has given

authority inadequate to achieve with reasonable effectiveness the

purposes for which it has acted.
'"^^

The decision which did most to trigger interest in the potential of

notice-and-comment ratemaking, however, was United States v. Florida

East Coast Railway. ^^ For some time prior to initiating action, the

Interstate Commerce Commission had believed that the shortage of

available railroad freight cars was caused by the downtime created when
one railroad made unproductive use of cars belonging to another line and

by the fact that lines were unable to know how many cars would be

available at any given time. At first the Commission, after a section 553

notice-and-comment proceeding, simply ordered all railroads to return

the freight cars to their owners promptly after use.^^' The Supreme Court

upheld this use of informal rulemaking. '^^ Finding its prior order insuffi-

cient, however, the ICC decided to give user railroads a financial incen-

tive to remm the cars. "Incentive per diem charges" were adopted across

the board for all railroads, ^^^ tending to make it cheaper to return a car to

its owners than to husband or use it. Some railroads argued that this rule

amounted to ratemaking and that the notice-and-comment procedures

used were legally insufficient. In Florida East Coast , the Supreme Court

again upheld the Commission's action, holding that the statutory require-

ment of a "hearing" did not require oral presentations. Because "[t]he

parties had fair notice of exactly what the Commission proposed to do,

and were given an opportunity to comment, to object, or to make some

other form of written submission,"•^ the Court concluded that the

Interstate Commerce Act hearing requirement had been met.

There has been substantial scholarly reaction to Florida East Coast

,

much of it negative. '^^ The decision is at least superficially inconsistent

with some important earlier Supreme Court decisions. In Morgan v.

149. Permian Basin Area Rate Cases, 390 U.S. 747, 776-77 (1968). For more back-

ground on the FPC's use of rulemaking in the establishment of field prices for natural gas,

see Dakin, Ratemaking as Rulemaking—The New Approach at the FPC: Ad Hoc
Rulemaking in the Ratemaking Process, 1973 Duke L.J. 41; Comment, Ratemaking By
Informal Rulemaking Under the Natural Gas Act, 74 Colum. L. Rev. 752 (1974). The
Commission has since approved a national rate for natural gas which was upheld in Shell

Oil Co. V. FPC, 520 F.2d 1061 (5th Cir. 1975), cert, denied, 426 U.S. 941 (1976).

150. 410 U.S. 224 (1973).

151. Investigation of Adequacy of Railroad Freight Car Ownership, Car Utilization,

Distribution, Rules and Practices, 335 I.C.C. 264 (1969).

152. United States v. Allegheny-Ludlum Steel Corp., 406 U.S. 742 (1972).

153. Incentive Per Diem Charges-1968, 337 I.C.C. 217 (1970).

154. 410 U.S. at 241. This result was contrary to that reached by Judge Friendly

writing for the three judge court in Long Island R.R. v. United States, 318 F. Supp. 490

(E.D.N.Y. 1970).

155. See, e.g. , Nathanson, Probing the Mind of the Administrator: Hearing Variations

and Standards of Judicial Review Under the Administrative Procedure Act and Other

Federal Statutes, 75 Colum. L. Rev. 721 (1975); Judicial Review Committee of the

Administrative Law Section, Report, Recent Developments in Interpretation of the

A.P.A.: Florida East Coast and its Progeny, 28 Ad. L. Rev. 91 (1976). But see K. Davis,

Administrative Law of the Seventies 167-240 (1976).
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United States, ^^^ for example, the procedure by which the Secretary of

Agriculture had set maximum rates charged by marketing agencies at the

Kansas City stockyards was challenged. Although the Secretary's inves-

tigation was in the form of a "general inquiry" into the "reasonableness

of appellants' rates," the Supreme Court found that "in all substantial

respects, the Government . . . was prosecuting the proceeding against

the owners of the market agencies."*^'' The Court concluded that

"[tjhose who are brought into contest with the Government in a quasi-

judicial proceeding aimed at control of their activities'''^^ were entitled to

the "full hearing," including "the right to present evidence . . . [and] a

reasonable opportunity to know the claims of the opposing party and to

meet them."'^^

Some later lower court cases have seemed to some to undercut or

even defy Florida East Coast. In Mobil Oil Corp. v. FPC,^^ for

example, the Commission had used notice-and-comment procedures to

establish a "general policy" for allocating the cost of transporting liquid

hydrocarbons vis-a-vis transporting natural gas. The result of the process

was not a "general policy" at all, but a definite minimum rate of $.02

per Mcf per 100 miles for carrying liquefiables and $.20 for transporting

liquids. The court of appeals overturned the rule, finding the Commis-

sion's "hearing" procedures inadequate. The fact that a case need not be

decided under the procedures of sections 556 and 557,'*^' the court said,

did not mean that the minimum standards of section 553 were sufficient.

When judicial review was governed by a "substantial evidence" stan-

dard, the procedures employed had to be capable of producing a record

that would lend itself to such review. Pure section 553 rulemaking had

not provided such a record.
'^^

The problems and contradictions in these decisions have been thor-

oughly explored elsewhere. *^^
It should suffice here to point out that the

decisions tend to reinforce the distinctions drawn in ratemaking since

156. 304 U.S. 1 (1938). This is often denominated the "Second Morgan case" or

simply '"Morgan 11.'"

157. Id. at 20.

158. fd. at 18.

159. Id. The leading case on the point was ICC v. Louisville & N.R.R., 227 U.S. 88,

93 (1913): "All parties must be fully apprised of the evidence submitted or to be con-

sidered, and must be given opportunity to cross-examine witnesses, to inspect documents
and to offer evidence in explanation or rebuttal." In a later case not involving rates, the

Court held that the formal procedures required by §§ 556 and 557 apply whenever due
process mandates them, not simply when a "statute" does so. Wong Yang Sung v.

McGrath, 339 U.S. 33 (1950).

160. 483 F.2d 1238 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

161

.

In large part, the case was reversed because the FPC's jurisdiction extended only

to transportation of natural gas, not "liquid hydrocarbons." It was the ICC that had
jurisdiction over oil. 483 F.2d at 1247.

162. Id. at 1257-63. See also Walter Holm & Co. v. Hardin, 449 F.2d 1009 (D.C. Cir.

1971); cf. International Harvester Co. v. Ruckelshaus, 478 F.2d 615 (D.C. Cir. 1973). The
approach is analyzed and discussed in Pedersen, Formal Records and Informal Rulemak-
ing, 85 Yale L.J. 38 (1975).

163. See authorities cited note 155 supra and notes 170, 172, and 214 infra.
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Londoner v. Denver^^ and Bi-Metallic Investment Co. v. State Board of

Equalization}^^ As the law has developed from these early decisions, the

nature of the hearing required properly turns on three factors: (1) whether

the case primarily involves past or future conduct,'*^ (2) whether the

results of the case primarily affect one firm or many,'^^ and (3) whether

the full panoply of trial-type procedure is required to reliably adduce the

decisive facts. '^* These tests are hardly talismans, and in a given case,

they do not necessarily all point the same way. One can point out,

however, that Morgan had involved the rates of relatively few firms at

only one yard, where costs might differ from other yards and where

specific evidence might help resolve the issues. The setting of wellhead

natural gas prices, as in Phillips Petroleum, on the other hand, relates to

many firms (none specifically), focuses more on "fair" prices for the

future and the effect of price on future production than on any firm's

historic costs, and is unlikely to be affected by cross-examination or the

other attributes of trial-type hearings. So, too, the "incentive per diem

charges" in Florida East Coast were not truly "cost-based" at all; they

were a way of putting teeth into a rule which had already been upheld for

the future, which affected many firms, and as to which most facts were

already well known. ^*^^

The point of these cases for our purposes is direct and simple:

sometimes full adjudicative hearings need not be held, but sometimes

they must be. The problem with a general call for ratemaking by informal

rulemaking is that it cannot apply universally. In countless ratemaking

situations the issues turn on the particular cost situation of the firm whose

tariff is in question, involving past facts unique to the given firm, over

which there is sometimes real dispute. In such cases, a general rule

plainly would be no solution.

A response now popular is the adoption of "hybrid" procedures

—

informal rulemaking with just enough opportunity for oral or specific

164. 210 U.S. 373 (1908). In Londoner landowners objecting to a special assessment

were entitled to be heard individually because the amount of each person's assessment

varied with the benefit of the project to the person's lot.

165. 239 U.S. 441 (1915). In Bi-Metallic the state board had "equalized" property

assessments, and tax rates of Denver residents rose dramatically. However, individual

Denver residents were not entitled to be heard. The action affected large numbers of

people and the personal situation of any one was irrelevant to the overall policy.

166. See, e.g., Prentis v. Atlantic Coast Line Co., 211 U.S. 210(1908). The APA itself

reflects this idea. "[R]ule means . . . an agency statement of . . . future effect . . .
."5

U.S.C. §551(4) (1976).

167. See, e.g., Superior Oil Co. v. FPC, 322 F.2d 601 (9th Cir. 1%3); Shapiro, The

Choice of Rulemaking or Adjudication in the Development of Administrative Policy, 78

Harv. L. Rev. 921 (1965).

168. See, e.g. , Anaconda Co. v. Ruckelshaus, 482 F.2d 1301 (10th Cir. 1973); 1 K.

Davis, Administrative Law Treatise §§ 7.03-.05 (1958).

169. One case stands virtually alone in allowing pure notice-and-comment rulemaking

to be used in making a retail utility's rates. Virgin Islands Hotel Ass'n v. Virgin Islands

Water &. Power Auth., 476 F.2d 1263 (3d Cir. 1973). The kindest comment one can make
about this decision is that it "creatively" interprets the applicable precedent and

concepts.
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written presentations to meet the requirements of due process and to

provide the decisionmakers with what they need to know.*''^ The practi-

cal problem with this approach is that any addition to section 553
procedures is likely to yield a result greatly resembling the ICC's mod-
ified procedure. '^^ Whether one strips down a formal procedure, as the

ICC did, or adds to an informal one, as others propose, the result is likely

to be much the same. Moving to more informal or "hybrid" ratemaking

procedures, then, would seem to accomplish little. The object should not

be to provide new labels, but to see what minimum features are necessary

to ensure appropriate consideration of the issues and full participation of

interested parties without unduly extending the time required to bring

cases to a close. '^^ Informal rulemaking pursuant to section 553 is

unlikely to satisfy these objectives in many kinds of ratemaking situa-

tions.

IV. A Proposed New Strategy for Ratemaking

Achieving a quantum leap in the speed of agency decisions without

adversely affecting quality will not be easy. What is needed is a new
view of the proper role of an agency in the ratemaking process. I believe

agencies should be viewed not primarily as decisionmakers in contested

cases, but as a means of helping the parties in such cases work out a

result that is both mutually acceptable and in the public interest. As a

start in the right direction, three specific steps to change the current

emphasis in ratemaking procedure seem necessary. First, agencies

should make greater use of rulemaking to resolve issues concerning the

significance of recurring fact patterns. Second, agencies should collect

data on an ongoing basis and employ models to evaluate and project the

cost and revenue data of regulated firms. Finally, agencies should place

increased emphasis on the parties' settlement of all or parts of rate cases.

A. Increased Use of Rulemaking Proceedings

Ratemaking cases, like most others, consist of disputes over the

facts and their significance. Factual issues peculiar to particular firms

should continue to be resolved in some kind of trial-type setting. Policy

issues concerning the significance of particular kinds of fact patterns,

170. The leading articles on this approach are Hamilton, Procedures for the Adoption
of Rules of General Applicability: The Need for Procedural Innovation in Administrative
Rulemaking, 60 Calif. L. Rev. 1276 (1972), and Williams, ''Hybrid Rulemaking" under
the Administrative Procedure Act: A Legal and Empirical Analysis, 42 U. Chi. L. Rev.
401 (1975), which led to Administrative Conference Recommendations 72-5 and 76-3,

respectively.

171. For a description of this procedure see text accompanying notes 67-69 supra.
172. Hymns to the praise of the new flexibility in administrative procedure are sung in

Clagett, Informal Action—Adjudication—Rule Making: Some Recent Developments in

Administrative Law, 1971 Duke L.J. 51, and Fitzgerald, Mobil Oil Corp. v. Federal Power
Commission and the Flexibility of the Administrative Procedure Act , 26 Ad. L. Rev. 287
(1974). The descant may be found in the authorities cited note 155 supra and note 210
infra

.
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however, recur again and again in ratemaking cases, and the practice of

leaving these issues open to constant relitigation is a waste of time and
resources. When such recurring policy issues can be identified, agencies

should deal with them directly in non-adjudicative proceedings.

Examples of such issues are legion:

The appropriate treatment of construction work-in-process; for how
long a period before it comes on-line should it be included in the rate

base?>^3

The appropriate treatment of advertising expenditures, image build-

ing and contributions to charity.

Whether tax credits should be passed through to the ratepayers

immediately or "normalized" over a number of years?^^"^

Whether automatic adjustment clauses should be used in the in-

dustry?^''^

Determining the cost of acquiring capital experienced by firms in

the industry and the appropriate rate of return.

Whether residential customers should pay less than business cus-

tomers? Why? Under what conditions? How much less?

Whether lifeline rates should be made available to poor customers?

Defining the products or services that should be treated as part of the

basic service cost and those which should be sorted out for separate

payment by those who use the service most.

Determining the responsibilities of the firms in the industry toward

the environment'^^ and the extent their rates should reflect or encourage

environmentally responsible behavior by their customers. '^^

173. The FPC's rulemaking proceeding on this point was Docket No. RM 75-13,

initiated November 14, 1974, 39 Fed. Reg. 40, 787 (1974), and was published as Order No.
555, 41 Fed. Reg. 51,392 (1976). For discussion of the comparable issues at the state level

compare Southern Union Gas Co. v. New Mexico Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 84 N.M. 330, 503

P.2d 310 (1972) with Re New England Tel. & Tel. Co., 10 Pub. U. Rep. 4th (PUR) 132 (R.I.

1975) and Re Kansas City Power & Light Co., 6 Pub. U. Rep. 4th (PUR) 321 (Kan. 1974).

174. The FPC rulemaking proceeding on this issue was Docket Nos. R-424 and R-446.

The final order was published at 41 Fed. Reg. 28,474 (1976).

175. The FPC rulemaking proceeding on this issue was Docket No. R-479, the final

order on which was published at 39 Fed. Reg. 40,582 (1974). See 18 C.F.R. § 35. 14 (1977).

176. The Supreme Court confirmed in Aberdeen &. Rockfish R.R. v. Students Chal-

lenging Regulatory Agency Procedures (SCRAP), 422 U.S. 289, 318-19 (1975), that a

regulatory agency's decision in rate cases may have a sufficient impact on the environ-

ment to require that the agency must weigh the effect of the decision and even that the

agency must prepare an environmental impact statement. The Court did not, however,
define the circumstances under which particular types of environmental considerations

would have to be addressed. Each agency has established regulations with respect to such

procedural issues. See 14 C.F.R. §§ 312.1-.20 (1977) (CAB); 18 C.F.R. §§ 2.80-.82 (1977)

(FPC); 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.1301-.1319 (1976) (FCC); 49 C.F.R. §§ 1108.1-.20 (1976) (ICC).

Now, in addition, the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, Pub. L.

No. 94-210, § 204, 90 Stat. 40, requires the Interstate Commerce Commission to investi-

gate whether the existing rate structure unjustly discriminates against recyclable commod-
ities, and if so, to eliminate such unjust discrimination.

177. The Federal Power Commission, for example, attempted, over a four year

period, to redesign rates for natural gas pipelines to reduce the incentive for industries to
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And finally, whether discount or promotional rates are ever justified

in the regulated industry?

Not all of these issues will arise in every rate case, but an agency

will have to address some of the matters in a great many cases. '^^

Precedent, of course, now enables a firm to speculate on how the agency

might resolve the firm's own case. But most firms affected by a given

precedent probably did not participate in the case in which it was

formulated. Moreover, a firm can always try to change an agency's prior

approach to a problem, and when all issues are open, any party seeking to

delay can do so more easily.
'^^

Perhaps the best example of the use of rulemaking to decide basic

issues essential to the establishment of rates is the CAB's Domestic

Passenger Fare Investigation. '*° The DPFI was a multi-year project in

which the CAB attempted to think through most of the major recurring

questions in its decisionmaking process. Questions such as the appropri-

use natural gas. A pipeline has high fixed costs that must be spread in some way among
users. Under the Atlantic Seaboard formula, 11 F.P.C. 43 (1952), 50% of that cost was
allocated to the cubic-foot "commodity" charge while 50% was allocated to a "demand"
charge to peak load users whose demand at the peak dictated the size of pipe needed.

Advocates of peak load pricing criticized that formula as wasteful because it did not do as

much as it might to discourage peak use. However, movement toward allocating 100% of

the burden to peak customers, see, e.g. , Fuels Research Council v. FPC, 374 F.2d 842 (7th

Cir. 1967), made off-peak use of natural gas by industrial users more attractive. Thus
instead of wasting pipeline capacity, now the gas itself was being "wasted." The FPC has
since moved to a formula allocating 75% of fixed costs to the "commodity" rate and only

25% to the "demand" rate for peak customers. United Gas Pipeline Co., 50 F.P.C. 1348

(1973), aff'd sub nom. Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. FPC, 520 F.2d 1176 (D.C. Cir.

1975). See also Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, End Use Rate Schedules, Docket No.
RM 75-19, 40 Fed. Reg. 8,571 (1975).

A similar issue is the development of standards for deciding how natural gas shall be
allocated and devising rate structures to stimulate purchasers to go in the desired way. The
FPC proceeding on this point was Docket No. RM 75-19, initiated at 40 Fed. Reg. 8,571

(1975).

178. Of course, many of these issues may be interrelated. For example, the decision

on what construction work in process to allow in the rate base may affect a firm's decision

to invest in an environmentally desirable conversion from natural gas to some other fuel.

The Federal Power Commission has explicitly included construction work in process in

the rate base for such conversions but not for most other construction. See Order No. 555,

41 Fed. Reg. 51,392(1976).

179. The arguments in favor of rulemaking are probably familiar to most readers.

Others should look to Robinson, The Making of Administrative Policy: Another Look at

Rulemaking and Adjudication and Administrative Procedure Reform , 118 U. Pa. L. Rev.
485 (1970).

180. The DPFI was initiated by Order 70-1-147 (Jan. 29, 1970). Part of the stimulus for

undertaking the task was Moss v. CAB, 430 F.2d 891 (D.C. Cir. 1970). The Board had
previously had a practice of issuing "speaking orders"—suspensions of tariffs accom-
panied by an announcement of what the Board would find acceptable. In Moss the Board
had suspended the tariffs of several trunkline carriers and offered in its stead a detailed

prescription of fare structure, terminal charges, and discount fares. The court reasoned

that this practice denied the carriers a chance to have their tariffs fairly considered,

because they were in effect compelled to comply. The DPFI proceedings were an effort to

give the carriers an opportunity to participate in the basic decisions and to lay the basis for

solid policies for the future. The Moss case and its background are discussed extensively

in Spritzer, supra note 50, at 76-87.
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ate rate of return,'^' the role of discount fares, '^^ the appropriate fare

taper, '^^ and the relation of coach to first class'*"* were systematically

addressed, and conclusions were reached. Since the adoption of those

rules, the CAB has been able to cut its case-processing time to almost

nothing at least for general rate increase requests.'*^ The agency attends

to fundamental questions, yet routinely reaches a decision within the

statutory pre-notice period and thus does not delay the effective date.

Although the Kennedy Subcommittee and others who advocate airline

deregulation have criticized several of the substantive elements of the

j)ppj 186
ji^g CAB's procedural technique seems worthy of emulation.'*^

Substantial authority in Supreme Court decisions supports the prop-

riety of increased rulemaking. In United States v. Storer Broadcasting

Co. ,'** for example, the FCC limited by rule multiple ownership of radio

and television stations. When Storer's application for an additional sta-

tion license was rejected on the basis of the rule, Storer argued that the

agency could resolve licensing issues only after an individualized

adudicatory hearing. The Supreme Court disagreed. The Court conceded

181. Phase 8, Order 71-4-58 (Apr. 9, 1971).

182. Phase 5, Order 72-12-18 (Dec. 5, 1972).

183. Phase 9, Order 74-3-82 (Mar. 18, 1974).

184. Id.

185. According to interviews with officials in the Bureau of Economics, Civil

Aeronautics Board, Wash., D.C.
186. SuBCOMM. ON Administrative Practice and Procedure of the Senate

COMM . OF THE JUDICIARY , 94TH CONG . , 1 ST SeSS. , REPORT ON CiVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD
Practices and Procedures, 109-25 (1975); Civil Aeronautics Board Special Staff,

Regulatory Reform 65-76 (1975); cf. Douglas & Miller, Quality Competition, Industry

Equilibrium and Efficiency in the Price-Constrained Airline Market, 64 Am. Econ. Rev.

657 (1974) (price constraints result in non-price competition among airlines which in turn

results in inefficient passenger capacity).

187. Several agencies have already embarked on rulemaking of the sort recommended
here. The Interstate Commerce Commission, for example, has been required by the

Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act, Pub. L. No. 94-210, 90 Stat. 31

(1976), to undertake rulemaking proceedings to establish procedures for making the

determinations required by the Act. The results are Ex parte No. 319, Investigation of

Freight Rates for the Transportation of Recyclable or Recycled Materials; Ex parte No.
320, Special Procedures for Making Findings of Market Dominance as Required by the

Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976; Ex parte No. 324, Standards

and Expeditious Procedures for Establishing Railroad Rates Based on Seasonal, Regional,

or Peaked Period-Demand for Rail Service. 90 ICC Ann. Rep. 30 n.l9 (1976).

In Ex parte No. 314, Special Procedures for General Freight Rate Increases Based on
Revenue Need, 351 I.C.C. 187 (1975), the ICC earlier considered whether to adopt a rule

allowing one general rate increase per year not to exceed five percent. Such increases

would have taken effect without suspension, although they could have later been inves-

tigated and set aside. In a period of high inflation, such a procedure would have in effect

been a form of indexing rates to reflect a general level of increased costs. There was
substantial opposition to this proposal, however, from both carriers and shippers, and the

Commission decided not to issue the rule.

Department of Energy Organization Act, Pub. L. No. 95-91, 91 Stat. 565 (1977),

transfers responsibility for preparation of general policy such as is proposed here from the

Federal Power Commission to the Secretary of the Department of Energy. Id. § 301(b).

Residual authority to make, amend, and rescind general rules in coordination with the

Secretary would be vested in the independent Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
established within the Department. See id. §§ 403(a), (b), and § 404.

188. 351 U.S. 192(1956).
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that the rule was not an abstraction, and that when made, the rule

presently determined rights. '^^ But the Court went on to hold that a full

hearing was not required for all applications that failed to state a valid

basis for a hearing in accordance with rules established by the Commis-
sion, provided that the Commission would grant a hearing upon an

adequate showing that the rules should be waived. '^ Similarly, in FPC v.

Texaco, ^^^
the Commission's regulations had made illegal certain pricing

provisions in the contracts of independent gasoline producers. The agen-

cy automatically rejected all contracts that contained such provisions.

When producers challenged the practice of rejecting the contracts without

a hearing the Court upheld the procedure, reasoning that the Commission
was only "particularizing statutory standards. '"^^ The firms had been

allowed an opportunity to participate in formulating the rule, and their

remedy was to "ask for a waiver of the rule complained of."^^^

In the "blocked space" case, American Airlines, Inc. v. CAB,^^^
the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia applied the doctrine of

Storer Broadcasting and Texaco. In American Airlines, the CAB had
established a rule allowing only all-cargo carriers to sell blocks of space

to shippers at wholesale rates. American Airlines and others filed "de-

fensive tariffs"—direct responses to the lower fare of the all-cargo

carriers—and claimed to be entitled to a hearing. The court concluded

that Storer was controlling, ^^^ reasoning that the Storer doctrine

rests on a fundamental awareness that rulemaking is a vital part of

the adminstrative process, particularly adapted to and needful for

sound evolution of policy in guiding the future development of

industries subject to intensive administrative regulation in the public

interest, and that such rule making is not to be shackled, in the

absence of clear and specific Congressional requirement, by im-

portation of formalities developed for the adjudicatory process and
basically unsuited for policy rule making.'^

The court stressed that it was not at the time dealing with

a proceeding that in form is couched as rule making, general in

scope and prospective in operation, but in substance and effect is

individual in impact and condemnatory in purpose. The proceeding

... is rule making both in form and effect. There is no individual

action here masquerading as a general rule.'^^

189. Id. at 199.

190. Id. at 205.

191. 377 U.S. 33 (1964).

192. Id. at 39.

193. Id. at 40.

194. 359 F.2d 624 (D.C. Cir. 1966).

195. Judge Leventhal correctly characterized the plaintiffs' thesis as the one "this

court accepted ten years ago in the Storer case, only to be reversed by the Supreme
Court." Id. at 628.

196. Id. at 629.

197. /f/. at 631.
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Much of the more recent law in this area has resulted from the

FCC's attempt to enforce the rules issued in its broad scale Specialized

Common Carrier caseJ^^ In that proceeding the FCC had ruled that

additional firms had a right to try to compete with AT & T. AT & T did

not appeal the rulemaking conclusions but instead waited until the FCC
ordered the interconnection of other firms' lines with the Bell system

pursuant to section 201(a) of the Communications Act.'^^ AT & T then

claimed to be entitled to a full adjudicatory hearing on each and every

order to interconnect. The FCC argued that its earlier rule decided the

issue, and in Bell Telephone Co. v. FCC,^^ the Third Circuit agreed

with the Commission. The court concluded that section 201(a)'s legisla-

tive history did not support Bell's contention that the statutory provision

guaranteeing an "opportunity for hearing" mandated an evidentiary

hearing. ^^^ Moreover, the court believed that the FCC's approach to

policy making made sense.

First, . . . procedural flexibility can aid the FCC in making the

substantive determinations that it is required to make under the

Communications Act .... Second, . . . Congress has . . . [left]

to the agency the determination of the type of procedure to be

employed in a particular case .... Third, . . . [n]on-evidentiary

rulemaking permits broad participation in the decision-making proc-

ess and enables an administrative agency to develop integrated plans

in important policy areas.
^^^

The last of these points is particularly important. If we must have

regulation, agencies cannot responsibly avoid the task of frontally ad-

198. In re Establishment of Policies and Procedures for Consideration of Application

to Provide Specialized Common Carrier Services in the Domestic Public Point-to-Point

Microwave Radio Service and Proposed Amendments to Parts 21, 43, and 61 of the

Commission's Rules, 29 F.C.C.2d 870 (1971).

199. 47 U.S.C. § 201(a) (1970).

200. 503 F.2d 1250 (3d Cir. 1974). See also Washington Utils. & Transp. Comm'n v.

FCC, 513 F.2d 1142 (9th Cir. 1975). CAB reliance on the DPFI standards and the

application of the industry-wide determinations to particular airlines who argued that they

should be treated differently were upheld in Moss v. CAB, 521 F.2d 298 (D.C. Cir. 1975).

But see Continental Air Lines, Inc. v. CAB, 551 F.2d 1293 (D.C. Cir. 1977), again

upholding the reliance on DPFI, but reversing because of a seeming inconsistency be-

tween the Board's position there expressed on economy fares and the view it seemingly

later took in its Hawaii Fares Investigation. Id. at 1314.

201. 503 F.2d at 1264.

202. Id. at 1265. Cf. Weinberger v. Hynson, Westcott & Dunning, Inc., 412 U.S. 609

(1973) (FDA must grant hearing on whether company's evidence satisfied threshold

burden of providing substantial evidence); National Petroleum Refiners Ass'n v. FCC,
482 F.2d 672 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (defendant in enforcement proceeding by the FTC must be
given opportunity to demonstrate that special circumstances of his case warrant waiving

applicable rule); GTE Serv. Corp. v. FCC, 474 F.2d 724 (2d Cir. 1973) (FCC can make
rules and need not grant adjudicatory hearings after actual abuses); Air Line Pilots Ass'n
V. Quesada, 276 F.2d 892 (2d Cir. 1960) (although hearing is required for FAA modifica-

tion of airmen's certificates, no hearing is required when a general directive in fact

modifies airmen's certificates). But cf. Independent Bankers Ass'n v. Board of Gover-
nors, 516 F.2d 1206 (D.C. Cir. 1975) (interested parties have right to hearing to challenge

application of regulations); Hess & Clark v. FDA, 495 F.2d 975 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (manufac-
turers entitled to hearing prior to FDA's withdrawal of approval for drugs).
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dressing fundamental issues. Although next to impossible in individual

cases, such a direct approach is the essence of a rulemaking proceeding.

Moreover, rule-making fosters broad-based participation by allowing

public interest groups or other intervenors to focus their attention solely

on the issues of concern to them. Objectors have intervened in individual

CAB cases, for example, alleging that the carrier and the Board have

miscalculated the elasticity of demand for air travel. They have always

lost and have since asked that a rulemaking proceeding be instituted on
the point. ^^^ If objectors prevailed in rulemaking proceedings, they could

be confident that the rules would be applied by the Board in later cases; if

they lost, they could seek judicial review or perhaps legislative change.

Indeed, this entire proposal is often greeted with the most acceptance by

the public interest groups whom some accuse of delay, while the greatest

resistance seems to come from regulated firms and the commissions

themselves.^^

Of course, if rulemaking were such an unmitigated good, one might

have expected heavy reliance on it before now. Critics have raised at

least four major objections to more extensive use of rulemaking. First,

agencies sometimes argue that they would be tied down if required to

adhere to particular rules—even rules of their own making. The agencies

argue that they must be allowed flexibility to develop creative approaches

to new circumstances.^''^ But rulemaking is flexible; rules, once made,

203. The objectors to the Board's calculations were the Department of Transportation

and the Counsel on Wage and Price Stability in Docket No. 27417, dismissed by Order No.
75-6-72 (June 13, 1975), and Order No. 75-8-99 (August 19, 1975), and Congressman John
E. Moss in Docket No. 28440, rejected by Order No. 75-11-23 (Nov. 7, 1975).

Two of the agencies under consideration here now do have formal procedures by
which a member of the public may petition the agency to institute a rulemaking proceeding

and require the agency to respond to that request. See 14 C.F.R. §§ 302.38, 399.70 (1977)

(CAB); 18 C.F.R. § 2.1a (1977) (FPC). The Federal Power Commission also imposed an

internal management requirement which would require the bureaus and offices of the

Commission to report semi-annually on prospective issues and problems which might

confront the Commission in the future course of its regulatory activities. Order No. 547,

41 Fed. Reg. 15,003 (1976).

204. Dean Cramton explained the situation this way:
In all probability public interest groups can make a greater contribution in informal

rulemaking proceedings than in adjudicative and formal rulemaking proceedings for at

least two reasons: First, they are probably better equipped to speak to general

propositions than to engage in trial-type proceedings; second, in the quasi-legislative

(hence, political) process the group's viewpoint becomes a relevant datum simply

because the group holds it. . . .

Thus, an agency's insistence on making decisions case-by-case on the basis of a

lengthy evidentiary record may favor the regulated industry at the expense of uphold-

ers of the "public" interest because it throws the decision into the forum in which
the industry groups are best equipped to compete.

Cramton, supra note 131, at 535-36.

205. The Supreme Court in SEC v. Chenery Corp., 332 U.S. 194 (1947), of course,

spoke of the need for some flexibility, concluding that a "rigid requirement" of rulemak-

ing would "stultify" the process. "Some principles must await their own development

. . .
." /rf. at 202. However, one cannot read the Court's opinion without finding an

unexpressed preference for rulemaking. There is a tolerance of "flexibility," but no hymn
to its praise. Cf. NLRB v. Wyman-Gordon Co., 394 U.S. 759 (1969) (company bound by
order of adjudicatory proceeding even though NLRB did not follow rulemaking proce-

dures).
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can be changed. Furthermore, "flexibility" is often a euphemism for

unprincipled decisionmaking.^^ Flexibility creates a milieu of ambiguity

in which it is difficult for regulated firms to act with confidence. As
Judge Friendly has argued: "A prime source of justified dissatisfaction

with . . . federal administrative action ... is the failure to develop

standards sufficiently definite that decisions will be fairly predictable and
that the reasons for them will be understood . . .

."^^^ The argument

that rulemaking impairs flexibility—as the term is meant by most of its

proponents—is a point in favor of this proposal rather than against it.

A second, more significant objection to greater use of rulemaking is

based on the difficulty of distinguishing policy issues from the circum-

stances out of which they arise. For example, the FCC, having stated a

general policy, must consider the problems of competition in the tele-

communications industry during each tariff revision. ^^* That is, each

particular rate change request has distinct implications, making it ex-

tremely difficult to decide broad policy questions in a vacuum. The
FCC's response has been to try to accommodate both interests by con-

206. Almost two decades ago, Dean Cramton offered a particularly sensitive appraisal

of the position of an ICC Commissioner, which applies to any member of a regulatory

agency:

Perhaps it is only a myth that commissioners of regulatory agencies want or are

able to formulate decisive policy for the future. Recent experience would indicate that

there are many commissioners who are reluctant to express a strong or clear view on
any policy matter which is seriously contested. The reasons are apparent. Matters
which are vigorously contested and have significant economic consequences also

have political implications. A hesitance born of caution as well as of doubt as to the

proper solution encourages the use of small-scale and often intentionally limited

adjudications in a series of cases. At best, with the case-by-case approach, all

affected parties can be kept reasonably happy with a succession of minor victories

and defeats; at worst, the adoption of the judicial manner may limit criticism.

It is not necessarily suggested that personal motives, such as a desire for reap-

pointment or for other jobs dependent upon political friendships, influence the at-

titudes of commissioners. Other factors are more important: (I) inexperience with the

subject matter being regulated at the time of initial appointment; (2) the real difficul-

ty—if not impossibility— of devising a practical solution to many problems; and (3) a
candid recognition that the objectives of regulation are somewhat fuzzy and conse-
quent reluctance to impose a solution in the absence of a more specific legislative

mandate. Mr. Dooley commented that the Supreme Court read the election returns; it

is not surprising that the Commission, less isolated from political pressures and with a
less well-defined task, gives some heed to congressional attitudes as they afe revealed

during the course of almost continuing investigations of ICC actions. . . . These
comments are not intended to be critical of present or past members of the Commis-
sion. The same factors would be operative if different people held the same posts. It

should be recalled that the ICC has a matchless record among federal agencies for

integrity and honesty.

Cramton, The Conduct of Rate Proceedings in the Interstate Commerce Commission 104

(1961) (unpublished study conducted by Dean Cramton as reporter for the Committee on
Rulemaking, Administrative Conference of the United States, on file at the Administrative

Conference).

207. Friendly, The Federal Administrative Agencies: The Need for Better Definition of
Standards, 75 Harv. L. Rev. 863, 867 (1962).

208. For discussion of the Specialized Common Carrier sequence see text accompany-
ing notes 198-200 supra. See also MCI Communications Corp. v. Amer. Tel. & Tel. Co.,

369 F. Supp. 1004 (E.D. Pa. 1974). An earlier example was'Vibove 890 Mc, 27 F.C.C. 359

(1959), to which AT & T responded with TELPAK, a rate which undercut potential

competitors. See 23 F.C.C.2d 606 (1970); 37 F.C.C. 1111 (1964).
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sidering the broad issues in general docket cases while recognizing that

the same issues will arise again in individual cases. Realistically, some
degree of duplication is probably unavoidable.

A third argument against greater reliance on rulemaking is that the

facts underlying the policy decisions change so frequently that the valid-

ity of general principles is short-lived. This kind of concern has been

raised about the CAB's Domestic Passenger Fare Investigation. Some
have argued that the rate-of-return conclusions are out of date, that the

load-factor assumptions were never very good, and that subsequent

experience with discount fares has undercut much of the rule which took

so long to produce.^^ This concern is legitimate, and whether or not the

allegations about the DPFI are true, similar charges are probably accurate

in many circumstances. An obvious response, however, is that the

agency can reopen these kinds of questions on a systematic basis to

review the rule's current soundness. Such a system would require signifi-

cant staff time and very likely would not reduce the total effort spent by

the agency in deciding rate-related issues. But rulemaking would focus

the commissions' and the participants' attention on specific substantive

questions and thus should improve the quality of decisions and reduce the

time required to process any particular rate increase request.

The final argument against greater rulemaking is that despite the

procedure's efficiency, agency statutes allow parties a "hearing" and a

hearing is not a hearing if important issues will not be heard. ^'^ The short

answer to this, of course, is that the courts have not so held. They have

allowed the denial of a hearing altogether in Storer and subsequent

decisions;^'' a fortiori, they would allow foreclosure of specific issues by

a generally applicable agency rule. Moreover, all affected persons had or

could have had an opportunity to be heard when the rule was made. To be

sure, a party's rights in rulemaking, particularly under section 553,^'^ are

not identical to those in adjudication,^'^ but presumably all views would

be entitled to be put before the agency to be factored into the decision. To
fully protect all interests, the agency should be particularly sensitive to

209. See, e.g. , authorities cited note 186 supra. One counter concern is that individual

tariff proposals will be suspended and delayed pending resolution of the fundamental

issues. For example, at the CAB, the domestic air freight rate investigation, CAB docket

22859, has been underway for several years and the Commission has repeatedly handled

individual proposals on a "rule of thumb" basis.

210. The most strident criticism has been led by Professor Nathanson who describes

many of the cases relied on here as "statutory misinterpretation in the name of flexibili-

ty." Nathanson, supra note 155, at 740. See also Wright, The Courts and the Rulemaking

Process: The Limits of Judicial Review, 59 Cornell L. Rev. 375 (1974).

211. See text accompanying notes 188-202 supra.

in. 5 U.S.C. § 553 (1976).

213. Compare id. § 553 with id. §§ 556-557. Thoughtful discussions of the various

issues raised in this section are provided in Robinson, supra note 179; Note, The Use of

Agency Rulemaking to Deny Adjudications Apparently Required by Statute, 54 Iowa L.

Rev. 1086 (1969); cf. Ames & McCracken, Framing Regulatory Standards to Avoid

Formal Adjudication: The FDA as a Case Study, 64 Calif. L. Rev. 14 (1976) (FDA use of

rulemaking to avoid questions of fact in adjudication).
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the need to develop its rulemaking record and to allow full presentations,

including cross-examination if appropriate. In Mobil Oil, the D.C.
Circuit held that the reviewing court must determine whether substantial

evidence supports the agency's decision, and the rationale of Mobil Oil

may require that the underlying rules be so supported as well.^''*

At bottom, however, there is no complete answer to the charge that

this proposal for increased use of rulemaking denies a full hearing. The
most that can honestly be said is that the proposal accommodates the

interests of expeditious decisionmaking and fairness to all parties in-

volved as effectively as any seemingly can—and certainly more effec-

tively than proposals that advocate use of section 553 informal rulemak-

ing procedure for resolving all issues, including factual ones. The ques-

tions to be decided in rulemaking deal with the significance of facts but

are not usually the ultimate issues in the case. Questions as to the

situation of particular firms or particular customers, on the contrary,

would continue to be subject to full adjudication.

Determining the savings in time and resources that would accrue

from implementation of this proposal alone is extremely difficult. To do
so would require detailed study of the whole record in a large sample of

each agency's annual cases, a task beyond the scope of this article. Even
such a study could not fully determine the extent to which agency
precedent had already precluded some issues from being raised. Nor
could it evaluate the comparative desirability of generic rulemaking and
"common law" development of standards. But almost certainly, the

proposal, by itself, would not prove a panacea. Inevitably, a rule, once
established, would be continuously eroded by subsequent cases, and
eventually another full-scale rulemaking inquiry would be necessary. ^'^

For example, even the CAB seems to recognize that despite the detail and
intended comprehensiveness of the DPFI, its standards need to be mod-
ified in several important respects. The agency has had to consider the

effect of decreased aircraft utilization resulting from reduced frequency

of flights, the propriety of treating discount fare passengers as if they

were full fare passengers, and, most significantly, the appropriate load

factor,^'^ although the Board has undertaken no formal rulemaking of a

magnitude similar to the original DPFI.

This concession, however, does not weaken the basic proposal.

Most issues would not be reexamined often. Resolving more fundamen-

214. See Verkuil, Judicial Review of Informal Rulemaking , 60 Va. L. Rev. 185, 214

(1974); Note, Judicial Review of the Facts in Informal Rulemaking: A Proposed Standard

,

84 Yale L.J. 1750, 1752 (1975). But see Wright, supra note 210.

215. There was language in both Storer and Texaco suggesting that perhaps the right

to prove that the rule should be waived in a particular case was crucial to the result in such
cases. However, in Pfizer, Inc. v. Richardson, 434 F.2d 536 (2d Cir. 1970), the court

pointed out that an agency can always decline to apply a rule in a given case so that

nothing special turned on making provision therefor.

216. E.g., Dockets No. 27417 and 27947, Order No. 76-6-72 (June 13, 1975), and Order
No. 75-8-99 (Aug. 19, 1975).
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tal policy questions outside the trial-type ratemaking process would still

allow agencies to focus their hearings on the factual situations of the

firms before them. When combined with continuous evaluation of cost

and revenue data and increased emphasis on settlement, more extensive

rulemaking could prove an important element in accelerating individual

rate cases.

B. Periodic Submission of Relevant Data

The second major change in approach to ratemaking should be to

require agencies to improve significantly their handling of relevant cost,

demand, and financial data. Here, too, most regulatory agencies still use

the same procedures as trial courts. Agencies take evidence in oral or

typewritten form^'^ and basically let the decisionmaker examine it only at

or near the time the case must be taken under advisement. For many
years, such data was not even filed until the company presented its part of

the formal rate case. Now, agencies more commonly require that the data

be submitted at or near the time a firm originally files its request for rate

change.^'* But even this earlier submission puts the agency and any

objectors in an awkward position by requiring them to decide whether to

protest or suspend a rate with only minimal time to assimilate what is

frequently an enormous mass of relevant material.

Apart from the rationale that a rate case is like a trial and that

evidence therefore need only be submitted after the case has begun, there

seems to be no good reason for this practice. Companies generate

accounting data throughout the year and presumably they continuously

use it to make management decisions. Nothing prevents this data from

being supplied to a regulatory commission as it is compiled for company
management. ^'^ This proposal is not to require additional recordkeeping

by firms. It simply urges that firms be made to submit the currently

required data sooner rather than later. The longer the time in which the

commission and potential interveners can examine the data before the

217. E.g., 14 C.F.R. § 302.24 (1977) (CAB); 18 C.F.R. §§ 1.22-.26 (1977) (FPC); 47
C.F.R. §§ 1.254-.258 (1976) (FCC); 49 C.F.R. §§ 1100.74-.87 (1976) (ICC).

218. E.g., 18 C.F.R. §§ 35.12-.13 (1977) (FPC); 47 C.F.R. § 61.38(a) (1976) (FCC); 49
C.F.R. § 1102.2 (1976) (ICC rail general increase proceedings); id. § 1104.3 (ICC motor
carrier revenue increase cases). These provisions generally apply only to relatively large

changes. The agencies which only consider a small proportion of the tariffs anyway really

do not want to be bothered with more paper.

219. The agencies have periodic reporting requirements now, of course. The FCC, for

example, has at least 1 1 reports that are filed by various firms it regulates. However, none
of these forms can be said to provide the kind of detailed information that one would file

in support of a rate case or that would allow the kinds of projections and predictions

proposed here. The primary use made of these forms is compilation of the industry's

statistical data that appears in the FCC's own periodic statistical report. It seems likely,

however, that if the proposal made here were adopted, the information presently

generated in these 1 1 forms could be calculated from the data that the companies would be
required to file and thus one reporting requirement would be substituted for the present

11.
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hearing, the less a case will be delayed while they assimilate the data

later.

If firms are required to submit data early, agencies must develop

methods for processing the data. If an agency simply files the informa-

tion away in a drawer without analysis, there is no reason for its early

submission. The day is long past, however, when the file cabinet and the

human eye were the best tools for assimilating information. The advent

of computer technology has made it possible to conveniently absorb and

store large quantities of data in a readily accessible form.^^^ By using data

processing equipment, a commission should be able to spot the need for a

rate increase almost as early as the firm itself, to see what services are not

paying for themselves, and to determine which firms deliver services

most efficiently.^^^ Most important, better data management could put

agencies in a position to rule on tariffs without either undue delay or

excessive reliance on a firm's representations of what its data contains.

Lest this all seem futuristic, sophisticated models are now being

developed to make precisely these kinds of projections. For example, the

"Regulatory Analysis Model" (RAM) developed for the Commerce
Department's Experimental Technology Incentives Program (ETIP)^^^

provides a structure for projecting capital needs, revenue needs, likely

growth of demand, effect on demand of particular changes in rate

structure, and so on.^^^ Specific applications of that model are now being

tested. A consultant to the FPC^^'^ has developed a comparable program,

220. The ICC is attempting to put its former Highway Form B into a form that can be

stored in a computer. This project is sill in its infancy but it is a first step toward the

capacity to make the sort of calculations suggested here.

221. Very simple models are even being used today to help teach law students about

the process of ratemaking and the consequences of particular decisions. See Maggs &
Morgan, Computer-Based Legal Education at the University of Illinois: A Report of Two
Years' Experience, 11 J. Legal Educ. 138, 152-53 (1975).

Continuous data acquisition and computer modeling also seem particularly suited to

making the kind of determination required by NAACP v. FPC, 425 U.S. 662 (1976). There,

the Supreme Court held that the Commission was entitled to consider alleged discrimina-

tory employment practices only in so far as those practices tended to increase the labor

costs and thus the proposed rates of the regulated firm. Only a moment's reflection is

needed to realize how difficult that determination could be in any individual case. The
kind of data collection contemplated in this proposal, however, should allow quite sophis-

ticated comparisons between the labor cost structure at firms alleged to have engaged in

discrimination and those where such allegations have not been made. The problem of

assuring that the cases examined are comparable in all other respects will always exist, but

without the data for making this kind of comparison, the analysis contemplated by the

Court would be difficult to undertake at all. See 41 Fed. Reg. 30,589-90 (1976) for the

FPC's attempt to comply with the Court's opinion using traditional procedures.

222. The "ETIP Program" is a function of the National Bureau of Standards. Techni-

cal assistance is provided by the Office of Economics of the FPC. The contractor is

Temple, Barker.& Sloane, Inc., Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts.

223. Temple, Barker & Sloane, Inc., Regulatory Analysis Model RAM Descriptive

Documentation 1-6 to -12 (Apr. 1, 1977).

224. The contractor is Planning Research Corporation. This project is managed by the

Office of the Executive Director of the FPC. Why the FPC has not stimulated cooperation

between the two systems it was developing was never fully explained to this writer.
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the Regulatory Information System. ^^^ To date the FPC project has

stressed refining the data required of firms by making forms consistent,

relevant, and fewer in number. ^^^ Once a firm submits information, the

agency will compare it with the firm's past data and with data from

comparable firms to verify its reliability and to make the desired projec-

tions. ^^^ A project sponsored by the FPC is now under way to develop

"canned questions"—answers to which accountants, lawyers and others

regularly need—so that the system can be programmed to provide that

information quickly in response to simple commands.

If this digression into recent data-modeling developments seems

only mildly interesting to lawyers seeking to amend administrative pro-

cesses, such a reaction misses a crucial point. Increased rulemaking has

been advocated in concert with or in contrast to adjudication for at least

twenty years but the change has proved difficult to effectuate. Now,
however, computer modeling has reached the point, at least in ratemak-

ing, where administrative ideals embodied in rules can more nearly be

realized.

Two examples illustrate how data management can help the agen-

cies achieve desired policies. First, in 1972, the Administrative Confer-

ence called for the agencies to provide statements of the reasons for

suspension by specifying the sources and limits of agency concern. ^^* As
noted earlier, the primary reason for suspension often is simply that the

proposal is subject to protests of some plausible merit. Ongoing use of

data supplied by the subject firm and others could improve an agency's

ability to specify the reasons for suspension. Sources of agency concern

could be detailed, and if erroneous, presumably could be corrected

expeditiously. In short, the agency could be on top of its own process and

not perpetually waiting for others with more information to prod it into

action. Second, expedited data flow could make partial rate adjustments,

called for in the same 1972 proposal, ^^^ more practical. The more data on

hand in a manageable form, the more the agency could have confidence

"that a proposed increase is justifiable at least in part."^^^ Because

computers are only as good as their programming and their data, issues

concerning the firm's true entitlement would undoubtedly remain. But

225. The project is described at 18 C.F.R. § 2.91 (1977). The more complete policy

statement describing the system is reported at 38 Fed. Reg. 27,813 (1973).

226. The redesigning of the forms has permitted the FPC to go from 50 public use

forms to 15. The number of schedules filled out by respondents has been reduced from 500

to 330. Address by Joseph N. DiMarino, National Association of Regulatory Utility

Commissioners Executive Committee Meeting 12-13 (July 28, 1976). Further, an effort is

being made to coordinate information required by the FPC with that required by state

agencies, both to reduce the reporting burden on the companies and to allow federal and

state agencies to use each others data to perform their respective regulatory function.

227. Id. at 23-25.

228. 1 C.F.R. § 305.72-4, Recommendation A.l (1977). The underlying report was

Spritzer, supra note 50.

229. 1 C.F.R. § 305.72-4, Recommendation C (1977).

230. Id.
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awarding a partial adjustment is essentially a process of discovering

relatively non-controversial facts, and the increased ability to manage
data again seems a way to make the Administrative Conference proposal

more attainable.

The developments in data management also promise to enhance the

beneficial effect of the other proposals made here. If the data are avail-

able, use of computer models can project the likely implications of

proposed rules and test their efficacy. For example, if an agency has data

and a model for capital investment projections, it can predict with a high

degree of reliability the effect on rates of an allowance or disallowance of

construction work in progress. Data modeling could likewise project

changes in revenue from modifications in the rate structure, or changes in

investment if tax benefits are passed through. ^^'

Better data management should also accelerate the process of case

settlement proposed next in this article. As seen in the tables on FPC
experience, ^^^ settlements tend to occur just before or just after the

hearing, which is consistent with experience in trial practice generally.

Parties require time to get their own cases in order and to anticipate their

opponents' arguments. Once they have a sense of the whole picture, they

can negotiate, but usually they cannot do so earlier. The reporting and

modeling proposed here can help give that picture to the parties, as well

as to the agency, more quickly than before, and in that way can probably

reduce case-processing time to the irreducible minimum. Moreover, it

can do so without sacrificing the elements of procedural due process on

the altar of dispatch. Proceedings can remain individualized and firms,

though subject to comparison with others, need not have the most basic

elements of their financial health determined "informally." Additional-

ly, the public would be better able to participate. ^^^ Information would be

available to all much earlier than before, and the public would not find

itself perpetually trying to catch up with what the proponent firm already

knows.

Another benefit of early data acquisition is the increased possibility

of using estimates of future costs as a basis for ratemaking. As noted

earlier, the use of past data inevitably creates regulatory lag because a

231. "Passing through" of tax benefits refers to the practice of reducing rates to

reflect extraordinary refunds or deductions. Commonly, for example, a utility could elect

accelerated depreciation and reap tax benefits in the early years of an asset's life.

Agencies differ over whether rates should be reduced in the early years and raised

thereafter or whether ratepayers should receive an equal portion of the benefit in each

year of the life of the asset. This distinction can make a significant difference for an

expanding firm and there is no reason not to decide the question in a generic rulemaking

proceeding.

232. See text accompanying notes 98-99 supra, in particular Table VII(B).

233. In a real sense, this proposal also helps implement the Administrative Conference
recommendations on discovery. 1 C.F.R. § 305.70-4 (1977). Of course the average person

will not be able to take advantage of computerized information, but the average person

lacks the expertise to work with what is now available. Anyone with enough interest and

financing to participate in today's costly proceedings should be able to afford to hire the

technical personnel necessary to take advantage of this information.
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given year's rates always trail behind current costs. ^^'^ Previously, this

has been considered unavoidable because a regulatory commission's
picture of the firm's cost experience is limited to a snapshot taken at the

time of particular rate change requests. Although a series of snapshots

may reveal that movement has occurred, they do not provide a moving
picture. Continuous data acquisition, by providing such a moving pic-

ture, could help develop reliable projections of future costs that could be,

in whole or in part, the basis for establishing rates.
^^^

Prior submission of data will not, however, be a panacea. The new
process will necessarily be iterative. That is, the data and models will

always be subject to improvement as particular limits of the system

become evident. Econometric models exist to replicate and predict

changes in the American economy, for example, but all agree that they

are still in their infancy. ^-^^ For one thing, the data may be bad. Uniform
systems of accounts may not now be of sufficient sophistication, for

example, to be able to deal with all forms of ratemaking decision.

Although cooperation in improving the quality of data has been signifi-

cant between the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commis-
sioners (NARUC) and the federal agencies over the years, ^^^ existing

data systems will probably prove inadequate in some cases. Nonetheless,

modeling a firm's revenue needs is far easier than modeling the econo-

my. Even a crude system should serve as a useful early warning device,

and should improve the situation confronting most agencies today.

C. Increasing the Termination of Rate Cases by Settlement

The final element of the "revised strategy" proposed here is that,

instead of seeing as its purpose the litigation to a conclusion of each rate

case, an agency should mediate disputes and encourage participants to

arrive at a negotiated solution. This concept is not shocking when applied

in trial courts, nor should it shock here. Indeed, the Administrative

Conference has previously adopted a recommendation generally favoring

settlements.^^® The significance settlements could have is confirmed by

the findings noted earlier. ^^^ Approximately one-third of the time in a

234. See note 18 supra.

235. See 18 C.F.R. § 35.13(b) (1977), which requires the filing of data for 12 consecu-
tive months of actual experience and 12 additional months beginning three months after

the expiration of the other 12 month period. The order underlying this requirement was
approved in American Pub. Power Ass'n v. FPC, 522 F.2d 142 (D.C. Cir. 1975).

236. See, e.g. , Clark, Econometrics Gains Many New Followers, But the Accuracy of
Forecasts is Unproven, Wall St. J., Aug. 2, 1977, at 42, col. 1.

237. NARUC has developed the Uniform System of Accounts used in most state

agencies. Both computer-based systems described here have been developed with the

knowledge, though not the particularly active participation, of NARUC.
238. 1 C.F.R. § 305.72-4 (1977). The underlying report was again Spritzer, supra note

50. The Temporary Administrative Conference of the United States in 1962 also apparent-

ly made such a proposal. See Committee on Rulemaking, Improvement in the Conduct of

Federal Rate Proceedings (Sept. 17, 1962) (unpublished report in the files of the Adminis-
trative Conference of the United States).

239. See text accompanying notes 95-l(K) supra, particularly Table VIII.
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typical rate case is spent assembling the facts in presentable form. Fully

two-thirds of the time is spent presenting the case to the agency and

waiting for the agency to reach a decision and write an opinion.
^'*^

Settlement could save part of that last two-thirds. Presumably, the parties

would still have to marshal the facts and consider their positions and their

chances if litigation were to ensue, ^'*' but few administrative agency

opinions are so memorable that the resources could not be spent better

than in litigating issues to judgment when they could be settled sooner.

Implementation of this last proposal inevitably would have to over-

come several objections, some substantive and some procedural. First,

some may charge that any result arrived at by settlement is wrong by

definition. Such a position assumes that the agency could achieve the

correct result only after careful consideration of all the costs and valua-

tions that form the subject of a ratemaking proceeding. To the extent that

the settlement departs from the result that full adjudication would have

produced, the process could be said to deprive either the companies or

the public of something to which they were entitled. ^"^^ In essence, the

argument is that the public has an interest in the rate level and that

allowing private negotiators to determine the price of a regulated firm's

product fails to protect that interest.
^'^^

240. Once again, this should not have been new or surprising insight to those who have

followed the work of the Administrative Conference. The words of a former chairman are

directly on point:

Existing evidence tends to show that the bulk of the time required by most administra-

tive proceedings does not occur in the hearing room itself but during the preparatory

stage prior to hearing, during the preparation of an initial decision by a hearing

examiner, and in the review of that initial decision by the agency staff and agency
members.

Cramton, Causes and Cures of Administrative Delay, 58 A. B.A.J. 937, 940 (1972).

241. In an attempt to expedite settlement in its cases, the Federal Power Commission
instituted what was called a "top sheet procedure" under which the staff was to pull

certain identified items of information into a brief summary form on which the Commis-
sion could focus and which could serve as the basis for settlement negotiations. Such top

sheets were to be prepared within 90 days of the suspension of a rate. They were not

meant to be a thorough analysis of all issues in each case, and one could not suppose that

settlements would necessarily follow promptly simply because one was prepared. How-
ever, this 90-day figure suggests that at least one agency believes even the most complex

task of all—the problem of assimilating the data and arriving at a going in position—might

be manageable in well under the approximately one year it has taken to get an FPC case to

the hearing stage. See Top Sheet Procedures in Natural Gas Pipeline and Public Utility

Rate Cases, FPC Administrative Order No. 157 (April 1, 1976). In fact, the agency never

met its 90-day target on any regular basis, but it did improve its processing time, and the

backlog of pending cases started to decline. W. Lindsay, Termination of Settlements Task

Force (Jan. 19, 1977) (internal FPC memorandum supplied to this writer by Mr. Lindsay,

Chairman of the Task Force).

242. This might be perceived to be a problem particularly at the ICC, where there is

more concern about "discrimination" than at the other agencies. That is, the ICC sees it

as a prime concern that no shipper pay more or less than another for the same service.

Settlements tend to undercut that policy, but the residual-responsibility proposed here for

the agency should tend to reduce the problem.

243. The argument was articulated well by the General Counsel of the Federal Power
Commission in a slightly different context:
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The first fallacy in this analysis is the assumption that a rate is

correct simply because it was set after full hearing. Ambiguity is an

inherent characteristic of the ratemaking process. The determination of

actual, experienced costs, for example, is relatively easy, but even there,

questions such as the appropriate rate of depreciation can affect the final

result enormously. Differences of only a few tenths of one percent in the

rate of return can likewise produce a difference of thousands of dollars in

rates.
^"^^ Similarly, the technique chosen to value the firm's invested

capital can greatly affect the rate set. In short, then, the system does not

pinpoint a single correct level of earnings for a regulated firm. The most

that can be hoped of any process, whether formal or compromised, is that

the result will fall within a range of reasonableness.

The second fallacy in the "public interest" argument is its assump-
tion that most rate cases reach the litigation stage as a result of some
public concern. Earlier discussion indicated that the vast majority of

cases that reach formal adjudication do so because of a private controver-

sy between the firm whose rates are in question and its competitor or

customer. ^'^^ Because rate cases reach litigation largely because of adver-

sary positions, compromise and conciliation become substantially more
rational solutions than traditional rhetoric would indicate.

^'*^

There is virtually no doubt that the law permits settlement of rate

cases. Section 554(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act requires that

agencies give all interested parties the opportunity to submit and consider

offers of settlement. ^'*^ Of course, section 554(c) purports to apply to

"adjudication" and, technically, this may pose a problem. If ratemaking

is rulemaking—whether formal, informal, or hybrid—then it is techni-

cally not a section 554 "adjudication." Courts, however, have simply

In my judgment, private parties cannot, and should not, be relied upon to protect the

"public interest" in enforcement or other matters arising under the Natural Gas Act.

Obviously, each management or party may have private interests to protect, and,

under general legal concepts prevailing in this country, their spokesmen are obligated

to meet those trusts. Public interests may or may not concide with private interests.

As I see it, the Commission and its staff have as their responsibility to protect the

public interest.

VI Regulatory Reform: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Oversight and Investigation of
the House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 94th Cong. , 2d Sess. at 770 (1976)

(statement of Drexel D. Journey).

244. The classic debate on this issue is between the "comparable earnings" and the

"earnings-price" approaches. Compare Leventhal, Vitality of the Comparable Earnings

Standard for Regulation of Utilities in a Growth Economy, 74 Yale L.J. 989 (1965) with

Note, An Earnings-Price Approach to Fair Rate of Return in Regulated Industries, 20

Stan. L. Rev. 287 (1968).

245. See text accompanying notes 36-43 supra.

246. In taking this approach, the agency would be borrowing something constructive

from the modern trial court. Today, the vast proportion of cases on the docket of a trial

judge are settled by the parties. Settlements are arrived at on the basis of some assessment

of the result that would be reached if one side were intransigent and the case went to trial.

Most cases do not reach that stage, however, not only because the courts are crowded, but

also because all sides recognize the expense of litigation and the reality that justice

delayed is justice denied.

247. 5 U.S.C. § 554(c) (1976).
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refused to be imprisoned by this apparent conundrum and have recog-

nized that rate cases combine elements of both adjudication and rulemak-

ing. As the Fourth Circuit reasoned in City of Lexington v. FPC^^^

No court of law would tolerate for a moment the idea that it

would be obliged to try a case that had been assigned for hearing

notwithstanding the fact that the parties had reached a settlement of

the controversy. Much less should such a contention be considered

here with reference to the ruling of an administrative tribunal where
liberality of procedure is essential in the interest of the dispatch of

business.
^'^^

The result seems sensible even if it largely ignores the technical issue.

Settlement is most obviously appropriate in complaint cases, where

two parties are clearly arguing that a specific rate was improperly charg-

ed in the past. But whether posed by complaint, suspension, or investiga-

tion, the issues are basically the same and the wisdom of allowing

settlement is equally obvious. The real problem may be guaranteeing that

all significantly affected interests are represented in any settlement

negotiation. In this connection at least four different kinds of situations

need to be distinguished. First is the situation in which both parties to the

case are private firms with adverse interests and the agency's role is

really analogous to that of a court. The Federal Power Commission's gas

pipeline and wholesale electric rate cases are good examples of this

situation, and, perhaps not surprisingly, settlement of these cases has

been relatively easy.^^° Second is the larger group of cases in which the

regulated firm is the proponent of change and the regulatory agency is the

adversary party. Even here, intervenors and customers with adverse

interests are often sufficient foils to make the situation quite analogous to

the first.^^' In the third class of cases where a competitor protests

someone else's rate decrease, settlement will pose particular public

interest problems. Settlement of these disputes could degenerate into

little more than classic price-fixing arrangements. ^^^ Finally, a danger in

any cases initiated by only one type of customer is that settlement might

simply shift the burden of paying for cost increases to a less articulate or

well-organized group. Plainly, the commission and its staff have im-

portant roles to play in the settlement process.

248. 295 F.2d 109 (4th Cir. 1%1).
249. Id. at 121 . Cf. Mobil Oil Corp. v. FPC, 417 U.S. 283, 312 (1974) (recognizing the

Commission's authority to accept settlements of rate cases).

250. Professor Spritzer has summarized some factors contributing to the FPC's suc-

cess in obtaining settlements, including clear articulation of standards to be applied,

prompt analysis of data by the staff, and the effective use of pre-hearing conferences, all

practices consistent with the recommendations made here. See Spritzer, supra note 50, at

91-92.

251. S. 270, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977), seeks to stimulate such adversary participa-

tion by providing for payment of attorneys' fees for representatives of important inter-

ests. See, e.g., Leventhal, Attorneys' Fees for Fhiblic Interest Representation, 62 A.B. A.J.

1134(1976).

252. This would be the likely situation in many ICC and CAB cases. In such cases the

independent check of the agency advocated below would be particularly crucial.
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Four practices could alleviate many of the potential problems pre-

sented by greater emphasis on settlements. First, agencies should regu-

larly reexamine their rules to be sure they are reducing areas of real

controversy. If all ambiguity about an agency's position in future cases

were eliminated, presumably there would be no litigation. Such absolute

certainty is not possible and probably not desirable. The agency can and

should become aware, however, through its administrative law judges, of

the kinds of uncertainty that tend most to prevent settlement. When
policies can be formed to reduce these uncertainties, the parties and the

process will both benefit.

Second, the agency—specifically the administrative law judge to

whom the case is assigned—must move the case inexorably toward a

hearing. There is every reason to believe that the courthouse steps are as

important to settlement of administrative proceedings as they are in more

traditional trial practice. The records of many FPC cases, for example,

are punctuated with continuances for the parties to discuss settlement, but

the settlements have not materialized. Although rushing to hearing will

not be the best course in every case, encouraging settlements is not

synonymous with abdicating responsibility. If necessary, agencies

should be prepared to resolve the dispute even while they seek to find

areas of consensus and grounds for settlement.
^^^

Third, part of the commission's staff should act as a surrogate for

identifiable interests that are not parties to the formal proceeding. If

particular large commercial customers were objecting to telephone rates,

for example, part of the commission's staff might assume the role of

protecting the interests of residential customers. In a particularly large

case, the agency might play multiple roles, assigning them to different

members of its staff. Admittedly, defining the groups to represent and

knowing when represented positions should be "compromised," would

present problems. But the problems would be no greater than those of

directing the activities of the consumer protection bureaus often used and

advocated today.
^^"^

253. This mediation function might often be performed particularly well by the more
sophisticated factfinders and decisionmakers suggested in Boyer, Alternatives to Ad-
ministrative Trial-Type Hearings for Resolving Complex Scientific, Economic and Social

Issues, 71 Mich. L. Rev. Ill (1972).

Further, in some cases an authoritative decision may come more quickly than a

negotiated settlement. Some ICC modified procedure cases, for example, are already

handled expeditiously. Settlement is a means to the end of prompt decision; it is not an

end in itself.

254. Several agencies now have internal staffs performing this public representation

function. Dean Cramton put the matter bluntly: "The cardinal fact that underlies the

demand for broadened public participation is that governmental agencies rarely respond to

interests that are not represented in their proceedings." Cramton, supra note 131, at 529.

A discussion of the history and candid analysis of the problems of such internal consumer

agencies is contained in Finkelstein & Johnson, supra note 136 (discussing the Interstate

Commerce Commission).
Current bills proposing the establishment of a separate consumer agency are S. 1262,

95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977); H.R. 6805, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977).
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Finally, the danger that one or more decisions reached by settlement

might be unfair in significant ways is always present. To deal with this

problem, the administrative law judge and the commission should have

to assume at least the responsibility that a trial judge must assume in class

actions^^^ and in many negotiated guilty plea cases. ^^^ That is to say, the

burden of initiating discussions and of defining settlement terms should

fall on the affected parties, but the agency should have a significant

residual burden of guaranteeing a fair result. The analogy between class

action cases, guilty pleas, and the process of proper rate regulation is

really quite close. In each instance the details of a resolution can prob-

ably best be understood and worked out by the parties themselves, but the

court must ensure that the public interest (or the interest of missing class

members) does not go unrecognized. Analogizing to class actions, it

would seem appropriate for the agency to publish the proposed settlement

in the Federal Register and to invite comments from interested persons.

The settlement approval process would thus take the form of informal

rulemaking. The risk that a settlement could come unglued at this stage is

always present, and indeed, a prime objection of FPC practitioners was
the agency's delay in approving final settlements. If settlements are to be

further encouraged, such delay should be minimized, but some delay is

probably inevitable if the settlement review process is to be mean-

ingful.257

Separating the functions of the commission that formally "decides"

the case and the part of its staff that "negotiates" the settlement should

satisfy both the spirit and the letter of the provisions of the Sunshine Act

governing ex parte communications with government employees.^^^ The
Act prohibits ex parte communication with "any member . . . adminis-

trative law judge, or other employee who is . . . expected to be involved

in the decisional process of the proceeding. "^^^ Broadly speaking, a

255. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(e) provides: "A class action shall not be

dismissed or compromised without the approval of the court, and notice of the proposed

dismissal or compromise shall be given to all members of the class in such manner as the

court directs." The cases suggest that the trial court is not to "decide the merits" of the

controversy. See, e.g., Patterson v. Stovall, 528 F.2d 108 (7th Cir. 1976); Grunin v.

International House of Pancakes, 513 F.2d 114 (8th Cir. 1975). The review by the

administrative agency might have to be somewhat more intense if the adversary character

of the parties is less than that in the usual class action.

256. Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 1 1 requires the trial judge to ensure both that

the defendant's plea is voluntary and that the negotiated sentence is reasonable and

acceptable to the court.

257. The FPC statistics for time to approve settlement set forth in Table VII(B), at text

accompanying note 99 supra, were 113 days for electric rate cases and 170 days for gas

pipelines. That seems excessive but it is unlikely a serious agency review with notice and

opportunity for comment could be accomplished in substantially under 60 days.

258. 5 U.S.C. § 552b (1976).

259. Id. § 557 (d)(1)(A) (emphasis added). An example of the kind of present regula-

tion that would be amended under this proposal is 18C.F.R. § 1.4d (1977), which prohibits

any "ex parte, off-the-record communications" by any party or counsel with "any . . .

employee of the Federal Power Commission." The FPC has instituted a rulemaking

proceeding. Docket No. 76-24, to consider an amendment to this rule which would
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settlement negotiator is "involved in the . . . process," but negotiation

is not part of the "decisional" process. As long as the commission itself

has a bona fide approval function, and as long as the staff negotiators are

"walled off" from the commissioners and their staffs,^^ they should no

more be barred from ex parte bargaining than an independent consumer

agency would be.

A lingering problem, of course, is that even after extensive negotia-

tions, not all parties will reach a consensus on all issues. In large muhi-

party cases the risk is particularly great that minor differences may
destroy the entire settlement effort. The courts have allowed an agency to

step in, however, and impose a result reached by settlement—explicitly

found to be reasonable—upon one or more unwilling interests. The D.C.

Circuit, for example, explained in Pennsylvania Gas & Water Co. v.

[A] court must passively await the appearance of a litigant before it

. . . . On the other hand, the regulatory agency is charged with a

duty to move on its own initiative where and when it deems appro-

priate; it need await the appearance of no litigant nor the filing of

any complaint; once the administrative process is begun it may
responsibly exercise its initiative by terminating the proceedings at

virtually any stage on such terms as its judgment on the evidence

before it deems fair, just, and equitable, provided of course the

procedural requirements of the statute are observed. Only by exer-

cising such "summary judgment" or "administrative settlement"

procedures when called for can the usual interminable length of

regulatory agency proceedings be brought within the bounds of

reason and the agencies' competence to deal with them.^^^

In Mobil Oil, the Supreme Court adopted this concept almost verbatim,

stating that "no one seriously doubts the power—indeed, the duty—of

FPC to consider the terms of a proposed settlement which fails to receive

unanimous support as a decision on the merits.
"^^^

This approach is not without its problems. The Fourth Circuit has

suggested that the agency should approve a settlement only when other

parties willing to accept the settlement represent the same interest as the

holdout.^^ In Mobil Oil, the Supreme Court was influenced by the fact

explicitly allow discussions with staff counsel of "proposed settlements or proposed

agreements for disposition of particular issues." 41 Fed. Reg. 30,688 (1976).

260. Department of Energy Organization Act, Pub. L. No. 95-91, § 406, 91 Stat. 565

(1977), authorizes the Secretary of the Department of Energy to intervene or otherwise

participate in any adjudicatory proceeding before the independent Federal Energy Regula-

tory Commission. This procedure will allow the point of view of the Secretary to be heard

and presumably to be represented in settlement negotiations without affecting the

Commission's obligation to assure procedural fairness to all participants.

261. 463 F.2d 1242 (D.C. Cir. 1972).

262. fd. at 1246.

263. Mobil Oil Corp. v. FPC, 417 U.S. 283, 313 (1974) (quoting the court below. Placid

Oil Co. V. FPC, 483 F.2d 880, 893 (5th Cir. 1973)).

264. City of Lexington, Ky. v. FPC, 295 F.2d 109, 121 (4th Cir. 1961).
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that the FPC had held a hearing on the merits of the settlement, thus

giving the objectors at least one clear chance to be heard. In 1972, an

Administrative Conference recommendation took the position that the

lack of unanimous consent should not bar settlement approval, but the

Conference also called for giving objectors a chance to demonstrate that a

hearing was necessary to resolve material facts that remained at issue.
^^^

The hearing under such circumstances may seem to the objector to be less

than wholly objective; he seems in effect forced to prove the others

wrong. Assuming the agency has the data well in hand and has previous-

ly resolved many of the underlying policies, however, the actual detri-

ment to the objector is relatively slight, while the benefit to the expedi-

tious flow of cases through the agency seems significant indeed.

V. Conclusion

Rate cases almost certainly take too long to decide today. The delay

is costly both in dollars spent on litigation and in uncertainty over final

results. But this situation is not inevitable. Delay can be eliminated, not

through patchwork procedural reform, but by changing the ratemaking

process to make clear the applicable standards and the relevant facts

earlier in the process, and to let the affected interests play a larger role in

defining the ultimate outcome. If the proposals made here were adopted,

decisions would be made within a more certain framework. A regulated

firm would look at the world knowing somewhat better what its allowed

rate of return would be or at least what formula would be used to

determine it. The firm and its customers would know as nearly as

possible how costs and revenues would be measured, and the firm would

know better the consequences of spending behavior and could plan

accordingly. Additionally, the agency and potential protestors would

have a continuing X-ray of the firm's cost experience. When a firm filed

a proposed tariff, protestors could challenge the factual assertions made
by the firm or the reasonableness of its conduct. Parallel data derived by

tracking other firms would help measure both the plausibility and the

propriety of the claims. When disagreements remained—as they some-

times inevitably would—they would be subject to compromise and settle-

ment if possible or to trial-type hearing if necessary. The option of an on-

site audit would be available, as today, and cases might be wholly or

partially settled on condition that the audit verify the data underlying the

settlement.

The significance of this "revised strategy" lies in the interrelation

of its three elements. Rulemaking is costly and time-consuming but when

used as a mechanism for focusing data on relevant issues and simplifying

the ultimate decision process through settlement, its potential can be

maximized. Data collection under some circumstances could inundate

265. 1 C.F.R. § 305.72-4, Recommendation D.2 (1977).
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the regulatory commission, but as proposed here, it can be channeled and

directed by rules that define what is relevant. Further, firms may be more
willing to comply with data-gathering requirements if they know that this

information will be the focus of the settlement negotiation. Finally,

settlement could be a hopelessly arbitrary and chaotic process, unless as

proposed here it can be structured by the constraints imposed by formal

rules relating to the fundamental issues and by a common data base from
which all parties can work in forming their positions. The proposal, then,

is to substitute an integrated strategy for what has been heretofore a series

of makeshift changes.

It may be unrealistic to assume that the revised strategy would be

equally valuable in all contexts. At the FCC, for example, many of the

cases are truly sui generis. An AT & T rate case is so massive and so

complex that it is probably unlikely and even undesirable to believe that

rules can simplify it significantly or that settlement is likely. At the CAB,
too, even with the DPFI, a few cases have simply defied quick solution.

No proposal will reduce the number of such cases to zero. The present

proposals should work best in state or federal agencies whose workload

of cases differs in detail but has many common elements.^^ The first two

features of the plan give potential parties the information necessary to

determine whether a protest would be worthwhile. Settlement is the

logical extension of this approach to the resolution of differences. The
risk, of course, is that the parties might use negotiation and settlement to

reinforce a cartel. The FPC docket generally consists of cases between

parties with a somewhat adversary relationship, ^^^ but the ICC and CAB
have a greater mix. Unfortunately, in both of the latter agencies, there is

so much cartelization inherently present in the regulatory process that this

proposal would probably not make matters significantly worse.

There is at least some reason to suppose that these may be ideas

whose time has come. Professor Donald Baker has analogized times of

change for public policy to the "launch window" of a moon mission. ^^*

Only at certain times is the need perceived, an understanding of the

problem available, and the means at hand to deal with it. For ratemaking

delay, the present may be such a time. The problem is perceived—at

least by the regulated firms—and computer modeling potentially gives us

the tools with which to make theories about proper solutions a reality.

Parts of each of these proposals are being successfully employed today in

266. Although this article has been directed at the work of federal agencies, the

proposals made here should be equally applicable to the work of state public utility

commissions. The interplay of experience between the state and federal agencies on these

issues should help improve the performance of both.

267. Parties to the contract under FPC review are not always true adversaries. The
buying utility can often pass on the price directly. However, there are frequently ultimate

customers who appear and guarantee the adversary setting.

268. Cohen, Federal Policy Shifting in Its View of Economic Regulation, 7 Nat'l J.

Rep. 270 (1975) (quoting Professor Baker).
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at least one of the agencies, and in large part the task is to get each

agency operating as well as the others at their best.

Efficiency is no proof of the inherent worth of an agency, but a lack

of efficiency is an indictment even of agencies that are valuable. It seems

inevitable that the nation will continue to have agencies engaged in

ratemaking, whether at the federal or state level or both, for the indefinite

future. The foregoing proposal for a new strategy will not solve all the

problems, but it may point some directions toward breaking out of the

conceptual and practical prisons in which we have previously placed

ourselves.
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REPORT TO THE GRANTS AND
BENEFITS COMMITTEE ON THE
SOCIAL SECURITY HEARINGS AND
APPEALS PROCESS*

Jerry L. Mashaw

Introduction

This report is based on a study done by the National Center for Ad-
ministrative Justice and commissioned by the Bureau of Hearings and

Appeals, Social Security Administration. The Center's study was designed

to analyze the hearing system available to disappointed claimants under

Titles II, XVI and XVIII of the Social Security Act and to make
recommendations for improvement in the accuracy, timeliness and effi-

ciency of adjudications. The study focused almost exclusively on disability

determinations under Title II and Title XVI, which comprise well over 90%
of the hearing caseload of the Bureau of Hearings and Appeals (BHA). The
focus of this report and its recommendations are similarly limited.

The Center's study is available to the Committee and the Conference.

This report therefore will not attempt to summarize that study, nor will it be

organized in quite the same way as the underlying study. Rather this report

extracts recommendations from the study and provides a statement of the

"basis and purpose" of the selected recommendations.

The Disability Standard and Process

The vast majority of appeals to the stage of the process considered in

this Report, hearings before Administrative Law Judges (ALJs), involve the

question of disability under Titles II and XVI of the Social Security Act.

Disability insurance benefits under Title II are available to persons who
have made specified minimum contributions to the social security system

and are "under a disability." There are no gradations of disability. Either a

claimant qualifies as totally and permanently (a disability lasting at least

12 months) disabled or he does not. The program is in some substantial and

historical sense a program of early retirement, and benefits are the same as

would be paid on retirement.

"Disability" is defined as the

inability to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of any

* Drawn from: J. L. Mashaw, C. J. Goetz, F. I. Goodman, W. F. Schwartz, P. R.

Verkuil, M. M. Carrow, Social Security Hearings and Appeals, Lexington Books, 1978.
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medically determinable physical or mental impairment which can be

expected to result in death or which has lasted or can be expected to last

for a continuous period of not less than 12 months.

This definition is then further elaborated:

.... an individual shall be determined to be under a disability only if

his physical or mental impairment or impairments are of such severity

that he is not only unable to do his previous work but cannot, consider-

ing his age, education and work experience, engage in any other kind of

substantial gainful work which exists in the national economy,

regardless of whether such work exists in the immediate area in which

he lives, or whether a specific job vacancy exists for him, or whether he

would be hired if he applied for work. For purposes of the preceding

sentence (with respect to any individual), "work which exists in the na-

tional economy" means work which exists in significant numbers either

in the region where such individual lives or in several regions of the

country.

Under Title XVI an individual who has less than specified amounts of

income and assets and is aged, blind or disabled qualifies for Supplemental

Security Income (SSI) benefits. Disability is defined in exactly the same

terms as in Title II.

Except to the extent that the Social Security Administration has desig-

nated certain impairments as per se disabling, disability decisions require a

complex series of judgments. Those judgments begin with clinical findings

and then require at least the following additional determinations: (1) the

degree to which disease or trauma has produced impairments, that is, ab-

normalities in the claimant's physical or mental structure; (2) the degree to

which these impairments result in activity losses or restrictions, usually

characterized as functional limitations; (3) the degree to which the

claimant's impairments and functional limitations affect the required

capacities for the performance of normal roles and activities, including an

analysis of attendant therapeutic limitations, environmental restrictions,

energy reserve losses, and psychological overlays; (4) the interaction of the

claimant's age, education, and prior work experience with his functional

limitations and his responses to them, and the effect of this combination of

factors on his capacity for work available in the national economy.

This elaborate determination is made through the following sequence

of procedures. (The sequence described is for Title II claims. Title XVI

claims determinations have slight variations that need not detain us here.)

First an applicant applies at a district office of the SSA. There a claims of-

ficial determines, on the basis of the claimant's prior earnings and contribu-

tions to the Social Security system, whether he is eligible for Social Security

benefits. The case is then referred to a state agency, usually the state voca-

tional and rehabilitation service, where an adjudication unit composed of a

doctor and a lay "vocational specialist" develops medical and vocational

evidence and makes an initial decision on the claim. If the state agency
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denies the claim, the claimant is notified that he is entitled to a de novo

reconsideration of his claim by the state agency. If a reconsideration is re-

quested, the claim is reviewed by a different state agency panel.

Should the claim again be denied, the claimant is informed that he is

entitled to a de novo hearing before an SSA administrative law judge ap-

pointed pursuant to the federal Administrative Procedure Act. The hearing

before the ALJ is non-advisory — that is, no one represents the govern-

ment. Medical reports and information concerning the claimant's work

history are collected prior to the hearing by a hearing assistant. Often new

medical evidence is submitted by the claimant and the ALJ may ask the

claimant to have a "consultative medical examination" at government ex-

pense (either prior to the hearing or after it has been held). The hearing is

used primarily to elaborate on the documentary evidence, bring it up to date

and to explain the critical issue of how the claimant's medical condition af-

fects his (or her) functioning on a daily basis. Because the administrative

law judge is usually the first person to decide the case who has seen the

claimant or heard any oral testimony or argument, the hearing is the first

opportunity to explore the more "subjective" aspects of the claim.

There may also be present at the hearing a vocational expert, called by

the ALJ to give an opinion on the vocational capacity of the claimant. This

involves an analysis by the VE of the claimant's skills and his limitations, as

stated by the ALJ in hypothetical form, and the formulation of an opinion

concerning how those characteristics interact with the demands of par-

ticular jobs and work environments. In about 30% of the cases the claimant

is represented by counsel, and quite often a family member will be present

and asked to testify. In rare instances a physician will be present — either

the claimant's doctor or a medical advisor called by the administrative law

judge.

If the claimant loses before the administrative law judge, he is entitled

to request discretionary review by the Appeals Council of the Social Secu-

rity Administration. That review is conducted on the basis of the hearing

record plus any new documentary evidence submitted in connection with

the appeal. If the Appeals Council dismisses the request or denies the claim

on the merits, the claimant may then seek judicial review in a federal district

court. The district court reviews on the basis of the familiar "substantial

evidence" standard. However, it is not uncommon for an offer of new and

material evidence at the district court level to result in a remand to SSA.

The Problems that Occasioned the Center Study

The legislative hearings and staff reports that form the predicate for

the Center's study suggest three major reasons to be concerned about the

efficiency of the BHA process. The first is the backlog of cases and the

corresponding inability of the current system to handle increasing numbers

of appeals. This is a problem that has grown steadily over recent years. In

June, 1971, median processing time for BHA hearings (from request to
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disposition) was 118 days. By June, 1975, it had risen to 217 days.' The rea-

sons for this increase in median processing time are not difficult to identify:

52,000 hearing requests were received in 1971; 155,000 hearing requests were

received in 1975.^ And while the workload increased 300%, personnel (presid-

ing officers and support staff) increased by only 200% \ Unless dramatic in-

creases in efficiency were achieved, increases in processing time and
"backlogs" were certain to develop.

Since 1974 the Congress and the Bureau have sought to provide more

timely hearings through a series of initiatives. The Congress has temporarily

made SSI hearing examiners available for processing Title II and concurrent

Title II and Title XVI disability cases. There have been dramatic increases in

the support staff made available to presiding officers (FY'74-1,366;

FY'76-2,293)'' and to a somewhat lesser extent in the size of the ALJ corps

(11 i^^iy, 1 1 /o-uj/>. v^oii^LcUit coiisidcratiou has been given to increas-

ing the productivity of each presiding officer. As a consequence, average case

dispositions per year were up from 227 per experienced ALJ in 1975 to 302

per ALJ in 1976.* With hearing requests holding relatively constant, the

backlog of pending cases plummetted from 111,000 to 90,000 in 1976 alone.

The levelling off of hearing requests in FY'76 was, however, only a tem-

porary respite. By June of 1977 hearing requests were again at an all time high

(18,756 cases for that month), nearly 3,000 cases per month ahead of the

Bureau's capacity to dispose of its pending caseload (15,892 cases disposed of

in June 1977). Moreover, one court of appeals and several district courts have

recently held that hearing delays may, of themselves, abridge a claimant's

right to due process of law.'

A second major concern of the House subcommittee was the increasing

frequency with which ALJs "reversed" the decisions of the state agencies

who make initial and reconsideration decisions in disability cases.' This

tendency raised questions both with respect to the actuarial soundness of

the social security system, a question with which this report is not con-

cerned, and with respect to the capacity of the hearing system to achieve

"correct" results. Are the ALJs correct that state agencies get almost half

1. Subcommittee on Social Security, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of

Representatives, "Background Material on Social Security Hearings and Appeals", 94th

Cong., 1st Sess., Sept. 17, 1975 at Table V (Hereafter "Background Material").

2. Id. at Table VII.

3. Id. at Table XII.

4. These figures are derived from Background Material, Table XII.

5. See DHEW, Operational Analysis of Bureau of Hearings and Appeals, BHA Pub.

No. 032, June 30, 1976, p. 26.

6. Id. at p. 27.

7. The most important of these is White v. Mathews, 559 F2d 852 (2d Cir. 1977). The
Court of Appeals affirmed a district court order which limits BHA to 120 days from the time

that an appeal is filed until a decision is rendered for requests filed on or after July 1 of 1978.

The current time limit is 180 days and that period drops to 150 days for requests for hearing

filed on or after December 31 of this year.

8. Background Material, p. 11.
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the appeals cases wrong? Or, to put the issue more generally, what

assurance is there that ALJ decisions, whether they "affirm" or "reverse"

prior determinations are themselves correct?

The "accuracy" issue is critical to a judgment concerning the quality of

the BHA hearing process. The Supreme Court's due process jurisprudence

has consistently affirmed the importance of a procedural system's capacity

for accurate decision making both under the Constitution and under any

governing statute.' While substantial latitude in the design of procedural

systems is legally permissible, that discretion is bounded by the demand for

circumstantial reliability of the judgments produced. Moreover, the ques-

tion of substantive accuracy must be confronted each time one asks whether

any aspect of a procedural system is working well or might be made to work

better. By "well" or "better" are almost always meant, among other

things, the capacity of the system to make accurate decisions.

The third concern reflected in the subcommittee's reports and hearings

was the substantial variance in the "reversal rates" of ALJs. In the period,

January-June 1974, for example, the average reversal rate for the system

was 49%. But only 47% of the full-time ALJ corps were within a variance

± 10% of that average, and a variance of ± 15 captured only 65% of the

judges. At the extremes 10% of the ALJs were reversing more than 75%, or

less than 25% of their cases.'"

As Edwin Yourman put it: "Variations in ALJ decisions for which no

explanation has been found, other than differences in individual ALJ judg-

ment and evaluation, indicate the necessity of innovative action to improve

adjudicative quality."" A recent New York Times article is less circum-

spect. "The Social Security disability program has become, in the view of its

critics, the most arbitrary of the Government's programs to help the needy,

(sic) one in which poor people in similar circumstances often receive vastly

different treatment
. "

'

^

Finally, the BHA hearing process, like all hearings systems, has as one

of its functions, the orderly resolution of conflict. Satisfying claimants that

they have been fairly treated in the hearing process is an independent goal.

That goal might be accomplished although significant inaccuracy and

variance remained. Indeed, if the BHA caseload is dominated by "close

cases," that is, cases in which a judgment either way would be considered

correct, very substantial disagreement about the accuracy of determina-

tions, and substantial inter-judge variance, are both inherent in the system.

Similarly, highly reliable determinations might nevertheless be perceived as

arbitrary because of the way in which the decision process is structured.

9. E.g.. Mathews v. Eldhdge, 424 U.S. 319 (1976).

10. Background Material at Table X.

11. Yourman, "Report on a Study of Social Security Beneficiary Hearings, Appeals and

Judicial Review", in Ways and Means Committee, Recent Studies Relevant to the Disability

Hearings and Appeals Crisis 153, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975). (Hereafter "Recent Studies".)

12. New York Times, July 27, 1977, p. 1.
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Evaluation of the hearing process for Social Security claims must be at-

tentive to all of these criteria that together define the quality of the hearing

system. In addition to the questions of accuracy, consistency, speed, and

claimant satisfaction, there is also the question of the direct administrative

cost of the system. Suggestions for improvement of the Social Security hear-

ing process along one or all of these quality dimensions abound. It has been

proposed that BHA hearings be exempted from the formal hearing require-

ments of the Administrative Procedure Act, that APA qualified administra-

tive law judges not be used to decide these cases; that the decisions be made
not after "hearing", but after "examination" by a panel of experts; that

the hearing process be retained, but made fully adversary; that one or

another level of agency review be abolished; that judicial review be preclud-

ed or shifted to magistrates or to an Article I court; that the substantive

standard be changed, or at least sharpened by the development of regula-

tion or precedent decisions.

The general conclusion of the Center's report, and the implicit conclu-

sion of the set of recommendations which follow, is that the more dramatic

proposals for reform of the system are inadvisable, either because they are

not directed at real problems or because they would be on unbalance dys-

functional, or because their effects are unknown. While the problems that

have been identified by others do in various degrees infect the BHA system,

the Center's study does not find that these problems are so overwhelming

that an entirely new system is required. Moreover, the Center's report and

this report are sensitive to the Umitations on the Center's study, that is, that

it was directed only to the Hearing and Appeals process, not the underlying

state agency process. Radical reform of the system away from the current

"hearing" model should only be proposed after a careful analysis of the

state agency process has been completed. Finally, there are very few reforms

that will improve all dimensions of the quality of the administrative process

at once. Every change requires a trade-off among the relevant values. Hence

the recommendations that follow are essentially interstitial and conserva-

tive, although in total effect they are believed to be significant.

Recommendations

A. Decisional Body

1. The use of APA-qualified ALJs to decide disability claims should

be continued.

2. BHA should, in consultation with its ALJ corps, the Civil Service

Commission, and other affected interests, clearly establish by regulation the

areas of ALJ operations subject to management oversight and the agency's

expectations concerning ALJs' adjudicative performance.

B. Evidentiary Development

1. Although evidence must sometimes be collected after the ALJ hear-

ing, prehearing development often may be necessary for an informed and
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pertinent exchange at the hearing. ALJs should not therefore adopt an in-

variant policy of post-hearing development, but should develop the record

during the pre-hearing stage whenever sound discretion suggests that such

development is feasible and useful.

2. BHA should experiment with wider use of pre-hearing interviews as

a means for case development and in order to provide increased opportunity

for grants of benefits without the necessity of a hearing. Due regard should

be paid to the convenience of the claimants and to the need for a suitable

record of such interviews.

3. Better use should be made of treating physicians as sources of useful

information. In this regard, BHA should make more frequent use of avail-

able, standard-form questionnaires to treating physicians. And when BHA
finds that consulting physicians' reports conflict with evidence supplied by

treating physicians, it should inform claimants of the opportunity to have

their treating physicians comment in writing on the consulting physicians'

reports.

4. BHA should make better use of claimants as sources of information

by (a) providing them with available state agency reasons for denial;

(b) providing notice of the critical issues to be canvassed at the hearing; and

(c) engaging in careful and detailed questioning of the claimant at the

hearing.

5. In the absence of regulations structuring the ALJ's discretion when
evaluating vocational factors, ALJs should take official notice at the hear-

ing of vocational facts that can be established by widely-recognized docu-

mentary sources or on the basis of agency experience.

6. When vocational experts are called as witnesses they should be ex-

amined in detail concerning (a) the claimant's job-related skills; (b) the

specific jobs that exist for persons with the claimant's skills and functional

limitations; and (c) the number and location of jobs that the claimant can

perform.

7. Claimants should never be asked to waive their rights to see and to

respond to evidence developed after the hearing.

8. Congressional inquiries should be processed by BHA offices in a

manner that will avoid any suggestion of preferential treatment of claimants

either in the scheduling or outcome of hearings.

C. Monitoring, Management and Control of the Hearing Process

1. The Appeals Council should exercise review on the basis of the

evidence established in the record before the ALJ. If a claimant wishes to

offer new evidence after the hearing record has been closed, petition should

be made to the ALJ to reopen the record. Where new evidence is offered

when an appeal is pending in the Appeals Council, the Appeals Council

should make that evidence a part of the record for purposes of the appeal

only if a refusal to do so would result in substantial injustice or unreason-

able delay.
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2. SSA should devote more attention to the development and dissemi-

nation of precedent materials. These actions include: (a) regulatory codifi-

cation of settled or established policies; (b) reasoned acquiescence or non-

acquiescence in judicial decisions; (c) publication of fact-based precedent

decisions; (d) periodic conferences of ALJs for discussion of new legal

developments or recurrent problems.

3. BHA should continue an aggressive quality assurance program to

identify errors, determine their causes and prevent their recurrence.

D. Judicial Review

When seeking a "Secretary-initiated" remand, pursuant to Section 205

of the Social Security Act, the Secretary should state the reasons for such

request.

E. Representation

1. BHA offices should fully inform claimants prior to the hearing of

the availability of counsel and lay representation and of the means by which

they may obtain counsel or representation in their local area on a fee or no-

fee basis.

2. BHA should assist and cooperate with appropriate organizations in

the development of training programs for attorneys and lay representatives.

a. Recommendations Concerning the Decisional Body

1. The use of APA-qualified ALJs to decide disability claims should

be continued.

Three criticisms may be urged against the retention of the current ALJ
deciders for Social Security cases: (1) that the use of ALJs increases the for-

mality of hearings; (2) that ALJs are too costly a resource to be used in a

mass administrative justice system; and (3) that the inability to recruit and

train a sufficient number of qualified ALJs contributes markedly to the

delays in the Social Security Hearing Process. None of these arguments has

been found to be persuasive.

Observations of Social Security hearings make clear that those hearings

are remarkedly free of technical, "lawyers' " formalities. In a majority of

hearings the administrative law judge acts as both the principle investigator

and decider with respect to the claim. He (or she) collects that information

that he believes to be pertinent to the resolution of the appeal, questions the

claimant and other witnesses in the hearing, and decides the case. There is

no pleading, or adversary presentation, although the claimant is in some

(and an increasing percentage) of cases represented by council. It seems

unlikely that any other decider would operate in a less "formal" manner,

thereby reducing delay and expense.

(2) It is difficult to estimate what the direct cost savings would be of

converting the hearing process from one utilizing APA qualified ALJs to

some other form of decider. The only apparently relevant experience is the
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examiners when that program was enacted. Because of a Civil Service Com-
mission belief that Congress did not intend to use ALJ deciders for SSI

disability determinations, the HEW developed a register of GS-13 hearing

examiners for use in that program rather than GS-15 Social Security ad-

ministrative law judges. If the relevant comparison is between GS-13's and

GS-15's then for a decision system of approximately 600 deciders a saving

of 7.5 million dollars per year would be achieved by going to GS-13's. This

cost is hardly insignificant, but in a program that dispenses over 4.5 billion

dollars a year in benefits it is hardly excessive.

(3) While, the problem of developing a sufficient register of qualified

GS-15 administrative law judges is currently contributing to hearing delays,

that problem is not insoluble. It seems unwise to premise a change in the

decision maker on the problems created by current rigidities in the Civil

Service Commission process of qualification."

The argument for retaining the administrative law judge in Social

Security hearings is quite straightforward. The administrative law judge is,

and can be seen to be, impartial. That impartiality seems to be more rather

than less important now than it was in the past. As the Social Security

system comes under increasing fiscal pressure, and the pressures of a rising

caseload, a less clearly independent corps of deciders would have greater

difficulty resisting the "institutional imperatives" to reduce both the effort

expended on individual cases and the number of awards.

Of course impartiality is two-edged. It implies independence from in-

fluence generated by all side of a dispute, including government officials

who are interested in increasing the productivity of the hearing process. The
Administrative Procedure Act's guarantee of independence tends to

strengthen the resolve of ALJs who wish, for example, to ignore BHA ex-

hortations with respect to production levels. Thus, some frustration of

agency policy occurs and some level of decision inefficiency is created as a

result of ALJ independence. However, this inefficiency seems to result as

much from the timidity of the agency in establishing clear standards for the

guidance of the ALJ corps as it does from the "independence" of the ALJs.

(This report later recommends a more active role for management.) On
balance the current tension between individualized determinations by in-

dependent ALJs, and management's desires to expedite the process and

hold down costs seems healthy.

2. BHA should, in consultation with its ALJ corps, the Civil Service

Commission, and other affected interests, clearly establish by regulation the

areas ofALJ operations subject to management oversight and the agency's

expectations concerning ALJs' adjudicative performance.

There are wide variations in the work methods and the work products

of the ALJs employed by BHA. The Center's study team observed an ALJ
who disposes of around 120 cases per month and one who averages 10;

13. For a brief rehearsal of these problems see Yourman, supra note 1 1 at 143-45.
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ALJs who seldom use VEs (vocational experts) and those who use them in a

majority of cases. The words "MAs" (medical advisors) or "consultative

examinations" could be substituted for VEs in the preceding sentence.

Some ALJs do extensive pre-hearing development, some develop almost ex-

clusively after the hearing. Some never see many of the decisions written for

them by staff attorneys, others will not use a staff attorney at all. Estimates

of the administrative costs per case for the judges observed suggest a

variance of SOO'^o, and quarterly statistics on reversal rates sometimes reveal

variance of this magnitude.

The predictable management response to these types of variations is

(1) to believe that there are better or worse products and better or worse

ways of doing things — that is, that all of the judges cannot be right; (2) to

seek to determine what the better products and practices are; and (3) to at-

tempt to upgrade the products and practices of all the decisional units.

Assuming that "better" can be given some substantial content and that ef-

fective management techniques are available, is it permissible to direct the

activities of APA qualified ALJs to achieve management goals? And if per-

missible, permissible through what techniques of direction, persuasion or

sanction? Phrased in the terms commonly applied in the debate within

BRA, how much does the "independence" of the ALJs insulate them from

management control designed to improve the overall working of the

system?

The protection of ALJ decisional independence in the APA is signifi-

cant. Once appointed the ALJ's position is permanent; he may be removed

only "for cause" after formal adjudicatory hearing. Moreover, the ALJ's

compensation is determined by the Civil Service Commission, not by his

agency. Cases must be assigned in rotation, the ALJ may not be assigned

tasks inconsistent with his duties as an ALJ and, with respect to the facts at

issue in a particular case, the ALJ may not be approached by anyone, in-

cluding the employing agency, save on the record. Moreover, the ALJ may
not be made subject to the supervision or control of any person who has in-

vestigative or prosecuting functions for the agency.

On the other hand, certain aspects of the ALJ's activities are clearly

subject to agency control. ALJ's are not "policy" independent. They repre-

sent an extension of "the agency" and the agency may control their exercise

of discretion by regulation, guidelines, instructions, opinions and the Hke in

order to attempt to produce decisions as similar as possible to those "the

agency" would have made. There is no prohibition even on consultation

with agency employees on questions of law or policy in a particular case.

Second, the management of an agency's adjudicatory activities is

clearly the agency's responsibility. The number of examiners employed,

their workloads, their staffs, their vacations, their geographic assignment

and so on are obviously questions of allocation of agency resources that

cannot be left to the independent judgment of individual ALJs.

But the division between prohibited actions that seek to control inde-

pendent judgment in particular cases and those that simply involve effective
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administration of the adjudicatory process tend to become confused in

practice. ALJs often complained about BHA "pressure to produce" and in-

timate that they fear retaliation in the form of lack of cooperation on

requests for reassignment or for new or upgraded staff positions when they

fail to respond to these pressures. They also complain about administrative

directions concerning the format of decisions, record-keeping and the Uke,

that are not put in the form of regulations or even Handbook transmittals.

Finally, ALJs are concerned about surveillance by the Appeals Council and

the Appraisal Staff concerning ALJ production and reversal rates. In all

these areas some ALJs characterize BHA's actions or powers as attempts to

undermine ALJ independence.

What should be made of these complaints? Do they reveal serious

problems, not just with morale, but also with the protection afforded deci-

sional independence in the BHA hearing system? Although the "smidgen"

of Supreme Court doctrine on the question of ALJ independence, the

Ramspeck'* case, carries the clear implication that indirect pressures on

ALJs by their agencies might violate the spirit of the independent structure

created by the APA, none of BHA's current actions interferes with deci-

sional independence properly understood.

The pressure to produce is not pressure to decide cases in any particular

way. Moreover, it seems obvious that ALJs cannot expect a totally free

hand in deciding how many cases to decide. In the limit, it seems possible to

spend a month per case without being absolutely certain that all the

evidence that could be produced is available and that the decision is correct.

Whether a claimant is really disabled is a question that can be explored end-

lessly. BHA would be shirking its clear responsibility to provide timely ad-

judication if it did not attempt to make the process as expeditious as possi-

ble. It is worth noting in this regard that nothing now done by BHA, or here

proposed, conflicts in any way with the ABA Coimnission Standards on

Judicial Administration, Standards Relating to the Trial Courts.''

The subsidiary complaint about management direction not being in an

appropriate form (i.e., regulations or the manual) confuses the legal re-

quirements for promulgation of operative rules of decision, and their

publication, with questions of internal management of an agency. Rules

governing the substantive evaluation of claims and statements of policy

having the same effect must be published and made available under the pro-

visions of the APA." If they are not, they may not be used against a party

(although non-regulatory matter may be used if the party has specific

notice). But BHA's management directives do not contain this sort of sub-

stantive material.

14. Ramspeck v. Federal Trial Examiners' Conference, 345 U.S. 128 (1953).

15. See ABA Commission on Standards of Judicial Administration, Standards Relating

to Trial Courts, particularly standards 2.33, 2.51 and 2.52 (1976).

16. 5 U.S.C. §552.
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Although the ALJ belief in the necessity of regulations is incorrect, it

would nevertheless seem advisable for BHA to make its policies explicit and

to put them in regulatory form. The argument about the "form of BHA in-

structions to ALJs" has gone on for a number of years. There seems no

reason to continue to provide a means by which the substantive question of

agency authority and ALJ responsibility can be avoided.

b. Evidentiary Development

1. Although evidence must sometimes be collected after the ALJ hear-

ing, prehearing development often may be necessary for an informed and

pertinent exchange at the hearing. ALJs should not therefore adopt an in-

variant policy of post-hearing development, but should develop the record

during the pre-hearing stage whenever sound discretion suggests that such

development is feasible and useful.

2. BHA should experiment with wider use ofpre-hearing interviews as

a meansfor case development and in order to provide increased opportunity

for grants of benefits without the necessity of a hearing. Due regard should

be paid to the convenience of the claimants and to the need for a suitable

record of such interviews.

While these two recommendations are distinct, there is a functional

linkage between them which makes it appropriate to discuss both at once.

(The "development" that is being discussed here relates primarily to the

development of medical evidence. This evidence is in the form of existing

medical reports from treating physicians or hospitals, elaboration on those

reports by the treating physicians, and the solicitation of the views of a con-

sulting physician, who is paid by BHA to examine the claimant and give an

opinion of his condition for purposes of deciding the disability claim.)

The choice of pre-hearing as compared to post-hearing medical

development turns importantly on the benefit that is thought to come from

careful examination of the claimant or other witnesses at the hearing. If it is

felt that the testimony of the claimant, or of a vocational expert or a

medical advisor is crucial to correct resolution of the factual issues in the

claim, then pre-hearing development will be favored in order that these

types of witnesses can be questioned against the background of a complete

medical record. To the extent that this testimony is regarded as less

valuable, the incompleteness of the medical record at the time of the hearing

will be regarded as less important.

Based on the observations of the Center's research team it was con-

cluded that the hearing itself is crucial to the development of information

on the claimant's functional limitations and residual capacities. The existing

system for case development prior to the BHA hearing stage provides very

little if any evidence on these crucial elements of the disability claim.

Moreover a great majority of ALJs agree that the testimony of the claim-

ant, or a vocational expert or a medical advisor is useful at least some of the

time and that this testimony is more informative if it is given or solicited

against the background of a complete medical record.
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The reason some ALJs prefer post-hearing development of medical

evidence, despite these considerations, is that they believe that prior to the

hearing it is impossible to get an up-to-date statement of the conditions

upon which the claimant relies. Consequently, development conducted on

the basis of the file as it exists prior to the hearing will extend to conditions

which are no longer of sufficient severity to be relevant to a finding of

disability and will omit other conditions that are of sufficient importance to

require a consultative examination to assess their seriousness. Presumably if

there were some way to get a complete and up-to-date statement of the

claimant's condition sufficiently in advance of the hearing so that ap-

propriate pre-hearing development could be secured, many of the ALJ's

now utilizing post-hearing development would develop the case prior to the

hearing.

Other ALJs seem less flexible and more disposed to adopt a general

stance of hearing first, development thereafter. This position is, in the

study's view, inconsistent with the ALJ's duty to give the claimant a mean-

ingful hearing. In discharging that duty each case must be separately eval-

uated, keeping in mind the principle that, in general, better pre-hearing

development yields a more meaningful hearing.

Assuming a flexible stance that gives presumptive value to a relatively

complete record prior to hearing, the ALJ must still be attentive to the

problem of "wasted" development. And, pinning down the claimant's

complaints requires direct contact with the claimant at a time very close to

the hearing. It is not, however, crucial that this contact be with the ALJ.

The Hearing Assistant or Staff Attorney could interview the claimant and

elicit a complete, up-to-date version of his medical complaints. Moreover,

there is no need at this stage to test the claimant's credibility by probing ex-

amination or observation of his demeanor when testifying. Consequently,

this information could be elicited briefly and informally in advance of the

hearing, although to avoid subsequent controversy, a suitable record should

be kept of what transpires at the pre-hearing interview.

Using some form of pre-hearing interview is, of course, not a new idea.

SSA regulations provide for such conferences'^ and the job descriptions of

staff attorneys indicate that they will conduct pre-hearing interviews. More-

over, the documents setting forth the original structure of the SSA hearing,

a basic structure that has changed remarkably little over the years, relied

heavily on a pre-hearing interview with claimants to inform them of rele-

vant issues and necessary evidence and to elicit up-to-date information on
their status."

The counter argument to this proposal, which given the virtual non-

existence of pre-hearing interviews must have been persuasive, is that a pre-

hearing conference will cause duplication of effort for small returns. Two

17. 20 CFR §404.922a

18. See, The Monograph of the Attorney General's Committee on Administrative Pro-

cedure, Part 3, 77th Cong., 1st Sess., (Sen. Doc. No. 10, 1941).
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occasions for getting together with the claimant will double the claimant's

travel burden and add to BHA's administrative duties.

Nevertheless some effort to identify the relevant complaints in advance

of the hearing seems desirable. The frequency of post-hearing development

and the limitations upon useful questioning of witnesses that result from the

incompleteness of the medical record are impressive. And, from the claim-

ant's perspective, the value of the hearing as an opportunity to know about

and meet the critical evidence concerning his claim is sharply limited by

significant post-hearing development.

The pre-hearing conference can also serve other purposes. As suggested

above, this might be a good occasion to provide a more focused statement

of the issues and of the gaps in the evidentiary record. It might also be pos-

sible to use this conference to explore the case somewhat more fully when

the Hearing Assistant or Staff Attorney thinks that a summary reversal of

the stage agency may be appropriate. This now occurs in a very small per-

centage of cases — perhaps 1%

.

Indeed this latter use might provide a criticcd safety valve in the current

era of increasing numbers of appeals. ALJs rather consistently estimate that

10% of their cases might be granted on the record as it comes into the office

without further development or hearing. But, without seeing the claimant

or doing any development, the ALJs are usually unwilling to grant these

claims. They fear the embarrassment of granting the claims of persons who
appear robust at their hearings despite apparently serious medical com-

plaints, or who upon investigation turn out to have wage postings that

reveal substantial gainful activity.

A pre-hearing interview in these cases, soon after the file arrives at the

hearing office, might satisfy these lingering doubts and permit a substantial

number of grants on the record. If the number of such dispositions reached

the ALJ's consistent estimate, these grants would represent almost the dif-

ference between the current rate of filings and the current rate of ALJ
dispositions.

3. Better use should be made of treating physicians both as independ-

ent sources of useful information and as a check on the findings of con-

sulting physicians.

There appears to be widespread dissatisfaction among ALJs and

medical advisors with the reports submitted by treating physicians and with

the quality of hospital records. The critical question, however, is whether

expenditures to improve the quality of this information will be most cost-

effective than alternative means of ascertaining the claimant's condition.

Present practice, at least implicitly, embodies the judgment that expendi-

tures for independent consultative examinations are likely to be more pro-

ductive than those designed to elicit better information from the treating

physician. ALJs rather consistently believe that consulting physicians are

less biased and more expert than treating physicians, although the latter

have a decidedly better opportunity to observe the claimant. And while
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courts with some frequency remand cases that credit consulting physi-

cianreports more heavily than treating physician reports," the ALJs remain

unrepentant.

To the extent that securing greater detail as to the findings underlying

the opinion of the treating physician involves hearing him testify at the

hearing the costs would probably exceed the benefits. Hearing times and

delays would obviously be increased. For most claimants "the treating

physician" is a euphemism for many doctors seen in various clinics and

hospitals, perhaps over many years, and often with no "personal" rela-

tionship with the patient. Finding these physicians, inducing them to testify

and scheduling their appearance would be a formidable task.

A less costly alternative is routine issuance of available, standardized

interrogatories to treating physicians. The major advantage of these ques-

tionnaires is that they elicit the treating physician's opinion concerning

functional limitations in a form that is usable by the ALJ. Responses to in-

terrogratories thereby supply evidence that is often either missing or in an

unusable form ("This man cannot work") in treating physician reports.

A connected issue is how consultative examination reports should be

evaluated, particularly when they conflict with the reports of treating physi-

cians. This is a critical question because the report of a consultative ex-

amination tends to be the most powerful piece of evidence in cases where

such reports appear. It responds to questions put by the ALJ after reviewing

the file and, many times, after hearing. It may evaluate the prior medical

evidence, and it will often contain the only reasonably detailed information

on functional limitations that is available other than the claimant's own

description of his activities. Moreover, claimants are poorly positioned to

rebut or explain consulting physician reports in general and are virtually ex-

cluded from comment when consultatives are used at post-hearings.

The question then is how to fit the consultative examination into the

present system — a system that presumes that the ALJ is the decider that the

consultative examination report is but one piece of the relevant informa-

tion, and that it, like all other information, needs to be analyzed, evaluated

and weighed against the other evidence. In such an effort several actions

seem worth exploring. First, so long as a consultative request is being sent

out anyway, there seems no particular impediment to sending the same re-

quest to treating physicians, at least in cases where the consultative is not

designed to develop information on an ailment not previously diagnosed

and treated. Second, where there is a conflict in the treating physician

versus consuhing physician reports, it might be useful to submit the latter to

the treating physician for comment. He is in a much better position to

evaluate the consultative examiner's report and, in the light of those find-

ings, to supplement or explain his prior statements, than anyone else in the

system. And, he is almost never available to testify at the hearing. While

19. See, e.g., Davidson v. Gardner, 370 F.2d 803 (6th Cir. 1966).
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submission of the consultative examiner's report to the treating physician

would cause some delay, the cases where substantial conflicts arise are not

so numerous that the overall timeliness of the hearing system would be

substantially affected. Since BHA perceives problems in its relations with

physicians were it to do this directly, and would in any event need the claim-

ant's permission, it seems sensible merely to make certain that a claimant is

appraised of the opportunity to have his treating physician comment on a

consultative report.

4. BHA should make better use of claimants as sources of information

by (a) providing them with available state agency reasons for denial;

(b) providing notice of the critical issues to be canvassed at the hearing; and

(c) engaging in careful and detailed questioning of the claimant at the

hearing.

The assumption of present practice is that little reliance can be placed

on the claimant to develop the medical evidence or to organize his own
testimony in a fashion which is responsible to the issues in the case.

It is no doubt true that claimants, both because of their lack of educa-

tion and their unfamiliarity with legal proceedings perform these jobs in a

fashion that is inadequate without substantial additional effort by the ALJ
and his staff. It is unclear, however, how much the "shortcomings" of

claimants (and their attorneys) are a result of their not knowing what the

critical issues are. Although admittedly self-serving, lack of notice of the

real issues is a repetitive complaint of attorneys and claimants.

Without attempting to analyze proposed changes in the state agency

reconsideration process that would provide a much more extensive explana-

tion of the grounds for denial (and that are beyond the scope of this study)

we should nevertheless note that there are two existing indications of what

issues are important in a disability hearing that are not furnished to the

claimant or to his attorney. The first is the state agency decision on recon-

sideration. (This is, however, sometimes in the exhibit file. But that file is

examined, in the usual case, only immediately prior to the hearing.) Nor

does the claimant or his attorney get the formulation of the issues which

most ALJs, or their hearing assistants, prepare as a guide to their conduct

of the hearing. Both of these existing formulations would be very helpful in

focusing the efforts of the claimant or his attorney, and could be provided

at very modest cost. (Of course, the provision of a more focused notice of

hearing issues must be attentive to the need to avoid the appearance of pre-

judging the case.)

The reconsideration decision of state agencies is sometimes criticized

for its incompleteness or lack of rationale. The point remains, however,

that the information that is available through those decisions vastly exceeds

that currently transmitted in the form notice of denial. Moreover, the

response made by BHA to a similar GAO suggestion - that a test of specific

notice of grounds for denial has revealed no change in the incidence of

appeal - misses some important points. The potential gains from better
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information also include better self selection as to which cases are appealed

and improvements in the quality of the evidence in appealed cases.

There may also be significant gains from eliminating the very wide vari-

ance in the way that ALJs conduct the heart of the hearing — the question-

ing of the claimant. At the extremes, one ALJ observed uses the hearing

almost exclusively to determine whether the documentary record is com-

plete. His questions involve asking the clciimant only whether he has any

additional complaints, whether any of the complaints that appear in the

record have subsided or become worse, and whether he has had any further

treatments by doctors or hospitals. He may also ask whether the claimant

has been looking for work, and whether he has been employed after the

time he made his application for benefits. After that, the judge asks only

whether the claimant has something else that he wants to say, and that is

that. These hearings are the substantial equivalent of the prior proposal for

a pre-hearing interview.

At the other extreme is a judge whose hearings routinely last between 2

and 2!/2 hours. He goes through a very extensive list of questions about the

claimant's medical problems, daily activities and the like and in the process

he repeats orally much of what is in the written record. The question, of

course, is which of these techniques or approaches is more appropriate for

Social Security disability hearings?

The hearing should, in my view, tend toward the more intensive ques-

tioning end of the spectrum of ALJ practice. The reasons for this belief are

the following:

First, the question of what functional limitations result from the claim-

ant's medical condition is the most difficult one faced in disability cases.

None of the experts who provide evidence is really trained to address this

question. Doctors diagnose illness from the point of view of prescribing

treatment. They have no particular training or experience in relating symp-

toms of disease to vocationally relevant functions. Moreover, the doctor is

often treating one of several conditions and therefore does not consider the

consequences of all of them on the individual's ability to function.

The VE knows what the requirements of various jobs are. But he (at

least as traditionally conceived) does not know how to translate clinical

findings into functional impairments. The ALJ must therefore piece

together the puzzle of the claimant's residual capacities as they relate to ex-

isting opportunities in the work force, utilizing the evidence supplied by

these experts and his own insights gained by observing the claimant and

questioning him concerning his daily activities. Absent a shift to a radically

different evaluation procedure involving sustained medical, functional and

vocational testing of all claimants in centers specially designed for the

task,^" or systematic investigation of claims by trained investigators, the

20. This is the overall solution suggested by Robert Dixon in his study of the Social Secu-

rity hearing process entitled "Social Security Disability and Mass Justice: A Problem of

Welfare Adjudication" (1973).
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ALJ's development of facts bearing on the claimant's functional capacities

will remain an important, perhaps crucial, step in the disability determina-

tion process. Consequently detailed questioning of the claimant seems an

indispensable component of an effective hearing.

Second, the records are often very scanty with respect to work histor-

ies. No one in the system above the district office level develops that evi-

dence carefully and it will almost certainly have to be developed at the hear-

ing. Even if the work history is formally complete, what the claimant really

did within his job classification does not appear from the bare record.

Third, if the hearings are meant to be an individualized inquiry into

how this claimant's functioning is impaired by his medical conditions, then

that evidence must almost certainly come from the claimant himself, or

people who come in contact with him in his daily living. Since in most hear-

ings there is no one there other than the claimant to testify to his daily activ-

ities (who does not also have an interest in the success of the claim), it seems

imperative that ALJs draw out of the claimants, in great detail, information

about how they function with their limitations. This is the crucial arena for

credibility judgments by ALJs. Moreover, it seems clear that such judg-

ments will necessarily be made, whether or not the claimants situation is

fully explored by the ALJ.

Fourth, given the capacities of claimants and, in the Center team's

observations, their attorneys, only the ALJ is likely to appreciate the nec-

essity for detailed testimony and to elicit it in relevant form. Fifth, the

capacity of denial decisions to stand up on judicial review may depend

critically on the existence of testimony at the hearing that justifies a finding

of sufficient residual capacity to engage in substantial gainful

employment.^' The case file often contains multiple findings of "disability"

21. Two recent cases from the Fourth Circuit illustrate this point. The claimants in the

two cases reflect remarkably similar complaints, abdominal pain, fatigue and dizziness. Both
were males and 50 years of age. Both had been fully employed for most of their lives: one prin-

cipally as a truck driver, the other as a machine feeder in a dry cleaning plant. The only

substantial variation in the fact pattern was in transferable job skills. One of the claimants,

Robert L. Lewis, had a high school education and had been a Sergeant in the Marine Corps as

well as a truck driver. The other claimant, Robert L. Stokes, had only a 4th grade education

and had worked only as a janitor in addition to his work feeding machines in the dry cleaning

plant. Both claimants were ruled not to be disabled by the Administrative Law Judge. Surpris-

ingly, the better educated claimant with more training, Lewis, had his case reversed outright by

the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals. The Stokes case was affirmed on appeal by the District

Court in Baltimore.

Upon reviewing the opinions and the records in both of these unreported cases, one comes

inescapably to the conclusion that the only difference in the cases is how the Administrative

Law Judge conducted the hearing. In the Lewis case, the ALJ developed no evidence with

respect to daily activities or functions. That left in the record a treating physician's report

which stated that the claimant could not work. Since that was the only evidence available, the

Court of Appeals was correct at least to remand, although one would think not to reverse the

case outright. In the Stokes case, on the other hand, the Administrative Law Judge developed

the ordinary daily activities evidence quite completely. On that basis it was obvious that the

claimant had the residual function of capacity sufficient to carry out a number of jobs.
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by treating physicians, other support programs and state vocational rehabili-

tation centers. Without a solid basis for a contrary conclusion, spread on the

hearing record, courts are Ukely to remand, or even reverse ALJ decisions

outright.

Sixth, with respect to many of the cases observed, one came away uncer-

tain whether the case should be decided at all on the record as developed.

There were simply too many loose ends in the evidence that had not been

pursued in the hearing. Of course, it's always true that there will be questions

of judgment involved, and perhaps inconsistencies in the evidence, even if

the case is well developed. But the point is that a well developed case reduces

the range of doubtful facts. A poorly developed case, particularly as it relates

to residual capacity, seems to require the ALJ to operate on the basis of

broad rules-of-thumb about medical conditions. It is not surprising there-

fore, to find that the Appeals Council encounters, as a consistent problem

with ALJ decision adequacy, a tendency to rationalize denials on the basis of

failure to meet or equal the per se categories of disability prescribed by

regulation."

Finally, it is very easy to get a serious misimpression about functional

limitations from a claimant's initial response. The ALJs, if they are going to

develop this evidence responsibly, must pursue it in great detail. For example,

in one observed case, involving a claimant whose major complaints were arth-

ritis and shortness of breath, the ALJ had begun a line of questioning involv-

ing daily activities. One of his questions involved how the claimant did her

laundry, where the washing machines were in relation to her apartment and

the like. The claimant volunteered in the course of the questioning that often

the elevators in her apartment building did not work and she therefore had to

carry her laundry eleven flights of stairs, up and down, in order to wash it.

This sounded like extremely damaging evidence in terms of the claimant's

functional limitations. However, the ALJ was not satisfied with leaving the

evidence at that level. He then asked how long it took the claimant to carry

her wash from the basement to her apartment and how often she had to rest

in going up and down with a load of wash. It turned out that, if the claimant

is to be believed, it took nearly an hour to get from the basement to her

apartment with a load of wash. She had to stop on every landing and quite

often she had to stop and sit on the stairs between landings as she carried the

wash up.

5. In the absence of regulations structuring the ALJ's discretion when

evaluating vocationalfactors, ALJs should take official notice at the hearing

of vocationalfacts that can be established by widely-recognized documentary

sources or on the basis of agency experience.

Assuming that the claimant's functional and/or environmental limita-

tions can be determined, and that those limits preclude return to his prior

22. This problem seems to be picked up primarily in the "Peer Review Reports" but not

in the Statistical Quality Review.
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work, the ALJ must then address the question of how those Hmitations,

combined with the so-called "vocational factors" — the claimant's age,

education and prior work experience — affect the claimant's ability to per-

form other jobs in the national economy. Several sources of enlightenment

are available to the ALJ in making this determination. One is his own past

experience in deciding disability cases. Another is the standard reference

works and data sources that describe existing job categories; the educa-

tional, exertional and skill requirements of various jobs; and the number of

such jobs in the local and national economy. A third is expert testimony by

job counselors, vocational rehabilitation counselors or others having

knowledge of the labor market and the demands of various jobs. In

response to judicial decisions, and BHA instructions based on those deci-

sions, ALJs have increasingly relied on the third source of information.

The Carter's study suggests that this practice is unnecessary and, there-

fore, wasteful. The basic doctrinal position concerning VE testimony is that

it may be required to support a denial of benefits if the ALJ finds the claim-

ant unable to perform his previous work.

The major case in the area is Garrett v. Richardson, ^^ in which the 8th

Circuit reversed the district court's affirmance of denial of benefits. The

ALJ had supported his denial, not with vocational testimony, but with the

statements of two doctors. One had reported that the claimant, while

unable to perform his former job, should be able to tolerate a "light to

moderate job situation." The other had reported that there was no "obvi-

ous reason why this patient could not be employed."^*

The Court of Appeals held that these opinions were too general to con-

stitute substantial evidence of the claimant's ability to engage in substantial

gainful activity. The Court stressed that no VE had testified, that there was

no vocational report in the record, and that there was a total lack of

testimony concerning what type of light to moderate work the claimant

could perform consistent with his age, education, and work experience.

While the Court recognized that the claimant had the burden of prov-

ing his disability,

once medical reports have been introduced substantiating a medical

impairment, and the claimant having testified that he is unable to

work, it would be beyond the realm of reason to further require the

claimant, who is not represented by an attorney, who is sixty years of

age with a third-grade education, and who if not financially distraught,

would not be asserting a claim for benefits in the first place, to produce

a vocational counselor to testify that there are no jobs in the national

economy which he can perform. The burden ofproducing such a per-

son must rest with the hearing examiner and in the absence of substan-

tial evidence from other sources bearing directly on the issue of

23. 471 F.2d at 598 (8th Cir. 1972).

24. 471 F.2d at 603.
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"substantial gainful activity, " the testimony ofa vocational counselor is

essentialfor an affirmance ofan examiner'sfmdings.^^

Although Garrett notes that a VE is required only in the absence of

other vocational evidence, it, and its progeny, nevertheless suggests the

necessity for vocational testimony in a very large percentage of cases. First,

most claimants have applied for benefits because they were unable to con-

tinue with their former work. Second, the "vocational evidence" alternatives

to "vocational testimony" are quite limited. There is generally no thorough

vocational evaluation performed by the state agencies. And while physicians'

reports in the file often make comments on vocational factors, the legal ef-

ficacy of the evidence is constrained.

The Fourth Circuit has, for example, flatly rejected the possibility that

the Secretary could meet his burden of proof solely by medical opinions."

Although the Garrett court and other courts have not gone so far, they have

sharply restricted the use of medical opinions as vocational evidence. The

consensus among many courts is that the medical opinion itself must be based

on substantial evidence, including findings as to the claimant's functional

limitations and the specification of jobs having requirements the claimant can

satisfy. The degree of specificity required under this approach would seem to

go much beyond the clinical findings of most treating or even consulting

physicians. Moreover, such an assessment of the claimant's job capacity

would seem to require consideration of the claimant's age, education, and

work experience, and determination of the transferability of his skills. These

functions would appear to be outside the average physician's area of exper-

tise, if not competence.

Even if specific medical evidence to support a finding of job performa-

bility is obtained, the ALJ must still determine that the job said to be per-

formable is one which exists in significant numbers either locally or nation-

ally. This seems an issue about which the average doctor will have no knowl-

edge whatsoever. Nonetheless, the determination must be supported by sub-

stantial evidence that comes from some source. This suggests the second way

to sustain an existing-performable job finding without relying on VE
testimony — administrative notice.

Many courts have found it proper for the ALJ to officially notice the

existence of jobs, either locally or nationally, that vocational or specific medi-

cal testimony has established to be within a claimant's capacities. Thus,

where it was undisputed that the claimant could engage in "an infinite varie-

ty" of nonspecified light jobs, the court held that the existence of such light

work was such an "obvious fact" that it did not require evidentiary

support."

25. 471 F.2d at 603-04 (emphasis supplied).

26. 442 F.2d at 803 (D.C. Cir. 1971).

27. Breaux v. Finch, 421 F.2d at 687 (5th Cir. 1970). (With an important caveat by the

Court that administrative notice might not be proper had the claimant's disability hmited the

types of light work which could be performed. See also, the dictum in Chavies v. Finch, 443 F.2d

at 356 (9th Cir. 1971).
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If done in an appropriate fashion it seems that ALJs could and should

take official notice much more often than they do currently, both of the

characteristics of jobs that a claimant can perform and of the existence of

those jobs in the national economy. The APA provides the general official

notice standard in §556(e): "When an agency decision rests on official

notice of a material fact not appearing in the evidence in the record, a party

is entitled, on timely request, to an opportunity to show the contrary." This

provision would appear to give an ALJ broad authority to notice facts.

There are, however, judicial opinions that Hmit the scope of this provision

in the context of SSA disability decisions.

The main impediment is Meneses v. Secretary, HEW,^* a divided opin-

ion that nevertheless has not been overruled or rejected. In Meneses, Judge

Leventhal states that an ALJ cannot use his "common knowledge" to

assume that the tasks of radio technicians are light work and further that

such jobs are available. Judge Leventhal concluded:

Assuming that it is common knowledge that there are jobs available in

the national economy for high school graduates with radio technology

credits, we do not think it is subject to judicial notice, and the record is

devoid of evidence on whether or to what extent there are significant

numbers of jobs in the national economy which could be filled by a

person with plaintiffs limited training and suffering from his sort of

Class III heart condition.^'

While Judge Tamm dissented on this official notice of common facts

issue, it is not necessary to confront the official notice question "head-on"

to restrict the applicability oi Meneses. In fact, the ALJ failed in Meneses to

establish any basis for official notice of job availability. He did not refer to

specific documents (the Dictionary of Occupational Titles plus local news-

paper ads, Labor Department "job bank" books and the Hke) that show

that light work jobs (like radio technicians) are available nor did the ALJ
rely on relevant experience with prior cases. The important point here is that

Judge Leventhal did not in his opinion require that vocational testimony be

produced. The situation might be entirely different where a basis for notice

has been presented in the form of "noticed" documents or agency

experience.

There is support for the use of a "document based" official notice in

two earlier disability cases that upheld Appeals Council use of officially

noticed medical texts and employment opportunity publications.'" In

McDaniel v. Celebreeze, for example, the Appeals Council had noticed the

Dictionary of Occupational Titles (among other texts—all listed in note 2 of

the opinion) and the court held:

28. 442 F.2d 803 (D.C. Cir. 1971).

29. 442 F.2d at 809.

30. See Moon v. Celebreeze, 340 F.2d 926 (7th Cir. 1%5). McDaniel v. Celebreeze, 331

F.2d 426, 428-29, (4th Cir. 1964).
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We are of the opinion that the action of the Appeals Council in

noticing and considering the publications mentioned in its opinion does

not require that the decision of the Secretary be reversed. Sections

205(a) and (b) of the Social Security Act implicitly authorize considera-

tion of this type of evidence. The procedure followed by the Appeals

Council conforms with §7(d) of the Administrative Procedure Act. In

accordance with the provisions of this Act the claimant's counsel was

afforded an opportunity to challenge and to contradict the publications

considered by the Appeals Council."

In keeping with §556(e), the ALJ must, of course, alert the claimant to

the use of such notice and offer opportunity at the hearing (and perhaps by

further submissions thereafter) to challenge and rebut the accuracy of the

documents noticed.

Nor is "document based" notice the only feasible "administrative

notice" in disability cases. The Attorney General's Report on Ad-

ministrative Procedure states:

But if the information has been developed in the usual course of

business of the agency, if it has emerged from numerous cases, if it has

become a part of the factual equipment of the administrators, it seems

undesirable for the agencies to remain oblivious of their own ex-

perience and strip themselves of the very stuff which constitutes their

expertness. It appears far more intelligent, if fairness to the parties per-

mits, to utilize the knowledge that comes from prior acquaintance with

the problems. Laborious proof of what is obvious and notorious is

wasteful; or, in the alternative, decision in disregard of the obvious and

notorious in absence of such laborious proof, is foolish, and contrary

to the demands that decisions be as correct as possible.'^

Reviewing courts have often allowed other agencies to rely on their past

experience where that experience contained circumstantial guarantees of

reliability — such as, repeated exposure to the problem. The discussion by

the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals in Dayco Corp. v. FTC is instructive:

The FTC cites as a precedent for its action here its own decisions in

Manco Watch Strap Co., Inc., 60 FTC 495 (1962). That involved a

charge of unfair trade practice arising from the "sale of watch bands

not adequately marked in the packaging thereof or otherwise with the

country of origin." While there was evidence in the particular case on

the point, the Commission appears to have taken official notice of the

fact that Americans prefer American made goods and, in the absence

of clear markings otherwise, assume that goods are of domestic origin.

Relying upon its relevant knowledge acquired in a long line of cases,

31. 331 F.2d at 428.

32. Any. Gen'l's Report, Administrative Procedure in Government Agencies 72 (1941).
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the Commission held that it had the right to take official notice of the

above habits of the American buyers. It said:

"if this were the first foreign-origin product case to come
before the Commission, the conclusion that a substantial segment

of the public assumes that unmarked watch bands are American-

made and prefers such domestically-made bands would have to be

based on specific evidence. But this is not a case of first im-

pression; rather ii follows scores, if not hundreds of others involv-

ing fundamentally the same general factual issues. " (emphasis

supplied)

The quoted language at once distinguishes Manco from this case,

where the basic official notice was taken from the evidence of a single

case which did not deal with general accumulated knowledge of the

buying habits of American people but with the method of operation of

one business enterprise. Automotive Jobbers, Inc."

Similar practices by experienced ALJs would seem, not only permis-

sible, but desirable on grounds of both administrative cost reduction and

fairness to claimants, as compared with the current manner in which voca-

tional testimony is commonly elicited.

Official notice could contribute to the fairness of the decisionmaking

process by specifying precisely what evidence or assumptions the ALJ is

relying upon in concluding that the claimant is able to engage in substantial

gainful employment. This would permit a more focused response than is

likely with respect to VE testimony that is now elicited by the ALJ by means

of a series of hypothetical findings concerning the claimant's functional

limitations. In that process it is often difficult for the claimant to identify a

hypothetical person who represents his characteristics as he perceives them

and even more difficult to question the judge's expert. Were the ALJ to

describe to the claimant, however, what the ALJ took the claimant's

residual capacity to be and then point out the jobs from the ALJ's ex-

perience or from documentary sources that seemed to be within the claim-

ant's abilities, a dialogue might be possible in which the claimant explained

why he thought such jobs were or were not possible for him.

The administrative cost reduction is obvious. At the present time the

situation seems quite bizarre. The prevailing view of people familiar with

the system is that VE testimony is not worth nearly the costs it entails. In-

deed it is widely believed that it often adds nothing to what the ALJ already

knows.

This is not, of course, to say that vocational testimony is never useful

or that claimants would uniformly be benefited by a sensitively employed

system of official notice. It is to say merely that, on balance, the view that

vocational factors must be assessed in each case by a "vocational expert" is

unsound. This view is supported by the recently proposed regulations on the

33. 362 F.2d at 186.
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evaluation of vocational factors.^" Those regulations, relying on published

sources and agency experience,'^ establish a "grid" which portrays various

combinations of age, education, work experience (skill levels) and func-

tional limitations, and assigns a conclusion — disabled or not disabled — to

each combination.'* Should these regulations be adopted vocational

34. 43 Fed. Reg. 9284, March 7, 1978. A draft of such regulations was approved by

Commissioner Cardwell on April 5, 1976. See generally, Subcommittee on Social Security,

House Ways and Means Committee, Reports of Consultants on Actuarial and Definitional

Aspects of Social Disabihty Insurance. 94th Cong., 1st Sess., 1976.

35. 43 Fed. Reg. at 9307.

36. The text of the regulation can be portrayed in tabular form. The following example

is the tabular representation of the decisions required with respect to persons who are found to

have the functional capacity to do only "light" work as defined in the dictioning of Occupa-

tional Titles.

Table No. 2.—Residual Functional Capacity Maximum Sustained Work Capability

Limited to Light Work as a Result of Severe Medically Determinable Impairment(s)

Rule Age Education Previous work experience Decision

202.01

202.02

202.03

202.04

202.05

202.06

202.07

202.08

202.09

202.10

Advanced age Limited or less,

do. do.

do. do.

Unskilled or none. Disabled.

Skilled or semiskilled- do.

skills not transferable.

Skilled or semiskilled

—

Not

skills transferable'. disabled

Unskilled or none. Disabled.do. High school graduate

or more—does not

provide for direct

entry into skilled

work'.

Unskilled or none. Disabled.

do. High school graduate do. Not

or more—provides disabled

for direct entry into

skilled work^

do. High school graduate Skilled or semiskilled- Disabled.

or more—does not skills not transferable.

provide for direct

entry into skilled

work^

do. do.^ Skilled or semiskilled

—

Not

skills transferable'. disabled

do. High school graduate Skilled or semiskilled- do.

or more—provides skills not transferable.

for direct entry into

skilled work^

Closely Illiterate or unable to Unskilled or none. Disabled.

approaching communicate

advanced in English.

age.

do. Limited or less—at do. Not

least literate and able disabled

to communicate in

English.
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testimony would be necessary thereafter only in cases where the "grid"

system was inapplicable (for example, claimants with environmental rather

than functional limitations) or where the ALJ felt himself incapable of

translating the facts of the case into the grid categories (for example,

because of a peculiar work history that rendered the claimant's skill level

problematic).

The so-called "grid regs" are an extension of the principle of official

notice herein suggested. They require that notice be taken by establishing as

a matter of law that certain combinations of characteristics yield deter-

minate outcomes. Official notice in individual cases would be rebuttable

and would be more focused on particular jobs that the claimant might per-

form. The Conference does not take a position, or "comment", upon the

proposed regulations. The current proposal merely suggests another means

of attaining similar objectives — more uniform decisionmaking at less cost,

while maintaining the claimant's right to an individualized hearing on his

particular situation.

6. When vocational experts are called as witnesses they should be

Table No. 2.—Residual Functional Capacity Maximum Sustained Work Capability

Limited to Light Work as a Result of Severe Medically Determinable Impairment(s)

(Continued)

Rule Age Education Previous work experience Decision

202.11 do. Limited or less.

202.12 do. do.

202.13 do. High school graduate

or more.

202.14 do. do.

202.15 do. do.

202.16 Younger Illiterate or unable to

individual. communicate in

English.

202.17 do. Limited or less—at least

literate and able to

communicate in

English.

202.18 do. Limited or less.

202.19 do. do.

202.20 do. High school graduate

or more.

202.21 do. do.

202.22 do. do.

Skilled or semiskilled

—

skills not transferable.

Skilled or semiskilled

—

skills transferable.

Unskilled or none.

Skilled or semiskilled

—

skills not transferable.

Skilled or semiskilled

—

skills transferable.

Unskilled or none.

do.

Skilled or semiskilled

—

skills not transferable.

Skilled or semiskilled

—

skills transferable.

Unskilled or none.

Skilled or semiskilled-

skills not transferable.

Skilled or semiskilled-

skills transferable.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.
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examined in detail concerning (a) the claimant's job-related skills; (b) the

specific jobs that exist for persons with the claimant's skills and functional

limitations; and (c) the number and location ofjobs that the claimant can

perform.

In many of the hearings observed during the Center's study the admin-

istrative law judge when questioning a vocational expert failed to enquire in

any detail about one or all of the subject matter areas indicated in the

recommendation. As a consequence although the records in those cases con-

tained the testimony of a vocational expert, they really do not establish the

factual chain necessary for the inferences that the administrative law judge

must make in rendering his decision. More importantly because these ques-

tions are not examined in any detail the claimant has no opportunity to

question or respond to vocational testimony which may be damaging to his

case.

The support for this recommendation is somewhat anecdotal. The per-

sons on the Centers Study team who observed hearings cannot be certain

that in those cases in which vocational experts were questioned at only a

general level further specificity would have produced important evidence

either from the vocational expert or from the claimant in response to the ex-

pert's testimony. The observers are certain, however, that there was a sub-

stantial difference in the level of confidence that could be had that the

record truly reflected a claimant's functional limitations and work experi-

ence when there was good, specific use of vocational testimony and when
there was not.

To give one example: One hearing was observed in which the voca-

tional expert testified, in response to a general question about available jobs

for that claimant, that she might well be able to do "benchwork". The ad-

ministrative law judge then followed up on that question by asking for a

description of benchwork and exactly what operations were involved in it.

The ALJ further asked how long one had to sit in one position at the bench,

whether positions could be changed from sitting to standing, whether legs

could be raised and kept raised while working at the bench, whether it was

possible to leave the bench periodically in order to move about and the like.

All of these questions related to specific functional impairments that af-

flicted the claimant. The picture that emerged from this careful questioning

was much different than the VE's initial confident assertion that the claim-

ant could do benchwork. Moreover having had this explanation of what

benchwork was, the claimant was then in a position to testify about a job

that she had previously done, which was not reflected in the record, and

which was in fact benchwork. The claimant had had to quit that job because

of a number of medical problems that were exacerbated by the work.

7. Claimants should never be asked to waive their rights to see and to

respond to evidence developed after the hearing.

Although it is previously recommended that development of

the medical evidence take place prior to the hearing rather than after the
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hearing, it is inevitable that some cases will require development after the

hearing has been held. Quite often this post-hearing development will take

the form of a report of a consulting physician or perhaps responses to inter-

rogatories by a consulting physician or medical advisor. This evidence,

because it is responsive to uncertainties experienced by the ALJ at the con-

clusion of the hearing, is likely to be critical in determining the outcome of

the case. Moreover, supplemental hearings are very rare. Given the pressure

of the caseload, ALJs are very resistant to reconvening a hearing merely to

set reactions to newly-acquired evidence. The claimants' means for testing

unfavorable post-hearing evidence are limited, therefore, in almost all cases

to written cross interrogatories and comments. (It should also be re-

emphasized here that many of the problems sought to be cured by profert

might be avoided by pre-hearing conferences — even telephone interviews

— that revealed the need for a consultative evaluation.) Although that op-

portunity may be utilized quite infrequently, particularly by unrepresented

claimants, this evidence seems too important to have it considered without

the claimants at least having an opportunity to comment upon it. The prac-

tice of some administrative law judges of asking claimants to waive their

right to see subsequently developed evidence seems, therefore, to be highly

objectionable.

8. Congressional inquiries should be processed by BHA offices in a

manner that will avoid any suggestion ofpreferential treatment of claimants

either in the scheduling or outcome of hearings.

The Bureau of Hearings and Appeals both in its national office and in

its hearing offices receives a large number of Congressional inquiries each

year concerning the status of cases. It is uniformly believed by BHA person-

nel that these inquiries provide little or no useful information concerning

claims and require considerable amounts of BHA personnel resources to

respond to them. It also appears that, although all ALJs steadfastly assert

that Congressional interest has no bearing on the outcome of the case, some

ALJs do admit that claimants are given earlier disposition in response to

Congressional interest. That Congressional inquiries speed processing time

is certainly widely believed by Congressmen. It is impossible to advance a

legitimate reason why a Congressional inquiry should influence the amount

of delay to which a particular claimant is subjected.

While it certainly is unlikely that BHA could convince the Congress to

stop carrying out its traditional casework function by making inquiries with

respect to Social Security cases, it does seem possible to insulate administra-

tive law judges from these requests for information and to thereby avoid

any possible favoritism that might result. One ALJ interviewed in the

Center's study has completely isolated himself from Congressional in-

fluence. Congressional ir ^^uiries are answered by a member of his staff who

is instructed not to mention the matter to the ALJ and to keep the Congres-

sional correspondence out of the case file that the ALJ reviews. This solu-

tion is worthy of adoption as a general policy. If Congressmen can be kept
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informed (and in that way claimants reassured that they have not been lost

in a vast bureaucracy) without running the risk of having favoritism shown

to claimants who are the subject of Congressional inquiries, there seems to

be no reason not to handle all Congressional inquiries in this fashion. Those

rare cases in which the Congressional communication provides relevant in-

formation concerning the merits of the case can be handled as an exception

to this general policy of insulation.

c. Monitoring, Management and Control of the Hearing Process

1 . The Appeals Council should exercise review on the basis of the evi-

dence established in the record before the ALJ. If a claimant wishes to offer

new evidence after the hearing record has been closed, petition should be

made to the ALJ to reopen the record. Where new evidence is offered when

an appeal is pending in the Appeals Council, the Appeals Council should

make that evidence a part of the recordfor purposes of the appeal only if a

refusal to do so would result in substantial injustice or unreasonable delay.

Current regulations governing review by the Appeals Council provide:

§404.947a Basis for review of the presiding officer's decision or

dismissal by Appeals Council.

(a) The Appeals Council, on its own motion or on request for

review, will review a hearing decision or dismissal where:

(1) There appears to be an abuse of discretion by the

presiding officer;

(2) There is an error of law;

(3) The presiding officer's action, findings, or conclusions

are not supported by substantial evidence; or

(4) There is a broad policy or procedural issue which may af-

fect the general public interest.

(b) Where new and material evidence is submitted with the request

for review, the entire record will be evaluated and review will be

granted where the Appeals Council finds that the presiding officer's ac-

tion, findings, or conclusion is contrary to the weight of the evidence

currently of record.

§404.950 Decision by Appeals Council or remanding of case.

(a) Case remanded to presiding officer. The Appeals Council may
remand to the presiding officer for rehearing, receipt of evidence, and

decision, any case which it decides to review ....
(c) Decision on review. The Appeals Council will issue a decision

affirming, modifying, or reversing the hearing decision or issue an

order to vacate such decision and remand the case to a presiding officer

for rehearing and decision. A decision of the Appeals Council shall be

based upon the evidence received into the hearing record and such fur-

ther evidence as the Appeals Council may receive.
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Section 404.947a (a) sets out grounds for the Appeals Council's (AC)
exercise of its discretionary reviewing function that are within the usual

scope of administrative or judicial review. Under these provisions the

Appeals Council corrects errors of law and establishes precedent. Section

404.947a (b), however, permits de novo review on the submission of new
evidence. There is no persuasive basis for this provision. If the claimant has

new and material evidence, he should be permitted to petition to reopen the

hearing. The decision whether to reopen the case and how it is affected by

the new evidence could then be rendered by the person most familiar with

the case, the ALJ. The current provision simply gives the claimant, who can
scrape up some new evidence, the possibility of yet another level of de novo
review. To that degree it undermines the integrity of the hearing process. In

addition, the "open file" concept undermines the precedential effect of the

Appeals Council decisions.

Because of the ambiguity of the Appeals Council's position it may
often be unclear whether remand or reversal signals a disagreement with a

particular judgment, perhaps on a reevaluation or collection of new facts,

having little significance for subsequent cases and modes of operation, or is

a determination that the "error" of the ALJ requires modification to his

behavior in all subsequent cases. In order to clarify this situation the Ap-
peals Council should, save in exceptional circumstances, limit itself to the

correction of errors of law and, in that effort, to the enunciation of prin-

cipals to guide subsequent cases.

2. SSA should devote more attention to the development and dissemi-

nation ofprecedent materials. These actions should include: (a) Regulatory

codification of settled or established policies; (b) Reasoned acquiescence or

non-acquiescence in judicial decision; (c) Publication of fact-based prece-

dent decisions; (d) Periodic conferences ofALJsfor discussion of new legal

developments or recurrent problems.

Although every prior study of the BHA hearing system has made a

more or less strident call for increased development of precedent, BHA or

SSA have not responded. In part it seems that this lack of responsiveness

results from a considered and reasonable judgment that there is not much
that can be done to explicate the application of the disability standard

beyond the existing regulations and manual issuances, unless the ad-

ministration is prepared to abandon individualized hearings and issue more
absolute, objective and therefore in many cases arbitrary, rules on
qualification for disability benefits. Although there is much good sense to

this position, it seems that BHA or SSA could usefully do somewhat more
than it is currently doing to develop and disseminate precedent materials.

(a) First of all, because, as was previously noted, administrative law

judges sometimes are resistant to the effectuation of policies not set forth in

regulations, BHA would do well to codify its settled or established policies

by regulation rather than simply in the BHA manual. Some important

policies, for example, the policies on the use of vocational experts in hearing

and on the evaluation of evidence involving pain, now appear only in the

manual, or in circulars amending the manual, rather than in regulatory
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forms. The proposed "grid regulations", discussed above, are, of course, a

move in this direction.

(b) The current practice of BHA seems to be largely to ignore the

precedential effect of court decisions. Although there is a "circular" to ad-

ministrative law judges that encourages them to follow the procedural and

evidentiary requirements of the courts in their jurisdiction," very little is

done to make administrative law judges aware of the precedents either in

their own jurisdictions or in others. The Appeals Council by-and-large does

not reverse or remand administrative law judge decisions on grounds of

their non-conformity with existing judicial precedents. Nor are judicial

precedents specifically picked up or discussed, when not acquiesced in the

"Social Security Rulings."

It is not here suggested that the Social Security Administration should

attempt to adhere to every judicial precedent. There is certainly something

to the notion that SSA has a national responsibility, whereas the district and

circuit courts operate only regionally. National acquiescence in the deci-

sions of one district or appeals court is certainly not a clear implication of

making judicial review available to dissatisfied claimants, and in any event

acquiescence would quite often conflict with the rulings in another district

or circuit. Nor is it clear that SSA should acquiesce in judicial precedent,

even within the district or circuit where it occurs, when national disuniform-

ity would thereby be created.

The point here, rather, is that BHA and SSA are not making use of the

focused and legally relevant feedback on the agency's policies and decisions

that judicial precedent makes available. Instead of confronting the policy

issues that judicial precedents present squarely, by either appeaUng the cases

or acquiescing in them, BHA and SSA tend to treat judicial precedent with

"benign neglect". It would seem highly instructive for the administrative

law judge corps, and perhaps helpful in eliminating some of the variance in

administrative law judge decisions, if BHA would adopt a policy of ac-

quiescing or not acquiescing in judicial precedent, at least at the appeals

court level, and publishing in the Social Security Rulings its reasoned agree-

ment or disagreement with such judicial decisions.

Of course every case will not provide an appropriate occasion for ac-

quiescence or non-acquiescence in a reasoned decision. And it seems im-

possible to specify in the abstract when the appropriate occasions would be,

other than in language which might track the vague criteria of the Supreme

Court's exercise of certiorari jurisdiction. There nevertheless might be a

significant difference between the current silent or obscured dialogue be-

tween the Office of General Council and the federal courts and a more open

dialogue which involved the policy branches of SSA and was made available

to the ALJ corps. Not only might ALJ performance be improved but also

judicial pique at being ignored would be ameliorated.

(c) Closely connected to the use of judicial precedent is the notion that

37. Interim Circular #62 (Mar., 1976).
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the precedents of the Appeals Council and even occasional administrative

law judge decisions might be usefully communicated to the administrative

law judge corps. Here, as in the case of judicial precedents, it would seem

that when there are inconsistent decisions involving similar issues SSA has a

responsibility to develop and publicize consistent national policy. The
Bureau of Hearings and Appeals is critically placed, through its Appeals

Council, to aid in this process by identifying problem areas and suggesting

solutions. In carrying out this function it would seem that the use of case-

based precedent is particularly appropriate. The problems of judgment and

therefore disagreement amongst ALJs lie in applying the necessarily general

disability standard to complex fact situations. A sense of how that judg-

ment should be exercised can often not be communicated effectively in

abstract terms. Concrete examples rather than general rules are what is

wanted. Yet in the regulations, the manual and in the Social Security Rul-

ings one looks in vain for the publication of examples or decisions that bear

on the run-of-mine judgments that ALJs must make in disability cases,

rather than arcane points of law that rarely arise.

It may be, of course, that fact-based precedents, given the usual forms

of argument about the applicability of caselaw to subsequently arising facts,

will have little effect on ALJ variance. On the other hand if the Appeals

Council remands lots of cases directly to ALJs, and it does, and this is

thought to be instructive, perhaps at least some of these instructions should

be made available to a broader audience of ALJs and disability practi-

tioners through general publication.

(d) Finally, although the initial training sessions for administrative law

judges seem to be well structured and effective, there is virtually no follow-

up in the form of conferences or refresher courses beyond the first year of

an ALJ's career. The value of conferences or seminars for the transmission

of professional information may of course be questioned. But it seems at

least peculiar that administrative law judges, almost alone among profes-

sionals, have virtually no courses or seminars offered to them for the

upgrading or maintenance of their professional skills or knowledge.

3. BHA should continue an aggressive quality assurance program to

identify errors, determine their causes, and prevent their recurrence.

The Quality Assurance program conducted by the BHA Appraisal

Staff utilizes data generated by three types of internal quality review to for-

mulate generalizations concerning the incidence of various types of errors in

the system and to develop cost-effective methods for correcting those er-

rors. Each of the three methods of quality review also have their own feed-

back mechanisms through which conclusions drawn in the process of

evaluating the decisions are communicated to the ALJs either through the

promulgation of general regulations or other directives or by direct contact

with the ALJ concerned.

The three types of quality review are: 1) A quality review by the Ap-

praisal Section. This review includes two operations: (a) Analysis of a sam-

ple of cases on the basis of data supplied by Appeals Council Analysts. (In
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instances where error is detected by an analyst, the error is confirmed, with

respect to appealed denials, by the Appeals Council member actually

responsible for the case and with respect to ALJ reversals and grants, by an

Appeals Council member designated by the Director of BHA); (b) A series

of special studies conducted by the Appraisal Staff of such phenomena as

remand at various levels, the usage of VE's and medical advisors and the

correlation of error with ALJ output or reversal rates; 2) A regional Chiefs'

Peer Review Program focusing on the decisions of new ALJs, all affirma-

tions and a 20% sample of reversals by low producing ALJs, cases involving

allegations of unfair hearing and reversal decisions and remands (without

review of the file). A Program Operations Officer at the regional head-

quarters is responsible for this review, under the supervision of the Regional

Chief Administrative Law Judge and with the assistance of analysts as-

signed to the regional headquarters; and 3) An Appeals Council Peer

Review System conducted by each Appeals Council member for the

geographic area for which he is responsible. This review is conducted only

with respect to appealed cases. Files are maintained on each hearing office

to detect recurring problems. Material consists of Appeals Council remands

or decisions, ALJ decisions and memoranda in remanded cases and the

memoranda of Appeals Council analysts concerning cases that are

remanded.

The Quality Assurance program has been in existence for only one

year. Moreover, certain aspects of it, most notably the quality review of the

grants by the ALJ and the Regional Chiefs' Peer Review Program have just

recently reached the point where they are producing the contemplated data.

Nevertheless it seems plain that the Quality Assurance Program should

be continued. Because the caseload of the BHA system is so great it is

clearly not feasible to review all or substantially all of the cases decided by

administrative law judges. Moreover none of the cases that are granted by

administrative law judges are subject to an Appeals Council or judicial

review. If persistent problems are to be detected and corrected only a Qual-

ity Assurance Program holds out the prospect for success in that endeavor.

The Administrative Conference is on record as, in general, favoring the use

of quality assurance techniques in benefit programs involving a large

number of adjudicative decisions.''

The only possible objection to the use of Quality Assurance is its effect

in the "independence" of administrative law judges. And it is certainly

clear the ALJs are concerned about the surveillance by the Appeals Council

and the appraisal staff. They complain bitterly about the statistical infor-

mation compiled concerning ALJ production and reversal rates and they

are particularly unhappy about the use of those statistics as a basis for

review of cases.

38. ACUS Recommendation No. 73-3, Quality Assurance Systems in the Adjudication

of Claims to Compensation or Benefits, 1 CFR §305. 73-3.
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Although some ALJs seem to believe that focusing the quality

assurance effort on statistically abberational behavior interferes with their

independence by inducing them to conform to statistically prevailing prac-

tices, this complaint should not be credited. BHA management must gather

information concerning the functioning of the system in order to improve

it. In that effort it must of necessity detect and analyze unusual behavior.

Moreover, extreme cases of deviance may appropriately indicate the need

for intensive investigation to determine whether the administrative law

judge should be removed for cause.

d. Judicial Review

When seeking a "Secretary-initiated" remand, pursuant to Section 205

of the Social Security Act, the Secretary should state the reasons for such

request.

The most distinctive feature of judicial review in the disability area is

the high proportion of cases that result in a remand for further adminis-

trative proceedings. To understand this phenomenon we must begin by

looking at the unique provisions for remand in §205(g) of the Social Secu-

rity Act. The relevant language is as follows:

The court shall have power to enter, upon the pleadings and tran-

script of the record, a judgment affirming, modifying or reversing the

decision of the Secretary, with or without remanding the cause for a

rehearing. The findings of the Secretary as to any fact, if supported by

substantial evidence, shall be conclusive . . . The court shall, on mo-

tion of the Secretary made before he files his answer, remand the case

to the Secretary for further action by the Secretary, and may at any

time, on good cause shown, order additional evidence to be taken

before the Secretary.

The first sentence is standard; it gives the court discretion to remand in

cases where the Secretary's decision is found to be unsupported by

"substantial evidence" or where some legal error, substantive or pro-

cedural, has been committed.

It is the third sentence, however, which distinguishes this review statute

from all others. The first clause gives the Secretary an unqualified privilege,

even without a showing of cause, to retract any decision he is not prepared

to defend on the record, so long as he does so before filing an answer. The

Secretary exercises this privilege in one out of every eight disability cases

filed, and in so doing accounts for more than 40% of all remands.

The question inevitably arises why the Secretary in one case out of

every eight, finds it necessary to recall from court the "lemons" that passed

his inspection only weeks earlier. The "Secretary" in this context is, after

all, the same Appeals Council which affirmed the ALJ decision at the

administrative-review level. Indeed, the same individual usually makes, or

helps make, both decisions. Yet the percentage of cases in which the Coun-

cil declines to defend ALJ decisions in court actually exceeds the percentage
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in which it disapproves ALJ decisions at the review level. Something seems

amiss in a system which gives the claimant a better chance of favorable ac-

tion, from a given decision-maker on a given record, upon reconsideration

than upon original consideration.^'

There are several possible explanations for the numerous mind-

changes. In certain cases, the court complaint itself may identify previously

unnoticed deficiencies in the ALJ decision although the extreme generality

of most complaints makes this a rarity. More often the Council receives ad-

ditional information about a case in the interim between its decision and the

court filing. And more basically, one suspects that when given 6,000 court

filings as opposed to 35,000 requests for review at the administrative level,

the Council may be using systematically different criteria in evaluating cases

at the administrative-review and court-remand stages, respectively.*"

The decision whether to grant or deny a request for administrative

review hinges primarily on a practical judgment as to whether the claimant

has proven, or upon remand would be likely to prove, his entitlement to

benefits.'*' An ALJ's omission of necessary findings, failure to provide an

adequate rationale or neglect of relevant evidence is not ordinarily ground

for remand or reversal by the Council, if the Council member is satisfied

that the claimant is not entitled to benefits, that the errors below were

harmless, and that a remand would not change the outcome.

The filing of a disability action in court sets the stage for a second

round of review by the Appeals Council, this time under circumstances that

39. Of course, if one assumes, in Darwinian fashion, that the claims taken to court are

the strongest subset of all administratively rejected claims, it is not, perhaps, extraordinary,

that a few hundred cases a year — about 2% of all those reviewed by the Council in the first in-

stance — should be decided differently from one viewing to the next. But to the extent one

assumes instead that the court cases are more or less representative of the total administrative

caseload, the frequency of Secretary-initiated remands becomes more troubling.

40. The relevant provisions of the BHA Handbook give no indication of such a double

standard. On the contrary, the stated grounds on which the Council will move for a judicial re-

mand are, if anything, more limited than those it uses in granting claimants' requests for ad-

ministrative review. According to the Handbook, court remands are requested when it appears

that the claim can be allowed on the record as it stands, that further documentation would

justify a favorable decision, or that the record is deficient in "Kerner type" vocational

evidence. Remands are not ordinarily requested "solely for the purpose of documenting a

denial" — solely, for example, to improve upon the ALJ's opinion by supplying needed find-

ings or explanations or correcting errors of law that do not seem likely to affect the outcome.

No such limitation is mentioned among the criteria for granting Appeals Council review on the

grounds, among others, that the ALJ's action is unsupported by substantial evidence or that

there has been an error of law, including failure to make essential findings.

Thus, one might conclude from a comparison of the two sets of criteria that an errant ALJ
decision is, if anything, more likely headed off at the first pass than at the second. Indeed, if it

were not for the "documenting a denial" constraint, the number of Secretary-initiated

remands would be vastly greater than it now is.

41. In addition, review may be granted if the ALJ has made some blatant error of law or

has failed to produce vocational evidence to satisfy the Secretary's burden of proof (though

one Council member indicated that even then he would grant review only if claimant's attorney

specifically referred to the error).
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make immediate and palpable the in terrorem effect of judicial oversight. In

this context remand for "technical" error may appear a wise exercise of

discretion.

The main trouble with this procedure is that giving the Council member
a chance to retrieve his mistake at the threshold of litigation may reduce his

incentive to avoid the mistake in the first instance. If so, the great majority

of claimants — those who do not go to court — are worse off by virtue of

the Secretary's automatic remand privilege than they would be without it —
worse off, conceivably, than if there were no judicial review at all. In the

latter case the Council, aware of being the claimant's last resort, might ap-

proach the task of administrative review in a more sympathetic, a more pro-

tective, spirit than it now does.

Furthermore, even for the minority of claimants who do go to court,

the Secretary's automatic recall privilege is not an unmixed blessing. It is, to

be sure, an efficient procedural device in those cases destined to result in re-

mand anyway. In that numerous class of cases, it cuts short the judicial pro-

ceeding and saves all concerned the wasted motion of answer, briefing, oral

argument, and adjudication. There are other cases, however, in which, but

for the Secretary's intervention, the claimant might be able to obtain from

the district court a reversal without remand. In such cases the Secretary's

remand puts the claimant through another round of administrative, and

perhaps judicial, proceedings in order to get the relief the court would have

given him on the original administrative record.

In sum, the Secrtary's automatic remand privilege is open to objection

on two grounds: first, that it weakens the disciplinary effect of judicial

review on Appeals Council decisionmaking at the administrative review

level, to the unwarranted disadvantage of the six out of seven claimants who
do not litigate; and, second, it denies to some litigating claimants the oppor-

tunity to secure an outright reversal on the original administrative record.

For both reasons. Congress might consider the advisability of conditioning

the Secretary's remand privilege upon the absence of objection by the claim-

ant. Where objection is made, the Secretary could be given the opportunity

to show good cause for the remand. Such a requirement would not, of

course, prevent the Secretary from conceding disability and allowing

benefits if he believed the record so warranted.

As an interim measure, which should generate some data on the actual

use of Secretary-initiated remands and which would give the claimant infor-

mation concerning the progress of his claim, we propose that the Secretary

at best state the reasons for seeking a remand. A proposal for legislative

action would await analysis of the bases put forward in remand cases.

e. Representation

1 . BHA offices should fully inform claimants prior to the hearing of

the availability of counsel and lay representation and of the means by which

they may obtain counsel or representation in their local area on a fee or no-

fee basis.
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It seems clear that many claimants who would desire to have counsel or

representation, and who with better information could procure it, are not

represented. This situation results from several converging factors.

First, the notice that BHA sends out concerning counsel is simply a

general pamphlet which contains no details on the availability of counsel or

other representation in the area where the claimant resides. Hence while it

may be effective in notifying claimants of their right to have counsel it gives

them no information on how that right can be exercised effectively.

Second, it seems that the only mention of counsel outside of the general

pamphlet is in the beginning of BHA hearings. At that time the administra-

tive law judge asks unrepresented claimants whether they understand that

they have a right to be represented by counsel and are prepared to go for-

ward with the hearing without counsel. Since most claimants have waited a

number of months to have their appeals heard, there is a significant

disincentive for them to delay the hearing to get counsel after their hearing

has finally come up.

Third, even when a claimant at the hearing says that he or she does not

want to go forward without counsel, some administrative law judges are

quite reluctant to give the claimant any assistance in the procurement of

counsel or information concerning where counsel or other representation is

available on either a fee paying or non-fee paying basis.

There seems no persuasive reason not to fully inform the claimants, at

a time when they exercise judgment unimpaired by the potential loss of their

hearing date, concerning the availability of representation in their local area

and the way in which fees are paid or assistance can be secured on a no-fee

basis. Each BHA office could quite easily construct an information flier to

be included in its hearing notices and sent to all claimants along with those

notices. Such an information flier should fully explain the claimants' right

either to legal or non-legal representation, how legal representation may be

obtained through a local lawyer referral service or legal aid society and

should identify any groups in the community who provide lay representa-

tion in disability hearings. It should also be made clear that lawyers often

take disability cases on a contingency basis. Many claimants who forego

counsel because they "cannot afford it" do so with no knowledge of the

existence of either legal aid societies or contingent fee structures.

2. BHA should assist and cooperate with appropriate organizations in

the development of training programs for attorneys and lay representatives.

Although there are rarely significant legal issues in disability claims,

there are clearly better and worse ways of going about the development of

evidence and the production of that evidence at hearings. There is presently

no easy way for attorneys or lay representatives to expose themselves to a

sufficient number of hearings or to have discussions with knowledgeable

BHA personnel in order to learn the "tricks of the trade". After observing

perhaps 50 hearings and interviewing 30 ALJs, a member of the Center

study team could probably provide effective representation for a disability
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claimant. It might take years for the practitioner to get a similar exposure.

Hence it seems sensible to us for BHA to consider establishing training pro-

grams for attorneys and lay representatives. It seems clearly in BHA's in-

terest to do so. A knowledgeable corps of attorneys and lay representatives

would not only better inform the hearing process, both in the hearing and

by development of relevant evidence prior to the hearing, but they should

also exercise an appropriate screening function with respect to appeals that

are brought to them for assistance.
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REPORT ON THE EXPERIENCE OF
VARIOUS AGENCIES WITH
STATUTORY TIME LIMITS
APPLICABLE TO LICENSING OR
CLEARANCE FUNCTIONS AND TO
RULEMAKING

Edward A. Tomlinson

Part I — Introduction

A. Summary of Findings

Undue delay in administrative proceedings has proved to be a recurrent

problem. Congress addressed the problem in general terms when it enacted

the Administrative Procedure Act in 1946. Section 6(a) of the original Act'

required each agency to conclude any matter presented to it "with

reasonable dispatch."^ Section 10(e)(A) of the Act' authorized a reviewing

court to enforce this command by compelling agency action "unlawfully

withheld or unreasonably delayed." While these two sections (now codified

as section 555(b) and section 706(1) of Title 5) contain a judicially en-

forceable prohibition against unlawful or unreasonable delay," they have

contributed little to the reduction of delay. Courts have not developed

workable rules for determining what constitutes an unlawful or unreason-

able delay and have granted relief from the effects of delay only on a

haphazard basis and in egregious cases.' The vagueness of the statutory

terms is only partially responsible for this situation. Courts have also held

1. 5 U.S.C. §1005(b) (1958).

2. When Congress reenacted Title 5 in 1966, the original section 6(b) was rewritten to

read: "With due regard for the convenience and necessity of the parties or their representatives

and within a reasonable time, each agency shall proceed to conclude a matter presented to it."

5 U.S.C. §555(b) (1970) (emphasis added).

3. 5 U.S.C. §1009 (e)(A) (1958), now codified at 5 U.S.C. §706(1) (1970).

4. See, e.g.. Peering Milliken, Inc. v. Johnston, 295 F.2d 856 (4th Cir. 1%1).

5. See the case law discussed in Part I (C) of this Report (adjudicatory proceedings) and

in Part 1(D) of the Report (rulemaking proceedings).

In IVhite v. Mathews, 559 F.2d 852 (2d Cir. 1977), the court held that administrative

delays in adjudicating disability claims violated section 205(b) of the Social Security Act, 42

U.S.C. §405(b) (1970), which required the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to af-

ford a claimant aggrieved by a decision "reasonable notice and opportunity for a hearing with

respect to such decision." The court found that the time lapse between a claimant's request for

119
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that these statutory provisions do not affect the broad discretion enjoyed by

most agencies to allocate their limited resources among the competing

demands for their attention.*

Frustration over the inability of agencies and courts to eliminate undue

delay has on occasion led Congress to adopt a more particular approach to

the problem of administrative delay. In recent years Congress has with in-

creasing frequency enacted statutory provisions applicable to particular

agencies that require the agency to act within a prescribed period of time.

The time limits in these statutes are stated in terms of a specific number of

days or months; the statute also specifies the categories of agency pro-

ceedings that are subject to the time limit. Congress evidently expects that if

it establishes a firm deadline for agency action the agency will comply with

the deadline, or will at least make a prompter decision than would otherwise

be the case.

Congressional reliance on the establishment of a firm, specific deadline

as a device for reducing delay appears to be well founded. Serious problems

may arise, however, when Congress itself acts to establish a deadline by

statute. Even if Congress has before it sufficient information to enable it to

select an appropriate time period, which is unlikely to be the case for new

programs, the rigidity of a statutory time limit is not consistent with the

proper use of a deadline as a monitoring or control device.

The literature of public administration supports the use of deadlines as

a managerial tool to monitor the performance by subordinate employees of

routine tasks.' For more complex but recurrent tasks, managers are advised

to develop more elaborate flow charts with deadlines for each step in the

process. A missed deadline alerts a middle or upper level manager to a

potential problem that has arisen and enables him to take prompt corrective

a hearing and the holding of the hearing averaged 21 1 .8 days in Connecticut and 195.2 days na-

tionwide. The court held that these delays violated the Social Security Act and affirmed the

District Court's order which required the agency to reduce the maximum delays between re-

quest for hearing and final decision by the hearing officer to 180 days by July, 1977, 150 days

by December 31, 1977, and 120 days by July 1, 1978. Claimants who were required to wait

longer were to receive benefits automatically from the expiration of the allotted time until a

decision was rendered. The Court of Appeals declined to rule whether the delays that had oc-

curred also violated the Administrative Procedure Act. Id at 861 n.l2.

6. Id.

7. See H. Simon, Administrative Behavior: A Study of Decision-Making Processes in

Administration Organization 228-247 (2d ed. 1957); P. Blau, The Dyanmics of Bureaucracy: A
Study of Interpersonal Relations in Two Government Agencies 36-56 (2d ed. 1%3); M. Alexis

and C. Wilson, Organizational Decision-Making 77ff (1967); L. Gawthrop, Bureaucratic

Behavior in the Executive Branch 86-89 (1%9); A. Downs, Inside Bureaucracy 183-184 (1%7).

It must be acknowleded that this literature does not view delay as a significant problem in

administrative decisionmaking and even treats time constraints as an impediment to rational

decisionmaking. See Gawthrop at 86. Blau depicts the adverse consequences that may flow

from the close monitoring of subordinates' performance. Formalistic compliance with case-

processing requirements may reduce the overall level of performance. Blau at pp. 55-56.
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action. The establishment of a deadline provides a goal for operating

employees to strive to meet and a yardstick for management to evaluate the

performance of each component within the overall operation. To serve

these functions a deadline must be a tight one. While it should also be a

realistic one, the person setting the deadline should not expect the deadline

to be met in all cases. If it is met in all or most instances, the deadline is not

tight enough to serve its function as a monitoring device.

Many government administrators presently use flow charts and dead-

lines to monitor the performance of routine or recurrent administrative

tasks. In its recent study on Delay in the Regulatory Process, the Senate

Committee on Governmental Affairs* reported favorably on the use of

these techniques by the Civil Aeronautics Board, Federal Communications

Commission, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Trade Commis-

sion, National Labor Relations Board, Interstate Commerce Commission,

Environmental Protection Agency, and Consumer Product Safety Com-
mission. All of the agency initiatives described in the Committee's Report

were of comparatively recent vintage and were adopted by the agencies

without any statutory compulsion. The agencies had adopted them primar-

ily to alleviate delay and to avoid situations where decisions were never

made and proceedings never terminated. The Committee found that

"[m]anagement systems to schedule agency work, monitor compliance with

the schedules, and alert managers to any delays or persistent bottlenecks do

in fact work to help reduce delay.'" In addition, "[e]stablishing deadlines

and keeping responsible personnel aware that they will be called to explain

delays provides a powerful incentive to complete work promptly.'""

The statutory time limits studied in this Report indicate that statutory

deadlines may have a similar effect. While the time hmits have therefore

had some impact in reducing delay, their effectiveness has often been quite

limited. The pressure exerted by a statutory deadline is simply one of many
pressures that an agency must live with in implementing its mandate. There

has been a substantial incidence of agency non-compliance with statutory

time limits and very few efforts to enforce them through the courts.

Statutory time limits have also had little impact on the decisional process

within the agencies involved. Agencies have done little to change the process

of decision to accommodate a statutory time limit and have uniformly pre-

ferred to miss a statutory deadline rather than to make a decision that the

agency is not yet ready to make. On the other hand, statutory time limits

have provided agencies with a measuring rod for evaluating their own per-

formance. In this fashion they have operated to spur better performance.

The case studies disclose that this "spurring" effect is likely to occur in the

8. Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, 95th Cong. 1st Sess., IV Study on

Federal Regulation - Delay in the Regulatory Process (1977) (hereinafter cited as Delay in the

Regulatory Process).

9. Id. at 150.

10. Id.
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licensing or clearance context if other pressures (e.g., the obvious need of

the private party for a prompt agency decision) also operate to reduce delay.

It is likely to occur in the rulemaicing context only if outside interest groups

are sufficiently concerned about the effects of delay to monitor the agency's

performance and to bring the agency to court if necessary.

While statutory deadlines do have some beneficial effects, they also

have some undesirable features that are not shared by deadlines which are

established administratively. A statutory deadline is normally understood to

mean that an agency is legally obligated to act within the deadline. This

feature of a statutory deadline is not consistent with the use of deadlines as

a monitoring device. A statutory deadline is unduly rigid in a number of

other ways. While Congress may at the time it enacts a statute acquire suffi-

cient information to establish a tight but realistic deadline, conditions

necessarily change with time. It is unlikely that Congress will have the time

or interest periodically to review the deadline it originally imposed. Admin-

istrative proceedings also differ widely in their complexity and in the degree

of party or public participation. A deadline that is tight but realistic for one

proceeding may either be too loose or completely unattainable for another

proceeding conducted by the same agency under the same statute. This is

particularly likely to occur in rulemaking where major controversial pro-

posals that attract broad public participation necessarily require far longer

to promulgate than do routine or technical amendments to existing rules.

Deadlines therefore need to be tailored to accommodate the requirements of

particular proceedings. Statutory deadlines accompanying a general delega-

tion of rulemaking power do not permit this flexibility.

These disadvantages associated with statutory deadlines should

discourage their use by the Congress. The advantages offered by deadlines

in reducing delay are obtainable through either of two alternative mech-

anisms. First, Congress could by statute require agencies to establish their

own deadlines for agency decisionmaking. These administrative deadlines

would not legally obligate the agency to act within the prescribed period of

time but would allow the agency (and also the oversight committees in the

Congress) to monitor and review the agency's performance. Second, Con-

gress could assign a similar role to a statutory time limit by providing that

the time limit was not a matter of legal obligation but only established the

normal time period during which Congress expected the agency to act.

Responsibility for supervising agency compliance with the time limit would

rest primarily with the Congress, although the courts might also consider a

variation from the norm in determining whether to compel under section

706(1) of the Administrative Procedure Act agency action unlawfully

withheld or unreasonably delayed.

Neither of these two alternatives has yet been tested; and they do pre-

sent some disadvantages. These disadvantages are particularly apparent

from the perspective of private parties or public groups who are aggrieved

by delay in agency decisionmaking. These types of deadlines do not have the

aura and force of law. The availability of judicial relief is accordingly
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lessened, and the litigant seeking relief must base his case solely on the pro-

visions of the Administrative Procedure Act.

The Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs in its recent report on

Delay in the Regulatory Process' ' reached similar conclusions on the advan-

tages of deadlines in general and the disadvantages of statutory deadlines.

The Committee's Report recognizes that deadlines are "a fundamental tool

for agency managers to get regulatory work done promptly and in accord-

ance with articulated priorities'"^ but rejects statutory deadlines on account

of their rigidity and their interference with agency planning and manage-

ment." The Committee recommends in place of statutory deadlines that the

"Administrative Procedure Act should be amended to require agencies to

establish deadlines, whenever possible, for general classes of proceedings

and for the various stages of proceedings within each class." An agency's

failure to meet its own deadline should then be considered by the courts in

determining whether agency action has been unreasonably delayed under

section 706(1) of the Administrative Procedure Act.

The Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs did not study the

operation of particular statutory time limits. The case studies in this report

provide that documentation for nine agencies whose proceedings are in

large part subject to statutory time limits. While the case studies document

the limited effectiveness of statutory time limits in reducing delay, they also

disclose that the undesirable features of statutory time limits outlined above

have not played a prominent role. The agencies have in practice treated

statutory time limits as establishing a goal for agency action and not as im-

posing a legal obligation to act prior to a fixed deadline. Agencies have thus

avoided the premature making of decisions. Comparatively few suits have

been brought to enforce statutory deadlines. Those suits that are brought

are almost necessarily initiated after the agency has missed the statutory

deadline. The court cannot order compliance with a statutory command
that the agency has already violated. The "enforcing" court becomes an

equity court with broad but flexible powers to order appropriate relief.'"

The presence of a statutory time limit nevertheless does affect the initial

availability of judicial relief, since a court will ordinarily intervene in some

fashion at the behest of an aggrieved person if an agency has missed a

statutory deadline. '^ It is this feature which primarily distinguishes a

statutory deadline for agency action from other types of deadlines.

B. Description of Project

This study reports on the experience of nine agencies whose actions are

subject to statutory time limits. On the basis of these studies it attempts to

11. Delay in the Regulatory Process, supra n.8.

12. Id. at 151.

13. Id.

14. See the case law discussed in Parts 1(C) and (D) of this Report.

15. Id.
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formulate some generalizations about the effectiveness and desirability of

statutory time limits. The agencies studied in detail are the Office of Trade
Adjustment Assistance in the Department of Labor, the Food and Drug
Administration in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the

Office of Export Administration in the Department of Commerce, the

Special Imports Program Division in the Domestic and International

Business Administration in the Department of Commerce, the Consumer
Product Safety Commission, the Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-

tration in the Department of Labor, the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration in the Department of Transportation, the Environmental

Protection Agency, and the Office of Education in the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare. The specific case studies for these agencies

are presented in the body of the report. This Introduction categorizes the

various types of statutory time limits covered in this study and summarizes

what lessons may be drawn from the experience of the nine agencies with

them.

Four of the case studies focus on statutory time limits applicable to ad-

judicatory proceedings. Each study involves a single agency but the study of

the Food and Drug Administration covers three different categories of pro-

ceedings conducted by that agency. The seven types of proceedings included

in the study are determinations on the eligibility of workers for trade adjust-

ment assistance (Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance), new drug applica-

tions (Food and Drug Administration), new animal drug applications (Food

and Drug Administration), food additive petitions (Food and Drug Admin-
istration), applications for export licenses (Office of Export Administra-

tion) and applications for duty-free importation of articles of scientific

value (Domestic and International Business Administration.

These proceedings all involve the licensing or clearance by the agency

of proposed private activity.'* The four agencies involved utilize informal

procedures for adjudicating individual cases. In the case of the Food and

Drug Administration, the agency is required by statute to afford the ag-

grieved party an opportunity for a formal adjudicatory hearing in the event

of an adverse agency decision made informally. '

' Despite the informality of

the proceedings, the licensing or clearance functions performed by these

agencies are complex and difficult. These proceedings do not involve the

processing of large numbers of applications which are routinely approved

16. The proposed private activity cleared by OTAA is an unemployed worker's obtain-

ing of additional relocation and rehabilitation benefits from his state unemployment office.

These benefits are intended to assist the worker to obtain new employment in an industry or

plant that is import-competitive. While this example may strain somewhat the phrase "pro-

posed private activity," its usage is still appropriate since the workers will not obtain what they

want without clearance from OTAA.

17. See 21 U.S.C. §355(c) (1970) (new drug application); 21 U.S.C. §360b(d) (1970) (new

animal drug applications); 21 U.S.C. §348(0 (1970) (food additive petitions). The FDA must

within the statutory time limit either approve the application or petition or afford the applicant

or petitioner an opportunity for a hearing on its proposed denial.
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once they are examined for facial adequacy and completeness. On the con-

trary, the applications for clearance (or at least a significant percentage of

them) raise difficult factual and legal issues and are subject to intensive

agency scrutiny through a multistep review process. A significant number
are rejected by the agency.

There are a number of reasons for selecting these proceedings for inclu-

sion in a study on the effectiveness and desirability of statutory time limits.

First, Congress has often acted to impose statutory time limits on agency ac-

tion that licenses or clears proposed private activity while it has generally

avoided subjecting most other forms of agency adjudication to statutory

time limits. The impetus behind these time limits is normally Congressional

apprehension that legitimate or desirable private activity will be unduly

delayed or frustrated entirely unless private parties are assured that they will

receive approval or clearance (or a denial which they may challenge at a for-

mal administrative hearing or in court) within a prescribed period of time.

The only other context where Congress has regularly subjected agency ad-

judication to statutory time limits is that of summary enforcement action.

There are a large number of statutory provisions which require an agency to

afford a private party a hearing within a prescribed period of time if the

agency without prior notice or hearing takes some action that adversely

affects the interests of the private party." These time limits are primarily in-

tended to insure that the private party receives procedural due process. Any
study of their operation and effect properly belongs in a broader study of

the procedures that must accompany summary agency action."

A second reason for selecting the proceedings included in this study is

the opportunity they offer for studying the effect of statutory time limits on
agency decisionmaking. Time limits applicable to proceedings that do not

require intensive review of party submissions and difficult exercises of judg-

ment are unlikely to shed much enlightenment on that issue. For example,

the Secretary of the Treasury is required by statute^" to act within forty-five

days on applications to engage in the firearms or ammunition business or to

obtain a collector's license. Approximately one hundred fifty thousand ap-

plications are filed annually; the Department approves substantially all of

them within the prescribed forty-five day period. In order to comply with

18. See, e.g., section 402 of the Federal Meat Inspection Act, 21 U.S.C. §672 (1970) (ad-

ministrative detention by Department of Agriculture of adulterated or misbranded meat). If

the Department of Agriculture or other agency does not institute a judicial seizure action

within twenty days of the detention, the detention terminates and there is no longer any

restraint on the movement of the detained animals or meat products.

19. The only other statutory time limits of any significance applicable to adjudicatory

proceedings are those found in the 1974 amendments to the Freedom of Information Act which

require timely agency responses to requests for agency records. See Introduction at n.42 for

text of these provisions. The effect of those time limits may well deserve a separate study but is

beyond the scope of this study which focuses on regulatory decision-making (i.e., the agency's

application of a substantive statutory provision in an adjudicatory or rulemaking proceeding).

20. 18 U.S.C. §1923(a) and (b) (1970).
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the Statutory time limit, the Department must simply assign sufficient

clerical personnel to perform the routine task of issuing licenses.

The remaining five case studies focus on statutory time limits appli-

cable to rulemaking proceedings. Each study again covers a single agency,

but a single study may include rulemaking proceedings under a number of

different statutes. The agencies selected for study are the Consumer Prod-

uct Safety Commission, the Occupational Safety and Health Administra-

tion, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the Environ-

mental Protection Agency, and the Office of Education.

The statutory time Hmits to which these agencies are subject apply to

rulemaking proceedings that involve on-going standard development under

a broad statutory mandate. The agencies selected are the principal agencies

subject to this type of time limit. Congress intends the time limit to perform

a decision-forcing function. Rulemaking proceedings are hard to contain;

additional information is always available, and further evaluation of the in-

formation already in the record may well produce a better decision. At some

point an agency official must make a decision on the basis of the informa-

tion and evaluation then available to him. A statutory time limit determines

the last date for making that decision. While time limits applicable to ad-

judicatory proceedings are also decision-forcing, their primary function is

to protect private rights.

Congress has in addition frequently required agencies to implement

new statutory provisions or programs by promulgating specific categories

of regulations within a prescribed period of time. This type of time limit has

generally been excluded from the coverage of this study. Many of these

statutory provisions establish deadlines for procedural or program regula-

tions rather than for regulatory decisionmaking. A well known example is

the 180-day statutory time limit for agency promulgation of regulations to

implement the Government in the Sunshine Act.^' Even where the required

regulations are more substantive in nature, the issues of how much rulemak-

ing Congress should expect an agency to accomplish within an initial time

period and of when Congress should enforce its expectations through the

device of a time limit for initial agency action are significantly different

than the issues raised by time limits for making decisions in an ongoing

regulatory process." The first type of time limit requires the agency to do

21. Pub. L. 94-409, §3(g), 90 Stat. 1241, to be codified at 5 U.S.C. §552b(g).

22. The Commission on Federal Paperwork in its Rulemaking Study will recommend
that Congress amend the Administrative Procedure Act to authorize the President to extend

for a period not to exceed one year a statutory deadline for the promulgation of agency rules

under new laws in order to provide sufficient time to properly develop the regulations. The

Commission believes that Congress has often required agencies to do too much too soon to im-

plement new programs. It cites as a prime example the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act of 1974 (ERISA), which required the Secretary of Labor to promulgate implementing

regulations within 120 days. The sweeping changes contained in this new pension reform law

precluded the completion of the task within 120 days. While the Department of Labor did rush

to produce a document prior to the deadline, its initial report (EBS-1) was so ill-conceived that

it created more difficulties and uncertainties than it resolved.
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something to implement a new statutory requirement or program within a

prescribed period of time," while the latter type of time limit forces the

agency to make timely decisions on the course its regulation will take. Of

course, this distinction tends to break down, and the effects of time con-

straints on rulemaking proceedings may be similar in both instances. The

case study on rulemaking at the Office of Education really involves both

types of time limits since rulemaking at the Office ordinarily occurs in

response to statutory changes and involves the implementation of new or

modified programs. It nevertheless seems appropriate to focus on statutory

provisions which require agencies with on-going regulatory responsibilities

to make decisions within set time periods on what rules or standards to

develop, propose or promulgate.

Rulemaking proceedings normally have a number of distinct phases,

and this study attempts to analyze the effect of statutory time limits ap-

plicable to the different stages of rulemaking. While the following

23. In one instance the consultant did study intensively the effect of a statutory time

limit applicable to the promulgation of initial program regulations. Section 520(g)(2)(A) of the

Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, added by the medical Devices Amendments of 1976 (Pub. L.

94-295), to be codified at 21 U.S.C. §360j(g)(2)(A), required he FDA to promulgate regulations

on exempt investigational uses of medical devices within 120 days of the date of enactment

(May 28, 1976). The 1976 amendments also required a minimum period of sixty days for public

comment on proposed rules. From the start the FDA believed this time limit to be completely

unrealistic. It had taken the agency nearly ten years to develop similar regulations on the in-

vestigational use of new drugs. There was strong evidence that Congress did not really expect

the FDA to do the same thing for medical devices in 120 days. The Congressional committees

that drafted the Medical Devices Amendments were only concerned about intraocular devices,

which the FDA had recently classified as an investigational new drug but which the agency

could only regulate as a medical device after the passage of the amendments. The committees

wanted to insure the continued regulation of intraocular devices by requiring the prompt pro-

mulgation of regulations to restrict their investigational use. However, the language adopted in

section 520(g)(2)(A) was not limited to intraocular devices and required the promulgation of

regulations on the investigational use of medical devices generally.

The FDA nevertheless made a herculean effort to show its good faith in attempting to

comply with the statutory deadline in section 520(g)(2)(A). It issued proposed regulations on

August 17, 1976 (published in 41 FR 35283 on August 20, 1976) and allowed the minimum sixty

days for comment. The agency received 189 comments, most of them lengthy and thoughtful.

The comments convinced the FDA that it was unwise abruptly to promulgate regulations that

would affect as previously unregulated area. More time was needed for educational and con-

sultative activities and to refine the proposals. Promulgation of the final regulations was

therefore held up. The committee chairmen (Senator Kennedy and Representative Rogers)

were notified and did not object. The FDA now (late spring 1977) anticipates promulgating

soon final regulations on intraocular devices and either reproposing or promulgating interim

final regulations for other medical devices.

The FDA's decision to allow a second round of public comment is understandable in light

of the hostile reaction to its initial proposal. Where the FDA was unable to resolve policy issues

within the time constraints for publishing the proposal (the FDA had sought to publish a pro-

posed rule within sixty days of the statute's enactment), it tended to adopt the more restrictive

approach. In other words, the time constraints did not operate to produce a proposal that was

less comprehensive or less tough than would otherwise be the case but to produce a proposal

that was perhaps more restrictive than necessary. The agency resolved its doubts in favor of

public health and safety and against the broader investigational use of medical devices.
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breakdown of rulemaking into three distinct phases is an oversimplifica-

tion, it does indicate the various types of statutory time limits which Con-

gress has imposed. The first phase ends with the agency's decision to com-

mence rulemaking. This normally involves a determination by the agency

that a rule appears to be necessary or desirable and that the agency should

commit its resources to promulgate one. Congress may require an agency to

make this determination within a prescribed period of time by requiring it to

respond to rulemaking petitions within a statutory time limit. The next

phase involves the development of a proposed rule and normally ends with

the publication of a notice of proposed rulemaking in the Federal Register.

Congress may require that an agency develop a proposal or terminate the

rulemaking proceeding within so many days or months of a triggering event

(e.g., the agency's "decision" to commence rulemaking). Finally, there is

the promulgation of the final rule. This phase normally includes an op-

portunity for interested persons to participate through the submission of

comments and, in many instances, through oral presentations at a public

hearing. Congress may require that an agency promulgate a final rule or ter-

minate the proceeding within so many days or months after publishing a

proposed rule or after the close of public participation in the rulemaking

proceeding.

C General Discussion of Statutory Time Limits Applicable to Licensing

or Clearance Functions

L Two Types of Time Limits

Statutory time limits applicable to licensing or clearance functions

generally take one of two forms. The first type provides for the automatic

approval or clearance of proposed private activity if the agency does not act

affirmatively to block the activity within a prescribed period of time. An ex-

ample of this type time limit may be found in section 8(a) of the Securities

Act of 1933", which provides that the effective date of a registration state-

ment for the issuance of securities "shall be the twentieth day after the filing

thereof." While the Securities and Exchange Commission does not formally

approve registration statements, a statement becomes automatically effec-

tive on the twentieth day if the Commission does not act to block it; and the

issuer may then commence to market the securities.

The second type of time limit provides that the agency "shall" approve

or disapprove an application within a prescribed period of time after it is

filed. The agency does not ordinarily have authority to extend the statutory

deadline. These time limits are action-forcing but they do not supply a deci-

sion by operation of law if the agency fails to act. An example of this type

of time limit may be found in section 505(c) of the Food, Drug and Cos-

metic Act of 1938, as amended by the New Drug Amendments of 1962,"

24. 15 U.S.C. §77h(a) (1970).

25. 21 U.S.C. §355(c) (1970).
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which requires manufacturers of new drugs to obtain premarket approval

from the Food and Drug Administration. While that section requires the

agency to approve an application or to afford the applicant an opportunity

for a hearing within 180 days of an application's filing, affirmative action

by the agency is required before the manufacturer may market the new

drug. The expiration of the 180-day period does not entitle the manufac-

turer to proceed without agency approval. A seldom-found variant of this

type of time limit allows the agency to extend for good cause the statutory

period during which it is required to approve or disapprove an application.

Section 4(g) of the Export Administration Act,^* for example, permits the

Office of Export Administration to notify an applicant for an export license

that it requires additional time to make a decision.

Both types of statutory time limits may operate to expedite agency ac-

tion and reduce undue delay. The statutory deadline provides a target for

the agency to meet and spurs the agency to obtain sufficient personnel and

to develop an adequate processing system. The case studies of the Food and

Drug Administration, the Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance, and the

Office of Export Administration disclose that statutory time limits have had

these beneficial effects at those agencies.

Statutory time limits applicable to licensing or clearance functions may
nevertheless create serious problems which limit their effectiveness. An
agency responsible for processing a large number of applications simply

cannot meet the statutory deadline in all cases. The inevitability of non-

compliance does not result from the failure of Congress to establish a

realistic time limit. With the exception of the twenty-day time limit ap-

plicable to the clearance by the Securities and Exchange Commission of

registration statements for the issuance of new securities, the statutory time

limits discussed in this report are realistic in the sense that if everything goes

smoothly the agency can complete the task subject to the time limit in the

assigned 60, 90, or 180 days. The problem is that in the real world

everything does not go smoothly. This is particularly likely to be true if the

agency processes a substantial number of applications (several hundred or

more annually) that require more than routine approval upon a determina-

tion of facial completeness.

A number of factors contribute to this inevitability of non-compliance.

The agency normally has no control over the filing of applications, and an

unanticipated increase in applications may cause a backlog to develop.

Once a backlog develops it may prove difficult to clear. This has occurred,

for example, at the Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance. An anticipated

increase may have the same effect since the hiring of sufficient competent

personnel often proves to be difficult and time consuming if not impossible.

Morale problems at the Food and Drug Administration, for example, have

26. 50 U.S.C. §2403(g) (Supp. V 1975). This section was subsequently amended by the

Export Administration Amendments of 1977. See Case Study #3 on the Office of Export

Administration.
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long made it difficult to recruit competent medical officers to review new

drug applications.

Problems may also arise in processing applications that raise signifi-

cant factual or policy issues. While a statutory time limit may be realistic for

processing the great majority of routine applications, it may not be realistic

for the minority of "tough" applications. This has occurred at the Office of

Export Administration. High-level reviewers at the end of the review proc-

ess may raise issues which require returning the application to the initial

reviewers for further work. If the pipeline is full and if all agency reviewers

are fully occupied, a referral back for additional work will almost inevitably

result in a missed statutory deadline. While statutory time limits may ex-

pedite agency action, they have not normally operated to force an agency to

act before it has made up its mind. In fact, the combined problems of

backlog and decisional delay have resulted in a substantial degree of non-

compliance with all the statutory time limits surveyed in this study. The

uniform approach adopted by the agencies in this situation is to take the

time necessary to make a proper decision and not just to make a decision

within the statutory time limit.

2. Disapproval of Time Limits of the Automatic Approval Type

The inevitability of a significant incidence of non-compliance with a

statutory time limit makes it unwise in most instances for Congress to adopt

a time limit of the first type which provides for automatic approval of pro-

posed private activity at the end of the prescribed period of time. Such a

time limit forces the agency to choose between the undesirable alternatives

of clearing proposed private activity that may be harmful to the public or of

denying clearance out of an abundance of caution even though the denial

may prove to be unnecessary.

Congress has in fact deleted automatic approval provisions in two re-

cent instances. Prior to the New Drug Amendments of 1962, a manu-

facturer of a new drug could market its product if the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration did not affirmatively block that action within 180 days of the

manufacturer's filing of a new drug appHcation. The nation's close escape

from a thalidomide tragedy similar to that caused by the marketing of that

drug in Europe convinced Congress to require affirmative approval of a

new drug by the Food and Drug Administration before it could be

marketed." Similarly, prior to the Securities Acts Amendments of 1975, ap-

plications for registration as a broker or dealer or as an investment adviser

became automatically effective thirty days after receipt by the Securities and

Exchange Commission if the Commission did not act to block the registra-

tion v^ithin the period. The 1975 amendments increased the protection

available to the public by requiring affirmative Commission approval of

27. For further discussion of this change and for citation of authority, see Case Study #2

on the Food and Drug Administration.
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registration applications.^' In the one remaining area where the Securities

Acts have an automatic approval provision—the clearance of registration

statements for the issuance of new securities under section 8(a) of the

Securities Act of 1933—the Commission enjoys sufficient leverage to pre-

vent issuers from invoking the unrealistic twenty-day time limit. Issuers

cannot as a practical matter market new securities until the Commission has

cleared them; and they therefore file delaying amendments which afford the

Commission the time it needs to complete its review.

The only other significant example of a statutory time limit with an

automatic approval provision may be found in section 5 of the Voting

Rights Act." That section forbids states subject to the Act from implement-

ing any changes in their voting laws without first obtaining a declaratory

judgment from the District Court for the District of Columbia that the pro-

posed change "does not have the purpose and will not have the effect of

denying or abridging the right to vote on account of race or color." Alter-

natively, the state may implement the proposed change after submitting it to

the Attorney General of the United States and receiving no objection within

sixty days. The Attorney General has utilized the State's burden of proof

under section 5 to limit the impact of this automatic approval provision.

Thus, under the Justice Department's regulations,'" which have been

upheld by the Supreme Court," the Attorney General will object to a sub-

mission if he cannot within the sixty-day time period satisfy himself that the

proposed change is without a discriminatory purpose or effect. A "forced"

decision will therefore necessarily be adverse to the applicant. The well-

grounded fear that a "forced" decision will likely be adverse to the private

interest at stake convinced Congress to soften an automatic approval pro-

vision in the Export Administration Amendments of 1977."

3. Interpretation of Time Limits of the Action-Forcing Type

Time limits of the automatic approval type generally do not pose prob-

lems of interpretation. They usually provide that the application or pro-

posed private activity shall be "deemed" approved or cleared unless the

agency acts affirmatively to block it within the prescribed period of time.

On the other hand, statutory time limits of the type which require that the

agency "shall approve or disapprove" an application within so many days

28. Pub. L. 94-29, §16, 89 Stat. 146 (1975), codified at 15 U.S.C. 788 (Supp. V 1975).

29. 42 U.S.C. §1973c (1970).

30. 28 CFR 51.19 (1976).

3 1

.

Georgia v. United States, 4 1 1 U .S . 526 ( 1 973)

.

32. Under the provision ultimately enacted, applications for export licenses become

automatically effective 90 days after filing, but the Secretary of Commerce may block this

automatic approval simply by finding that additional time is required to act on the application

and by notifying the applicant in writing of the reasons for the delay and the expected date of

the decision. See Case Study #3 on the Office of Export Administration for further discussion

and for citation of authority.
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agency acts affirmatively to block it within the prescribed period of time.

On the other hand, statutory time limits of the type which require that the

agency "shall approve or disapprove" an application within so many days

raise significant interpretative difficulties. The primary issue is usually

stated in terms of whether Congress intended the time limit to be mandatory

or directory, but that formulation subsumes two separate issues. First, what

relief is available to private parties if the agency does not act within the

statutory time limit? Second, may the agency validly act after the expiration

of the statutory time hmit? There is also the subsidiary issue whether agency

officials act unlawfully when they do not act within the statutory deadline.

Our government is based on the rule of law, and government officials are

legitimately concerned with obeying the law. Are they lawbreakers when

they miss a statutory deadline? What reasons justify their doing so? The

case law does not provide a clear answer to most of these questions. Of
course, the answers may differ for different statutory time limits since each

statutory time limit has its own wording and legislative history. Congress

may itself resolve these questions in drafting statutory time limits but it

normally has not done so. Congress simply provides that the agency "shall"

act within so many days.

Courts have uniformly interpreted statutory time limits of the action-

forcing type to permit agency action after the expiration of the statutory

time period." This body of case law originated with Maryland Casualty Co.

V, Cardillo,^* where the statute provided that the deputy commissioner of

customs "shall" make a decision on a compensation claim within twenty

days after the closing of the hearing. The court upheld the validity of an

award made after the expiration of the twenty-day period. The court

categorized the statutory time limit as directory and noted that the com-

plaining insurance carrier had not asked the deputy commisisoner to make a

prompt or timely decision.

Subsequent decisions have emphasized the failure of Congress to pro-

vide a penalty or specify any consequences for non-compliance with a

statutory time limit. In Diamond Match Co. v. United States,^^ the court

33. See, e.g., Ralpho v. Bell, 569 F.2d, 40 Ad. Law 2d 896, petitions for rehearing and

rehearing en banc denied with opinions, 41 Ad. Law 2d 681 (D.C. Cir. 1977); Usery v. Whitten

Machine Works, Inc., 554 F.2d 490 (1st Cir. 1977); United States v. Morris, 252 F.2d 648 (5th

Cir. 1958). In Ralpho, the Micronesian Claims Act of 1971 required that the Micronesian

Claims Commission "shall wind up its affairs . . . not later than three years after the expira-

tion of the time for filing claims." The court held that the wind-up provision did not bar a

judicial remand to the Commission to redetermine an improperly determined claim even

though the three year period had expired. The court did not find in the statute or its legislative

history "the slightest indication that justice was to be sacrificed on the altar of speed" and

doubted that the will of Congress would be served by allowing the expiration of the statutory

time period to prevent official fairness. Id. at 922-923. On Whitten, see Case Study #1 on the

Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance.

34. 99 F.2d 432 (D.C. Cir. 1938).

35. 181 F. Supp. 952, 958-959 (Customs Ct. 1960).
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Stated: "Statutes fixing the time for performance of acts will ordinarily be

held directory where there are no negative words restraining the doing of the

act after the time specified and no penalty is imposed." While a statutory

time limit providing for the automatic approval of an application or filing

does bar agency action after the expiration of the time period, a statutory

time limit which does not specify any consequences for the agency's failure

to comply with it does not invalidate agency action taken after the expira-

tion of the prescribed period. The Fifth Circuit recently adopted this ap-

proach in Fort Worth Nat. Corp. v. Federal Savings and Loan Ins. Corp.,^^

where it interpreted a statutory time limit which provided that the Federal

Home Loan Bank Board "shall render its decision" on an application

within ninety days after the receipt of the record. The court held that the

Board had authority to render a valid decision after the expiration of ninety

days; and the proper remedy for a party aggrieved by the delay was to apply

for a court order compelling the agency to act.

Statutory time limits of the action-forcing type are therefore generally

directory to the extent that they permit the agency to act after the expiration

of the statutory period. A contrary interpretation would have the draconian

effect of penalizing innocent private parties, who still need to obtain

clearance from the agency for their proposed private activity, for the

defaults of the agency. None of the legislative materials indicate that Con-

gress intended that harsh consequence to occur.

The Cardillo line of precedents interpreting statutory time limits to be

directory may also support the proposition that any agency official does not

act unlawfully if he fails to comply with a statutory time, at least if he has

some vcilid reason for his default. The absence of any penalty provision sup-

ports that interpretation. There is nevertheless no clear authority on this

issue. Agency officials who miss statutory deadlines do not consider

themselves lawbreakers but still may complain that Congress has by law im-

posed requirements on them which simply cannot be met in all cases.

The mandatory vs. directory issue is hardest to resolve when it arises in

the context of the relief available to private parties injured by an agency's

non-compliance with a statutory time limit. In other contexts where Con-

gress has imposed statutory requirements on government officials, courts

have recognized that the word "shall" may be given a merely directory

meaning if the law's purpose is the protection of the government by giving

guidance to its officials. On the other hand, a mandatory meaning is ap-

parent if Congress intended to protect private rights." Since Congress

generally enacts statutory time limits to protect private persons from the

adverse effects of administrative delay, it would seem that compliance with

these provisions is mandatory. If an agency does not act within a statutory

36. 469 F.2d 47 (5th Cir. 1972).

37. French v. Edwards, 80 U.S. (13 Wall) 506, 511 (1972); Triangle Candy Co. v. United

States, 144 F.2d 195, 198 (9th Cir. 1944).
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time limit, a reviewing court under section 706(1) of the Administrative Pro-

cedure Act may compel agency action on the grounds that it has been

"unlawfully withheld." A district court may also exercise its mandamus

jurisdiction to compel the agency to perform its legal duty.'*

While these principles appear correct in the abstract, there is very little

if any case law to support them in the context of statutory time limits

applicable to licensing or clearance functions." Despite substantial non-

compliance with the statutory time limits surveyed in this study, private

parties have rarely sought judicial relief."" They have not sought it because

they apparently do not believe it is the best way to achieve their objective of

obtaining a favorable decision from the agency. Applicants may remind the

agency about a statutory time limit and may bring outside pressure to bear

on the agency to obtain a timely decision but they are unhkely to sue the

agency if it misses a statutory deadline. They want the agency to devote its

resources to reviewing applications and not to defending lawsuits.

The statutory time limits applicable to agency responses to Freedom of

Information Act requests provide an exception to these generalizations. The

presence of these time limits has prompted a significant number of lawsuits

to compel agency responses."' Section 552(a)(6)(A) of Title 5 of the United

States Code, as added to the Administrative Procedure Act by the Freedom

of Information Act Amendments of 1974,"^ requires that each agency, upon

any request for records, "shall determine within ten working

days . . . whether to comply with such request." The agency "shall make

a determination with respect to an appeal within twenty working

days . . . after the receipt of such appeal." Section 552(a)(6)(B) allows the

agency to extend these administrative deadlines for an additional ten work-

ing days if there are "unusual circumstances." Thereafter, an applicant

who has not received either the records requested or a denial of his request

may bring suit in the appropriate District Court pursuant to section

38. 28 U.S.C. §1361 (1970).

39. NRDC V. Train, 510 F.2d 692 (D.C. Cir. 1973), a case involving statutory time limits

applicable to rulemaking at EPA, provides the strongest authority for the proposition that

agency action has been unlawfully withheld if an agency does not act within the time prescribed

by a mandatory statutory time limit. That case, however, does not expressly cite section 706(1)

of the Administrative Procedure Act.

40. The four case studies on statutory time limits appicable to adjudicatory proceedings

uncovered only one instance where an applicant obtained judicial relief from the effects of a

missed deadline. In Scott v. Kennedy, Civil No. 77—(M. D. Ky.), the court ordered the FDA to

publish a food additive petition in the Federal Register. Section 409(b)(5) of the Food, Drug

and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. §348(b)(5) (1970), required the FDA to give public notice of the

petition within thirty days of filing. The FDA has published the petition, 41 FR 33474

(Aug. 10, 1977), but the deadline for agency action on the petition has not yet passed.

41. Open America v. Watergate Special Prosecution Force, SAl F.2d 605 (D.C. Cir.

1976); Exner v. FBI, 542 F.2d 1121 (9th Cir. 1976); Hayden v. U.S. Dep't of Justice, 413 F.

Supp. 1285 (D. D.C. 1976); Cleaver v. Kelley, 415 F. Supp. 174 (D. D.C. 1976).

42. Pub. L. 93-502, §l(c), 88 Stat. 1561 (1974).
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552(a)(4)(B). That court has jurisdiction to enjoin the agency from

withholding records and to order the production of any agency records im-

properly withheld. Section 552(a)(6)(C) provides that if "the Government

can show exceptional circumstances exist and that the agency is exercising

due diligence in responding to the request, the court may retain jurisdiction

and allow the agency additional time to complete its review of the records."

The legislative history of the Freedom of Information Act Amend-
ments of 1974 clearly indicates that section 552(a)(6)(C), which allows a

court to extend a statutory deadline, was intended to serve as a safety valve

if the tight time limits for agency action proved to be unworkable."^ In Open
America v. Watergate Special Prosecution Force,** the Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia Circuit held that "exceptional circumstances"

exist when an agency is deluged with a huge volume of unanticipated re-

quests that it lacks adequate resources to process within the statutory time

limits. The majority in Open America also held that the agency had exer-

cised due diligence in responding to requests when it assigned all requests on

a first-in, first-out basis, except those requests where exceptional need or

urgency was shown.*' Under these circumstances the court held that the

time limits in section 552(a)(6)(A) "become not mandatory but directory"

and that the District Court was required to grant the agency an extension of

time."*

The great majority of statutory time limits, including all of those

selected for this study, do not contain an analogous safety valve requiring

courts to relieve the agency of the obligation to comply with an unrealistic

deadline. The relief available to a private party aggrieved by an agency's

non-compliance with a statutory deadline may nevertheless be very limited.

At the time the private party seeks judicial relief the agency will have

already missed the statutory deadline for agency action. What does the

court do if the agency answers that it is processing applications on a first-in,

first-out basis but a backlog of applications prevents it from complying with

the statutory time limit or that difficult factual or policy issues raised by a

particular application require further evaluation or consultation? In NRDC
V. Train, *^ Judge Leventhal indicated in a rulemaking context that man-

power or methodological constraints may justify non-compliance with a

statutory time limit. He went on to hold that a court must apply equitable

43. Joint Committee Print, Freedom of Information Act Amendments of 1974, 94th

Cong., 1st Sess. 178, 382, 407, 438-39, 471 (1976).

44. 547 F.2d 605 (D.C. Cir. 1976). Open America was followed in the subsequently

decided Exner v. FBI, 542 F.2d 1121 (9th Cir. 1976).

45. Id. at 616. In a concurring opinion, Judge Leventhal disagreed with the majority's

holding on due diligence which he considered to be broaded than necessary. He would simply

have held that the unexpected crush of requests provided an exceptional circumstance which

justified the court's affording the agency some additional time.

46. Id.

47. 510 F.2d 692 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
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principles when asked to compel agency action or to enjoin the withholding

thereof, even though the agency has failed to comply with a statutory time

limit. Furthermore, the court may even "forebear the issuance of an order

in those cases where it is convinced by the official involved that he has in

good faith employed the utmost diligence in discharging his statutory

responsibilities."'" Even if the court does order the agency to act promptly

on the complaining party's application, it does not have authority to utilize

the contempt power to enforce an order that requires an agency official "to

do an impossibility.'""

The application of equitable principles normally dictates that the court

fashion in its order some schedule or time table for agency action once it

determines that the agency has missed a statutory deadUne. This form of

judicial supervision may result in a court-imposed deadline that is en-

forceable through the contempt power, but there is no assurance that the

court-imposed deadline will be much earlier than the agency would have

acted on the application in any case. A court is properly reluctant to order

an agency to afford priority treatment to an applicant who has sought

judicial relief, because the court's order might hurt other equally deserving

applicants.'" The courts' refusal so far to adopt a first-into court, first-out

of agency approach limits the effectiveness of the relief available to in-

dividual' ' private parties. While a court may review the agency's overall ef-

forts to comply with the statutory time Umit to make sure that the agency is

not engaged in foot-dragging and may impose its own deadlines to insure a

high-level of future agency performance, these forms of judicial inter-

vention are of limited benefit to applicants who cire being treated no dif-

ferently than other similarly situated applicants.

4. Effect of Statutory Time Limits on the Availability of Judicial Relief

from Undue Delay

Despite the limited role of the courts in enforcing statutory time limits,

the presence of a time limit does appear to have an effect on the availability

of judicial relief. The time limit establishes the outer limit within which

Congress expects the agency to act and provides the courts with a norm for

evaluating agency performance. If the agency has deviated from the norm.

48. Id. at 713.

49. Id.

50. "If everyone could go to court when his request had not been processed within thirty

days, and by filing a court action automatically go to the head of the line at the agency, we

would soon have a listing based on priority in filing lawsuits, i.e., first into court, first out of

the agency." Open America v. Watergate Special Prosecution Force, 547 F.2d 605, 615 (D.C.

Cir. 1976). Either everyone would file suit, or there would be an invidious discrimination

against applicants who do not have the know-how or resources to sue. Id.

51. Judge Leventhal argued in favor of this approach in his concurring opinion in Open

America: "Diligence in seeking court relief is not a fool proof way of assigning priority, but it

is material and by no means unprecedented .... The merely curious may well be motivated

enough to write a letter, but not to file a lawsuit." Id. at 620.
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the court should at a minimum impose on the agency the burden of explain-

ing the reasons for the delay.

In the absence of a statutory time limit, section 555(b) of the Ad-

ministrative Procedure Act requires an agency to conclude any matter

presented to it "within a reasonable time." Courts have recognized" that

they have an obligation to enforce this requirement, since section 706(1) of

the Act requires a reviewing court "to compel agency action unlawfully

withheld or unreasonably delayed." Although courts have experienced little

difficulty in resolving jurisdictional challenges to their authority to hear

claims of unlawful and unreasonable delay," they have not succeeded in

developing standards on what constitutes a reasonable or lawful delay.

While relief has been granted where the delay was egregious'" or purpose-

fully oppressive," it has normally not been granted in other cases.'* Al-

though courts have recognized that relief is also available where the agency

takes more time than is found necessary to dispose of similar proceedings,

they have required the aggrieved private party to establish what constitutes

the normal time."

Courts have rarely granted relief from the effects of delay to applicants

seeking a license or clearance for proposed private activity. In Harvey

Radio Laboratories, Inc. v. United States, ^^ for example, the court cate-

gorized the Federal Communications Commission's ten year delay in acting

on Harvey Radio's application as "long and unfortunate." The Commis-
sion had held up the application in order to resolve various issues raised by

it in rulemaking proceedings. The court nevertheless refused to order any

relief because it believed that the policy and procedure followed by the

52. Deering MUliken, Inc. v. Johnston, 295 F.2d 856 (4th Cir. 1961); Nader v. FCC, 520

F.2d 182 (D.C. Cir. 1975).

53. "The claim of unlawful or unreasonable delay establishes court jurisdiction even

though there has been no final agency order, and the relief sought is e.g., an order requiring the

agency to hold a hearing." International Ass'n of Mach. and A. Wkrs. v. National Med. Bd.,

425 F.2d 527.535 n.3 (D.C. Cir. 1970). See also Templeton v. Dixie Color Printing Co., 313 F.

Supp. 105 (N.D. Ala. 1970) (jurisdiction and reviewability); Environmental Defense Fund,

Inc. V. Hardin. 428 F.2d 1093 (D.C. Cir. 1970) (ripeness).

54. Silverman v. NLRB, 543 F.2d 428 (2nd Cir. 1976) (no excuse for five year delay in

determining back pay—an "Orwellian nightmare"); Texaco, Inc. v. FTC, 336 F.2d 754 (D.C.

Cir 1964) (twelve year delay in completing unfair trade practice proceeding), vacated and

remanded, FTC v. Texaco, Inc., 381 U.S. 739 (1%5) (dismissal of charges not an appropriate

remedy for undue delay).

55. Atlantic & Gulf Stevedores. Inc. v. Donovan, 274 F.2d 794 (5th Cir. 1960) (refusal to

adjudicate employee's claim prejudiced employer); North American Van Lines v. United

States, 412 F. Supp. 782 (N.D. Ind. 1976) (three-judge court) (see text at n.63 below).

56. See the cases cited in nn. 57-62 below.

57. Kent v. Hardin, 425 F.2d 1346, 1350 (5th Cir. 1970) (no unreasonable delay when

hearing examiner required four months to write opinion); FTC v. J. Weingarten, Inc., 336 F.

2d 687 (5th Cir. 1964) (no unreasonable delay when proceeding before examiner consumed two

and one-half years).

58. 289 F.2d 458 (D.C. Cir. 1%1).
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Commission was "not without a reasonable basis, notwithstanding the time

frame involved."" In Buckeye Cable Television Inc. v. United States,^" the

court hkewise found not to be unreasonable an "unfortunate" two and one

half year delay by the Federal Communications Commission in acting on an

expansion petition filed by the operator of a CATV system. The court cited

the complexity of the problems resulting from the rapid growth of CATV and

the need for the Commission to develop a uniform regulatory approach and

to avoid prompt but piecemeal decisions. In Kessler v. FCC *' the court

upheld a freeze on AM radio applications while the Commission engaged in

rulemaking but indicated that "there may be circumstances where the length

of delay is so excessive or the reasons for the delay so arbitrary, that a hearing

must be ordered to prevent substantial injustice." That point was evidently

reached in Booth American Company v, FCC.^^ Booth's application for an

emergency hcense had been pending at the Federal Communications Com-
mission for seventeen months. In an unexplicated, unreported order the

court directed the Commission to act within twenty days or explain to the

court why it had not done so. The only reported instance where a court has

actually ordered an agency to act on an application within a prescribed period

of time is North American Van Lines v. United States^^ where the court held

that the Interstate Commerce Commission had unlawfully "flagged" North

American Van's applications for new operating authority while it completed

a separate investigation to determine North American Van's fitness. The
court ordered the Commission to grant or deny the illegally flagged applica-

tions within sixty days. Some of the applications had been stayed for up to

three years while, in the court's opinion, the Commission "harrassed" North

American Van without resolving the fitness issue.

These licensing cases indicate the reluctance of reviewing courts to find

that administrative delay was "unlawful" or "unreasonable". Delays attrib-

utable to an agency's inefficiency, lack of resources and internal ordering*"

are matters for the agency to resolve unless Congress has spoken otherwise."

Only when the delay is grossly excessive or for an improper reason have

courts been likely to intervene."

The situation necessarily changes if agency action is subject to a statu-

tory deadline. The time limit reflects a Congressional determination of

59. Id. at 460.

60. 438 F.2d 948 (6th Cir. 1971).

61. 376 F.2d 673 (D.C. Cir. 1%3).

62. No. 23, 862 (D.C. Cir. 1970), noted in Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. v. Hardin,

428 F.2d 1093, 1100 n.32 (D.C. Cir. 1970).

63. 412 F. Supp. 782 (N.D. Ind. 1976) (three-judge court).

64. FCC V. WJR, The Goodwill Station, Inc. , 337 U.S. 265, 271-272 (1949) (agency may

determine order in which it conducts its proceedings).

65. See generally Goldman, Administrative Delay and Judicial Relief, 66 Mich. L. Rev.

1423 (1968).

66. See cases cited at nn.54 and 55.
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priorities on how the agency should operate. The court should therefore

scrutinize more closely an agency's internal ordering of its affairs. The

burden shifts to the agency to explain why it has not fulfilled Congressional

expectations. While courts have not treated a statutory deadline as a matter

of legal obligation when it comes to formulating an approprite remedy, the

presence of a statutory time limit insures more effective judicial review of

the agency's performance. The statutory time limit provides the courts with

a norm for testing what the agency has done.

The initial availability of a greater degree of judicial scrutiny where

delay has resulted in missing a statutory deadline does not necessarily mean
that the courts will be able to provide effective relief. The case studies in this

Report of four agencies whose licensing or clearance functions are subject

to statutory time limits demonstrate that those agencies have taken seriously

the statutory deadlines for agency action. Delays beyond those allowed by

statute are occasioned primarily by lack of manpower and by difficulty in

making decisions in individual cases. Courts can do little to remedy these

causes of delays and have even treated them as justifications for deviations

from the statutory norm." While it is true that court orders enforcing

statutory time limits or imposing the court's own schedule on a dilatory

agency "should serve like adrenalin, to heighten the response and to

stimulate the fullest use of resources,"** this judicial role appears to be

more effective in forcing the conclusion of complex rulemaking proceedings

(the context in which it was formulated) than in expediting the processing of

individual licensing applications.

D. General Discussion of Statutory Time Limits Applicable to Rulemaking

Modern rulemaking constitutes a major undertaking by an agency even

if the agency utilizes the informal notice and comment procedures in section

553 of the Administrative Procedure Act. The notice of proposed rulemak-

ing must contain a concrete proposal with an adequate evidentiary basis;*'

and it is now generally recognized to be improper for an agency to utilize a

notice of proposed rulemaking to float an idea that it has not yet fully de-

veloped. The agency must then compile a rulemaking record for submission

to a reviewing court if its rule is to survive a subsequent challenge by an ag-

grieved person.'" In the preamble to its final rule the agency must also re-

spond to the comments received on the proposal and supply a reasoned

justification for the rule." Statutes and court decisions have also required

67. See NRDC v. Train, 510 F.2d 692, 712-713 (D.C. Cir. 1973) Leventhal, J.

68. Id. at 712.

69. National Welfare Rights Organization v. Mathews, 533 F.2d 637 (D.C. Cir. 1976).

70. National Welfare Rights Organization v. Mathews, supra, n. 69; Portland Cement

Ass'n V. Ruckelshaus, 486 F.2d 375 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

71. Rodway v. United States Dep't of Agriculture, 514 F.2d 809 (D.C. Cir. 1975);

Amoco Oil Co. v. EPA, 501 F.2d 722 (D.C. Cir. 1974). See generally, Verkuil, Judicial Review

of Informal Rulemaking, 60 Va. L. Rev. 185 (1975).
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agencies to hold public hearings and to allow various forms of public par-

ticipation in rulemaking proceedings in addition to the opportunity to sub-

mit written comments.'^

Rulemaking therefore requires a major commitment of agency

resources. This is particularly true if a rule substantially affects private in-

terests and raises controversial issues that are likely to prompt a challenge in

the courts. Agency heads throughout the federal government emphasize the

importance of controlling their agency's rulemaking efforts. An agency can

only engage in so much rulemaking at one time and should not embark on a

major rulemaking effort without first reviewing its priorities and available

resources. Rulemaking activity within a large agency must be coordinated to

insure that different branches know what other branches are doing. These

problems produce the constant refrain of agency heads that they must "get

a handle" on their agency's rulemaking.

What contribution do statutory time limits make to this situation? The

five case studies of statutory time limits applicable to rulemaking pro-

ceedings do not provide much evidence of a positive contribution. The ex-

perience of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration indicates

that time limits applicable only to some stages of rulemaking may not ex-

pedite the overall process but may only shift the delays to stages that are not

covered by time limits. The experience of the Consumer Product Safety

Commission demonstrates that statutory time limits which are extendable

by the agency for cause may have little or no impact since any time pressure

or difficulty will prompt the agency to grant itself an extension. The

experience of the Environmental Protection Agency, on the other hand,

establishes that statutory time limits applicable to all stages of rulemaking

may expedite proceedings if interested outsiders monitor the agency's com-

pliance with the time limits. An unmonitored time limit, however, may have

little or no effect and become a dead letter. Finally, the experience of the

Office of Education indicates that time constraints in rulemaking may have

some undesirable effects on the agency's decisional process. Its experience

and that of the Environmental Protection Agency also reveal the tension

created by the conflict between the evidentiary and procedural requirements

for modem rulemaking enforced by the courts and the decision-forcing ap-

proach of statutory time limits.

The case studies are nevertheless indecisive on the desirability of

statutory time limits for rulemaking proceedings. One's ultimate position

may well depend on one's view on how much discretion Congress should

allow agencies to exercise. Should an agency head be able to defer further

rulemaking in area A where the agency has encountered opposition and

concentrate the agency's resources in area B where new problems (or per-

haps an emergency situation) has arisen? Or should the outside monitors be

72. Mobil Oil Corp. v. FPC, 483 F.2d 1238 (D.C. Cir. 1973); NRDC v. NRC, 547 F.2d

633 (D.C. Cir. 1976). See generally, Williams, "Hybrid Rulemaking" under the Administra-

tive Procedure Act: A Legal and Empirical Analysis, 42 U. Chi. L. Rev. 401 (1975).
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able to insist that Congress has required the agency to complete rulemaking

in area A by a specific date regardless of the preference of the agency head

first to overcome the opposition through additional consultation or negotia-

tion or to devote the agency's rulemaking resources to area B? There is no

simple or uniform answer to these questions.

In the absence of any statutory time limit or other congressional direc-

tive, an agency has broad discretion to order its own proceedings. It may
first complete one rulemaking proceeding while deferring the initiation or

completion of another rulemaking proceeding." While a deferral may at

some point constitute agency action unreasonably delayed, there are few

reported instances where a court has intervened to compel agency action. In

Nader v. FCC,^* the court did find that the Commission had unreasonably

delayed rulemaking proceedings for the resolution of two major issues on

AT&T's rate structure. The court held that it could find "no justification

for a delay of ten years" that had occurred in resolving the issues.'' It

ordered the Commission to submit within thirty days a proposed time table

for the completion of the proceedings. After a period of public comment

the court would either approve or reject the Commission's schedule. The

Commission was then to adhere to the schedule approved by the court for

the completion of the proceedings. In Home Box Office, Inc. v. FCC,^*" the

court likewise found that the Commission had unreasonably delayed the

completion of its "program exclusivity"" rulemaking proceeding. In that

proceeding only eighteen months had elapsed since the publication of the

notice of proposed rulemaking and twelve months since the close of the

comment period, although the Commission had been studying the problem

for nearly six years. Without further explication the court ordered the Com-
mission to "terminate" its program exclusivity proceeding within 180

days.'*

This body of case law does not provide much guidance on what con-

stitutes an "unreasonable delay". It reflects primarily the growing impa-

tience of the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit with the

dilatoriness of the Federal Communications Commission. The court first

warned the Commission to speed up its proceedings'' and finally ordered it

73. Associated Press v. FCC, 448 F.2d 1095 (D.C. Cir. 1971); FCC v. WJR, The Good-

will Station. Inc., 337 U.S. 265 (1947).

74. 520 F.2d 182 (D.C. Cir. 1975).

75. Id. at 206.

76. 567 F.2d 9, 40 Ad. Law 2d 1007 (D.C. Cir. 1977).

77. "Program exclusivity" refers to the alleged broadcast network practice of obtaining

exclusive exhibition rights against cable casters. Id. at 1009 n.4. The court's discussion of the

unreasonable delay issue was limited to footnote 4 of its opinion.

78. Id. at 1034.

78. Id. at 1034.

79. "We presume the Commission will proceed expeditiously so that this proceeding

may reach a final conclusion before it enters its second decade." Lebanon Valley Radio, Inc. v.

FCC, 503 F.2d 1%, 201 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
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to do so.*° No principles of general applicability have emerged from the

fray.

Statutory time limits change this situation by informing the courts

when they may intervene to compel agency action. If an agency misses a

statutory deadline, the court has authority to intervene at that point.*' The
case study of the Environmental Protection Agency, and to a lesser extent,

the case studies of the Office of Education and the Occupational Safety and

Health Administration indicate that judicial intervention to enforce

statutory time limits or the threat of judicial intervention may result in the

prompter promulgation of final rules than would otherwise be the case.

The effect of this change is often quite limited. Its significance depends

on the presence of interested persons outside the agency who monitor the

agency's performance and who are willing to file a lawsuit if the agency

does not live up to their expectations. A court enforcing a statutory time

limit must also apply equitable principles, and it cannot blindly order the

agency to do within the statutory time limit what Congress expected it to do.

Regardless of a statutory deadline, the court may do no more than review

the sincerity of the agency's effort to comply with the deadline and order

the agency to accomplish what may be expected from a fair, honest effort at

compliance.*^ This limitation on the power of the court is particularly

significant in the rulemaking context where a missed deadline at an early

stage of a rulemaking proceeding may prompt a lawsuit to enforce com-
pliance with deadlines in subsequent stages. Prospective relief is also subject

to equitable principles, and an agency cannot be ordered to comply with an

unrealistic time limit.
*^

The applicability of equitable principles normally dictates that the

court fashion in its order a schedule or time table for agency action that

takes into account any staff shortages or methodological difficulties con-

fronting the agency. NRDC v. Train,^* the effluent guidelines case, in-

dicates that this form of judicial supervision may well stimulate the fullest

use of agency resources and produce final rules sooner than they would

otherwise appear. In those proceedings the impact of the statutory time

limit as enforced by the court was substantial. It did produce results.

Once again the cost is a loss of agency discretion to order its own
house, since the court in effect instructs the agency on how to utilize its

resources. Deputy EPA Administrator John Quarles complained after he

80. See cases cited at nn. 74 and 76.

81. NRDC V. Train, 510 F.2d 692 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

82. Id. See the discussion of NRDC v. Train in section C(3) of the Introduction and in

case study #8 on the Environmental Protection Agency at pp. 185-191.

83. National Congress of Hispanic American Citizens (El Congresso) v. Usery, 554 F.2d

11% (D.C. Cir. 1977). See the text at p. 153 of case study #6 on the Occupational Safety and

Health Administration for further discussion of National Congress.

84. 510 F.2d 692 (D.C. Cir. 1973). See the discussion of this litigation in Case Study #8

on the Environmental Protection Agency.
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left office that citizen suits to enforce specific statutory requirements se-

verely restricted the agency's ability to direct and control its own programs

and shifted many crucial policy decisions from the political to the legal

arena.'* Quarles cited the effluent guidelines litigation as an example of a

citizen suit that not only forced the agency's management to give top prior-

ity to the promulgation of effluent guidelines but forced it to continue doing

so "long after the time when we feh that it was a useful exercise from the

viewpoint of trying to clean up the water. Rather than making decision

based on a judgment of what we thought would be best for pollution con-

trol, our decisions have been dictated by the law and the court order.""

One might ask what is wrong with decisions made in accordance with

law and a court order. The Environmental Protection Agency was only re-

quired to do what Congress intended it to do. But there is necessarily a time

gap between the enactment of a law and its implementation by the agency.

In 1972, when Congress passed the Federal Water Pollution Control

Amendments," it seemed quite sensible to assign top priority to the pro-

mulgation of effluent standards for all categories of point sources. The
Amendments adopted the new approach of regulating discharges and re-

jected as ineffective the earlier approach of regulating water quality. By

1975, when the Environmental Protection Agency was struggling to pro-

mulgate effluent guidelines for the remaining categories of point sources,

the situation had changed, as had the agency's perspective on the problem

of water pollution. Run-off from agricultural, mining and other non-point

sources and discharges of toxic substances from a limited number of point

and non-point sources provided increased cause for concern. Whether the

completion of the effluent guidelines proceedings still deserved top priority,

or whether priority should be given to these other problem areas, was a

highly debatable issue. Ideally, this type of dilemma required a reference

back to the legislature for resolution, but the system does not always (or

usually) work in that fashion. Congress can only direct its attention to a

limited number of major legislative proposals during a given session. This

phenomenon, while aggravating the problem, leaves unresolved the basic

question of how much agency discretion is desirable. A statutory deadline

may be rigid but it at least provides some assurance that the agency will do

what Congress wanted done when it enacted the statute.

Statutory time limits do operate to favor the promulgation of a rule

over a no-rule situation. They provide a handle for interested private per-

sons to force the issuance of a rule. While an agency usually may comply

with a statutory time limit by terminating a rulemaking proceeding within

the prescribed period without the promulgation of a rule, there is no known

instance where this has occurred and the thrust of such provisions plainly

85. Proceedings of the Administrative Law Section's 1976 Bicentennial Institute—Over-

sight and Review of Agency Decisionmaking, 29 Ad. L. Rev. 569, 727 (1976).

86. Id. at 732.

87. Pub. L. 92-500, 86 Stat. 843 (1972).
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favors the production of rules. This experience indicates that statutory time

limits applicable to rulemaking are most likely to be appropriate when Con-

gress specifies in detail what it expects the agency to do and does not leave

the scope of regulation largely to agency discretion. In recent environmental

legislation, for example, Congress has specified in considerable detail what

it wants the Environmental Protection Agency to do and has not, as in the

case of the Federal Trade Commission or Consumer Product Safety Com-
mission, broadly delegated authority to prohibit unfair or unsafe en-

vironmental practices. The case study of the Environmental Protection

Agency indicates that in the former situation a statutory time Hmit may
have the intended effect on the timeliness and quantity of the agency's out-

put. The case study of the Consumer Product Safety Commission indicates

that a statutory time limit may be less effective in reducing delay when the

agency has broad discretion over what it regulates. While the reason for this

distinction is not readily apparent, it may relate more to the agency's sense

of mission than to the presence of a statutory time hmit. An agency such as

the Consumer Product Safety Commission does not really know what it is

expected to accomphsh. The statutes it administers tell it little more than to

protect the consuming public from unreasonably hazardous products; and

it has not yet developed its own expectations on what it should do to fulfill

that assignmeent. In this situation there is no drive to act within a prescribed

period of time since there is no predetermined goal.

Statutory Time Limits Applicable to the Granting or Denying of Rule-

making Petitions

Unless Congress provides otherwise, an agency's decision to decide an

issue (i.e., to commence a rulemaking or adjudicatory proceeding to resolve

the issue) is a discretionary one. Whether the decision is committed entirely

to the agency's discretion and therefore not reviewable in the courts," or

whether the agency's decision is subject to review for abuse of discretion,*'

is a matter of some controversy; but the latter view appears to be the

prevailing one at present. Congress may of course specifically require an

agency to promulgate a rule without imposing a time limit for the comple-

tion of the task. In 1966, for example. Congress enacted an amendment to

the Health Insurance for the Aged (Medicare) Act'" which instructed the

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to issue regulations to provide

for the retroactive corrective adjustment of payments to providers of

medical services. In 1973, the court in Kingsbrook Jewish Medical Center v.

88. Ness Investment Corp. v. United States, 512 F.2d 706 {9th Cir. 1973) (dictum).

89. Oljato Chapter of Navajo Tribe v. Train, 515 F.2d 634 (D.C. Cir. 1975) (rulemak-

ing); Environmental Defense Fund. Inc. v. Hardin, 428 F.2d 1093 (D.C. Cir. 1970). In Oljato,

the court stated: "We have no doubt that it would be an abuse of discretion for the Ad-

ministrator to fail to revise a standard of performance when the evidence supporting revision

becomes sufficiently compelling. Such abuses are not without judicial remedy." Id. at 662.

90. Pub. L. 89-713, §7, (1966), codified at 42 U.S.C. §1395v(l) (1970).
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Richardson" "[s]earched in vain for such regulations" and ordered the

Secretary to promulgate them. Neither the statute nor the court's order con-

tained any time limit. Courts have also interpreted statutes delegating

rulemaking authority over a subject matter to require agency promulgation

of rules. In Rockbridge v. Lincoln,'^^ for example, the court ordered the

Bureau of Indian Affairs to promulgate regulations governing traders on
Indian reservations. Congress had enacted statutes authorizing the Bureau

to do so in 1876 and 1903 but no regulations had ever been promulgated.

The court held that Congress had passed the statutes with a specific set of

legislative objectives in mind and that the lawfulness of the Bureau's exer-

cise of discretion to regulate or not to regulate must be determined by

reference to those objectives. Since Congress had intended that the traders

on Indian reservations be subject to regulation, the agency's decision not to

regulate was unlawful.

Statutory provisions requiring an agency to grant or deny rulemaking

petitions within a prescribed period of time do not necessarily affect an

agency's discretion to decide what it shall decide. The agency is only re-

quired to make that decision within the prescribed period; a disappointed

petitioner may then seek whatever judicial review is available. The statutory

time limit does little more than require the agency to answer its mail and to

explain to the petitioner its reason for accepting or rejecting his idea. It is

hard to fault such a provision which makes more meaningful the existing

right of private persons under section 553(e) of the Administrative Proced-

ure Act to petition an agency for the issuance, amendment or revocation of

a rule and the existing responsibility of an agency under section 555(b) to

decide all matters presented to it within a reasonble period of time.

An agency may nevertheless hesitate to grant a rulemaking petition if

most or all of the subsequent stages of the rulemaking proceeding are sub-

ject to statutory time limits. Granting the petition may inexorably commit
the agency to devote its resources to complete the rulemaking proceeding

within the prescribed time limits regardless of other more urgent pro-

ceedings that are presently pending or may arise in the future. This loss of

discretion over the internal ordering of its own proceedings has discouraged

the Consumer Product Safety Commission from granting meritorious rule-

making petitions within the statutory time period. The National Highway
Traffic Traffic Safety Administration, which is likewise subject to a

statutory time limit applicable to rulemaking petitions, does not experience

a similar compunction because it realizes that once it grants a petition the

timing of the rulemaking proceeding is left largely to its discretion since

there are not statutory time limits for the completion of the proceeding. As
a result petitions are granted which may never emerge in the form of pro-

posed rules.

91. 486 F.2d 663, 669 (2d Cir. 1973).

92. 449 F.2d 367 (9th Cir. 1971).
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The broad discretion which most agencies enjoy to decide what to

decide provides an answer to this dilemma. Absent a more specific statutory

directive, an agency should grant a rulemaking petition only if it is ready

and able to engage in rulemaking; it should deny a petition if it does not

have the resources to conduct the rulemaking proceeding under a rational

allocation of its resources. Congress denied the Consumer Product Safety

Commission that discretion when it broadened the judicial relief available

to disappointed petitioners." Case Study #5 on the Consumer Product

Safety Commission demonstrates the undesirability of combining a statu-

tory time limit for agency action on rulemaking petitions with a reductionof

the agency's discretion to grant or deny petitions.'"

Case Study No. 1

Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance (OTAA) in the Department of
Labor Determinations of Workers' Eligibility for Trade Adjustment

Assistance

In the Trade Act of 1974," Congress greatly expanded the availability

of trade adjustment assistance for workers and firms injured by increased

imports. Congress delegated to the Secretary of Labor the authority to

determine the eligibility of workers for trade adjustment assistance; and the

Secretary in turn delegated this responsibility within the Department. The
Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance in the Bureau of International

93. Congress in the Consumer Product Safety Act of 1972 and the Toxic Substances

Control Act of 1976 combined a statutory time limit applicable to rulemaking petitions with a

broadened scope of judicial review of agency denials. Section 10(e) of the Consumer Product

Safety Act, 15 U.S.C. §2059(e) (Supp. V1975) provides that the court shall order the Consumer

Product Safety Commission to initiate rulemaking proceedings if the petitioner demonstrates

by a "preponderance of the evidence in a de novo proceeding" that the consumer product

which is the subject of the petition presents an unreasonable risk of injury and that the failure

of the Commission to initiate rulemaking unreasonably exposes the petitioner or other con-

sumers to a risk of injury presented by the product. As a result of this provision rulemaking ac-

tivity at the Commission has been more reactive than planned and the agency has been unable

to control the ordering of its own proceedings. See case study #5.

It is unlikely that the 90-day time limit for acting on rulemaking petitions under the Toxic

Substances Control Act will have a similar effect at the Environmental Protection Agency. Sec-

tion 21 of the Act, 15 U.S.C. §2620 (Supp. VI 1976), while mandating a similar de novo judi-

cial determination on whether a rule is necessary, also authorizes the court to permit the Ad-

ministrator to defer initiating rulemaking if the court finds that "the extent of the risk to health

or the environment alleged by the petitioner is less than the extent of risks to health or the

environment with respect to which the Administrator is taking action under this Act and there

are insufficient resources available to the Administrator to take the action requested by the

petitioner."

94. This combination is particularly undesirable when Congress has not legislated in

detail but has, as in the case of the Consumer Product Safety Commission, largely delegated to

the agency the authority to chart its own course. It also appears undesirable where the Con-

gress has provided more specific instructions to the agency since the agency should retain some

discretion over the timing or phasing in of regulation. See the discussion of Association of

American Railroads v. Costle, 562 F.2d 1310 (D.C. Cir. 1977), infra n.374.

95. Pub. L. 93-618, 88 Stat. 2011, codified at 19 U.S.C. §§2251(0 (Supp. V. 1975).
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Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance in the Bureau of International

Labor Affairs presently administers the program. The Domestic and Inter-

national Business Administration in the Department of Commerce admin-

isters a similar program of adjustment assistance for firms. That program is

smaller in scope and will be mentioned only in passing.

Under section 221(a) of the Act,'* groups of workers may petition the

Secretary of Labor for a certification of eligibility to apply for trade adjust-

ment assistance. While individual workers may not petition, the petitioning

group may be as small as three. A certification is effective for two years and
covers all affected workers at a firm or appropriate subdivision thereof.

Section 223(a)" requires that the Secretary "shall determine" eligibility

"[als soon as possible after the date on which a petition is filed . . . but in

any event not later than 60 days after that date . . .
." Section 222" pro-

vides that the Secretary shall certify a group of workers as eligible to apply

for trade adjustment assistance if he determines:

(1) that a significant number or proportion of the workers in such

workers' firm or an appropriate subdivision of the firm have become
totally or partially separated, or are threatened to become totally or

partially separated,

(2) that sales or production, or both, of such firm or subdivision

have decreased absolutely, and

(3) that increases of imports of articles like or directly competitive

with articles produced by such workers' firm or an appropriate sub-

division thereof contributed importantly to such total or partial separa-

tion, or threat thereof, and to such decline in sales or production.

For purposes of paragraph (3), the term "contributed impor-

tantly' ' means a cause which is important but not necessarily more im-

portant than any other cause.

Certification is the government's stamp of approval that increased im-

ports have been an important cause of the petitioning workers' actual or

threatened unemployment. Workers covered by a certification are entitled

to increased unemployment benefits and to training and relocation

allowances to assist them in the transition to import-competitive jobs. State

unemployment agencies process individual applications for benefits and dis-

tribute the benefits to eligible unemployed workers. The federal role is thus

limited to the initial eligibility determination and to the financing of the en-

tire program. Prompt certification of eligible workers is important because

unemployed workers who are the helpless victims of a liberal trade policy

cannot obtain rehabilitative and relocative assistance until they are covered

by an effective certification.

%. 19 U.S.C. §2271(a) (Supp. V 1975).

97. 19 U.S.C. §2273(a) (Supp. V 1975).

98. 19 U.S.C. §2272 (Supp. V 1975).
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The concept of trade adjustment assistance first appeared in the Trade

Expansion Act of 1962." Section 301(c) of that Act authorized as an alter-

native to industry-wide import relief (i.e. import quotas or higher rates of

duty) the awarding of adjustment assistance to workers or firms adversely

affected by increased imports. The United States Tariff Commission was

delegated the authority to determine whether groups of workers or firms

were eligible to apply for adjustment assistance. Section 301(0(3) directed

the Commission to determine the eligibility of petitioning workers or firms

"at the earliest practicable time, but not later than 60 days after the date on

which the petition is filed."

Despite this statutory time limit, the administration of the adjustment

assistance program was beset by delay. The Tariff Commission adopted a

cumbersome and time consuming petitioning process which normally did

not produce eligibility determinations within the requisite 60 days. Even
greater delays occurred at the state level in the distribution of benefits to

those workers determined to be eligible and at the Department of Com-
merce in the distribution of benefits to eligible firms.'"" Even more disturb-

ing to the proponents of trade adjustment assistance was the restrictive ap-

proach adopted by the Tariff Commission in determining eligibility. The

Commission did not grant a single petition by a group of workers or a firm

from the passage of the Act in 1962 until November, 1969. The Commission

subsequently granted only a small number of workers' petitions covering an

estimated forty-seven thousand workers in twenty-nine states.'"'

Congressional dissatisfaction with the adjustment assistance program

under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 led to the enactment in the Trade

Act of 1974 of several major changes in the program. First, the responsibil-

ity for making eligibility determinations was transferred from the Tariff

Commission (now renamed the International Trade Commission) to the

Department of Labor (workers' petitions)'"^ and the Department of Com-
merce (firms' petitions).'"^ The 60-day statutory time limit for determining

the eligibility of petitioning workers and firms was explicitly retained. The

99. Pub. L. 87-794, 76 Stat. 872 (1976).

100. On delays in administering the program prior to the 1974 Act, see S. Rep. No.

93-1298, 93rd Cong., 2nd Sess. (1974), reprinted in (1974) U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 7186,

7273-74; Commission on International Trade and Investment Policy, United States Interna-

tional Economic Policy in a Changing World 53-57 (1971) (The Williams Report); Fulda, Ad-

justment to Hardship Caused by Imports: The New Decisions of the Tarriff Commission and

the Need for Legislative Clarification, 10 Mich. L. Rev. 791 (1972).

101. Fulda, supra, n. 100 at 797; Note, Title II of the Trade Act of 1974: What Changes

Hath Congress Wrought to Relief from Injury Caused by Import Competition, 10 J. Int'l L. &
Econ. 197, 212 (1975); S. Rep. No. 93-1298, supra n. 100 at 7273.

102. Section 221(a) of the Act, 19 U.S.C. §2271(a) (Supp. V 1975).

103. Section 251(a) of the Act, 19 U.S.C. §2341(a) (Supp. V. 1975). Section 271(a) of the

Act, 19 U.S.C. §2371(a) (Supp. V 1975), established a new program of adjustment assistance

to communities. The Department of Commerce has not implemented that program because

similar benefits are available to communities under other legislation.
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Secretary of Labor was specifically instructed by the Senate Finance Com-
mittee which drafted the legislation to streamline the petitioning process to

insure "that workers displaced by increased imports receive all the benefits

to which they are entitled in an expeditious manner.'""" Congress also

loosened the requisite causal connection between an increase in imports and

domestic unemployment. Section 222(3) of the 1974 Act'"' required only

that the increase in imports "contribute importantly" to the workers' actual

or threatened unemployment. Section 301(c) of the Trade Expansion Act of

1962 had previously required dual findings that an increase in imports was a

"major factor" in causing unemployment and that the increase in imports

had resulted in "major part" from concessions granted under trade agree-

ments. Congress apparently believed that these two causation requirements

were the primary bases for the restrictive approach adopted by the Tariff

Commission in determining workers' eligibility. The loosening of the causal

requirement reflected the overall Congressional intent to liberalize and

expand the adjustment assistance program.

The Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance (OTAA) in the Depart-

ment of Labor started receiving petitions from groups of workers in April,

1975. The Office adopted a simple one-page petition'"* which must be

signed by at least three workers in the affected firm or subdivision thereof

or by their authorized union representative. The form elicits basic informa-

tion on the name of the employer firm, the identity of an official of the firm

who is knowledgeable about the firm's production, sales and employment,

the date of any job separations, the article or product involved, and the

petitioners' reasons for believing that an increase in imports contributed im-

portantly to the actual or threatened loss of employment. This simplified

approach is consistent with the legislative intent that the Department of

Labor "establish minimal filing requirements so that in the normal case a

petition will be considered filed upon receipt by the Secretary.'""^ As a

result, the Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance does not "recycle" defi-

cient petitions by requiring them to be refiled, but treats the initial filing as

sufficient to trigger the running of the 60-day statutory time limit even if the

petition contains insufficient information on which to base an eligibility

determination. (The situation at the Department of Commerce is quite dif-

ferent. Petitioning firms are expected to complete a complex form which the

agency refuses to accept for filing if incomplete.)

The Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance must therefore conduct its

own investigation to gather the necessary factual data to make an eligibility

determination. The Office's investigation is divided into two phases: an

analysis of the industry and an analysis of the particular firm. The former

104. S. Rep. No. 93-1298, supra n.lOO, at 7273.

105. 19 U.S.C. §2272(3) (Supp. V 1975).

106. A copy of the petition form may be found as an Appendix to this case study.

107. S. Rep. No. 93-1298, supra n.lOO, at 7274.
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need only be done once and need not be repeated for subsequent petitions

involving different firms in the same industry. Industry analyses have not

been completed (normally in conjunction with an investigation by the Inter-

national Trade Commission on industry-wide import relief) for most in-

dustries that are the subject of petitions. The latter phase of the investiga-

tion requires one to three work days in the field by agency investigators who
visit the firm involved and gather business information (much of it con-

fidential and received by the Office in confidence) on the firm's production,

sales and employment. In most cases the investigators also conduct a survey

of the firm's customers to determine if they have increased their purchases

of imported goods.

The investigators, who are generally college-trained economists, record

the data they have gathered on standardized forms and write a brief in-

vestigative report (normally two or three single-spaced pages) which is re-

viewed by the Division Chief for Investigations and Reports and then for-

warded to the Director of the Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance. On the

basis of this report the Director submits to the certifying officer (a higher

echelon official in the Department of Labor) his recommendation whether or

not to issue to the petitioning workers a certification of eligibility to apply for

adjustment assistance. An average firm analysis requires fifteen to twenty

staff days to prepare from the start of the investigation through the Director's

recommendation. Under the Labor Department's regulations, the Director

shall submit his recommendation within forty-five days after the filing of the

petition and the certifying office shall make his determination within fifteen

days after receipt of the director's recommendation.'"*

The processing of workers' petitions does not appear to be sufficiently

onerous to preclude the performance of the task within the 60-day statutory

time limit in the normal case. In that time span it is possible for the staff to

prepare an investigative file and report, for the Director to submit his

recommendation, and for the certifying officer to make his decision.

During the first five months of the program (April through August, 1975),

when the volume of petitions was low (significantly less than fifty per

month), the Department of Labor processed seventy-seven percent of the

petitions filed within the statutory time frame. However, during the suc-

ceeding seven months (August, 1975 through March, 1976), only fifteen

percent of the petitions filed were processed within 60 days.'"' Of the 223

petitions disposed of during the months of February, March and April

1977, only ten percent had been pending less than 60 days.""

108. 29 CFR 90.15 and 90.16 (1976).

109. For statistics on the program's first year of operation, see Comptroller General of

the United States, Certifying Workers for Adjustment Assistance - The First Year Under the

Trade Act 37-41 (May 31, 1977) (hereinafter cited as Comptroller General's Report).

1 10. Statistics for periods after the first year have been supplied to the author by the Of-

fice of Trade Adjustment Assistance.
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Backlog caused by a heavy caseload is the primary reason for this in-

creasingly poor track record. The Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance

estimated that it would receive fifty petitions per month during the pro-

gram's first year of operation. In the final seven months of that period new
filings averaged ninety-four per month. During the first four months of

1977, there were an average of 124 petitions filed per month. By the end of

April 1977, the Office had received over two thousand workers' petitions.

This experience contrasts sharply with that of the Department of Com-
merce, which over the same time span accepted for filing roughly one hun-

dred petitions by firms.

Growing awareness of the adjustment assistance program among
workers (especially union workers) provides the primary explanation for the

Office's increasingly heavy caseload. Union leaders in particular quickly

became aware that the Department of Labor was more generous in deter-

mining eligibility under the new Act than was the Tariff Commission under

the old one. The result was a flood of petitions by union workers, not all of

them meritorious. A backlog quickly developed and petitions, which were

generally processed in the order filed,'" had to wait in line until an in-

vestigator was free to prepare the firm analysis. Despite the liberality of the

new Act, the denial rate soon exceeded fifty percent. The Department is re-

quired to prepare an adequate record to justify each denial in case a disap-

pointed petitioner seeks judicial review."^

The hiring of additional personnel to clear the blacklog has not proved

to be easy. The problem is not primarily a budgetary one. The Office of

Trade Adjustment Assistance has not been able to fill its budgeted positions

for full-time permanent investigators but has utilized inadequately trained

temporary personnel who have not always performed satisfactorily. The

Office's experience in this regard is not unusual. When there is a sudden in-

crease in workload, competent people do not magically appear to do the ex-

tra work. Recruitment and hiring take time and there is bound to be some

lag between an increase in the caseload and the addition of new personnel to

handle it.

111. Section 202(b) of the 1974 Act, 19 U.S.C. §2252(b) (Supp. V 1975), authorized the

President to order the Secretary of Labor to expedite the consideration of petitions from an in-

dustry that the International Trade Commission had found suffered serious injury from in-

creased imports. This priority provision has had little impact since the great majority of peti-

tions received by the Office (seventy percent or more, including the more difficult ones) involve

industries where the Trade Commission has found serious injury and the President has ordered

expedited consideration.

112. Section 250 of the Act, 19 U.S.C. §2322 (Supp. V 1975), provides that persons ag-

grieved by a fined determination of the Secretary may obtain judicial review in the Court of Ap-

peals for the District of Columbia. The findings of the Secretary shall be upheld only if sup-

ported by substantial evidence. Roughly twelve petitioners have sought judicial review of

denials. There are no reported decisions but a major case involving GM and Ford employees

was pending in the summer of 1977.
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Even if there were no backlog, the 60-day statutory time limit is not

realistic in a significant minority of cases. A petition can be processed in 60

days only if everything flows smoothly. The process adopted by the Depart-

ment of Labor is an informal one that relies on the cooperation of all in-

terested persons. If an employer refuses to cooperate by supplying the nec-

essary employment, production and sales records, the Department must

resort to the issuance of subpoenas. There is no way that it can meet the

statutory deadline if an employer resists disclosure. While most firms are

anxious to help their workers by cooperating, a significant minority resist

disclosure either because they fear that confidential business information

will not be held in confidence or because they fear that they will be subject

to additional contributions to state unemployment funds. Even though

these fears are largely unjustified, they do cause some firms to resist

disclosure, particularly if the firm believes that the petition is unmeritorious

or frivolous. A firm's customers may also refuse to cooperate or be slow in

cooperating when asked to supply data on their purchases of imported

goods. Section 221(b) of the 1974 Act"^ also grants the petitioner or any

other person with a "substantial interest" in the proceeding the right to re-

quest a public hearing "to produce evidence." The Department's regula-

tions interpret this provision to require a formal adjudicatory hearing."" It

is hard to imagine how petitions could be processed in the requisite 60 days

if petitioners or other interested persons insisted with any regularity on their

right to a public hearing. Requests for hearings are rare, and normally the

petitioner who makes such a request is only interested in making a brief

presentation to obtain some publicity.

Difficulties may also arise in the review process which disrupt the

smooth flow of paperwork. The Division Chief of the Office of Investiga-

tions within the Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance reviews the case file

and investigative report prepared by the investigators and forwards both

documents to the Director of the Office who in turn submits his recom-

mendation to the certifying officer; the recommendation must also be

reviewed for legality by the Office of the Solicitor. If any one of these of-

ficials raises an issue that requires a referral of the petition back to the

original investigator or to a new investigator, the time schedule is so tight

that it is unrealistic to expect the 60-day deadline to be met. Such referrals

back do occur where the investigators have not done a competent job and in

hard cases where the reviewer raises an issue which requires additional data

or analysis.

Another factor which often makes the 60-day time limit unrealistic is

the inability of the Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance to control the

flow of filings. For example, on December 18, 1975, the United Auto

Workers filed on behalf of its members a petition covering over one hun-

dred thousand workers at 148 different facilities of General Motors and

113. 19 U.S.C. §2271(b) (Supp. V 1975).

114. 29 CFR 90.13 (1976).
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Ford. The Office broke down this mammoth filing into 107 separate peti-

tions in order to allow it to assess the effect of imports on particular sub-

divisions of General Motors and Ford and with respect to particular

automotive products. The sudden injection of one big case (or of 107 or-

dinary cases) into a pipeline that is already full increases the unhkelihood of

processing pending petitions within 60 days. In this instance the union made
it quite plain that it did not expect the Department to do so, and the Depart-

ment of Labor made its eligibility determination on most of the petitions on

June 4, 1976, nearly six months after the filing date. A similar incident oc-

curred in March 1976, when unions simultaneously filed on successive days

nearly one hundred petitions from the apparel industry.

The overall effect of the statutory time limit at the Office of Trade Ad-

justment Assistance is hard to assess. No doubt it does provide a spur and a

measuring stick to expedite the decisional process. Agency officials are con-

scious of the number of petitions over the time limit and how long a deter-

mination is overdue. However, other pressures also operate to expedite the

process. Everyone realizes the plight of unemployed workers who need a

certification to obtain adjustment assistance.

There is also some tension and concern created within the Department

by a statutory command that the agency "shall" make an eligibility deter-

mination within 60 days when backlog or other compelling reasons prevent

the Department from doing so in most cases. Does the Department's delin-

quency make it a lawbreaker? Does the Department have authority to make
an eligibility determination after the 60 days has expired? The latter ques-

tion has now been answered in the affirmative by the First Circuit in Vsery

V. Whitin Machine Works, Inc.,^^^ where an employer unsuccessfully con-

tested a subpoena on the grounds that the Department had lost jurisdiction

over a workers' petition when the 60 days expired. There is still something

unseemly about a rigid statutory time limit that even in the best of worlds

simply cannot be met in some cases.

It is also hard to assess the effect of the statutory time limit on the agen-

cy's decisional process. The Department generally does not rush to make

some decision within 60 days but takes the time necessary to reach a sound

decision. However, time pressures do result in a trimming of the process in at

least one area—customer surveys. Investigators only contact some of a firm's

customers (e.g. the ten largest) and may not wait for responses from all of

them before preparing an investigative report. The GAO found that the Of-

fice of Trade Adjustment Assistance lacked a systematic approach to

customer surveys,"* but it is hard to imagine how the Office can do much in

this regard within the tight statutory time frame. The Department has pro-

posed regulations that permit it to reconsider eligibility determinations on the

basis of subsequently acquired information,"^ but there have been

115. 554 F. 2d 498 (1st Cir. 1977).

116. Comptroller General's Report, supra n. 109, at 28-29.

117. 42 FR 2981 (Jan. 14, 1977)
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objections that petitions for reconsideration may be used by the agency as a

device for circumventing the statutory time limit.

Another possible effect of the statutory time limit is the Department's

failure to develop guidelines or rules of general applicability. The statutory

standards for eligibility raise difficult problems of interpretation.'" For in-

stance, how do you define the article or product that is "like or directly com-

petitive" with the article manufactured by the petitioning workers? Is the ap-

propriate article or product automobiles in general or compact automobiles?

The answer to this question determines whether imports of the product have

increased. Also, what is an increase in imports? Do you use value or volume

as a measuring stick, and how much of an increase is required? Finally, how
do you define "contribute importantly"? What if one of a firm's customers

that is responsible for five percent of the firm's business shifts to imported

goods, but the firm's closing was primarily due to bad management? The
Comptroller General has fauhed the Department of Labor for failing to de-

velop guidelines or rules resolving these interpretative issues and for making

eligibility determinations on a subjective, case-by-case basis which often leads

to inconsistent decisions.'" The Comptroller General's Report does not con-

sider whether the tight statutory time limit has contributed to this deficiency.

No doubt the Department has concentrated on problems of case flow and on

deciding particular cases and has not articulated many rules of general appli-

cability. The Department's published rules in the Code of Federal Regula-

tions are entirely procedural except for some definitions that largely parallel

the statutory text and the committee reports and do not resolve the major in-

terpretative issues. The sheer difficulty of these issues and the newness of the

program no doubt discourage Department personnel from resolving them in

advance through rulemaking. The pressure of deciding cases also discourages

a small operation like the Office of Trade Adjustment Assistance, which has

less than 110 employees, from initiating a major rulemaking effort. Of
course, the pressure to decide individual cases derives not only from the

statutory time limit but also from the recognized need to make prompt

eligibility determinations.

Case Study No. 2

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare'
^°

Congress has required that manufacturers of new drugs for human
use,new animal drugs, and food and color additives for use in food, drugs

118. See text at n. 98.

119. Comptroller General's Report, ^wpra n. 109.

120. Congress has not delegated any authority directly to the FDA. The Secretary of

Health, Education and Welfare (previously the Secretary of Agriculture) has delegated to the

Commissioner of Food and Drugs the authority given to him by the Food, Drug and Cosmetic

Act and related legislation. 21 CFR 5.1 (1977). The Commissioner has in turn delegated author-

ity within the FDA. For purposes of simplicity this case study uses throughout the term "FDA."

That term covers all exercises of authority by the Commissioner and his subordinates. The FDA
enjoys almost complete autonomy within the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
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or cosmetics obtain premarket approval for their products from the FDA.
Congress has imposed statutory time limits on the FDA's performance of

these clearance functions to insure the prompt marketing of new products.

New Drug Applications

After the drug elixir sulfanilamide tragically claimed almost one hun-

dred lives in 1938, Congress enacted the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act of

1938'^' which required for the first time the premarket clearance of new

drugs as to safety. Although the Act placed on the drug's manufacturer or

sponsor the burden of establishing safety, section 505(c) provided that a

new drug application (NDA) automatically become effective 60 days after

filing unless prior to that date the FDA issued an order refusing to permit

the application to become effective. Under section 505(c), an application

became effective on the 60th day after filing, but the FDA could postpone

that date until not more than 180 days after filing to enable it further to

study and investigate the application. In order to keep a new drug from the

market, the FDA was required to give notice, afford an opportunity for a

hearing, complete the hearing, and issue its final order within the 180-day

period.

These provisions for the automatic approval of a new drug application

if the FDA did not deny it within a tight statutory time frame became a

focal point of Congressional concern at the hearings and debates that led to

the enactment of the Drug Amendments of 1962.'" On September 12, 1960,

the FDA had received a new drug application for thalidomide. Despite

tremendous pressure from the manufacturer, the FDA simply refused to ac-

cept the application for filing. Dr. Frances Kelsey and others at the FDA
had begun to hear reports from Europe that researchers suspected that

thalidomide might cause birth defects when taken by pregnant women. It

was widely recognized in Congress at the time of the passage of the Drug

Amendments that the FDA could not possibly have compleed administra-

tive proceedings on thalidomide within 180 days and that the FDA had

managed to avoid another drug tragedy in this country only by the delaying

tactic of refusing to accept the application for filing. Congress responded by

amending section 505(c) of the 1938 Act to eliminate the automatic ap-

proval feature and to lengthen the statutory time limits. Under the amended

section,'" the FDA was required within 180 days after the filing of a new

drug application either to approve the application or to give the applicant

notice of an opportunity for a hearing on whether the application was ap-

provable. The 180-day time period was also made extendable by agreement

betweeen the FDA and the applicant. If the FDA notified the applicant of

an opportunity for a hearing, the applicant was required to elect a hearing

121. Pub. L. 52 Stat. 1040(1938).

122. Pub. L. 87-781, 76 Stat. 780 (1%2).

123. Section 505(c), 21 U.S.C. §355 (c) (1970).
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within 30 days and the hearing was to commence within 120 days of the

notice unless the FDA and the applicant agreed to an extension. The FDA
was required to conduct the hearing on an expedited basis and to issue a

final order within 90 days of the date fixed for filing final briefs.

The majority in both Houses of Congress believed that this new clear-

ance procedure which the Drug Amendments extended to cover a new
drug's efficacy as well as its safety, adequately balanced the government's

interest in having adequate time to evaluate new drugs and the industry's

interest in promptly marketing its new products.'^* A strong minority in the

Senate favored the elimination of all statutory time limits for the clearance

process to insure that the FDA had adequate time to determine the safety of

a new drug. If a drug company believed that the delay in processing its

application was arbitrary or capricious, it could seek relief in the courts.'"

The intensity of the FDA's review of new drugs for safety and efficacy

has dramatically increased since Congress first enacted these statutory time

limits in 1938 and 1962. The review process is much more complex and

thorough now than it was twenty or even ten years ago. Advances in scien-

tific knowledge, increased consumer consciousness, greater scientific and

community awareness of hidden dangers that only become apparent years

hence, and the difficulty of determining drug efficacy have all contributed

to this phenomenon. In the 1950's a typical new drug application comprised

two volumes of two hundred plus pages each. At the time of the enactment

of the Drug Amendments of 1962, a major application might contain

10,000 pages.'" In 1964 Commissioner Larrick complained to Congress

that a typical new drug application contained over nine volumes and 4,000

pages of data and required 195 days for the FDA to review.'^' By 1968, a

new drug application for a new anesthetic agent reached 72,300 pages in 167

volumes, while a 1972 application for a skeletal muscle relaxant consisted of

456 volumes, all two inches thick and weighing (one set) a total of 1,920

pounds.'" These illustrations demonstrate that changes with the passage of

time may strain an agency's capacity to meet a statutory time limit that was

a realistic one at the time of enactment.

124. S. Rep. No. 1744, 87th Cong., 2nd Sess. (1%2), reprinted in (1962) U.S. Code

Cong, and Ad. News 2884, 2890-91.

125. Id. at 2905-08 (separate views of Senators Kefauver, Carroll, Dodd, Hart and

Long).

126. Hearings on the Medical Device Amendments of 1975 before the Subcommittee on

Health and Environment of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 94th

Cong., 1st Sess. 243 (1975) (testimony of Dr. Cooper, Assistant Secretary of Health, Educa-

tion and Welfare).

127. C.C.H. Food, Drug and Cosmetic Law Reports 180,061 (reprinted in Christopher,

Cases and Materials on Food and Drug Law 452 (1966)).

128. Hearings on the Medical Devices Amendments, n.l26, at 242-44.
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The FDA presently receives between one hundred and one hundred and

fifty initial new drug applications annually.'" The number is fairly constant

although it tended to be somewhat higher in the 1960's and early 1970's.

Roughly one hundred and fifty active applications are likely to be under

review at one time. The number of applications approved annually ranges

from thirty-nine to ninety-eight, normally falling into the upper part of that

range. These figures do not include the two to three thousand supplemental

applications filed annually. Supplementals seek to amend previously ap-

proved new drug applications. The amendments are usually minor or tech-

nical in nature and do not require extensive analysis. On occasion, a supple-

mental application covers a major new use for a previously approved drug

or the over-the-counter marketing of an approved prescription drug. In

these instances the processing of a supplemental application may require

almost as much work as the processing of an initial application. Although

supplementals are subject to the same statutory time limits as are initial ap-

plications, they normally receive low priority within the FDA since they do

not involve the marketing of new drugs.

The Office of New Drug Evaluation in the Bureau of Drugs reviews

and approves new drug applications. A review team for an application is

normally headed by a medical officer (M.D.) and also includes a chemist

and a pharmacologist. On April 1, 1977, the Office employed seventy-six

medical officers, fifty-six chemists and forty-one pharmacologists. A con-

sumer safety officer handles correspondence and other administrative mat-

ters for the review team. Despite the complexity and voluminousness needs

of most new drug applications, it appears realistic to require the review

process be completed within the 180-day statutory time limit. In other

words, the job can be done within the time limit if adequate resources are

made available to do it.

The mean or average time between the initial submission of an applica-

tion and its ultimate approval has nevertheless consistently exceeded one

year and in the late 1960's and early 1970's normally exceeded two years. It

reached an all-time high of 37.3 months in 1971 but was reduced to 20.0

months in 1976. It should be noted that these figures include not only FDA
review time but time spent by the applicant in correcting deficiencies. In

most years only a handful of applications (three out of seventy-two in 1976)

were approved within six months of filing. These statistics, however, do not

accurately disclose the number of pending applications that are over the

statutory time limit. That number is actually quite low. At the end of fiscal

1976, for example, only twenty-one out of almost two hundred pending ap-

plications were over the statutory time limit.

The reason for this apparent discrepancy is that the applicant and the

129. The statistical data on new drug applications in this and succeeding paragraphs

derive from the Commissioner's Briefing on the New Drug Evaluation Project (May 5, 1977).

A copy of the public portions of this document is on file with the author and the Ad-

ministrative Conference of the United States.
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FDA have agreed to an extension of the ISO-day time limit or, as is more
likely to be the case, the original application has been "recycled." Recycling

occurs when the FDA notifies the applicant that its application is incom-

plete or inadequate and therefore not acceptable for filing. The applicant

may (and usually does) resubmit the application after attempting to correct

the deficiencies. The great majority of new drug applications are recycled at

least once. For timely review of the application, the FDA begins a 180-day

count-down from the day of receipt of the application and tries to take ac-

tion either to approve it or notify the applicant of deficiencies within that

time period. However, under the FDA's regulations"** the agency's receipt

of an application constitutes a "filing" that triggers the statutory time limit

only if the application is subsequently found to be acceptable for filing. If a

resubmitted application is accepted for filing, the 180-day time period runs

from the date the FDA receives the resubmission. Although FDA handles

an initial submission or a recycled submission within 180 days to the extent

it can, it takes the position that the 180-day statutory time limit only applies

to applications that are complete and adequate on their face and therefore

acceptable for filing. However, an applicant may challenge the FDA's
determination that its application is incomplete or inadequate by making a

written request to file it over protest. Under its regulations the FDA must

then within 60 days reevaluate the application and either approve it or give

the applicant written notice of an opportunity for a hearing on the question

whether the application is approvable.'^' Although used only infrequently

in the past, this procedure has been invoked more often in the last year or

two. In one recent instance when an applicant chose to file its supplemental

application over protest in the fall of 1976, it resulted in a formal ad-

judicatory hearing on the application.'^^

The FDA's interpretation that the 180-day statutory time limit only ap-

plies to applications that are acceptable for filing appears to be a proper one

in light of the applicant's right to file over protest. The time limit for a

review process is a realistic one only if the FDA receives an application that

is complete and in proper form. If it is not, the FDA can do no more than

afford the applicant additional time and guidance to resubmit it or initiate

formal adjudicatory hearings to deny it.

130. 21 CFR 314.110(c) (1977).

131. 21 CFR 314.110(d) (1977).

132. On September 17, 1976, Parke Davis «fe Co. filed over protest its supplemental ap-

plication for over-the-counter use of Benylin Expectorant, a previously approved prescription

drug. The Bureau of Drugs thereupon notified Parke Davis of the opportunity for a hearing on

the agency's proposed denial of the application. 41 FR 52537 (Nov. 30, 1976). Parke Davis

subsequently requested a hearing. The limited experience with this hearing and with the con-

temporaneous hearing on the new animal drug application for Proban (see 41 FR 51077 (Nov.

19, 1976)) indicates that the scheduling of adjudicatory hearings on new drug applications is

likely to be determined by agreement between the parties which extend the unrealistically tight

statutory time constraints otherwise applicable under section 505(c)(2), 21 U.S.C. §355(c)(2)

(1970).
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The statutory and regulatory framework outlined above does not fully

describe what actually happens at the FDA. The pre-market review of new

drugs under section 505 is a closed process until the data are presented to an

FDA Advisory Committee. All major new drug applications are so

presented; many of the minor ones are not. Most advisory committee

meetings are open to the public, although until recently that was not the

case. At the advisory committee meetings the public is allowed to par-

ticipate by commenting and by listening to the discussion and recommenda-

tions of the committee members. There have been only two formal hearings

since 1%2. "Either the parties — the FDA and the manufacturer — even-

tually reach agreement on conditions for the release of a drug, or the appli-

cant acquiesces in the agency's refusal to approve marketing.'"" The FDA
enjoys considerable leverage since most drug manufacturers cannot afford

the delay or the publicity associated with a formal hearing and prefer to

retest or improve their drug rather than to risk a public confrontation with

the agency."* Also, the drug industry generally believes it unlikely that an

administrative law judge at an adjudicatory hearing or the courts on judicial

review will second guess the professionals at the Bureau of Drugs who main-

tain that the safety and efficacy of a new drug have not been demonstrated.

These factors provide applicants with strong disincentives against challeng-

ing the agency's scientific judgment or its non-compliance with statutory

time limits. The applicant either resolves disagreements informally with the

agency and obtains approval for its application or withdraws its application

without prejudice as permitted by regulation."'

The 180-day statutory time limit for processing new drug applications

has nevertheless had a profound effect at the FDA. New drug applications

have received priority attention, although "crash" efforts to eliminate the

backlog have proved to be somewhat cyclical. Dr. Goddard, who was Com-
missioner from 1%5 to 1968, eliminated completely the backlog of applica-

tions pending over 180 days,'" but the backlog promptly reappeared in

1%9 during the stormy tenure of Dr. Ley when the agency was wracked by

personnel problems and deeply involved in reviewing the efficacy of drugs

already on the market."' The situation probably reached its nadir by 1971

or 1972 when the average time lapse between the initial receipt of an ap-

plication and its approval exceeded thirty months, although it must be

remembered that much of the thirty months was due to corrections, by the

sponsors, of multiple deficiencies in the application.

133. J. Mashaw and R. Merrill, The American Public Law System 469 (1975).

134. Ames and McCracken, Framing Regulatory Standards to Avoid Formal Adjudica-

tion: The FDA as a Case Study, 64 Calif. L. Rev. 14, 15-17 (1976).

135. 21 CFR 314.7 (1977).

136. H. Dowling, Medicines for Man 204 (1970).

137. Review Panel on New Drug Regulation, Investigation of Allegations Relating to the

Bureau of Drugs, Food and Drug Administration 63 (April 1977).
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Starting in 1974 there followed another of the periodic efforts to clear

the logjam. This effort focused in improved managerial techniques."' The
Bureau of Drugs improved and decentralized its filing system, developed

flow charts and a tracking system for monitoring pending applications, and

prepared guidelines which instructed reviewers what to do at each step of

the process. These changes resulted in increased productivity. The FDA also

expedited the decisional process by delegating the approval of new drug ap-

plications from the Commissioner to the Director of the Bureau of Drugs

and then to the Associate Director for New Drug Evaluation. By 1976,

without any increase in manpower or decrease in caseload, the FDA had

reduced to twenty months the average elapsed time between the receipt of

the initial application and the approval of a new drug. Much of this im-

provement was due not only to new managerial techniques in FDA but also

to improvement in the quality of applications submitted so that less re-

cychng was required.

FDA officials deny that the statutory time limit motivated this most re-

cent effort to expedite the review process. The primary motivation was

simply a desire to clear up the backlog. Confirmation for this view may be

found in the project's focus on the elapsed time between the initial receipt

of an application and its ultimate approval or withdrawal. In other words,

recycling, which is not counted by the FDA as part of the 180-day statutory

period, was considered the heart of the delay problem.

The drug review process actually starts when a drug sponsor submits to

the FDA a Notice of Claimed Investigational Exemption for a New Drug

(IND). While the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act does not mention INDs, it

does authorize the FDA to promulgate regulations under which experi-

mental (i.e. unapproved) new drugs may be used for investigational pur-

poses by quahfied experts."' The IND allows the drug's sponsor to conduct

clinical tests using human subjects. FDA regulations permit drug sponsors

to initiate chnical tests 30 days after the FDA receives the initial IND sub-

mission, unless the agency expressly forbids them to do so."*" During the

30-day period a review team (ordinarily composed of a medical officer,

chemist and pharmacologist) analyzes the sponsor's data on toxicology and

on prior animal studies for which no advance clearance is required and the

proposed initial chnical trials. This 30-day safety review receives the highest

priority within the Office of New Drug Evaluation. Although nearly one

thousand INDs are submitted annually, the FDA completes the safety

review within the 30-day time limit in all cases except for a few in which the

data are too voluminous. Internal agency pohcy also requires the prepara-

tion by the review team of a comprehensive, written review of the initial

138. Interview with Jerome A. Halperin, Deputy Associate Director for New Drug

Evaluation, FDA (May 31, 1977).

139. Section 505 (i), 21 U.S.C. §355(i) (1970).

140. 21 CFR 312.1(a)(2) (1977).
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IND submission within 60 days of filing. The Office of New Drug Evalua-

tion also meets this self-imposed time limit in the great majority of cases.

After the completion of these two initial steps, the investigational stage

of the new drug process may continue for years until a new drug application

is submitted or an IND discontinued. The Review Panel on New Drug

Regulation has criticized the FDA for the unstructuredness of the investiga-

tional stage. The agency does not adequately advise drug sponsors what

tests to conduct; and sponsors do not perform the necessary testing, either

because they do not know what is expected of them or because they do not

want to bother unless they are expressly required to do so. As a result drug

sponsors file incomplete or inadequate new drug applications that require

recycling for additional testing or for the submission of additional informa-

tion. The Review Panel identified disorganized submissions, misdirected

research, and poorly designed studies as major sources of inefficiency and

delay in the new drug approval process and recommended greater FDA
review of new drug research during the investigational stage to expedite the

whole process."" While the Review Panel presents a convincing case, the

implementation of its recommendations may not prove easy in light of the

available manpower. For each medical officer in the Office of New Drug

Evaluation there were on April 1, 1977, only 1.96 active new drug applica-

tions under review. The number of active INDs per reviewer was 62.68.

Present efforts at the FDA to expedite the new drug approval process

focus on the investigational stage and not on the review of new drug ap-

plications found to be acceptable for filing. The FDA has issued fifteen

clinical guidehnes for the testing of experimental drugs on humans and will

issue the remainder in 1978. Also, the Office of New Drug Evaluation now
classifies new drugs according to their therapeutic potential. In 1976, only

six of the seventy-two new drugs approved by the FDA represented an im-

portant therapeutic gain, while fifty of the new drugs (almost seventy per-

cent) represented little or no therapeutic gain over drugs presently on the

market. The Office now identifies at the investigational stage new drugs

that may involve important therapeutic gains and seeks to expedite their ap-

proval by providing additional guidance and assistance to the sponsors of

the drugs. The review team will hold mandatory conferences with the spon-

sors to develop test protocols that should speed up the necessary research

and result in new drug applications that are approvable promptly and

without recycling.

The FDA initiated this new program at the end of 1976. While it shows

great promise in expediting the marketing of beneficial new drugs, it also

highlights a potential cost of the present statutory time limit. The time limit

requires the FDA to prioritize the processing of all applications for ap-

proved new drug status, including applications for drugs that represent little

or no therapeutic advance. It can be argued that this "cost" was taken into

account by Congress in 1938 and in 1962 when it left new drug development

141. Review Panel on New Drug Regulation, Final Report 70-71 (May 1977).
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drugs proposed by industry. The existence of the statutory time nevertheless

severely limits any effort by the FDA to reduce this cost. There has not been

any Congressional review since 1962 of the time limits applicable to the new

drug approval process. Certainly the enactment of a statutory time Hmit

gives greater permanence to past balancings of costs and benefits than does

the competing system of leaving questions of priority largely to agency

discretion.

The FDA's experience also indicates that a statutory time limit ap-

plicable only to one segment of a clearance process may not prove effective

in expediting the overall process but may in fact distort it. While any con-

clusions on this matter can only be impressionistic, it does seem that the

FDA has in the past concentrated on the all or nothing decision to approve

or deny new drug applications to the neglect of reviewing new drug research

or monitoring the post-approval experience with marketed drugs, another

area where the Review Panel (and also Congressman Moss's Subcommittee

on Oversight and Investigations)'*^ found the FDA to be deficient.

New Animal Drug Applications

Prior to the Animal Drug Amendments of 1968'*' to the Food, Drug

and Cosmetic Act of 1938, animal drugs were subject to the same provisions

and regulations as were human drugs. The amendments consolidated provi-

sions of the Act with respect to the regulation of animal drugs in section 512

of the Act.'*" Section 512(c) of the amended Act adopted for the processing

of new animal drug applications the time limits previously made applicable

to human and animal drugs by the Drug Amendments of 1962. Within 180

days after the filing of an application the FDA was required either to ap-

prove the new animal drug or give the applicant notice of an opportunity

for a hearing on the agency's proposed denial of the application.

The Office of Scientific Evaluation in the Bureau of Veterinary

Medicine presently reviews new animal drugs for safety and efficacy. The

experience of that Office is strikingly similar to that of the Office of New
Drug Evaluation in the Bureau of Drugs. Recycling of applications is the

primary cause of delay. In the nine-year history under the amended Act

only two or three original applications have been approved as initially sub-

mitted. The softness of the testing guidehnes and the sloppiness of the in-

dustry in preparing applications combine to require the recycling of almost

all applications.

FDA regulations require that the Bureau determine whether an applica-

tion is acceptable for filing within thirty days of its receipt.'*' If the Bureau

142. Sub-committee on Oversight and Investigations of the House Committee on In-

terstate and Foreign Commerce, Report on Federal Regulation and Regulatory Reform, 94th

Cong., 2nd Sess. 288 (1976) (case study involved nitrofurans, approved new animal drugs).

This Report is hereafter cited as the Moss Report.

143. Pub. L. 90-399, 82 Stat. 843 (I%8).

144. 21 U.S.C. §360b (1970).

145. 21 CFR 514.110(c) (1977).
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finds that an application is not acceptable for filing, the applicant may
dispute that finding or may attempt to correct the deficiencies. An applicant

disputes the finding by requesting that the application be filed over protest.

In that case the application is deemed filed on the date of its receipt."** The
Bureau must then prepare a notice of opportunity for a hearing and serve it

on the applicant within 180 days of that date. If the applicant attempts to

correct the deficiencies by amending or resubmitting the application, the

original application is deemed to have been withdrawn and the 180-day time

period starts running anew from the date of the amendment or resubmis-

sion."*' The running of the 180-day period is also tolled if prior to its expira-

tion the Bureau requests additional samples or test results. It only resumes

when the applicant supplies the requested material.'"*

Over fifteen hundred new animal drug applications are filed annually

with the Bureau of Veterinary Medicine. This figure includes supplemental

applications which amend presently approved applications. While many
supplementals involve only minor changes in drug containers, manufactur-

ing controls, etc., a few involve major new uses or labeUing for an approved

drug. Until the spring of 1977, the fiUng of a supplemental application

prompted a complete review of the underlying application and the approval

of a supplemental required in effect a reaffirmation of the prior approval of

the underlying application. The workload for processing initial and sup-

plemental applications therefore did not vary significantly and the Bureau
did not maintain separate statistics for the two varieties of applications.

The Bureau of Veterinary Medicine is subject to considerable pressure

from Congress, the drug industry, and agricultural interests to meet the

180-day time limit."" It has been reasonably successful in doing so. The Of-

fice of Scientific Evaluation within the Bureau processes approximately

ninety per cent of all new drug applications within the statutory time limit.

Of course, the great majority of these dispositions occur a year or two after

the initial filing because the Office takes advantage of the refiling and toll-

ing provisions in the regulations. The average total processing time is

therefore almost five hundred days.

The Bureau's normal disposition of an application is either to approve

it or to determine that it is not acceptable for filing. Only one applicant has

even challenged a nonacceptability determination by filing an application

over protest and requesting a formal hearing on the Bureau's proposed

denial of the application."" Approval of an application takes the form of a

146. 21 CFR5I4.nO(d)(1977).

147. 21 CFR 514.6 and 514.100(g) (1977).

148. 21 CFR 514.100(c) (1977).

149. In early 1975, Smith Kline and the Animal Health Institute complained directly to

the Commissioner about delays in processing new animal drug applications. Former Con-
gressman Whitten also made known at that time his concern about delays.

150. See Notice of Opportunity for a Hearing on Proposal to Deny Approval of Sup-

plemental New Drug Application for Froban, 41 FR 51077 (Nov. 19, 1976).
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regulation that is signed by the Director of the Bureau of Veterinary

Medicine and published in the Federal Register. While other manufacturers

may in some instances rely on the regulation to market an identical product,

the application process remains basically an adjudicatory one. Individual

drug manufacturers apply for premarket approval of particular products.

The number of professional reviewers in the Office of Scientific

Evaluation has slowly increased over the years to the present total of sixty to

seventy. The review process itself involves at least twenty-seven different

steps, many of which involve agency personnel from outside the Bureau of

Veterinary Medicine (e.g., from the General Counsel's Office or, in the case

of drugs for food-producing animals, from the Bureau of Foods). Recent

efforts to expedite the review process have focused on improved administra-

tion and record keeping. The Bureau has developed flow charts, tracing

systems and other methods to smooth the paper flow. A second review of

applications by the Bureau of Foods was recently eliminated. The Bureau

now evaluates as to human safety a new animal drug for food producing

animals but receives only a reference copy of the draft regulation. The

Bureau of Food's previous review of the draft regulation had produced little

new input and had proved time-consuming because of the geographic

separation of the two Bureaus. The Bureau of Veterinary Medicine and the

Bureau of Foods have also adopted a new policy to reduce and in some in-

stances to eliminate the review of an underlying approved application upon
the filing of a supplemental application.

While there is no doubt that the existence of the statutory time limit has

prompted these administrative improvements, the improvements have not re-

sulted in a fool-proof system. Objections to an application may arise at one

of the latter steps in the review process (e.g., the General Counsel has a legal

objection to the text of the draft regulation) which requires a referral back to

earlier steps of the process and the rethinking of an issue. If this occurs, the

Bureau cannot complete its review within 180 days. While that period ap-

pears realistic to process the normal application, the schedule is a tight one

and the pipeline is full. If some difficulty arises at a later stage in the process,

it is not realistic to expect the agency to resolve it within the time remaining.

If the agency is forced to provide an answer within the statutory time limit,

it will have no choice but to deny the application. The experience of the Bu-

reau of Veterinary Medicine thus demonstrates that it is unrealistic to expect

an agency with a heavy caseload to process all (and not just ninety to nine-

ty-five percent) of the applications filed with it within a tight time frame.

The Bureau has nevertheless struggled mightily to expedite the process-

ing of new animal drug applications. In the eyes of its critics, however, the

Bureau has not acted speedily enough in removing from the market unsafe or

ineffective animal drugs.''' There is no hard evidence that the priority

151. See Moss Report, supra n.l42, at 288-296. FDA General Counsel Richard Merrill

testified on the withdrawal of nitrogurans: "I don't think there is any excuse for the length of

time we have taken." Id. at 295.
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assigned by the statutory time limit to processing applications contributes to

any sluggishness in the enforcement effort. While there may be a relation-

ship, it is not something that is subject to demonstration. A more likely ex-

planation for any variation in Bureau performance is the Bureau's assump-

tion of a promotional role towards agricultural interests. Licensing new

animal drugs is consistent with that role while enforcement proceedings are

not. Withdrawal proceedings also require a tremendous commitment of

resources which could be devoted to processing applications.'" Agency of-

ficials naturally find it more satisfying to utilize a fixed amount of resources

to approve one hundred new animal drugs than to conduct a contested pro-

ceeding to remove one approved drug from the market.

Food Additive Petitions

The Food Additive Amendments of 1958"' to the Food, Drug and

Cosmetic Act of 1938 required for the first time FDA premarket approval

of food additives. While the Act provided for the regulation of food ad-

ditives through the promulgation of rules of general applicability, the safety

review of manufacturers' petitions conducted by the FDA more closely

resembles a clearance or licensing function. Under the amended Act a food

is adulterated and subject to seizure if it contains a food additive unless the

use of the food additive is in conformity with a regulation issued under sec-

tion 409 of the Act."" The term "food additive" does not include

substances generally recognized as safe (GRAS), but the manufacturer of a

new food ingredient or of a new use for an existing ingredient cannot as a

practical matter rely on its own independent determination that its product

is GRAS and therefore not within the legal definition of a food additive.

Cautious food processers normally insist that the manufacturer obtain a

food additive regulation prescribing the use of the additive before they will

add it to food.'"

Section 409(b)(1) of the amended Act"* permits any person with

respect to any intended use of a food additive, to file with the FDA a peti-

tion proposing the issuance of a regulation prescribing the conditions under

which the additive may safely be used. Section 409(b)(5) requires that the

FDA publish in the Federal Register a notice of the proposed regulation

within thirty days after filing. Within 90 days after the date a petition is

filed, the FDA shall either promulgate a regulation or deny the petition. The

FDA, however, may extend that period for up to an additional 90 days to

152. The withdrawal hearings on diethylstilbestrol (DES), where the agency was unsuc-

cessful in obtaining summary judgment, Hess & Clark Division of Rhodia, Inc. v. FDA, 495

F.2d 975 (D.C. Cir. 1974), provides an example.

153. Pub. L. 85-929, 72 Stat. 1784 (1958).

154. 21 U.S.C. §348 (1970).

155. Sunshine, Regulatory Aspects of Food Additives, 31 Food, Drug, and Cosmetic

L.J. 2M, 269 (1916).

156. 21 U.S.C. §348(b)(2) (1970).
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enable it to further study and investigate the petition. The denial of a peti-

tion is not final agency action because section 409(0 provides for a formal,

on-the-record hearing for any person adversely affected by the order.'" The
statutory time limits also apply to petitions to amend or repeal a food ad-

ditive regulation."* Under section 409(d),'" the FDA may itself propose to

issue, amend or repeal a food additive regulation, but no statutory time

limits apply to agency-initiated proceedings.

Manufacturers and food processors file approximately one hundred

food additive petitions annually. The Division of Food and Color Additives

in the Bureau of Foods supervises the safety review of these petitions. The
Petitions Control Branch within the Division initially receives the petitions

and directs them to the appropriate office within the Bureau of Foods. The
Branch's role is primarily a monitoring one. Under FDA regulations the

Branch has fifteen days to determine a petition's acceptability for filing.'"

Roughly fifty percent of the initial filings received by the Branch are found

unacceptable. In the past, the Branch conducted only a cursory preliminary

review of the petition in order to comply with the fifteen day time limit for

determining whether the petition should be accepted for filing; but its recent

policy of reviewing more thoroughly the acceptability of petitions for fihng

has resulted in missing that deadUne in most cases. Petitioners are evidently

not unhappy with this delay, because the pre-filing safety review alerts them

to major problems with a petition before a notice of the petition appears in

the Federal Register. Once there is a public notice of a petition, there is

some embarrassment to the petitioner if he subsequently withdraws it to

avoid a formal denial. As a result, nearly ninety percent of the food additive

petitions accepted for filing ultimately obtain a regulation.

The statutory time limit of 90 days (extendable to 180) for processing a

food additive petition is a realistic one only in the sense that the task could

normally be completed on time if trained personnel are made available

specifically to do petition review. The task is much less difficult and time

consuming than the review of new drug applications. There is of course the

exceptional case; and it is very doubtful that the Bureau of Foods could

process a controversial petition for a new artificial sweetener within the

statutory time limit. But in the normal case the review process is straight-

forward and the end product is several lines of regulation accompanied by

157. 21 U.S.C. §348(0 (1970).

158. The Health Research Group recently petitioned the FDA to repeal six color additive

regulations. CCH Food. Drug and Cosmetic Reports 141,874 (Jan. 11, 1977). The petition did

not invoke the identical time limits applicable to color additive petitions in amended section

706(d) of the Act, 21 U.S.C. §376(d) (1970), but did invoke the FDA's new rule on citizen peti-

tions. Under that rule the FDA has obligated itself to make some response to citizen petitions

(though not necessarily a formal grant or denial) within 180 days of filing. 21 CFR 10.30(e)(2)

(1977). The filing requirements for citizen petitions are less onerous than those for food and

color additive petitions.

159. 21 U.S.C. §348(d) (1970).

160. 21 CFR I71.1(i)(l)(I977).
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several pages of preamble. The work required is far less substantial than

when the FDA itself proposes a regulation.

The Petitions Control Branch has nevertheless had a difficult time

complying with the statutory time limit on account of the large number of

major "brushfires" that have erupted in the last several years and distracted

the personnel of the Bureau of Foods from the task of reviewing food ad-

ditive petitions. The Branch has been heavily involved in the FDA's recent

actions on cyclamates, chloroform, red dye #2, red dye #4, acrylonitrile,

and saccharin. Outside events (e.g., the Canadian studies on the health

hazards of saccharin) have often thrust these matters on the FDA, and the

agency has had no choice but to assign them top priority. This approach to

the "brushfires" does produce results. The FDA, for example, published its

proposal to revoke the food additive regulation on saccharin thirty-eight

days after it announced its intention to do so.'*' That time period is an ex-

ceptionally short one to develop a major proposal that is highly controver-

sial and requires the marshalling of extensive factual support. While the

task can be done in thirty days or so, it cannot be done very often or in two

or more proceedings at once. The Petitions Control Branch had to defer

other matters to supervise the collection of the data to support the saccharin

proposal; and top level agency officials, who only have so many hours

available to them in the day, became personally involved in drafting the

proposal. They were also required personally to acquaint themselves with

the data so that they could publicly defend the agency's action. Following

the publication of the saccharin proposal, the FDA received about 70,000

comments and held many days of public hearings. FDA officials also had to

prepare for lengthy appearances before Congress and the press. While the

Branch's input on the saccharin proposal was going on, it also had to defer

other matters to prepare for the court-ordered hearing on the FDA's pro-

posal to ban the use of acrylonitrile as a component of soft drink bottles.'"

The workload of the Petitions Control Branch reflects the disruptive

effect of these brushfires. During the first six months of fiscal 1977 (Oc-

tober 1976 through March 1977), the Branch expended 355 staff days

assembling and collating material for agency hearings and proposals. It also

expended 279 staff days responding to 222 requests under the Freedom of

Information Act. At the end of the period there were nevertheless 56 pend-

ing requests that had not been answered within the statutory time limits in

the Freedom of Information Act. The more difficult requests processed by

the Branch naturally involved the same controversial issues that were the

subject of agency hearings and proposals. The Branch expended only 326

staff days on the processing of food and color additive petitions. During the

period the Branch had received forty-five new petitions, but had only been

able to finalize and publish regulations on thirteen petitions. Some profes-

sional staff rightly complain that they were hired to conduct safety reviews

161. 42 FR 25339 (May 17, 1977).

162. Monsanto Co. v. Gardner, D.C. Cir. No. 77-1245, March 18, 1977.
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of food additive petitions but spend most of their time assembling

documents for hearings and for requests under the Freedom of Information

Act. As these figures indicate, the Petitions Control Branch is quite

small—it has only seventeen or eighteen professionals; but the Branch exer-

cises a coordinating function and its breakdown of staff hours reflects the

likely breakdown with the larger Bureau of Foods.

Despite these difficulties, the Petitions Control Branch has had a rea-

sonably good record in meeting the statutory deadline for acting on food

additive petitions. In past years the agency acted in a timely fashion on

seventy to eighty percent of the petitions, but its record is no longer that

good. The Branch does of course take advantage of the provision in its

regulations that a substantive amendment to a petition, including the sub-

mission of additional information and data by the petitioner at the agency's

request, constitutes a new filing that starts the time period running anew.'*^

It also routinely extends the initial 90-day period to 180 days, but the 90-day

letter sent to the petitioning manufacturer at the end of the first 90-day

period states when the 180-day period expires. The fixing of that date is a

managerial tool that does serve to expedite the review process. Reviewers

realize that a decision is expected by that date. While the deadline is not

always met, it is likely that if there were no deadline the crush of more press-

ing business would result in still further delays. The Branch and the entire

Bureau of Foods plainly give priority to extinguishing the brushfires and

not to processing petitions. If it were not for the deadline applicable to peti-

tions, action on them would be still further deferred. Agency personnel

simply feel pressure develop when the 180-day deadline approaches and try

to squeeze in the time to handle the matter.

Case Study No. 3

Office ofExport Administration (OEA) in the Department ofCommerce —
Export License Applications

The Export Administration Act of 1969'*" adopted a significant new

approach to export policy. Under the earlier Export Control Acts, the basic

policy had been to restrict trade with this country's potential enemies. The

1969 Act adopted a more liberal trade policy which basically limited restric-

tions to the "export of goods and technology which would make a signifi-

cant contribution to the military potential of any other nation or nations

which would prove detrimental to the national security of the United

States.'"*' Congress implemented this policy through a licensing system.

163. 21 CFR 171.6(1977).

164. Pub. L. 91-184, 83 Stat. 841, codified at 50 U.S.C. App. §2401-2413 (1970).

165. Section 3(1)(B) of the Export Administration Act, 50 U.S.C. App. §2402(1)(B)

(1970). The 1%9 Act also authorized export controls to protect the domestic economy from the

drain of commodities in short supply and to foster United States foreign policy. Section

3(2)(A) and (B), 50 U.S.C. App. §2402(2)(A) and (B) (1970). Short supply and foreign policy

controls have played a less significant rule than have national security controls.
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primarily administered by the Office of Export Administration in the

Department of Commerce.

All goods and technical data, with few exceptions, require for export

either a general or a validated license. Exports of most product categories to

most destinations are made under general licenses which require neither a

specific application nor the issuance of a licensing document for a particular

shipment. Licensed exporters simply present an export declaration to the

customs office at the port of exit. A validated license, on the other hand, is

a formal document issued by the Department of Commerce upon applica-

tion of the exporter which authorizes the export to a particular destination

of the commodities or technical data covered by the document. Validated

licenses are required for many exports to Communist-bloc countries and for

Free World exports if the product and destination are specified on the Com-

modity Control List. The number of applications for validated licenses has

normally exceeded fifty-five thousand per year, although that figure has

gradually decreased as the level of control has been reduced.

In the early 1970's exporters complained that the licensing procedures

adopted by the Department of Commerce were unduly slow and burden-

some and that the Department had not sufficiently responded to the

liberalizing spirit of the Export Administration Act of 1969.'" Delays in

granting licenses had resulted in lost sales and tied-up goods and had im-

peded United States export potential.'*^ Businessmen also complained that

it took two months or more for the Department to approve an

application.'" Congress initially responded to these complaints by enacting

the Equal Export Opportunity Act of 1972,'*' which established a number

of mechanisms (e.g., technical advisory committees) for the participation of

private industry in decisions about export controls. In the Export Ad-

ministration Amendments of 1974,"" Congress responded to continuing

complaints of delay by adding a new subsection 4(g) to the 1969 Act'"

which required the Department to approve or disapprove all applications

for validated licenses not later than 90 days after submission. If the

Secretary of Commerce needed additional time, he was required to "inform

the applicant of the circumstances requiring such additional time and give

an estimate when his decision will be made." Under this latter provision,

the Department of Commerce may extend indefinitely the 90-day statutory

166. Legislative Developments, The Export Administration Amendments of 1974, 7

Law& Pol. Infl. Bus. 925, 930-932 (1975).

167. S. Rep. 93-1024, 93rd Cong., 2nd Sess. 6 (report on 1974 Amendments).

168. Hearings on S. 1890 and S. 3282 before the Subcommittee on International Finance

of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 93rd Cong., 2nd Sess. 401

(1974) (statement of Thomas Christiansen, manager of international trade relations for

Hewlett-Packard Co.).

169. Pub. L. 92-412, 86 Stat. 644 (1972).

170. Pub. L. 93-500, 88 Stat. 1552 (1974).

171. 50 U.S.C. App. §2403(g) (Supp. V 1975).
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time if it gives reasons for doing so; and it appears unlikely that an ag-

grieved applicant could successfully challenge on judicial review the reasons

given for the extension."^

The 90-day statutory time limit poses no significant difficulty in the

great majority of cases. In two sample periods in the fall of 1975 and the fall

of 1976, the Office of Export Administration processed ninety percent of

the free world applications and at least eighty-five percent of all applica-

tions within twenty days. In the fall of 1976, the Office processed ninety-

seven percent of the free world applications and ninety-four percent of all

applications within the requisite 90 days."' These applications were in most

cases processed internally within one of the three Licensing Divisions in the

Office of Export Administration and were not subject to any interagency or

high-level review. Almost all of them were approved. Whether or not the

statutory time limit in section 4(g) is responsible for this favorable record is

unclear. One of the effects of the time limit was that the Office for the first

time maintained records on the time it took to process applications. The

evidence available,"" however, does indicate that the Office of Export Ad-

ministration expedited its processing of routine applications after Congress

amended the Export Administration Act in 1972.

The 90-day statutory time limit has proved difficult to meet in a

substantial minority of cases. In 1975, 1,105 applications representing

roughly $200,000,000 of exports were delayed over 90 days."' These ap-

plications largely involve high technology goods (computers, electronic

equipment, etc.) and machine tools for export to Communist-bloc coun-

tries. The average processing time from receipt through disposition was

approximately 184 days."* A significant number of these applications are

ultimately disapproved."' While these "tough" applications represent only

172. The 90-day statutory time limit in section 4{g) applies to applications for validated

licenses for exports subject to national security controls. It does not apply to applications for

exports subject to short supply and foreign policy controls. See n.l65, supra. Short supply ap-

plications generally are processed quickly because they involve only the imposition of a fee or

quota and need not be scrutinized for national security considerations.

Foreign policy controls restrict the export of explosives, crime control and detection ap-

paratus, and certain commodities relating to nuclear weapons. These controls prompt a com-

paratively low number of applications. These applications do not appear to be assigned a lower

priority than applications for exports subject to national security controls.

173. The statistics for 1975 may be found in S. Rep. 95-104, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 14

(1977). The statistics for 1976 have been supplied to the author by the Office of Export Ad-

ministration. Similar statistics may be found in the so far unpublished Report of the

President's Task Force to Improve Export Administration Licensing Procedures (1976)

(hereinafter referred to as the MacAvoy Report).

174. See n.l68 supra.

175. MacAvoy Report, supra n. 173, at 26.

176. The MacAvoy Report, supra n.l73, at 28, supplies this figure for a random sample

of cases studied by it.

177. 341 applications were disapproved in fiscal 1976.
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a small percentage (less than five percent) of the total applications, they do

represent a far larger proportion of the dollar value of the goods to be

exported and roughly twenty-two percent of the Communist-bloc

applications. The complexity of the technical issues raised by these applica-

tions and the layers of interagency and international review required by

existing law and practice make it difficult if not impossible to squeeze the

processing for many of them into the requisite 90 days.

Section 5(a) of the Export Administration Act of 1969'^* required the

Department of Commerce to consult with other agencies on the imposition

of export controls. The Executive Branch has implemented this section by

establishing a complex system for interagency review of licensing applica-

tions which involves the Departments of State, Defense, Treasury, Energy,

and the Central Intelligence Agency. Under policy determinations (PDs)

drafted by the Office of Export Administration and approved by all the

agencies involved, ninety percent or more of the applications received by the

Office are processed internally without any interagency review. These ap-

plications are almost always processed within 90 days. The remaining ap-

plications are subject to either bilateral reviews by individual agencies or

more formal interagency review by one or more of the interagency bodies

that rise to the level of the Cabinet itself. The Department of Defense plays

a special role in this review process because the Export Administration

Amendments of 1974 added a new subsection 4(h) to the Act"' which

specifically authorized the Secretary of Defense to determine, in consulta-

tion with the Department of Commerce, which categories of exports to

Communist-bloc countries should be subject to national security review by

the Defense Department. When the Office of Export Administration refers

an application to the Defense Department under this provision, the

Secretary of Defense may within 30 days recommend to the President that

he personally disapprove the licensing application because it significantly

increases the military capability of the receiving country.""

In addition to this process of interagency clearance, international

clearance is also required for exports to Communist-bloc countries of com-

modities and technologies that have strategic value. The United States par-

ticipates in a voluntary arrangement with fourteen other countries (NATO
countries, other than Ireland, and Japan) jointly to control exports to Com-
munist countries. If a commodity or technology is on the international con-

trol list, the Office of Export Administration must in many cases obtain a

waiver from the informal International Coordinating Committee
(COCOM) headquartered in Paris before licensing the export.

Applications subject to interagency and international review must be

processed through the appropriate Licensing Division of the Office of Ex-

port Administration within at least 30 days if they are to stand any chance

178. 50 U.S.C. App. §2404{a) (1970).

179. 50 U.S.C. App. §2403(h) (Supp. V 1975).

180. 50 U.S.C. App. §2403(h)(2)(A) (Supp. V 1975).
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of approval or disapproval within 90 days. Interagency review and COCOM
approval each take at least 30 days.'" The initial 30-day deadline is a dif-

ficult one to meet. There is often a backlog of cases and a shortage of com-

petent staff to analyze the complex technical issues. After the technical

issues are resolved, the licensing officer must write up his analysis in

language that is intelligible to the lay generalists who will subsequently

review it. Putting difficuU concepts into plain English is a talent that is not

shared equally by everybody. The preparation of the often lengthy docu-

ment that accompanies the application on interagency and international

review (referred to as the Operating Committee or OC document) often can-

not be completed within the 30-day time limit if it is to be written and

rewritten until it is intelligible to non-scientists.

Interagency review also necessarily consumes more than 30 days in dif-

ficult cases. The present policy emphasizes the need to obtain a consensus.

If there is an objection to an application by the representative of an agency,

the practice is to escalate the interagency review to the next higher level until

a consensus is achieved or the matter reaches the President's desk. In con-

troversial cases, such as the application to sell a computer system of poten-

tial mihtary significance to the Russian weather bureau which was recently

disapproved, there is no way to accomplish this task within 30 days.

COCOM approval, on the other hand, is more routine and normally can be

obtained within 30 days. While the time for COCOM review has averaged

40 days or more in the past, the Office of Export Administration has re-

duced that time slightly through logistical improvements in the transmission

and translation of documents. It is unlikely, however, that the time can be

reduced much further given COCOM's location in Paris and use of French

as its operative language.

There is little question that the 90-day statutory time has had a signifi-

cant impact in expediting the processing of applications for export licenses.

The Office of Export Administration employs it as a measuring stick to

evaluate its own performance. The Office has also utilized it as a device to

obtain additional personnel. Interestingly, the Office's request to Congress

for funds for twenty-two additional positions was rejected and the Office

only obtained additional technical personnel through an internal transfer of

funds within the Commerce Department.'*^ The Office has also pro-

181. This breakdown of the 90 days into three 30-day periods derives from the MacAvoy

Report, supra n.l73. The Office of Export Administration has itself established the goal of

processing internally all applications within thirty days.

182. The Commerce Department's 1977 budget submission included almost $600,000 for

the twenty-two new positions to be offset by closing two Trade Centers overseas. The House

committee on Appropriations specifically rejected the request and insisted that the Department

do better with existing resources. House Report 94-1226, 94th Cong., 2nd Sess. 24-25 (1976).

See also Hearings on Departincnts of State, Justice, Commerce, the Judiciary, and Related

Agencies Appropriations for 1977 (Part 2) 94th Cong., 2nd Sess. 631-641 (1976). The Senate

added the funds but the House prevailed in conference. Conference Report 94-1309, 94th

Cong., 2nd Sess. 8 (1976).
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mulgated additional policy determinations reducing the number of applica-

tions subject to the delays of the interagency review process. These policy

determinations do not reduce the level of national security controls but

simply allow the agencies involved to resolve policy issues generically rather

than on a case-by-case basis when reviewing individual applications. Of

course, the obvious need to process licensing applications expeditiously

could have produced many of the effects that have occurred even in the

absence of any specific statutory time limit.

Time pressures for processing applications have also diverted licensing

officers from providing advisory services to exporters. While the Office

does consider it important to assist exporters by advising them when and

how to apply for a license, the level of services is less than would be af-

forded if more time and staff were available. Diverting licensing officers

from the other tasks performed by them is not so easy since those tasks are

either directly related to the case flow problem (e.g., the review of the

Department's or COCOM's commodity control list or the preparation of

policy directives) or plainly mandated by law (e.g., the preparation of the

quarterly report to Congress on export controls mandated by section 10 of

the Export Administration Act)."'

The statutory time limit has had a lesser effect on the workings of the

interagency review process. The McAvoy Report focuses on the interagency

review process as the prime cause of delay and makes numerous recom-

mendations which have not yet been implemented for simplifying or

eliminating reviews that are unnecessary or rarely produce objections.

Change so far has come glacially because the reviewing agencies are jealous

of their prerogatives. While only the Department of Defense has an explicit

statutory right to participate in the review process, other agencies have

customarily participated and do not like to be excluded. At the same time

the statutory time limit does not exert the same time pressure on these re-

ferral agencies as it does on the agency that administers the program. Offi-

cials at the Office of Export Administration know how rapidly applications

must be processed in order to comply with the time limit and are aware that

they will be held to account for the program's track record. Officials at the

referral agencies, on the other hand, are not subject to the same scrutiny

and there is a danger that they will treat referrals as a secondary matter to

be handled when they get around to it. The Department of Defense, for

example, does not have a tracking system such as that in the Office of Ex-

port Administration to insure that a superior official is notified of applica-

tions that have been delayed for more than 30 days. While Section 3(h)

grants the Defense Department only 30 days in which to recommend to the

President that he reject a license application on military grounds, the

Department knows that it need not act within 30 days because under present

practice its concurrence is needed for a consensus decision. It thus appears

183. 50 U.S.C. App. §2409 (1970 & Supp. V 1975).
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to take more than a nonenforceable statutory time limit to change the pres-

ent system in the sensitive area of national security export controls.

Likewise, suggestions to eliminate the COCOM review or to conduct it

simultaneously with the interagency review involve major policy changes

that may be meritorious but are not likely to be implemented simply to

achieve compliance with the statutory time limit.

Despite the unquestioned impact of the statutory time limit in the 1974

Export Administration Amendments, Congress continues to be unhappy

about delays in the processing of licensing applications."" The Export Ad-

ministration Amendment of 1977'*^ amended the statutory time Hmit in

subsection 4(g) of the Act to provide that an application "shall be deemed
to be approved and the license shall be issued" at the expiration of the

90-day period unless the Secretary of Commerce "finds that additional time

is required and notifies the applicant in writing of the specific circumstances

requiring such additional time and the estimated date when the decision will

be made." This tightened time limit primarily requires the Office of Export

Administration to develop a fool-proof tracking system to prevent an ap-

plication from slipping through at the end of the 90-day period before the

Office has acted on it. The Department of Commerce still retains the

authority to extend the time limit upon giving reasons for doing so. The

Department successfully resisted a more radical change proposed by a

number of Congressmen for the automatic approval of applications still

pending at the end of 90 days without authorizing the Department to extend

the 90-day period. The Department argued that this provision would force it

to choose between the unpleasant alternatives of approving an application

that might endanger our national security or denying it because there was

insufficient time to evaluate it.

Case Study No. 4

Special Imports Program Division in the Domestic and International

Business Administration (DIBA) in the Department of Commerce —
Applications for Duty Free Importation of Articles of Scientific Value

Under section 6 of the Educational, Scientific and Cultural Materials

Act of 1966,'" non-profit organizations may apply to the Secretary of the

Treasury (i.e., to the Customs Service) for the duty-free importation of ar-

ticles of scientific value not available on the domestic market. The Secretary

must promptly forward the application to the Secretary of Commerce for a

determination whether an instrument or apparatus of equivalent scientific

value is manufactured in this country. Section 6(c) provides that the

184. S. Rep. 95-104, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 11-12 (1977).

185. Pub. L. 95-52, §10'', 91 Stat. 235 (1977). Similar legislation passed both Houses in

1976 but enactment was blocked when Congress adjourned before either House could act on

the Conference Report.

186. Pub. L. 89-651, 80 Stat. 897 (1966) (uncodified).
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Secretary of Commerce shall promptly report his finding to the Secretary of

the Treasury. That section requires an addition that the Secretary of Com-
merce shall publish in the Federal Register his finding, with a statement of

reasons therefor, before the ninetieth day after the filing of the application

with the Secretary of the Treasury,

The Secretary of Commerce has delegated his authority under the Act

to the Industry and Trade Administration (ITA) (formerly the Domestic

and International Business Administration) (DIBA) which administers the

program through its Statutory Import Programs Staff (formerly Special Im-

port Programs Division). The program itself is a comparatively small one;

and ITA now receives between four hundred and five hundred applications

per year covering goods worth between twenty and thirty million dollars.

The application process is a simple one; the importer completes a blank

form distributed by the Customs Service and supplies documentation (e.g.,

bill of sale) on the article purchased abroad for importation. While a non-

profit organization may apply for duty-free importation before committing

itself to purchase abroad an article of scientific value, few take advantage of

the opportunity to apply in advance of actual order of the article.

The Statutory Import Programs Staff has only three professional

employees, the Director (who splits his time among three statutory pro-

grams) and two technical people. Two administrative assistants and two

typists are also assigned to this function. However, section 6(c) of the Act

requires the Department of Commerce to consider the written advice of the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare on applications. Applica-

tions involving biomedical end uses undergo a scientific review at the Na-

tional Institutes of Health within HEW or, if that agency does not have

competence in the research or educational purposes for which the article

covered by an application is intended to be used, the application will be

referred to experts in other governmental agencies, such as the National

Bureau of Standards or the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-

tion within the Department of Commerce itself. Section 6(c) also requires

that the Department of Commerce publish notice of an application in the

Federal Register to afford a reasonable opportunity for public comment.

ITA customarily allows only twenty days for the submission of comments.

ITA normally receives an application from the Customs Service within

five days after it has been accepted for filing by the Service. ITA then allots

fifteen days to complete its own initial review of the application. In a small

percentage of cases, ITA determines that the application contains a defi-

ciency which prevents its consideration on the merits. Under its

regulations,"^ ITA may deny at the initial review stage the application

without prejudice (DWOP) and notify the applicant in writing what addi-

tional information about the imported article, comparable domestic article

187. 15 CFR 301.8(1976).
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or his intended end uses is required for it to make an equivalency determina-

tion. (Generally, however, ITA waits for the technical advice from the con-

sulting agencies, as described below, before "DWOPing" an application).

The DWOP becomes final if the applicant does not resubmit its application

within 90 days. A resubmission triggers anew the running of the 90-day

statutory time limit. If, on the other hand, ITA determines that the applica-

tion is complete, it prepares a public notice summarizing the application for

publication in the Federal Register.

The initial review by ITA generally culminates in the publication of a

Federal Register notice. While ITA almost always meets its target of com-
pleting this review in fifteen days, delays in the insertion of notices in the

Federal Register normally result in a twenty to thirty day time span between

the agency's receipt of an application and the appearance of a Federal

Register notice. All Federal Register notices and decisions are signed by the

director of the Statutory Import Programs Staff without any higher level

review. Letters of denials without prejudice issued at the initial review stage

are also almost always dispatched within fifteen days of receipt of an ap-

plication or very soon thereafter. The program is neither big enough nor

complex enough to develop a significant backlog.

The Federal Register notices prompt comments from interested persons

on roughly ten percent of the applications. An application rarely attracts

more than one comment. The commentators are invariably domestic

manufacturers who claim to manufacture equivalent scientific equipment.

Copies of any comments received and the applications are transmitted to

the appropriate consulting agency within five days of the expiration of the

comment period. ITA must then wait for the completion of the scientific

review by its consultant agencies which ITA requests be returned within

thirty days. While the statute does not explicitly preclude ITA from acting

on its own once the comment period closes, counsel in the Department has

advised that for legal sufficiency the ITA decision requires a supporting

scientific evaluation from a consulting agency. Moreover, ITA does not

have the technical competence to evaluate the entire range of instruments

which may be covered by applications in terms of the specific research or

educational end uses (a statutory requirement). Once ITA receives the writ-

ten report of the scientific reviewer, it allots thirty days for its final review

and decision. Cases involving policy issues or denial decisions are also re-

ferred to the ITA Office of General Counsel for review. Once again it

almost always meets this self-imposed deadline. Five to ten days may elapse

before the Federal Register publishes the required notice of the decision.

Approximately ninety percent of the applications finally decided are ap-

proved; and in most instances the approval is relatively routine and straight-

forward.

The chief delays in processing applications occur at the National In-

stitutes of Health (NIH) and, to a lesser extent, at the National Bureau of

Standards (NBS). The evaluation of applications at NIH is not a funded ac-

tivity or a high priority item. The task at both NBS (which is reimbursed by
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ITA for the evaluation service) and NIH is remote from the central missions

of the reviewing scientists or technicians. The Statutory Import Programs

staff does not have much leverage to require these agencies to submit their

reports within the required thirty-day period given the ITA policy that deci-

sions cannot be rendered by the staff without a supporting technical evalua-

tion. Moreover, the staff does not have much incentive to do so since it is

not itself subject to any significant pressure from applicants to make timely

decisions. There is also a concern among the professional staff that to

pressure consultants may result in incomplete or unsatisfactory evaluations.

It is therefore common for ITA to receive a report on the scientific review of

an application two or three months after the application is transmitted to

NIH even though the review itself may consume only a single staff day at

the Institute. A sample of applications reviewed by the National Institutes

of Health during late 1976 and early 1977 disclose an average review of

sixty-three days.

ITA therefore misses the 90-day statutory deadline in the majority of

cases. While there are no statistics available on the number of applications

acted on after the expiration of 90 days, the average processing time for all

applications filed since July, 1972 (excluding denials without prejudice) is

176 days. There are also normally between fifty and one hundred applica-

tions in process that have been pending over 90 days. It is a good estimate

that the agency misses the statutory deadline on ninety percent of the

applications.

These delays have distressed no one, except possibly the professional

staff at the Department of Commerce who do not like to be cast in the role

of potential lawbreakers. Importers of scientific equipment do not pay any

duty at the time of entry if they file a claim for duty-free entry prior to the

entry of the article. They only pay the duty (without any obligation for in-

terest) if their application is ultimately denied and therefore they have little

incentive to force a timely decision. Occasionally the approaching expira-

tion of a budget year or a reversion of grant funds may prompt an importer

to inquire whether a decision on its application may soon be forthcoming.

In these instances ITA gives the application priority treatment by expediting

its own review and by contacting its scientific reviewers to request them to

give special attention to the application because the applicant needs a

prompt answer.

This case study raises doubts about the need for the statutory time limit

in section 6(c) of the Educational, Scientific and Cultural Materials Act. It

is difficult to ascertain what purpose it serves since the affected private par-

ties do not really need its protection. While the time limit does operate to ex-

pedite the processing of applications at ITA, it lacks sufficient force or

reason to expedite the process of interagency scientific review. While its

provisions may otherwise be harmless, does that fact justify a statutory

command that an agency official "shall" do something within 90 days that

he does not have at his disposal the means to obey?
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Case Study No. 5

Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC)—Promulgation of
Consumer Product Safety Rules

The Consumer Product Safety Act of 1972'*' established a five-

member independent regulatory commission known as the Consumer Prod-

uct Safety Commission to protect the public against unreasonable risks

associated with consumer products. Section 9 of the Act'*' authorized the

Commission to promulgate consumer product safety rules which may take

the form either of consumer product safety standards or of consumer prod-

uct bans. In order to promulgate a safety standard for a consumer product,

the Commission must find that the standard's requirements are in the public

interest and are "reasonably necessary to eliminate or reduce an

unreasonable risk of injury" associated with the consumer product;"" a

product ban is authorized only of the Commission finds that "no feasible

consumer product safety standard under this chapter would adequately pro-

tect the public from the unreasonable risk of injury" associated with the

consumer product.'"

Congress also transferred to the Commission in the 1972 Act jurisdic-

tion to administer a number of older safety statutes that had approached the

problem in a piecemeal fashion. These statutes included the Flammable

Fabrics Act, the Poison Prevention Packaging Act, and the Federal

Hazardous Substances Act. Section 30(d) of the original Act'" provided

that a risk of injury associated with a consumer product that could be

eliminated or reduced to a sufficient extent by Commission action taken

under the transferred Acts may not be regulated under the Consumer Prod-

uct Safety Act. In 1976, Congress amended section 30(d)"' to allow the

Commission to regulate under the Consumer Product Safety Act rather

than under one of the transferred acts any risk of injury associated with a

consumer product if it determined that it was in the public interest to do so.

The Consumer Product Safety Act of 1972 contained a number of

significant procedural innovations applicable to rulemaking under the

Act."* Section 7 of the Act"' required the Commission to utilize private of-

ferors to develop proposed safety standards prior to the Commission's

188. Pub. L. 92-573, 86 Stat. 1207 (1972), codified at 15 U.S.C. §§2051-81. The Con-

sumer Product Safety Commission Improvements Act of 1976, Pub. L. 94-294, 90 Stat. 503

(1976), amended various sections of the original Act.

189. 15 U.S.C. §2058 (Supp. II 1972).

190. Section 9(c)(2)(A), 15 U.S.C. §2058(c)(2)(A) (Supp. II 1972).

191. Section 9(c)(2)(C), 15 U.S.C. §2058(c)(2)(C) (Supp. II 1972).

192. 15 U.S.C. §2079(d) (Supp. II 1972).

193. Pub. L. 94-294, §16, 90 Stat. 510 (1976). See n.l88, supra.

194. See generally, Scalia and Goodman, Procedural Aspects of the Consumer Product

Safety Act, 20 U.C.L.A. Law Rev. 899, (1973).

195. 15 U.S.C. §2056 (Supp. II 1972).
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publication of a notice of proposed rulemaking under section 553 of the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act. The purpose of this pre-rulemaking procedure

was to permit the maximum use of the expertise available in the private sec-

tor and to permit maximum participation by industry and consumer in-

terests in the standard-setting process while maintaining the ultimate

authority of the Commission to determine the final standard.'" Section 10

of the Act'" also recognized the right of "any interested person" to petition

the Commission to initiate a rulemaking proceeding and to obtain judicial

review of the Commission's refusal to do so. That section defined interested

person to include "consumer or consumer organization." Finally, sections

7 through 10 of the Act"' contained numerous time limits, normally extend-

able for good cause, applicable to each stage of the rulemaking process.

The 1970 Report of the National Commission on Product Safety pro-

vided the impetus for the passage of the Consumer Product Safety Act. The
Act itself largely derived from a proposed statute drafted by the Commis-
sion for submission to Congress.'" Section 8 of the Commission's draft

contained two major time limits. First, private offerors were allotted a max-

imum of 180 days to develop a proposed safety standard during which time

the Consumer Product Safety Commission was required to suspend its own
rulemaking activities. Second, the Commission was required to promulgate

a final safety standard or terminate the rulemaking proceeding within 60

days after proposing a standard. Both time limits were extendable by the

Commission for good cause. The 180-day time-frame was selected because

it was the normal period of time required by private standard-setters to de-

velop a new safety standard. No consideration was apparently given to

whether it was realistic to expect the Consumer Product Safety Commission
to promulgate a final standard in 60 days. The Report did emphasize the im-

portance of procedural flexibility;^"" and the new Commission's authority

to extend the time limit evidently made it unnecessary to consider whether

60 days was a sufficient period of time. The National Commission on Prod-

uct Safety did criticize other federal agencies for undue delay in promulgat-

ing safety standards.^"' The delays were attributed to unnecessary proced-

ural obstacles and inadequate funding. The Commission's response to these

difficulties was to propose the creation of an independent commission with

1%. H.R. Rep. No. 1153, 92nd Cong., 2nd. Sess. 33 (1972).

197. 15 U.S.C. §2059 (Supp. II 1972).

198. 15 U.S.C. §§2056 to 2059 (Supp. II 1972).

199. The proposed statute may be found at the end of the Commission's Report. See Na-

tional Commission on Product Safety, Final Report (June, 1970).

200. /rf. atll4.

201. The criticism was documented in the Heffron Report prepared for the Commission.

The agencies singled out for criticism were the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,

the Federal Trade Commission, and the Food and Drug Administration. See Heffron Report,

Federal Consumer Safety Legislation: A Study of the Scope and Adequacy of the Automobile

Safety, Flammable Fabrics. Toys and Hazardous Substances Programs (June 1970).
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broad powers whose sole responsibility was to protect the consuming public

from hazardous products.

The Senate Committee on Commerce refined the draft prepared by the

National Commission on Product Safety, and the Committee's bill (S.3149)

was largely enacted into law. The Committee added time limits during

which the Consumer Product Safety Commission was required to respond

to rulemaking petitions (within 120 days) and during which the Commis-

sion, after the receipt of a proposed standard developed by a private of-

feror, was required either to publish a notice of proposed rulemaking or to

terminate the proceeding (within 60 days). Only the latter time limit was

extendable for good cause. The Committee's lengthy report did not explain

the latter addition but did explain that the former addition was necessary to

transform a right to petition for rulemaking (proposed by the National

Commission on Product Safety and already provided by section 553(e) of

the Administrative Procedure Act) into a right to bring a mandamus suit to

challenge agency inaction. ^"^ A deadline was established for Commission

action in order to permit a consumer to challenge inaction in court after that

date. There was no discussion whether 120 days was a realistic time limit for

responding to petitions.

As of early September 1977, the Consumer Product Safety Commis-

sion had promulgated under the Consumer Product Safety Act three safety

standards (swimming pool slides,^" architectural glazing materials^"'* and

matchbooks)^"' and three product bans (unstable refuse bins,^°*

chlorofluorocarbons^"' and lead-containing paint and consumer products

bearing lead-containing paint^"'). It had proposed one additional safety

standard (power lawn mowers^*") and two additional product bans (ex-

tremely flammable contact adhesives^'" and certain products containing

respirable asbestos^"). The Commission had also initiated three section 7

proceedings (television receivers,^ '^ public playground equipment^ '^ and

202. S. Rep. 92-749, 92nd Cong., 2nd Sess. 20-21 (1972). S. 3149 was jointly reported to

the Senate by the Committee on Commerce and the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.

203. 41 FR 2741 (Jan. 19, 1976).

204. 42 FR 1427 (Jan. 6, 1977).

205. 42 FR 22656 (May 4, 1977).

206. 42 FR 30296 (June 13, 1977).

207. 42 FR 42779 (Aug. 24, 1977).

208. 42 FR 44192 (Sept. 1, 1977).

209. 42 FR 23052 (May 5, 1977).

210. 42 FR 35984 (July 13, 1977).

211. 42 FR 38782 (July 29, 1977).

212. 40 FR 8592 (Feb. 28, 1975).

213. 40 FR 10706 (March 13, 1976). Technically, the standard for public playground

equipment will ultimately be promulgated under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act, but

the Commission has decided to utilize the offeror procedures in the Consumer Product Safety

Act for its development.
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miniature Christmas tree lights^"*) for the development of proposed safety

standards by private offerors. The Commission had until recently actually

utilized its rulemaking authority under the transferred acts more frequently

and successfully than its rulemaking authority under the Consumer Product

Safety Act. It had placed in effect at least six substantive standards or bans

under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act (full size cribs, bicycles, vinyl

chloride monomer as an aerosol propellant, toy testing, non-full size cribs

and fireworks) and at least one each under the Flammable Fabrics Act

(children's sleepwear) and the Poison Prevention Packaging Act (ethylene

glycol).^"

The Commission therefore conducts some rulemaking proceedings that

are subject to statutory time limits and some that are not. Any preference by

the Commission for utilizing the transferred acts is not attributable to a

desire to avoid the time limits for rulemaking under the Consumer Product

Safety Act. The time limits, as will be seen, are too readily extendable to

have that impact. The explanation lies more in the cumbersome offeror

process that distinguishes proceedings under the latter Act from pro-

ceedings under the transferred Acts.^'* Sections 9(c)(1)(C) and (D) of the

Consumer Product Safety Act also require the Commission to make dif-

ficult determinations on the economic impact of safety standards that it is

not required to make for rules promulgated under the transferred acts.

These differences between rulemaking under the transferred acts and

rulemaking under the Consumer Product Safety Act preclude any com-

parative study on the effect of statutory time limits.

The applicability of statutory time limits to only a portion of the Com-
mission's proceedings poses the danger that the Commission will be unable

214. 42 FR 17154 (Mar. 31, 1977). In November, 1975, the Commission also solicited of-

fers to develop a proposed standard for home aluminum wiring. No acceptable offers were

received; and commission efforts to develop a standard have not yet produced a proposal. A
court recently ruled that the Commission lacked jurisdiction because home wiring was not a

consumer product. Kaiser Aluminum v. CPSC, 428 F. Supp. 177 (D. Del. 1977).

215. Hearings on Department of Housing and Urban Development - Independent Agen-

cies Appropriations for 1978 before a Subcommittee of the House Committee on Appropria-

tions, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 48 (1977) (letter to committee by Commissioner R. David Pittle)

(hereafter cited as House Hearings on 1978 Appropriations). Commissioner Pittle's statistics

date from early February, 1977. The Commission's much publicized subsequent ban on

children's sleepwear treated with the flame-retardant chemical TRIS was also taken under the

Federal Hazardous Substances Act.

216. Former Commission Chairman Richard O. Simpson shared this negative assess-

ment of the offeror process for developing proposed standards and sought its repeal. Hearings

on Regulatory Reform before the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the House
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 94th Cong., 2nd Sess., Volume IV, 10-12

(1976) (hereafter cited as Hearings on Regulatory Reform). The present Commission has de-

cided to live with the basic section 7 offeror process. The Commissioners are divided on its

relative merits, but Commissioner Franklin in particular believes that it can be made to work.

See House Hearings on 1978 Appropriations, supra n.215, at 114, 118-119. The Commission,

however, does favor an amendment of section 7 that would give it greater flexibility to make
mandatory a previously voluntary standard without utilizing the offeror process.
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rationally to determine its own priorities but will find it necessary to assign

priority to those proceedings subject to a time limit. Rulemaking pro-

ceedings under the Consumer Product Safety Act do not necessarily have a

greater priority than other Commission proceedings not subject to statutory

time limits such as rulemaking proceedings under the transferred acts or ad-

judicatory proceedings against individual products that do not violate any

safety standard but constitute a substantial product hazard. Congress did

not make any such priority determinations when it enacted the Consumer

Product Safety Act in 1972. While the Commission has in part avoided this

problem by missing or freely extending statutory deadlines,^" the statutory

time limits have made it difficult for the Commission to develop its own
priorities. This adverse impact is particularly apparent in the context of

rulemaking petitions.

A. Time Limits Applicable to Rulemaking Petitions

Section 10(a) of the Act^" provides that any interested person, in-

cluding a consumer or a consumer organization, may petition the Commis-
sion to commence a proceeding for the issuance, amendment, or revocation

of a consumer product safety rule. The rules covered by this provision in-

clude both safety standards for consumer products and bans of hazardous

consumer products. Section 10(b) requires that the petition shall set forth 1)

facts which it is claimed establish the "necessity" of the requested rule and

2) "a brief description" of the rule. Section 10(c) authorizes the Commis-

sion to hold a public hearing on a petition and to conduct such investigation

or proceeding as it deems appropriate. Section l(Xd) provides that the Com-
mission shall either grant or deny a petition within 120 days after it is filed

with the Corrmiission. Unlike other time limits in the Act, this time limit for

acting on petitions is not extendable by the Commission for good cause. If

the Commission grants a rulemaking petition, it "shall promptly commence
an appropriate proceeding under section 7 (standards) or 8 (bans)." If the

Commission denies a petition, it shall publish its reasons for the denial in

the Federal Register.

For petitions filed more than three years after the date of the Act's

enactment (i.e. after October 27, 1975), section 10(e) provides a unique

judicial remedy to petitioners if the Commission denies a petition or fails to

grant or deny it within the requisite 120 days. The petitioner may com-

mence, within 60 days after the Commission's denial of the petition or

217. However, the worst instance of delay at the Commission did not involve a pro-

ceeding subject to a statutory time limit. The Commission's failure in the five years of its ex-

istence to promulgate generic toy regulations under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act is

well described in Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, Study on Federal Regulations:

Delay in the Regulatory Process (Volume IV) 17-20 (June, 1977). In the summer of 1977, the

Commission withdrew product bans proposed by it in January, 1975 and proposed new

technical requirements for toys with sharp points and edges. 42 FR 39647 (August 4, 1977); 42

FR 44160 (Sept. 1, 1977). Proposed standards on small parts are still to appear.

218. 15 U.S.C. §2059(a) (Supp. II 1972).
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within 60 days after the expiration of the 120-day period if the Commission

fails to grant or deny the petition within that time, a civil action in a United

States District Court to compel the Commission to initiate the requested

rulemaking proceeding. The court shall order the Commission to do so if

the petitioner demonstrates "by a preponderance of evidence in a de novo

proceeding" that a "consumer product presents an unreasonable risk of in-

jury, and that the failure of the Commission to initiate a rulemaking pro-

ceeding under section 7 or section 8 of this title unreasonably exposes the

petitioner or other consumers to a risk of injury presented by the consumer

product."^" This provision not only authorizes judicial review of the Com-
mission's failure to commence a rulemaking proceeding but also contains

an unusually strict standard for that review. Even if the Commission's

refusal to do so was a rational one (i.e. it was not arbitrary or capricious)

and even if it was supported by substantial evidence, the court must order

the Commission to initiate the requested rulemaking proceeding if the court

finds that the preponderance of the evidence is the other way. Section 10 of

the Consumer Product Safety Commission Improvements Act of 1976"°

further strengthened this judicial remedy by adding a new section 10(e)(4) to

authorize the District Court in the interests of justice to award the petitioner

the costs of the suit, including reasonable fees for attorneys and for expert

witnesses.

The Commission's Petition Log lists eighty-two petitions filed under

section 10 of the Consumer Product Safety Act from the Commission's in-

ception through April 20, 1977. A typical petition requests the Commission

to initiate a rulemaking proceeding for the development of a safety standard

for a particular consumer product. In a clear majority of cases the Commis-

sion did not grant or deny the petition within the required 120 days. As of

March 12, 1976, the Commission had received fifty-six petitions. It had

acted on only twelve of those petitions within 120 days, while on twenty-one

of the petitions it had acted subsequent to the expiration of the 120 days.

The average response time for the thirty-three petitions on which the Com-
mission had acted was 201 days. The average age of the twenty-three peti-

tions still pending was 323 days."' Since March, 1976 the situation has im-

proved somewhat, especially with respect to the backlog of long-pending

petitions; but only seven of the twenty-two petitions acted on by the Com-
mission between March, 1976 and late August, 1977 had been pending less

than 120 days."^ While this record does reflect in part the clearing of old

219. 15 U.S.C. §2059(e)(2) (Supp. II 1972).

220. See n. 188, supra.

221. Hearings on Regulatory Reform, supra n.216, at 169-170.

222. Author's computations based on Commission's Petition Log.
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petitions, the commission is still not able to process within 120 days peti-

tions to initiate standard-setting for additional products.^"

There are a number of explanations for the Commission's poor record

in complying with the statutory time limit. First and foremost there is the

problem of management inefficiency. In its four short years of existence the

Commission has had seven Acting Executive Directors but it has never had

a permanent one. Staff morale and performance have suffered as a result.

At least four of the five present Commissioners agree that the lack of effec-

tive permanent leadership to give direction to the Commission's staff is in

part responsible for the Commission's difficulties in administering the Con-
sumer Product Safety Act."" A constant turnover of top level staff has

resulted in a large backlog of pending matters that simply do not receive at-

tention regardless of statutory time limits.

The statutory time limit for acting on rulemaking petitions also raises

more basic difficulties. The Commission commences a rulemaking pro-

ceeding for the development of a safety standard by publishing in the

Federal Register a notice under section 7(b) of the Act identifying a con-

sumer product and the risks of injury associated with the product and

stating the Commisison's determination that a safety standard is necessary

to reduce or eliminate the risk of injury. This section 7(b) notice solicits of-

fers from private persons to develop a proposed safety standard and sets in

motion a rulemaking proceeding whose every stage is subject to its own
statutory time limit."'

Former Commission Chairman Richard O. Simpson, in his presenta-

tion to the Senate Appropriations Committee in February, 1976, estimated

that the Act required the Commission to promulgate at least one hundred

mandatory safety standards. The one hundred standards would address ap-

proximately seventy-five percent of the standard - preventable injuries."*

Obviously the Commission cannot develop one hundred standards

simultaneously. It costs $3,000,000 to $4,000,000 to develop a typical safety

223. See, for example, the Federal Register for August 9, 1977 where the Commission

denied petitions to develop safety standards for ventilation fans and belt-driven grinders. Both

petitions were filed in December, 1976 and formally denied by the Commission on August 3,

1977. 42 FR 40232-33.

224. House Hearings on 1978 Appropriations, supra n.215, at 43-75 (letters to the Sub-

committee by Commissioners Pittle, Kushner, Franklin, and Garrett).

225. The Commission may omit the section 7(b) notice and the private offeror process

for developing a proposed standard when it proposes a product ban under section 8. However,

in many instances the Commission will be unable to determine that a ban is necessary because

no safety standard is feasible to protect the public unless there has first been an effort at stand-

ard development under section 7.

226. Hearings on the Department of Housing and Urban Development and Certain In-

dependent Agencies Appropriations for 1977 before a Subcommittee of the Senate Committee

on Appropriations, 94th Cong., 2nd Sess. 7-10 (1976) (statement of Richard O. Simpson,

Chairman, Consumer Product Safety Commission) (hereafter cited as Senate Hearings on 1977

Appropriations).
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Standard, and the Commission's total annual budget is approximately

$40,000,000."' Given its limited resources, must the Commission grant a

rulemaking petition simply because the requested standard is among the one

hundred or so standards that ultimately should be promulgated? The Com-

mission initially responded to this question in the affirmative and denied a

petition only if it determined that there was no unreasonable risk of injury

associated with the product which necessitated the development of a safety

standard. Conversely, the Commission believed that it had no choice but to

grant a petition and promptly commence a rulemaking proceeding by pub-

lishing a section 7(b) notice if it determined that a safety standard was

reasonably necessary to eliminate or reduce an unreasonable risk of injury

associated with a consumer product."* This interpretation of section 10 cer-

tainly discouraged the Commission from ruling on petitions since it would

soon find itself involved in far more rulemaking proceedings than it could

handle. The Commission's response was to temporize. It relied on the three

year grace period in section 10(e)"' and hoped that it could avoid suits by

petitioners after its expiration by explaining to them in an above-board

fashion what it was doing with their petitions and why it had not acted on

them within the 120-day time limit.""

At the Commission's Senate Appropriations hearings in February,

1976, Senator Proxmire sharply criticized the Commission's interpretation

of its responsibility to rule on petitions under section 10 of the Act."' He
argued that the Commission must establish its own priorities on which

standards to develop first and not allow its priorities to be set by the order in

which persons outside the agency filed petitions. At the time of the hearing

the Commission had just promulgated its first consumer product safety

standard for swimming pool slides; and the Senator reacted with con-

siderable merriment to the inconsequentiality of the standard and the

trivialities of its provisions. He noted that the standard for swimming pool

slides had been developed and promulgated in response to a petition, the

first one filed under section 10 of the Consumer Product Safety Act. Chair-

man Simpson agreed that the petitioning process had largely controlled the

agency's priorities but argued that the Commission had no choice unless

section 10 was amended or repealed. Simpson had previously submitted in

January, 1976 a chart to Representative Moss's oversight hearings that con-

trasted the importance of petition-generated and self-generated rulemaking

proceedings. Ten proceedings at the Commission generated by petitions

granted under section 10 of the Act addressed only 155,000 preventable

227. Id. at 19 (testimony of Woodson W. Bercaw, Director, Budget and Operations

Division, Consumer Product Safety Commission).

228. Id. at 21 ff.

229. See text at n.219 supra.

230. House Hearings on 1978 Appropriations, supra n. 215, at 135 (testimony of S. John

Byington, Chairman, Consumer Product Safety Commission).

231. Senate Hearings on 1977 Appropriations, supra n. 226, at 19-22, 58-59, 67-73.
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injuries, while ten self-selected Commission proceedings addressed

1,230,000 injuries."^ While this chart is not fully informative on the Com-
mission's allocation of priorities,^" it is plain that the Commission's actions

under the 1972 Act have been more reactive than planned. Of the twelve

safety standards or bans presently in effect or under active development,

only two were Commission-generated (matchbooks and television

receivers). The remaining ten (swimming pool shdes, architectural glazing

material, power lawn mowers, public playground equipment, miniature

Christmas tree lights, unstable refuse bins, chlorofluorocarbons, lead-

containing paint, contact adhesives, and asbestos products) were all

petition-generated

.

The Commission responded to Senator Proxmire's criticism by

establishing priorities for Commission action. It adopted on July 2, 1976,

an interim policy statement which established eight criteria for determining

agency priorites."'' While the Commission's criteria are necessarily

somewhat general, they do provide a basis for determining which safety

standards to develop first. The Commission subsequently promulgated in

September, 1976, interim rules on procedures for rulemaking petitions

which specifically applied the Commission's prioritites to the disposition of

section 10 petitions."' In deciding whether to grant or deny a petition the

Commission will consider "the risk of injury associated with the product

about which the petition has been filed and the Commission's resources

available for rulemaking activity with respect to that risk of injury.""* In

September 1977, the Commission actually Hsted twenty-nine high priority

projects which it intended to complete as quickly as possible and seventeen

medium-priority projects which it intented to complete as soon as possible

thereafter."' These rankings were subject to continuing review.

The Commission's present approach makes it more practicable for it to

grant or deny rulemaking petitions within the 120-day time Umit. The Com-
mission has collected nationwide data on product-related injuries and has

conducted (or could easily conduct) in-depth investigations on most major

products to determine the precise cause of a statistically significant sample

of those injuries. This information should afford the Commission an ade-

quate factual basis for acting on petitions. While the preparation of a sec-

tion 7(b) notice requires additional time and is the crucial step in the offeror

232. Hearings on Regulatory Reform, supra n. 216, at 13.

233. The chart does not identify specific proceedings. It also does not indicate the staff

hours spent on the two types of proceedings. Despite the Commission's initial interpretation of

section 10, it has granted petitions on which it has subsequently invested very little in the way

of resources. For example, on October 9, 1973, it granted a petition to develop a safety stand-

ard for extension cords but it has yet to publish a section 7(b) notice in that proceeding.

234. 41 FR 27960 (July 8, 1976), codified at 16 CFR 1009.8 (1977).

235. 41 FR 43125 (Sept. 29, 1976), codified at 16 CFR 1110.11 (1977).

236. Id. at 43129, codified at 16 CFR 1110.22(b) (1977).

237. 42 FR 47859 (Sept. 22, 1977).
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process,"* the Commission need not complete that step before granting the

petition. The Commission may first grant the petition and sometime

thereafter "promptly commence" a rulemaking proceeding by publishing a

section 7(b) notice. Oddly, the publication of the section 7(b) notice is the

only stage of the Commission rulemaking that is not subject to a specific

statutory time limit but only to a more general requirement of "prompt-

ness". Significant delays have occurred at that stage. In two instances

dating from 1973 and 1974, the Commission granted rulemaking petitions

for safety standards on extension cords (petition granted on October 9,

1973) and space heaters (petition granted on October 31, 1974) but has not

yet formally commenced proceedings through the publication of a section

7(b) notice.

The Commission is still hesitant to deny rulemaking petitions on the

basis of its priorities. It did so for the first time on August 3, 1977 when it

denied a petition to develop a safety standard for belt-driven grinders."'

There is some apprehension that the courts will rule that the Commission's

present approach conflicts with section 10 and that the Commission must

grant meritorious petitions rather than deny them on the basis of inade-

quate resources.^"" So far only one petitioner has sued the Commission."'

In that case the Commission had failed to grant or deny within the 120-day

time limit a petition to commence a proceeding for the development of a

safety standard for Christmas tree lights. The petitioner had obtained a

patent for a type of Christmas tree light whose safety features he believed

should be the subject of a mandatory safety standard. He sought a court

order directing the Commission to initiate the requested proceeding through

the publication of a section 7(b) notice. After unsuccessfully contending

that the plaintiff's mailgram to the Commission did not constitute a petition

under the Commission's rules, the Commission settled the case in early 1977

and published a section 7(b) notice in which the court allowed the Commis-

sion to limit to miniature Christmas tree lights. While the Commission in its

pleadings and briefs did not advance a defense based on its newly estab-

lished priorities, the court made it quite clear to the parties that the Com-

mission was required to initiate a rulemaking proceeding once it recognized,

as it did, that Christmas tree lights were amenable to regulation by a con-

sumer product safety standard.

The determination of Commission priorities involves more than the

question which petition to grant and which standard to develop first. There

238. See text at p. 128 below.

239. For the published denial, see 42 FR 40232 (Aug. 9, 1977).

240. There is a difficult issue of statutory construction whether section 10(e)(2) allows

the Commission to deny a petition on the grounds that the risk of injury to which the petitioner

or other consumers are exposed is a matter of low priority. For a statement of the competing

argument, see Hearings on Regulatory Reform, supra n.216, at 95-126.

241. Lorch v. Consumer Product Safety Commission, Civil Action No.

C-76-11174-SW(CD CaliO (filed June 19, 1976).
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is a broader issue of what priority to assign to mandatory safety rules. The
primary mission of the Commission is to reduce injuries caused by hazard-

ous products. To accomplish that goal it must of course identify and

analyze the hazards associated with consumer products. Once it has done so

the Commission has available to it four distinct strategies to reduce those

hazards: 1) it may promulgate mandatory safety rules of general applicabil-

ity; 2) it may proceed against particular defective products through formal

adjudicatory proceedings or through seizure action in the courts; 3) it may
monitor voluntary standards development; and 4) it may conduct or sup-

port information and education programs directed to consumers. ^"^ Plainly

the draftsmen of the Consumer Product Safety Act contemplated that the

Commission would adopt some mix of these strategies since the Act

authorized the Commission to pursue all of them. The Act did not deter-

mine the precise nature of the mix but left that determination to the Com-
mission, subject to Congressional review through the annual appropriations

process.

The Commission, Uke most federal agencies, has devoted only a por-

tion of its resources to rulemaking. In fiscal 1977, 136.6 positions and

$7,713,000 were allocated to the Commission's Regulatory Development

Program out of a total appropriation of $39,974,000. The Information and

Education Program had 79.5 positions and $4,479,000, while the Com-
pliance and Enforcement Program had the largest share, 286 positions and

$9,785,000. ^"^ Surely, an allocation of a greater share of the Commission's

242. House Hearings on 1978 Appropriations, supra n.215, at 55 (letter of Commis-

sioner Kushner to subcommittee).

243. The complete figures for fiscal 1977 are as follows:

Program Activity Positions Funds

Hazard Identification 164.5 $ 7,845,000

Hazard Strategy Analysis 29.1 2,063,000

Regulatory Development 136.6 7,713,000

Information and Education 79.5 4,479,000

Compliance and Enforcement 286.0 9,785.000

Administration 194.3 8,049,000

Reimbursable Programs 40,000

$39,974,000

House Hearings on 1978 Appropriations, supra n.215, at 175.

An undetermined portion of the Compliance and Enforcement budget supports the en-

forcement of mandatory safety standards. That portion is relatively small since the number of

mandatory standards is low and since the Commission in its budget submission, reproduced

above, pruned the Compliance and Enforcement budget by allocating to Regulatory Develop-

ment over twenty positions and $1,000,000 that had formerly been treated as part of the Com-

pliance and Enforcement budget. The transferred functions included programs for achieving

compliance with new standards.
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limited funds to rulemaking would result in an improvement in the Com-

mission's record in responding to petitions and in completing rulemaking

proceedings in a timely fashion. The statutory time limits seemingly have

not had an effect on the composition of the mix and have not caused a

greater allocation of resources to the rulemaking strategy than would other-

wise be the case.

It is fortunate that the time limits have not had a greater impact on

agency priorities. Whether the Commission has devoted adequate resources

to rulemaking is of course a matter of dispute.^"" Certainly the act placed a

strong emphasis on rulemaking but it did not require the Commission to

rely exclusively or even primarily on mandatory standards to protect the

consuming public. The determination of the appropriate mix is a difficult

task which should not be dictated by outside petitioners. The Commission

should be able to tell a petitioner that the subject of his petition is not an ap-

propriate matter for rulemaking at the present time. Of course, the Com-

mission should allocate sufficient resources to review petitions and to re-

spond to them in a timely fashion. Section 10 of the Act requires at a

minimum that it do so. This requirement is a desirable one since it insures

that the agency will at least consider suggestions from the public. Perhaps

the Commission's response should be subject to judicial review for ar-

bitrariness, but the broader judicial review provided in section 10(e) is

undesirable if it is interpreted to allow a court to order the Commission to

commence a rulemaking procedure even if the Commission has made a ra-

tional determination not to do so.

The Commission also receives rulemaking petitions under the trans-

ferred acts now administered by it. Petitions filed under these statutes are

not subject to the 120-day statutory time limit in section 10 of the Consumer

The breakdown within the Regulatory Development Program for fiscal 1977 is as follows:

Activity Positions Funds

Mandatory Rules 94.0 $5,818,000

Voluntary Standards 19.0 863,000

Petitions 21.6 971,000

Reporting on New Products 1.6 61,000

136.6 $7,713,000

Id. at 177.

244. Commissioner Pittle has long maintained that the Commission has not devoted suf-

ficient resources to the development of mandatory consumer product rules and has spent too

much money on education and information campaigns and on the development of voluntary

standards. House Hearings on 1978 Appropriations, supra n.215, at 52 (letter of Commis-

sioner Pittle to subcommittee).
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Product Safety Act. Despite this fact, the Commission's Petition Log in-

dicates that the commission has responded more promptly in granting or

denying these petitions that it has to section 10 petitions. For example, the

average response time for petitions acted on by the Commission under the

Federal Hazardous Substance Act and Poison Prevention Packaging Act

through March, 1976 was 170 days and 178 days respectively, as compared
with 201 days under the Consumer Product Safety Act. The Commission

even granted or denied thirty-two of the sixty-eight petitions filed under the

Poison Prevention Packaging Act within 120 days.^*' The differences be-

tween section 10 and non-section 10 petitions explain this apparent

discrepancy. The Commission inherited from the transferor agencies a

substantial body of regulations promulgated by them under the transferred

acts. The great majority of petitions under the transferred acts therefore re-

quest modification of an existing standard, a waiver of the standard, or an

extension of a deadline in a standard. The issues are narrow and technical

and normally do not require the Commission to make the difficult deter-

mination whether or not to develop a new safety standard.^**

B. Development of Proposed Consumer Product Safety Standards

Section 7 of the Consumer Product Safety Act (as amended by the

Consumer Product Safety Commission Improvements Act of 1976) con-

tains time limits for the development of proposed consumer product safety

standards. The House Conference Committee Report on the 1976 Act

describes as follows the time limits in the amended section 7:

First, the Commission under section 7(b) issues the notice of deter-

mination of need for a consumer product safety standard and invites

offerors to submit proposals for the development of a standard. (Of-

fers must be submitted within 30 days.)

Second, within 60 days, the Commission must either (1) accept an

offer or offers to develop a proposed standard; or (2) publish a notice

in the Federal Register terminating the proceeding; or (3) itself develop

a proposed consumer product safety rule. If an offer to develop a pro-

posed standard is accepted or the Commission itself proceeds with

245. Hearings on Regulatory Reform, supra n.216, at 171-73.

246. The Commission's denial of a petition filed under the Federal Hazardous

Substances Act to publish a proposed rule banning handgun ammunition did prompt a judicial

challenge. Committee for Handgun Control, Inc. v. CPSC, 388 F. Supp. 216 (D.D.C. 1975).

Section 3(a)(2) of the Federal Hazardous Substances Act, 15 U.S.C. §1262(a)(2) (1970), pro-

vides that proceedings for the issuance, amendment or repeal of a rule shall be governed by the

provisions in section 701(e) to (g) of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act of 1938, 21 U.S.C.

§371(e)-(g) (1970). That section in turn provides that the Secretary shall publish a proposed rule

on his own initiative or "by petition of any interested person, showing reasonable grounds

therefor." The court determined that the petitioner had shown reasonable grounds for banning

handgun ammunition and ordered the Commission to publish a proposed rule to that effect

within 60 days. Congress subsequently withdrew ammunition from the Commission's

jurisdiction.
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the development of the proposal, 150 days are allotted for such

development.

Third, at the expiration of the 150 day period, either (1) the of-

feror must submit his proposal to the Commission; or (2) if the Com-
mission itself has proceeded to develop the standard, the Commission

must, by notice published in the Federal Register, withdraw the notice

of determination of need or it must publish a proposed consumer prod-

uct safety rule.

If an offeror has submitted a proposal for a consumer product

safety standard, the Commission must, within 60 days (i.e. 210 days

after the acceptance of the offer), proceed to publish a proposed con-

sumer product safety rule or terminate the proceedings.

While the Commission is authorized to extend each of the above

time periods by a notice published in the Federal Register stating good

cause therefor, time is of the essence in the development of product

safety standards and such extensions should not be made lightly.^"'

The only substantial difference between the time limits in the amended

section 7 and in the original section 7 is the time allotment for an offeror or

the Commission to develop a proposed standard. Under the original sec-

tion, the offeror or the Commission was required to develop the proposal

within 150 days of the original section 7(b) notice. Under the present section

7, the 150-day period does not start to run until the Commission accepts an

offer to develop a proposed standard or commences development itself.

Under the former section, the maximum time period for standard develop-

ment was 210 days from the publication of the initial notice until the

publication in the Federal Register of a proposed standard. The present sec-

tion allows 210 days from the acceptance of an offer. Since the Commission

must accept an offer within 60 days of the original notice, the maximum
period for developing a proposed standard is now 270 days from the initial

notice published by the Commission. The Commission may lengthen this

overall time period by extending for good cause any of the intermediate

deadlines in the standard development process.

The Commission has so far conducted six offeror proceedings for the

development of proposed safety standards. The chart on the following page

discloses the Commission's record in those proceedings, which were largely

conducted under the time limits in the 1972 Act.

In all six proceedings the statutory time limits were consistently ex-

ceeded; and in five of the six proceedings the time limits were missed by

wide margins. Only in the proceeding to develop a proposed standard for

swimming pool slides did the Commission come close to completing the

proceeding within the 210 days allowed under the 1972 Act. Of course, the

Commission "complied" with all the statutory time limits in the Act by

247. House Conference Report 94-1022 to accompany S.644, 94th Cong., 2nd Sess.

20-21 (1976), reprinted in (1976) U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 1509, 1538-39.
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extending them for "good cause" whenever a deadline approached. It is

nevertheless apparent that the time limits did not serve as measuring rods or

guideposts for each stage of the process. Any difficulty which arose in the

development of a standard provided the basis for a "good cause" extension

of the time limit. The majority of extensions were for periods of at least two

or three months. In one instance the Commission extended at one time for

an additional ten months the period during which it must either publish a

proposed safety standard for power lawn mowers or terminate the section 7

proceeding by withdrawing its initial notice.^'"

There are of course a number of explanations for these delays.

Management inefficiency is surely high on the list and may explain why in at

least four of the proceedings it took the Commission longer to evaluate an

offeror's proposed standard than it took the offeror to develop it. In addi-

tion, the Commission has often found an offeror's work product to be in-

adequate because it lacks the necessary technical and economic support and

does not state the requirements of the proposed standard in performance

terms, as required whenever feasible by section 7(a)(1) of the Act. In the

television receiver proceeding, for example, the offeror submitted little

more than a voluminous collection of standards previously developed by

it."' Finally, the Commission has imposed unnecessary burdens on offerors

by failing accurately to identify in the section 7(b) notice the risks of injury

which the safety standard should address. As a result of the commission's

over-inclusion of risks in its section 7(b) notices, offerors have been forced

to address product hazards for which there is no injury data or no apparent

remedy. Offerors have then complained that they must do too much work

with too little in the way of resources"" or information from the Commis-
sion. The American National Standards Institute and the American Society

for Testing and Materials have both complained that the 150-day time limit

in the 1972 Act proved to be much too short for the development by an of-

feror of an all-inclusive standard."' All these explanations for the delays

that did occur are valid, but it is still significant that the extendable

statutory time did not operate to force the Commission to overcome these

difficulties.

248. In the Federal Register notice published on July 6, 1976, 41 FR 27997, the Commis-

sion extended the period until April 30, 1977. The offeror in the power lawn mower proceeding

had submitted its proposed standard to the Commission one year earlier on July 17, 1975.

249. House Hearings on 1978 Appropriations, supra n.215, at 113 (testimony of Com-
missioner Pittle).

250. There is considerable controversy over the adequacy of Commission funding of

offerors.

251. Hearings on Medical Devices Amendments of 1975 before the Subcommittee on

Health and Environment of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 94th

Cong., 1st Sess. 451-461 (1975) (testimony of Association officials opposing similar time limits

for the development of performance standards for medical devices).
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C. Promulgation of Final Consumer Product Safety Rules

Section 9(a) of the Consumer Product Safety Act provides that within

60 days of the pubHcation of a proposed consumer product safety standard

or consumer product ban, the Commission shall either promulgate a final

rule or withdraw by rule the notice of the proceeding. The Commission may
extend the 60-day time limit for good cause. While the Commission may

utilize the informal rulemaking procedures in section 553 of the Ad-

ministrative Procedure Act, it is required to give interested persons "an op-

portunity for the oral presentation of data, views or arguments in addition

to an opportunity to make written submissions.
"^^^

The 60-day time limit is an unrealistic one for promulgating major

rules. The Commission normally allows 60 days for public comment and

schedules a public hearing mid-way in the comment period. The notice of

proposed rulemaking routinely extends the deadUne for promulgating the

final rule until at least 30 days after the close of the comment period.^"

Subsequent extensions have consistently been made.

The following chart depicts the Commission's time record in pro-

mulgating final consumer product safety rules:

Stage of Proceeding and Applicable Time Limit—Promulgation
OF Final Rule (60 Days)

Standard or Ban Public Participation

Swimming Pool Slides 126 days Twenty-four written and

(safety standard) seven oral presentations

Architectural Glazing 329 days Extensive

Materials (safety

standard)

Matchbooks (safety 395 days 226 written comments;

standard) two days of public hearing

Unstable Refuse Bins 157 days Sixteen written and oral

(product ban) comments; one day of

public hearing

Lead Containing Paint and 386 days fifty-eight comments

Consumer Products

Bearing Lead Containing

Paint (product ban)

Power lawn mowers Not yet promulgated public hearing in process

(safety standard) (extended so far to

cover 150 days)

252. Section 9(a)(2), 15 U.S.C. §2058(a)(2) (Supp. II 1972).

253. See, e.g., the notice of proposed rulemaking on the power lawn mower standard, 42

FR 23052 (May 5, 1977).
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Once again the statutory time limit has not served as an effective

measuring rod for the time normally necessary to complete the task. The

Commission has missed the 60-day goal by a wide margin in all six pro-

ceedings. While the time limit is an unrealistically tight one, the time actual-

ly taken by the Commission to promulgate final rules in the architectursd

glazing, matchbooks and lead proceedings far exceeds the 60-day norm. In

these proceedings the level of public participation was far lower than in ma-

jor rulemaking proceedings at FDA, OSHA, and EPA. The rulemaking

records were accordingly much smaller. The number of issues in these pro-

ceedings are also fewer and they appear to be less complex. The Commis-

sion nevertheless consistently found it necessary to extend the time periods

for completing the proceedings. The Federal Register notices are often unin-

formative on the reasons for the extensions but merely cite the complexity

of the issues."''

Case Study No. 6

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) in the

Department of Labor — Promulgation of Occupational Safety and Health

Standards

In the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, '*' Congress

delegated to the Secretary of Labor authority to develop and administer

uniform occupational safety and health standards. Section 6(b) of the Act"'

contains three separate time limits for the promulgation of standards. First,

section 6(b)(1)"' provides that if the Secretary requests the recommenda-

tions of an advisory committee after he has determined that a rule should be

promulgated, the advisory committee shall submit to the Secretary its

recommendations regarding the rule within 90 days from the date of its ap-

pointment or within such longer or shorter period prescribed by the Secre-

tary, but in no event for a period which is longer than 270 days. Second, sec-

tion 6(b)(2)"' provides that when an advisory committee is appointed to

make recommendations regarding a rule, the Secretary shall pubUsh the

proposed rule within 60 days after the submission of the advisory commit-

tee's recommendations or the expiration of the period prescribed by the

Secretary for such submission. Third, section 6(b)(4)"' requires that the

Secretary shall promulgate, modify or revoke an occupational safety or

254. See, e.g., the Federal Register notice extending for seven and one-half months from

September 15, 1976 to May 1, 1977 the period for promulgating a matchbook standard.

The notice cites only the complexity of the issues without further specification. 41 FR 39041

(Sept. 14, 1976).

255. Pub. L. 91-5%. 84 Stat. 1593, codified at 29 U.S.C. §§ 650 et seq. (1970).

256. 29 U.S.C. §655(b) (1970).

257. 29 U.S.C. §655(b)(l) (1970).

258. 29 U.S.C. §655(b)(2) (1970).

259. 29 U.S.C. §655(b)(4) (1970).
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health standard, or make a determination that a standard should not be

issued, within 60 days after the completion of any hearing held on a pro-

posed standard. In addition, section 6(c) of the Act"" authorizes the

Secretary to promulgate emergency temporary standards, effective im-

mediately upon publication in the Federal Register, if he determines that the

publication of an emergency standard is necessary to protect employees

from "grave danger." Upon the promulgation of an emergency temporary

standard, the Secretary shall commence a rulemaking proceeding in accord-

ance with section 6(b) and shall promulgate a permanent standard "no later

than six months after pubUcation of the emergency standard. "^^'

The Act's legislative history discloses very httle about the purpose of

these statutory time limits. The debate over the Act's rulemaking provisions

focused on the issues of who should promulgate rules and what procedures

should be required for rulemaking. The Administration's bill, which passed

the House provided for formal on-the-record rulemaking by an independent

Board. The Senate bill, favored by the Democratic leadership in the Con-

gress, delegated rulemaking authority to the Secretary of Labor and allowed

him to utilize more informal rulemaking procedures. The Secretary could

promulgate rules through informal notice and comment proceedings but

was required in addition to hold a "public hearing" on "written

objections" to a proposed rule if the person submitting an objection stated

the "grounds" for the objection and requested a public hearing. The House

Committee on Education and Labor had reported to the House a bill similar

to that subsequently passed by the Senate but had been overruled by the full

House. In the Conference Committee, however, the House receded and the

Senate bill largely became law.

Both the Administration's bill and the bill supported by the Congres-

sional leadership provided for the use of advisory corrmiittees composed

primarily of representatives of industry and labor to develop safety and

health standards. The bill reported by the House Committee on Education

and Labor (H.R. 16785) required the Secretary to obtain the recommenda-

tions of an advisory committee before proposing a new standard.^" While

the Senate bill (S. 2193) allowed the Secretary to propose standard without

first obtaining the recommendations of an advisory committee, the Senate

Committee on Labor and PubHc Welfare expected that he would only do so

where the subject matter was non-controversial."^ The insertion of this new

step in the rulemaking process evidently prompted the inclusion of statutory

time limits. The addition of this "pre-rulemaking" stage for the develop-

ment of proposed standards aroused concern that the promulgation of new

standards would take too long. Time limits were therefore placed in what

260. 29 U.S.C. §655(c) (1970).

261. 29 U.S.C. §655(c)(3) (1970).

262. H.R. 91-1291, 91st Cong., 2nd Sess. (1970).

263. S.Rep. 91-1282, 91st Cong., 2nd Sess. (1970), reprinted in [1970] U.S. Code Cong.

& Ad. News 5177, 5183
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became section 6(b) of the Act to guarantee prompt decision-making by ad-

visory committees and tiie Secretary in the development of safety and health

standards."" Even with the addition of time limits, some Congressional

critics believed it would take years to promulgate new standards through the

cumbersome advisory committee process."' H.R. 16785 (the Committee

bill) and H.R. 19200 (the Administration's bill passed by the House) both

contained longer time limits than did the Senate bill (S. 2193) that was

ultimately enacted. The House bills allowed an advisory committee a max-

imum period of one year and three months (rather than 270 days) to submit

its recommendations to the Secretary (or independent Board in the case of

the Administration's bill) and allowed the Secretary or Board four months

(rather than 60 days) to respond to those recommendations. The legislative

history does not indicate how these time frames were selected. The House

receded generally to the rulemaking provisions in the Senate bill without

any specific consideration of the differences in the time limits."*

The time limit in section 6(c)(3) for the promulgation of a permanent

standard after the issuance of an emergency temporary standard has a differ-

ent background and purpose. While the Committee reports do not address

the purpose of the six months time limit in section 6(c)(3), it is apparent that

the serious consequences of permitting the Secretary to issue an enforceable

standard without any prior notice and hearing require that the Secretary

promptly afford notice and hearing to interested persons. An emergency

temporary standard, like other forms of summary action, is only valid for a

limit period of time during which the agency must evaluate more precisely

and with the aid of public input the need for a permanent standard."'

OSHA's experience in administering the 1970 Act has not fulfilled Con-

gressional expectations for swift action in promulgating standards. Since the

adoption in 1971 without public proceedings of a large batch of national con-

sensus standards and established federal standards (primarily in the safety

field), OSHA has completed less than a dozen major standard-setting pro-

ceedings and has encountered major delays in developing health standards on

workers' exposure to carcinogens and other toxic substances."'

264. H.R. 91-1291, 91st Cong., 2nd Sess. 19 (1970) (Report of Committee on Education

and Labor).

265. Id. (minority views favoring development and promulgation standards by indepen-

dent Board).

266. Conf. Rep. 91-1765, 91st Cong., 2nd Sess. (1970), reprinted in [1970] U.S. Code

Cong. & Ad. News 5228.

267. The Senate Committee on Human Resources recognized this rationale for the time

limit in section 6(c) when it proposed in S. 717, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., a nine month time limit for

the promulgation of a permanent mine safety or health standard after the issuance of an emer-

gency temporary standard to protect miners from grave danger. S. Rep. 95-181, 95th Cong., 1st

Sess. 24 (1977). S. 717, the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977, passed the Senate in late

June 1977.

268. See generally. Comptroller General of the United States, Delays in Setting Work-

place Standards for Cancer-Causing and Other Dangerous Substances (May 10, 1977) (herein-

after referred to as the Comptroller General's Report).
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The Causes of Delay at OSHA—A large number of factors appear to

have contributed to these delays, including industry resistance to change

and bureaucratic lethargy or indifference in compelling it. While these fac-

tors are endemic in regulatory programs, a high dosage of both accom-

panied OSHA's efforts to secure safe and healthy workplaces for American

workers. The resources assigned to the standard-setting task have also been

surprisingly limited. In recent years less than eight percent of OSHA's
overall budget has been allocated for the development and promulgation of

mandatory safety and health standards."' The great majority of the

agency's budgeted funds were allocated to enforcement.^'" From 1973

through 1976, the Office of Standards Development in OSHA employed a

maximum of seventy professionsils, forty in safety and twenty-nine in

health. That Office has now been divided into separate Directorates for

Health Standards Programs and Safety Standards Programs, but the

number of professionals in the crucial health area had in fact decreased to

twenty-six in June, 1977. The problem of resources is not entirely a

budgetary one because there have consistently been vacant positions which

OSHA has been unable to fill with competent safety or health experts. The

Solicitor's Office, which supplies OSHA with legal assistance in pro-

mulgating standards, employs seventeen or eighteen attorneys in its stand-

ards division. These attorneys spend sixty to seventy percent of their time on

standards development; the remainder of their time is apportioned between

Freedom of Information Act requests, variance petitions, standards inter-

pretation, and report preparation. In 1975, there were only thirteen lawyers,

while in 1972 and 1973 the number of attorneys went as low as four and

never exceeded seven.

The complexity of the rulemaking task also contributes importantly to

the delays in promulgating safety and health standards. OSHA's proposed

standard on lead,^" for example, raises at least twelve major issues: 1) what

is a safe level of exposure to airborne lead, 2) what is a safe level of lead in

the bloodstream, 3) what is the relationship between these two levels, 4)

which level is more significant healthwise, 5) what engineering controls are

technologically feasible to control airborne lead, 6) what are the costs of

these controls, 7) what is the economic burden of the standard on the af-

fected industries, 8) what monitoring of the air will be required to enforce

269. The Department of Labor's 1978 budget request included $8,692,000 for OSHA's

program of safety and health standards out of a total OSHA budget of $134,640,000. Hearings

on Departments of Labor and Health, Education and Welfare Appropriations for 1978 before

a Subcommittee of the House Committee on Appropriations, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 1283, 1384

(1977). Congressional appropriations in prior years reflected a similar allocation. Those

figures, of course, do not include appropriations for standard development by the National

Institute for Occupational Safety and Health in the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare.

270. OSHA requested in its fiscal 1978 budget $94,756,000 for its compliance program.

Id. at 1287.

271. OSHA proposed a lead standard in October, 1975. 40 FR 45934 (Oct. 3, 1975).
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the Standard, 9) what medical surveillance of employees will be required to

enforce the standard, 10) what job protection will be given to employees

who face transfer because of past exposure to lead, 11) what is a safe level

of exposure to protect the human fetus in pregnant workers, and 12) what

subclinical effects on human health are caused by exposure to lead. OSHA
must resolve all of these issues and more (e.g., the environmental and infla-

tionary impact of the standard) in the rulemaking proceeding. The issues

are hotly controverted and cannot be disposed through boiler-plate

language in the standard accompanied by a routine explanation in the

preamble. Creative work and draftsmanship are necessary. Judicial deci-

sions on informal rulemaking require that OSHA afford interested persons

notice of the issues in a notice of proposed rulemaking and then respond to

public comment on the issues in the statement of basis and purpose which

accompanies the final rule."^ As a result it is not unusual for preambles to

proposed and final rules to exceed thirty or forty triple-spaced Federal

Register pages. The preamble to the recently promulgated coke oven emis-

sions standard consumed 43 Federal Register pages."' (On the other hand,

the entire proposed lead standard required only 14 pages.)""

Congress has also imposed procedural requirements on standard set-

ting by OSHA that exceed the minimum procedures required for informal

rulemaking by sections 553 (b)-(d) of the Administrative Procedure Act.

Section 6(b)(3) of the Act"^ provides that any interested person may file

written objections to a proposed rule, stating the grounds therefore and re-

questing a public hearing on the objections. If objections are filed, the

Secretary of Labor shall within 30 days after the final date for filing objec-

tions specify the time and place for the requested hearing. In section 6(f) of

the Act,"* Congress also provided, in connection with judicial review of

standards, that the "determinations" of the Secretary shall be conclusive

only if supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole. OSHA
implemented these two requirements by enacting regulations"' which af-

forded objectors a hearing which the agency described as an informal or

legislative-type hearing but which in fact contained some of the attributes

normally associated with the adjudicatory or formal rulemaking model.

The Department apparently believed that a more formal hearing was

necessary in order to supply the reviewing court with a record for the ap-

plication of the statutorily mandated substantial evidence test."' The

272. National Welfare Rights Organization v. Mathews, 533 F.2d 637 (D.C. Cir. 1976);

Rodway v. Department of Agriculture, 514 F.2d 809 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

273. 41 FR 46742 (Oct. 22, 1976).

274. 40 FR 45934 (Oct. 3, 1975).

275. 29 U.S.C. §655(b)(3) (1970).

276. 29 U.S.C. §655(0 (1970).

277. 36 FR 17506 (Sept. 1, 1971), 29 CFR 1911.15 (1976).

278. Industrial Union Department, AFL-CIO v. Hodgson, 499 F.2d 467, 472-73 (D.C.

Cir. 1974).
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regulations therefore provided that a section 11 hearing examiner (now
retitled an administrative law judge) with authority to administer oaths shall

preside at the rulemaking hearing, that the presiding officer shall permit

cross examination on "crucial issues", and that a verbatim transcript of the

hearing shall be prepared. The Court of Appeals for the District of Colum-

bia Circuit has upheld the Department's hybrid approach to rulemaking;^"

and it is unlikely that it would allow the Department to cut back on it in

light of the recent judicial trend to impose additional procedural formalities

on agency rulemaking which, unlike rulemaking at OSHA, is subject only

to section 553(b)-(d) of the Administrative Procedure Act.^*"

Rulemaking hearings at OSHA have become increasingly protracted.

While the public hearing in 1972 on the proposed asbestos standard lasted

only four days, recent hearings have consumed three to six weeks. There

were twenty-six days of testimony on the recently promulgated coke oven

emissions standard and over thirty days on the proposed lead standard. The

proposed cotton dust standard consumed over twenty hearing days while

the sulfur dioxide and beryllium standards are hkely to require somewhat

fewer hearing days. These standards (except for the coke oven emissions

standard) affected many industries and prompted objections from

manufacturers and workers who wished to present the particulcu- problems

of their industry. OSHA is reluctant to limit or discourage public participa-

tion; and on major proposals such as the lead and the cotton dust standards

it even holds regional hearings in areas of the country other than

Washington. While reviewing courts have complained about mammoth
hearing records cluttered with duplications in testimony and irrelevant ex-

hibits,^*' lawyers from the Solicitor's Office who represent the Department

of Labor at the hearings believe that it is generally not worth the effort to

attempt to cut-off the presentation of a public participant. The Department

has also weakened its authority to do so in a number of proceedings by itself

scheduling a hearing at the time it publishes a proposal rather than awaiting

the filing of objections. The hearing is therefore on the entire rule and is not

limited to the specific grounds raised in the objections. While the Depart-

ment's policy does broaden the scope of the hearing, it also may serve to ex-

pedite its scheduling since there is no need to await the end of the initial

comment period before setting a hearing date. This approach makes sense

on major or controversial proposals where OSHA anticipates a broad range

of objections.

279. Id.

280. On hybrid rulemaking, see NRDC v. NRC, 547 F.2d 633 (D.C. Cir. 1976);

Williams, "Hybrid Rulemaking" under the Administrative Procedure Act: A Legal and Em-

pirical Analysis, 42 U. Chi. L. Rev. 401 (1975).

281. Justice Clark complained when reviewing the vinyl chloride standard: "The ex-

amination of the 4000 page record in this case has been a prodigious task, aggravated by

duplication of testimony, irrelevant exhibits and letters, almost illegible copies of documents,

and a general blunderbuss approach in petitioner's [the industry's] briefs." Society of the

Plastics Industry v. OSHA, 509 F.2d 1301, 1303 (2nd Cir. 1975).
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The Impact of the Statutory Time Limits—The statutory time limits in

section 6(b) of the Act have had at best a marginal impact on reducing delay

in rulemaking proceedings that are not proceeded by the issuance of an

emergency temporary standard. ^'^ OSHA has found the statutory deadlines

difficult to meet and has not normally met them. Proceedings to pro-

mulgate permanent standards after the issuance of an emergency temporary

standard provide a partial exception to these generalizations. In those pro-

ceedings OSHA has found the time limits in section 6(b) and in section

6(c)(3) difficult to meet but has experienced greater success in complying

with them.

The statutory time limits in section 6(b) have threatened to undermine

OSHA's efforts to determine its own priorities by forcing it to concentrate

its resources on rulemaking proceedings that are subject to statutory

deadlines. This danger has remained more potential than real largely

because OSHA has not complied with statutory time limits at the expense of

what it believes to be higher priority proceedings. While all rulemaking at

OSHA is subject to section 6(b) of the Act, the time limits in that section do

not apply to all stages of the rulemaking process. The focus of the time

limits is on the completion of rulemaking proceedings and they do not af-

fect the timing of OSHA's decision to initiate rulemaking or the amount of

time OSHA allows for public hearing and comment on a proposed rule.

Under section 6(b), the Secretary may commence the development of a

standard or propose a standard whenever on the basis of the information

available to him he determines that a rule should be promulgated in order to

serve the objectives of the Act. Section 6(g) of the Act further recognizes the

Secretary's discretion in initiating rulemaking proceedings. That section

provides:

In determining the priority for establishing standards under

this section, the Secretary shall give due regard to the urgency of the

need for mandatory safety and health standards for particular in-

dustries, trades, crafts, occupations, businesses, work places or work

environments. . .
.^*'

At the very least this provision authorizes the Secretary to make choices

about which standards to develop first and which standards to defer. ^"'

Similarly, while section 6(b)(3) of the Act requires the Secretary within 30

days after the close of the period for filing objections to a proposed stand-

ard to schedule a public hearing on the objections, there are no time

constraints on when he schedules the hearing or how long he allows it to

continue.

282. Professor Currie reached a similar conclusion in his recent study of OSHA. Currie,

OSHA, 1916 Am. Bar. Foundation Res. J., 1107, 1125 n.l07.

283. Section 6(g), 29 U.S.C. §655(g) (1970).

284. National Congress of Hispanic American Citizens (El Congresso) v. Usery, 554

F.2d 11% (D.C. Cir. 1977). See text at n.58 for further discussion of section 6(g).
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The worst delays at OSHA have occurred at the stage of the initial deci-

sion to commence rulemaking and at the hearing stage. Neither of these

stages is subject to a statutory time limit. This phenomenon indicates that

the statutory time limits may shift delays from those stages of the pro-

ceeding subject to a statutory deadline to those that are not so subject.

While the time limits may expedite those phases of rulemaking to which

they directly apply, they have little appreciable effect on the overall process.

OSHA normally initiates standard development in response to a

criteria document containing a recommended standard prepared by the Na-

tional Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) in the Depart-

ment of Health, Education and Welfare. There is no time limit during

which OSHA must respond to a NIOSH criteria document, and the Comp-
troller General has found that some of the longest delays in the standard-

setting process occurred at this juncture. As of September 30, 1976, NIOSH
had submitted to OSHA criteria documents with recommended health

standards on fifty-three substances. OSHA had promulgated final stand-

ards on only two of these substances (asbestos and vinyl chloride) and had

proposed standards for nine of the remaining fifty-one substances. OSHA
had had the remaining fifty-one criteria documents for an average of eight-

een months. In the nine instances where OSHA had proposed but not yet

promulgated a standard, it had taken an average of twenty-six months from

the receipt of the criteria document to the publication of OSHA's
proposal.^*' Since the cut-off date of the Comptroller General's study,

OSHA has promulgated one standard (coke oven emissions) and proposed

two additional standards (cotton dust and benzene) for which there are

NIOSH criteria documents.

There is likewise no time limit applicable to OSHA's making of the

grave danger determination that provides the basis for the issuance of an

emergency temporary standard. Courts have indicated that OSHA may take

a considerable period of time to determine whether or not employees are

subject to grave danger from exposure to substances that are toxic or

physically harmful.^** The preparation of an emergency temporary stand-

ard is in fact time-consuming because the courts have required that a state-

ment of reasons accompany the standard and that the record contain

substantial evidence to support OSHA's grave danger determination.^*'

However, the actual drafting of the emergency standard and accompanying

documentary support can be accompHshed within a comparatively brief

time span once OSHA decides to act. In the case of benzene, for example,

NIOSH and OSHA had studied the relationship between exposure to

benzene and leukemia for many years. On Ocober 27, 1976, NIOSH

285. Comptroller General's Report, supra n.268, at 11-12.

286. Dry Color Mfrs. Ass'n v. Department of Labor, 486 F.2d 98, 108 n.l5 (3rd Cir.

1973).

287. Florida Peach Growers Ass'n v. Department of Labor, 489 F.2d 120 (5th Cir. 1974)

(pesticides standard).
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Strongly recommended that OSHA promulgate an emergency temporary

standard on exposure to benzene. OSHA remained unconvinced on the

need for an emergency standard until sometime in the early spring of 1977

when OSHA officials learned of the results of a new epidemiological study

which established an incidence of leukemia in workers exposed to benzene

at a particular plant at least five times the expected incidence. OSHA then

promptly issued an emergency standard on April 29, 1977. "" A similar

chronology accompanied the issuance of an emergency standard on ex-

posure to vinyl chloride in late March, 1974.^*' A number of specific items

of new information prompted the issuance of the standard after years of

study and a growing awareness of the risks posed by vinyl chloride. In both

instances OSHA assigned priority to the task of drafting an emergency

standard and completed it within a month.

Significant delays have also occurred at the hearing stage. In October

and November 1975 OSHA proposed six major health standards

(beryllium,"" lead,"' toluene,"^ trichloroethylene,"' sulfur dioxide"" and

ammonia"^. The notices of proposed rulemaking solicited public comment

but did schedule in advance a public hearing on the anticipated objections.

In each proceeding OSHA extended the initial 60 days allowed for public

comment for an additional 30 to 60 days. Each proposed standard

prompted a significant number of objections and requests for a public hear-

ing (e.g., forty-five in the beryllium proceeding). However, no public hear-

ings were held on these standards until the early spring of 1977 when OSHA
conducted lengthy hearings in Washington, St. Louis and San Francisco on

the proposed lead standard. During the summer of 1977 OSHA held in

Washington shorter hearings lasting several days on the proposed sulfur

dioxide and beryllium standards. As of September, 1977, OSHA had not

yet scheduled hearings on the remaining standards and had closed the hear-

ing record only on the lead standard.

These delays are attributable in part to the amount of work that OSHA
must do in preparation for a public hearing. The primary cause for the

delays, however, was the new requirement that OSHA evaluate the infla-

tionary impact of its standards. Executive Order 11821, issued in late 1974,

required OSHA and other executive branch agencies to identify major pro-

posals that may have a significant impact on inflation and to prescribe pro-

cedures for evaluating that impact. OSHA had not evaluated the infla-

tionary impact of the major health standards it proposed in 1975. It did not

288. 42 FR 22515 (May 3, 1977). The effective date of the standard was May 21, 1977.

289. 39 FR 13944 (April 4, 1974).

290. 40 FR 48814 (Oct. 17, 1975).

291. 40 FR 45934 (Oct. 3, 1975).

292. 40 FR 46206 (Oct. 6, 1975).

293. 40 FR 49032 (Oct. 20, 1975).

294. 40 FR 54520 (Nov. 24, 1975).

295. 40 FR 54684 (Nov. 25, 1975).
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schedule hearings on the six standards it proposed in October and

November 1975 primarily because it realized that hearings should await the

preparation of an inflationary impact statement. OSHA had to reopen the

hearings that had already been held on three major health standards (noise,

inorganic arsenic, and coke oven emissions) proposed by it in late 1974 and

early 1975 in order to allow public participation on the issue of inflationary

impact. It took OSHA an average of twelve months to complete its first

four inflationary impact statements on its standards for coke oven emis-

sions, cotton dust, inorganic arsenic and noise. ^'* OSHA has required even

longer periods of time to complete inflationary impact statements for the six

health standards first proposed in October and November 1975 that are just

now going to hearing.

Time Limits Applicable to Rulemaking Following the Promulgation of

an Emergency Temporary Standard—Once OSHA issues an emergency

standard, section 6(c)(3) of the Act requires that it promulgate a permanent

standard within six months. OSHA has so far issued only six emergency

standards for 1) asbestos, 2) organaphosphorous pesticides, 3) a group of

fourteen carcinogens, 4) vinyl chloride, 5) commercial diving and 6)

benzene. OSHA subsequently promulgated permanent standards for

asbestos, thirteen of the fourteen carcinogens, vinyl chloride and commer-

cial diving. The benzene proceeding is now in process; and October 29, 1977

is the deadline for the promulgation of a permanent benzene standard.

OSHA met the statutory deadline for promulgating permanent standards

for asbestos and vinyl chloride and missed it by only a month in the pro-

ceeding involving the fourteen carcinogens. OSHA personnel expect to meet

the deadline for promulgating the benzene standard. The commercial diving

standard was invalidated on judicial review prior to the expiration of the six

month period.^" While OSHA ultimately promulgated a diving standard

thirteen months after the issuance of the emergency standard,"' the

statutory time limit in section 6(c)(3) did not apply to the proceeding

because OSHA had abandoned any effort to enforce the emergency stand-

ard after it was invalidated by the court. OSHA also abandoned its

emergency standard for pesticides and successfully defended a suit to re-

quire it to promulgate a permanent standard on the grounds that EPA had

exclusive jurisdiction to regulate pesticides."'

OSHA's success in complying with the six month time limit in section

6(c)(3) is largely attributable to crash efforts to complete the proceedings on

time. Very little is done to change the decisional process for rulemaking ex-

cept greater efforts are made to maintain control over the public hearing.

2%. Comptroller General's Report, supra n. 268, at 64.

297. Taylor Diving and Salvage Co. v. Department of Labor, 536 F.2d 819 (5th Cir.

1976).

298. 42 PR 37560 (July 22, 1977).

299. Organized Migrants v. Brennan, 520 F.2d 1161 (D.C. Cir. 1975).
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While it is evidently possible to complete the complex standard-setting proc-

ess under section 6(b) within six months, it can only be done if there is a

significant commitment of agency resources. It is necessary to assign full

time to the rulemaking proceeding two to four health officers from OSHA
itself and two or three attorneys from the Solicitor's Office. These in-

dividuals must draft a notice of proposed rulemaking,'"" conduct the public

hearing, draft issue papers for internal agency review, and prepare a final

standard. While working on a permanent standard, they must also respond

to questions and provide interpretative advice on the emergency standard. It

is also likely that they will be asked to assist in the Department's defense in

the courts of the emergency standard.

The Department of Labor has allocated these resources to rulemaking

proceedings subject to the time limit in section 6(c)(3) largely because of its

interpretation that an emergency temporary standard expires at the end of

the sue month statutory period. At that point the agency lacks an en-

forceable standard if it has not yet promulgated a permanent standard.'"'

While this "sanction" for missing a statutory deadline has effectively

spurred OSHA to meet it, it also explains in part the agency's limited use of

emergency temporary standards. OSHA does not issue an emergency stand-

ard until it has done the front-end work sufficient to defend the standard in

court and to complete the standard-setting process within six months.

Otherwise OSHA enforcement personnel are likely to find themselves at the

end of a limb which the statutory time limit proceeds to saw off. OSHA has

announced its intention to expand its use of section 6(c) by issuing emer-

gency temporary standards immediately upon NIOSH's classification of a

substance as a confirmed carcinogen.'"^ Department officials frankly con-

cede, however, that this program cannot be accomplished with existing

resources.

Time Limits Applicable to Rulemaking not Preceded by an Emergency

Temporary Standard—Section 6(b)(3) requires that the Secretary initiate a

rulemaking proceeding by publishing a proposed rule within 60 days after

the submission of an advisory committee's recommendations. It is unclear

whether the Secretary may respond to a committee's recommendations by

proposing not to issue a rule. The purpose of the statutory time limit is also

300. While section 6(c)(3) provides that the emergency standard shall serve as the pro-

posed rule, OSHA normally finds it necessary to provide additinal notice of the issues by

publishing a notice of proposed rulemaking a month or so after the issuance of an emergency

standard. The proposed permanent standard usually is stricter than the emergency standard.

301. The Comptroller General has recently questioned the Department's interpretation.

See Comptroller General's Report, supra n. 268, at 30-31. While the legislative history of the

1970 Act is inconclusive on this issue, the Senate Committee on Human Resources clearly

stated its interpretation of the time limit in section 6(c)(3) when it imposed a similar nine-

month time limit on the promulgation of mine safety and health standards. See n. 267, supra.

The Committee clearly stated at p. 24 that an emergency temporary standard was to remain in

effect for only nine months regardless of whether the agency promulgated a permanent stand-

ard during that period.

302. 3 CCCH Employment Safety and Health Guide 110, 745 (Jan. 24, 1977).
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unclear. The Secretary is not required by law to request the recommenda-

tions of an advisory committee except with respect to construction stand-

ards. He also controls the timing of any referral to an advisory committee.

Why then must he respond to the recommendations of a committee by

publishing a proposed rule within 60 days? That time limit is often difficult

to meet because the recommendations of an advisory committee are not in

the form of a proposed standard and require substantial rewriting by the

OSHA project officer. Advisory committee recommendations also do not

consider the compliance aspects of rulemaking, nor do they include the

economic or environmental analysis required for a notice of proposed

rulemaking. One to two additional months of drafting work are usually re-

quired to transform an advisory committee recommendation into a pro-

posed rule. The proposed rule is then subject to technical compliance and

legal review before it is signed by the Assistant Secretary and published in

the Federal Register.

While it is possible to complete these tasks within 60 days if OSHA has

closely monitored the work of the advisory committee and done some ad-

vance work before formally receiving the committee's recommendations, it

is hard to justify priority treatment for this segment of the rulemaking proc-

ess. Recommendations of advisory committees vary widely in quality,

thoroughness of preparation, and importance. Of course, OSHA should

not appoint an advisory committee unless it is willing and ready to proceed

with rulemaking, but many in the Department do not believe that OSHA
should be forced in all instances to publish a proposed rule within 60 days

after receiving the recommendations of an advisory committee. OSHA's
much criticized proposal on field toilets and washing facilities for

agricultural workers was an ill-considered response to recommendations of

an over exuberant Agricultural Advisory Committee.

The problems created by the 60-day statutory time limit in section

6(b)(1) do not encourage the use of advisory committees, and OSHA
presently makes only limited use of them. There are only two standing ad-

visory committees (construction and agriculture); and no more than three

ad hoc (specially appointed) advisory committees (hazardous materials

labelling, coke oven emissions and noise) have functioned in recent years.

There are no advisory committees working on new health standards. The

Hazardous Materials Labelling Advisory Committee submitted its

recommendations to OSHA in June, 1975 but two years later the agency,

which assigned the matter a low priority, still had not published a proposed

standard. Public Citizen has now petitioned OSHA to do so, but in-

terestingly it did not cite the statutory time limit in its petition. The agency,

on the other hand, did assign top priority to the development of its coke

oven emissions standard'"^ and published a proposed standard exactly two

303. For the chronology of the coke oven emissions standard, see the preamble to the

final standard in 41 FR 46742 (Oct. 22, 1976).
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months (sixty-five calendar days) after receipt of the recommendation of

the Coke Oven Emissions Advisory Committee. '°*

Section 6(b)(1) limits the work life of an advisory committee to a max-

imum period of 270 days. The section provides that the advisory committee

shall submit its recommendations within 90 days of its appointment but that

the Secretary may extend that period to no more than 270 days. This time

limit is also a difficult one to meet. Logistical problems aggravate the situa-

tion. The part-time representatives of industry and labor who serve on ad-

visory committees must be collected from around the country and must be

supplied with adequate information. OSHA has experienced difficulty in

extracting timely recommendations from its advisory committees. Commit-

tee members have trouble assembling at one time and complain that they do

not have enough information or are unable to agree on recommendations.

Of course, the deadline can be met; and the Coke Oven Emissions Advisory

Committee submitted its recommendations within the 270 days allowed to

it. The statutory time limit also gives OSHA increased leverage in demand-

ing prompt action from its advisory committees.

The time limit which creates the most serious problem in the utilization

of advisory committees is the six month time limit in section 6(c)(3) for the

promulgation of a permanent standard after the issuance of an emergency

temporary standard. It is very difficult to compress within that period a

referral to an advisory committee, which the courts have held must precede

the publication of a proposal for public comment.'*" When OSHA issued an

emergency standard for commercial diving, it was required by law to obtain

the recommendations of the Construction Advisory Committee on a perma-

nent standard. The delays involved in obtaining the committee's recom-

mendations were one of the reasons that OSHA personnel did not anticipate

meeting the tight section 6(c)(3) deadline in that proceeding. Missing the

deadline was averted solely by reason of a court decision which invalidated

the emergency standard prior to the expiration of the six months period.

Section 6(b)(4) specifically provides a deadline for the completion of

rulemaking proceedings. The Secretary shall issue a final rule, or make a

determination that a rule should not be issued, within 60 days after the close

of the comment period or within 60 days after the close of any public hear-

ing on the proposed rule. OSHA's regulations provide that the 60-day time

limit is triggered by the close of the comment period if there is no public

hearing or upon certification of the hearing record by the presiding officer

to the Assistant Secretary if there is a public hearing.'"* The latter event may
take place two to three months after the close of the hearing itself since

there is a period allowed for post hearing comments and briefs and for the

304. 40 FR 32268 (July 31, 1973).

305. Synthetic Organic Chemical Mfrs. Ass'n. v. Brennan, 506 F.2d 385 (3rd Cir. 1974).

306. 29 CFR 1911.18(1976).
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presiding officer to assemble the record.^"' While the triggering event is

potentially subject to manipulation by the agency, there is no evidence that

this has occurred. The presiding officer does announce in advance when the

period of post hearing comment ends and when he expects to certify the

record. This announcement affords the Department some lead time in

excess of the statutory 60 days to commence work on the final rule.

With the advantage of this lead time it is at least possible to meet the

60-day time limit for promulgating a final rule, but it is unlikely that OSHA
will ever do so for a major standard. In the coke oven emissions and lead

proceedings, the transcripts exceeded five thousand pages. There were also

143 written comments on the coke oven proposal and nearly three hundred

on the lead proposal. Many of the comments were lengthy and contained

detailed, well-articulated objections. Four safety officers and three at-

torneys had worked nearly full time on the lead standard ever since the

drafting of a notice of proposed rulemaking in the fall of 1975. There was a

similar commitment of resources to the coke oven emissions standard. The

safety officers are responsible for drafting issue papers responding to the

issues raised by the comments. These drafts are reviewed by the Associate

Solicitor and the Assistant Secretary for Occupational Safety and Health.

The amount of writing involved is very great, but the task can be completed

within the statutory time limit if the draftsmen have taken advantage of the

lead time afforded them and if all goes smoothly.

The time limit in section 6(b)(4) has had a significant impact in ex-

pediting the promulgation of final rules. After the hearing ends Department

officials formulate a schedule for meeting the deadline to which they strive

to adhere. It is nearly inevitable, however, that snags will develop. The
Assistant Secretary normally wishes personally to acquaint himself with a

major standard because he is expected to defend it publicly. If he or his staff

questions the resolution of a particular issue or the reasons advanced in sup-

port of it, there must be a referral back to the original draftsmen or

technical people. Rewriting of the preamble of the rule may also be required

to state clearly and simply the complex issues involved. Despite herculean

efforts by the agency, there will be proceedings which the agency cannot

complete in a manner satisfactory to it within the requisite 60 days. The

coke oven emissions proceeding, for example, took almost three months to

complete after the presiding officer certified the record to the Assistant

Secretary. In that proceeding there was no question of the Department's

commitment to promulgate a standard promptly and, if at all possible,

307. In the coke oven emissions proceeding, the principal hearing ended January 8, 1976

but the presiding officer did not certify the record until July 28, 1976. Part of the delay is at-

tributable to the fact that OSHA's inflationary impact statement was not ready for inclusion in

the record until March 12, 1976. A second, briefer public hearing was held on the statement in

mid-May. In the more typical lead proceeding, there was only a two month gap between the

completion of the hearing and the certification of the record.
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within the statutory time limit. There was also the overriding concern that

after expending years of effort on the development of the standard the

agency finish the job right even if it took a few more days than Congress

saw fit to allow. An analogous situation has developed in the lead proceed-

ing where the Assistant Secretary has decided to reopen the proceeding for

additional comment and a public hearing solely on the issue of the ap-

propriate job protection for workers transferred from areas of lead ex-

posure under the standard's medical surveillance program.'"' The reopening

occurred after the expiration of the 60-day time limit for promulgating a

final rule.

Potential Distortion of Agency Priorities—Each of the three statutory

time limits in section 6(b) applies to a particular stage of rulemaking. Their

focus is on the completion of that stage; an advisory committee must make

its recommendations within 270 days after the Secretary requests it to do so;

the Secretary must propose a rule within 60 days after the submission of an

advisory committee's recommendations; and the Secretary must pro-

mulgate a rule within 60 days after the close of the rulemaking record.

There is no time limit or series of time limits that control the overall process

from OSHA's receipt of a NIOSH criteria document containing a recom-

mended standard until OSHA's promulgation of a final standard. The

longest delays take place in those segments not governed by a statutory time

limit. Two years or more may elapse between OSHA's receipt from NIOSH
of a recommended standard and its decision to propose a standard or re-

quest an advisory committee to recommend a standard. Likewise, the hear-

ing process itself may consume one or two years from the publication of a

proposal to the closing of the record. The statutory time limits have ap-

parently operated to shift delays from one stage of the process to another

without necessarily expediting the overall process.

To the extent that this shift has occurred, one might ask why it is

desirable to give priority to those stages of the proceeding subject to

statutory time limits. While it is desirable for an agency to complete a

rulemaking proceeding once it has devoted a substantial amount of time

and resources to the proceeding, other priorities may suddenly arise.

NIOSH or some other outside group may inform OSHA that there is alarm-

ing new evidence on the carcinoginicity of a substance widely found in

workplaces. OSHA must respond promptly by determining whether there is

a grave danger to justify an emergency standard. It also must consider the

need to propose a health standard and what standard to propose. If one

assumes that all the health and safety officers and attorneys at OSHA are

fully employed, some work is going to have to stop for a time in order to ac-

commodate the new priority. The Assistant Secretary might determine that

the best way to free an adequate number of competent persons would be to

308. 42 FR 56547 (Sept. 16, 1977).
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withdraw them from the lead proceeding even though this would delay by a

month or so the final promulgation of the lead standard. While the Assis-

tant Secretary might withdraw personnel from a standard that was then still

in hearing and not subject to a statutory time limit (e.g., the sulfur dioxide

or noise standard), this action might disrupt a previously announced sched-

ule for public participation. Should a statutory time limit requiring the pro-

mulgation of a final rule within 60 days after the close of the record

preclude OSHA from determining that the earlier stages of another pro-

ceeding deserved a higher priority? Common sense says no.

The situation described above is a hypothetical one but it closely

resembles an actual situation which confronted OSHA in 1974 and 1975.

During those years in proceedings to develop agricultural standards OSHA
missed by wide margins a significant number of statutory deadlines. In late

1972, for example, the Agricultural Advisory Committee recommended a

roll over protection standard but OSHA did not propose the recommended

standard until February 4, 1974'"' — approximately eleven months after the

end of the statutory 60-day period. OSHA promulgated the final rule on

April 25, 1976''" — about six months late. Similar delays occurred in the

promulgation of the farm machinery guarding standard and in various

stages of the yet unpromulgated noise, nuisance dust, field sanitation, and

personal protective equipment standards for agricultural workers. The Raza

Association of Spanish Speaking Americans (subsequently renamed the Na-

tional Congress of Hispanic American Citizens) sued to enforce the

statutory time limits and obtained a decree from the District Court in the

District of Columbia ordering the Secretary of Labor to comply with

them.'" The Court of Appeals reversed,"^ adopting the Department's con-

tention that it retained discretion to order its own priorities. The Depart-

ment had argued that during 1974 and 1975 it had rationally assigned prior-

ity to vinyl chloride and other suspected carcinogens and therefore had

deferred further action on the development of agricultural standards. The

court held that the Secretary had authority rationally to alter priorities and

reallocate resources even if his actions resulted in missing statutory

deadlines. The court based its holding on section 6(g) of the Act,'" which it

interpreted to authorize the Secretary to determine priorities not only for

the initiation of standard-setting proceedings but also for their completion.

While relying on section 6(g) for its holding, the court also stated more

broadly that it would make "an absurdity of the Act and a fool out of Con-

gress" to interpret the Act to require literal comphance with the time limits

309. 39 FR 4535 (Feb. 4, 1974).

310. 40 FR 18253 (Apr. 25, 1975).

311. Raza Association of Spanish Speaking Americans v. Brennan, 425 F.Supp. 900

(1976).

312. National Congress of Hispanic American Citizens (El Congresso) v. Usery, 554

F.2d 11% (D.C. Cir. 1977) (opinion by Justice Clark).

313. See text at n. 283, supra.
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in section 6(b) regardless of the consequences to higher priority items.^'^

The court also echoed a fear repreated many times by OSHA officials that

the initiation of rulemaking would be discouraged if the statutory time

limits precluded the deferral of final action on a rule once the process was

inexorably set into motion.

National Congress (El Congresso) thus limits the relief available to ag-

grieved persons if OSHA misses a statutory deadline. A court may not

simply order OSHA to comply with the statutory time limits but must in-

quire whether OSHA has "honestly and fairly'"" exercised its discretion in

ordering its priorities. The National Congress court required OSHA to sub-

mit to the District Court reports and timetables on its processing of the re-

maining agricultural standards. If the District Court was not satisfied with

the sincerity of the agency's efforts, "it should take such action as the cir-

cumstances require."* The relief available does not seem much broader
than that available under section 706(1) of the Administrative Procedure

Act when a court compels agency action unlawfully withheld or

unreasonably declared. Of course, the National Congress court treated

OSHA's missing a statutory deadline as sufficient to trigger the judicial

scrutiny of the agency's performance without any further inquiry into the

unlawfulness or unreasonableness of the delay.

New Legislation on Mine Safety and Health—Congress recently

reviewed the statutory time limits in the Occupational Safety and Health

Act of 1970 when both Houses considered various bills transferring respon-

sibility for mine safety and health from the Department of the Interior to

the Department of Labor, Under these bills a new Assistant Secretary of

Labor for Mine Safety and Health would have authority to promulgate

safety and health standards for mines in accordance with procedures similar

to those now followed by OSHA. S.1302, which died in the Senate at the

close of the Second Session of the 94th Congress, adopted the time limits

found in the present section 6(b) of the Occupational Safety and Health

Act. H.R. 13555, which passed the House in the 94th Congress on July 28,

1976, did not contain any time limits for agency action. S.717, which was

introduced in the 95th Congress and passed the Senate in late June, 1977,

retains the statutory time limits but makes a number of significant changes.

Section 102(b) extends the time limit for promulgating a permanent stand-

ard after the issuance of an emergency temporary standard from six to nine

months, while section 102(a)(4) extends the time limit for promulgating a

final standard from 60 to 90 days after the close of the record. Section

102(a)(1), on the other hand, reduces the maximum period the Secretary

may allow an advisory committee to make its recommendations from 270 to

180 days. More important than these minor changes are the bill's imposition

of time limits on other stages of the rulemaking process. If NIOSH

314. National Congress, supra n. 312, at 1199.

315. Id. at 1200.

316. Id.
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recommends a standard, section 102(a)(1) provides that the Secretary of

Labor must within 60 days refer the matter to an advisory committee,

publish a proposed standard, or publish reasons for a determination not to

issue a proposed standard. Likewise, section 102(a)(3) provides that any

public hearing on a proposed standard must commence within 60 days after

the publication of the notice of proposed rulemaking. These new time limits

apply to stages in the rulemaking process where OSHA has encountered

serious delays.

These bills reflect Congressional dissatisfaction with the Department of

the Interior's administration of the Federal Metal and Non-Metallic Mine
Safety Act of 1966^" and the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of

1%9."' In the opinion of the Senate Committee on Human Resources'"

and the House Committee on Education and Labor, '^^ the Department of

the Interior had not been sufficiently active in developing safety and health

standards to protect miners. The Senate Committee stated: "The nearly

non-existent rate for promulgating improved health standards under the

Coal Act has been a great disappointment to the Committee, and

demonstrates that the procedure for promulgating health standards is one

of the basic flaws in the standard-making mechanism of that Act."'^' The

Committee responded by shifting rulemaking authorty to an agency that it

believed would be more responsive to concern over the safety and health of

miners and by imposing statutory time limits on most all stages of the

rulemaking process.

Case Study No. 7

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in the Depart-

ment of Transportation — Rulemaking and Defect Petitions

In 1974, Congress amended the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle

Safety Act of 1966 by adding a new section 124'" on agency responsibility

in granting or denying petitions. The new section covers two categories of

petitions: petitions to commence a rulemaking proceeding under section 103

of the Act'" to issue, amend or revoke a federal motor vehicle safety stand-

ard; and petitions to commence a defect proceeding under section 152(b) of

317. Pub. L. 89-577.

318. Pub. L. 91-153.

319. S. Rep. 95-181, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977) (Report on S. 717, Federal Mine Safety

and Health Act of 1977).

320. H. Rep. 95-312, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977) (Report on H.R. 4287, the Federal

Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977). H.R. 4287 is a revised version of H.R. 16555 which

passed the House in the previous session.

321. S. Rep. 95-181, supra n. 318, at 15.

322. 15 U.S.C. §1410a (Supp. V 1975). The 1974 amendments (Pub. L. 93-492) are re-

ferred to as the Motor Vehicle and Schoolbus Safety Amendments of 1974.

323. 15 U.S.C. §1392(1970).
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the Act"" to determine whether any motor vehicle or item of replacement

equipment does not comply with an applicable federal motor vehicle safety

standard or contains a defect which relates to vehicle safety. NHTSA^"
must grant or deny all such petitions within 120 days after filing. If NHTSA
grants a petition, it shall "promptly commence the proceeding requested in

the petition.""* If it denies the petition, it shall publish in the Federal

Register its reasons for the denial."'

The legislative history of section 124 gives no clear indication why Con-

gress required NHTSA to respond to petitions within 120 days. The Com-
mittee reports simply summarize the section. The House Committee on In-

terstate and Foreign Commerce, which drafted the 1974 amendments to the

National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, did criticize in other por-

tions of its report the delays or "slippage" that often occurred between the

initiation of rulemaking and the effective date of a motor vehicle safety

standard."' Section 202 of the 1974 amendments"' responded to this con-

cern by requiring NHTSA to propose within six months and promulgate

within fifteen months motor vehicle safety standards for school buses in

eight specific performance areas. The new standards were to go into effect

within twenty-four months."" Section 124, however, only dealt with

NHTSA's responsibility to respond to petitions to commence proceedings

and did not impose time limits for the completion of proceedings. On the

former matter, the House Committee had brought to its attention one in-

stance where the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety had received a

brushoff from NHTSA after it had devoted more than two months to the

preparation of a petition to upgrade the existing motor vehicle safety stand-

ard for fuel tanks."'

324. 15 U.S.C. §I4I2(b) (1970).

325. Section 124 assigned this responsibility to the Secretary of Transportation, who has

in turn delegated it to the Administrator of NHTSA. 49 CFR 1.51 (1976).

326. Section 124(c), 15 U.S.C. §1410a(d) (Supp. V 1975).

327. Id.

328. H.R. 93-1191, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess. 1974, reprinted in (1974) U.S. Code Cong. &
Ad. News 6046.

329. 15 U.S.C. §1392(i)(l)(A) (Supp. V 1975).

330. NHTSA successfully met these deadlines for proposing and promulgating school

bus safety standards. See 40 FR 48352 (Oct. 15, 1975); 41 PR 2391 (Jan. 16, 1976); and 41 PR
3872 (Jan. 27, 1976). NHTSA was able to do so because it had either issued or was in the proc-

ess of developing standards in seven of the eight specified areas before the 1974 amendments

were enacted. See Hearings on H.R. 9291 (National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act

Amendments of 1976) before the Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and Finance of the

House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 94th Cong., 2nd Sess. 203 (1976)

(testimony of Administrator James Gregory). In other words, NHTSA had already done the

front-end work in developing the standards and Congress only acted to force their timely pro-

mulgation. Congress itself acted in 1976 to delay still further the effective date of the new rules.

331. Hearings on Amendments to the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act

before the Subcommittee on Commerce and Finance of the House Committee on Interstate

and Foreign Commerce, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess. %9ff (1973).
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Section 124 became effective on December 22, 1974. During the four-

teen months between that date and early March, 1976, NHTSA received

twenty-five rulemaking petitions and seven defect petitions."^ Roughly the

same rate of filings has continued into 1977. Approximately one-third of

the rulemaking petitions are granted. No defect petitions were granted until

May, 1977 when NHTSA granted two."' The Technical review of rulemak-

ing petitions is done by the two standard-setting offices (the Office of Crash

Avoidance and the Office of Crashworthiness) within NHTSA's Division of

Motor Vehicle Programs, while defect petitions are reviewed by the Office

of Defect Investigation within the same division. Surprisingly, almost all of

the rulemaking petitions have been filed by manufacturers of vehicles and

automotive equipment who are seeking technical amendments to existing

standards. Defect petitions have largely been filed by disgruntled consumers

who believe that the malfunctioning of their automobiles indicates that the

manufacturer's products somehow violate federal standards.

NHTSA has a near-perfect record in granting or denying all petitions

covered by section 124 within the requisite 120 days. There are a number of

explanations for this success. First, the number of petitions has remained

low. Second, NHTSA has taken its responsibility seriously. The Office of

Chief Counsel has monitored the review process and everyone is aware of

the date that a response is due. Third, and most important, NHTSA has

adopted an interpretation of the statutory requirement that upon granting a

petition it "promptly commence a proceeding" which greatly lessens the

work which NHTSA must do within the 120-day time period. NHTSA's
regulations provide that the standard for granting a petition is whether there

is a "reasonable possibility" that the requested rule or order will issue.
'"'^

The petitioner is specifically informed in most instances that the granting of

a petition and the commencement of a rulemaking or defect proceeding

does not signify that the rule or order in question will issue but only that the

decision to promulgate a rule order will be made on the basis of all available

information developed in the course of the rulemaking or defect pro-

ceeding. In other words, NHTSA's granting of a petition does not commit it

to promulgate or even propose the requested rule or order. It does no more

than indicate that NHTSA believes the petitioner has a good idea that

deserves further consideration or investigation. NHTSA therefore "com-

mences" a rulemaking proceeding (it has not yet had any significant ex-

perience with petition-generated defect proceedings) by assigning to it a

public docket number within the Office of Crash Avoidance or the Office of

Crashworthiness, the two standard-setting offices within the agency. Those

332. Hearings, supra n.330, at 299, 362.

333. 42 PR 22215 (May 2, 1977) (Ambassador Leather Products Child Safety Harness);

42 PR 27705 (May 31. 1977) (Capri Stabilizer bars).

333A. 49 CPR 55218 (1976).
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offices then proceed with standard development in accordance with their

own priorities on the utilization of agency resources.""

NHTSA's interpretation of the phrase "commence a proceeding" does

not appear to be unreasonable in the rulemaking context. Informal notice

and comment rulemaking does not "commence" with the publication of a

notice of proposed rulemaking or even an advanced notice of proposed

rulemaking or notice of intent. An agency must first develop a proposal that

has objective factual support before submitting it to public comment."' It is

unrealistic to expect an agency to develop within 120 days the factual sup-

port for all new ideas presented to it. There is no clear indication that Con-

gress intended NHTSA to do so by requiring it to publish a proposed rule in

the Federal Register upon granting a petition.

The limited relief available under section 124 explains in large part the

low volume of petitions, especially by safety and public interest represent-

atives. A brief reference to the history of NHTSA's safety standards pro-

gram supports this position. After an initial burst of regulatory activity in

the late 1960's and early 1970's (twenty-nine major vehicle safety standards

were issued in the first three years of the program), there followed a

ilowdown or "stagnation" in rulemaking."* Excluding the new school bus

standards expressly mandated by Congress, NHTSA issued only two new

standards in the three years from 1974 through 1976 and promulgated only

a handful of significant amendments to existing standards. What NHTSA
did not do is more significant than what it did since the agency was engaged

in major rulemaking efforts in many areas (passive restraints, external

protrusions, flammability of interior material, etc.), where it did not pro-

mulgate any new or amended standards. Whatever the reason for this situa-

tion, whether it was the complexity of the issues, industry resistance, con-

sumer apathy, or political interference from the White House as contended

by the Moss Report on Regulatory Reform,"' it was not remedied by the

statutory time limit found in section 124. In fact, at least one rulemaking

petition by the Center for Auto Safety was specifically granted on the

ground that the agency was already at work developing a rulemaking pro-

posal in the same area."* While the petitioner obtained the relief it

requested, the granting of the petition did not otherwise expedite the publi-

cation of NHTSA's proposed rule.

334. NHSTA recently announced that it will publish annually in the Federal Register a

brief description of all significant rulemaking actions anticipated within the succeeding five

years. 42 FR 12284 (March 3, 1977). These notices should enable interested persons to com-

ment on the agency's priorities with respect to ongoing rulemaking.

335. National Welfare Rights Organization v. Mathews, 533 F.2d 637 (D.C. Cir. 1976).

336. Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the House Committee on In-

terstate and Foreign Commerce, Report on Federal Regulation and Regulatory Reform, 94th

Cong., 2nd Sess. 166ff (1976) (Moss Report).

337. See n.336, supra.

338. Hearings, supra n.330, 358.
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The effect of the time limit in section 124 has thus been quite modest

because it only applies to one stage of the rulemaking process. That section

has placed a small but by no means unreasonable burden on NHTSA's
resources. However, the petitioning process has not been heavily used, nor

has it had a substantial impact on the agency's regulatory activity. There are

no identifiable adverse consequences, and petitioners do receive the

courtesy of a timely response to their ideas. If a petitioner is dissatisfied

with the reasons for a denial, he may seek judicial review. While section 124

does not specifically provide for judicial review of denials, it seemingly is

available under section 706 of the Administrative Procedure Act where the

standard of review would be whether the denied was arbitrary or capricious.

Case Study No. 8

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

Congress has delegated to EPA"' broad authority to protect the na-

tion's environment from the adverse effects of air pollution, water pollu-

tion, noise, unsafe drinking water, pesticides and solid waste. At the same

time Congress has subjected the major portion of EPA's regulatory activity

to statutory time limits. These time limits reflect the prevailing Congres-

sional and public sentiment that the federal government should do

something right away to prevent further degradation of the environment. In

the Clean Air Amendments of 1970,^"*' Congress adopted the approach that

EPA (originally the Department of Health, Education and Welfare prior to

EPA's formation) should establish "rational gocils on the basis of the best

information available" and not await the results of further research on the

environmental and economic effects of air pollution.'"' Congress retained

this decision-forcing philosophy in subsequently enacted major pieces of en-

vironmental legislation. Time limits similar to those found in the Clean Air

Amendments of 1970 were also included in the Federal Water Pollution

Control Amendments of 1972,'*' the Noise Control Act of 1972,'"' the Safe

Drinking Water Act of 1974,'"" and the Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act of 1976.'"'

339. Congress normally has delegted authority to the Administrator of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency who acts on behalf of the agency. For purpose of simplicity, this

study uses the term "EPA" throughout rather than the term "Administrator."

340. Pub. L. 91-604, 84 Stat. 1676 (1970), amending the Clean Air Act of 1963, codified

at 42 U.S.C. §§1857 et seq. (1970).

341. S. Rep. 91-11% on S. 4358, 91st Cong., 2nd Sess. 11 (1970), reprinted in I

Legislative History of the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 411.

342. Pub. L. 92-5(X), 86 Stat. 816 (1972), amending the Federal Water Pollution Control

Act of 1956, codified at 33 U.S.C. 661251 et seq. (Supp. V 1975).

343. Pub. L. 92-574, 86 Stat. 1234 (1972), codified at 42 U.S.C. §§4901 et seq. (Supp. V

1975).

344. Pub. L. 93-523, 88 Stat. 1660 (1974), codified at 42 U.S.C. §§300f et. seq. (Supp.

V. 1975).

345. Pub. L. 94-580, 90 Stat. 2795 (1976), to be codified at 42 U.S.C. §§6901 et seq. The

Act superceded the earlier Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1%5.
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The time limits found in these statutes generally take one of three

forms. The first type requires EPA to identify or list within a prescribed

period the pollutants or sources of pollution that it mtends to regulate under

a particular statutory provision. Normally EPA must compile its initial list

within so many days (30, 90 or 180 days) of the statute's enactment, but it

may subsequently revise its list through deletions or by adding new
pollutants or sources of pollutants which it subsequently decides to

regulate. The listing of a pollutant or source of pollution usually triggers a

second type of statutory time limit. This type of time limit requires EPA to

develop a proposed standard to regulate a pollutant or source of pollution

within so many days after it has identified or listed the pollutant or source.

For some standards (e.g., standards for safe drinking water), the first stage

is eliminated and EPA is simply required to develop proposed standards

within so many days of the statute's enactment. A third type of statutory

time limit requires EPA to promulgate a final standard within so many days

after it has proposed a standard. This type of deadline forces EPA to make
a decision on the basis of its present knowledge without awaiting the gather-

ing or evaluation of additional data. A related type of time limit requires

EPA to act within a set number of days on petitions by private parties (e.g.,

a petition by an automobile manufacturer to suspend for one year

automobile emission standards).

The statutory time limits applicable to EPA do not allow it to extend a

deadline for good cause or with the agreement of interested parties. Courts

have uniformly interpreted them to be mandatory.'"* EPA has nevertheless

very rarely complied with a statutory time limit for regulatory action. This

poor record reflects the tremendous difficulties EPA has encountered in im-

plementing its numerous statutory responsibilities. Charged with enforcing

a half-dozen or so major new statutes enacted in rapid fire succession in the

early 1970's, EPA has encountered stiff resistance from industry and from
within the Executive Branch itself. As a new agency it had to develop its

own expertise and constituency in areas that had previously been

unregulated. By 1975 it found itself staggering under the burden of some
125 uncompleted rulemaking proceedings and nearly five hundred pending

law suits.""

A. The Impact of Statutory Time Limits at EPA

The magnitude of the task confronting EPA has influenced the attitude

of EPA officials toward statutory time limits. EPA officials have con-
sistently supported statutory time limits for agency action even though they

recognize that EPA will not be able to comply with most of them. The
prevailing view has been that EPA would rather miss a statutory deadline

346. See the cases discussed in Part B of this case study.

347. Comment, Wasting Away: The Attack on EPA Authority to Regulate Beverage

Containers Used at Federal Facilities, 5 Envir. Law Rep. (PLI) 10197 n. 1 (1975).
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than to have no statutory deadline to serve as a target or to have authority

itself to extend a deadline. EPA has not asked Congress to change statutory

time limits that have proved unrealistic or unattainable and has preferred to

live with the Acts as originally enacted rather than open them up for amend-

ment.'"' While it appears that the new EPA Administrator Douglas Costle

may modify the latter approach and may request Congress to amend
statutory provisions that EPA finds unworkable,"" Costle has at the same

time strongly reaffirmed EPA's support of the concept of statutory

deadlines. "(I)n so many of our programs the only way that you establish a

benchmark against which to plan is to establish a date, and the only way
that you can in fact achieve enforcement is to work against an estabhshed

date."""

The actual impact of statutory time limits is nevertheless difficult to

evaluate. The enactment of a deadline for agency action does not insure that

the EPA will meet it or even strive to meet it. A prime example often cited at

EPA is the time limit in section 318 of the Federal Water Pollution Control

Act"' for promulgating standards on the discharge of pollutants into ap-

proved aquaculture projects. That section, added by the 1972 amendments
to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, required EPA to promulgate

final standards by January 1, 1974, roughly fifteen months after the sec-

tion's enactment. EPA finally promulgated the standards on May 17,

1977,"^ nearly three and one-half years late. The aquaculture regulations

are among the simpler ones issued by EPA, but their promulgation was

nevertheless delayed well beyond the statutory deadhne because no one in-

side or outside the agency really cared about them. Other water quality pro-

ceedings plainly deserved higher priority; and no one objected when EPA
deferred the development of section 318 regulations. Deferral was possible

because the statutory time limit was not self-enforcing. EPA officials did

348. For a critical discussion of EPA's general reluctance to ask Congress to amend un-

workable statutes, see 2 Committee on Environmental Decisionmaking, National Academy
of Sciences - National Research Council, Decisionmaking in the Environmental Protection

Agency 2 (1911).

349. In the late spring of 1977, EPA asked Congress to amend section 306 of the Federal

Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C. §1317 (Supp. V 1975). That section requires EPA to

develop a proposed effluent standard for a toxic pollutant within six months of listing the

pollutant. A final standard is due within six months after the publication of the proposal. EPA
must also hold a public hearing on the proposal. EPA supported an amendment extending the

statutory time limits from six months to 270 days. This extension of the time limits is only a

small part of the proposed amendment, which is intended to give EPA more flexibility in con-

trolling toxic pollutants. The present section requires EPA to promulgate health-based stand-

ards on a pollutant-by-pollutant, source-by-source approach. EPA has found that method of

control to be unworkable in dealing with the health hazards posed by hundreds of toxic

pollutants. See 8 Envir. Rep. (BNA) (June 17, 1977).

350. 8 Envir. Rep. (BNA) 50 (May 13, 1977) (remarks at annual meeting of ABA en-

vironmental law standing committee).

351. 33 U.S.C. §1328 (Supp. V 1975).

352. 42 FR 25478 (May 17, 1977).
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not face any sanction for missing the statutory deadline, and there was no

serious doubt about EPA's authority to promulgate effective regulations

after the deadline had passed. The statutory time limit was ineffective

because there was no outside pressure to enforce it and because EPA
recognized that it did not reflect a Congressional judgment on the agency's

priorities. In the case of EPA, Congress has imposed time limits so widely

and indiscriminately that they cannot be interpreted to represent a Congres-

sional determination that EPA should give priority to proceedings subject

to a time limit.

Section 2(c) of the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974^" provides

another example of a statutory time limit applicable to a proceeding that

obviously has a comparatively low priority. That section required EPA to

publish proposed national secondary drinking water regulations within 270

days after the date of its enactment (December 16, 1974) and to promulgate

final standards within 90 days thereafter. Unlike the primary standards, the

secondary standards are non-enforceable and advisory only. The develop-

ment of secondary standards remained on the back-burner at EPA for

several years while the agency wrestled with the development of the man-

datory, health-related primary standards. Proposed secondary standards

did not appear in the Federal Register until March 31, 1977.'*"

The absence of a statutory time limit, on the other hand, may en-

courage foot dragging by EPA. The example commonly cited where this did

occur is the promulgation of guidelines for the management of solid waste

under the amended section 209 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1965. '**

That section, as amended in 1970, required EPA to promulgate guidelines

"as soon as practicable" after October 26, 1970, the date of the amended

section's enactment. The guidelines were intended to provide guidance to

the states on solid waste management but were binding and enforceable

against federal facilities. EPA did not issue any guidelines until August,

1974 when it promulgated guidelines for incinerators and sanitary

landfills.'" That action was prompted by a suit filed by environmental

groups to force EPA to obey the statutory mandate to promulgate

guidelines as soon as practicable.'" EPA did not really contest the lawsuit

but informally agreed to issue guidelines under judicial surveillance. When
EPA encountered further delays in early 1976 in promulgating a controver-

sial guideline on returnable beverage containers, the court specifically

ordered it to do so by Septmber 17, 1976.'*' EPA met that deadline and pro-

mulgated a guideline which required a minimum five-cent returnable

353. 42 U.S.C. §300g(c) (Supp. V 1975).

354. 42 FR 17143 (Mar. 31, 1977).

355. Section 209, formerly codified at 42 U.S.C. §3254c(a) ^970), was repealed by the

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976. See n.345 supra.

356. 39 FR 29328 (Aug. 14, 1974).

357. Natural Resources Defense Council v. Train, No. C-74-1202 (N.D. Cal. filed 1974).

358. 6 Envir. Rep. (BNA) 1878 (Mar. 5, 1976).
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deposit on all carbonated beverage containers sold at federal

installations.^'' In this instance the court did grant relief against agency foot

dragging despite the absence of a statutory time limit. However, EPA did

not really contest the relief sought. The delay in promulgating the guideline

on returnable beverage containers did not result from EPA's unwillingness

to make a timely decision but from EPA's inability to overcome the objec-

tions of other federal agencies to the decision it had made. A statutory

deadline might have assisted EPA to overcome these "political" obstacles

without the need for a lawsuit to force agency action.

These two examples indicate that monitoring by outside interest groups

has an important impact on the promptness of EPA decision-making. A
statutory time limit that is not monitored may have little impact, while

monitoring may have an impact even if there is no statutory time limit. The

citizen suit provisions found in most environmental legislation have aided

the monitors by allowing virtually any interested member of the public to

sue EPA to force it to perform its duty of promulgating specific regulations.

Former Deputy Administrator John Quarles has described this activity of

citizen groups as a new form of oversight that has had a major impact at

EPA.^o

Another example which supports these generalizations is EPA's pro-

mulgation of new source performance standards under section 1 1 1 of the

Clean Air Act added by the Clean Air Amendments of 1970.^*' That section

required EPA to publish within 90 days of the date of enactment (December

31, 1970) and subsequently to revise a list of all categories of stationary

sources which it determines contribute significantly to air pollution which

causes or contributes to the endangerment of public health or welfare. The
section required EPA to propose a performance standard within 210 days

after it lists a stationary source and to promulgate a performance standard

within 90 days thereafter. Thus, performance standards for sources on

EPA's initial list were due 300 days after enactment, while the rulemaking

period for subsequently listed sources was 210 days. EPA listed five sta-

tionary sources in its initial list and promulgated performance standards for

them on December 23, 1971, slightly less than two months late. It has subse-

quently listed an additional nineteen new sources for which it has pro-

mulgated performance standards. The final standards curb seventeen major

industries. EPA has adopted the practice of simultaneously listing a new

stationary source and proposing performance standards for that source.

Courts have upheld this practice which in effect "skips" the 120 days

alloted for the development of a proposed standard."^ Whether that 120

359. 41 PR 41201 (Sept. 21, 1976) (signed by Administrator on Sept. 10, 1976).

360. See the remarks by Quarles in Proceedings of the Administrative Law See's 1976

Bicentennial Institute - Oversight and Review of Agency Decisionmaking, 29 Ad. L. Rev. 569,

730(1976).

361. 42 U.S.C. §1857c-6 (1970).

362. National Asphalt Paving Ass'n v. Train, 539 P.2d 775 (D.C. Cir. 1976).
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days may be tacked onto the 90 days allowed to promulgate the final stand-

ard is not clear. Even allowing EPA to do so, it has never promulgated a

performance standard within 210 days of publishing a proposed standard.

It proposed seven standards on June 11, 1973 and promulgated them on

March 8, 1974. It proposed an additional twelve standards in October, 1974

and promulgated five of them in August, 1975, one in September, 1975, five

in January, 1976, and one in May, 1976.

EPA's record in promulgating these standards was not closely

monitored by outside interest groups. The standards involved technical

issues on which most environmentcil and public interest organizations

lacked expertise. In the early 1970's those organizations chose to focus their

attention on monitoring EPA's approval of state implementation plans for

achieving national ambient air quality standards. The National Resources

Defense Council (NRDC), whose Project Clean Air made it the major

public interest organization in this area, sued to enforce the statutory time

limit during which EPA was required either to approve a state implementa-

tion plan or to promulgate a federal plan for the state.'*' Meanwhile, EPA
established its own pace for promulgating performance standards for new

stationary sources. Public participation in these proceedings was largely

limited to the industries involved. There was no real pressure at EPA to

meet the statutory deadlines. It was recognized that new source perform-

ance standards were only a small part of the battle against air pollution; the

review of state implementation plans and the lowering of automobile emis-

sions both deserved higher priority. On the other hand, there was no incen-

tive for industry or EPA to delay the proceedings. Section 111 defined a

"new" stationary source to include all sources constructed or expanded

after the date EPA pubhshed in the Federal Register a proposed perform-

ance standard for that category of sources. This provision operated as a

built-in disincentive against delay. EPA therefore completed these pro-

ceedings with reasonable dispatch even though it missed the statutory dead-

line by at least two months in all instances. It probably could have met the

statutory deadline in all these proceedings if there had been real pressure for

it to do so. Each proceeding only involved a small number of issues, no

public hearings were required or held, and the number of comments was

small. EPA also favored proposing and promulgating a group of standards

as a package even though this approach required parts of the package to be

held up while other parts were completed. In sum, the timely promulgation

of new source performance standards simply did not justify a back-

breaking all-out-effort when it was plain that many other projects at EPA
(some of them not subject to statutory deadlines) did justify that effort.

Section 311 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act'*" provides

another comparison between agency action subject to a statutory time limit

363. NRDC V. EPA, 475 F.2d %8 (D.C. Cir. 1973); City of Riverside v. Ruckelshaus, 3

Envir. Law Rep. (PL!) 20043 (CD. Calif. 1972).

364. 33 U.S.C. §1321 (Supp. V 1975).
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and agency action not subject to a statutory time limit. That section, added

by the 1972 amendments, required EPA to designate by regulation hazard-

ous substances and to determine "as soon as possible" after the date of

enactment (October 27, 1972) what quantities of discharge are harmful.

EPA proposed a list of hazardous substances on December 30, 1975 and at

the same time proposed harmful quantity determinations for those sub-

stances.'** Final regulations have still not been promulgated, although EPA
expects to do so before the end of 1977.'*'' Section 311(b)(2)(B)(iv) required

that EPA establish penalty schedules for discharges of a hazardous

substance within 180 days after it designates the hazardous substances. EPA
proposed penalty schedules for discharges at the same time it published its

proposed list of hazardous substances."' While this tactic makes the

statutory time limit technically inapplicable, EPA has not complied with its

intent by developing penalty schedules within 180 days. Regulations on
penalties have proven to be difficult to draft and are presently holding up

the entire package of final regulations on the discharge of hazardous

substances.

EPA, as indicated above, is subject to three types of statutory time

limits. The first type of time limit applicable to the initial listing of pollutant

or sources of pollution to be regulated has had only a limited impact at

EPA, since in most instances the time limit has not affected EPA's author-

ity to determine the contents of the initial list. Of course, EPA's decision to

regulate a pollutant or source of pollution by listing it triggers EPA's duty

to propose and then promulgate standards to control it within the pre-

scribed statutory time periods. Statutory time limits applicable to EPA's

publication of an initial list have generally been interpreted to require EPA
promptly to commence regulatory activity by listing something within a

short time after a new Act's enactment. It is not expected that EPA will

regulate everything at once by publishing a comprehensive list at the outset.

This legislative intent is clearer in some sections than in others. For exam-

ple, section 112 of the Clean Air Act,"* as added by the Clean Air Amend-

ments of 1970, required the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare

(subsequently the Administrator of EPA) to develop national emission

standards for hazardous air pollutants. Within 90 days of enactment the

Secretary was required to publish "a list which includes each hazardous air

pollutant for which he intends to establish an emission standard under this

section.""' The Secretary was instructed to revise the list from time to time.

The Senate Committee on Public Works recognized that these provisions

left the timing of control over hazardous air pollutants to the discretion of

365. 40 FR 59%2, 59982 (Dec. 30, 1973).

366. 8 Envir. Rep. (BNA) 363 (July 1, 1977).

367. 40 FR 59999 (Dec. 30, 1975).

368. 42 U.S.C. §1857c-7 (1970).

369. 42 U.S.C. §1857c-7(b)(l)(H) (1970).
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the Secretary."" The initial list, published in timely fashion by the Ad-

ministrator of EPA, contained only three hazardous air pollutants

(asbestos, beryllium and mercury).

A statutory time limit of the first type may have an undesirable effect

on EPA's ability to determine its own priorities if it requires EPA to

regulate too much at one time. For example, section 306(b)(1)(A) of the

Federal Water Pollution Control Act,"' added by the 1972 amendments,

listed twenty-seven different categories of point sources which it required

EPA to regulate. The 1972 amendments imposed tight statutory time limits

on EPA for proposing and promulgating effluent limitation guidelines, new

source performance standards, and pretreatment standards for those

twenty-seven categories of point sources and for any other categories added

to the list by EPA. This task proved far too much for EPA to accomplish;

its inability to do so prompted a suit by the Natural Resources Defense

Counsel to enforce the statutory time limits."^

Section 17 of the Noise Control Act of 1972"^ provides another, albeit

minor, example of a statute that required EPA to regulate too much at one

time. That section required EPA to regulate "noise emissions resulting

from the operation of the equipment and facilities of surface (rail)

carriers." Proposed noise emission standards were due within nine months

of the date of enactment and final standards were due within ninety days

thereafter. EPA missed these deadlines by wide margins; it also limited its

final standards to cover only noise emissions resulting from the operation of

locomotives and railroad cars. In Association of American Railroads v.

Costle,^^* the court held that EPA had failed to perform a statutory duty

since its noise standards covered only some of the equipment and none of

the facilities of rail carriers. Section 17 did not allow EPA to "phase in"

regulation by promulgating first those emission standards that affected ma-

jor sources of noise and by deferring action on other standards until a later

date. The court ordered EPA to promulgate within one year of the decision

final noise emission standards for all railroad equipment and facilities.

In this instance, as in the regulation of discharges from point sources, a

number of factors tempered the impact of the statutory time limit on EPA's

priorities. EPA did not commence rulemaking activity in all areas at once

but concentrated its resources initially in those areas which it was best

prepared to regulate (point sources on which it had adequate information)

or which it considered most in need of regulation (locomotives and railroad

cars). The court did not interfere with EPA's determination of priorities,

370. S. Rep. 11%, supra n. 3. at 18, reprinted in I Legislative History of the Clean Air

Amendments of J970 418.

371. 33 U.S.C. §1316(b)(l)(A) (Supp. V 1975).

372. See the discussion of the effluent guidelines litigation at p. 185, infra.

373. 42 U.S.C. §4916 (Supp. V 1975).

374. 562 F.2d 1310 (D.C. Cir. 1977).
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and probably could not have interfered, until after the statutory deadline

had passed. While the court did order EPA fully to comply with the statute

by regulating lower-priority areas, the dates scheduled for EPA action were

far later in time than the original statutory deadline.

The second and third types of statutory time limits applicable to the

publication of proposed standards and the promulgation of final standards

have had a greater impact at EPA. The litigation discussed in Part B of this

case study indicates that outside monitors have on occasion used the time

limits to invoke the assistance of the courts to force EPA to act sooner than

EPA would have acted on its own. Once again other factors have tempered

the impact of the statutory time limits. EPA retains considerable discretion

in many areas over what it regulates and over when it initiates regulation.

Even if it does not, it still concentrates rulemaking activity in areas of its

choice. Court orders enforcing statutory deadlines can do little more than

order EPA to catch up in areas where it has been laggard. Finally, many
EPA rulemaking proceedings do not attract citizen monitors who are will-

ing to sue if EPA misses a statutory deadline.

The extent of EPA's discretion to determine what and when it shall

regulate under a particular statutory provision is often a difficult and con-

troversial issue, but the resolution of that issue is not affected by the

presence of a statutory time limit. For example, section 108(a)(1) of the

Clean Air Act,"' added by the Clean Air Amendments of 1970, required

EPA within 30 days after the enactment of the amendments to publish a list

which included six designated or "criteria" pollutants and such additional

pollutants which in EPA's judgment have "an adverse effect on public

health or welfare" and "the presence of which in the ambient air results

from numerous or diverse mobile or stationary sources." Section 108(a)(1)

also provided that EPA "shall from time to time thereafter revise the list."

Section 109(a)(1) required that within twelve months of listing an additional

pollutant, the EPA shall propose national primary and secondary ambient

air quality standards for that pollutant.

EPA had not listed any air pollutants in addition to the six designated

or "criteria" pollutants until August 10, 1976, when NRDC obtained a

court order requiring it to list atmospheric lead."* The court also ordered

EPA to publish proposed air quality standards for lead by the statutory

deadline of August 10, 1977. NRDC in its suit did not invoke the long-

passed 30-day time limit for publishing the initial list but successfully

contended that atmospheric lead met the statutory definition of an "air

pollutant" in section 108 and that EPA therefore had a legal duty to

establish national ambient air quality standards for it.

The court-ordered listing of atmospheric lead did trigger the running of

375. 42 U.S.C. §1857c-3(a)(l) (1970).

376. NRDC V. Train, 411 F.Supp. 864 (S.D.N. Y. 1976), afPd. 545 F.2d 320 (2d Cir.

1976).
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the one year statutory time limit for developing proposed national air qual-

ity standards for lead. EPA encountered considerable difficulty complying

with that deadline. The Lead Subcommittee of its Scientific Advisory Board

twice recommended rejection of EPA's draft proposal on the grounds that

it did not sufficiently address the health dangers of airborne lead. In the

early summer of 1977, it was recognized that if EPA accepted this recom-

mendation, the additional work required to redo the proposal would force

EPA to miss the statutory and court-enforced deadline of August 10, 1977.

Counsel for NRDC expressed that organization's willingness to allow EPA
a reasonable amount of additional time beyond the August 10th deadline if

the delay would result in substantial improvements in the proposal."'

NRDC preferred that EPA miss the statutory deadline rather than publish

an inadequate proposal which NRDC would be forced to challenge in court

if it became the basis for the final rule. Subsequently, NRDC and EPA
entered an agreement which was approved by the court stipulating to an ex-

tension of the deadline for proposing a lead standard from August 10, 1977

to December 2, 1977."*

NRDC's position in the lead proceeding is similar to the approach

taken by other participants in EPA rulemaking proceedings. Participants

whose interests are at stake are not so much concerned about the timely

completion of the rulemaking proceeding as they are about its completion in

their favor. Participants will gladly afford EPA additional time or allow it

to miss a statutory deadline if the delay is likely to result in a better product

or in a product more to their Hking. The example of this phenomenon fre-

quently cited at EPA involved the promulgation of interim primary drink-

ing water standards under section 2(a) of the Safe Drinking Water Act of
1974."' That section required EPA to propose regulations within 90 days of

the date of enactment (December 16, 1974) and to promulgate regulations

within 180 days of that date. EPA met the first deadline by publishing pro-

posed standards on March 14, 1975,"° but found it impossible to complete

the rulemaking proceeding within the remaining 90 days. The 90-day period

was an exceptionally short one for promulgating major rules; and the pro-

posed rules raised difficult issues about the detection and treatment of

organic chemical contaminants. The participants in the rulemaking pro-

ceeding (mainly environmental groups and municipalities) informally

agreed to allow EPA additional time to prepare the final rule. The comment
period on the proposal closed in mid-April, 1975; and it was recognized that

EPA could not promulgate a final rule by the mid-June deadline. The en-

vironmentalists and the municipalities, who were at loggerheads over a

number of issues, both hoped that the delay would work to their advantage.

377. 8 Envir. Rep. (BNA) 409-410 (July 8, 1977); 686 (Sept. 2, 1977).

378. Id. at 586 (Aug. 19, 1977).

379. 42 U.S.C. §1412(a) (Supp. V 1975).

380. 40 FR 11911 (Mar. 14, 1975).
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EPA finally promulgated its interim primary drinking water standards on

December 24, 1975,'" over six months late. The Environmental Defense

Fund, aggrieved by EPA's deletion of standards for all but six organic

chemicals, immediately petitioned the Court of Appeals for the District of

Columbia to review the regulations. ^'^ In other rulemaking proceedings

EPA has told the participants that it could not do what they wanted unless it

had more time than the statute allowed.'*'

EPA's difficulties with the statutory time limit in the lead proceeding

derive in large part from the fact that the proceeding was forced upon EPA
by the court. EPA had not done the front-end work which it normally does

before listing a pollutant or source of pollution. EPA, for example, is now

conducting a major research effort costing $94,000,000 on the environ-

mental effects of sulfates and expects by 1983 to propose under section 108

of the Clean Air Act national ambient air quality standards for sulfates.""

The Sierra Club has so far been unsuccessful in its efforts to compel EPA to

list sulfates now under section 108(a)(1)."' If EPA retains control over the

timing of the decision to list sulfates as an air pollutant for which national

ambient air quality standards are required, it is likely to encounter less dif-

ficulty in meeting the one-year time limit for developing proposed standards

than if it is ordered to list sulfates by a court, since it will presumably have

done sufficient front-end work at the time it lists the pollutant to permit it

to complete the proceeding within one year. EPA did meet the statutory

deadlines for promulgating air quality standards for the initial six

"criteria" pollutants designated in the Clean Air Amendments of 1970

(sulfur oxides, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, photochemical ox-

idants, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen dioxide) because its predecessor agen-

cies had completed the front-end work on the standards prior to the enact-

ment of the amendments. EPA thus met its first major statutory deadline; it

has met very few since that time.

B. Judicial Relief When EPA Misses a Statutory Deadline

As indicated in Part A, the effectiveness of a statutory time limit in

reducing delay at EPA depends in large part on the presence of outside

pressure or monitoring. In at least four major instances outside monitors

have obtained judicial relief when EPA missed a statutory deadline. The

statutory time limits which were the bases of these suits were all of the third

type requiring EPA to promulgate a final rule within a prescribed period of

time. The relief granted by the courts in these cases had a substantial impact

381. 40 FR 59565 (Dec. 24, 1975).

382. 6 Envir. Law Rep. (PLI) 10006 (Jan. 1976). The suit is now in the process of settle-

ment. The controversy involves how much regulation EPA can delay until the promulgation of

final primary drinking water standards in 1977/1978.

383. See the discussion, infra, of the effluent guidelines proceedings.

384. 7 Envir. Rep. (BNA) 1717 (March II, 1977).

385. Id.
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on the speed but not necessarily on the process of decisionmaking at EPA.
(The discussion in this part is largely descriptive. The desirability of over-

sight of agency performance through citizen suits is discussed in section D
of the Introduction.)

The first two challenges to missed statutory deadlines involved the

Clean Air Act. Section 110 of that Act,'*' added by the Clean Air Amend-
ments of 1970, required each state, within nine months of EPA's promulga-

tion of national ambient air quality standards, to submit to EPA a plan to

limit emissions within the state in order to insure the timely attainment of

the federal standards. Section 110(a)(2) provided that EPA shall approve or

disapprove state implementation plans within four months of the date they

were required to be submitted. If a state did not submit an approvable plan,

EPA was required within an additional two months to promulgate its own
implementation plan for the state. Municipalities and environmental groups

in two separate law suits successfully challenged EPA's permitting the states

to postpone for two years the submission of approvable transportation con-

trol plans. ''^ Both courts held that the statutory deadlines for approving or

promulgating implementation plans were mandatory and that EPA could

not authorize a two-year delay in the submission of approvable transporta-

tion control plans. These decisions resulted in the prompt approval or pro-

mulgation of transportation control plans for all fifty states. While the

judicial enforcement of the statutory time limits did result in quicker action

by EPA than otherwise would have occurred, there is considerable con-

troversy whether this speed-up ultimately helped or retarded progress

toward clean air. Some of the transportation control plans were politically

unrealistic if not draconian.They aroused widespread opposition and re-

main largely unenforced. It is doubtful, however, that a two-year delay in

their appearance would have made much difference in the long run.'**

EPA's failure to meet the statutory time limits in section 112 of the

Clean Air Act'*' has also been the subject of a judicial challenge. That sec-

tion, added by the Clean Air Amendments of 1970, required EPA to

publish an initial list of the hazardous air pollutants it intended to regulate

within 90 days of the date of enactment (December 31, 1970). A hazardous

air pollutant is defined to mean an air pollutant for which no national am-
bient air quality standard is applicable and which, in the judgment of EPA,
may cause or contribute to an increase in mortality or to an increase in

serious irreversible illness or incapacitating reversible illness. EPA must

publish proposed standards for a hazardous air pollutant within 180 days

386. 42 U.S.C. §1857c-5 (1970).

387. City of Riverside v. Ruckelshaus, 3 Envir. Law Rep. (PLI) 20043 (CD. Calif.

1972); NRDC v. EDF, 475 F.2d %8 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

388. On the effects of this judicially enforced speed-up, see Stewart, The Development

of Administrative and Quasi-Constitutional Law in Judicial Review of Environmental Deci-

sionmaking: Lessons from the Clean Air Act, 62 Iowa L. Rev. 713, 725-727 (1977).

389. 42 U.S.C. §1857c-7 (1970).
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after it lists the pollutant and final standards within 180 days thereafter.

EPA published in timely fashion in March, 1971 its initial list of three

hazardous pollutants (asbestos, berrylium and mercury) and proposed emis-

sion standards for these pollutants on December 7, 1971, almost three

months later. When EPA did not promulgate final standards within the

prescribed 180 days, the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) invoked the

citizen suits provision in section 304 of the Clean Air Act"" to compel EPA
to act. On January 29, 1973, a court held that the promulgation of a final

standard within 180 days following the publication of a proposed standard

was mandatory and ordered EPA to promulgate final standards for the

three pollutants within 60 days."' EPA did so; and the final standards were

published in the Federal Register on April 6, 1974."^ EPA's delay in pro-

mulgating the final standards had evidently not resulted from any shortage

of resources available for the proceedings but from substantive doubts

about some of the proposed standards."' EDF's lawsuit did not enforce a

time limit as much as it forced agency action that otherwise might not have

been forthcoming at all.

EPA recently promulgated a fourth hazardous emission standard for

vinyl chloride. The vinyl chloride proceeding further demonstrates the

limited effectiveness of statutory time limits in the absence of outside

monitoring and enforcement. On December 24, 1975, EPA determined that

vinyl chloride was a hazardous air pollutant and added it to its list of

hazardous air pollutants. On the same day it proposed a national emission

standard for vinyl chloride. EPA thus followed its usual practice of com-

pressing into one stage the listing of a pollutant and the publication of a

proposed standard for its control. A final emission standard for vinyl

chloride was promulgated by EPA on October 12, 1976 and published in the

Federal Register on October 20, 1976."* While EPA did, as required by sec-

tion 112, promulgate an emission standard within one year after it deter-

mined that vinyl chloride was a hazardous air pollutant, it did not comply

with the statutory time limit of 180 days between proposal and final rule.

The prevailing view at EPA is that the agency therefore missed the statutory

deadline for promulgating the final standard."' EPA, in other words, can-

390. 42 U.S.C. §1857h-2 (1970).

391. 3 Envir. Law Rep. (PLI) 20173 (D.C. D.C. 1973).

392. 38 FR 8820 (April 6, 1974).

393. The asbestos standard, for example, applied to demolition work. Some officials

at EPA questioned whether EPA should regulate demolition activity through an emission

standard.

394. 40 FR 46565 (Oct. 20, 1976).

395. 8 Envir. Rep (BNA) 159 (June 3, 1977) (statement of EPA Administrator Douglas

Costle). Costle made his statement upon granting EDF's petition to list benzene as a hazardous

air pollutant. Costle at that time expressed his doubt that it was feasible for EPA to develop a

proposed benzene standard within the required six month time frame. He cited the need to

assess the health risks of benzene, to identify the sources of benzene to be controlled, and to

determine the extent of control necessary.
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not tack the unused 180 days for developing a proposal onto the 180 days

allowed for promulgating a final standard.

The 180-day statutory time limit was a realistic one in the vinyl chloride

proceeding. EPA held a one-day hearing on the proposed standard on

February 3, 1976; and the comment period closed on February 23, 1976.

The standard affected only a limited number of industrial establishments

and only fifty comments were received. Industry representatives contended

that EPA should apply a cost-benefit analysis rather than the best available

technology in formulating a standard, while environmentalists argued for a

health-based standard and for a zero discharge level where substitute prod-

ucts were available. EPA readily rejected these contentions. Except for the

coverage of small emission sources, the proceeding raised no other issues of

significance. The final standard filled eight Federal Register pages; there

were five pages of preamble. Despite the comparative simplicity of the pro-

ceeding, there was nevertheless a seven month gap between the close of the

comment period and the promulgation of the standard. The statutory time

limit was not effective in forcing an earlier decision. The explanation for the

delay apparently lies in the Quality of Life Review to which the Office of

Management and Budget subjected all EPA regulations in the mid-1970's.

This form of interagency review followed the public comment period and

consumed an average of 104 days."* It has now been substantially aban-

doned by the new Administration."^

The two remaining major challenges to EPA's failure to meet a

statutory deadline both involved the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.

The time limits in the 1972 amendments to that Act have had a greater im-

pact on EPA than have the time limits in other statutes. EPA's record in

meeting the statutory deadlines have been closely monitored by environ-

mental groups and have been the subject of two major lawsuits. The first

suit involved the promulgation under section 304(b) of the Act"* of effluent

limitations guidelines for point sources. That section required EPA to pro-

mulgate final guidelines within one year of the date of enactment (October

18, 1972). The guidelines were to require the application of the best prac-

ticable control technology by 1977 and of the best available control

technology economically achievable by 1983. Unlike other environmental

statutes, it did not delegate to EPA the task of listing the sources of pollu-

tion which EPA would then control. Section 306(b)(1)(A)"' specifically

listed twenty-seven categories of point sources for which EPA was required

to promulgate guidelines within one year. The statutory listing was not in-

tended to be all-inclusive but established minimum requirements for EPA
regulation. EPA was expected to control discharges from an undetermined

3%. 7 Envir. Rep (BNA) 693.

397. 8 Envir. Rep. (BNA) 699 (Sept. 9, 1977).

398. 33 U.S.C. §I314<b)(Supp. V 1975).

399. 33 U.S.C. §13 16(b)(1)(A) (Supp. V 1975).
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number of additional categories of point sources. EPA's initial list of addi-

tional categories was due within 90 days of enactment and was subject to

subsequent revision by the agency.

Although EPA had not opposed the inclusion of the one-year time

limit in section 304, it soon discovered that the October 27, 1973 deadline

for promulgating final guidelines was a highly unrealistic one. EPA found

itself confronted by a mammoth information gap of the type that often ac-

companies new programs. For most categories of point sources EPA simply

did not know what substances were being discharged, what control

technologies were available, and what was the cost of control. EPA found it

necessary to utilize private contractors to develop the technical and

economic bases for the guidehnes. Soliciting proposals consumed several

months; and the private contractors required six months to complete their

reports. Industry proved recalcitrant and generally did not cooperate in the

furnishing of information. When it became apparent that the deadline

could not be met even for the twenty-seven categories of point sources hsted

in the statute, EPA decided to promulgate first those guidelines which

covered the greatest number of major discharges. Dissatisfied with EPA's
progress in promulgating effluent limitation guidelines, NRDC sued on

August 14, 1973 to obtain a declaratory judgment that EPA had a non-

discretionary duty under section 304(b) to promulgate guidelines for all

categories of point sources by October 27, 1973. The District Court for the

District of Columbia granted sunmiary judgment to NRDC on November

15, 1973, and on November 27, 1973, the statutory deadline having passed

without the promulgation of a single guideline, ordered EPA to promulgate

guidelines under a court-approved time schedule. *'"'

On December 5, 1974, in NRDC v. Train,*''' the Court of Appeals af-

firmed the greater part of the District Court's order. It held that the

statutory deadline of October 18, 1973, only applied to the twenty-seven

categories of point sources specifically listed in section 306(b)(1)(A). For all

other categories of point sources (roughly fifteen in number), the deadline

for promulgating guidehnes was December 31, 1974, which was the last date

on which a permit was not required for a discharge into navigable waters.

The Court of Appeals specifically approved as a proper response to a miss-

ed deadline the decision of the District Court to incorporate into its order a

time table for agency action in promulgating guidehnes. With respect to the

December 31, 1974 deadline, the court refused to order EPA to promulgate

all guidehnes by that time and recognized that manpower or methodological

constraints might justify further extensions. The case was remanded for the

District Court to rule on any justifications for further delay presented by

EPA and to impose its own time schedule in cases of non-compliance with

the December 31, 1974 deadline.

400. 6 Envir. Rep. Cases (BNA) 1033 (D.C.D.C. 1973).

401. 510 F.2d 692 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
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1

By September, 1976 EPA had promulgated under judicial supervision

regulations governing forty industrial point source categories. While ef-

fluent limitation guidelines have not yet been proposed for some industries,

EPA has basically completed the task of promulgating the initial guidelines.

It is no longer subject to the November 17, 1973 order of the District Court.

The regulations promulgated by EPA include not only effluent limitation

guidelines for existing sources based on the 1977 and 1983 technology stand-

ards but also standards of performances for new sources issued under sec-

tion 306(b) of the Act and pretreatment standards for new and existing

sources issued under section 307(b) of the Act. Since each industrial

category is subdivided into various subcategories, the total package of

regulations includes several thousand effluent limitations. The statutory

deadline, monitored by NRDC and enforced by the court, provided EPA an

important stimulus for this herculean task.

The schedules which the court ordered EPA to follow in promulgating

effluent limitation guidelines were in part determined by negotiations be-

tween the parties and in part by the court itself. On at least four separate oc-

casions the court made major modifications in its order at the request of

EPA. While extensions of the court-ordered deadlines were possible, EPA
officials recognized the importance of complying with the court's schedule.

Court-ordered deadlines, unlike statutory ones, are enforceable through the

contempt power. Judge Leventhal for the court of Appeals had indicated

that a federal court should not hold a government official in contempt if it

was convinced that he was in good faith employing the utmost diligence in

discharging his statutory duties.""^ It was nevertheless apparent that any

foot dragging at EPA would result in NRDC seeking contempt sanctions.

The court-ordered promulgation dates had an impact on work schedules at

EPA because everyone knew that the court and NRDC meant business.

Time constraints had an impact on EPA's decisional process in the ef-

fluent guidelines proceedings but the impact was quite limited. It prompted

small but helpful changes like the simultaneous rather than seriatim review

of Federal Register documents by EPA Assistant Administrators. EPA
never promulgated a regulation with which it was not satisfied. EPA's
general approach was still to do the job right and not just to do it within the

time limit. In late 1975, when difficulties arose in promulgating guidelines

for the iron and steel, pulp and paper and other major industries, Deputy

Administrator John Quarles directly intervened and convinced NRDC that

EPA needed more time to do things right and that the only alternative was

for EPA to leave things out and promulgate incomplete, inadequate regula-

tions. EPA also promulgated seven guidelines in interim form without prior

public notice of a proposal and opportunity comment thereon. It invoked

the time constraints of the court order as good cause for dispensing with

the provisions for public participation in sections 553(b)-(c) of the

Administrative Procedure Act. This departure from normal rulemaking

402. NRDC V. Train, 510 F.2d 692,713 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
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procedure was of limited practical significance because EPA developed

guidelines in the open; industry and environmental groups kept themselves

informed and were able to communicate their views to EPA. EPA also

shortened the rulemaking process by eliminating Steering Committee review

at the outset of the process and by shortening or eliminating interagency

review at the end. Again these changes were of limited significance in the

context of promulgating effluent limitation guidelines. Steering Committee

review enables the various bodies within EPA to participate in decisions to

initiate rulemaking. It permits the agency to coordinate and prioritize its ac-

tivities but naturally has little role to play when the court has ordered the

agency to proceed. Interagency review also has a lesser role to play when a

court has ordered the agency to promulgate regulations, and EPA was able

to utilize the court-imposed time constraints to eliminate or reduce the

delays associated with interagency review.

The effluent guidelines case (NRDC v. Train) discussed above involved

EPA's "first round" of regulations under the Federal Water Pollution

Control Act. A second round case is now in the courts. This suit originated

after EPA's failure to meet the statutory time limit for promulgating ef-

fluent standards for toxic pollutants under section 307(a) of the Act.*"' That

section, added by the 1972 amendments, required EPA to publish an initial

list of toxic pollutants within 90 days from the date of enactment (October

27, 1972). EPA was required to propose an effluent standard or prohibition

for a toxic pollutant within 180 days from the date it lists the pollutant on its

initial list or a revision thereof. Final standards are due within six months

after the publication of proposed ones. EPA published its initial list of nine

toxic pollutants on September 7, 1973,'*°'' over eight months late, and pro-

posed effluent standards for those pollutants on December 27, 1973."°'

NRDC promptly sued EPA, contending that it had arbitrarily omitted at

least twenty-three toxic pollutants from the list.''°* When no final standards

for the nine listed toxic pollutants were forthcoming in 1974, NRDC and

Citizens for a Better Environment sued to compel promulgation of the

standards that were already long overdue. '*"'

The parties to these lawsuits finally settled the cases in June, 1976."°'

The court-approved consent agreement provided that EPA would regulate,

according to a predetermined schedule, sixty-five toxic pollutants dis-

charged by twenty-one categories of industrial sources. Regulation of all

but six of the toxic pollutants would be on the basis of technology-based

403. 33 U.S.C. §13I7(a) (Supp. V 1975).

404. 38 FR 24344 (Sept. 7, 1973).

405. 38 FR 35388 (Dec. 27, 1973).

406. Civil Action No. 73-2153 (D.C. D.C.). See also NRDC v. Train, 519 F.2d 287 (D.C.

Cir. 1975).

407. CivU Actions No. 75-172 and No. 75-1698 (D.C. D.C).

408. 8 Envir. Rep. Cases (BNA) 2120 (D.C. D.C. 1976).
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effluent limitations under section 304 of the Act. EPA did agree, however,

to control six of the original nine toxic pollutants by health-based standards

under section 307(a). It agreed to republish those proposed standards

promptly and to promulgate final standards for the six toxic pollutants

within six months. It did so on January 12, 1977.""^ The previous delays

during 1974 and 1975 were primarily caused by EPA's reluctance to pro-

mulgate health-based standards for toxic pollutants under section 307. Sec-

tion 307 allowed industry only one year to bring itself into comphance with

an emission standard, and EPA feared that many plants would have to close

if it promulgated the health-based standards it had proposed in 1973.""'

EPA, industry, and environmental groups wrestled with the problem of

how to control toxics for almost two years prior to the court's approval of

the settlement agreement in June, 1976. In that settlement EPA's position

that toxic pollutants should be controlled by technology-based effluent

guidelines promulgated under section 304 largely prevailed. EPA is now
developing these second-round regulations under a court-approved

schedule. However, industry representatives who were excluded from the

settlement have obtained a decision from the Court of Appeals that the

District Court improperly refused to allow them to intervene."" While the

"second round" of toxics case originated with EPA's failure to promulgate

regulations within the time prescribed, the issues in the case soon broadened

to include the scope of EPA's discretion to choose the form regulation will

take. By 1976, the lawsuit and settlement discussions no longer focused on

the statutory time limits but on the appropriate form of regulation.

Case Study No. 9

Office of Education (OE) in the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare

Congress has on several occasions expressed dissatisfaction with

rulemaking (or the lack thereof) at the Office of Education. Congressional

displeasure has taken the form of statutory provisions that impose special

requirements on rulemaking at the Office of Education. Among these pro-

visions is section 431(g) of the General Education Provisions Act"'^ enacted

in 1974 which allows the Office a maximum of 240 days (extendable by joint

action of the House Committee on Education and Labor and the Senate

Committee on Labor and Public Welfare) to promulgate rules for newly

authorized or revised aid-to-education programs. The Office interpreted

409. 42 FR 2588 (Jan. 12, 1977).

410. La Pierra, Technology Forcing and Federal Environmental Protection Statutes, 62

lowaL. Rev. 771, 803(1977).

411. NRDC V. Costle, 561 F.2d 904 (D.C. Cir. 1977).

412. Pub. L. 93-380, §509(a)(2), 88 Stat. 566 (1974), 20 U.S.C. §1232(g) (Supp. IV

1974).
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section 431(g) as originally enacted to require only that the Office issue pro-

posed rules within the 240-day time frame, but Congress in 1976 amended
section 431(g) to make explicit that the deadline applied to the promulgation

of final rules."''

The special statutory provisions applicable to rulemaking at the Office

of Education can only be understood in light of the administrative practices

that prompted their enactment. The Office was established by statute in

1867 but it played a relatively minor role in the federal bureaucracy until the

enactment of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 in-

itiated a massive program of grants-in-aid to state and local educational in-

stitutions and agencies.*"' Numerous other programs of federal aid to

education quickly followed. By the late 1960's the Office of Education, now
located in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, annually

disbursed billions of dollars in federal grants-in-aid. The Department"" did

not normally allow public participation in the formulation of standards for

aid-to-education programs but invoked the exemption in section 553(a)(2)

of the Administrative Procedure Act which permits an agency to eliminate

public proceedings for rulemaking relating to government grants. In addi-

tion, the standards or rules adopted by the Office normally appeared in the

form of guidelines, handbooks and even internal memoranda; they were not

published in the Federal Register nor codified in the Code of Federal

Regulations.

In 1970 Congress responded to this situation by enacting the Green and

Pucinski Amendments to the General Education Provisions Act. The Green

Amendment"'* provided that "rules, regulations, guidelines or other

published interpretations or orders" issued by the Office shall contain im-

mediately following each substantive provision a citation to the legal

authority upon which the provision is based. Congress viewed the Green

Amendment as a device for maintaining some measure of control over the

Office of Education's interpretation of aid-to-education statutes."" The
Pucinski Amendment,"'* on the other hand, required the Office to publish

in the Federal Register any "standard, rule, regulation, or requirement of

413. Pub. L. 94-482, §405(g), 90 Stat. 2321, 20 U.S.C. §1232(g) (Supp. VI 1976).

414. Bailey & Mosher, ESEA; The Office of Education Administers a Law 17-19 (1%8).

415. The Office of Education and the National Institutes of Education comprise the

Education Division within the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. 20 U.S.C.

§1221a(a)-(b) (Supp. V 1975). The Office is headed by the Commissioner of Education. 20

U.S.C. §1221c(b) (Supp. V 1975). General rulemaking authority rests with the Secretary of

Health, Education and Welfare. While the General Education Provisions Act frequently refers

to the promulgation of rules by the Commissioner of Education, the Secretary has not

delegated to the Commisisoner the authority to promulgate final rules. Rulemaking at the Of-

fice of Education is therefore subject to the direction and control of the Secretary.

416. Pub. L. 91-230, §401(a)(10), 84 Stat. 169 (1970), 20 U.S.C. §1232(a) (1970).

417. Sky, Rulemaking in the Office of Education, 26 Ad. Law Rev. 129, 132 (1974).

418. Pub. L. 91-230, §401(a)(10), 84 Stat. 169 (1970), 20 U.S.C. §1232(b) (1970).
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general applicability prescribed for the administration of any applicable

program" and provided for a minimum hold period of thirty days before

the requirement became effective. The apparent purpose of the Amendment
was to afford members of Congress and interested members of the public an

opportunity to express their views to the Office before a new requirement

went into effect.""

The Pucinski Amendment did not require the Office of Education to

allow public comment on a proposed rule or to adopt notice and comment

procedures for rulemaking. In early 1971, the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, acting in response to a recommendation of the Ad-
ministrative Conference, waived the exemption in section 553(a)(2) of the

Administrative Procedure Act for rulemaking relating to government grants

and voluntarily adopted notice and comment procedures for grant-related

rulemaking by offices within the Department, including the Office of

Education."^" The Department by early 1974 had also committed itself to

publish objective criteria for judging applicants for federal financial assist-

ance."^' Congress subsequently enacted the former procedure into law when

in 1974 it revised the Pucinski Amendment to convert it from a thirty-day

hold on regulations into a directive that the Office utilize the public pro-

cedures in section 553 of the Administrative Procedure Act when pro-

mulgating rules for the administration of aid-to-education programs. "^^

Congress had previously required in 1972 that the Office of Education

reenact, after affording an opportunity for public comment and hearing, all

its rules, regulations, guidelines, or other published interpretations or

orders affecting an aid-to-education program."" The Office was expected to

complete this task within eighteen months but found it impossible to do so.

Five years later, the Office has now nearly finished the mammoth under-

taking of reenacting all its rules. The end product fills so far six hundred

pages of the Code of Federal Regulations. While Congress never officially

extended the original eighteen month deadline, it is apparently satisfied with

the Office's progress.

The statutory and administrative requirements surveyed above have on

balance had a salutory impact at the Office of Education. In the late 1960's

419. Sky, supra n. 417, at 130-131.

420. 36 FR 2532 (Feb. 5, 1971).

421. See the directive of HEW Secretary Casper Weinberger at 39 FR 34700 (Sept. 27,

1974).

422. Pub. L. 93-380, §509(a)(l), 88 Stat. 566 (1974), codified at 20 U.S.C. §1232(b)(2)

(Supp. V 1975). The revised Pucinski Amendment provides that during the minimum thirty-

day hold period "the Commissioner shall, in accordance with the provisions of section 553 of

Title 5, offer any interested party an opportunity to make comment upon, and take exception

to, such regulation and shall reconsider any such regulation upon which comment is made or to

which exception is taken." 20 U.S.C. § 1232(b)(2)(A) (Supp. V 1975).

423. Section 503 of Pub. L. 92-318, 86 Stat. 346 (1972), reprinted as an Appendix to 20

U.S.C.A. §1232.
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the Office badly needed to upgrade the quality (and quantity) of its rules. In

response to the new requirements the Office has developed and pro-

mulgated a large body of program rules which furnish authoritative

guidance to applicants for financial assistance, confine agency discretion in

disbursing grants, and reflect the impact of substantial public participation

in their formulation/^* The present situation is therefore a marked
improvement over the situation in the late 1960's when the Office lacked

pubhshed rules for disbursing grants.

The desirability of two more recent statutory requirements is less clear.

In these instances Congress has sought to assert greater control over

rulemaking at the Office of Education. In 1974, Congress amended section

431 of the General Education Provisions Act*" to subject most rules

adopted by the Office of Education to a legislative veto. Affected rules were

to be transmitted to Congress and were to take effect forty-five days later

unless disapproved in the meantime by concurrent resolution of both

Houses for inconsistency with statutory authority. The Department has

complied with this requirement despite doubts about its constitutionality.

Congressional review is limited to questions of legality, and neither House

has so far disapproved a regulation.*" (The Administrative Conference op-

poses the legislative veto on policy grounds.)*^'

At the same time Congress adopted the legislative veto it enacted a new

section 431(g) of the General Education Provisions Act*^* which required

the Office of Education, within sixty days after the enactment of a statute

authorizing a new aid-to-education program or affecting the administration

of a previously authorized program, to submit to the House Committee on

Education and Labor and the Senate Committee on Labor and Public

Welfare a schedule for the publication of implementing regulations. The

schedule must provide for the promulgation of all regulations within 180

days after its submission (i.e., within 240 days after enactment). Departures

from the schedule must be approved by both committees and are allowed

only "for circumstances unforeseen at the time of the submission of any

such schedule." The Office of Education initially interpreted section 431(g)

to require only the issuance of proposed rules within 240 days of a

program's authorization, but Congress in 1976 amended section 431(g)*^' to

clarify its intent to require the promulgation of final regulations within the

statutory time limit.

424. On the advantages of published rules, see Sky, Rulemaking and the Federal Grant

Process in the United States Office of Education, 62 Va. L. Rev. 1017, 1028 n. 27 (1976).

425. Pub. L. 93-380, §509(a)(l), 88 Stat. 566, 20 U.S.C. §1232(dHe) (Supp. V 1975).

426. On the experience of the Office of Education with this legislative veto provision, see

Bruff and Gellhom, Congressional Control of Administrative Regulation: A Study of

Legislative Vetoes, 90 Harv. L. Rev. 1369, 1385-1390 (1977).

427. See 1 C.F.R. §308.7. 1.

428. See n. 412, supra. The relevant Senate committee is now the Senate Committee on

Human Resources.

429. See n. 413, supra.
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The 240-day time limit is a subsidiary feature of section 431(g). The

primary purpose of that section was not to reduce delay but to force the

promulgation of additional regulations."'" Prior to 1974, the Office of

Education had developed regulations for a newly authorized program only

if the President intended to include appropriations for the program in his

budget requests. This policy angered the Congress because Congress be-

lieved that this policy undermined its authority to determine which author-

ized programs to fund. If the Office of Education had not developed regula-

tions for a program, a Congressional decision to appropriate funds for the

program often could not be implemented during that fiscal year. Congress

was also forced to make the appropriations decision without knowing how
the agency intended to implement the authorized program. As a result.

Congress directed the Office of Education to promulgate implementing

regulations for all authorized programs and not just for funded programs

or programs the Office wanted funded. The 240-day statutory time limit

was simply selected as a device for insuring agency compliance with this

directive.

Congress normally enacts education legislation in the form of massive

biennial Education Amendments which clear both Houses near the end of

each Congress in the fall of even-numbered years. This phenomenon ag-

gravates the impact of section 431(g) at the Office of Education since the

Education Amendments reflect two years of Congressional effort in pro-

gram development. The Education Amendments of 1974 and of 1976 each

required over forty packages of regulations to implement an equivalent

number of newly authorized or revised programs. Congress rarely

authorizes aid-to-education programs in separate legislation,'"' The single

enactment date therefore triggers the 240-day statutory time limit which

runs simultaneously for all new programs. The Office must promulgate

regulations for all programs within 240 days and cannot defer the develop-

ment of less important regulations to a later date.

For programs that are authorized and funded in the same year, the Of-

fice often has less than 240 days available to promulgate final rules if it is to

award grants under those rules before the end of the fiscal year. Both the

authorization and appropriation acts are unlikely to pass until fall, and the

Office must disburse its grants by the close of the fiscal year on the suc-

ceeding June 30th (now September 30) to avoid a reversion of funds. The

Office must allow at least forty-five days for preeffectiveness legal review of

its rules by Congress under sections 431(d)-(e) of the General Education

Provisions Act, That forty-five day period is further extended if Congress is

430. On the legislative history of section 431(g), see S. Rep. 93-763 93d Cong., 2d Sess.

95-% (1974) (Education Amendments of 1974).

431. One prominent exception is the separate act (P.L. 94-142) amending the Education

of the Handicapped Act. See n. 435, infra. Those amendments passed in November, 1975. The

only separate act enacted in 1976 authorizing a new aid-to-education program was the Indo-

china Refugee Act.
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not in session, and with summer adjournments in mind the Office must plan

for a typical review period between fifty to sixty days. The Office of Educa-

tion may therefore have available to it substantially less than 240 days to

promulgate final rules for programs that are funded in their first year. In

these instances time pressures have forced the Office to solicit grant applica-

tions against proposed rules although it recognizes that this policy provides

a substantial disincentive to the making of changes in the final rules."" The

Department of Health, Education and Welfare has also invoked the good

cause exception in section 553(b)(3)(B) of the Administrative Procedure Act

to avoid the delays of notice and comment procedures for rulemaking.

While this has not occurred recently, in June, 1975 the Department pro-

mulgated final regulations for four new programs authorized in the mam-
moth Education Amendments of 1974 without first pubhshing a notice of

proposed rulemaking in order to award grants before the end of the fiscal

year on June 30th. The Department also eliminated public procedures under

section 553 in promulgating final regulations for the Right to Read program

in late May, 1976."" Those regulations implemented a late statutory change

enacted in December 1975. With the anticipated late summer, pre-election

Congressional recess, the regulations could not have become effective

before the end of the fiscal year on September 30, 1976 unless immediately

promulgated. Of course, the elimination of section 553 procedures does not

necessarily mean there is no public participation in the promulgation of the

final rules; and in all the above proceedings there was public notice on the

crucial issues through notices of intent or through prior, related rulemaking

proceedings.

Section 431(g) imposes a similar tight schedule on the promulgation of

rules for all authorized programs. Much of the rulemaking activity man-

dated by its provisions may prove to be unnecessary or premature since

many authorized programs are never funded or only funded in subsequent

years. The section also reduces the advantages of providing a one year gap

between authorization and funding during which the Office of Education

can develop program regulations before soliciting grant applications. If it

were not for section 431(g), the Office would have between twelve and

eighteen months to promulgate the regulations in order to prepare for the

award of grants in the following year. Of course, rulemaking activity that

hindsight determines was unnecessary or premature is not necessarily

wasteful since Congress may believe that these costs are worth bearing in

order to retain Congressional control over funding decisions. So far,

however. Congress has not exercised an independent role in funding educa-

tion programs not included in the President's budget.

The costs of excessive rulemaking are beyond the confines of this study

which focuses on the effectiveness and desirability of statutory time limits

432. Sky, supra n. 417 at 1033-1034.

433. 41 FR 21453 (May 26, 1976).
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as a device for reducing administrative delays. More central to the focus of

the study is the tension between the statutory time limit in section 431(g) and

the procedural requirements of modern rulemaking. In the case of the Of-

fice of Education this tension has been aggravated by former Secretary

Mathews's Memorandum on Regulatory Policies."'" That Memorandum,
which could be more properly styled a directive, established rulemaking

procedures for the principal operating components (POCs) in the Depart-

ment (excluding only the Food and Drug Administration). Before initiating

rulemaking activity, a POC was required to formulate a regulation develop-

ment plan for approval by the Secretary. The POC was normally expected

to include in the plan provisions for a notice of intent to engage in rule-

making, for public hearings before and after the publication of a notice of

proposed rulemaking, and for a minimum comment period of at least forty-

five days on the proposed rule.

The purpose of Secretary Mathews's requirement was to increase

public participation in rulemaking by the Department and to produce rules

that could be read and understood by ordinary people. In major rulemaking

proceedings the Department has sought to defuse controversy by bringing

the adversaries together at public hearings throughout the country. It has

also retained outside laymen to assist it in drafting regulations that are writ-

ten in plain English."'' While the thrust of the Memorandum is consistent

with the procedural requirements imposed by the courts on agency rulemak-

ing, its specific provisions and its application in practice no doubt exceed

what the courts have required. It also continues the Departmental policy of

centralizing rulemaking authority in the Secretary, who must approve

regulation development plans and sign all notices of intent, notices of pro-

posed rulemaking, and final rules for the operating components within the

Department, including the Office of Education.

The rulemaking procedures adopted by the Department under former

Secretary Mathews are on collision course with the statutory time limit in

section 431(g). More than 240 days are normally required to complete a

rulemaking proceeding on the Secretary's model. Officials at the Office of

Education have estimated that 318 days is the minimum time required. It is

434. 41 FR 34811 (Aug. 17, 1976).

435. See, for example, the extensive public participation and drafting efforts described

in the preamble to the proposed rules on the incentive grants program for the education of

handicapped children. 41 FR 56965 (Dec. 30, 1976). Those regulations implemented Pub. L.

94-142, the 1975 amendments to the Education of the Handicapped Act. Pub. L. 94-142,

enacted on November 29, 1975 required the Department to promulgate the implementing

regulations by January 1, 1977. Once again the Department interpreted the requirement to ap-

ply only to proposed regulations. While this interpretation seems strained, there was no real

need to promulgate final regulations by the statutory deadline since Pub. L. 94-142 did not

become effective until October 1, 1977. Until that time earlier statutes and regulations re-

mained in effect. The Department issued proposed rules on the last day before the statutory

deadline. In order to promulgate final rules by that time, it would have been necessary to

sacrifice public participation and agency efforts at conciliation.
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obvious that the statutory time hmit did not prevent the adoption of

rulemaking procedures that made compliance with the time limit difficult if

not impossible. There is considerable evidence that not everyone at the Of-

fice of Education favored the new procedures and some even invoked the

statutory time limit as a reason for dispensing with notices of intent and

lengthy comment periods and for delegating authority to the Commissioner

of Education to issue Federal Register notices and even to promulgate some

final rules.

There is an underlying tension between the timely promulgation of

regulations and Secretary Mathews's goals of increased public participation

in rulemaking proceedings and of clarity in drafting rules. Secretary

Mathews placed emphasis on improving the quality of regulations and was

not primarily concerned with the problem of regulatory delay. Whether his

Memorandum on Regulatory Policies has engendered undue delay in

rulemaking proceedings is a matter of some controversy. Critics of the

Secretary contend that the policies in the Memorandum added unnecessary

steps to the rulemaking process which delayed the promulgation of final

rules. Public participation became repetitive since the Department solicited

comments on the same issue on more than one occasion.*"

Secretary Califano has now adopted his own policy statement on the

Reform of Departmental Procedures for Writing Regulations."" The new

policy emphasizes the timely promulgation of regulations at the expense of

some public participation. Whether it strikes the right balance is unknown

at this time. Under the new policy statement there are three different models

for rulemaking within the Department. For technical regulations that in-

volve no policy changes the Department follows streamlined procedures

that involve no more than the bare minimum required by section 553 of the

Administrative Procedure Act. For major regulations (no more than fifteen

proceedings per year), the Department continues to follow Secretary

Mathews's model. For the large intermediate class of policy significant

regulations, a review panel determines on a proceeding by proceeding basis

what procedures to follow in addition to the minimum requirements of sec-

tion 553. The review panel decides whether to use notices of intent, to hold

public hearings before or after a notice of proposed rulemaking, or to

lengthen comment periods. Authority to issue Federal Register notices may
also be delegated to the head of the principal operating component.

436. Secretary Mathews's decision to issue a notice of intent to engage in rulemaking to

implement section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 encountered a barrage of criticism.

That section prohibits discrimination against the handicapped by recipients of federal

assistance. Commentators representing the interests of the handicapped condemned the notice

as an unnecessary step and demanded that the Department immediately publish a notice of

proposed rulemaking. For the notice of intent that provoked the hostile comment see 41 FR
202% (May 17, 1976).

437. 42 FR (Oct., 1977).
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Experience Under the Education Amendments of 1976

Pub. L. 94-482 (the Education Amendments of 1976) was the first

authorizing legislation subject to the amended section 431(g) which required

the Office of Education to promulgate final implementing regulations

within 240 days. The President signed the Amendments on October 12,

1976, and the Office of Education dutifully submitted its schedule to the ap-

propriate Congressonal committees on the sixtieth day, December 11, 1976.

The schedule listed thirty-seven packages of regulations implementing

newly authorized or revised aid-to-education programs. All regulations

were to be promulgated by June 9, 1977, the 240th day after enactment. At

least thirteen of the packages involved new budget authorizations for which

there were no funds in fiscal 1977 and, in most instances, no significant

likelihood of funding in fiscal 1978. Two of these authorizations (Research

Library Resources and Teacher Centers) required major rulemaking efforts.

Before transmitting its schedule to the committees, the Office of

Education negotiated with Secretary Mathews's office some modifications

in the Secretary's Memorandum on Regulatory Policies. For rulemaking

packages that only involved minor technical amendments, the Secretary did

not require the approval of a regulation development plan or the publica-

tion of a notice of intent to engage in rulemaking. For all other rulemaking

packages, the Secretary delegated to the Commissioner of Education the

authority to issue notices of intent. Where new authorizations only required

the amendment of existing regulations, the minimum comment period

following the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking was reduced in

most proceedings from forty-five to thirty days. The Secretary's Office also

committed itself to clear all notices of proposed rulemaking and final rules

within either ten or fifteen days. These changes in Departmental policy were

plainly prompted by the need to comply (or at least make an effort to

comply) with the 240-day time limit in section 431(g).

The Office of Education did not have much success in complying with

its initial schedule. By June 9, 1977, it had promulgated only four final

regulations and one interim regulation and had issued an additional fifteen

notices of proposed rulemaking. On June 27, 1977, the Commissioner of

Education transmitted a new schedule to the Congressional committees

which provided for the promulgation of forty additional packages of

regulations by December 31, 1977. The revised schedule was computed by

ascertaining where each package was in the rulemaking process and by

allowing for its completion the number of days the Office's prototype or

model for rulemaking allocated to the remaining stages of the process. In no

case, however, was a promulgation date scheduled for later than the end of

the calendar year.

The experience under the Education Amendments of 1976 discloses

several major difficulties with section 431(g). First, the Commissioner is

authorized to submit a new schedule extending the 240-day deadline only if

he finds that he cannot comply with a previously submitted schedule "due
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to circumstances unforeseen at the time of the submission." This require-

ment that the causes of delay be "unforeseen" is difficult to take seriously.

When the Commissioner submitted his initial schedule in December, 1976,

everyone familiar with the situation could easily foresee that not all of the

regulations could be promulgated by June 9, 1977. The number of regula-

tions involved and the procedures required to promulgate them made it ex-

tremely unlikely that many final rules would appear within the remaining

180 days of the 240-day period. During fiscal 1977 the Office also had in

process sbcty-two other packages of program regulations that were not sub-

ject to the provisions of section 431(g). These rulemaking packages, which

revised existing regulations that were not affected by the authorizations in

the Education Amendments of 1976, represent an effort by the Office of

Education to improve and clarify its programs. The "time critical" date for

their promulgation was in many instances the early summer of 1977 since

they affected funded programs where grant decisions had to be made before

the end of the fiscal year on September 30th. From the Office's perspective

it was more important to promulgate these regulations than regulations for

unfunded programs. While the Office of Education did proceed in good

faith in attempting to meet the 240-day deadhne,"'* there was never a

significant likelihood that it would promulgate many regulations within that

time period. The Commissioner's June letter to the Congressional commit-

tees described the "unforeseen circumstances" responsible for the slippage

beyond the 240-day deadhne only in the most general terms (i.e., the change

in Administrations, the number of policy issues, the swell of public par-

ticipation, difficulties in drafting clear regulations, and the need to pro-

mulgate other program regulations)."''

The second difficulty revealed by the Office's experience under the

Education Amendments of 1976 is the failure of the Congressional commit-

tees to act on or otherwise approve the new schedules submitted to them by

the Commssioner of Education, Neither committee has so far responded to

the Commissioner's June submission, nor have they responded to any prior

schedule submitted by the Commissioner under section 431(g). While it may

well be inappropriate for Congressional committees to review the

managerial decisions of administrators in the scheduling of rulemaking pro-

ceedings, section 431(g) plainly requires them to do so. A new schedule of

promulgation dates is ineffective under section 431(g) unless both commit-

tees notify the Commissioner of their approval. In the absence of such

438. The Office of Education began work on implementing regulations when Pub. L.

94-482 (the Education Amendments of 1976) was still before the Congress. Two major notices

of intent covering all major new authorizations appeared shortly after its enactment. 41 FR

51549 (Nov. 25, 1976); 41 FR 52410 (Nov. 29, 1976).

439. It is hard to see how the need to promulgate other program regulations, such as the

regulations implementing the 1975 amendments to the Education of the Handicapped Act (see

n. 435, supra), was "unforeseen" at the time the initial schedule was submitted in December

1975.
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approval the old schedule remains in effect and the Office is vulnerable to

suits to enforce that schedule or the 240-day deadline in section 431(g). So
far, however, only one lawsuit has been filed, and that suit did not involve

the Education Amendments of 1976.'''*"

The Office of Education has, it appears, genuinely committed itself to

comply with the revised schedule of promulgation dates submitted to Con-
gress. The date that a final rule is due is known to everyone in the Depart-

ment who is working on the rule. The Office has also established its own
deadlines for intermediate steps in each rulemaking proceeding to insure

satisfactory progress towards promulgation. Slippage has nevertheless oc-

curred and the Department has missed the majority of the deadlines on the

revised schedule. So far no deadline has been missed by more than two

months, and in most instances the delay after the deadline passed was less

than a month.

There are two principal reasons why the Office of Education has been

unable to comply with the schedule. First, there is the sheer magnitude of

the rulemaking activity within the Office. So many rulemaking proceedings

are taking place simultaneously that it is simply not possible in many in-

stances to meet a target date set long in advance. Too much is going on at

once and upper echelon policymakers who must approve the final rules have

only so much time available. In order to allow the Office to catch up on its

rulemaking the Commissioner on July 29, 1977 declared a moratorium on

all non-essential rulemaking. The moratorium, however, does not apply to

rulemaking subject to section 431(g). Similar bottlenecks have occurred in

the Office of the Secretary where the Executive Secretariat processes rules

from throughout the Department for approval by the Secretary or

Undersecretary. Again the sheer number of rules is very great. The only

rules subject to a statutory time limit are those from the Office of Educa-

tion. The Office of the Secretary has committed itself to a turn-around time

of ten days on minor rules and fifteen days on major ones but is not now
meeting those self-imposed deadlines. While the Office of the Secretary is

aware of the scheduled date for promulgating a final rule, its priorities for

ordering rulemaking from throughout the Department must take into ac-

count a broader range of considerations than does the Office of Education

when it submits a schedule to Congress. The Office of the Secretary may
therefore defer action on a rule until after the scheduled due date.""'

440. In November, 1975, the American Council of the Blind sued to force the issuance of

proposed confidentiality criteria for protecting the identity of handicapped children in state

and local schools. The regulations were required under the Education Amendments of 1974.

Section 431(g) as then interpreted only required that the Office of Education issue proposed

rules within 240 days. The Office had failed to do so and had inadvertently omitted the con-

fidentiality rules from the new schedule it submitted to the Congressional committees. The Of-

fice promptly issued a notice of proposed rulemaking pursuant to a consent decree that settled

the case. American Council of the Blind v. Mathews, Civ. No. 75-10901 (D.C. D.C. 1975).

441. See, e.g., the regulations for the student Incentive Grant Program which were

scheduled for promulgation by July 20, 1977. The Commissioner of Education signed the

regulations on July 7, 1977, but the Under Secretary did not do so until September 3, 1977. The
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Ihcre i-^ a second, more basic reason why the Office of Education has

h,; i; unable to comply with the schedules for promulgating rules under the

Education Amendments of 1976. The promulgation dates are in effect

target dates which the Office expects to meet if everything goes smoothly.

Self-imposed intermediate deadlines enable the Office to determine whether

a rulemaking proceeding is "on target". Slippage inevitably occurs

whenever a difficulty or something unusual arises. The Office's monitoring

system enables the Regulations Development Division in the Office of the

Commissioner to identify quickly the source of delay and to correct it as

speedily as possible. It therefore is to be expected that the Office will not

meet most target dates. Missing a target date does not mean that there has

been an unnecessary delay. If the Office misses a scheduled promulgation

date by a month or two, the target date may nevertheless have served its

function of expediting the rulemaking process.

The new Vocational Education Regulations"^ provides an example of

this phenomenon. In less than one year the Office developed and pro-

mulgated major amendments to its regulations on vocational education to

implement sections 201 and 202 of the Education Amendments of 1976. The

Department first published a notice of intent on November 12, 1976, with a

sixty-five day comment period. The notice identified fifteen major substan-

tive issues and prompted over six hundred comments. The Office also held

sixty-six public meetings through the country that were attended by over six

thousand persons. The Department then published a notice of proposed

rulemaking on April 7, 1977 with a thirty-day comment period. The Office

of Education in late April held ten well attended public meetings on the pro-

posal at the Department's regional centers. Over seven hundred persons

filed written comments. The Commissioner's June letter to the Congres-

sional committees scheduled the promulgation of the final rule for July 29,

1977, but the Department did not meet this deadline. The Office of Educa-

tion simply required more time to analyze and respond to the massive public

input in the proceeding. Despite the unexpected heavy workload, the Office

of Education completed its work on the regulation and the Commissioner

signed it on August 18, 1977, The Secretary signed it on September 26, 1977

and it appeared in the Federal Register on October 3, 1977. A major issue

arose near the end of the proceeding when it was discovered that the notice

of proposed rulemaking contained an error in statutory interpretation on

proposed rules had prompted no public comments. The final rules appeared in 42 PR 46040

(Sept. 14, 1977). The regulations for the Student Financial Assistance Training Program pro-

vide another example. Scheduled promulgation date was August 1, 1977. The Commissioner of

Education signed the regulations on July 19, 1977, but the Under Secretary did not do so until

September 2, 1977. The preamble to the final regulations was less than one page. See 42 FR
46047 (Sept. 14, 1977). In both instances the regulations could have been promulgated on time

if the Office of the Secretary had met its goal of ten-day turn-around time for minor rules.

442. 42 FR 53821 (Oct. 3, 1977).
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the funding formula. Extra time was needed to consult with Congress and

to determine what to do in the case of states that had submitted plans in

conformity with the funding formula in the proposed regulation.

While the vocational education proceeding demonstrates the effec-

tiveness of deadlines, it does not demonstrate the effectiveness of the

statutory time limit in section 431(g). The Office of Education had origi-

nally scheduled the promulgation of the vocational education regulation for

June 1, 1977. That date, which was just eight days before the expiration of

the 240-day period allowed for rulemaking under section 431(g), was the

statutory deadline for promulgating the regulation. The Congressional

committees never approved the extension of the deadline until July 29,

1977 and the Office of Education did not request a further extension. After

June 1, 1977, the Office was vulnerable to a suit to enforce the legal require-

ment that it promulgate a regulation by that date. This vulnerability con-

tinued despite the Office's comparatively rapid progress toward pro-

mulgating a final rule. While the Office missed by four months the statutory

deadline of June 1, 1977 (and by two months the revised target date of

July 29, 1977), it is far more significant that the Office promulgated a ma-
jor regulation eleven months after a notice of intent and five months after a

notice of proposed rulemaking. That track record compares favorably with

standard times at other agencies for rulemaking proceedings.*"'

While deadlines may operate to expedite rulemaking proceedings, more
refined provisions for their use are necessary than those found in sec-

tion 431(g). First, that section does not allow the Office of Education ade-

quate flexibility to distinguish between high-priority and low-priority pro-

ceedings. It requires the Office to promulgate all rules implementing the

Education Amendments within 240 days and permits extensions only for

"unforeseen circumstances". The major new regulations required to imple-

ment the unfunded Research Library Resources and Teacher Center pro-

grams do not deserve the same priority as do the major amendments to the

vocational education regulations that affected a funded program. While the

Office of Education was able to work first on the development and pro-

mulgation of the vocational education regulation, the statutory time limit

also required that it begin simultaneously on the other regulations. Second,

section 431(g) treats the statutory time limit as a legal deadline and not a

target date. While the Department (and perhaps the Congress) has in fact

treated the deadline as a target date, the Office of Education is still un-

necessarily vulnerable to suit.

443. In 1973 and 1974 the average time lapse at six independent agencies between the

publication of a notice of proposed rulemaking and the promulgation of a final rule was

almost three hundred days. Senate Comm. on Governmental Affairs, Sludy on Federal

Regulations: Delay in the Regulatory Process, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 29 (1977).
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In recent years thefederal government has increasingly regu-

lated the health andsafety characteristics ofproducts, processes, the

workplace, and the environment. Since the middle ofthe nineteenth

century, andparticularly in the last half century, private organiza-

tions have developed tens of thousands of standards that serve to

coordinate the productive efforts of American businesses. While
many of these "nongovernmental" standards apply to the same
products andprocesses that have become the subject offederal reg-

ulation, the relationship between the private standards system and
the manyfederal agencies responsiblefor developingfederal health

and safety regulations has not beenformalized or even well defined.

Many observers have voiced concern that nongovernmental stand-

ards do not adequately reflect the interests of consumers, workers,

and small businesses.

In this comprehensive article. Professor Hamilton examines
decision-making in the mostprominentprivate standards-writing or-

ganizations andsuggests that theyprovide a valuable store ofexpe-
rience and expertise thatfederal agencies cannot readily duplicate,

t This Article was prepared under a contract with the Administrative Conference of the

United States. It represents solely the views of the author and has not been reviewed or approved

by the Administrative Conference. The Article is dated August 14, 1978; most of the research was
conducted in 1977. All rights reserved by the author.

Except where otherwise noted, copies of all letters and memoranda cited are in the files of the

Texas Law Review.

• Vinson & Elkins Professor of Law, The University of Texas at Austin. A.B. 1952,

Swarthmore; J.D. 1955, University of Chicago. The editorial assistance of the following law stu-

dents in preparing the manuscript is gratefully acknowledged: Franci Neely Beck, Robert

Thiboult, Mark Weston, and Marilyn Kincaid.
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even though they do not, andperhaps cannot, adequately represent

some interests. After analyzing the experience of severalfederal
agencies that have attempted to use nongovernmental standards in

developingfederal health and safety regulations. Professor Hamil-
ton arguesfor a more consistent approach to the use ofthese stand-

ards. To this end, heproposes aframeworkfor the development ofa
uniformfederalpolicy ofcoordination and cooperation with private

standards-writing organizations that best utilizes the experience and
expertise oftheprivate organizations while ensuring adequatepro-

tection of health and safety interests consistent with the agencies'

mandates.
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I. Introduction and Scope Note

A. The Role ofNongovernmental Standards in Modern America

The private sector of the economy invests extensive resources each

year in developing and revising written standards for products, materi-

als, systems, services, processes, and practices. Many of these standards,

referred to generally hereafter as "nongovernmental standards,'" are

developed following elaborate procedures that involve public notice,

opportunity to conunent, and the participation of many groups and dif-

ferent interests. In their totality, nongovernmental standards concern

virtually every aspect of modem society. They exist in bewildering va-

riety and serve many purposes. For example, "gasoline" in Portland,

Maine and Portland, Oregon is essentially the same product suitable

1 . Nomenclature in the standards area has its pitfalls. Standards produced by the nongov-
ernmental sector are "voluntary"; standards produced by state or federal governmental action are

"mandatory." However, many voluntary standards are adopted or incorporated by reference

through governmental action, see text accompanying notes 158-60 infra, thereby becoming
mandatory in fact though voluntary in origin. See ASTM, The Voluntary Standards System
OF THE United States of America 1 (1975), which describes standards as "voluntary" because

(1) participation in standards development is voluntary and (2) the standards produced by the

system "usually" are intended for voluntary use. The phrase "private standards" is sometimes

used as a synonym for "nongovernmental standards," but the former phrase has been objected to

because it causes confusion with "proprietary standards," i.e., standards developed by a single

industrial firm for its exclusive use, and because some standards-setting organizations do not con-

sider themselves "private" in the usual sense of the term. The term "voluntary standards" will be

used hereafter to refer to a specific type of nongovernmental standards.
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for use in gasoline engines; steam boilers are constructed with steel of

specified thickness and welds of specified quahty to avoid explosions;

the bases of aU light bulbs are threaded uniformly to fit the sockets into

which they are to be placed; all "two-by-four" lumber is the same size

(though not necessarily two inches by four inches). Estimates of the

total number of nongovernmental standards currently in use range

from 20,000 to 60,000 plus.^ Standards setting in the private sector is a

huge operation involving hundreds of organizations,^ tens of thousands

of individuals,'* and countless million manhours of volunteer labor.

The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), a major

organization engaged in preparing nongovernmental standards, has

identified the following types of standards:^

(1) A standard definition creates a common language for a

given area of knowledge. For example, a "chelating agent" for

soaps and other detergents is defined by an ASTM standard.

(2) A standard recommendedpractice describes an accepted

procedure for doing something.

(3) A standard method of testing prescribes an accepted

way of measuring something.

(4) A standard classification delineates categories of objects

or concepts. For example, diesel fuel is divided into three grades,

based on such properties as flash point, viscosity, and sulphur

content.

(5) A standard specification establishes the limits of the

characteristics of a product or material.^

2. See, e.g.. National Materials Advisory Board, National Research Council,
Materl\ls and Process Specifications and Standards 21 (1977). This study estimates that

there are a total of 62,960 specifications and standards in both government and private sector

systems, of which an estimated 4000 are government standards.

3. See National Bureau of Standards, U.S. Dep't of Commerce, Directory of
United States Standardization Activities (Spec. Pub. No. 417 1975). This useful publica-

tion lists and briefly describes the standardization activities of 580 organizations. It does not in-

clude some government agencies {e.g. , the Department of Defense) or any private corporations

that participate extensively in standards-setting organizations.

4. The Federal Energy Administration (FEA) estimated that 55,000 individuals helped de-

velop standards in the private sector. Letter from FEA to the Office of Management and Budget

(OMB) (Apr. 14, 1977) (commenting on a proposed OMB Circular, 41 Fed. Reg. 53723 (1976),

discussed at subpart V(B) infra.) The FEA letter gives no indication of the source or basis of its

estimate. The aimual cost of preparing private sector specifications and standards has been esti-

mated to be $320 million. National Materials Advisory Board, supra note 2, at 83.

5. ASTM, ASTM and Voluntary Consensus Standards 3 (undated brochure sent to all po-

tential ASTM members).

6. Such a specification may be a design specification

—

e.g. , how many studs in a wall of a

building or how much manganese in a melt of steel—or a performance specification that sets a

goal of performance

—

e.g. , the strength of the wall or the ductility of steel—leaving the particular

method of achievement to the designer's ingenuity. Specification standards may serve several

different purposes. Many standards relate merely to product interchangeability. The light bulb

standard mentioned earlier is an example: while the diameter of bulb and socket or the angle of

threads over a fairly wide range is of Uttle or no significance, what is important is that everyone
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Some voluntary standards organizations prepare codes for build-

ing construction, the handling of dangerous materials, and the general

safety of buildings, processes, and installations. The National Fire Pro-

tection Association, for example, has developed numerous elaborate

codes relating to fire prevention and related safety areas. These codes

are usually designed for incorporation by reference by local, state, and

federal agencies in municipal ordinances, regulations, or statutes, and

many of them have been so incorporated.

B. The Scope of this Article

This Article considers the appropriate relationship between certain

kinds of nongovernmental standards and mandatory rules or standards

on the same subject adopted by federal agencies dealing with questions

of health or safety. This relationship has become increasingly impor-

tant, and increasingly uneasy, as the federal government's role in estab-

Ushing health or safety standards has steadily grown during the last

decade. New agencies with broad regulatory power in these specific

areas have emerged—^particularly the Occupational Safety and Health

Administration (OSHA) and the Consumer Product Safety Commis-
sion (CPSC)—and many existing agencies have obtained broad new
authority to establish safety or health standards for many specific

classes of products and processes.^ The issues faced by agencies in

follows the same rules. Other classic examples include screw threads in nuts and bolts, the gauge

of railroad tracks, the relationship between cameras and films or flashUghts and batteries. See
generally D. Hemenway, Industrywide Voluntary Product Standards 37-43 (1975).

Other standards consist of a description ofa singleproduct for a host of purposes: to simplify the

choices available to consumers (originally the objective for the initial development of voluntary

standards, id. at 21-22); to insure the uniformity and interchangeabiUty of single products, e.g.,

two-by-four lumber or bricks; to provide constant relationships between people and products, e.g. ,

clothing sizes or typewriter keyboards; to enable products to fit into automatic dispensers; and so

forth. However, the great bulk of single product description standards describes minimum quaUty

standards, either in terms of permissible grades or in black-and-white classifications ("yes/no" or

"acceptable/unacceptable")- Many of these are based on considerations of safety, e.g., minimum
standards for ladders or boilers, while others are based on economic considerations of quaUty,

e.g. ,
preventing adulteration or deterioration of quaUty, assuring minimum sizes, minimum oc-

tane ratings, etc.

7. Examples include the Food and Drug Administration (medical devices); the Federal

Highway Administration (highway signs), the National Highway Traffic Administration (motor

vehicle safety), the Office of Pipeline Safety Operations (natural gas and Uquid pipelines), and the

United States Coast Guard, all in the Department of Transportation; the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (nuclear generating plants); the Mobile Home Standards Division in the Department
of Housing and Urban Development (mobile home safety); the Federal Energy Administration;

and the Geological Survey. While the substantive areas of concern of these agencies and those

mentioned in the text vary widely, all are charged with the development of mandatory standards

or rules in areas in which nongovernmental organizations have developed or are developing vol-

untary standards or rules relating to the same or similar subjects.

A partial Ust of agencies, departments, or significant subdivisions thereof with health or

safety regulatory authority prepared by the ofHce of the chairman of the Administrative Confer-
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these areas often involve difficult judgments in which private economic

costs are weighed against individual safety, community or individual

health, and other values. The developer of a nongovernmental stan-

dard affecting health or safety must also balance these values. Many
voluntary standards are based primarily on empirical or physical inves-

tigation or the available technology (often referred to as the "state of

the art"). The standards considered here often involve judgmental con-

cerns, partially based on research or testing but primarily involving a

judgment as to safety or health on the one hand and cost on the other.

Agencies considering the development of a mandatory standard for the

same product or process must decide whether to accept the trade-off

adopted in the nongovernmental standard or to develop a standard

striking a different balance, usually one with greater emphasis on

safety or health.*

The nongovernmental standards considered here may specifically

and expressly address the same safety or health issue that the agency is

addressing or may define the characteristics of a product or process in

such a way that the safety or health consideration is in effect addressed

by the standard, whether or not specifically stated (for example, a stan-

cnce indicates that there are more than thirty such agencies. In 1969, Professor Posner counted

thirty-two "federal consumer protection agencies." R. Posner, Report of the ABA Commis-
sion TO Study the Federal Trade Commission 45 (1969). The United States Department of

Commerce has published a seventy-one page pamphlet, U.S. Dep't of Commerce, Guide to

Standards Activities of Federal Agencies (1976) (Rep. No. OPS-75/1).

8. The sprawling private standards "industry" interacts with the federal govenmient in sev-

eral areas other than direct regulation of safety or health. The use of voluntary standards in

procurement activities, for example, is a major subject entailing substantially different considera-

tions. See National Materials Advisory Board, supra note 2, at 15-22. Similarly, the anti-

trust implications of volimtary standards raise significant issues. The Federal Trade Commission

(FTC) has had a proceeding under way for some time dealing with antitrust problems that may
ultimately lead to a trade regulation rule establishing standards and procedures for the standards-

writing industry. See Voluntary Standards Accreditation Act: Hearings on S. 825 Before the Sub-

comm. on Antitrust and Monopoly ofthe Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 357,

358 (1977) (statement of Margery Waxman Smith) [hereinafter cited as Hearings]. Another im-

portant area not addressed is the impact of standardization activities on the law of products liabil-

ity. Further, voluntary standards are widely used in a variety of contexts to defme methods of

testing, describe processes, defme terms, or classify products or processes. For example, the Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) references many ASTM and American Pubhc Health Associ-

ation test methods in its air and water quahty standards. 40 C.F.R. § 60.45(f) (1977); id. §
141.25(a). EPA regulations governing the testing of motor emissions require the use of fuels meet-

ing a specified ASTM product standard. /</. §87.91. Seealso id.%%e.\ll-()(di). The term "heavy

diesel oil" is defined in a federal statute regulating oil spills by reference to an ASTM standard. 33

U.S.C. § 1001(d) (1976). Many terms used in mandatory standards are defmed only in nongov-

ernmental standards. These technical uses of nongovernmental standards may involve scientific

and engineering questions that are often quite difficult, subtle, or controversial, and may very well

have a significant impact on the possible scope of the regulatory effort. However, they usually

involve empirical or physical questions rather than the direct societal judgment described above of

what costs should be imposed for specific improvements in health or safety. In a broad sense, this

difference can be likened to a comparison between standards estabUshing a speed limit and stand-

ards defining a speedometer or providing permissible margins of error for such an instrument.
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dard for ladders that describes the product without specifically discuss-

ing safety characteristics). Obviously, many federal programs to some
extent involve such standards. While the phrase "safety or health"

generally should be construed broadly for the purpose of determining

the scope and potential application of this Article, the Article is neces-

sarily based on a limited sampling of agency functions. For example,

no systematic examination is made of some important issues, such as

the use of voluntary standards in the regulation of health care services

provided with federal assistance. Nevertheless, the sampling should

justify the development of general recommendations.^

C. Recent Attempts to Develop a Uniform Federal Policy Toward
Nongovernmental Standardization Activities

In the last few years, considerable attention has been given to sev-

eral proposals from diverse sources to develop a single, uniform federal

policy toward nongovernmental standardization activities. These pro-

posals include a Voluntary Standards and Accreditation Act, on which

hearings were held in 1976 and 1977 but which has not been reported

out of committee; '° two versions of a proposed circular issued for com-

ment by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) encouraging

agencies to increase their reliance on nongovernmental standards in

both the procurement and regulatory areas;" and most recently, a Rec-

ommended National Standards Policy for the United States, prepared

by an ad hoc group consisting primarily of nongovernmental person-

nel.'^ This Article studies intensively and in detail the desired interre-

lationship in a single area but does not attempt to establish a single or

uniform federal pohcy for all areas. The conclusions reached in this

Article will continue to have direct relevance for agencies active in the

safety or health area no matter which of the proposed uniform federal

poUcies is ultimately adopted. The adoption of a uniform policy may
simplify the task of federal agencies in implementing the recommenda-

9. Because regulation of environmental pollution and energy conservation entails the deli-

cate balance of private and social costs, development of these regulations poses problems similar

to those encountered in the development of regulations affecting safety and health.

10. Hearings, supra note 8; Voluntary Standards and Accreditation Act: Hearings on S. 3555
Before the Subcomm. on Antitrust andMonopoly ofthe Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 94th Cong.,

2dSess. (1976).

11. Proposed OMB Circular on Federal Interaction with Voluntary Consensus Standards-

Developing Bodies, 43 Fed. Reg. 48 (1978); 41 Fed. Reg. 53723 (1976).

12. Request for Conunents by the National Standards Policy Advisory Committee on A Doc-
ument Entitled "A Recommended National Standards Policy for the United States," 43 Fed. Reg.

6298 (1978).
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tions set forth in this Article by identifying appropriate nongovernmen-

tal standards for agency consideration.

The proposed legislation, the OMB circulars, and the recent Rec-

ommended National Standards Policy are each discussed at several

points in this Article, principally in Part V below.

D. The Structure of this Article

This Article proceeds on the assumption that many lawyers, gov-

ernmental and nongovernmental alike, are unfamiliar with the nongov-

ernmental sector's standards-setting organizations, mechanisms, and

procedures. Some familiarity with these mechanisms and procedures is

essential to evaluate the complex issues raised by the relationship be-

tween these organizations and the governmental standards-setting

agencies in the safety or health areas. Accordingly, Part II, Modem
Nongovernmental Standards, is a rather full description of the nongov-

ernmental standards-setting organizations and their history. Part III

describes in fairly general terms the strengths and limitations of non-

governmental standards as presently developed. Part IV describes the

actual use that has been made of such standards by several federal

agencies. Part V briefly considers the various proposals for a uniform

federal poUcy toward nongovernmental standardization activity. Part

VI sets forth an analysis developing a proposed recommendation for

consideration by the Administrative Conference.

II. Modem Nongovemmental Standards

Standards developed by the private sector may be roughly classi-

fied into three groups: (1) standards created by a single firm for its own
products or raw materials (often called "proprietary standards"); (2)

standards created by trade or professional associations for the practices,

systems, processes, or raw materials of its members,'^ sometimes with

the concurrence of suppliers or other interests (often called "industry or

professional standards"); and (3) standards created by a variety of or-

is. Trade organizations either produce or review and coordinate voluntary standards that

usually are a consensus of only producers or suppliers. The standards may cover safety, inter-

changeability, test methods, and other product characteristics that the association members be-

lieve are technically desirable to standardize. They describe what the industry is prepared to

supply, but often they require a sophisticated purchaser to understand them. In some cases, users

of the product are able to participate, at least to some extent, in the development of the standards.

In other cases, associations work with user organizations in specification development {_e.g., the

Aerospace Industries Association reviews National Aeronautics and Space Administration and

Department of Defense specifications). As indicated in the text, a number of industry or profes-

sional standards have gained national acceptance. National Materials Advisory Board,

supra note 2, at 39.
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ganizations after persons with many interests have an opportunity to

participate in the formulation of the standard and reach a substantial

consensus regarding the desirability of the proposed standard. Stand-

ards of the third type are often described as "consensus standards" or

standards produced by a "consensus process." These standards are by

far the most important since they have had the greatest consideration

and review and usually command the widest respect and adherence.

Some standards that have not been developed by a consensus process,

however, are widely respected and used. Historically, many consensus

standards originated as proprietary or industry standards.''* Further,

some associations that help prepare consensus standards also prepare

industry standards. As the number of points of view consulted in-

creases, the difference between an industry standard and a consensus

standard tends to diminish.

This Article is exclusively concerned with standards of the third

category, the creation, development, and revision of which are de-

scribed in the balance of Part II. The processes and procedures fol-

lowed in their development resembles in some respects private notice-

and-comment rulemaking. Because they have had the greatest consid-

eration and review by many interests, their resolution of safety or

health issues would appear at least to merit the serious attention of

agencies considering the adoption of mandatory standards covering the

same products or processes.

The terminology describing such standards lacks uniformity. As

indicated above, they are often referred to as "consensus standards" or,

more commonly, "voluntary consensus standards," a terminology that

is adopted in the OMB circular.'^ However, the word "consensus" may
be used to refer to the process of approval itself, to the notion that a

general agreement has been reached by all affected interests, or more

narrowly to agreement among only those interests presented or con-

sulted. Both the Senate bill and the Recommended National Standards

14. A proprietary standard created for internal corporate use may become widely used and

broadly accepted either because of the dominance of the promulgating corporation in the market

or because of the inherent quality of the standard coupled with the willingness of the corporation

to make the standard available. Purchase specifications or product specifications prepared by

federal or state governmental agencies, corporations, and other purchasers arc also a source of

voluntary standards.

15. Profwsed OMB Circular on Federal Interaction with Voluntary Consensus Standards-

Developing Bodies. 43 Fed. Reg. 48 (1978).

That even relatively sophisticated persons can inadvertently depart from generally accepted

usage is evident from the title of a report on voluntary standards poUcies entitled Industrial

Standards. Long Range Planning Service, Stanford Research Institute (Rep. No. 431, Jan. 1971).

See Cavanaugh, Need A National Standards Policy, ASTM Standardization News, June 1977,

at 12, 14 (the SRI report is "incidentally and, typically, erroneously entitled").
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Policy avoid the word "consensus" and use the phrase "national stand-

ards" to refer to standards of the third type.'^ However, this usage

causes confusion with the American National Standards, which are de-

scribed in the following subsection. In the balance of this Article the

simple phrase "voluntary standards" is used to describe standards of

the third type. Though proprietary or industry standards in a sense are

voluntary standards and are sometimes so described, they are not re-

ferred to by that term as used in the balance of this Article.

A. An Overview ofthe Organizations Establishing Voluntary

Standards

In most foreign countries, the development of standards is directed

by one or more govenmientally-approved or govemmentaUy-spon-

sored agencies.'^ In the United States, this important function has re-

mained in the hands of a complex of private, nongovenmiental

organizations. These organizations frequently overlap, and their com-
plex interrelationships may be bewildering.

/. American Societyfor Testing and Materials.—^The American

Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) is a nonprofit corporation

exempt from federal income taxation under the Internal Revenue

Code.'* It was formed for the specific purpose of developing standards

on characteristics and performance of materials, products, systems, and

services, and promoting related knowledge. ASTM is a huge organiza-

tion with over 25,000 members of various types; '^ about 15,000 of

ASTM's members participate actively in standards writing through

membership on one or more of approximately 130 technical commit-

tees that virtually blanket all areas of the economy. Active members
include engineers, scientists, mathematicians, physicians, operating ex-

ecutives of small and large businesses, marketing managers, and indi-

16. The proposed Voluntary Standards Accreditation Act of 1977 defines a "national stan-

dard" as "a standard developed and adopted for use throughout the United States" that is devel-

oped according to the rules and procedures promulgated thereunder. Hearings, supra note 8, at

548-49. In the "Recommended National Standards Policy for. the United States," 43 Fed. Reg.

6301 (1978), a "national standard" is defmed as a "standard which has, or could reasonably be

expected to have, a significant effect upon a substantial number of U.S. citizens."

17. Science Policy Research Division, Congressional Research Service, Library

OF Congress, 93rd Cong., 2d Sess., Voluntary Industrl\l Standards in the U.S. 90

(Comm. Print 1974) [hereinafter cited as Standards Report].

18. I.R.C. § 501(c)(3).

19. ASTM had 26,175 members as of December 31, 1977. ASTM, ASTM Directory (Oct.

1976).
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viduals from numerous other professions, including some attomeys.-^"

ASTM's technical committees are extremely large, varying in size from

a few hundred people to over 1300 people in the case of Committee D2,

which deals with petroleum products. Each conmiittee in turn is di-

vided into subcommittees that themselves may be extremely large (in

the hundreds) and may be further divided into sections, working

groups, or task forces. Taking a random example to indicate the scope

of ASTM, committees in the "B" group deal exclusively with Nonfer-

rous Metals; Committee B8 deals with Electrodeposited Metallic Coat-

ings and Related Finishes, and has eleven subconmiittees, two of which

are BOS.02, Substrate Preparation, and BOS.09, Precious Metal Coat-

ings. While many ASTM committees deal with industrial processes

and products, many also deal with diverse consumer goods such as

paint, petroleum products, high chairs, tubs and shower stalls, cigarette

lighters, and textiles.

ASTM identifies itself as the "world's largest source of voluntary

consensus standards."^* It has created and now maintains some 5700

voluntary standards; its Book of Standards is over 3S,000 pages (the

index alone is over 275 pages). About fifteen percent of ASTM's oper-

ating income is from dues, which currently are three hundred dollars

per year for sustaining members and thirty-five dollars per year for

individual members. The principal source of its income is from the sale

of publications, primarily standards.

In June 1977, I spent over two days attending ASTM committee

and subcommittee meetings; attendance at these meetings ranged from

over a dozen to more than forty at a single "working group" meeting.

My impressions of this experience are described in subpart B(2) below.

2. The National Fire Protection Association

.

—^Another major vol-

untary standards-setting organization is the National Fire Protection

Association (NFPA). NFPA has developed about 250 standards, in-

cluding codes, manuals, guides, and recommended practices, relating to

virtually every aspect of fire safety and fire protection. These standards

are published as the National Fire Codes in sixteen volumes running to

more than 11,700 pages and are generally prepared in a form suitable

for incorporation by reference by governmental agencies. NFPA
standards writing also involves a wide variety of subjects that are tan-

gentially related to fire safety, including boat fuel systems, distribution

20. Letter from Walter V. Cropper, Director, Developmental Operations Div., ASTM, to the

author (Oct. 24, 1977).

21. ASTM, Forward, 1976 Annual Book of ASTM Standards iii (1976).
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of liquefied natural gas (LNG), mobile home safety, and many others.

NFPA standards are developed and reviewed by 150 technical commit-

tees, consisting of more than 2500 persons. NFPA itself has a total

membership of about 30,000: industry representatives constitute about

forty percent; state and local government representatives, mostly fire

marshals, fire chiefs, and similar officials, constitute about thirty-two

percent; institutions, including educational institutions, constitute

about thirteen percent; architects and engineers add about seven per-

cent; trade and professional associations make up about two percent;

and the balance is drawn from miscellaneous organizations. NFPA's
industrial constituency includes numerous manufacturers and users of

fire-fighting equipment, insurance companies, and the like. Manufac-

turers constitute about six and one-half percent and insurance compa-

nies eleven percent of NFPA's membership.

Like ASTM, NFPA's operating income largely derives from the

sale of publications; sales contributed sixty-three percent of its operat-

ing income in 1976. One ASTM employee commented that the huge

size and the dependence on publication sales for revenue of both

ASTM and NFPA strengthens these organizations; both organizations

are largely immune from pressure arising from threats of withdrawal

by an entire industry or segment thereof.
^^

3. Professional and Technical Societies.—^A third major source of

standards is the various professional and technical societies. The
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) maintains over

400 codes in various fields of mechanical engineering, the best known
of which is the Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Other professional

and technical organizations contributing standards include the Ameri-

can Oil Chemists' Society, the American Society of Agricultural Engi-

neers, and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Many
of these organizations have large memberships and engage in standards

writing on their own through committees that consist solely of members

or of members and other interests.^-* These organizations also partici-

pate in standards writing through membership in the numerous com-

mittees maintained by ASTM, NFPA, ASME, and other organizations.

22. Letter from Walter V. Cropper, supra note 20.

23. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), for example, has over

160,000 members. More than 10,000 of them participate in standards-writing activities within

IEEE, which has produced over 400 standards covering electrical cord, electronics equipment, test

methods, rating methods, and similar matters. National Bureau of Standards, supra note 3,

at 89.
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4. Testing Laboratories.—Another group of organizations that

produces standards is testing laboratories, the best known of which is

Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL). Its standards and test proce-

dures for electrical products are so widely recognized by insurance

companies and local codes that the UL label is familiar to everyone.

UL also develops standards applicable to heating, air conditioning and

refrigeration equipment, casualty and chemical hazards, burglary pro-

tection, fire protection test standards, and other areas. It is a major

contributor of safety standards and currently has 408 published stand-

ards directly related to safety. Testing laboratories also maintain mem-
bership in ASTM, NFPA, and other organizations, and participate in

standards writing through membership on the technical committees of

these organizations. They also prepare standards based on their own
laboratory experiences or through committees that they create, com-

posed both of employees and other interests.

5. Trade Associations.—^A final significant source of standards is

trade associations, particularly well-known organizations such as the

National Electrical Manufacturers Association, the American Petro-

leum Institute, the Aerospace Industries Association of America, the

Association of American Railroads, the Electronics Industries Associa-

tion, and the Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers. Since the

membership of these organizations is generally limited to producers,

the standards generated solely by their membership are usually classed

as industry standards.^'* As is the case with testing laboratories, how-

ever, many of these organizations also participate in the development

of voluntary standards through membership in technical committees of

ASTM, NFPA, and other organizations, or by creating more broadly

based technical committees, including both members and nonmembers

of the associations.

6. The American National Standards Institute.—^The American

National Standards Insitute (ANSI), a nonprofit corporation exempt

from federal income taxation under the Internal Revenue Code,^^ is

essentially a trade association of standards setters. Its membership con-

sists of about 180 "organizational members" (including ASTM, NFPA,

24. As indicated earlier, these standards, often relating to products purchased by the indus-

try, may be based on a consensus between the supphers and the industry. For example, the Amer-

ican Petroleum Institute has established standards for oil field equipment—pipe, casings, storage

tanks—with the assistance of supphers of such equipment. These standards are widely accepted

and used.

25. I.R.C. § 501(c)(3).
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trade associations, nonprofit professional societies, and other develop-

ers of standards) and roughly 1000 "company members" {e.g. , indus-

trial coqjorations, testing laboratories, and electric utilities).

ANSI functions as a centralized clearinghouse and coordinator for

the voluntary standards program. It is actively engaged in approving

standards submitted to it by others as American National Standards.

This approval "implies a consensus"^^ and results in the standard being

given an ANSI designation and being included in the ANSI hst of

American National Standards. According to ANSI, "consensus implies

that all dissenting viewpoints have been considered, and that an objec-

tive effort has been made toward their resolution."^^ In reviewing

standards, ANSI verifies the existence of a "consensus" and the need

for the standard, but does not evaluate the standard itself. Under this

program, ANSI has approved more than 8000 standards. The 1976

ANSI catalogue is 192 pages long; a complete set of those standards

costs 9200 dollars plus another 365 dollars for binders to house them.

American National Standards cover aspects of the American economy
ranging from Specifications for Portland Cement (Standard A 1.1-1970)

to Practice for Solar Simulation for Thermal Balance Testing of Space-

craft (Standard Z302.2-1975).

The standards approved by ANSI come from two sources: (1) its

organizational members, and (2) a network of so-called American Na-

tional Standards Committees. Most American National Standards are

developed by ANSI organizational members and submitted to ANSI
for recognition and approval. More than half of all ANSI standards

were developed by ASTM, and that organization now submits all

standards it develops to ANSI. Some organization members, however,

decide whether or not to submit each standard that they develop to

ANSI on a standard-by-standard basis. Many ANSI members that de-

velop standards that might qualify under ANSI procedures do not sub-

mit all of them for approval; they may feel that the standard does not

have a broad enough interest or that questions may be raised about the

existence of a consensus or the need for recognition as an American

National Standard, In addition, some organizations that estabUsh

standards that probably would quahfy as American National Stand-

ards under ANSI procedures have not joined ANSI and as a result usu-

26. ANSI defines the "implied consensus" as "[s]ubstantial agreement reached by concerned

interests according to the judgment of a duly appointed authority." The duly appointed authority

is the Board of Standards Review. ANSI, ANSI Procedures for Management and Coordination of

American National Standards § 7.2 (1977).

27. Id.
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ally do not submit any standards for approval.^* The result is a

hodgepodge of sources of standards rather than a neat pyramid with

ANSI at the apex. A further result is that some universally recognized

standards have never been designated American National Standards.

Because of these factors, ANSI's goal to serve as the nation's coordina-

tor of standards has not been fully realized.^^ Nonetheless, in recent

years the number of standards submitted to ANSI has increased signifi-

cantly.

The other principal source of American National Standards is a

network of committees called American National Standards Conunit-

tees, created under ANSI auspices rather than by organizational mem-
bers. These committees were created because at the time there seemed

to be no suitable existing organization active in the area. Approxi-

mately twenty-five percent of all American National Standards are

generated by the American National Standards Committees. ANSI
usually designates an organizational member to sponsor and act as

"secretariat" for each committee; these sponsors oversee the activities,

handle the paperwork, and generally ensure the smooth functioning of

the committee. Although ANSI has a close relationship with these

committees, they are not technically a part of ANSI and, as a conse-

quence, ANSI pubUcly states that it does not itself write standards but

serves only as verifier and coordinator. ^° The sponsor or secretariat of

an American National Standards Committee may, at the same time,

itself develop voluntary standards through its own committees or em-

ployees. Further, organizations that develop standards often serve as

members of American National Standards Committees or of commit-

tees created by other standards-developing organizations. The result is

an extremely complex, interwoven pattern that caimot be described

briefly.

Other aspects of ANSI's activities that help explain its pecuUar

role vis-a-vis the federal government should also be mentioned. First,

ANSI acts as the representative of the United States in international

standardization.^' Also, ANSI has often acted as the spokesman for the

standards-writing community in dealing with Congress and with fed-

eral agencies. While this role has not prevented organizational mem-

28. Among these organizations are the National Sanitation Foundation and the Factory Mu-
tual Engineering Corporation. ASTM, The Voluntary Standards System of the United States of

America 5 (1975). Although ANSI will accept standards developed by nonmembers, such submis-

sions are rare.

29. Id. at 9. See also Long Range Planning Service, supra note 15, at 3.

30. ANSI, Q & A About ANSI (pamphlet dated Oct. 1975).

31. ANSI, ANSI Progress Report 19 (Mar. 1976).
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bers from also dealing directly with Congress or federal agencies, ANSI
is the only organization that claims to represent the standards-writing

organizations as a body.

Finally, one important aspect of ANSI's operations should be de-

scribed at somewhat greater length. From the foregoing description of

the numerous organizations involved in standards development, it

should be clear that they do not have their own discrete spheres of in-

terest. Rather, many of them are huge, sprawling organizations with

numerous diverse committees active in various areas. That a standard

was originally written by ASTM, ASME, NFPA, or some other organi-

zation appears to be as much historical accident as anything else, al-

though broad areas of concentration are apparent. For example,

ASME wrote the original standard for natural gas pipelines, while

NFPA wrote the later standard for liquefied natural gas pipelines.

ASTM and the American Waterworks Association maintain essentially

duplicative standards for local and municipal water distribution sys-

tems. Six organizations write standards applicable to various aspects of

pleasureboats; four write standards for parts of electrical air condition-

ers. In the past a recurring criticism of the voluntary standards system

has been the lack of overall coordination; similar criticisms are some-

times leveled today,-^^ and the absence of effective coordination is

sometimes mentioned as a justification for additional federal involve-

ment in standardization activities by nongovernmental organizations.

The coordination efforts that now exist are the responsibility of ANSI,
which has created nineteen "standards management boards," each

charged with the management and coordination of standards in one

substantive area. The boards consist of ANSI members "and others

having major interest in, or programs of, standards development."^-^

ANSI regulations provide that a

reasonable balance of membership among organizations, compa-
nies, and pubhc interest groups shall be maintained on [Stand-

ards Management Boards]. The membership is drawn from

(1) Organizational members of the Institute;

(2) Governmental bodies;

(3) Company members of the Institute; and

(4) Individual experts.^''

32. See U.S. Dep't of Commerce, Voluntary Standards and Testing Laboratory
Accreditation 9 (1977).

33. ANSI, ANSI Procedures for Management and Coordination of American National

Standards § 1.1 (Nov. 1977) [hereinafter cited as ANSI Procedures].

34. Id. § 1 .4.2. The actual selection of members is made by the ANSI Executive Standards

Council, the group with authority over ANSI's standards activities subject to the overall direction

of ANSI's board of directors.
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Standards management boards engage in a variety of activities.

They decide whether or not an American National Standards Commit-

tee should be created, they review the contemplated membership of the

committee, they review proposed standards, and they attempt to coor-

dinate the standards-writing efforts of various groups. They also try to

resolve conflicts in the not unconmion situation of conflicting activities

by different organizations. Standards management boards have also

mediated situations in which complaints have been made that a techni-

cal committee has refused to consider or respond to requests for modi-

fication of standards. I examined a relatively small sampling of

minutes of one board.^^ My impression was that boards are active and

take their coordination efforts seriously.

ANSI is a relatively large operation. Its 1977 annual budget is just

under four million doUars, of which fifty percent is generated from

sales of publications,^^ thirty-three percent from dues, and the balance

from miscellaneous sources.
^^

B. The Development of Voluntary Standards

The modem standards literature is replete with descriptions of

"consensus" voluntary standards, their superiority to other types of

standards, their entitlement to special consideration and respect in a

variety of contexts, and the procedures to be followed to produce such

a standard. However, attempts to create a simple, concise definition of

such a standard tend to flounder.^* The definition involves concepts of

procedural fairness in its development combined with involvement of

all significant interests in a balanced way and substantial agreement on

the contents of the standard by most of the participants in the process.

Despite the diversity of standards-writing organizations, there is gen-

eral agreement that a good procedure entails several essential elements:

(1) persons or interests that may be materially affected by a

proposed standard should be given reasonable notice of
consideration of the standard;

35. These were the minutes of the Nuclear Standards Management Board.

36. ANSI primarily sells copies of the standards themselves. To the extent that the standards

are printed by member organizations, ANSI performs a central clearinghouse function, purchas-

ing the standards from the members and reselling them upon request.

37. See, e.g., ANSI Progress Report 10-11 (Mar. 1977).

38. Consider, for example, the following attempt by ASTM: "A consensus standard is a stan-

dard produced by a body selected, organized, and conducted in accordance with the procedural

standards ofdue process. In standards-development practice a consensus is achieved when sub-

stantial agreement is reached by concerned interests according to \hcJudgment ofa duly appointed

review authority" ASTM, The Voluntary Standards System of the United States of America
(Feb. 1975) (emphasis in original). See also Proposed OMB Circular on Federal Interaction with

Voluntary Consensus Standards-Developing Boidies, 43 Fed. Reg. 48 (1978).
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(2) potentially affected persons or interests should have an op-

portunity to participate in the deliberations, discussions, and
decisions relating to the standard;

(3) minority points of view and objections to the standard

should be carefully considered;

(4) standards should be approved by considerably more than a

simple majority of the affected interests, although unanim-
ity is not necessarily required;

(5) minorities should have a right of appeal to assure that pro-

cedural rights were protected and their views were given full

consideration;

(6) adequate records should be maintained to document that

the mandated decisional process was actually followed and
the views of minorities duly considered; and

(7) the entire process should be open to public scrutiny and re-

"40
These elements are usuaUy subsumed under the rubric "due process

The procedures followed by the numerous standards-writing organiza-

tions sometimes may not actually provide this form of due process.

While ANSI until quite recently has made no systematic attempt to

ensure compliance with these procedural requirements by all the nu-

merous standards-setting organizations, it is my general impression,

based primarily on conversations with persons familiar with the current

standards development process, that most participants have become in-

creasingly aware in recent years of the need to follow fair and open

procedures, and as a result the closed system that largely prevailed in

the not-too-distant past has been largely eliminated."*'

It is generally accepted that a good consensus process must allow

review and approval by a balanced group in which no single interest is

given disproportionate weight.'*^ As described below, this requirement

39. See ASTM, ASTM and Voluntary Consensus Standards 8 (undated brochure sent to all

potential ASTM members).

40. Historically, lawyers have had relatively bttle to do with the writing of voluntary stand-

ards, and the phrase "due process" as used here is simply a layman's term that signifies an open

procedure guided by notions of equity and fair play.

41. See Opala, The Anatomy ofPrivate Standards-Making Process: The Operating Procedures

ofthe USA Standard Institute, 11 Okla. L. Rev. 45, 51-53 (1969).

42. The proposed Voluntary Standards Accreditation Act of 1977 requires that "membership

of standards-development committees be balanced so as to include and insure effective represen-

tation of all affected interests including, but not limited to, consumers, small business concerns,

users, manufacturers, suppUers, distributors, labor, environmental and conservation ogranizations,

and State and local procurement and code ofTicials." Hearings, supra note 8, at 553. The "Rec-

onunended National Standards Pobcy for the United States" also states that special attention

should be given to the balance of the group, particularly in relation to the representation of "con-

sumer" and "user" interests. 43 Fed. Reg. 6298 (1978).

ANSI includes the concept of "balance" in its criteria for accreditation of organizations wish-

ing to submit proposed American National Standards and for membership on the American Na-
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creates fundamental theoretical and practical problems that probably

can never be resolved to everyone's satisfaction and therefore repre-

sents the most vulnerable part of the voluntary standards development

process.

/. ANSI Regulation of "Evidence of Consensus."—ANSI has

promulgated regulations, entitled "Procedures for Management and

Coordination of American National Standards," that recognize three

ways of estabhshing evidence of consensus for voluntary standards.

Under the accredited organization method an organization that has its

own procedures for formulating a voluntary standard may obtain

ANSI approval of those procedures. Thereafter, standards developed

by that organization may be considered American National Standards

simply upon certification by the organization that the appropriate pro-

cedures have been followed, including the pubhc review and comment

procedures required by ANSI. To obtain approval, an organization

must provide (1) an opportunity for participation "by all national inter-

ests substantially concerned with the scope of the proposed standard'V^

(2) consideration of all negative votes; and (3) a supervisory body to

assure that procedures have been followed. Additionally, the ANSI
regulations require a "balanced membership on each standards com-

mittee among those interests having potential concern with the specific

project.'"*^

A relatively small number of organizational members with diverse

membership have qualified as accredited organizations. These include

both ASTM and NFPA. In addition, some professional societies and

testing laboratories (including UL) have created committees with bal-

anced memberships and have obtained accreditation either of the com-

mittees themselves or of the procedures under which such committees

operate. In order to illustrate the procedures actually followed by an

accredited organization, a detailed study is made below of the proce-

dures followed by ASTM, the largest single producer of volunta.ry

standards. The second method of obtaining evidence of consensus is

obtaining approval by an American National Standards Committee

acting pursuant to detailed ANSI regulations. The operation of these

committees is also described below in some detail. The final method of

tional Standards Committees. ANSI Procedures, supra note 33, at §§ 3.3(l)(b), 4.8.3.2. For an

extensive analysis and review of the concept of "balance," see generally R. Dixon, Standards
Development in the Private Sector: Thoughts on Interest Representation and Proce-
dural Fairness (1978).

43. ANSI Procedures, supra note 33, at § 3.3(2)(a).

44. Id. § 3.3(2)(b).
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obtaining evidence of consensus is the canvass method. An organiza-

tion using this method prepares a proposed standard through its inter-

nal procedures and submits it for ballot to a "canvass Ust," or

organizations representing a variety of interests: users, producers, dis-

tributors, retailers, testing laboratories, general employers, employees,

regulatory bodies, insurance companies, utilities, consumers, and the

like. Objections or comments must be addressed and resolved; changes

in the standard and unresolved objections, together with the reasons

therefor and the organization's response thereto, must be resubmitted

to the organizations originally canvassed. Obviously, a critical aspect

of this kind of consensus approval is the development of an appropriate

(or balanced) list of organizations to be canvassed. The ANSI regula-

tions require advance submission of the list and contemplate assisting

the organization in compiling the list."*^ ANSI regulations also provide

that in determining who should represent various interests, "national

associations, technical societies, and governmental agencies shall be

utilized whenever possible.'"*^ Other groups or individual companies

should be included only when there are no national associations or so-

cieties or when a party having a substantial interest is not represented

through a national group.'*^

The canvass method has been traditionally followed by a variety

of organizations, including UL, the National Electrical Manufacturers

Association, professional societies, and trade associations. At the pres-

ent time, some of these organizations may develop some standards by

canvass and others through committees—either American National

Standards Committees or committees formed pursuant to procedures

that permit either the committee or organization to qualify as accred-

ited organizations. The major problem with the canvass method is the

low level of response, which is often below twenty-five percent. Several

factors contribute to this: natural inertia, the difficulty of analyzing a

complex standard that contains virtually no rationale for its provisions,

and an indifference to the provisions of the standard itself. A
representatitve of the Housing Research Group, Center for the Study

of Responsive Law, made the following observation: "The response

level from consumer viewpoints is much lower still, of course, since

few consumer groups (and even fewer consumers-tn-the-street) are

equipped to write in and comment upon a standard without having

45. Id. §§ 5.2-.3.

46. Id. § 5.2.

47. Id.
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been involved in writing it.'"** In any event, several persons familiar

with standards development commented that it is not uncommon for

significant objections to or second thoughts about the proposed stan-

dard to surface after the canvass period has expired. Of course, subse-

quent objections and second thoughts may also arise when other

methods of ascertaining consensus are used.

The great bulk of American National Standards being developed

today involve accredited organizations or American National Stand-

ards Committees, and the remainder of this section is devoted to those

organizations.

2. Preparation of Voluntary Standards byASTM.—^As mentioned

earlier, I spent several days observing the operation of the ASTM vol-

untary standards-writing process during ASTM's 1977 annual meeting

in Denver.'*^ I talked with a large number of different committee mem-
bers and ASTM employees involved in the process and attended a

number of working group, subcommittee, and committee sessions.
^°

The description that follows is an attempt to give the reader a "feel" for

the process over and above the dry description of procedures appearing

in the ASTM governing documents.

(a) General impressions.—The ASTM annual meeting is not a

single gathering in any sense; it is the meeting of several hundred au-

tonomous and semiautonomous committees^' convened for the same
week in five or six hotels in a single city for administrative conven-

ience, favorable accommodation prices, and, I suspect, saving wear-

and-tear on the senior ASTM officers who feel it necessary to be visible

and available for discussion or small talk. Of course, ASTM officers

usually enjoy this kind of social contact and believe that it contributes

significantly to morale.

The attendance was large even in a single hotel in which related

interest areas were grouped. Most people did not appear to know each

other; acquaintances appeared to be based on common company affili-

48. Letter from Peter L. Maier, Housing Research Group, Center for Study of Responsive

Law, to the author (Nov. 12, 1977).

49. The 80th Annual Meeting was held June 26 through July 1, 1977, at five different hotels.

50. I attended some committees or subcommittees because they happened to be meeting at

the time I was in the particular hotel, some because they involved consumer products, and some at

the suggestion of ASTM officials who knew that controversial matters were being considered.

5 1

.

One carmot easily obtain an accurate count of the number of meetings actually held

because some meetings were cancelled. The forty-eight page brochure containing the schedule

was also incomplete because at least one major committee did not send ASTM its schedule or the

schedule of subcommittees. I estimate that sections, subcommittees, and committees together held

roughly 800 meetings during this period.
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ation, shared areas of specialization, or prior contacts within ASTM.
Not surprisingly, ASTM and trade association personnel seemed to

know relatively large numbers of people.

My most vivid impression of the Denver meeting was that there

were no lawyers. ^^ The people talking at the cocktail parties and meet-

ings, wrangling over language, over policy, over the limits of scientific

knowledge in the use of types of fly ash in manufacturing Portland

cement, and over things I did not understand at all, were scientists,

engineers, trade association executives, and the like. The only visible

indications that these people might lack the lawyer's essential talent of

writing crisp and coherent legislative provisions were the widespread

availability of an ASTM manual on style in writing standards and a

desk in every hotel lobby maintained by a young ASTM employee of-

fering editorial assistance in the details of writing standards. This pat-

tern of non-lawyer writing of standards is apparently typical of most

technical standards-writing organizations.

I was also impressed by the atmosphere of high morale and strong

support of the goals of ASTM, the premier technical and testing soci-

ety. This observation is based upon comments from a disparate group

of people. Most of them beUeved that ASTM made scientifically sound

decisions founded on technical rather than economic considerations.

On several occasions I broached the idea that voluntary standards

might represent a "lowest conmion denominator," a view that was usu-

ally met with incredulity. Further, during several committee discus-

sions I heard comments that seemed flatly contrary to the speaker's

economic interests as well as to those of his employer. Moreover, mem-
bers view election to the chairmanship of an ASTM committee or sub-

conunittee as a mark of distinction, an accolade by one's peers. Those

elected to ASTM boards of directors and other posts command similar

respect.

(b) "Procedural due process.

"

—The bylaws of ASTM^^ provide

general principles for the procedures to be followed in approving

ASTM standards:

7. 1 . 1 Timely and adequate notice of a proposed standard un-

dertaking to all persons known to the society to be likely

to be materially affected by it.

52. There are, however, lawyers on some ASTM committees, particularly E30, Forensic Sci-

ences; E40, Technical Aspects of Products Liability Litigation; and several committees dealing

with product safety, particularly DIO, Packaging; F8, Sports Equipment & Facilities; and F15,

Consumer Product Safety.

53. ASTM Bylaws (Oct. 15, 1976).
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7.1.2 Opportunity for all affected interests to participate in the

deliberations, discussions, and decisions concerned both

with procedural and substantive matters affecting the pro-

posed standard.

7.1.3 Maintenance of adequate records of discussions, deci-

sions, and technical data accumulated in standards devel-

opment.

7.1.4 Timely publication and distribution of minutes of meet-

ings of main and subcommittees.

7.1.5 Adequate notice of proposed actions.

7.1.6 Maintenance of records of drafts of a proposed standard,

proposed amendments, action on amendments, and final

promulgation of the standard.

7.1.7 Timely and full reports on results of balloting.

7.1.8 Careful attention to minority opinions throughout the

process.

The committee and subcommittee meetings I attended were all

open to the public.^'* One could obtain copies of the documents dis-

cussed, although often the participants or visitors exceeded the sup-

ply. Comments from the audience were always entertained, whether

the speaker was a member of the committee or a visitor.

The meetings were not tape-recorded and no stenographic record

was made;^^ the minutes kept by the committee or subcommittee secre-

tary were the only record of the committee or subcommittee action.

These minutes (some of which were later read at meetings of the parent

committee) clearly met the requirements of the ASTM bylaws quoted

above but generally gave no indication of the grounds on which a deci-

sion was made.

At the beginning of each meeting all present received a "list of

attenders" to sign. Most of these lists offered an ASTM member the

opportunity to become a member of the committee or subcommittee.

54. Until about a decade ago, the voluntary standards development process was conducted in

almost total secrecy. Writing in 1969, Opala commented that the term "consensus" is "obviously a

very loose term without any fixed contents. Its referrent [sic] must of necessity be left in each

instance to the imagination or bias of its arbiters," and "[n]o one outside the Institute can ever

know or learn how the consensus principle is applied in actuality . . .
." Opala, supra note 41, at

53-54. As described in this subpart, the ASTM process is now almost totally open. See generally

The Effect Upon Small Business of Voluntary Industrial Standards: Hearings Before the House Sub-
comm. on Activities ofRegulatory Agencies ofthe House Select Comm. on Small Business Pursuant

to H. Res. 53, 90th Cong., 2nd Sess. (1967-1968).

A staff member of the Administrative Conference attended the 1978 aimual meeting of the

NFPA. That organization required identification of "guests" who observed committee meetings,

but the meetings were of>en. In contrast, ASTM meetings were completely open and identification

was not required. In other respects the NFPA procedures were similar to those followed by
ASTM.

55. A few ASTM committees, notably F15, Consumer Product Safety, maintain a verbatim

transcript of, or record, all meetings. This is a fairly new practice.
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Apparently, there are no quorum requirements for open meetings of

committees or subcommittees; however, most significant decisions are

made by letter ballot. The overall process seemed "due," at least from

my limited perspective.

(c) Committee membership and the issue of "balance.

"

—The
ASTM regulations concerning technical committees contain principles

about balance on committees. Committee members are classified into

three categories: producer, user, and general interest.^^ Producer repre-

sentatives may not constitute a majority in any committee or subcom-

mittee and may not serve as chairmen of such bodies.
^^

ASTM clearly encourages participation by aU who may be af-

fected by the development of a standard. Notices of a committee's in-

tention to develop a new standard regularly appear in ASTM's
monthly magazine. Standardization News, together with requests for

assistance. Each conMnittee considers requests by ASTM members for

voting membership. An appUcation can be denied only if the applicant

would create an imbalance of the voting interests, or is not technically

qualified or knowledgeable in the committee's area.^* A consumer is

assumed to be knowledgeable. Membership denial may be appealed to

ASTM's board of directors. Except for "consumers" and "general in-

terest" members, ASTM classifies committee membership by "voting

interest," ie. , as representing an entire company or a "plant, branch, or

other primary division of a company or corporation having a separate

interest" so far as the standard is concerned, "including all individual

members of the Society affiliated with" the foregoing interest.^^ Thus,

individual members represent their employers.^ As a result, a major

corporation has but one vote on a conunittee or subcommittee and can-

not dominate that committee by having thirty or forty of its employees

join.

Although at first glance the classification of industrial interests as

"producer," "user," or "general interest" might appear to be a simple

56. Some committees include a fourth category: retailer/distributor. See ASTM, Regulations

Governing ASTM Technical Committees § 3.7.1.9 (1973) [hereinafter cited as ASTM Regula-

tions]. ASTM is currently wrestling with both specific and general classification problems. Its

goal is "to assure that no special interest group dominates the standards-generating process."

ASTM Looks to the 'Eighties: A Five Year Plan, ASTM Standardization News, Aug. 1977, at

13. ASTM proposes to decentralize the establishment of criteria for classification to the commit-

tee level subject to ASTM oversight.

57. ASTM Regulations, supra note 56, at §§ 4.1, 5.6.2.

58. ASTM, ASTM and Voluntary Consensus Standards 8 (undated brochure sent to all po-

tential ASTM members). See ASTM Regulations, supra note 56, at § 3.6.

59. ASTM Regulations, supra note 56, at § 1.3.

60. Id.
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process, organizations that have economic interests parallel to those of

producers or users, such as consulting firms, trade associations, and dis-

tributing firms, must themselves be classified as producers or users.

Moreover, a serious gray area exists with respect to suppliers of raw

materials who may be classified as producers if they are directly af-

fected by the standard.^' Additionally, the classification of a major

corporation may vary from standard to standard; General Electric, for

example, produces many goods but uses at least as many. ASTM classi-

fies a member when he first joins a committee, and it periodically re-

views classifications to preserve balance thereafter.

General interest groups on ASTM committees consist of interests

that are not identified with either the buying or selling side of any

question**^ and often represent various kinds of proprietary interests.

They include representatives of educational institutions, public librar-

ies, scientific or engineering laboratories, labor organizations, con-

sumer organizations, and employees of federal or state governmental

agencies (many of which represent procurement interests). On most

committees ASTM makes no attempt to include a consumer represen-

tative because qualified representatives are hard to find and, in any

event, many committees deal with technical issues of only peripheral

interest to the "consumer movement"; however, all committees dealing

directly with consumer products have consumer representatives as

members. For similar reasons labor organizations are often unrepre-

sented on ASTM committees. As a result ASTM committees appear to

balance industrial economic interests against each other, with the result

that a wide diversity in outlooks is often lacking.

Another factor that strengthens this impression is the pattern of

attendance and participation at committee meetings. Most industrial

firms support participation by their employees as a part of their regular

duties, while for those without such support, membership and attend-

ance can be a financial burden. For example, subcommittee D27.06,

Chemical Tests for Electrical Insulating Liquids and Gases, meets

61. See ASTM Looks to the 'Eighties: A Five Year Plan, supra note 56, at 13.

62. Discussing the term "general interest," an ASTM official stated:

It is becoming [increasingly] clear that very few persons or organizations have a
"general interest"--tbeir interest in any standardization matter corresponds to the reason
for existence; in other words, some sort of proprietary interest. We don't like to use the

term "public interest" because these two words have been more or less preempted by Mr.
Nader. For obvious reasons, we can't use the terms "special interest." So m the final

analysis what we have to do is develop a designation for general interest that wiU make it

a meaningful term. The alternative is to think up a couple of other words that we can
use instead.

Letter from Walter V. Cropper, Director, Developmental Operations Division, ASTM, to the au-

thor (Aug. 5, 1977).
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three or four times a year. Recently it met in Denver, Norfolk, and
Houston. Although some members affiliated with less affluent groups

might be able to attend meetings at their own expense, the cost of travel

and lodging for the various meetings each year is prohibitive for most.

In partial recognition of this problem, ASTM has set aside

funds—currently 50,000 dollars per year—^to assist people who are in-

terested in ASTM activities but who are financially unable to attend,

and most of those using these funds consider themselves "consumer

representatives." Nevertheless, the attendance record of industrial in-

terests is clearly better than that of general interest members. Even the

attendance of government employees is sometimes spotty because of

limited travel funds.^^

Still another factor tends to impede the realization of balance in

ASTM committees. Because of the unwieldy size of committees and

subcommittees, smaller groups perform much of the detailed work in

writing standards. Very often the process of writing a standard must be

combined with continued laboratory testing, and members active in

this kind of work are apt to be affiUated with industrial concerns that

maintain laboratory facihties. It is generally believed that it is impossi-

ble or impractical to apply balance to these working groups and that

consensus at the subcommittee and the committee levels ofASTM pro-

vides sufficient protection against industry domination of the process.^

63. For example, a staff study on the implementation of a voluntary standards pobcy by the

Consumer Product Safety Commission commented that "as a result of budget restrictions, the

travel of Commission personnel to meetings of voluntary standards organizations has been cur-

tailed." [1978] Cons. Prod. Safety Guide (CCH), Newsletter No. 231, at 3 (Jan. 19, 1978).

Several government employees and other observers of the voluntary standards process have made
similar comments to me.

64. Approval is also required by a letter ballot of the full membership, which, of course, is

not "balanced." The following extract from the minutes of a meeting of ASTM's Conunittee on

Technical Committee Operations (COTCO) describes the problem:

At the Board meeting in January 1977, President Wheeler introduced the subject of

poor attendance at main committee meetings. As Society president, he has visited a

number of committee meetings and found this to be a common problem. He was not

questioning the fact that due process was observed, only that it could be said by those

who are the detractors of the system that a few are making decisions affecting a great

number of people. Mr. Mather pointed out the change that had taken place some years

ago concerning committee reporting sessions at annual meetings. He said that COTCO
had considered this subject to some extent and that the proposed revision of the commit-
tee regulations would remove the authority of the main committee to do things at their

main meetings that are not subject to subsequent letter ballot confirmation. Several di-

rectors spoke to the fact that the purpose of the main committee meeting, coming at the

end of the week, is to receive the reports of the subcommittees; the work of the commit-

tee, except for the letter ballots, has been completed by the time that takes place.

COTCO discussed the subject of attendance at main conmiittee meetings. The main
concern raised by the discussion is that any action taken on standards appears to be
determined by a small minority of the main committee present at the meeting.

It was pointed out that the negative voter has many opportimities to appeal his

negative position. If it was mandatory that a letter ballot be conducted following main
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Since the size of the ASTM committees and subcommittees tends to

make them formal, ratifying organizations rather than active partici-

pants in standards development, however, that protection may be illu-

sory. The working section or subcommittee levels, in which most of the

difficult issues are discussed and the differences resolved, are usually

the best attended. After these meetings most of the individual partici-

pants return home, and the subcommittee secretary or chairman

presents the reports, proposals, and votes to the full committee. Conse-

quently, at the committee meeting there are relatively fewer actively

involved persons, and the reading of minutes of working groups or sub-

committees held earUer in the week tends to be pro forma, with little

discussion of the merits unless the standard is controversial. Presuma-

bly, the committee relies on the greater specialization and knowledge of

the smaller groups, even though these groups lack balance. One is left

with the overall impression of extensive industrial participation in and

domination of the process.

Nonetheless, the four problems discussed above—-judgmental

rather than scientific classification of interests, lack of qualified repre-

sentatives for some important interests, uneven attendance, and the im-

portance of working groups that lack balance—are undoubtedly

present to some degree in all "balanced" committees.

(d) The formal votes requiredfor adoption of an ASTM stan-

dard.—Approval of a standard by ASTM requires formal approval at a

committee meeting or by letter ballot at three stages.

(i) The subcommittee.—^At least sixty percent of all members or

voting interests must vote, and at least two-thirds of those voting af-

firmatively or negatively must vote affirmatively. The decision to have

a letter ballot, for which the canvassing period is at least thirty days,

must be made at a meeting.

(ii) The committee.—At least sixty percent of all members or vot-

ing interests must vote, and at least nine-tenths of those voting affirma-

tively or negatively must vote affirmatively.^^ The vote may be by

letter ballot without a meeting or by voice vote at a meeting confirmed

by a letter ballot immediately thereafter. Again, the canvassing period

is at least thirty days.

committee action on a standard, this type 6f procedure would slow down the standards

process. The option exists to conduct a letter ballot following main committee action or

any action.

Minutes, ASTM Conmiittee on Technical Committee Operations, at 5 (Apr. 5, 1977).

65. Approval of a subcommittee decision that a negative vote is nonpersuasive or nonger-

mane requires only a two-thirds vote.
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(Hi) The society.—At least fifty baUots must be returned, and at

least nine-tenths of those voting affirmatively or negatively must vote

affirmatively. The ballot is included in the ASTM publication, Stand-

ardization News, which is mailed to the 25,000 ASTM members. The
publication gives only the title of the standard, although members may
obtain a copy of the proposed standard by marking the ballot "R."

Standards noted in the June 1977 Standardization News contain a

deadline of July 15, 1977, for return of the ballot. Since most members
will be totally unfamiliar with many proposed standards, an "Ab" vote

is authorized; this abstention counts toward the fifty-member voting

requirement but not toward the nine-tenths requirement.

The time periods described above take no account of the possibil-

ity of negative votes, revisions of standards that may require resubmis-

sion or reapproval, or tabling of a standard for further consideration or

testing. In addition, processing and tabulating the letter ballots takes

up much time. Notwithstanding an editorial in ASTM's Standardiza-

tion News commenting that an ASTM subcommittee adopted a widely-

used voluntary standard for cigarette Ughters in less than one year

while the Consumer Product Safety Commission had been struggling

with a proposed mandatory standard for book matches for two years

without success,*^ relatively few new standards make it through the

ASTM procedures in such a short time. A spokesman for ASTM esti-

mated that the average time is probably two or three years, and that

longer periods are not unconmion. For example, one standard specifi-

cation, Fly Ash and Raw or Calcined Natural Pozzolan for Use as a

Mineral Admixture in Portland Cement Concrete, was in the process of

revision for seven years.

While ASTM regulations provide a fixed percentage vote for ap-

proval of a standard—that is, determination of consensus—they also

include a provision that may require block voting by interests rather

than per capita membership voting "when the decision might be

changed by such a taUy."^^ This provision is designed to prevent a

"ganging up" of producer and user interests.

(e) The resolution of negative votes.—Most subconmiittee and

committee meetings I attended had to contend with one or more nega-

tive votes, colloquially called "negatives."^* I am told that a "crude

66. Meltzcr, Standards of What?, ASTM Standardization News, Dec. 1976, at 7.

67. ASTM Regulations, supra note 56, at § 6.3.

68. The following chart shows the actual voting patterns of letter ballots in three subcommit-

tees or committees I observed:
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rule of thumb" in ASTM is that more than five or six negatives cast

against a proposed standard are enough to remand the standard to the

working group for further consideration.^^

ASTM regulations also describe the handling of negatives. To be

considered as such, a negative vote must be accompanied "by a written

explanation based on either technical or procedurally improper consid-

eration."^^ ASTM treats negatives unaccompanied by an explanation

as abstentions. Every vaUd negative must be considered by the sub-

committee.

Members submit negatives for a variety of reasons, including disa-

greement with a proposed standard or revision, disagreement with its

scope, uncertainty as to the validity of the values or numbers appearing

in the standard or revision, objection to language in the standard or

revision, or concern that the manner of data presentation is confusing

or ambiguous. Apparently, the first step in resolving a negative is to

telephone the person filing the negative to explore the nature of the

objection and the possibility of its resolution by a change in language

or format of the standard. If this modification is successful, the objec-

tor is requested to withdraw his negative, and withdrawal is duly noted

in the committee's or subcommittee's minutes. The makers withdrew

somewhat more than half of all negatives filed in the committees I vis-

ited after some appropriate changes in the standard or revision.

If the negative is not withdrawn, there are three possibilities. First,

the negative can be rejected on the ground that it is not "related to the

item balloted." Negatives were rejected on this basis in two instances I

observed when the objection was of the following type: "The proposed

Voting Patterns of Letter Ballots

Committee Issue

(a)

Affirmative

27

Negatiive Not Returned or Not Voting

D2: 18

(b) 24 4 18

(c) 52 4 53

D27.06: (a)

(b)

29

29

5

1

10

13

(c) 32 11

Tech. Div. A: 38 1 7

In some other committees the number of negatives was larger than in these but I was unable to get

an accurate tally since the committees did not take formal affirmative action on the proposal.

69. Letter from Walter V. Cropper, Director Developmental Operations Division, ASTM to

the author (Nov. 9, 1977).

70. ASTM Regulations, supra note 56, at § 9.3.3.1 (main committees); cf. id. § 8.2.2 (subcom-

mittees).
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Standard covers X, and I have no objection to that so far as it goes. But

the real problem in this area is Y, and the standard should cover that."

Second, the negative can be rejected as "not persuasive." A philosophi-

cal objection or an objection based on data that is suspect or obsolete

may be so categorized. Several negatives were rejected on this ground

in the committee or subcommittee meetings that I observed. Third, the

negative may cause the tabling of the standard for further study or revi-

sion. I observed one proposed standard that was delayed in this man-

ner as a result of objections based on new laboratory data from a

recognized reliable source. The chairman requested committee mem-
bers with access to laboratory facilities to arrange for further tests, and

several indicated that they would try to do so.

It was suggested to me that technical objections raised by con-

sumer representatives have sometimes been disposed of rather summa-
rily as "not persuasive." A technical employee of Consumer's Union

who is an ASTM member believed that his views had sometimes been

rather quickly rejected on this basis. An ASTM representative, how-

ever, stated that the proper handling of negatives is a matter of high

priority to the Committee on Standards, the standing committee over-

seeing ASTM standards development activities. He did not beheve the

incidents that were relayed to me had actually occurred, and stated that

the Committee reviews the disposition of all negatives. An examina-

tion of a sampling of the minutes of the Committee on Standards ap-

pears to substantiate this statement.

Persons voting negatively may submit a minority or dissenting re-

port, but that option is rarely exercised. The more normal course is to

renew the negative at the committee or membership level. Negatives

raised at the committee or membership level are referred to the sub-

committee for resolution or consideration. While ASTM requires a let-

ter ballot for approval of a standard or revision, a negative may be

disposed of by a voice vote in a subcommittee meeting by two-thirds of

those voting.^' A subcommittee rejecting a negative must fully explain

its reasons in a report to the full committee, and the committee must

confirm the action of the subcommittee by a two-thirds vote, unless the

objection is substantially the same as one previously considered by the

committee. ASTM has a form to be used for this purpose, which sug-

gests that such negatives are numerous. In the one instance I saw of a

committee review of a subcommittee determination that a negative was

"not persuasive," the committee disposed of the matter after brief dis-

71. /d.% 8.2.2.
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cussion by a resolution stating that "on the basis of discussion in [the

subcommittee] yesterday the negative [is] declared not persuasive." Al-

though only the person submitting the negative voted to support it, the

ASTM representative attending the meeting intervened to insure that

the record would include the grounds for the negative, the data on the

basis of which it was declared unpersuasive, and the vote count7^

(f)
Review by the ASTM Committee on Standards (COS).— The

Committee on Standards monitors and reviews ASTM's standards de-

velopment activities. It reviews all committee recommendations for ac-

tions on standards, verifies that the procedural requirements of

ASTM's regulations have been met, and accepts committee recommen-

72. This description oversimplifies the handling of negatives. The complexity of the process

can be seen in the following flow chart, which describes the handling of negatives at the subcom-

mittee level:

Flow Chart for Processing Negative Votes on Subcommittee Ballots

t
~ —"—

I

.1

ir ballot IS followed by

ing of both subcommittee and
meeting between sub-

committee and mam commit-
tee ballots

^idcralion of negatl

Negative ruled persua-

sive by al least 2/3 af-

Negativc ruled non-|
suasive or non-germ
by at least 2/3 affiri

live vote negalive v,

must be nunried

Entire acuon withdrawn

and sent back lo

originaling group-re-
pon to main committee

Subcommittee ruling

must be upheld by at

leasl 2/3 alfirmative vote

MAIN COMMITTEE BALLOT

These negatives will be considered by both subcommittee and i

ASTM Regulations, supra note 56, at 13. ASTM has prepared similar flow charts describing the

handling of negatives at the committee and society levels. Id. at 14- IS.
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dations. It also considers general policies concerning standardization

activities and relationships to other national and international stand-

ards organizations.

ASTM's board of directors appoints COS members for three-year

terms. While they serve as individuals and not in a representative ca-

pacity, some attention is paid in the selection process to the nature of

their employer's interest in standardization. Currently, the chairman

and one member work for the federal government. COS meets three

times a year.

I have reviewed the minutes of COS meetings for a twelve-month

period. They reveal active COS participation in the standards develop-

ment process. Comments in these minutes also provide revealing in-

sights into the entire ASTM standards development process. For

example, the minutes reveal that documentation describing the nega-

tive vote and the resolution by the Committee was always attached in

each case when COS considered approved standards on which nega-

The following chart summarizes the voting requirements for the adoption or revision of

ASTM standards at various levels.

Types ofActions on Standards and Corresponding Voting Requirements

Type of Review Subcommittee Main Committee Society

Committee on
Standards

Number of Returns 60% or more of 60% or more of 50 or

Required for

Valid Ballot

members or voting

interests

members or voting

interests

more
returns

Requirement for approval

based on sum of ahirmative

and negative votes at least at least at least

Standard. New 2/3 9/10 9/10 reviewed

Revision of 2/3 9/10 9/10 reviewed

Reapproval of 2/3 2/3 2/3 reviewed

Reversion of to Tentative 2/3 2/3 NA" reviewed

Tentative Revision of 2/3 2/3 NA reviewed

Adoption of Tentative Revision 2/3 2/3 9/10 reviewed

Withdrawal of 2/3 2/3 2/3 reviewed

Submission to ANSI of 2/3 2/3 NA reviewed

Emergency Standard 2/3 b NA reviewed

Tentative, Adoption of as

Standard without Revision 2/3 2/3 2/3 reviewed

Adoption of as

Standard with Revision 2/3 2/3 2/3 reviewed

New 2/3 2/3 NA reviewed

Revision of 2/3 2/3 NA reviewed

Withdrawal of 2/3 2/3 NA reviewed

Proposed, New 2/3 2/3'- NA reviewed

NA = No action required.

Approval of Executive Subcommittee only.

M(ay be voice vote at scheduled meeting. Proposed Standards have two-year life

Id. at 16.
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lives had been cast. Moreover, negative voters were always invited to

attend the meeting and present their views7^ During the discussion of

a negative vote on Committee D20, Plastics, "COS members were con-

cerned with the consideration given to the negative voter. COS felt that

this resolution of the negative should have been handled more specifi-

cally .... The COS expressed its concern that in the future D-20 be

more responsive to the negative voter and that every effort to negotiate

a satisfactory solution be recorded."^"* And when the negative voter on

a standard developed by Committee F17, Plastic Piping Systems, re-

quested that additional information be included with the documenta-

tion for this standard, a representative of F17 "clarified" the

committee's action and pointed out that F17 had "set up a Task Force

to further review the negative voter's position."^^

ASTM has another standing committee that deals with the struc-

ture and operation of technical committees. The Committee on Tech-

nical Committee Operations (COTCO) develops and maintains the

regulations governing technical committee operations and serves the

"judicial function" of interpreting and enforcing them. It seeks to

achieve the most efficient operation of technical committees and en-

gages in longer range planning. This committee considers, for exam-

ple, the balance on technical committees and the names and areas of

concern of such committees. It has also contributed to the plaiming

and development of a five-year program for ASTM.

3. Proceduresfor the Development ofStandards by American Na-
tional Standards Committees.—^Approximately twenty-five percent of

ANSI-approved standards are generated by a network of committees

created under ANSI auspices. The ANSI regulations provide in elabo-

rate detail for the creation, operation, and control of these committees

so that they will produce standards comporting with the consensus re-

quirement.^^

73. Minutes, ASTM Committee on Standards, at 3 (July 1, 1977).

74. Id. at 4 (Nov. 8, 1976).

75. Id.

76. ANSI's B 1 1 Committee, Safety Standards for Machine Tools, has summarized the proce-

dure it follows in promulgating a safety standard. B 1 1 is a large and active committee, and al-

though the procedure used by other American National Standards (ANS) committees may vary in

detail, I believe that the B 1 1 procedure is representative.

1. Receive request from person(s) interested in developing a safety standard for a spe-

cific machine tool. Reason: To provide operator safety.

2. Form a working subcommittee consisting of a cross-section of interested builders

and users of the equipment.

3. Write a draA standard (90-120 days).
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(a) Balance.—Most members are organizations representing spe-

cific interests, although under some circumstances individuals may
serve in a personal capacity, and corporations may serve if an orga-

nized group does not adequately represent them7^ The relationship of

members to the committee in question determines the classification of

member organizations, and a limit on the number of members from

any single classification provides balance on the committee.

Members of committees dealing Wiih.products standards are classi-

fied into the following groups:

(1) producer interests—^those directly concerned with the

production of the product involved;

(2) distributor and retailer interests—those independently
concerned with the marketing of the product between producer

and consumer;

(3) consumer or user interests—^those who use the product

involved but are not involved with its production or distribution;

and

(4) general interests—^those who have interests other than

those described in (1) through (3)7*

To assure "substantial balance," no one classification may have a ma-

jority without the consent of the other groups and ANSI.

4. Submit a draft to a list of (50-100) consultants—interested users selected by the

working subcommittee members.

5. Make an oral report of the proposed standard at a meeting of the full (voting dele-

gates and alternatives) B 1 1 committee.

6. Revise draft based on comments received at B 1 1 meeting.

7. Submit draft to B 1 1 secretary for editorial review and submittal to B 1 1 conmiittee

for letter ballot (30-45 days).

8. If approved by the B 1 1 committee—draft standard sent to ANSI Safety Standards

Management Board review committee for comment.

9. Draft standard submitted to ANSI for public review. ANSI lists it in Standards

Action section of ANSI Reporter. Sixty (60) days are mandated for public review.

(Steps 8 and 9 can be done concurrently with B 1 1 Committee ballot, if requested.)

10. If no comments received in public review, Bll secretary formally submits draft

standard to ANSI for approval by its Board of Standards Review (BSR), editorial

review and pubUcation.

11. Negative comments received by ANSI on pubhc review are referred to Bll sub-

committee for its review and comment. If technical changes are needed—another

Bll letter ballot is required, (i.e., back to #7). If changes are not of a technical

nature and do not affect the original intent of the committee approved standard the

fmal draft is then submitted for BSR approval. If ANSI (BSR) approves, they

(ANSI) make an editorial review and publish.

Status Report: ANS Bl 1 Safety Standards for Machme Tools 2 (Apr. 15, 1977). Steps 9-1 1 refer to

obtaining ANSI approval of the standard as an American National Standard through the Board

of Standards Review. A more detailed discussion of the Board of Standards Review and ANSI
procedures at that level is contained in subpart 11(C) infra.

11. ANSI Procedures, supra note 33, at §§ 4.8.1-.2.

78. Id. §4.8.3.1.
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1

Members of committees dealing with safety standards are classi-

fied in a more elaborate fashion where appropriate:

( 1

)

manufacturers of the product or material;

(2) employers—^purchasers or owners of the product;

(3) employees affected by the safety standard;

(4) governmental bodies having regulatory power or in-

fluence over the field in question;

(5) specialists having expertise in the field of the commit-
tee's work, representatives of independent laboratories, or repre-

sentatives of technical or other societies;

(6) insurance interests;

(7) installers and erectors;

(8) utilities;

(9) independent distributors and retailers; and

(10) consumer interests.^^

ANSI also requires that "the public interest shall be adequately repre-

sented"; and to insure "substantial balance," not more than one-third

of the membership may come from a single category without the con-

sent of the other categories and of ANSI.^°

Nevertheless, I suspect that the almost exclusive membership on

these committees of associations representing economic interests rather

than individual or corporate interests may adversely affect the efficacy

of the elaborate provisions for balance. For example. Committee Bll,

Safety Standards for Machine Tools, has forty-six member organiza-

tions out of a total of fifty-two delegates; the list of association mem-
bers reads like a "Who's Who of American Trade Associations and

Business Groups," even though some are classified as manufacturers of

machine tools, some as installers, some as employers, and so forth.*'

79. Id. § 4.8.3.2.

80. Id.

81. A partial list of the organizations represented on Committee B 1 1 and their classification

are as follows:

Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc.—Employers; The Aluminum Associa-

tion—Employers; American Boiler Manufacturers Association—Employers; American Die Cast-

ings Institute, Inc.—Employers; American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial

Organizations—Employees; American Insurance Association—Insurance Company Representa-
tives; American Institute of Steel Construction—Employers; American Ladder Insti-

tute—Employers; American Metal Stamping Association—Employers; American Mutual
Insurance Alliance—Insurance Company Representatives; American Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers—Specialists; Automotive Original Equipment Manufacturers, Inc.—Employers; Can Manu-
facturing Institute—Employers; Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers
Association—Employers; Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center—Employers; Electronic In-

dustries Association—Employers; Forging Industry Association—Manufacturers of Products; In-

dependent Cold Extruders Institute—Employers; Industrial Safety Equipment
Association—Manufacturers of Products; International Association of Governmental Labor OfTi-

cials—Governmental Bodies; International Union, United Automobile, Aerospace and Agricul-

tural Implement Workers of America—Employees; Machinery Dealers National
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Like the ASTM committees, American National Standards Com-
mittees are subdivided into working subcommittees and the subcom-

mittees may be further divided into informal working groups. The
detailed drafting of proposed standards takes place in these smaller

groups. Committee Bll, for example, has sixteen active subcommit-

tees.

(b) The secretariats.—Each American National Standards

(ANS) Committee has a sponsor (usually called a "secretariat") whose

function is partially administrative and partially substantive. It han-

dles the distribution of drafts, the scheduling of meetings, the prepara-

tion and distribution of minutes, and similar matters. It also makes
recommendations on applications for membership, it may appoint the

committee's officers, it arranges for publication of approved standards,

and, to a limited extent, it has discretion in determining whether the

results of balloting establish a consensus. ANSI selects the secretariats

of the various ANS committees. Many are trade associations active in

the pertinent area; for example, the secretariat of Bl 1, Safety Standards

for Machine Tools, is the National Machine Tool Builders Association.

Other trade association sponsors of American National Standards

Committees include such diverse groups as the American Hotel and

Motel Association, the American Bankers' Association, and the Ameri-

can Gas Association. Numerous other types of organizations also serve

as secretariats, including professional associations, nonprofit organiza-

tions such as the National Safety Council, the Institute of Environmen-

tal Sciences, and the American Dental Association.

(c) Consensus within the committee.—^ANSI defines "consensus"

as "more than a majority but not necessarily unanimity."*^ It is often

said that "votes are weighed rather than counted,"*^ so that the objec-

tion of a single significant interest may prevent the formation of a con-

Association—^Manufacturers of Products; Manufacturing Jewelers & Silversmiths of America,

Inc.—Employers; Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association—Employers; National Association of

Architectural Metal Manufacturers—Employers; National Association of Metal Name Plate Man-
ufacturers, Inc.—Employers; National Electrical Manufacturers Association—Msmufacturers of

Products; National Machine Tool Builders' Association—Manufacturers of Products; National

Safety Council—Specialists; National Tool, Die & Precision Machining Association—Employers;

Optical Manufacturers Association—Employers; Power Metallurgy Parts Associa-

tion—Employers; Rubber Manufacturers Association—Employers; Steel Service Center Insti-

tute—Employers; Steel Shipping Container Institute—Employers; Tool & Die
Institute—Employers; U.S. Department of Labor OSHA—Governmental Bodies; U.S. Depart-

ment of Navy Bureau of Ships—^Employers; Welded Steel Tube Institute—Employers. See Status

Report: ANS Bll Safety Standard for Machine Tools 1 (Apr. 15, 1977).

82. Foreword to ANSI Procedures, supra note 33.

83. D. Hemenway, supra note 6, at 89.
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sensus even though a large numerical majority favors the proposed

standard. The ANSI regulations with respect to ANS committees,

however, like the ASTM regulations, are generally couched in objective

terms and only partially support these concepts. Votes are usually by

letter ballot returnable over a six-week period.*'* If a majority of the

votes cast are in favor of a proposed standard, the secretariat may "use

its discretion" whether to submit the standard to ANSI;*^ but if two-

thirds of the total possible votes on the committee are in favor of the

standard, the standard must be submitted to ANSI.*^ While it is un-

likely that a standard opposed by a significant economic or commercial

interest would command the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the entire

committee, at least it is possible. Further, interests may be significantly

underrepresented. For example, there are only two direct representa-

tives of employees on Committee Bll, Machine Tool Safety; to block

an unacceptable proposal, labor clearly needs the concurrence of repre-

sentatives of users or other interests.

(d) Handling negative votes.—A negative vote must be accompa-

nied by a detailed explanation for committee consideration.*^ANS
committees must carefully review and attempt to resolve all such nega-

tives,** following a procedure similar to that of ASTM committees de-

scribed earlier. If the committee cannot resolve the issue, it forwards

the negative votes and explanations to ANSI. If the committee changes

the proposed standard to resolve a negative vote, the revision is recircu-

lated to all committee members.

C. Review by ANSIfor Approval as an American National Standard

ANSI observes the following requirements for determining

whether to approve a voluntary standard as an American National

Standard:

(1) All substantially concerned parties should have an opportu-

nity to express their views, and an objective effort shall have
been made to resolve all dissenting viewpoints.

(2) There should be evidence of national use or potential na-

tional use of a proposed American National Standard.

84. ANSI Procedures, supra note 33, at §§ 4. 12.1 -.2.

85. A/. §4.12.6.

86. Id. § 4.12.6.1. The regulations for a reafTirmation of an existing standard are analogous:

if the standard does not receive a two-thirds afTirmative vote it must be submitted as a proposed

withdrawal, id. § 4.12.6.2; and if withdrawal of a standard is proposed, the affirmative vote of one-

third of all possible votes requires submission to ANSI, id. § 4.12.6.3.

87. Id. §4.12.5.

88. Id.
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(3) Before a proposed American National Standard is ap-

proved, any recognized significant conflict with any other
American National Standard shall have been resolved.

(4) Due consideration shall have been given to the existence of
other standards having national or international acceptance

in the given field.

(5) There [must be] no evidence that the standard is contrary to

the pubUc interest.

(6) There [must be] no evidence that the proposed American
National Standard contains unfair provisions.

(7) There [must be] no evidence of technical inadequacy of the

proposed American National Standard.*^

The Board of Standards Review (BSR) reviews all standards submit-

ted to ANSI for approval as American National Standards in essen-

tially the same way regardless of the method used to establish

consensus.

ANSI literature describes the function of the BSR as "judicial."^°

BSR ascertains whether procedural requirements have been followed

and whether objections to a proposed standard exist that have not been

considered by the group providing the standard, in effect determining

whether an adequate basis of consensus exists. BSR does not review

the substance of a standard or the substance of negative votes. In

March 1977 BSR consisted of nine members, a chairman, and a vice

chairman. The chairman was an executive of IBM Corporation, the

vice chairman an executive of the American Petroleum Institute, and

other members included executives of NFPA, UL, three industrial and

engineering corporations, and officials of the National Bureau of

Standards and the Eastern States Building Officials Federation. The

members and officers are selected on the basis of individual qualifica-

tions and not because they represent certain organizations. There is no

requirement of balance, although diversity of background appears to

be a factor in selecting the members. The major criterion is an "ability

to weigh the evidence and render impartial judgment."^'

To determine the existence of possible objections to a standard,

ANSI publishes an announcement in its biweekly publication. Stand-

ards Action, requesting comments on the standards being reviewed.

The circulation of this publication is approximately 10,000. Standards

Action describes the proposed standard only in general terms; to obtain

89. ANSI Procedures, supra note 33, at § 7.2.

90. ANSI, ANSI Progress Report 19 (1977); ANSI, The Role of the American National

Standard Institute 6 (brochure dated 1972).

91. ANSI, The Role of The American National Standards Institute 6 (brochure dated 1972).
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the proposed standard in its entirety, the commenter must order the

standard from the appropriate organization and pay the required fee.^^

Standards directly affecting the consumer must also be referred for

comment to another group within ANSI, the Standards Screening and

Review Committee of the Consumer Council.^^ Comments on the pro-

posed standard are referred to the submitting organization or commit-

tee. The submittor must respond to negative or adverse comments, and

the objector may notify the BSR chairman if he believes his objection

has not been answered satisfactorily. A standard revised to meet the

negative or adverse comment must be repubUshed in ANSI.

If the BSR votes by written mail letter ballot, an affirmative vote

of not less than two-thirds of the BSR membership is required to adopt

the proposed standard as an American National Standard. Most mat-

ters, however, are handled by voice vote at meetings, in which only a

simple majority is required. I examined the minutes of BSR meetings

for a period of fifteen months ending in May 1977. Most of the issues

considered involved disputes between standards-setting organizations

active in related areas. My overall impression was that BSR takes its

role seriously and insists on proof of both procedural compUance and

the existence of a broad consensus. The minutes are sprinkled with

split votes and votes in which the negative prevailed.

The requirements for approval of a standard by ANSI as an

American National Standard are cumulative to those applicable to the

adoption of the voluntary standard. The most visible and immediate

92. Two such notices, chosen at random from the June 17, 1977 issue of Standards Action

read as follows:

Power Operated Pedestrian Door Standard, BSR A 156.10 (new standard). Applies to

power operated doors for pedestrian use and some small vehicular trafTic. This standard

includes safety provisions that should reduce the chance of user injury or entrapment. It

contains provisions covering mat sizes, coefficients of friction, and mat sensitivity. It

also covers guide rails, signage, entrapment protection, panic break out provisions and
sensing devices other than mats.

Order from: Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association

Attn: Richard Hudnut
60 East 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017

Single copy price: $1.50

Flywheelsfor Engine Mounted Torque Converters, BSR/SAE J927b (new standard).

Defmes flywheel configuration to promote standardization of flywheels for engine fly-

wheel-mounted torque converters.

Order from: Society of Automotive Engineers

Attn: Dept. 001

400 Commonwealth Drive

Warrendale, Pa. 15096

Single copy price: $3.50

Standards Action, June 17, 1977, at 2. The June 17, 1977 issue contained more than thirty

similar entries.

93. See text accompanying notes 156-57 infra.
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consequence is duplication of procedures. For example, an organiza-

tional member may provide published notice and an opportunity to

comment as part of the process of developing the standard; later, ANSI
provides a separate notice and comment period before approving the

standard as an American National Standard. To minimize delays,

BSR regulations now provide for concurrent public review through

ANSI, at the request of the submitter during the later stages of the

development process.^"*

D. A BriefHistory of Standardization in the United States

The need for standards followed industrialization. As early as the

1840's, attempts were made to standardize screw threads to ensure in-

terchangeabiUty of a wide variety of basic industrial components. The
modem standards-setting organizations, however, developed in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. A major fire in Baltimore,

Maryland in 190 1, during which neighboring fire-fighting units found

that their hoses did not fit Baltimore hydrants, and a boiler explosion

in a Brockton, Massachusetts shoe factory in 1910, which killed

58 persons and injured 117 others, provided major impetus to the

standardization movement.^^ ASME created the first private technical

committee to write a code for boilers and other pressure vehicles in

191 1.^*^ ASME itself was incorporated in 1881. Most of the other major

standards-setting organizations date from about the turn of the century;

ASTM was formed in 1898, NFPA in 1896, and UL in 1894. The Na-
tional Bureau of Standards (NBS) of the Department of Conmierce

was created in 1901.^^

Prior to World War I the private sector developed standards with

httle central direction or governmental encouragement. However, the

stresses of World War I highlighted major problems: various organiza-

tions developed inconsistent standards, some wrote standards with ob-

vious anti-competitive purposes, and some standards appeared to be

inadequate. In 1918, several professional and technical societies and

three governmental departments, including AIEE, the American Soci-

94. BSR Regs. 6-6.3, ANSI Operating Procedures of the Board of Standards Rtvicw (ap-

proved Mar. 31, 1977); ANSI, Concurrent Review, Accelerating Approval as American National

Standards (undated publication outlining the concurrent review procedure, XX 9372).

95. See D. Hemenway, supra note 6, at I.

96. Voluntary Industrial Standards: Hearings Before the Senate Subcomm. on Antitrust and
Monopoly of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 94th Cong., 1st Scss. 464 (1975). The early

ASME was balanced; it consisted of one consulting engineer, two professors of engineering, two

engineers employed by a boiler manufacturer, one engineer employed by a materials manufac-

turer, and one engineer employed by an insurance company.

97. 15 U.S.C. § 271 (1976).
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ety of Mining & Metallurgical Engineers, ASME, ASTM, and the De-

partments of Commerce, War, and Navy created the first centralized

clearinghouse for product and technical standards.^* This organiza-

tion, originally named the American Engineering Standards Commit-

tee,^^ underwent several reorganizations and name changes'^ before

becoming ANSI in 1969.

The process of standardization accelerated during the 1920's, when
then Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover established a Division of

SimpUfied Practice to encourage standardization as a means of reduc-

ing waste. '°' NBS prepared voluntary standards on its own and en-

couraged and assisted the development of such standards by the private

sector, and although the relationship between NBS and the private sec-

tor has had its ups and downs, '°^ NBS participated actively in volun-

tary standardization activity for many years and still maintains a

modest development program. '^-^

Prior to World War II, industry openly dominated the writing of

voluntary standards: voluntary "standardization activities were once an

exclusive domain of business for business by business."'^ Such activ-

ity was conducted in total secrecy and was subject to no pubUshed pro-

cedures. '°^ There were, of course, diverse interests even then, and

manufacturers, suppliers of materials, intermediate users of finished or

semifinished products, insurance companies, state and local govern-

ments, and other interests found it mutually beneficial to discuss com-

mon problems and establish commonly acceptable principles with

respect to products and processes. *°^ During this period arose the

98. Opala, supra note 41, at 46.

99. Id.

100. In 1928 the organization was renamed The American Standards Association; in 1966 it

was renamed the United States of America Standards Institute, Inc. It was given its present name
in 1969, partially because its former name implied governmental endorsement of the voluntary

standards. Standards Report, supra note 17, at 27.

101. D. Hemenway, supra note 6, at 23.

102. For example, in 1928 ANSI's predecessor, the American Standards Association, formally

requested NBS to withdraw from all voluntary standards-setting activity beca»se it thought NBS's
voluntary program conflicted with the activities of ASA Voluntary Industrial Standards.

103. 15 C.F.R. § 10.5 (1977). Recent standards developed by the National Bureau of Stand-

ards include safety standards for soA drink bottles (ANSI/VPS PS 73-77) and playground equip-

ment (ANSI/VPS PS 66-75). See also, e.g., 42 Fed. Reg. 61885 (1977) (revocation of NBS
standard on "Stainless Steel Plumbing Fixtures (Designed for Residential Use)" because of devel-

opment of an "adequate" ANSI standard).

104. Opala, supra note 41, at 67.

105. For a critical description of the procedures followed by voluntary standards organiza-

tions, see SuBCOMM. No. 5 to the House Select Comm. on Small Business, The Effect
Upon Small Business of Voluntary Industrl^l Standards, H.R. Doc. No. 1981, 90th

Cong., 2d Sess. (1968). See also Opala, supra note 41, at 46.

106. Hemenway argues persuasively that industrial buyers are usually the motivating force

behind standardization of products, and that sellers desire to preservt product differentiation ad-
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greatest antitrust scrutiny of private sector standards.

World War II precipitated a reevaluation of the entire standards

program. Standardization of consumer products to prevent hidden

price increases through quality deterioration was needed because prac-

tically none of the private standards then in existence applied to con-

sumer goods, and those that did were suspect. The ensuing debate over

consumer product standards primarily focused on the relative roles of

the federal government and the private standards organizations in the

development of standards in new areas.
'°^

Shortly after World War II the principal standards-setting organi-

zations took steps designed to broaden the interests represented in the

standards-setting process, to open and democratize the process, and

generally to move in the direction of commanding acceptance as the

standards-setting process for the United States. Recognizing that con-

sumer goods was an important but untouched area, consumer groups

were nevertheless skeptical about becoming involved because histori-

cally they had not participated in the private standards sector. '°^ The

complete opening of the process to consumer involvement did not oc-

cur until the "consumer movement" of the late 1960's and early 1970's.

Two significant studies of the standards process appeared in 1960

and 1965. The Kelly Report'*^ of 1960 to the Secretary of Conmierce

concluded that "there were so many groups issuing and promulgating

standards that one can conclude 'that, in reality, the United States has

no standards program.' '"'^ The Report stated that the absence of a

truly national standards program should be remedied by phasing out

the Bureau of Standards' role in standards development and relying

instead on private organizations such as ASTM and ANSI's predeces-

sor, and the Report concluded that a further study should be made of

the entire area. That suggestion led to the creation of a new conunittee

under the direction of Dr. Francis L. LaQue.''* The 1965 LaQue Re-

vantages. The advantages to buyers, he suggests, include increased information about the compo-

sition of standardized products, greater interchangeability, and the advantages of simplification of

choice; on the other hand, sellers are apt to desire standardization for anticompetitive reasons. D.

Hemenway, supra note 6, at 68-79.

107. The studies emerging from this period are two unpublished "Wilson studies": C. L. Wil-

son, "Standards in Commerce: Basis for Action" (Dec. 1943) and C. E. Wilson, Chairman, "Re-

port on the Policy Committee on Standards" (June 1945). Both reports are discussed in

Standards Report, supra note 17, at 17-19.

108. For example, no consumer groups were consulted in either of the "Wilson studies."

Standards Report, supra note 17, at 17-19.

109. Named after the Chairman, Mervin J. Kelly, then President of International Business

Machines Corporation.

110. Standards Report, supra note 17, at 21.

111. At that time, Dr. LaQue was Vice President of the International Nickle Company. Sub-
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port made wide-ranging recommendations that have had considerable

impact on the relative roles of the government and private sectors. It

urged Congress to reconstitute ANSI's predecessor as a corporation

supported by direct federal appropriations to coordinate voluntary

standards nationally. It also recommended greater democratization of

procedures, more cooperative discussion with antitrust agencies, devel-

opment of a certification program by ANSI, creation of a Division of

Consumer Affairs within ANSI, recognition of ANSI as the official

body representing the United States in international standardization

activities, and creation of a federal interagency committee to mediate

between government agencies and the standards-setting organization

and to stimulate efficient use of such standards by the government."^

Although Congress has implemented some of these recommendations,

it has passed over several basic ones, including federal chartering and

direct federal support of ANSI.

At about this point, consumerism and the development of

mandatory product standards overtook voluntary standardization.

Ralph Nader pubhshed Unsafe At Any Speed^^^ in 1965, which criti-

cized the voluntary standards prepared by the Society of Automotive

Engineers and approved by ANSI's predecessor. Nader's book was

largely responsible for the 1966 National Traffic and Motor Vehicle

Safity Act."" Similar criticism of the safety of gas pipelines con-

structed in accordance with ANSI's B31.8 Code for Pressure Piping

surfaced shortly thereafter, following a 1965 gas pipeline explosion in

Louisiana that killed seventeen persons. Congress held extensive hear-

ings on gas pipeline standards"^ that led to the Natural Gas Pipeline

Safety Act of 1968."^

sequently, Dr. LaQue served as President of ANSI (1969-1970) and head of the Office of Product

Standards in the Department of Commerce (1974).

1 12. Standards Report, supra note 17, at 23. The complete recommendations of the LaQue
Report are reprinted as Appendix 1 to Standards Report. See also Opala, supra note 41, at 48-

49.

113. R. Nader, Unsafe At Any Speed (1965).

114. 15U.S.C. § 1381 (1976).

115. Gas Pipelines Safety Oversight: Hearings on Department of Transportation Progress in Im-

plementing Natural Gas Safety Act of1968 Before the Subcomm on Surface Transportation ofthe

Senate Comm. on Commerce, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969); Natural Gas Pipeline Safety: Hearings on

H.R. 6551 and S. 1166 and Similar Bills Before the Subcomm. on Communications and Powers of
the House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 90th Cong., 1st & 2d Sess. (1967-1968);

Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Regulations: Hearings on S. 1166 Before the Senate Comm. on

Commerce, 90th Conj., 1st Sess. (1967); Safety ofInterstate Natural Gas Pipelines: Hearings on S.

1553 Before the Senate Comm. on Commerce, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. ( 1 966). For a description of the

subsequent development of standards for natural gas pipelines, see text accompanying notes 359-

73 infra.

116. 49 U.S.C. §§ 1671-1684 (1970 & Supp. V 1975).
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Congress established the National Commission on Product Safety

in 1967; ''^ after considering more than 1000 industry standards appli-

cable to consumer products, it concluded:

Unfortunately, these standards are chronically inadequate,

both in scope and permissible levels of risk. They do not usually

address themselves to all significant foreseeable hazards. They
give insufficient consideration to human factors such as predict-

able risk-taking, juvenile behavior, illiteracy, or inexperience.

The levels of allowed exposure to electrical, thermal, and
mechanical and other energy exchanges are frequently too high

In our judgment, safety standards should exclude from the

market products which are unreasonably hazardous when used in

a foreseeable manner. The "consensus" required in the past for

standards approved by ANSI cannot guarantee such exclusion."*

Since 1970, Congress has produced a stream of legislation that to a

greater or lesser extent contemplates the limited use of voluntary stand-

ards by federal agencies. The legislative histories of these statutes re-

peatedly express the concerns that the process is industry-dominated"^

and that procedures followed may not be fair and open.'^° Such skep-

ticism about the quality of voluntary standards is still widely shared by

persons active in the consumer movement and others.

Two recent searching (and to some extent critical) reviews of the

117. S.J. Res. 33, Pub. L. No. 90-146, 81 Stat. 466 (1967).

1 18. National Commission of Product Safety, Final Report of the National Com-
mission OF Product Safety 48, 52 (June 1970).

119. For example, the two most recent books that discuss the volimtary standards sector both

comment that it is "business oriented" or "industry dominated." N. Ashford, Crisis in the

Work Place 250 (1976); D. Hemenway, supra note 6, at 90-91 (1975).

120. A recent illustration is the Federal Energy Administration Authorization Act of 1977, 15

U.S.C.A. § 788 (Supp. 1978). Section 32 of the Act requires that the Administrator consult with

the Attorney General and Chairman of the FTC "concerning the impact of such standards on

competition" before adopting a volimtary standard, and state in the public notice that the organi-

zation that promulgated the standard meets the following requirements:

(b) An organization complies with the requirements of this subsection in promul-

gating any commercial standards if

—

(1) it gives interested persons adequate notice of the proposed promulgation

of the standards and an opportimity to participate in the promulgation process

through the presentation of their views in hearings or meetings which are open to

the public;

(2) the membership of the organization at the time of the promulgation of the

standards is sufficiently balanced so as to allow for the effective representation of all

interested persons;

(3) before promulgating such standards, it makes available to the public any
records of proceedings of the organization, and any documents, letters, memoran-
dums, and materials, relating to such standards; and

(4) it has procedures allowing interested persons to

—

(A) obtain a reconsideration of any action taken by the organization re-

lating to the promulgation of such standards, and
(B) obtain a review of the standards (including a review of the basis or

adequacy of such standards).
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voluntary standards process were prepared by the Stanford Research

Institute in \9W' and ASTM in 1976.'"

£. "Horror Stories"About the Voluntary Consensus Process

Any consideration of the role voluntary standards have played in

the American economy must take into account the various stories that

have been told from time to time about specific abuses within the sys-

tem. These stories have formed the grist of several legislative hearings

and the basis for the contention made by some that the nongovernmen-

tal standards area is currently rife with abuse and in need of strong

legislative correction. Ralph Nader's testimony before the Senate Judi-

ciary Conmiittee illustrates this attitude:

[T]rade product standards often harm consumers. The history of

standards is strewn with abuses: standards essentially written by
large corporations to exclude competitors from the marketplace,

standards that misrepresent hazardous products as safe, stand-

ards that boost sales while benefitting only the producer, and
standards designed to head off tough government safety require-

ments rather than protect the public. '^^

The principal "horror stories" referred to by Nader and others at recent

hearings'^'* can be briefly summarized:

(1) In 1971, despite repeated pleas by the inventor, ANS Com-
mittee Z21 refused to approve an automatic vent damper device that

promised noticeable savings in home heating costs. The "Vent-O-

Matic" story received considerable publicity in a newspaper column by

Richard Sherrill and was described on the television program Sixty

Minutes. The committee's original decision not to approve the device

was vigorously defended by ANSI, which claimed that the device was

safe only if installed by professionals and potentially lethal if installed

improperly. A Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) em-

ployee familiar with this incident commented informally that he felt

that there was justification for not approving the original device. In

any event, the Z21 Committee recently approved the device, and a re-

vised standard permitting its use is now in effect.
'^^

(2) A low water cut-off device for boilers developed by a small

company promised to compete successfully with similar devices manu-
factured by McDonnell & Miller, Inc., the predominant supplier of

121. Long Range Planning Service, supra note 15.

122. ASTM, The VolunUry Standards System of the United States of America (1976).

123. Hearings, supra note 8, at 10 (statement of Ralph Nader).

124. Id. at 8-35.

125. ANSI Z21.66 (Approved Nov. 11, 1977). Standards Action, Feb. 10, 1978, at 9.
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boiler control devices. The allegation was made that McDonnell &
Miller, through its close ties with an ASME committee, persuaded that

committee in 1971 to issue a letter stating that the new device did not

comply with the ASME Code, thereby effectively foreclosing the new
device from the market. '^^ After reporters from the Wall Street

Journal began inquiring about this incident, a McDonnell & Miller

employee physically destroyed some relevant letters. '^^ Again, the con-

troversy received considerable publicity and, again, ASME defended

its finding of noncompliance. '^^

(3) Another dispute raised the question whether the ANSI Screw

Thread Committee, Bl, acted improperly in rejecting a screw thread

gauge produced by the Johnson Gage Company. ANSI described the

dispute as " 'an honest technical dispute,' not some form of trade re-

straint or collusion against a particular company or product," '^^ and
again vigorously defended the original decision; nevertheless, the Bl

Committee subsequently accepted the Johnson Gage Company's screw

thread gauge.

(4) Nader alleged that lighting standards promulgated by the Il-

luminating Engineering Society (lES) for classrooms, study halls, of-

fices, and Ubraries are excessive and possibly harmful. To illustrate the

excessive use of lighting equipment called for by those standards, Na-
der compared the lES requirements to lower ones recommended by the

Federal Energy Administration, by a person described as the "ac-

knowledged dean of library lighting consultants,'"^^ and by unspeci-

fied ophthalmologists.

(5) Nader also alleged that ASTM's standards for polystyrene

and polyurethane contained serious fire hazards, and that "plastic

makers and ASTM had known of these serious fire hazards at least six

years [before an FTC complaint filed in 1973], but had neither warned

the public nor put a halt to the misleading claims.'"^' The FTC suit

was ended by a consent decree signed by the plastic makers; ASTM
was dropped as a party. Similar allegations have been made about the

1 26. Voluntary Industrial Standards: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Antitrust and Monopoly
ofthe Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 153, 155 (1975) (statement of Russell S.

Rymer, Pres., Hydrolevcl Corp.)-

127. Id. at 196-99 (statement of John W. James, McDonnell & Miller, Inc.).

128. Id. at 201-14 (statement of Louis Stanton, Jr., Esq., Carter, Ledyard & Milbum, Counsel

for ASME).
129. Memorandum from Donald L. Peyton, Executive Vice-President, ANSI, addressed to

"Members of the American National Standards Institute" (Apr. 5, 1977) (section entitled 'The

Johnson Gage Case," at 1).

130. Hearings, supra note 8, at 17 (statement of Ralph Nader).

131. /«/. at 11.
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permitted use of pre- 1973 aluminum wire in residential homes. CPSC
has brought a suit seeking to compel twenty-five manufacturers to pub-

Ucize that an "imminent hazard" exists in more than 1.5 million homes

due to their pre- 1973 wiring.
'^^

(6) Small testing laboratories have publicly objected that at-

tempts by them to obtain certification have been actively opposed by

the giant Underwriters Laboratories in an apparent move to retain a

virtual monopoly on testing activities.
'^^

(7) Despite the open membership policies of ASTM, several per-

sons testified that they were denied membership or were not advised of

scheduled meetings or pending proposals that were to be discussed at

meetings. These witnesses indicated their belief that these incidents

were intentional and were designed to maintain the technical commit-

tees as a closed "club."'-''*

There are other "horror stories" floating around that are not re-

ferred to in the latest hearings. A rather unselective Department of

Commerce study '^^ lists twenty-eight such stories, going back to the

late 1950's, but makes no attempt to assess their validity. Rather curi-

ously, the great bulk of these incidents involved building-related prod-

ucts, as did those summarized above. '^^ A representative of a

consumer-oriented organization has commented that he believed "the

number of known, well-documented cases of abuse is at least forty and

probably much higher," '^^ and a representative of the Senate Antitrust

and Monopoly Committee staff publicly stated that the staff has re-

ceived over one hundred complaints, most of which have not been in-

vestigated because of insufficient staff.
'^*

What is one to make of these various claims in light of the strong

assertions by officers of standards-setting associations that policies and

132. WaU St. J., Oct. 27, 1977, at 21, col. 1; id. Oct. 28, 1977, at 20, col. 3.

133. See, e.g.. Hearings, supra note 8, at 167 (statement of Leonard Frier, President, Met Elec-

trical Testing Co., Inc.).

134. Id. at 101-02 (testimony of John O. Hayard, Apr. 18, 1977).

135. U.S. Dep't of Commerce, Voluntary Standards and Testing Laboratory Ac-
creditation 74 (1977).

136. For this insight I am indebted to Carol Chapman, an economist with the National Bu-

reau of Standards. She added: "If [the] FTC or the Senate Committee have anecdotes from other

areas, they ought to make them public. Otherwise, it seems odd to regulate all standards organiza-

tions where the bulk of known problems relate to just one area." Letter from Carol Chapman,
economist for the Standards Information & Analysis Section of NBS, to the author (Nov. 29,

1977).

137. Letter from Peter L. Maier, supra note 48.

138. Ray, Congress Looks at the Voluntary Standards System and Reacts, ASTM Standardi-
zation News, June 1977, at 19. This article is a reprint of a speech delivered by Mr. John Ray,

Assistant Counsel to the Senate Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee, at the ANSI conference

held in New York on December 7, 1976.
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practices exist to preclude such incidents from arising? While it was
not possible to investigate any of these incidents in detail, the informa-

tion publicly available indicates that despite denials by ANSI, several

of the asserted claims are plausible. Indeed, when asked infonnally

about these claims, representatives of both ANSI and ASTM did not

deny that some abuses may have occurred, particularly before 1970

when there was considerably less emphasis than today on procedural

regularity. In substance, they'^^ responded as follows:

(1) ASTM is a large, decentralized organization in which each of

the numerous committees is largely autonomous. Some committee

chairmen may not have received the message about open participation

and membership as early as others. If, however, a person is denied

membership or complains that he is not being given information,

ASTM investigates, as the minutes of the ASTM Committee on Stand-

ards described earlier confirm. Also, they suggested that the denial or

omission is often an inadvertent mistake by some individual rather

than a calculated attempt to abuse the process.

(2) It is not uncommon for a majority of a technical committee to

be content with the status quo even though someone has devised some-

thing that is as good or better. If the iimovator complains, these

problems are handled by the appropriate ANSI Standards Manage-
ment Board. In the absence of a sound technical objection, the Board

should indicate that the standard has to be broadened to cover the new
product.''"'

(3) There are thousands of standards decisions every year. It is

remarkable that critics have found only a relatively few examples,

which they use repeatedly. The one hundred complaints to the Senate

Antitrust and Monopoly Committee are but a minute percentage of all

standards decisions during the last few years.

To be sure, these views of ASTM and ANSI officers to some ex-

tent are colored by self-interest. The first three complaints listed above

have been, or are in the process of being, resolved by the voluntary

system. The attempt at resolution is a two-edged sword: because these

incidents have been significantly poUticized by legislative hearings, the

attempt may be consistent with the consensus system working properly

or a response to political pressure, or both.

The condemnation of a very large and complex system on the ba-

139. These comments were made by ASTM and ANSI employees during informal conversa-

tions with the author.

140. At this point an ANSI representative cited a standard involving electrical insulators that

SMB recently required to be broadened to include a product that was "just as good."
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sis of a relatively few "horror stories" is, of course, a risky business.''*'

Such stories may represent only isolated occurrences or they may indi-

cate deep and fundamental problems. Since even the smallest busi-

nessman unjustly injured by a voluntary standard may seek assistance

from his local congressman or senator, however, one would expect

much more numerous and persistent protests if these stories reflected

widespread problems within the system. Nevertheless, these "horror

stories" have had a powerful effect on attitudes toward the nongovern-

mental standardization process.

III. A General Evaluation of Modem Voluntary Standards

Voluntary standards exist in bewildering variety and serve many
functions. Often it is entirely reasonable and appropriate for govern-

mental agencies to utilize voluntary standards. This Article concludes,

however, that governmental agencies should review all standards af-

fecting health or safety cautiously and on a standard-by-standard ba-

sis, making amendments or adjustments in them when appropriate. An
agency could effect such changes by adopting a revised version of the

voluntary standard as its own mandatory standard or by working coop-

eratively with the promulgator to develop the voluntary standard. To
support these basic conclusions, this part of the Article describes the

general strengths and weaknesses of the modem voluntary standards

process.

A. The Strengths ofthe Voluntary Standards Process

The voluntary standards process has several signiflcant strengths

that governmental agencies may not possess and may find difficult to

duplicate. Governmental agencies should utilize these advantages to

the fullest possible extent consistent with their legislative mandates.

The most obvious advantage of the voluntary standards process is

the expertise of the technical committees, an expertise that probably

caimot be matched by the technical staffs of most, if not all, agencies.

Although govemmental agencies can create advisory committees to ob-

tain the private sector's expertise, this procedure is often impractical,

always expensive, and probably inconsistent with the current desire of

the Executive Branch to minimize reliance on advisory committees.

141. I would add that the number of such stories should not be the sole criterion; the serious-

ness or degree of harm done to the American pubhc should also be taken into account. For

example, if the "horror story" about excessive lighting levels is true, the cost to the American

public is enormous, running into billions of dollars each year. Letter from Peter L. Maier, supra

note 48.
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A governmental employee working in a Washington, D.C. office

may lack the real world experience to fully appreciate the impact of a

proposed standard, but a truly unrealistic proposal most likely would

not survive a broad consensus process in which a wealth of interests

and points of view are represented. The same point can be made from

a different perspective. Decisions affecting health and safety require

tradeoffs between increased safety or health considerations on the one

hand and increased costs and inconvenience on the other: the safest

automobile would resemble an army tank more than the modem car.

A balanced committee—^that is, one that includes representatives of all

substantial interests, each openly identified and free to present its

views—^working within one of the large standards-setting organizations

in the private sector will balance these competing considerations at

some point, although probably not the point chosen by other groups

and almost certainly not the point selected by a Ralph Nader. Because

of the previously noted industry orientation of most technical commit-

tees, the costs and complexity of increased safety or purity will almost

certainly be weighted more heavily by these committees than by an

individual whose primary concern is safety or health. One cannot say,

however, that the balance struck by the technical committee is

"wrong," because the issue turns on value judgments. Most people

may accept the choice made by a consensus, and yet total reliance on

the judgments of the committees seems misplaced. The welter of legis-

lative enactments vesting issues of safety or health in governmental

agencies suggests that for many people the balance provided by the

private sector often faUs to accommodate health or safety considera-

tions satisfactorily. The legislative histories of many of these statutes

reveal a concern that the voluntary standards themselves were not ade-

quate.

The consensus process has a final advantage. The modem indus-

trial process constantly changes. New technology, new products, and

new processes and procedures emerge. Active technical standards-writ-

ing committees composed of persons intimately familiar with current

developments can revise standards to keep them abreast of develop-

ments with relative ease, whereas governmental agencies, for various

reasons, often have great difficulty keeping standards current. The

most extreme examples of the inability of agencies to keep mandatory

standards as current as voluntary standards involve standards incorpo-

rated by reference. As described in the following section, some agen-

cies, particularly the Occupational Safety and Health Administration

(OSHA), have not revised such mandatory standards to reflect the lat-
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est revision of the voluntary standards until years after the revision has

become effective. In part, this reflects the slowness of agency stan-

dards-setting.

B. Limitations on the Value of Voluntary Standards in the Regulatory

Process

Some voluntary standards that clearly affect safety or health were

prepared at a time when the issues seemed relatively uncomplicated

and these effects were not fully considered or understood. For exam-

ple, ASTM promulgated a standard for gasoline that emphasized high

engine performance and efficiency, without considering the effect of

fumes on the environment. Considerations of volatility were based

solely on motor characteristics rather than on the specific atmospheric

conditions in the Los Angeles basin. ''^^ Similarly, OSHA discovered

that many voluntary safety standards were totally obsolete and based

on problems that long ago disappeared.''*^ It is clearly undesirable to

use such standards as the basis for a modem health or safety standard.

Nonetheless, most voluntary standards are not obsolete, most are

periodically reviewed, and most appear to encompass safety and health

considerations. When that is the case, persons active in the voluntary

standards process have argued that the voluntary standard presents the

best balance of economic costs and safety and health, and that the

adoption of a different standard is in some degree a move away from

the optimum. Yet, a consideration of this argument points out the ma-

jor limitations on the widespread adoption of the voluntary standard.

Preliminarily, consider an ideal world in which the following condi-

tions prevail: (1) all interested groups are duly represented in the body
charged with developing a voluntary standard; (2) each representative

has accurate information about the consequences of a proposed com-

promise that will affect the group he represents; (3) each representative

can articulate why a proposed compromise may be unacceptable; (4) no

representative will accept a compromise unless it provides significant

protection for the interests of the group he represents; and (5) the objec-

tion of any group wiU prevent the establishment of a consensus. As-

suming that such an ideal group can reach a consensus on a standard

at all, the standard agreed upon probably represents the best attainable.

In effect, a point that satisfies all those consulted is selected on the line

connecting increased protection to increased cost and complexity. It

142. This example was related to the author during informal conversation with members of

the D2 Committee, Petroleum Products.

143. See text accompanying notes 175-90 infra.
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seems to me that those in standards-setting organizations who argue for

adoption of a voluntary standard by a regulatory agency implicitly

equate the voluntary standards process actually followed with the ide-

alized process described above, but it is manifest that the idealized

process can never be fully attained in the real world. The major

problems are balance on the committees''*^ and the lack of a strong

voice for significant groups on many committees. The latter problem

appears to be endemic to the voluntary standards system, since even

when a strong representative of an underrepresented group is on a

conmiittee, the method of voting does not ensure that the representative

can prevent the formation of a consensus.
""^^

Three groups generally are not adequately represented in the con-

sensus organizations. •'^^ Although voluntary standards organizations

have made efforts to include these groups, they have not been com-

pletely successful, and indeed, probably cannot ever be totally success-

ful.

1. Small Business.—Small businesses are affected by standards

applicable to products, plant safety, and other matters. Whether they

are affected differently than larger businesses is debatable, but some

standards may affect small businesses distinctly because of their limited

financial resources. Apparently, no organization currently represents

small business as such when a separate interest seems evident.

Historically, relatively few small businessmen actively participated

in the major standards-setting organizations, probably for economic

reasons. The cost of joining ASTM or ANSI was doubtless a factor,

although probably more important was the cost of traveling around the

country, a necessary incident to active participation in the standards

development process. Testimony before Congress in 1968 and 1977

emphasized that small business was not adequately represented in the

standards development process.''*^

144. For an interesting discussion concerning the practical problems involved in achieving

"balanced" representation, see R. Dixon, supra note 42, at 35-41.

145. See text accompanying note 67 supra.

146. One person observed to me that there might be a fourth group: government agencies that

as a matter of pohcy, either because of ignorance or because of a lack of resources, fail to partici-

pate in standards-writing activities in which they have a direct interest. My own limited experi-

ence of agency reaction to the volimtary standards process revealed only one agency that as a

matter of policy did not participate at all in the process. See text accompanying note 385 infra.

147. See Hearings, supra note 8, at 374-41 1, 437-44 (sutement of Donald L. Peyton, Executive

Vice President, ANSI; and statement of Carl A. Beck, National Small Business Association). See

generally The Effect Upon Small Business of Voluntary Industrial Standards: Hearings Before the

Subcomm. on Activities ofRegulatory Agencies ofthe House Select Comm. on Small Business, 90th

Cong., 1st & 2d Scss. (1967-1968).
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ASTM challenges the assertion that small businesses are under-

represented in the standards development process. It estimates that if a

smaU business is defined as one with fewer than 750 employees or an-

nual operating income below fifty million dollars, small businesses

constitute fifteen to eighteen percent of ASTM's total membership.''**

On a number of committees—^including D22, Atmospheres; E21.10, So-

lar Heating and Cooling; and F12, Security Systems and Equip-

ment—the percentage is much greater, usually greater than that of

larger corporations. ASTM formed Conmiittee FIO, Meat Products, in

cooperation with the National Association of Meat Purveyors, an or-

ganization composed of small businesses. In addition, individuals from

small businesses often hold influential positions in ANSI, ASTM,
ASME, and other organizations. Small businesses can participate in

ASTM on an individual basis for an annual membership fee of thirty-

five dollars; ASME charges no fee for participating. Membership in

standards organizations provides the opportunity to meet members of

the research community and to keep apprised of technological develop-

ments as well as to participate in standards development.

Despite the foregoing, people in the standards community view

imderrepresentation of small business on technical and other commit-

tees as a problem. ANSI recently entered into an agreement with the

National Small Business Association seeking to broaden the participa-

tion of small businessmen in the standards-writing process by obtaining

more comments on proposed standards. Implementation of this agree-

ment is presently in its formative stages.''*^ Moreover, small business

participation may also occur through trade associations active in ANSI
and the standards-writing organizations because trade associations

may represent the interest of a large number of small businesses.

2. Labor.—There appears to be no representative of non-

unionized labor in the consensus process. National unions have cen-

tralized staffs and considerable economic and pohtical influence. If

they participated extensively, unions might provide adequate represen-

tation for both the organized and unorganized, particularly on commit-
tees dealing with safety and health in the workplace. The AFL-CIO
and many other industrial unions, however, treat the voluntary stand-

ards organizations coolly, viewing the consensus process as "manage-

148. Letter from Walter V. Cropper, supra note 69.

149. The National Small Business Association originally plaimed to send copies of proposed
standards to selected small business members with a suggestion that they comment. I was advised
informally that this original effort did not produce an appreciable number of comments.
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ment's ball park"; consequently, they do not generally encourage staff

participation.

There are usually one or two union representatives on the consen-

sus committees' rosters, particularly if the committee deals with health

and safety. Some craft unions participate extensively in areas of con-

crete interest to them; for example, the International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers has active members on each of the panels of the

NFPA National Electrical Code Committee, and unionized fire fight-

ers participate actively on many NFPA committees. Two labor repre-

sentatives appear on American National Standards Committee Bll,

Machine Tool Safety. ^^° There is not, by any means, a total boycott.

Labor representation does not appear at all, however, on many com-

mittees and subcommittees dealing with issues of interest to the Ameri-

can worker, and in recent years some persons active in the labor union

movement, particularly in the industrial unions, have declined invita-

tions to join voluntary standards committees and organizations. This

reluctance to participate is based on several factors. First, the union

movement has traditionally concentrated on bread-and-butter eco-

nomic issues and handled noneconomic issues through the political

process, although this tendency has changed with the current emphasis

on worker safety and health.'^' Second, most unions lack the technical

resources to engage in widespread voluntary standards setting. A rep-

resentative of the United Steel Workers (USW), for example, com-

mented that USW employed only two technical people, while

"management" employs thousands. Obviously, this lack of technical re-

sources would be partially overcome if the union changed its spending

patterns. Third, unions view the resolution of controversies within the

voluntary standards organizations as completely controlled by "man-

agement." To submit to a process in which they can be outvoted is

anathema to the labor movement in whose eyes labor's vote should bal-

ance management's. Finally, some union officials fear that participa-

150. See note 81 supra. A person employed by ANSI suggested that this statement signifi-

cantly understates the representation of employees on this committee. In addition to general in-

terest groups, he argued, purchasers of machine tools have an interest in safe machine tools to

protect their employees from physical harm. While there is obviously truth in this suggestion, the

interest of employers is not identical with the interest of labor since employers are basically inter-

ested in inexpensive safe machine tools, while labor desires safe tools without much regard for

cost.

151. A person familiar with the role of the labor movement commented that the labor move-

ment has always been conoemed with safety. Safety was first addressed through court action, then

by workmen's compensation statutes, then by "voluntary" safety standards, then by crisis legisla-

tion at the state level, and fmallv administratively through OSHA. Letter from Sheldon Samuels

to the author (Nov. 13, 1977).
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tion by labor under these circumstances gives a legitimacy to the

voluntary standards process to which it is not entitled.

Labor fought hard for the adoption of the Occupational Safety

and Health Act of 1970.'^-^ The union movement tends to view the Act

as a device to move safety and health issues away from the voluntary

standards organizations into the more friendly terrain of the Depart-

ment of Labor, in which labor's views would be given greater weight

and its representation would be equal with management's. As de-

scribed below, these expectations have been largely frustrated.

3. Consumers.—^The underrepresentation of consumers raises the

most difficult conceptual and practical problems. The consumer view is

really a whole panoply of viewpoints on specific issues; for example,

one consumer wants inexpensive products, another wants safe prod-

ucts, and a third wants a particular mixture of the two. It is difficult if

not impossible to find a representative for such a bewildering variety of

interests. There are self-styled consumer representatives who have no

constituency at all, there is Ralph Nader, there is the Consumers

Union, there are federations of housewives, of gun control opponents,

of railroad buffs, and many others, all claiming to represent consumers

or at least a segment of them. Selecting one or a few is almost certain

to incorporate a consumer viewpoint that is not representative.

The fact that consumers are likely to be the only group to voice

concerns about social costs that are noneconomic and external to the

other represented interests greatly complicates the problem. Air and

water pollution are classic examples of costs that are external to the

various economic interests represented in the consensus process—^the

producer, the work force, the supplier, the user, and so forth. Who rep-

resents the resident of the Los Angeles basin on the ASTM committee

defining gasoline? One suggested answer is that one or more govern-

mental agencies, either state or federal, should provide that representa-

tion, a response that assumes that broad noneconomic interests are

simply other interests to be represented in the consensus process similar

to the interests of producers or users. When a governmental agency has

the power to supplant voluntary standards with mandatory standards

without regard for consensus, however, noneconomic interests may
dominate the decision.

Voluntary standards organizations have made significant efforts to

152. 29U.S.C. §651 (1970).
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broaden their base, particularly since "the age of the consumer" began

in the late 1960's. These efforts include the following four innovations.

(a) The creation of "Consumer Sounding Boards.

"

—
^These panels,

utilized by ANSI, ASTM, UL, NFPA, and others, primarily provide an

opportunity for groups of consumers to discuss problems with manu-
facturers, trade association persoimel, and the like. They are httle

more than "rap sessions" that do not entail actual participation in the

voluntary standards-writing process. Not surprisingly, different sound-

ing boards may take significantly different positions on the same issue.

CPSC, ASTM, and other organizations have provided these sounding

boards with financial assistance for "soundings" on specific consumer

products.

(b) Directparticipation by technically qualified consumer represent-

atives on technical committees.—^A scattering of technically qualified

persons from consumer-type organizations and other sources currently

participate in the standards development process. Several employees of

Consumers Union, for example, are on technical conmiittees, princi-

pally those developing or reviewing standards for consumer products.

Other technically quaUfied consumer representatives include members
of other consumer organizations, academics, scientists from related dis-

ciplines, and persons retired from industry. Major problems with this

class of representatives are finding them in sufficient number '^^ and

financing the cost of their participation. ASTM provides a modest

amount of financial support, currently 50,000 dollars per year, to ame-

Uorate the latter problem. Most of this support goes to persons serving

on the ASTM committees dealing with consumer goods. ANSI also

provides some financial support for such persons on an ad hoc basis.

Further, in at least one instance a governmental agency directly inter-

ested in the work of a particular standards conmiittee paid the trans-

portation costs of a few quaUfied consumers to attend a technical

committee meeting.'^ One member of a consumer-oriented organiza-

tion expressed his opinion that there are qualified consumer represent-

atives "out there" without the financial resources to participate.'^^

153. A good example is UL's attempts to fmd consumers for its committee on the safety of

television receivers. Many persons originally very interested dropped out "for reasons ranging

from pregnancy and previous social plans to business conflicts and vacations." Hoffman & Farr,

Television Receivers: The UL Experience, ASTM Standardization News, May 1977, at 21.

154. Letter from Robert J. Cangelosi, Acting Director, Division of General Medical Device

Standards, Bureau of Medical Devices, Food and Ehiig Administration, to the author (Nov. 28,

1977).

155. Letter from Peter L. r..<uer, supra note 48.
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(c) Appointment of nontechnical individuals to technical commit-

ters.—^A major hindrance to effective participation by persons who are

not technically trained is their lack of knowledge and background.

Those giving technical advice and assistance to such participants are

likely to have disproportionate influence, or at least may appear to

have such influence in the eyes of some participants in the standards

development process. Nevertheless, several committees, particularly

those concerned with consumer products, have included nontechnical

consumer representatives.

(d) Review byANSI Consumer Council—^ANSI created the Con-

sumer Council in 1967, which reviews all consumer standards prior to

their approval by ANSI. The review is provided by a standing commit-

tee, the Standards Screening and Review Committee.'^** While the or-

ganization submitting a proposed standard need not adopt the sug-

gestions nor meet the objections of the Council, it must respond to

them. Council members include individuals representing consumer in-

terests as well as representatives of standards-developing organizations,

corporations, and government. Home economists, representatives of

major retailers, testing organizations. Good Housekeeping magazine,

and Consumers Union are currently members of the Council. ^^^ A
Council member with a "pure" consumer orientation described the

Council's review procedure as reasonably successful in bringing con-

sumer problems and needs to the attention of major standards writers.

(e) Indirect representation.—Nonconsumer groups represented in

the voluntary-standards process may provide consumer-oriented input

because their interests sometimes parallel those of the "consumer."

Voluntary standards created with indirect consumer input are often

quite satisfactory standards. I suspect that indirect consumer participa-

tion frequently influences development ofNFPA fire prevention stand-

156. The bylaws of the Consumer Council describe the roles of this committee as including

recommending "appropriate action to the Board of Standards Review," as well as recommending
draft standards for consumer products and services. ANSI, ANSI Operating Procedures of the

Consumer Council, Reg. CCS. 1.5 (approved Sept. 14, 1976).

157. An employee of ANSI suggested to me informally that representatives of large purchas-

ing organizations, like Sears, provided a considerable degree of proconsumer expertise on the

Council.

Other organizations, such as Underwriters Laboratories, have also created Consumer Advi-

sory Councils. UL has, in addition, recently created a Conference of Technical Users of Con-
sumer Products composed of representatives of governmental organizations "that do not regulate

but do have an involvement and interest in product safety," product testing laboratories, retail

stores that have consumer product evaluation programs, and other organizations. UL Standards

for Safety, Method of Development, Revision and Implementation «f UL's Standards for Safety 6

(July 26, 1978).
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ards. Local fire marshals, for example, share consumer interest in fire

prevention; therefore, it is not surprising that NFPA standards are

often singled out as being of higher quaUty than many others.

4. Otherfactors.—Other factors also may lead to a less than opti-

mal resolution of safety or health issues. For example, voluntary stand-

ards developers are generally aware of possible antitrust problems and
the danger of estabUshing a standard so high that it excludes an appar-

ently acceptable product of lower quaUty. To the extent that the higher

quality product has improved safety or health characteristics, the anti-

trust laws encourage the acceptance of lower levels of safety or health.

Of course, a correlation between quality and safety or health does not

exist in the case of all products.

5. Summary.—^The two major problems with use and acceptance

by government agencies of voluntary standards for affecting safety or

health arise from uncertainty about whether there has been sufficient

participation by consumers, workers, and small business, and, whether

adequate consideration has been given to certain noneconomic interests

in developing a consensus when most of the participants are represent-

atives of economic interests. Accordingly, voluntary standards should

be considered on a case-by-case basis by agencies and utilized only af-

ter a cautious examination reveals that these standards adequately con-

sider health or safety. Agency participation may very well result in the

development of better health or safety standards at a minimal cost to

the agency, and provide other benefits to the agency as well. Neverthe-

less, agencies should carefully evaluate aU voluntary standards, includ-

ing standards developed with agency participation, before adopting

them as acceptable regulations of safety or health matters.

rV. Experience with Governmental Utilization of Voluntary

Standards

Historically, governmental agencies have translated voluntary

standards into mandatory ones through "incorporation by reference."

State and local regulations and ordinances, such as construction, fire,

plumbing, and electrical codes, are widely incorporated by reference.

Federal regulations also frequently incorporate by reference voluntary

standards affecting health or safety. These incorporations may be of an

entire Code or of a specific section. '^^ They may appear in the regula-

158. Compare 42 C.F.R. § 52b.l2(e) (1976) (concerning grants for facilities relating to the

National Cancer Program, which states that "[a]ll electrical installations and equipment shall be
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tions themselves or in pamphlets or handbooks prepared by the agency

for distribution to interested members of the public. '^^ Some of the

more popular voluntary standards are incorporated by reference, in

whole or in part, by a number of agencies. NFPA's National Electrical

Code, for example, is refened to in at least six sets of regulations; a

division of ASME's Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code in at least five.'^

Federal agencies differ from state and local governmental bodies

in one important respect. Most state and local bodies lack the technical

abihty to write standards independently. As a result, they must adopt

the voluntary standard. In contrast, most federal agencies have techni-

cal staffs with the capacity to develop "in-house" standards'^' for at

least some areas of their regulatory concern. Moreover, as described

below, several agencies develop in-house standards because they ad-

minister statutes whose legislative histories express serious reservations

about the adequacy of voluntary standards and direct the agencies to

develop independent federal standards.

This part of the Article describes in some detail the experiences

several agencies have had with the voluntary standards process. The
purpose of this discussion is not to generate recommendations ad-

dressed to specific agencies but to flesh out the complex interrelation-

ships that accompany interaction between agencies and voluntary

standards-writing organizations or between new mandatory standards

and existing voluntary ones.

in accordance with State and local Codes and applicable sections of National Electric Code,
NFPA Bulletin No. 70, 1971") with 49 C.F.R. § 192.153(a) (1977) (which requires design pressures

for certain natural gas pipeline components to "be established in accordance with paragraph UG-
101 of Section VIII of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code").

159. See, e.g., Dep't of Health, Education and Welfare, Minimum Requirements of
Construction & Equipment for Hospital and Medical Facilities 4 (1974) (Pub. No.
(HRA) 74-4000). HUD also publishes a three-volume set of "Minimum Property Standards" for

determining acceptabihty of housing built under mortgage insurance and low-rent public housing
programs. These standards are generally updated every three months. 24 C.F.R. §§ 200.929,

200.933 (1977).

160. Compare 29 C.F.R. § 1910.66(c)(22)(i) (1977); 33 C.F.R. § 183.435(a)(1) (1977); 42 C.F.R.

§ 57.112, app. A, para, (e) (1977); 46 C.F.R. § 63.05-85(b) (1977); 49 C.F.R. § 192.163(e) (1977);

and 42 C.F.R. § 52b.l2(b)(3X1977Xall incorporating by reference the NFPA National Electrical

Code) with 29 C.F.R. § 1910.103 (b)(l)(i)(l)(1977); 49 C.F.R. § 171.7(d)(l)(1977); 49 C.F.R.

§192. 153(a)( 1977); and 42 C.F.R. § 57.112, app. A. para. (b)(3)(1977)(all incorporating by refer-

ence the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code).

161. The largest developers of independent governmental standards are the procurement
agencies, particularly the Department of Defense (DOD). DOD, however, has moved in recent

years toward greater use of externally generated volunury standards. See 41 Fed. Reg. 31842
(1976); DOD Instruction issued under the signature of Frank A. Shrontz, Assistant Secretary of
Defense Installations and Logistics (Dec. 28, 1976).
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A. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration of the De-

partment of Labor provides the most graphic example of the indiscrim-

inate use of voluntary standards. The Occupational Safety and Health

Act of 1970'^^ authorizes the Secretary of Labor to establish standards

to assure safe and healthy working conditions for American workers. '^^

The Act is also designed to encourage the participation of states'^ in

efforts to assure improved working conditions and to foster research,

information, and education '^^ in the field of occupational safety and

health. '^^ In addition to the broad standards-setting authority vested in

the Department of Labor, the Act also creates a research organization

in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the National

Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH);'^^ an in-

dependent adjudicative agency to review contested enforcement pro-

ceedings, the Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission;'^*

and miscellaneous advisory conmiittees.'^^

Sections 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c) of the Act set forth three discrete pro-

cedures for establishing mandatory standards. Section 6(a) directs the

Secretary to adopt "national consensus standards" as occuptional

safety or health standards as soon as is practical "unless he determines

that the promulgation of such a standard would not result in improved

safety or health for specifically designated employees." '^° Section 6(a)

permits the Secretary to adopt such standards summarily in the two

years following passage of the Act, without complying with either the

rulemaking provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act or the

other rulemaking procedures of the Safety and Health Act. The legis-

lative history indicates that section 6(a) was included to facilitate devel-

opment of occupational safety and health regulation by employing

standards already familiar to industry; section 6(a) also reflected a leg-

islative belief that voluntary standards might not be adequate for the

protection of the American worker and should therefore be used

162. 29 U.S.C. §§ 651-678 (1970).

163. Id. § 655.

164. Id. §§ 667, 672 (establishing guidelines for state occupational health and safety plans and
providing authority for federal grants to state agencies working in the occupational health and

safety field).

165. Id. §§ 669, 673.

166. See generally a/. § 651 (declaration of congressional findings and goals).

167. Id. § 671.

168. Id. § 661.

169. Id. § 656(b).

170. /</.§ 655(a).
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"strictly as an interim proposition.'"''' The Senate Committee com-

mented that a recent Labor Department study showed that "a large

proportion of the voluntary standards are seriously out-of-date. Many
represent merely the lowest common denominator of acceptance by in-

terested private groups." '^^ Section 6(b) provides more elaborate pro-

cedures for estabUshing, modifying, or revoking standards after 1973,

when the two-year period contemplated by section 6(a) expired. The
section 6(b) process includes a discretionary committee; publication of

a proposed rule; an opportunity to submit written data, to object to and

to request a hearing; a pubUc hearing; a final publication of the stan-

dard; and judicial review in a federal appellate court. '^^ Section 6(c)

provides a special sunmiary procedure to establish an "emergency tem-

porary standard" if the Secretary determines both that employees suf-

fer "grave danger from exposure to substances or agents determined to

be toxic or physically harmful or from new hazards" and that an emer-

gency standard is necessary to protect employees in the circum-

stances.'^'' Following the issuance of an emergency temporary

standard, the agency must complete a section 6(b) proceeding within

six months.

/. The 1971 Standards Under Section 6(a).—On May 21, 1971,

barely five months after it began operations, OSHA promulgated over

250 pages of standards, including many voluntary standards approved

by ANSI, NFPA, and other organizations, as well as some federal

standards. '^^ These regulations became mandatory on August 27,

171. Occupational Safety and Health Act, 1970: Hearings on S. 2193 and S. 2788 Before the

Subcomm. on Labor ofthe Senate Comm. on Labor and Public Welfare, 91st Cong., 1st & 2d Sess.

403 (1969-1970) (comment of Senator Javits).

172. S. Rep. No. 91-1282, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., reprinted in (1970) U.S. Code Cong. & Ad.
News 5177, 5182.

173. These procedural requirements supply ample opportunities for attacking safety or health

standards. See AFL-CIO v. Brennan, 6 Occup. Safety & Health Rep. (BNA) 1451 (3d Cir.

1978) (coke oven emmission standards); AFL-CIO v. Brennan, 530 F.2d 109 (3d Cir. 1975)

(mechanical power presses); Society of the Plastics Indus, v. OSHA, 509 F.2d 1301 (2d Cir.), cert,

denied, 421 U.S. 992 (1975) (vinyl chloride standard); Synthetic Organic Chem. Mfrs. Ass'n v.

Brennan, 506 F.2d 385 (3d Cir. 1974), cert, denied, 423 U.S. 830 (1975) (carcinogenic chemicals);

Synthetic Organic Chem. Mfrs. Ass'n v. Brennan, 503 F.2d 1155 (3d Cir. 1974), cert denied, 420

U.S. 973 (1975) (carcinogenic chemicals); Industrial Union Dep't v. Hodgson, 499 F.2d 467 (D.C.

Cir. 1974) (asbestos standard); Florida Peach Growers Ass'n v. United States Dep't of Labor, 489
F.2d 120 (5th Cir. 1974) (pesticide standard); Dry Color Mfrs. Ass'n v. United States Dep't of

Labor, 486 F.2d 98 (3d Cir. 1973) (carcinogenic chemicals). In Usery v. Kennicott Copper Corp.,

6 Occup. Safety & Health Rep. (BNA) 1197 (10th Cir. 1977), the court held that all § 6(a)

standards in which "should" was changed to "shall" are unenforceable since the change from an
optional to a mandatory form was such a substantial change that the regulation could no longer be
considered a national consensus standard under § 6(a).

174. 29 U.S.C. § 655(c) (1970).

175. 36 Fed. Reg. 10466 (1971).
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1971, Severe problems arose. '^^ There were several contributing fac-

tors. With the advantage of hindsight, one can see that the package of

regulations was hurriedly put together in an attempt to create the ap-

pearance of prompt and forceful action. A more careful winnowing
would have avoided many problems. Also, the Labor Department's

study was fundamentally correct: not all the voluntary standards used

were current or subject to a continuing review process. A prohibition

against ice in drinking water, for example, was based on the nineteenth

century practice of obtaining and storing ice cut from rivers and lakes

that might be polluted. This standard had been ignored for years by

176. By and large, OSHA converted the consensus standards into obligatory standards by
changing the "shoulds" to "shall" and by weeding out the parts of the standards which
OSHA felt were not directly related to safety, such as manufacturing specifications. Let's

briefly take a look at what resulted:

We have all heard some of the horror stories about the wildly irrelevant or dated
standards being adopted; my favorite is the one which prohibited a worker from having
ice in his soft drink.

Inconsistencies occurred, such as the requiring of blotters on abrasive wheels when
there were no flanges to protect.

While manufacturing specifications were supposedly deleted, the process was incon-

sistent, so that sometimes there are incredibly exphcit requirements not directly related

to safety, whereas in other cases important safety requirements were left uncovered. Let

me give you two examples of explicit requirements. The requirements as to ladders oc-

cupy twenty-one pages of two-columned fme print in the Code of Federal Regulations,

and they include such important information as the Latin names of the types of wood
from which acceptable ladders may be made; it is sufficiently complex and detailed that

one almost loses sight of the fact that what we want is something that has reasonably

strong side rails and evenly spaced rungs that are not slippery. Another example is the

specification of the number of rivets which must be in a guard covering mechanical
power transmission apparatus. While these overly detailed requirements are armoying
and make the standards difficult to use, some of the deletions which were made are

perhaps more regrettable. For example, OSHA cut out the parts of the abrasive wheel

standard which dealt with the minimum shaft size and shaft speed—two of the most vital

requirements. The reason given was that these requirements applied only to the manu-
facturer. And indeed they did, but OSHA did not fill the gap left by their deletion with

the requisite performance criteria.

Another difficulty has been the lack of applicable scope sections. Back when the

consensus standards were only precatory, a company could choose not to follow a partic-

ular standard if it felt the standard was inapplicable to its operations. Not so when they

are obligatory, and that has caused some of the loudest grousing. Some examples: The
abrasive wheel standard requires abrasive wheels to have work rests one-eighth of an
inch from the wheel—regardless of whether the wheel is used to sharpen a chisel or

deburr large castings. In the latter instance the work rest can get in the way while there

is very httle chance that the large workpiece could jam in the wheel. Similarly, it is

unclear whether the woodworking section appUes to the plywood industry. Or is a con-

veyor belt a machine, and hence regulated by the part dealing with machmes, or is it

solely a materials handling apparatus and hence controlled by another section. One
story, which is perhaps apocryphal but which gets the point across, is that life vests are

required when building a bridge, regardless of whether or not there is water under the

bridge.

Finally, there are large gaps in the standards, so that many potentially dangerous
machines are regulated solely by the general duty clauses. For example, there are no
standards for steel mills, or printing presses, or for those conveyors.

Harter, A Viewfrom the OSHA Task Force: Voluntary Standards Used in Regulation, ASTM
Standardization News, May 1977, at 8, 9-10.
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everyone; there was no committee active in revising standards on

drinking water. Finally, OSHA's tendency to make an undiscriminat-

ing change of "should" to "shall" in converting voluntary standards to

mandatory ones is fundamentaUy dangerous because the excessive de-

tail universally regarded as illustrative or superfluous is suddenly trans-

formed into the apparently obligatory.

The problems created by obsolete or unnecessarily detailed regula-

tions were compounded by the initial misplaced enthusiasm of many
OSHA inspectors for writing citations for violations of peripheral

standards. In part this enthusiasm was engendered by OSHA's deci-

sion to measure the efficiency of its inspectors by the number of cita-

tions written. '^^ Indeed, the combined impact of overzealous citation

writing and the uneven quality of the standards, which often appeared

totally unrelated to safety, led to a storm of protest that broke out after

the initial enforcement efforts began. Congressmen received numerous

complaints from constituents. Right wing groups, sensing an opportu-

nity to attack "big government," characterized OSHA as an incipient

dictator and depriver of individual Uberty. OSHA quickly repealed

some of the most egregious provisions,*^* and efforts have since been

made to direct the agency's priorities toward the serious problems of

health and safety and away from the trivial. These efforts appear to

have received considerable support from "above" after the appoint-

ment of a new Assistant Secretary of Labor in charge of OSHA.'^^

Nevertheless, the agency may still be in some political difficulty as a

result of its disastrous start.
'*°

177. Interview with Euia Bingham, U.S. News & World Report, Jan. 16, 1978, at 65. In

May 1977, OSHA announced a "common sense" approach toward implementation of the § 6(a)

regulations. 6 Occup. Safety & Health Rep. (BNA) 1587 (1977). This approach was imple-

mented in the form of guidelines for the handling of de minimis violations on December 1, 1977.

[1977-1978 Transfer Binder) Occup. Safety & Health Rep. (BNA) 947.

178. See, e.g., 38 Fed. Reg. 9078 (1973). The agency also pubUshed a voluminous request in

April 1976 for information on three significant safety and health areas. The notice consisted of a

description of the current OSHA standards and comments and suggestions made in letters to

OSHA. 41 Fed. Reg. 17640 (1976). The notice also referred to post- 1971 revisions in the underly-

ing consensus standards.

179. See, e.g. , Changing Emphasis: Safety Agency Will Tighten Regulations on Health Hazards,

Drop Trivial Rules, Wall St. J., May 19, 1977, at 40, col. 1.

180. A high level memorandum addressed to President Carter on May 27, 1977 is reported to

have described OSHA as "the leading national symbol of overregulation." 7 Occup. Safety &
Health Rep. (BNA) 203 (1977). Illustrating the political difficulty that OSHA faces is the follow-

ing editorial in "Washington Outlook," OSHA Triesfor a Fresh Start, Business Week, Apr. 3,

1978, at 109:

The beleaguered Occupational Safety & Health Administration, the federal regula-

tor most bitterly criticized by business, is still trying to get its act together.

The agency is moving into high gear with an ambitious plan announced last Octo-
ber that will identify and regulate cancer-causing substances in workplaces. If it works,

the scheme should offer a neat solution to two of OSHA's most persistent problems.
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A major problem with section 6(a) standards is that, for reasons

discussed in the next section, OSHA has been unable to revise those

standards to take into account revisions adopted by the voluntary

standards organizations. For example, by 1976 ANSI had approved at

least one revision to each of the standards pertaining to machine guard-

ing that had been adopted by OSHA under section 6(a), and in a

couple of instances it had approved several revisions. Moreover, ANSI
had approved twenty-one new machine tool safety standards in addi-

tion to those that were the basis of the OSHA requirements.'*' Yet

OSHA has not adopted any of the revisions or new standards. This

failure to adopt revisions in voluntary standards creates a serious prob-

lem since revisions in the voluntary standards are usually adaptations

to technological change or improved methods of safety. The agency is

therefore in the anomalous position of appearing to enforce an older

standard when an improved standard is available. The saving factor in

the case ofOSHA is that inspectors may charge violation of the general

requirement that all machines be guarded to protect employees against

hazards'*^ if they encounter unsafe conditions that do not conform to

the revised voluntary standard. Significantly there is a general ten-

dency on the part of OSHA inspectors to charge under this general

requirement rather than under the much more detailed specific require-

ments of the mandatory standard.'*^

Another problem exists with the section 6(a) standards: their cov-

erage is sometimes erratic. There are no standards at all for significant

First, protecting workers from cancer is a serious enough task to bury OSHA's repu-

tation for imposing niggling safety rules that are often irrelevant and always exasperat-

ing. Second, a reasonable defmition of what a carcinogen is and how it should be

regulated ought to cut down the Utigation that accompanies each effort to impose health

standards on chemicals used in industrial processes. Target companies routinely take

full advantage of their constitutional recourse to the courts, so that OSHA is sued on
almost everything.

OSHA's problems are as much political as they are technical. For example, the

agency is having terrible trouble in making good on Administrator Eula Bingham's

promise last spring to clean out the underbrush of "nit-picking" safety standards.

Opposition snowballed, largely from the labor movement. And this infuriates the

congressmen who keep tabs on OSPiA because they thought they had labor's approval.

During House-Senate negotiations on OSHA's fiscal 1976 appropriation, Congress

agreed to knock out a provision that exempted some small business from the agency's

regulation if AFL-CIO lobbyists would assent to pruning back minor safety regulations.

At any rate, labor has picked up a lot of allies: A host of industrial suppliers that

have spent money or developed markets based on the threatened regulations are fighting

to keep them. The list nms from companies that write standards and provide testing

services to outfits that supply color-coded warning signs.

181. Harter, supra note 176, at 10.

182. 29 C.F.R. § 1910.212 (1977). See. e.g., 29 U.S.C. § 654(a)(1) (1970) (requiring an em-

ployer to furnish a place of employment "free from recognized hazards that are causing or are

likely to cause death or serious physical harm to his employees").

183. Presidential Task Force, OSHA Safety Regulation 15 (1977).
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areas of employee safety; and some essential terminology is ambiguous,

for example, whether a machine control is "within easy reach" or

whether there is "ample" room. This problem, I suspect, arises par-

tially because voluntary standards were often not written to be

mandatory and thus cannot be easily converted into mandatory stand-

ards simply by changing "should" to "shall."

OSHA's problems with the section 6(a) standards have not gone

unnoticed. In May 1976, President Ford approved the creation of a

Presidential Task Force to assist OSHA in the revision of its safety

standards. The Task Force decided to concentrate on two safety areas:

machine guarding and hand-held power tools. The results of the Task

Force investigation were formally presented to OSHA on September

28, 1976; the Final Report was presented to the President on December

20, 1976. OSHA has not directly responded to the Task Force Report; it

has, however, pubUshed a request for comments on many of the issues

raised in the Report'*^ and in 1978 it Usted machine tool guarding as

one area of regulation that is undergoing current review.'*^

The Carter administration has given revision and simplification of

OSHA standards high priority. OSHA had directed its staff to treat

violations of so-called "nuisance standards," which are standards that

do not deal with clearly hazardous conditions, as de minimus until the

standards have been formally eliminated.'*^ A union representative,

however, has been quoted as saying that the proposal to eliminate these

regulations was done "too hastily" and "without careful consideration"

for worker safety.'*^ In addition, a new interagency task force to

reevaluate the OSHA safety effort, including the possible replacement

of standards by other devices such as economic incentives, was an-

nounced on August 5, 1977;'** a report is expected in 1978.'*^

The House Committee on Government Operations published a

generally negative report on OSHA in October 1977. It was particularly

critical of OSHA's treatment of voluntary standards under section 6(a),

184. See 42 Fed. Reg. 1742 (1977); 42 Fed. Reg. 1806 (1977) (request for information on tech-

nical issues).

185. 43 Fed. Reg. 22920 (1978).

186. OSHA Program Directive 200-68 (Dec. 2, 1977) discussed in [1977-1978 Transfer Binder]

Occup. Safety & Health Rep. (BNA) 947-49.

187. [1977-1978 Transfer Binder] Occup. Safety & Health Rep. (BNA) 1639 (Mar. 30,

1978).

188. 42 Fed. Reg. 40171 (1977). This task force is known as the Interagency Task Force on
Workplace Safety & Health. The Chairman b Richard I. Bergman. 7 Occup. Safety & Health
Rep. (BNA) 708 (1977).

189. 7 Occup. Safety & Health Rep. (BNA) 755 (1977).
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which it described as a "regulatory mess.'"^

2. Mandatory Standards Development under Section 6(b).—Until

recently OSHA's record of estabUshing mandatory standards under

section 6(b) also was deficient. Years passed without either the pro-

mulgation of any 6(b) standard or the revision of any 6(a) standard

(which involves a section 6(b) procedure). Even now only a few final

safety standards have been promulgated: a revision of a machine tool

standard in 1974, relating to the elimination of the "no hands in dies"

requirement (discussed below); a commercial diving standard; and an

amendment to the National Electric Code, a section 6(a) standard.'^'

In the last few years, however, OSHA has consciously shifted its priori-

ties to the immensely more difficult, and probably more important,

problems of health and industrial chemicals in the workplace. '^^ In

several instances OSHA has issued temporary emergency standards

governing carcinogenic substances under section 6(c). '^^ By statute,

these standards must subsequently become the subject of a section 6(b)

hearing, and several final standards have been adopted.'^'* By October

1977, OSHA had completed four section 6(b) rulemaking proceedings:

abestos, vinyl chloride, coke oven emissions, and a group of fourteen

carcinogenic substances. '^^ Since then, standards have been approved

for benzene, dibromochloropropane, and arsenic, '^^ and action on sev-

eral other standards is pending. In October 1977, the agency proposed

a major and ambitious general regulation to identify, classify, and reg-

ulate all toxic substances in the workplace that might expose workers to

190. House Comm. on Government Operations, Failure to Meet Commitments Made
IN Occupational Safety and Health Act, H.R. Rep. No. 710, 95th Cong., 1st Scss. 9 (1977).

191. 29 C.F.R. §§ 1910.21 1-.222 (1976) (revised machine tool standard); 42 Fed. Reg. 37650-

37668 (1977) (commercial diving standard) (to be codified in 29 C.F.R. §§ 1910.401-.441 and

Appendix, 1915.59, 1916.59, 1917.59, 1918.99, 1926.605(e), 1928.21); 33 C.F.R. § 183.435 (1977)

(amendment to National Electric Code).

192. An interagency agreement has since been signed by OSHA, EPA, CPSC, and FDA; sub-

groups have been created to consider specific problem areas with toxic chemcials, and a draft plan

of attack has been developed. (1977-1978 Transfer Binder] Occup. Safety & Health Rep.

(BNA) 1161.

193. See, e.g., 42 Fed. Reg. 22516 (1977) (emergency temporary standard for exposure to

benzene); 42 Fed. Reg. 45536 (1977) (emergency temporary standard for exposure to

dibromochloropropane)

.

194. 29 U.S.C. § 655(c)(3) (1970) requires completion of the § 6(b) proceeding within six

months of the issuance of the emergency temporary standard.

195. 29 C.F.R. § 1910.1001 (1977) (asbestos); 29 C.F.R. § 1910.1017 (1977) (vinyl chloride); 29

C.F.R. § 1910.1029 (1977) (coke oven emissions); 29 C.F.R. §§ 1910. 1002-. 1016 (1977) (other car-

cinogenic substances).

196. 43 Fed. Reg. 5918 (1978) (benzene) (to be codified in 29 C.F.R. §§ 1910.19, .lOOO, .1028);

43 Fed. Reg. 1 1514 (1978) (dibromochloropropane) (to be codified in 29 C.F.R. § 1910.1044); Fed.

Reg. 19584 (1978) (arsenic) (to be codified in 29 C.F.R. §§ 1910.19(e), .1000, .1018).
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carcinogenic risks. '^^ Although this entire regulatory effort is highly

controversial, it is a praiseworthy attempt to improve workplace envi-

ronment.

Despite the activity in the health area, OSHA's permanent stand-

ards development program has encountered significant problems in re-

vising and updating section 6(a) standards and in developing new

safety standards. The reasons for these problems are largely beyond

the scope of this study; however, extensive statutorily mandated proce-

dures, externally imposed requirements of environmental and eco-

nomic impact statements, internal problems, an inability to fill high-

level vacancies, and the past lack of support from high officials have all

contributed to the problems of the agency. '^^

In 1976 the Presidential Task Force on Machine Tool Guarding

commented that "OSHA has no operable process nor adequate re-

sources by which revised and newly developed standards can be

adopted in a timely manner." '^^ The Task Force report recommended

that OSHA either develop the internal capability to formulate complex

technical safety standards or "establish a closer working relationship

with the standards-writing organizations so that it may have a signifi-

cant voice in determining the nature of the safety standards which are

developed and in directing the development of safety standards neces-

sary for the OSHA regulatory system."^^ This latter suggestion is

strongly opposed by some individuals in organized labor who deplore

continued reliance by OSHA on the "management-dominated" volun-

tary standards organizations after the two-year period mandated by

section 6(a) has expired.

The delays in developing section 6(b) standards even when a basi-

cally satisfactory voluntary standard exists reveal additional problems

within OSHA. For example, the National Electrical Code produced by

NFPA is a respected set of standards that state and local governments

and federal agencies have widely incorporated by reference. OSHA
adopted an earUer version of the Code as a section 6(a) standard.^^'

When the Code was subsequently modified^^^ OSHA put the revision

197. 42 Fed. Reg. 54148 (1977).

198. These management problems arc the subject of an OSHA-fmanced study by a consulting

firm, Lester B. Knight & Associates, Inc., 7 Occup. Safety & Health Rep. (BNA) 307 (1977).

They were also discussed in House Comm. on Government Operations, supra note 190, at 17-

19.

199. Presidential Task Force, supra note 183, at 32.

200. Id.

201. 29 C.F.R. §§ 1910.308-.309 (1977).

202. The Code is updated every three years, and the most recent revision was pubUshed in

1978.
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through the section 6(b) process since the two-year grace period pre-

scribed under section 6(a) had long since expired. As a result, an

OSHA electrical engineer spent over twelve months diUgently rewriting

the Code to put it into the format of an OSHA-proposed standard with-

out revising the substantive provisions. Clearly there is something

wrong with a process that requires a code so widely incorporated by

reference to be laboriously revised before it is pubUshed for comment.
The necessity for revision arose, I was told, because some portions of

the Code were not appropriate for OSHA regulations since they went

beyond employee protection and also because the OSHA statute re-

quires "a statement of the reasons for a regulatory action."^^^ IfOSHA
desires merely to promulgate portions of a revised voluntary standard

without substantive change, a simple publication of the standard for

comment would seem to be sufficient, and an extensive justification

unnecessary. Because the voluntary standards process does not usually

produce a document that has a legislative history or description of the

reasons why certain choices prevailed over others, however, direct pub-

lication of the portions of the Code dealing with employee safety was

rejected since it did not include necessary documentation. Nevertheless,

OSHA is attempting to obtain revisions in parts of the NFPA Code that

it considers inadequate so that when OSHA subsequently republishes

the standard as a proposed mandatory rule the new requirements will

appear to be supported by a broader group than just OSHA's technical

staff.

Section 6(b)(8) states:

Whenever a rule promulgated by the Secretary differs sub-

stantially from an existing national consensus standard, the Sec-

retary shall, at the same time, pubUsh in the Federal Register a

statement of the reasons why the rule as adopted will better effec-

tuate the purposes of this chapter than the national consensus

standard.20^

This deceptively simple provision was added relatively late in the legis-

lative process. The leading case construing this section is AFL-CIO v.

Brennan^^^ the "no hands in dies" case. This case involved a prefatory

statement in a voluntary machine tool standard that the standard's cen-

tral purpose was to eliminate "the necessity of having the operator

place his hands or fingers within the point of operation, thus minimiz-

203. 29 U.S.C. § 655(e) (1970).

204. Id. § 655(b)(8).

205. 530 F.2d 109 (3d Cir. 1975).
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ing his exposure to point of operations hazards."^^^ OSHA made this

provision mandatory in a section 6(a) standard, setting August 31,

1974, as the final day for making necessary equipment change. Peti-

tions to repeal this requirement were promptly filed by the United

States Chamber of Commerce and one other organization, arguing that

it was redundant and that total elimination of the hazard would require

unnecessarily great expense. After following the required procedures,

including a public hearing, OSHA published a revised standard repeal-

ing the "no hands in dies" standard.^^^ As a result, the first judicial

exploration of section 6(b)(8) paradoxically considered an OSHA pro-

posed standard that relaxed a safety rule rather than one that imposed

a more stringent rule.^°* The court stated that Congress intended that

"national consensus standards should constantly be upgraded to reflect

advances in science and technology,"^*'^ that section 6(b)(8) required

the Secretary to specify the reasons for departing from the voluntary

standard, that the facts underlying the reason be supported by substan-

tial evidence in the record as a whole, and that section 6(b)(8) allowed

the Secretary to consider economic consequences in estabUshing stand-

ards. The court, however, remanded the case to the Secretary since the

Secretary had not persuasively shown how total repeal of the standard

would further OSHA's purpose.^'^

A few of OSHA's standards relating to toxic substances have also

involved voluntary standards. Both the benzene and arsenic standards,

for example, replaced section 6(a) standards that had been based on
voluntary standards permitting much higher amounts of the toxic

chemical than the revised mandatory standard. Section 6(b)(8) proved

to be no problem in those instances, however, because the stricter stan-

dard in each case was based on newly discovered adverse effects of the

chemical involved: leukemia in the case of benzene and carcinogenicity

in the case of arsenic.^'

•

J. The OSHA-ANSI Agreemen/.—The signing of an OSHA-

206. ANSI Bl 1.1-1971 (Safety Requirements for Constniaion, Care, and Use of Mechanical
Power Presses).

207. 39 Fed. Reg. 41841 (1974).

208. AFL-CIO V. Brennan, 530 F.2d 109, 1 14-15 (3d Cir. 1975) (the court commenting that §
6(b)(8) was a "two-edged sword" and that the restrictive construction contended for by the AFL-
CIO might be to its disadvantage in a subsequent case).

209. A/, at 115.

210. Following this remand, the Secretary published a revised statement on September 17,

1976. 41 Fed. Reg. 40103 (1976). The adequacy of this statement was also challenged in court,

but the revised statement was upheld without opinion in September 1977. 7 Occup. Safety &
Health Rep. (BNA) 559 (1977).

211. See 42 Fed. Reg. 27452 (1977) (benzene); 43 Fed. Reg. 19584 (1978) (arsenic).
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ANSI Memorandum of Understanding^'-^ was announced on Novem-
ber 22, 1976 with suitable publicity. Its background includes the "no

hands in dies" litigation described above and a large meeting of volun-

tary standards-writing organizations personnel and OSHA representa-

tives in May 1976.

The memorandum noted the importance of voluntary standards in

the development of occupational health and safety standards,^ '^ the au-

thority of OSHA, and the "recognition" of ANSI as a "coordinating

and approval agency for voluntary national standards"^"* with the abil-

ity to render technical assistance and support to OSHA. The actual

agreements, however, were quite limited. ANSI agreed to provide

technical support and assistance to OSHA and its advisory committees

as requested; and OSHA agreed to provide ANSI with certain occupa-

tional safety and health research reports and, "to the extent consistent

with its obligations under the Act," to make technical resources avail-

able to ANSI to assist it in fulfilling its mission. Perhaps the most

significiant aspect of the agreement was the creation of a joint working

group to discuss common concerns. This group meets monthly in open,

recorded meetings and has fostered communication and perhaps led to

greater mutual understanding.^'^ A Department of Labor press re-

lease^ '^ intimated that ANSI technical assistance would be sought pri-

marily in revising section 6(a) standards. Shortly after the agreement

212. See 6 Occup. Safety & Health Rep. (BNA) 846 (1976) (Memorandum of Understand-

ing between the Occupational Safety and Health Administration and the American National

Standards Institute).

213. In this regard the Memorandum cites §§ 6(a) and 6(b)(8) of the Occupational Health and

Safety Act, 29 U.S.C. §§ 655(a), (b)(8) (1970). Id.

214. Id.

215. See, e.g. , de Tamowsky, The ANSI Role in Safety and Health Standards Promulgation,

Professional Safety, Aug. 1977, at 15:

One of the major problems the committee is wrestling with is the govenmient's need

for background data to support given provisions in standards and the regulations based

on them. Most safety standards are based on empirical data drawn from the experts'

past experience. If properly documented, this provides adequate rationale. But therein

Ues another difficulty: there are virtually no transcripts of American National Standards

Committee meetings and thus no "legislative history" to provide researchers or govern-

ment agencies with the reasons for various criteria in a given standard. Quite recently,

OSHA proposed, at a meeting of the ANSI-OSHA Coordinating Committee, to initiate a

series of public meetings to go over OSHA's Construction Standards, item by item,

jointly with members of American National Standards Committee A 10, Safety in Con-
struction and Demohtion Operations, and to discuss technical matters leading to an up-

date of OSHA Part 1926 (construction) regulations. A reporter will be on hand at each

meeting to make a full record of the discussions, thus developing a "legislative history"

of the agreed-upon language. This proposal is being vigorously pursued by both sides. It

is felt that in addition to helping OSHA meet its statutory requirements for rationale on
all proposals, the A 10 Committee can benefit from OSHA's field experience in trying to

enforce its (and hence AlO's) standards.

216. Department of Labor Press Release, OSHA, National Standards Institute Sign Working

Agreement (Nov. 22, 1976).
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was announced, OSHA established personnel policies relating to

OSHA employees serving on ANSI committees.-^
'^

Even though the provisions of the agreement were modest and

OSHA was careful to preserve its statutory mandate, the propriety of

such an arrangement was immediately questioned by some labor union

representatives. The Carter administration has also treated the agree-

ment with reserve; the Assistant Secretary of Labor in charge of OSHA
commented at a press conference that the memorandum was "a rather

loose statement, not any kind of binding agreement," and that the doc-

ument would be studied "word by word to see if it is an appropriate

document that still should be out there."^'* Lower level technical em-

ployees of OSHA tend to support the agreement in principle. As long

as OSHA is in fact using voluntary standards either in the revision of

section 6(a) standards or in the enforcement of general safety require-

ments such cooperation appears desirable, particularly if revisions of

voluntary standards originally incorporated as section 6(a) standards

are to be moved through the section 6(b) process within a reasonable

period of time. Further, OSHA technical personnel have urged private

sector technical committees to adopt changes that would make OSHA's
direct utiUzation of revised voluntary standards as general safety rules

possible.

B. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC)

CPSC, an independent regulatory agency created in 1973 by the

Consumer Product Safety Act of 1972,^'^ probably has the greatest po-

tential of any existing federal regulatory agency for utilizing and partic-

ipating in the development of voluntary standards. It is authorized to

promulgate "consumer product safety standards" to "protect the public

against unreasonable risks of injury associated with consumer prod-

ucts."^^° The term "consumer product" is broadly defined in section

3(a)(1) to include most products intended for sale or use by the pub-

lic.^^' CPSC is also authorized to ban hazardous products, collect data

on consumer injuries, test consumer products, perform research, and

engage in a variety of other activities to protect the consumer. It is

further charged with enforcing several other consumer-related federal

statutes: the Federal Hazardous Substances Act,^^^ the Poison Preven-

217. See subpart VI(D)(1) infra.

218. Quoted in 7 Occup. Safety & Health Rep. (BNA) 140 (1977).

219. 15 U.S.C. §2051 (1976).

220. Id. § 2051(b)(1).

221. Id. § 2052(a)(1).

222. Id. § 1261.
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tion Packaging Act,^^^ the Flammable Fabrics Act,^^** and a statute re-

lating to door safety devices for refrigerators.^^^

Many existing voluntary standards apply to consumer products.

The National Bureau of Standards has published a 180-page booklet,

'Tabulation of Voluntary Standards and Certification Programs for

Consumer Products,"^^^ that lists over 1000 product areas and over

2000 standards^^^ covering products found around the home, excluding

foods, beverages, and drugs. Obviously there is a very significant po-

tential overlap between the pubUc and private sectors in this area.

Nevertheless, CPSC, like OSHA, has exercised its general power to es-

tablish mandatory safety standards sparingly and only recently has for-

mulated a general policy statement that specifically recognizes the

existence and use of voluntary standards.

/. The Role of Voluntary Standards in the Decision to Develop

Mandatory Standards.— The legislative history of the Act, particularly

the Final Report of the National Commission on Product Safety of

1970,^^* was harshly critical of voluntary standards.^^^ The Report la-

beled them "chronically inadequate, both in scope and permissible

levels of risk."^^° Further, the Report charged that "[sjafety itself has

been a secondary consideration in the usual process of developing vol-

untary standards. The need for a consensus commonly waters down a

proposed standard until it is Uttle more than an affirmation of the sta-

tus quo."^^' Despite this negative evaluation, the Report anticipated a

continuing role for voluntary standards by recommending that CPSC
supply voluntary standards organizations with technical information

about product safety and develop means for CPSC employees to serve

223. Id. § 1471.

224. Id. § 1191.

225. Id.% 1211.

226. National Bureau of Standards, U.S. Dep't of Commerce, Tabulation of Vol-
untary Standards and Certification Programs for Consumer Products (1977) (NBS
Technical Note No. 948).

227. Not all the 2000 standards relate to safety. A significant number of them are perform-

ance standards, test method standards, and others.

228. National Commission on Product Safety, Final Report of the National Com-
mission on Product Safety (1970).

229. This Repwrt stated that many standards do not address all forseeable hazards, that insuf-

ficient consideration was often given to "human factors such as predictable risk taking, juvenile

behavior, illiteracy, or inexperience," and that "levels of allowed exposure to electrical, thermal,

and mechanical and other energy exchanges are frequently too high." Id. at 48. The Report also

stated that while many manufacturers conscientiously support the development of safety stand-

ards, "a minority tends to observe only those safety standards that are backed by civil and crimi-

nal sanctions." Id.

230. Id.

231. Id. at 62.
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on voluntary standards committees;^^^ however, neither the remaining

legislative history nor the statute as enacted address the relationship

between CPSC and voluntary standards organizations.

After CPSC commenced operations it soon became apparent that

the statutory procedures for the development of mandatory standards,

particularly the "offeror process" described below, were slow, complex,

expensive, and generally inefficient.^^^ Indeed, CPSC did not adopt its

first final standard, one covering a relatively insignificant consumer

product (swimming pool slides), until January 1916P'* It adopted a

second standard, covering architectural glazing materials, in January

J
9-7-7 235

^j^^j ^ third, covering book matches, in May 1977.^^^ In a seri-

ous regulatory setback, however, two separate courts of appeals set

aside significant portions of the book matches and swimming pool sUde

standards in March 1978 because they were not supported by "sub-

stantial evidence" as required by statute.^^^

Although CPSC collects extensive data on the hazards of numer-

232. /d. at 1 17.

233. See Comptroller General of the United States, The Consumer Product
Safety Commission Needs to Issue Safety Standards Faster, H.R. Doc. No. 3, 95th

Cong., 1st Sess. 6 (1977). The Comptroller General points out that it took an average of 834 days

to develop each of the three mandatory standards promulgated by CPSC in contrast to the 330

days that Congress specified. Id.

Section 7 of the Consumer Product Safety Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2056 (1976), prohibits CPSC from

developing mandatory product safety standards internally. Rather, CPSC must publicly invite

persons from outside CPSC to offer to develop a standard for the agency. An "ofTeror" may be

any interested member of the public, including industry or consumer groups. CPSC may contrib-

ute to the offeror's cost of the development of the standard.

After an offeror has drafted a standard and submitted it to CPSC, the agency may revise the

standard if it appears inadequate. After review and revision CPSC may promulgate the standard

following the procedures set forth in 15 U.S.C. § 2058 (1976), or it can terminate the proceeding.

This procedure requires publication of the proposed standard, an opportunity for public com-
ment, an oral hearing, and a fmal notice of the promulgation of the rule.

CPSC may omit the offeror process if a person responding to an invitation for offers submits

an existing standard {e.g. , a voluntary standard) covering the same product for which CPSC has

proposed a mandatory standard. If the agency decides that the existing standard, if promulgated,

would eliminate or reduce the unreasonable risk of injury associated with the product, it may
proceed immediately with the procedure set forth in 15 U.S.C. § 2058, omitting the ofTeror proc-

ess. It may also omit the offeror process if there is no response to CPSC's original invitation.

234. 16 C.F.R. § 1207 (1977). The relative unimportance of this consumer product sparked

criticism from two congressional subcommittees. See generally Consumer Product Safety Commis-
sion: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Oversight and Investigations and the Subcomm. on Con-

sumer Protection and Finance of the House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 95th

Cong., 1st Sess. (1977) [hereinafter cited as CPSC Hearings]; Implementation of the Consumer
Product Safety Act: Hearings Before the Subcomrrt for Consumers ofthe Senate Comm. on Com-
merce, Science, and Transportation, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977).

235. 16 C.F.R. § 1201 (1977).

236. Id. § 1202.

237. Aqua SUde 'n Drive Corp. v. Consumer Prod. Safety Comm'n, [1978] 2 Cons. Prod.
Safety Guide (CCH) \ 75176 (5th Cir. Mar. 3, 1978) (swimming pool slide standard); D. D.

Bean & Sons Co. v. Consumer Prod. Safety Comm'n, [1978] 2^CoNS. Prod. Safety Guide
(CCH) H 75181 (1st Cir. Mar. 31, 1978) (book matches standard).
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ous consumer products, it has gradually become apparent that if these

hazards are to be addressed within a reasonable period of time some
use must be made of the existing voluntary standards-writing process.

The direct use of these standards as mandatory standards, however,

appears to be precluded by the wording of section 7 of the Consumer
Product Safety Act, which apparently permits the use of a voluntary

standard as a consumer product safety standard only if most of the

section 7 procedure^^^ appears to preclude the direct use of these stand-

ards as mandatory standards.

Apparently, some agency employees originally viewed the possible

relationship between CPSC and the voluntary standards organizations

only as a means of obtaining interim protection for consumers until the

agency could establish mandatory standards. Due to serious problems,

especially delay, in the mandatory standards development program,

however, utilization of voluntary standards on a more or less perma-

nent basis may improve the overall effectiveness of the agency in carry-

ing out its broad statutory mandate. The use of these standards,

however, is controversial: extensive reUance on the voluntary standards

process appears inconsistent with both the critical language about that

system in the 1970 Report of the National Commission on Product

Safety and the basic justification for the existence of the CPSC itself.

The result is that the agency has proceeded cautiously in its utilization

of voluntary standards and in its development of a policy statement

with respect to the use of such standards. As matters have evolved, the

agency has utilized voluntary standards in three ways.

(a) Cooperation and assistance.—^The agency's most common
practice is to encourage and assist the development of a voluntary stan-

dard that CPSC believes adequately addresses a problem of product

safety; thereafter the CPSC monitors the extent of compliance with the

voluntary standard and takes no further regulatory action if comph-

238. Section 7(c) provides that:

If the Commission determines that (1) there exists a standard which has been issued

or adopted by any Federal agency or by any other qualified agency, organization, or

institution, and (2) such standard if promulgated under this Act, would eliminate or

reduce the unreasonable risk of injury associated with the product, then it may, in Ueu of
accepting an offer pursuant to subsection (d) of this section, publish such standard as a

proposed consumer product safety rule.

Consumer Product Safety Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2056(c) (1976). This section permits CPSC to utilize a

voluntary standard in lieu of the offeror procedure, but does not permit CPSC to modify it, and
also does not eliminate the need for notice of fmdings and a public hearing before a fmal rule can
be adopted. Id.
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ance is satisfactory.^^^ This cooperative role of the CPSC is the princi-

pal subject of the 1977 Policy Statement described below.

The number of voluntary standards developed with CPSC partici-

pation greatly exceeds the number of mandatory standards it has devel-

oped. An internal staff document states that as of April 1978 CPSC has

participated in or monitored the development of forty-nine different

voluntary standards, including aspects of television sets, bicycles, snow-

mobiles, butane hghters, ladders, ranges and ovens, hedge trimmers,

and other products^'*^—^products, it should be noted, more widely used

and probably having greater potential hazard for the consumer than

the products for which mandatory standards have been completed. In

early 1978 CPSC agreed to cooperate with the Chain Saw Manufactur-

ing Association in the development of a voluntary standard for chain

saws rather than institute a proceeding to develop a mandatory stan-

dard. That agreement has led to iimovative cooperative efforts between

the agency and industry.^'*'

Informal cooperation may be more advantageous to the affected

industry than the mandatory standard process. Primarily, producers

feel that they can have a greater voice in the development of the volun-

tary standard, even with CPSC involvement, than they could in a sec-

tion 7 proceeding in which they might not be the offeror developing a

standard. Also, a voluntary standard with CPSC's informal approval

will probably be produced faster than a mandatory standard, and such

a standard is likely to command a high degree of voluntary acceptance,

perhaps even total acceptance. If a good faith voluntary effort is pend-

ing, CPSC may extend unofficial assurances that it will not institute a

section 7 proceeding while the voluntary effort is underway. For exam-

ple, late in 1976 CPSC denied a petition for commencement of a formal

proceeding to establish a mandatory standard for ladders because the

existing voluntary standards were in the process of being revised, the

industry and voluntary standards organizations were very responsive to

the concerns of CPSC, and an adequate voluntary standard seemed

239. See, e.g., (1978] 2 Cons. Prod. Safety Guide (CCH) H 43925 (hair dryers); id. H 43947

(extension cords).

240. See generality Memorandum from D. R. Mackay, Director, Voluntary Standards, to

Michael A. Brown, Executive Director, Consumer Product Safety Commission (Apr. 3, 1978). In

April 1977 the Chairman of CPSC testified that the Commission had participated in the develop-

ment of thirty-two voluntary standards. Implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Act:

Hearings Before the Subcomm. for Consumers of the Senate Comm. on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 108, 1 1 1 (1977) (statement of S. John Byington, Chairman of

the Consumer Product Safety Commission). The pattern of use appears to be increasing rapidly.

241. See, e.g, (1978) 2 Cons. Prod. Safety Guide (CCH) \\ 44024, 44032.
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likely to be completed in 1911,^'*^ a hope that was not fulfilled.

The informal assistance CPSC has given to standards-writing or-

ganizations does not adhere to a single pattern. On occasion it has

made product hazard data available, in response to which a voluntary

organization announced it would revise its standard to eliminate the

identified hazard.^'*^ In some instances the CPSC staff has sought to

obtain desired changes in a standard by negotiating with or participat-

ing on a voluntary standards committee.^'*^ In still others, CPSC has

assigned a technical staff person to meet with the standards group, to

serve as liaison,^'*^ and often to participate as an advisory committee

member. As a matter of policy such persons do not act as voting mem-
bers of the committee.

A significant number of consumers have been added to voluntary

standards-writing committees at CPSC's request. These people may not

have technical training and certainly do not have a background of

standards development or technical experience with the product in

question. I have not examined the input of these consumer representa-

tives in detail, but I have heard secondhand that their input has not

been as great as had been hoped. Because they usually lack technical

background, they are unable to challenge industry representatives at

critical points, and attempts to educate them have engendered com-
plaints that the consumer representatives were being led by the biases

of those providing the technical education. One person also voiced a

242. 41 Fed. Reg. 52100 (1976). There have been at least four such denials. See CPSC
Hearings, supra note 234; 42 Fed. Reg. 47860 (1977) (petition for a mandatory standard for snow-
mobiles denied on July 28, 1977). See also notes 271-73 infra & accompanying text (description of

the development of bathroom and shower stall standards).

Another example involves gas-fired space heaters. 42 Fed. Reg. 46072 (1977). CPSC stated

that staff review "indicated that most concerns of the Commission on vented gas heaters are dealt

with" in the voluntary standards for vented wall heaters and wall furnaces (ANSI Z2 1.1 1.1,

Z21.44 and Z21.49). /d. at 46073. CPSC concluded:

[A] mandatory standard on vented gas-fired space heaters does not appear to be needed
at this time. However, the Commission has directed the staff to closely monitor the

current development phases of the voluntary standard and report back to it after 12

months on the progress toward completion and subsequent implementation by industry

of the voluntary standards. The Commission is particularly interested in and encourages
the developers of the voluntary standards to work toward progressively lower surface
temperatures for vented gas-fired space heaters. The Commission will decide if further

action is needed after staff reports on its 12 month monitoring effort of the voluntary
standard and conformance to it by the affected industry.

243. See, e.g., [1975-1977 Transfer Binder] Cons. Prod. Safety Guide (CCH) TI 43506 (an-

noimcement by the Toy Manufacturers Association relating to hazards in baby rattles).

244. See, e.g., id. \ 43491 (describing a meeting between NFPA and CPSC officials about

possible changes in the National Electric Code.).

245. See, e.g., id. \ 43401 (reporting a request for such assistance by the Southern Furniture

Manufacturers Association for a task force examining the safety of bunk beds).
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suspicion—for which, he hastened to add, he had no proof—that com-

mittee members representing manufacturers and other commerical in-

terests may have discreetly met in advance of the full committee

meeting to devise a common strategy; if true, that would have effec-

tively excluded both CPSC and consumer representatives.

In the chain saw proceeding the Commission and the trade associ-

ation signed a formal agreement to develop a standard; this develop-

ment is to be overseen by a committee consisting of one industry

representative, one small businessman, one technically trained con-

sumer representative, one nontechnical consumer representative, a

physician, and one nonvoting CPSC representative. The standard will

actually be developed by three committees consisting of two industry

representatives, two CPSC employees, and two consumers.^'**

The efforts by voluntary standards groups to formulate standards

acceptable to the CPSC may be expensive. The Wall Street Journal^'^'^

recently reported that the ongoing revision of the safety standards for

ladders by an ANSI conmiittee has entailed fifty meetings over the last

two years and significant investment in studies of ladder use and safety.

(b) Denial ofpetitions to develop mandatory standards because of
existence ofadequate voluntary standards.— In a large number of in-

stances CPSC has denied petitions for mandatory standards on the

ground that voluntary standards existed that appeared adequate and

that were generally adhered to by the industry.^'** A representative ex-

ample is a petition to establish mandatory standards for the exterior

temperatures of ovens. CPSC denied the petition on the grounds that

"these temperature limits [set forth in UL 858 and ANSI Z2 1.1(b)] pro-

vide adequate protection against bums" and apparently all manufac-

turers of ovens "are presently manufacturing ovens in accordance with

these provisions."^'*'

(c) The use ofvoluntary standards as interim measures.—On Janu-

ary 6, 1977, the CPSC issued its mandatory safety standard for archi-

tectural glazing materials.^^^ This standard was developed by an

246. This information was contributed by William Kitzes of the Ofiice of Program Manage-
ment, CPSC, during an informal telephone conversation with the author in July 1978. See also 43

Fed. Reg. 26103-04 (1978).

247. Wall St. J., Aug. 11, 1977, at 1, col. 1.

248. See, e.g., 41 Fed. Reg. 52100 (1976). These instances do not include those described

earlier, see note 242 supra (citing an instance in which CPSC denied a petition because a volun-

tary standard was in the process of being developed).

249. 41 Fed. Reg. 52101 (1976).

250. 16 C.F.R. § 1201 (1977).
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autonomous industry group^^' and was partially based on a voluntary

standard, ANSI Z97.1-71. The standard became effective July 6, 1977,

except for certain types of wired glass for which the effective date was

January 6, 1980. In March 1977, in response to a petition to stay the

standard's effective date, CPSC decided to retain the July 6, 1977 effec-

tive date, but granted industry a "grace period" during which products

that compUed with ANSI Z97.1-72 might be used in architectural prod-

ucts subject to the mandatory standard.-^^^ In June 1977 CPSC received

a second petition to stay the effective date from the Laminators Safety

Glass Association (LSGA), which stated that laminated glass used in

doors and glazed panels might not meet the standard and that LSGA
was continuing impact testing of its products. Recognizing that if the

LSGA allegations were true the standard "could have a significant ad-

verse economic effect on the laminated glass industry and on consum-

ers' abiUty to obtain replacement glazing," CPSC granted a temporary

stay for laminated glass when "such glazing complies with American

National Standards Institute Standard, 'Performance Specifications

and Methods of Test for Safety Glazing Material used in Buildings,'

ANSI Z97.1-75."^^^ The stay was for 150 days and was intended to

permit the completion of testing. In this instance CPSC was fortunate

to have available a current voluntary standard of high quality that pro-

vided some interim product safety.

Because of the potential involvement with voluntary standards ac-

tivities and the desire to avoid conflicts of interest, CPSC decided to

formulate a policy statement on the use of these standards. In 1974

CPSC proposed a policy statement on participation of its employees on

standards-writing committees. This statement, finally adopted in

1975,^^^* defined the role of voluntary standards to include the reduc-

tion of unreasonable risk of injury associated with consumer products,

the reduction of the need for mandatory standards, and the provision

of a basis for mandatory standards.^^^ The utihzation of voluntary

standards by CPSC is more complex than these rather summary state-

ments indicate, however, and attempts to develop a more comprehen-

sive statement continued. Drafts of a fuller statement circulated within

CPSC and extensive staff comments on this statement were developed

25 1

.

The notice of the proposed standard described this group as a "group of industry, labor

and general interest groups initially formed in 1968 for the purpose of drafting and lobbying for

passage of a Model Safety Glazing bill in the various states." 41 Fed. Reg. 6178 (1976).

252. 42 Fed. Reg. 24067-68 (1977).

253. Id. at 42195.

254. 16C.F.R. § 1031.1 (1978).

255. Id. § 1031.2(a).
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resulting in the issuance of statement of policy on November 10,

J 9-77 256
jt noted the criticism in the 1970 Report of the National Com-

mission on Product Safety, but commented that "it is the Commission's

perception that voluntary standards organizations have made progress

since 1970 in the development of voluntary standards."^^^ Voluntary

standards are generally viewed by CPSC "as complementary to and not

a substitute for mandatory standards," and "a proper combination of

voluntary and mandatory standards can have a higher 'payoff in in-

creased product safety than either mandatory or voluntary activities

alone will have."^^* Further, the statement suggested that the cost of

encouraging the development of effective voluntary standards is rela-

tively small when compared to the resources necessary to develop

mandatory standards.

The CPSC statement listed three levels of agency involvement in

the development of voluntary standards, including (1) liaison, involv-

ing provision of information, responses to requests for information, and

perhaps attendance of Commission staff at one or two meetings of the

outside organization; (2) monitoring, involving maintenance of aware-

ness of the voluntary standards development process through oral or

written inquiries, receipt and review of minutes of meetings and copies

of draft standards, and attendance at meetings to observe and comment
during the standards development process; and (3) participation, in-

volving an active role in the development of a standard. The statement

specifically recognized that in appropriate circumstances CPSC might

"contribute to the deliberations of the committee by expending re-

sources to provide technical assistance including research, engineering

support, and information and education programs."^^^ The full Com-
mission must approve activities that fall within the area of "participa-

tion"; the Executive Director may approve activities that involve only

"monitoring" or "liaison." The pohcy statement spelled out ten ways

that the CPSC could support voluntary standards development.^^^

256. 42 Fed. Reg. 58726 (1977).

257. Id.

258. Id.

259. Id.

260. Id. at 58727. The bsted methods are as follows:

(1) Providing epidemiological information and explanations of hazards for con-
sumer products.

(2) Encouraging the initiation of the development of voluntary standards for spe-

cific consumer products.

(3) Identifying specific risks of injury to be addressed in voluntary standards.

(4) Performing or subsidizing technical assistance, including research and engi-

neering support, in die development of a voluntary standards activity in which the Com-
mission is participating.
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Two additional methods for CPSC recognition and endorsement of

specific voluntary standards appeared in an earlier draft but were

dropped from the final draft.^^' The statement also generally noted the

criteria for evaluating requests for participation in the development of

voluntary standards: procedures must be open; committees must be

balanced, with consumers and small business represented by individu-

als with technical expertise in the areas under consideration; periodic

review, including review for anticompetitive effects, must be provided;

the proposed standard must be performance-oriented and provide for

product identification to simplify collection of data on injury and haz-

ard; and a certification procedure must be established to assure and

evaluate industry conformance with the standard.

Finally, the policy statement outlined the possible effect of volun-

tary standards on CPSC activity, including the following: (1) no action

should be initiated if there is an existing standard that adequately ad-

dresses issues of safety to which the industry involved conforms; (2)

action should be deferred on a mandatory standard if an adequate vol-

untary standard is already in the process of development and will be

completed expeditiously; however, if CPSC has conmienced a section 7

proceeding it normally will not delay that proceeding to accommodate

the development of a voluntary standard;^^-^ (3) action should be de-

ferred for up to three years if an existing standard adequately reduces

risk of injury and was prepared in accordance with the criteria for

agency participation; and (4) portions of voluntary standards should be

used in mandatory standards, public comment on the adequacy of such

voluntary standards should be requested, and offerors should be en-

couraged to use such standards if they are considered adequate. The

(5) Providing assistance on methods of disseminating information and education

about the voluntary standard or its use.

(6) Performing a staff evaluation of a voluntary standard to determine its ade-

quacy and efficacy in reducing the risks of injury that have been identified by the Com-
mission as being associated with the use of the product.

(7) Encouraging state and local governments to reference or incorporate the provi-

sions of a voluntary standard in regulations or ordinances.

8 [sic] Monitoring the conformance of products subject to a voluntary safety

standard.

(9) Listing voluntary standards that address specific hazards associated with the

use of consumer products.

(10) Taking other actions that the Commission believes appropriate in a particular

situation.

A/.

261. See Memorandum from D. R. Mackay, Director, Voluntary Standards, Office of Pro-

gram Management, CPSC, to the Consumer Products Safety Commission (undated) (attachment

entitled "Proposed CPSC Voluntary Standards Policy" 8-9).

262. 42 Fed. Reg. 58727 (1977). The statement points out that this provision is necessary to

discourage voluntary groups from delaying work on a voluntary standard until CPSC initiates

action on a mandatory standard.
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CPSC Staff implemented this policy statement in November 1977 by

listing nineteen products that were to be included in the voluntary

standards program,^^-' dividing them into six broad categories: fire and

bums, electric shock, sports and recreation, children's products, house-

hold products, and powered equipment. Many of the products listed

had been the subject of earUer on-going cooperative efforts between

CPSC and voluntary standards organizations, including ladders, play-

ground equipment, bunk beds, bathtub and shower stalls, and glass soft

drink bottles.^^ CPSC requested comments on the policy statement

from interested persons.^^^ Most of the comments received were

favorable; the most common criticism concerned the principle that,

once begun, a section 7 proceeding would not be delayed if a voluntary

standards effort on the same subject were commenced.-^^^

The voluntary standards policy statement suggests a trend within

CPSC to rely increasingly on voluntary standards rather than on

mandatory standards; and it has announced only one new section 7

proceeding so far in 1978.^^^ This proceeding was later suspended after

Congress decided that the delays in the CPSC procedure were too great

and enacted a statute adopting a GSA standard as an interim safety

standard.^^* In contrast, during the second quarter of 1978 three new
haison, one new participation, and five new monitoring projects were

approved under the voluntary standards policy. ^^^ One of the products

263. [1978] 2 Cons. Prod. Safety Guide (CCH) I 43866.

264. Id. \ 43935.

265. 42 Fed. Reg. 58728 (1977).

266. [1978] 2 Cons. Prod. Safety Guide (CCH) \\ 43943, 43973.

267. See 43 Fed. Reg. 10427 (1978). The number of § 7 proceedings is not a gauge of overall

CPSC activities since CPSC has a variety of other regulatory mechanisms available to it.

268. Congress recently added a new § 35 to the Consumer Product Safety Act. S. 2401, 95th

Cong., 2d Sess. (1978). This section directs CPSC to promulgate an "interim safety standard" for

cellulose insulation consisting of General Services Administration (GSA) specification "HH-I-
515C (as that specification read on December 1, 1977)" with possible nonsubstantive changes.

Only the determination whether changes are "substantive" may be judicially reviewed. That spec-

ification in turn references an ASTM standard. The legislation also contains novel provisions

requiring CPSC to adopt modifications of that specification that the GSA approves and requires

the GSA to notify the commission of such modifications. However, CPSC need not adopt the

modifications if it fmds after consulting with the Secretary of Energy that: the amendment is

unnecessary to protect consumers from unreasonable risk of injury; implementation would create

an undue burden on the industry; or, additional time is required to study the safety or economic
consequences of implementation. The passage of this legislation is itself a remarkable commen-
tary on the delays in CPSC development of mandatory standards.

269. Memorandum from D. R. Mackay, Dircaor, Voluntary Standards, Office of Program
Management, CPSC, to the Consumer Product Safety Commission (Apr. 20, 1978). This memo-
randum also describes a new cooperative arrangement with UL:

During this quarter we have made arrangements with Underwriters Laboratories to

maintain an awareness of UL Standards development activitiA pertaining to a number
of projects that we are monitoring including ranges and ovens, energy conservation de-

vices, smoke detectors, aluminum wire, television sets, extension cords, and hair dryers.
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listed for agency participation is a safety standard for bathtubs and
shower stalls, which was in the balloting stage at the end of 1977. I

looked into the earlier phases of the development of this standard be-

cause it was created by an ASTM committee and probably represents

the most ambitious attempt, prior to the chain saw proceeding, at coop-

eration between CPSC and a major voluntary standards organization.

Illustrating the perceived importance of this effort is the fact that when
the developed voluntary standards were formally presented to CPSC
by ASTM in September 1976, ASTM issued a press release in which it

highlighted the "unique sixteen-month cooperative effort between gov-

ernment, industry, the engineering community and the public."^^*^

Since then, however, ASTM's views on the success of this effort have

soured considerably. A brief description of the history of this standard

illustrates the difficulties of governmental cooperation with the private

sector.

ASTM's efforts in the consumer product area date back to 1973,

when it organized the F15 Committee, which was to cooperate with the

newly-formed CPSC.^^^ Subconmiittee F 15.03 was formally organized

in December 1973, but did not become active for about sixteen months

because of antitrust complications.^^^ In 1973 CPSC awarded a

$147,000 contract to Abt Associates, Inc. to study ways to reduce bath-

tub and shower stall accidents. In March 1975 Abt held a conference

v^ith the bathtub and shower stall industry to discuss its preliminary

findings. At about the same time ASTM decided to reactivate the

F 15.03 Subcommittee, which held its first meeting in April 1975.

ASTM's first step was to request informal assurance from CPSC that if

ASTM pursued this area vigorously CPSC would not institute a pro-

ceeding to develop a mandatory standard while the voluntary effort

was underway. This assurance was given.

ASTM next attempted to broaden the membership of the F 15.02

Subcommittee by including consumers and producers of bathtub acces-

UL has agreed to send to us copies of notices of UL Industry Advisory Conferences,

reports of such conferences and copies of proposed standards or revisions to existing

standards for these products. This agreement with UL will enable us to improve our

effectiveness in dealing with the electrical products in the voluntary standards program.

The attachment to this memorandum describes the status of the voluntary standards program, and

the manner of CPSC involvement, as of April 1978.

270. ASTM Standardization News, Dec. 1976, at 31. Other ambitious cooperative at-

tempts include those involving ladders and chain saws.

271. In addition to bathtubs and shower stalls, FIS subcommittees have dealt with matches,

lighters, high chairs, cribs, and other products.

272. A consent decree signed by plumbing manufacturers many years earlier had raised anti-

trust concerns; however, a clearing letter from the Department of Justice, dated October 16, 1974,

eliminated the problem.
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series. The F 15.03 Subcommittee was large, consisting of about 100

members, including two CPSC employees, representatives ofHUD and

the National Bureau of Standards, and about fifteen consumers. Dur-

ing ASTM's development of four standards—slip coefficients, grab

bars, anti-scalding, and thermal shock—^two consumer sounding

boards were consulted, the Bureau of Standards conducted a study of

the slipperiness of sixty bathtubs, and task forces and the subcommittee

met often. The final result was a report, written by a person under

contract with ASTM, that described the background of the standards,

the Abt report, the subcommittee responses to the Abt report, the

standards themselves, the rationale for the standards, a proposed infor-

mation and education program for consumers, and a cost/benefit

study. In short, the report contained much more information than ac-

companies traditional voluntary standards.

The F 15.03 Subcommittee overwhelmingly approved the proposed

standards and responses to the Abt report, with only a smattering of

negative votes, which were handled in the usual way. Before balloting

the full F15 Committee (approximately 500 people) and the entire

ASTM membership (approximately 25,000 people), ASTM sought the

views of CPSC on the adequacy of the safety aspects of the proposed

standards, hoping that CPSC approval would ensure a high level of

voluntary conformity with the standard. Although the standards were

presented to CPSC in September 1976, CPSC never officially re-

sponded. On the basis of unofficial and informal CPSC comments,

ASTM balloted the F 15 Committee late in 1977 and the full member-
ship in early 1978.

By April 1977 ASTM was irked by the long delay and fearful that

it meant that CPSC was revising the four standards. The Managing
Director of ASTM sharply criticized CPSC at Senate oversight hear-

ings on April 19, 1977, noting that ASTM feared that CPSC was in the

process of duplicating the work of the ASTM subcommittee.^^^ In re-

sponse to this criticism, CPSC prepared a chronology of the internal

review of the bathtub and shower stall standards after September 24,

1976. According to CPSC, the delay was not attributable to any at-

tempt to revise the ASTM proposed standards; rather, CPSC was trying

to evaluate them with a staff that, except for the two persons who had
participated on the ASTM subcommittee, had no familiarity with the

273. See Implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Act: Hearings Before the Subcomm,
for Consumers of the Senate Comm. on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 95th Cong., 1st

Sess. 26 (1977) (statement of William T. Cavanaugh).
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complex issues of bathtub and shower stall safety. ^^'* In addition, be-

cause CPSC had not adopted its policy statement when it received the

standard, uncertainty about how CPSC should treat the standard was a

major problem facing CPSC with respect to bathtubs and shower stalls.

There was no process or procedure by which CPSC could implement or

"recognize" a voluntary standard short of a full-scale section 7 process.

2. The Voluntary Standards Organization as an "Offeror.

"

—
When proposing to develop a mandatory standard, CPSC is required

by section 7 of the Consumer Product Safety Act to extend invitations

to persons to submit either an existing standard or an offer to develop a

proposed consumer product safety standard.-^^^ CPSC may "agree to

contribute to the offeror's cost"^^* in developing such a proposed stan-

dard. If the standard submitted or developed by the offeror is satisfac-

tory, CPSC publishes it as a proposed standard for comment and

thereafter holds an informal hearing. The concept of requiring an

agency to invite offers to develop proposed mandatory standards is one

of the more innovative and controversial provisions of the Consumer
Product Safety Act. Its overall effect, however, has been to impede sig-

nificantly the production of mandatory standards^^^ and to encourage

the alternative use of voluntary standards. Nonetheless, the offeror

process is potentially of tremendous benefit to the private standards-

writing organizations because they are the principal, and often the sole,

writers of standards in many cases. The CPSC regulations implement-

ing section 7 state that the goal of section 7 is to solicit "the involve-

ment of all interested persons, the general public, and especially

ultimate consumers."^^* The regulations invite "ultimate consumers" to

become involved "by submitting offers to develop standards and by

participating in the development of standards by other offerors."^^^

Two of the first attempts to develop mandatory standards under

section 7 initially followed a common pattern. A trade association or

similar group petitioned CPSC to adopt a mandatory standard and ten-

dered a voluntary standard as the proposed safety standard. CPSC
granted the petition to commence a proceeding for development of a

274. See DraA of letter from Harry I. Cohen, Program Manager, Office of Program Manage-

ment, Consumer Product Safety Commission, to William Cavanaugh, Managing Director, Ameri-

can Society for Testing and Materials (Aug. 30, 1977).

275. 15 U.S.C. § 2056(b) (1976).

276. Id. § 2056(d)(2).

277. [1978] 2 Cons. Prod. Safety Guide (CCH) \ 43870 (statement of Consumer Product

Safety Commissioner David R. Pittle). See also note 268 supra & accompanying text.

278. 16 C.F.R. § 1105.1(d) (1977).

279. Id.
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mandatory standard and solicited other offerors, refusing to use the

voluntary standard as the proposed safety standard. Several groups,

including the original petitioner and one or more consumer organiza-

tions, submitted offers to develop a mandatory standard; CPSC, acting

under the general principles described above, aimounced that it had

selected a consumer organization, and it began to negotiate regarding

the extent of CPSC financial contributions. At this point the two sce-

narios diverge: in Power Lawnmowers, Consumers Union (CU) was se-

lected as the offeror and proceeded to develop a standard that has since

had a long and painful history;^^° but in Architectural Glazing CPSC
and the National Consumer League were unable to reach agreement on

cost reimbursements so that ultimately CPSC chose an industry group

as offeror. Architectural glazing standards have since been promul-

gated.^*
•

In two other instances CPSC selected large voluntary standards

organizations as offerors: the ASTM F15 Committee prepared a pro-

posed mandatory standard for book matches,^*^ and UL prepared a

280. The Outdoor Power Equipment Institute (OPEI), a trade association, participated ac-

tively in the formulation of the standard, which went through four drafts before a proposed stand-

ard was issued in 1975. CPSC comimissioned a further study of the proposed standard by an

independent organization, the Research Triangle Institute, and fmally published a proposed stan-

dard on May 5, 1977. 42 Fed. Reg. 23052 (1977). This proposal differed so significantly from the

CU standard that CU filed a formal comment on the revised proposal, receiving partial reim-

bursement by the CPSC for preparing this comment. OPEI made the following comment on the

CPSC standard:

Time has seen the development of four CU proposed draft standards. Each draft

successively reflected to a greater degree CU's growing sensitivity to . . . basic princi-

ples. . . .

We are now faced with the Commission's own attempt to produce a rational and
adequate standard. This pro]x>sed draft should have been the culmination of all that had
gone before, incorporating the necessary and essential elements of the entire develop-

ment process. . . .

It is hardly encouraging, then, to encounter a proposed standard that not only fails

to consider the product of considerable OPEI labor, but that ratifies the least desirable

aspects of the offeror's proposal and adopts, without any support or guidance, new and
untried requirements of its own.

Outdoor Power Equipment Institute, Position Paper on Consumer Product Safety Commission
Proposed Mandatory Safety Standard for Power Lawn Mowers 2-3 (Staff Draft #4 Mar. 3, 1977)

(emphasis in original). OPEI has commissioned Stanford Research Institute to prepare estimates

of the increases in cost of the CU and CPSC standards that were adopted. I have talked to the

participants in the affair, all of whom are unhappy over the long delays and the proposed stand-

ards. CU is also unhappy because CPSC only reimbursed a portion of its costs. CPSC refused to

permit full reimbursement even though CU had no economic stake in the standard. Representa-

tives of CU informally stated that they doubted CU would serve as an offeror again.

281. 16 C.F.R. § 1201 (1977).

282. 41 Fed. Reg. 141 12 (1976). ASTM also made an unsuccessful offer to produce a standard

for architectural glazing materials. Id. at 6178. A consumer organization, National Consumers
League, was first selected, but financing could not be agreed upon; the standard was ultimately

prepared by an ad hoc industry group.
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proposed mandatory standard for television receivers.^*^ In neither

case did CPSC publish the proposed standard as the offeror drafted it.

CPSC published a proposed standard for book matches for comment
sixteen months after it received the ASTM standard; it adopted most of

the ASTM proposed standard but added novel and complex provisions

relating to child-proof covers.^^"* It received a large number of adverse

comments, and the final standard^*^ deleted both the child-proof cover

requirement and ASTM's proposed requirement that matches extin-

guish themselves after a specified period of time.^*^ As a result the final

standard for book matches differs only in relatively minor respects

from an ASTM voluntary standard that was in existence in 1974. The
bitterness of some ASTM staff members about this incident rivals the

feelings of many CU employees about lawimiowers because ASTM
developed this standard primarily with its own resources (at an esti-

mated cost of 100,000 dollars) and the traditional volunteer efforts of

its own members.^*^

In March 1978 the First Circuit set aside substantial portions of

the book matches standard because CPSC failed to document in the

record empirical evidence that certain named hazards actually existed

and to carry its burden of showing that certain performance standards

were "reasonably necessary" to eliminate other hazards that had been

adequately documented.^^* Although the general requirements of the

standard were upheld, the performance standards were set aside.^*^

UL's experience with television receivers was also unsatisfactory.

In that proceeding UL formed a committee with substantial consumer

representation after considerable difficulty.^^ It developed a draft

283. Cf. {1975-1977 Transfer Binder] Cons. Prod. Safety Guide (CCH) \ 43348 (action on

preliminary standard delayed by CPSC to provide for expert views).

284. 41 Fed. Reg. 14113-14 (1976).

285. 42 Fed. Reg. 22667 (1977) (to be codified in 16 C.F.R. § 1202).

286. During the ASTM development phase of the standard, the self-extinguishing proposal

was highly controversial. The industry suggested that it was impractical in the light of manufac-

turing processes; after careful consideration, the committee, more than half of whom were con-

sumers, did not agree. Id. at 22668.

287. Some ASTM staff members feel they never received proper credit for their efforts in

preparing the proposed book matches standard. The same sentiment was expressed more politely

by William T. Cavanaugh, Managing Director of ASTM, in his testimony during the Consumer

Product Safety Commission Oversight: Hearings on S. 644 and S. 1000 Before the Subcomm. for

Consumers ofthe Senate Comm. on Commerce, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 121 (1975).

288. D. D. Bean & Sons Co. v. Consumer Product Safety Comm'n, [1978] 2 Cons. Prod.

Safety Guide (CCH) \ 75181 (1st Cir. Mar. 31, 1978).

289. The performance requirements were intended to guard against split splints, delayed igni-

tion, and afterglow or reappearance of flame. The court found "a dearth of evidence substantiat-

ing any degree of risk from these particular conditions." Id.

290. UL's goal was to form a committee comprised of at least one-third consumers. Techni-

cally knowledgeable consumer volunteers, however, were rare, especially since there was no com-
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Standard and submitted it to CPSC in June 1976; an invitation for com-

ments on the draft standard was published in November,^^' but a long

delay followed. Early in 1977 CPSC decided that the draft standard

was not acceptable because while it had anticipated "a standard con-

sisting of relatively few performance tests and specifying acceptable

levels of performance for the entire television receiver and its major

assembhes," the UL draft standard consisted "of a large number of

specifications for individual components and a number of design crite-

ria."^^^ A public briefing was held in October 1977, and on November

2, 1977, CPSC announced that it was discontinuing the proceeding with

respect to shock, implosion, and mechanical hazards that might be as-

sociated with television receivers, and extending until April 30, 1979

the time to complete a mandatory standard relating to television fire

hazards.^^^ CPSC directed its staff to prepare a technical feasibility

study of a performance standard covering fire hazards and to estimate

the costs of compliance with such a standard. Thus, the development

of a mandatory standard covering television receivers seems several

years distant.

At Senate oversight hearings held during 1977, Commissioners

stated that the unfortunate record of mandatory standards develop-

ment could be primarily attributed to the failure of CPSC to monitor

closely the direction the offerors were taking and to guide them in the

direction CPSC desired.^^'* Apparently recognizing this shortcoming,

CPSC invited an offer to develop mandatory standards for Christmas

tree Ughts, and included in the invitation provisions for more careful

monitoring of the work being done by offerors very specific sugges-

tions of areas that should be addressed, and a Ust of portions of volun-

tary standards that appeared to provide satisfactory protection to

consumers. ^^^ This effort was considerably more successful; a draft

pensation paid beyond exjjenses for attending the many meetings. Moreover, after the committee

was formed, consumer members withdrew for reasons ranging "from pregnancy and previous

social plans to business conflicts and vacations." Hoffman & Farr, Television Receivers: The UL
Experience, ASTM Standardization News, May 1977, at 20, 21.

291. 41 Fed. Reg. 51055 (1976).

292. (1975-1977 Transfer Binder] Cons. Prod. Safety Guide (CCH) \ 43348. All provisions

proposed by UL now appear in UL's voluntary standard No. 1410 for Television Receivers and
Video Products.

293. 42 Fed. Reg. 57335-36 (1977).

294. Implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Act: Hearings Before the Subcomm. for
Consumers ofthe Senate Comm. on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 95th Cong., 1st Sess.

125 (1977). The Comptroller General cited inadequate Commission guidance as a main cause of

delay and inefficiency. Comptroller General of the United States, The Consumer Prod-
uct Safety Commission Needs to Issue Safety Standards Faster, H.R. Doc. No. 78-3,

95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1977).

295. 42 Fed. Reg. 17154 (1977).
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Standard much closer to CPSC's views was developed, and on May 3,

1978, the agency published a proposed standard. The offeror's draft

was nevertheless revised.-^^^ The format of the request for offers for

Christmas tree lights was closely followed in the request, since sus-

pended, for offers to develop a standard for cellulose insulation.^^^

As offerors in the above described situations, both ASTM and UL
used the consensus principle in developing draft standards. In each

instance a significant number of consumers were appointed to the com-

mittees: more than a majority of the ASTM committee and more than

a third of the UL committee were consumers. Although some were

technicaUy knowledgeable, most were not. In the committee on book
matches the consumer members caucused separately to discuss techni-

cal questions and to reach agreement on a common position. The more
forceful and technically knowledgeable consumers may have a domi-

nant voice in such a subgroup. These consumer caucuses were not pri-

vate and were sometimes attended by representatives of producers and

other interests.

In selecting offerors CPSC has tended to prefer consumer-related

organizations like Consumer's Union or the National Consumers

League to industry-related organizations or voluntary standards-writ-

ing organizations. One cannot really quarrel with this approach since it

was presumably a perception that the voluntary standards process had

given inadequate consideration to safety that led to the decision to de-

velop a mandatory standard in the first place. Also, it is arguable that a

consensus approach is not a desirable way to create a mandatory safety

standard in any event, because producers might have a de facto veto

over provisions in the proposed standard. The limited experience that

CPSC has had with consensus offerors, however, does not bear out this

concern; for example, in developing the book matches standard the

ASTM committee approved a standard that contained provisions that

were opposed by many manufacturers and were ultimately deleted by

CPSC at the manufacturers' request. The principal advantage an or-

ganization like ASTM has in developing standards is the reservoir of

technical knowledge and skill in its membership. These advantages are

reflected in the relative dispatch with which these organizations have

produced standards, and it would be undesirable to exclude such or-

ganizations from the offeror process on the basis of a theoretical or

imagined concern that has not materialized.

296. See id. at 19137.

297. Id. at 10427.
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C. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

Acting pursuant to broad provisions in the Atomic Energy Act of

1954,^^* NRC has developed safety regulations for the nuclear power

generation industry designed to "provide reasonable assurance . . .

that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered."^^^ In

this regulatory effort, NRC extensively uses standards developed by

voluntary standards organizations. NRC has developed a uniform and

formal method of cooperating with these organizations, a method that

appears on the whole to work smoothly and effectively.^^ Indeed, the

relationship between NRC and private standards organizations is a de-

sirable model for other agencies to emulate. A number of organiza-

tions write nuclear standards, including ANSI, ASME, the Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and the American Nuclear Soci-

ety. In 1976 ANSI created the Nuclear Standards Management Board

to coordinate the standards-writing efforts of these agencies.-*^^ Repre-

sentatives of NRC, the Department of Energy, and the National Bu-

reau of Standards serve on this Board. In the past, NRC's predecessor,

the Atomic Energy Commission, provided ANSI with significant finan-

cial support because of the cost and extent ofANSI participation in this

area.

NRC commonly references voluntary standards in its series of

"regulatory guides," though in a few instances the standards are refer-

enced in the regulations themselves. Most NRC safety and plant siting

standards are couched in terms of ultimate goals and emphasize maxi-

mum safety. For example, NRC regulations provide that "[s]uitable

instrumentation shall be provided so that the seismic response of nu-

clear power plant features important to safety can be determined

promptly to permit comparison of such response with that used as the

design basis."^°^ The regulatory guides are public statements by NRC
staff of acceptable, but not mandatory, methods of complying with

such requirements. ^°' About half of the NRC regulatory guides incor-

298. 42 U.S.C. § 2011 (1970 & Supp. V 1975).

299. 10 C.F.R. § 50.40(a) (1978).

300. Agency employees, staiT members of the voluntary standards organizations, and technical

persons employed by the industry who are active in the standards-writing process confirmed this

conclusion. While the relationships were described as not always smooth, particularly when par-

ticipants were not well-prepared, all persons interviewed stressed the cooperative attitudes that

generally prevailed and generally praised the quahty of the resulting product.

301. The predecessor of this Board was called the Nuclear Technical Advisory Board.

302. 10 C.F.R. § 100, app. A, VI(a)(3) (1978).

303. For example, a regulatory guide relating to seismic instrumentation for nuclear power
plants provides:

[ejarthquake instrumentation specified in ANSI N18.5 . . . is "Acceptable to the regula-
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porate or refer to voluntary standards as acceptable means of compli-

ance.^^

NRC also maintains working relationships with the technical com-
mittees active in the nuclear industry. It is committed to direct cooper-

ation with the working groups, "including a full exchange of

information regarding scheduling."^°^ Cooperation entails assignment

of a technical employee to the committees to serve as liaison and to

monitor the progress of the committees. While these employees partici-

pate actively on the committees, they do not have authority to commit
the NRC to any position.

When a pertinent voluntary standard is developed it is reviewed

by the NRC staff, including the individual who participated on the

technical committee. The final decision to issue a regulatory guide,

however, is made by persons who did not participate in the committee
effort. Regulatory guides are not published in the Federal Register , but

a notice of their availabihty is pubUshed with an invitation to file writ-

ten comment regarding them,^^ and NRC maintains a mailing list of

those who wish to receive copies of future regulatory guides.

NRC has another policy that has had a favorable long-term effect

on its relationships with standards-writing organizations. Within
ninety days of issuing any ANSI nuclear standard, NRC either initiates

its implementation—^by referencing or endorsing it in whole or in part

in a regulatory guide or proposing a revision of a regulation—or ad-

tory staff for satisfying the seismic instrumentation requirements . . . subject to the fol-

lowing . . .

(a) Instead of the locations specified in section 4. 1 .2 of the Standard, one triaxial

peak accelerograph should be provided at one location of each of the following ....
Regulatory Guide 1.12, § C (Apr. 1976). It appeared to me that about half the NRC regulatory

guides incorporate or refer to voluntary standards as an acceptable means of compliance.

304. Incorporation of voluntary standards by reference in many regulatory guides makes ex-

amination of two documents necessary to ascertain exactly what the guide permits. Complicating
matters, NRC does not place copies of the referenced standard in its pubhc reading room, so one
must purchase the standard from ANSI or another organization simply to examine the complete
standard. Although this preserves the private organization's publications sales, it is most inconve-

nient for the reader. NRC may be concerned that copying the referenced standard verbatim in the

regulatory guides would infringe the voluntary standard's copyright; but at the very least, copies

of the referenced material should be placed in the agency's pubhc document rooms. 'The NRC is

investigating methods of making the information available in the PDR [pubhc documents rooms]
with due consideration to copyright laws." Letter from Robert B. Minogue, Director, Oflice of
Standards Envelopment, NRC, to the author (Dec. 2, 1977).

305. Minutes, ANSI Nuclear Technical Advisory Board Executive Committee (Sept. 5, 1973).

The statement bears the notation "Endorsed by Lester Rogers, Director of Regulatory Standards,

USAEC."
306. There is no requirement of notice of proposed rulemaking nor a formal comment period

on the theory that the guides do not have the status of binding regulations. Many of the guides,

however, are reviewed after their issuance, and comments received within the flrst two months
after issuance are particularly helpful in this review. Letter from Robert B. Minogue, Director,

Office of Standards Development, NRC, to the author (May 1, 1978).
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vises ANSI of its reasons for being unable to do so. In some instances

the active participation of NRC employees on technical conmiittees

will avoid the development of suggestions or proposals that are unac-

ceptable to NRC. Nevertheless, the prompt consideration and response

ofNRC to standards undoubtedly improves the morale of the technical

committees and assures their continuous cooperation and effort.

The Director of the Office of Standards Development ofNRC es-

timates that there are about 150 employees in the Office, about seventy

of whom cooperate with the technical conmiittees in preparing stand-

ards. During the course of my interview with him, he emphasized that

it was impossible for his staff to produce all the detailed standards

needed for complex nuclear plants "from scratch." He felt that the co-

operative efforts of the voluntary standards committees and his staff

have created higher quality technical standards at a considerably lower

cost than NRC could have produced on its own.

D. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

The FDA administers the Medical Device Amendments of

1976,^°^ a statute passed "to provide for the safety and effectiveness of

medical devices intended for human use."^°* The FDA classifies all

medical devices into three categories: Class I, devices subject to limited

regulation; Class II, devices for which performance standards may be

developed to assure safety and effectiveness; and Class III, devices that

require premarket approval to assure safety and effectiveness. Classifi-

cation is made on the basis of recommendations by panels of experts

after a pubUc notice and comment procedure. Initial classification is

presumptively Class III, but a manufacturer or importer may petition

for a lower classification. ^°^ The Act requires development of

mandatory performance standards for medical devices through an of-

feror process similar to that of the Consumer Product Safety Act.-'*^

The agency is directed to consult with federal agencies "and other na-

tionally or internationally recognized standard-setting entities."-**'

The statute has been in effect for about two years and the FDA
has not issued any notices requesting offers for standards for specific

307. Pub. L. No. 94-295, 90 Stat. 539 (1976) (codified in scattered sections of 15, 21, 42

U.S.C).

308. Id. at Preamble.

309. Id. § 513. Rules relating to classification procedures were adopted on July 18, 1978. 43

Fed. Reg. 32988 (1978).

310. Medical Device Amendments of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-295, § 514, 90 Stat. 539 (1976)

(codified in scattered sections of 15, 21, 42 U.S.C).

311. A/. § 514(a)(5)(B).
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products. The FDA has pubhcly stated that it intends to continue to

encourage the development of voluntary standards for medical devices,

a cooperative effort that goes back more than five years.^'^ This atti-

tude suggests that voluntary standards can serve as "infonnal standards

prior to classification as well as during the development of formal

standards for devices that are not candidates for immediate attention,

and they may be the basis for subsequent formal FDA standards."^ '^

The Acting Director of the Division of General Medical Device Stand-

ards of the FDA indicated that the Division probably would take no
further action if it thought that an acceptable voluntary standard ex-

isted and that there was satisfactory voluntary comphance. The agency

would concentrate its regulatory efforts elsewhere.^
•'^

The FDA is currently working on a policy statement for the regu-

lation of Class II standards that contemplates a "mix" of mandatory

standards, voluntary standards as guidelines, and labeling require-

ments to enforce the Medical Device Amendments. As described at a

conference held by the Association for the Advancement of Medical

Instrumentation in the spring of 1978, the policy would involve some
form ofFDA approval of desirable voluntary standards, either through

recognition in the Federal Register or through silent encouragement of

their use. This proposal, if implemented, has elements similar in some

respects to the regulatory guides used by NRC.

FDA is also working on procedural regulations to implement sec-

tion 514, the offeror provision of the Amendments. In the event the

offeror process is invoked, a voluntary standards organization would be

a desirable candidate primarily because of the technical and scientific

nature of the products involved.^ '^ Consumer's Union, for example, is

312. This cooperative effort is described in a notice appearing in the Federal Register on Au-
gust 12, 1976. 41 Fed. Reg. 34099 (1976). FDA has reviewed voluntary standards in fifteen areas.

It has awarded contracts to develop standards for specific products such as electrocardiographs,

actively cooperated in the revision of orthopedic implant standards, requested voluntary stand-

ards-writing organizations to develop standards for specific products such as hearing aids, and
participated actively in technical committees dealing with a variety of such products. In a number
of instances the FDA has approved a voluntary standard as a guideline and designated it with an

FDA reference number as well as the ASTM or ANSI number. Id. ANSI has created a Medical

Device Standards Management Board in which FDA participates actively. The principal commit-

tee active in this area is the ASTM F4 Committee.

313. 41 Fed. Reg. 34099-100 (1976).

314. Telephone interview with Robert J. Cangelosi, Acting Director, Division of General

Medical Device Standards, Bureau of Medical Services.

315. Proposed procedures were pubhshed for comment on July 17, 1978. 43 Fed. Reg. 32264

(1978) (to be codified in 29 C.F.R. § 861.24). The introduction to these proposed procedures

states:

Because voluntary standards help to assure the safety and effectiveness of marketed de-

vices, FDA will continue to promote their use. Voluntary or privately recognized per-

formance standards may serve as informal standards before FDA classifies the devices
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unlikely to generate a standard for dental amalgam alloy. There are,

however, laboratories or organizations with a pubhc interest orienta-

tion that have the ability to develop standards in technical areas.

FDA has adopted regulations authorizing agency employees to

participate in voluntary standards organizations with agency ap-

proval.^ '^ A participant may be either a voting or a nonvoting member,

but in either event participation disquaUfies the employee from acting

as a "deciding official," that is, as a person who signs a document rul-

ing upon that standard.^
'^

E. Department ofHousing and Urban Development (HUD)—Mobile

Home Standards

Title VI of the Housing and Community Development Act of

J974 318 loiown as the National Mobile Home Construction and Safety

Standards Act of 1974, authorizes the Secretary of HUD to establish

"by order appropriate Federal mobile home construction and safety

standards."^ '^ Such a standard is defmed as a "reasonable standard for

the construction, design, and performance of a mobile home which

meets the needs of the public including the need for quahty, durability,

and safety."^^° It is reasonably clear that Congress contemplated that

in promulgating these standards HUD would consider, but not neces-

sarily accept, voluntary standards;^^' initial federal standards were to

be established no later than one year after the date of enacment, Au-

and during the development of formal standards under proposed part 861. Voluntary

standards will be especially important for devices that are not candidates for immediate

standards development under proposed part 861. Moreover, under proposed § 861.20

(21 C.F.R. 861.20) voluntary standards may be the basis of subsequent formal FDA
standards.

For an existing voluntary standard to be eligible for adoption, FDA must determine that it is

"based upon scientific data and information and has been subjected to adequate scientific consid-

eration." 43 Fed. Reg. 32268 (1978) (to be codified in 29 C.F.R. § 861.24).

316. 21 C.F.R. § 10.95 (1977).

317. Id. § 10.95(d)(l)(iii).

318. 42 U.S.C. § 5401 (Supp. V 1975). This Act was amended by § 902 of the Community
Development Act of 1977, Pub. L. No. 95-128, 91 Stat. 1 149 (1977), to provide an exemption for

"modular" homes if the builder certifies, among other things, that the structure was designed as a

site-built structure, that it was not designed to be moved once it was erected, and that it was

"designed and manufactured to comply with a . . . recognized model building code ... or with a

minimum property standards adopted" by the Secretary of HUD. HUD has proposed regulations

under which certified compUance with any of several specified codes, including some maintained

by NFPA, is deemed compUance with the statute. 43 Fed. Reg. 27494 (1978).

319. 42 U.S.C. § 5403(a) (Supp. V 1975).

320. Id. § 5402(0.

321. The Secretary was directed, in estabUshing standards, to

(1) consider relevant available mobile home construction and safety data, including the

results of the research development, testing, and evaluation activities conducted

pursuant to this chapter, and those activities conducted by private organizations

and other governmental agencies to determine how to best protect the pubUc;
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gust 22, 1974.322

The statute requires compliance with the notice-and-comment

procedures of the Administrative Procedure Act-'23 ^jj^j ^iso provides

certain prenotice consultation procedures.324 Consultation with the

Consumer Product Safety Commission is mandatory;325j,Qjj5yi|j^lJQjj j^

also required "to the extent feasible" with a special National Mobile

Home Advisory Council, consisting of twenty-four people: eight mem-
bers "selected from among consumer organizations, community orga-

nizations, and recognized consumer leaders; eight members from the

mobile home industry and related groups including at least one repre-

sentative of small business; and eight members selected from govern-

ment agencies including Federal, State, and local govemments."326

When this legislation was enacted a voluntary NFPA standard for

mobile homes was in existence,327 \y^i i]^q agency procedures described

above were not integrated with the voluntary standards process. HUD
developed mandatory standards based largely but not entirely on the

voluntary standard; NFPA later estimated that more than ninety per-

cent of the mandatory standard was taken verbatim from the voluntary

standard. 328 jy^^ mandatory standard itself states that it is based to a

substantial degree on the consensus standard.32^

HUD began to carry out its mandate by making a massive analysis

of the condition of 4105 mobile homes that had been part of the disas-

ter relief effort in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania following Hurricane Ag-

nes in 1972. These mobile homes provided an ideal sampling for test

purposes since careful records had been kept regarding repairs and

complaints. HUD contracted with the National Bureau of Standards

(2) consult with such State or interstate agencies (including legislative committees) as

he deems appropriate;

(3) consider whether any such proposed standard is reasonable for the particular type

of mobile home or for the geographic region for which it is prescribed;

(4) consider the probable effect of such standard on the cost of the mobile home to the

public; and

(5) consider the extent to which any such standard will contribute to carrying out the

purposes of this chapter.

42 U.S.C. § 5403(0 (Supp. V 1975). The Department expressly concluded that this charge con-

templated an independent evaluation of the substantive standards. 40 Fed. Reg. 26930 (1975).

322. 42 U.S.C. § 5403(g) (Supp. V 1975).

323. 5 U.S.C. § 553 (1976).

324. 42 U.S.C. §§ 5403(b). 5404(a)-(b) (Supp. V 1975).

325. /^.§ 5403(a).

326. /d. §§ 5404(a)-(b).

327. ANSI, American National Standards for Safety and Health 8 (1976) (Std. No. A 1 19.1-

1975).

328. Hearings, supra note 8, at 334 (statement of Charles S. Morgan, President, National Fire

Protection Association).

329. 40 Fed. Reg. 40262 (1975).
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1

(NBS)^^° to dissect and test 257 of these mobile homes. Failures and

deficiencies uncovered in this sample by NBS tests were correlated sec-

tion-by-section with the voluntary standard. In instances in which the

study indicated that the NFPA standard was imprecise or overly leni-

ent HUD revised the voluntary standard in light of the NBS data. Ulti-

mately, each deviation from the voluntary standard was documented in

the proposed standards when they were pubUshed for comment.^^'

The National Mobile Home Advisory Council participated in the

drafting of the proposed standard at a two-day meeting in May 1975.

CPSC was also consulted as required by the statute; this consultation

was informal and of a technical nature. Data and information gener-

ated by CPSC were considered, such as the undesirabiUty of permitting

the use of aluminum electrical wiring.

After the proposed standards were published, the Advisory Coun-

cil divided itself into a Fire Safety Task Force and a Structural Task

Force to consider specific questions in each of these areas. Each task

force conducted a public hearing at which government officials, repre-

sentatives of industry, and other interested groups presented technical

and economic data. Each task force filed a majority and minority

report with recommendations to the full Advisory Council; in both

instances the Advisory Council accepted the majority recommenda-

tions.^^^

More than 1000 comments were received concerning the proposed

standard, some extremely detailed and running to more than fifty

pages. Most of them, however, were generated by the NFPA and its

membership and urged the incorporation by reference of the voluntary

standard.^^^ The Advisory Council considered this request and, after

extensive internal discussion, unanimously supported HUD's original

course of action. In promulgating the final standard, HUD explained

that it did not adopt the voluntary standard because to do so would

amount to a de facto delegation of agency authority to a private organi-

zation, and would imply that future amendments to the NFPA stan-

330. NBS was probably selected largely for technical reasons; it seemed uniquely qualified to

perform systematic analysis of fire safety by a multidisciplinary team. The other advantages of

NBS included prior cooperative efforts with HUD and the physical location of the NBS laborato-

ries.

331. 40 Fed. Reg. 26930-36 (1975). The changes included making optional provisions in the

NFPA standard mandatory, revisions of substance {e.g. , decreasing the minimum total glazed

areas of doors from ten p>ercent to eight percent for energy conservation purposes), stylistic

changes in language, and a restructuring of the provisions in the standard.

332. Id. at 40261.

333. Id. Approximately seventy-five letters specifically opposed the adoption of the voluntary

standard. Id.
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dard would be given special consideration by HUD.^^'*

The order establishing the mandatory standard invited further

comment; corrections were published,^^^ and after further considera-

tion by the Advisory Council the standards were repubUshed in their

entirety with further amendments.^^^ HUD stated that "the Council

did not arrive at a consensus" on the changes and described HUD's
understanding of the views of "a majority of the Council members."^^^

NFPA harshly criticized HUD's decision to revise the voluntary stan-

dard. In testimony on S. 825, the NFPA President stated "that it is

both unreasonable and unfair to standards writing bodies, as well as

wasteful of tax resources, to permit Government agencies to develop

standards duplicating those already listed, on the grounds that the

standards are 'unacceptable.' "^^^ As a practical matter publication of a

federal standard that includes a voluntary standard may have unhappy
consequences for an organization heavily dependent on the sale of pub-

hcations for revenue, but NFPA's objections were based on substantive

grounds rather than this pragmatic concern. For example, NFPA ar-

gued that HUD lacked an adequate basis for its decision to modify the

voluntary standard.-'^' The trade-off between cost and safety, however,

does not yield a single "right" answer. Moreover, reliance on the NBS
study and the Advisory Council's recommendations appear to provide

a reasonable basis for HUD's decision. In other words, HUD's data

base for its proposed revisions did not produce an "armchair" standard

but one based on physical data and comments from a variety of inter-

ests. NFPA could also argue that HUD would be unable to keep the

mandatory standard abreast of technological change. As previously

noted, one major advantage of active voluntary standards committees

is that their members are current with the state of the art. An agency

faces great practical difficulty in ensuring that standards are revised as

technology changes or new technology develops. Solution of this prob-

lem requires cooperation between the affected industry and the agency.

This has not yet occurred in the mobile homes area. The final and

most serious criticism leveled by NFPA is that revision of a voluntary

standard by a government agency "destroys" the technical committee

334. Id.

335. Id. at 40261, 42007, 52706.

336. Id. at 58752.

337. Id.

338. Hearings, supra note 8, at 333 (statement of Charles S. Morgan, President, National Fire

Protection Association).

339. Id. at 334.
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by eliminating the reason for its existence;^''*^ consequently, a consider-

able amount of knowledge and expertise represented by the committee

is lost. This need not be an inevitable result, however. For instance, a

technical committee might well act in a useful advisory capacity to an

agency, a role that has in fact been assumed by private standards-writ-

ing organizations dealing with the NRC. Nevertheless, NFPA's fears

were well-founded in the mobile homes area.

HUD's original notice of proposed rulemaking recognized the

need to preserve NFPA's expertise.-*'*' Yet the NFFA Committee on

Mobile Homes has not developed a new role; it has not met since HUD
adopted the mandatory standard, and there is talk within NFFA that

the committee may be abolished.

NFPA's view on the matter reflects a certain amount of inflexibil-

ity. NFFA feared that serving essentially as a HUD advisory commit-

tee might upset the "dehcate" balance of its committees because the

groups directly affected by HUD mobile home regulations would go

directly to HUD and not volunteer to work on such a committee. It also

believed that if HUD wanted the benefit of an advisory committee it

should finance and support it, rather than having it donated by NFPA
members. In any event, this incident illustrates that a major standards-

setting organization may become disinterested in maintaining the exist-

ence of a committee with a greatly reduced sphere of activity once an

agency modifies voluntary standards.

F. United States Coast Guard (USCG)—Boat Safety

The Federal Boat Safety Act of 1971^^2 authorizes the USCG to

establish "minimum safety standards for boats and associated equip-

ment."^'*^ The standards must be reasonable and must be stated, "inso-

far as practicable, in terms of performance."^'''* In estabUshing

standards the USCG is directed, among other things, to "consider rele-

vant available boat safety standards,"^'*^ and to consult with a Boating

Safety Advisory Council composed of not more than twenty-one per-

sons selected equaUy from groups of state officials responsible for state

boating safety programs, boat and associated equipment manufactur-

ers, and boating organizations and members of the general public.^"^

340. Id. at 331.

341. 40 Fed. Reg. 26931 (1975).

342. 46 U.S.C. § 1451 (1970 & Supp. IV 1974).

343. Id. § 1454(a)(1).

344. Id.

345. Id. § 1455(2).

346. Id. §§ 1455(4), 1482(9).
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The USCG has promulgated several safety standards pursuant to

this Act relating to boat capacity, safe powering, and flotation.^'*^ In

promulgating these standards the USCG relied heavily on applicable

standards developed by the American Boat and Yacht Council, Inc.

These standards were not incorporated by reference but were included

in the regulations themselves and, in a few cases, revised or amended to

meet specific problems.^* I was told that the USCG evaluated each of

the individual private standards to ensure that they met the statutory

requirements of reasonableness and "minimum safety." In at least one

instance, the industry standard was later revised when an unexpected

problem arose.^'*^ The standards-writing organization did not object to

the revision, perhaps because there was industry representation on the

Boating Safety Advisory Council. In this case the USCG regulation

apparently did not adversely affect the voluntary standards committee.

Boat safety standards is a small program, currently involving only

four professionals. USCG administers about a dozen other programs

that involve voluntary standards.^^° In most of these programs volun-

tary standards are incorporated by reference rather than being incorpo-

rated verbatim in the regulations themselves as is the practice in the

boat safety standards program. USCG and DOT have issued general

memoranda relating to employee participation on nongovernmental

committees,^^' and USCG maintains a Usting of all conmiittee mem-
berships held by agency persoimel.^^^ The memoranda recognize two

classes: "official" (that is, a regular voting member) and "observer."

347. 33 C.F.R. § 183.1 (1977).

348. In contrast, the Coast Guard incorporated by reference several voluntary standards relat-

ing to safe ventilation of boats. 43 Fed. Reg. 32606, 32608 (1978).

349. The revision was proposed in 40 Fed. Reg. 10652 (1975). The standard appUed to the

computation of the maximum weight capacity of inboard boats. The formula set forth in the

industry standard, the USCG noted, "when . . . applied to what might be termed high perform-

ance boats, in which the ratio or proportion of machinery weight to maximum displacement is

relatively large, . . . yields maximum weight capacities that are unreasonably low. The SK or Ski

boat (a high performance inboard) is a good example . . .
." Id. at 10653. The modification by

the USCG in effect permitted higher maximum weight capacity than the original industry stan-

dard for these high performance boats.

350. These programs include pollution control facihties, 33 C.F.R. § 151 (1977); tank vessels,

46 C.F.R. § 30 (1977); load lines, id. § 42; marine engineering, id. § 50; passenger vessels, id. § 70;

cargo and miscellaneous vesseb, id. § 90; electrical engineering, id. § 1 10; dangerous cargoes id. §
146; specification, id.% 160; nautical schools, id. § 166; small passenger vessels, id. § 160; and

oceanographic vessels, id. § 188.

351. DOT Order 1I20.3A (Mar. 1, 1976) (implemented by USCG Headquarters Instruction

5420.1D(Aug. 4, 1977)).

352. USCG Headquarters Notice 5420 (Jan. 16, 1978). This document Usts over 585 commit-

tees and organizations and over 735 participating Coast Guard personnel. This Ust, however,

includes governmental interagency committees, governmental advisory committees, committees

involved in international standardization activities, and committees of miscellaneous organiza-

tions such as the American Bar Association, as well as voluntary standards committees.
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The list of committee memberships reveals, however, that virtually all

memberships on voluntary-standards committees are as regular voting

members. The employees administering the boat safety standards

briefly described here all actively serve on such committees as voting

members and participate in subsequent regulatory decisions by USCG.

G. Materials Transportation Bureau (MTB)—Pipeline Safety

The Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968^^^ authorizes the Sec-

retary of the Department of Transportation (DOT) to establish "mini-

mum Federal Safety standards for the transportation of gas and

pipeline facihties" that are "practicable and designed to meet the need

for pipeline safety'V^'* further, the Secretary is to consider the follow-

ing factors in establishing mandatory standards:

(1) Relevant available pipeline safety data;

(2) Whether such standards are appropriate for the particular

type of pipeline transportation;

(3) The reasonableness of any proposed standard; and

(4) The extent to which such standards will contribute to public

safety.^^^

Authority under this Act is currently delegated to the Materials Trans-

portation Bureau (MTB) within DOT and all references below are to

MTB.^56

/. Natural Gas.—A pipeline explosion in Natchitoches, Louisi-

ana on March 4, 1965, which killed seventeen persons, was a major
spur to development of federal regulation of natural gas pipelines.^^^

At the time of the Louisiana explosion an ASME voluntary standard,

353. 49 U.S.C. §§ 1671-84 (1970).

354. Id. § 1672(b).

355. Id.

356. The name and, to some extent, the authority of the natural gas standards-writing division

within DOT has changed several times since the enactment of the NGPSA. The Office of Pipeline

Safety (OPS) was created on September 10, 1968, one month after the Act went into effect. The
Secretary of Transpwrtation delegated his authority under the NGPSA to OPS on November 6,

1968. 33 Fed. Reg. 16468 (1968). The first OPS director was appointed in 1972. In 1975 a DOT
reorganization abolished OPS and established the Office of Pipeline Safety Of>erations (OPSO)
wiihin the newly created Materials Transportation Bureau (MTB). 40 Fed. Reg. 43901, 43909
(1975). Under this organizational scheme MTB retained the authority to issue fmal rules, but all

other rulemaking power was delegated to the Director of OPSO.
A subsequent reorganization in April 1978 has placed MTB under the newly created Re-

search and Special Programs Directorate, aboUshed OPSO, created the Office of Pipeline Safety

Regulation (OPSR) to develop pipeline safety standards, and shifted enforcement authority to an
Office of Operations and Complaints within MTB. As of this writing DOT has not published this

reorganization. Because OPSR was created too recently to have issued any proposed regulations,

the standards-writing arm of the DOT will continue to be referred to as MTB in the discussion

that follows.

357. D. Hemenway, supra note 6, at 103.
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B31.8 (Code for Pressure Piping), had been incorporated by reference

or used as the basis for regulation by forty-six states.^^^ Testimony at

hearings on pipeline safety,^^^ however, revealed that most states had

virtually no inspection or enforcement personnel and that the ASME
standard appeared deficient in several respects. The membership of

the technical committee that prepared the standard also became an is-

sue at the hearings. It appeared that gas industry representatives con-

stituted the overwhelming majority of the membership (fifty-six to ten)

and dominated its activities through the chairman and two vice chair-

men.^^ The voluntary standard also was criticized because at the time

of its development committee meetings were not open to the public and

ASME refused to make minutes available.^^' The result of these reve-

lations was the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968.^^^

The Act required MTB to adopt as interim federal standards for

pipeline safety state pipeline safety standards when they existed, and

"such standards as are common to a majority of states having safety

standards" in states that had not promulgated any.^^^ As a result.

358. Id. at 104.

359. Natural Gas Pipeline Safety: Hearings on S. 1166 and H.R. 6551 Before the Subcomm. on

Communications andPower ofthe House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 90th Cong.,

1st & 2d Scss. (1967-1968) [hereinafter cited as Hearings on H.R. 6551]\ Natural Gas Pipeline

Safety Regulations: Hearings on S. 1166 Before the Senate Comm. on Commerce, 90th Cong., 1st

S^. (1967) [hereinafter cited as Hearings on S. 1166\. These hearings are described in D. Hem-
ENWAY, supra note 6, at 103-07.

At the hearings, testimony and congressional questioning on the causes of pipeline failure

focused almost exclusively on the adequacy of the standards themselves, rather than on compli-

ance with those standards. The issue of enforcement did surface, however, during the discussion

of the competency of the existing regulators, state regulatory commissions, to police standards.

The sufficiency of the voluntary industry code was particularly scrutinized during the hearings.

The heads of the FPC and the DOT who appeared on the first day of each set of hearings devoted

so much attention to the code that a past chairman of the B31.8 code committee protested that

their testimony had created the impression "a) that the Engineering Profession was under attack,

and b) that the B31.8 Code, and not the Gas Industry, was under trial." Letter from Frank S. G.

Williams, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, to Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (June 20,

1967), reprinted in Hearings on S. 1166, supra, at 373. The testimony of other proponents of the

legislation, as well as the questioning by the committee members, also concentrated on the ade-

quacy of the code and, to a lesser degree, of the state standards.

There was bttle indication that the voluntary code was being violated, or that violations of the

code were responsible for actual pipeline failures. For example, when Sen. Hartke psked Chair-

man White of the FPC if the Commission was aware of any violations of the code, the Chairman

said that the Commission was not. Id. at 44. Nevertheless, Congress did discuss the potential

enforcement difficulties raised by a decision to remove responsibihty for the authority over pipe-

line safety from the states to the federal government. The House Conmiittee directed considerable

attention to who would enforce, and who would pay for enforcing, the standards established by

DOT. See generally Hearings on H.R 6551 supra. The same concern was expressed during the

House debate. See 114 Cong. Rec. 19724 (1968) (remarks of Rep. Kuykendall).

360. D. Hemenway, supra note 6, at 105.

361. Id.

362. 49 U.S.C. § 1671 (1970).

363. Id. § 1672(2).
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B31.8 became the interim standard in almost every state.^^ The Act

also provided that mandatory standards should be adopted within

twenty-four months to replace the interim standards,^^^ after notice and

comment plus "an opportunity to present oral testimony and argu-

ment."^^^ Further, the Act created an advisory committee, the Techni-

cal Pipeline Safety Standards Committee, to review proposed standards

and prepare a report "on the technical feasibility, reasonableness, and

practicability of each such proposal."^^^ The committee was to consist

of fifteen persons: five from governmental agencies (two of whom were

to be from state commissions); four from the natural gas industry; and

six from the general public.
^^*

When MTB issued the interim regulations it requested comment
on the advisability of adopting B31.8 as the permanent minimum fed-

eral standard. After receiving comments it decided that the federal

standard should be largely based on the voluntary standard.^^^ The
first notice described the ways in which some state standards exceeded

the B31.8 Code. Subsequent notices developed the specific language of

proposed regulations.^^° The resulting regulation^''' was substantively

quite similar to the B31.8 Code though significantly rewritten. To
some extent performance standards were substituted for design stand-

ards, and some provisions were made more precise, a desirable change

since the violation of the mandatory standards might lead to imposition

of criminal penalties. These regulations incorporated by reference a

number of voluntary standards.-*^^ The Technical Pipeline Safety

364. 49 C.F.R. §§ 190.4-.5 (1976). See also text accompanying note 358 supra.

365. 49 U.S.C. § 1672(b) (1970).

366. Id. § 1672(d).

367. Id. § 1673(b).

368. Id. § 1673(2).

369. The MTB notice stated:

Since all States that have adopted their own standards have based them on the B31.8

Code, the proposed Federal standards will also be very similar in substance to that docu-
ment although many changes in form, style, and language will be made. Since the 83 1.8

Code is readily available and well understood in the gas pif>eline industry, this similarity

will permit extensive use of the Code as a reference document in discussing these propos-

als.

34 Fed. Reg. 18556 (1969).

370. The regulations were issued in nine segments dealing with specific areas such as welding,

corrosion control, and the like. These proposed regulations appear in 34 Fed. Reg. 18556 (1969);

35 Fed. Reg. 1112, 3237, 4413, 5012, 5482, 5713, 9293 (1970).

371. 49 C.F.R. § 192 (1976).

372. Id. §192.7. The incorporated standards are listed in id. app. A § 192.

In its early rulemaking the MTB tended merely to incorporate these privately developed

standards by reference. However, MTB has more recently pursued a pobcy of formulating its own
less detailed performance standards, using the privately developed specifications as a reference

and guide. For example, MTB wrote its own corrosion control standards, based on the National

Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) RP-01-69, "Recommended Practice—Control of Ex-
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Standards Committee approved this set of regulations by letter ballot.

A single member dissented on the ground that the regulations estab-

lished were "not measurably more effective than the standards written

and suggested by industry .... Industry standards do not require

more safety than is optimum for profits."^^^

The original B31.8 Committee that prepared the voluntary stan-

dard was an American National Standard Committee of which ASME
acted as sponsor and secretariat. This committee was disbanded after

the federal natural gas pipeline safety regulations went into effect, be-

cause it had no further function; however, ASME subsequently decided

to form its own committee to deal with matters of natural gas pipeline

safety. This committee, known as the Gas Piping Standards Commit-

tee, continues to be quite active. Its principal function is the creation

and maintenance of a guide explaining the federal safety standards and

how to comply with them, a service that was described to me as quite

successful. The committee also serves as a liaison among DOT,
ASME, and industrial firms interested in gas pipelines, highlighting

problems of regulatory concern, recommending standards revisions,

conmienting on proposed DOT revisions, and so forth. ASME made no

attempt to qualify this committee as an American National Standards

Committee, because its members are chosen for their knowledge and

background rather than as representatives of specific interests. Never-

theless, a variety of interests are represented on this committee.

Despite the adoption of the federal standards, the B31.8 Code re-

mained an important reference point at the international level and in

connection with intrastate gas pipelines not subject to the federal stand-

ards. By 1975 this interest seemed sufficient to justify reconstitution of

the B31.8 Committee to revise and update the Code.

2. Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) Facilities.—^When the natural gas

pipeline safety standards were developed, LNG technology was in its

infancy. Techniques of liquefying natural gas at low temperatures

were first developed as a means of allowing excess natural gas stored at

off-peak periods to be fed back into the pipeline during peak demand

periods. During the energy crisis of 1973 and the shortage of interstate

natural gas during the winter of 1976-1977 increased attention was paid

to the importation of significant amounts of LNG, primarily from Al-

temal Corrosion on Underground or Submerged Metallic Piping Systems," instead of incorporat-

ing NACE RP-01-69 by reference. 35 Fed. Reg. 7127 (1970); 36 Fed. Reg. 12297 (1971) (codified

at 49 C.F.R. § 192.455(e) (1976)). MTB subsequently indicated its intention to formulate more of

its own standards and to eliminate or reduce the number of referenced private standards.

373. 35 Fed. Reg. 13248, 13257 (1970).
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geria and Libya. LNG technology is significantly different fi"om the

technology of natural gas, and the possibly calamitous results of an

LNG accident have received a great deal of attention in the press.

While there have been several well-pubhcized accidents involving

LNG, none have approached the disasters envisioned in the more spec-

ulative scenarios. In this respect LNG resembles nuclear energy: since

the risk of a disastrous event caimot be totally eliminated, the issue

becomes what level of safety can reasonably be required. The total

abandonment of nuclear and LNG technology generally has been re-

jected as a possible alternative.

No federal statute specifically addresses the LNG problem. The
language of the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968 is sufficiently

broad to encompass this product,^^'* however, and MTB has in fact as-

sumed responsibility for developing safety standards for LNG. The
first standards for LNG facihties were voluntary standards prepared by

NFPA's 59A Committee in 1967. Significant revisions were made in a

new edition in 1971, and less significant changes were made in 1972

and 1975 based on increasing research into LNG hazards.^^^ On Janu-

ary 6, 1972, MTB aimounced a proposal to incorporate the 1971 NFFA
Standard 59A by reference as a mandatory standard "[a]s an interim

measure, until additional regulations can be developed."^^^ This regu-

lation was approved on October 13, 1972, and MTB noted that specific

proposals for modification of the NFPA standard would be considered

in coimection with the development of permanent federal regula-

tions.-'^^ MTB incorporated by reference the 1972 version of Standard

59A in 1976.3^* In 1976, MTB informally advised NFPA that it was
developing a set of proposed mandatory safety standards for LNG that

would be similar to NFPA 59A in some respects, but different in many
others. ^^^ NFPA vigorously objected to this plan with a formal state-

ment in October 1976.^*° The proposed regulation was published in

April 1977,^*' and the period for comment was extended to December
31, 1977. MTB estimates that a notice of proposed rulemaking on sit-

374. 49 U.S.C. § 1671(2) (1970).

375. National Fire Protection Ass'n, "Background Statement and Recommendations of the

National Fire Protection Association Concerning REGULATIONS ON PRODUCTION, STOR-
AGE AND HANDLING OF LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS (LNG), Proposed by U.S. Depart-

ment of Transportation (Office of Pipeline Safety Operations)" 1 (Oct. 1976) [hereinafter cited as

"Background Statement"].

376. 37 Fed. Reg. 145 (1972).

377. Id. at 21638-39.

378. 41 Fed. Reg. 13591 (1976).

379. "Background Statement," supra note 375, at 1.

380. Id.

381. 42 Fed. Reg. 20776 (1977).
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ing and design will be issued in December 1978, and a notice of pro-

posed rulemaking on construction, operation, and maintenance in

March 1979; estimated dates of final rules are August 1979, and De-
cember 1979, respectively.^^^

Examination of the positions taken by the agency and the volun-

tary standards organization in this on-going controversy reveals the

role each contemplates for itself in the establishment of safety or health

standards. MTB first suggested that the NFPA Committee adopt a

supportive role, functioning like an advisory committee and furnishing

MTB with technical assistance.^*^ NFPA rejected this suggestion on

the ground that its members probably would not volunteer to work

within the consensus process ofNFPA as proposed by MTB, preferring

to present their views directly to MTB. Instead, NFPA recommended
that MTB work within the voluntary standards process by submitting

changes it felt were necessary to NFPA Committee 59A and appointing

a representative to serve on the committee, preferably with full voting

status.^*^

In its notice of proposed rulemaking, MTB firmly rejected submit-

ting its proposed revisions of Standard 59A to the NFPA Committee.

It "perceive[d] the role of government as that of prescribing the level of

safety industry is legally obligated to provide. The role of a non-

government organization is to devise and recommend means of meet-

ing the governmental prescribed safety level."^*^ NFPA was not

impressed by this proposed relationship. "NFPA is of the opinion that

a nongovernment organization can only express an unofficial opinion

as to specific means to comply with government regulations. It ques-

tions whether or not the membership of an NFPA Technical Commit-
tee could continue to serve to produce a document having such limited

status."^*^

On July 1 1, 1977, the agency responded by letter, commenting that

the disbanding of the NFPA 59A Committee would be "unfortunate"

382. Id. at 42235. These delays in the development of an LNG standard have been criticized

by the Senate Commerce Committee. S. Rep. No. 832, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 4, reprinted in [1976]

U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 4673, 4676.

383. See Letter from James R. Curric, Jr., Director, Materials Transportation Bureau, to Sec-

retary of NFPA Committee (July 19, 1976), reprinted in "Background Statement," supra note 375,

at 4.

384. "Background Statement," supra note 375, at 7. The NFPA statement states earlier that

DOT turned down a similar invitation in 1969 because it felt such service was "improper." Id. at

5.

385. 42 Fed. Reg. 20776 (1977).

386. Comments and Views of the National Fire Protection Association Before the Materials

Transportation Bureau, Office of Pipeline Safety Operations, U.S. Dep't of Trartsportation (1977)

(Notice 77-4; Docket No. OPSO-46) Piereinafter cited as NFPA Comments].
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1

and encouraging NFPA to "continue its active role in LNG safety."

The letter added: "Although the emphasis may shift from a code pre-

pared by NFPA to one prepared by Government, we cannot do the job

alone, and urge your full and continued cooperation in developing rea-

sonable and practicable standards for the LNG industry."^*^ EarUer in

1977 NFPA had renewed its invitation to MTB to participate in the

59A Committee, and had also requested that an NFPA employee who
had been selected to be a member of the Technical Pipeline Safety

Standards Committee (TPSSC) to represent the general public be des-

ignated an NFPA representative instead. In the July 1 1th letter MTB
rejected both requests.^^^

NFPA's other major attack on MTB's proposal to write its own
LNG standards was directed at the technical competence of the MTB
staff. The proposed standard, NFPA asserted, was "the work of three

members of the [MTB] staff whose expertise is not documented ....
Beyond this staff input, the only other source identified is a report by

an industrial consulting firm (Arthur D. Little, Inc.) which is indicated

as being the basis of this regulatory action."^*^ NFPA sharply con-

trasted the acknowledged expertise of its members:

[In the NFPA Committee] there are over 50 individuals (includ-

ing [Arthur D. Little] staff) directly involved .... All have de-

monstrable expertise as a result of their training and experience

in the safety of LNG faciUties. Most have also such expertise in

the safety of flammable Uquid and gas facihties having similar

hazards. All* are able to draw upon the expertise of large staffs of
experts in their respective fields.

The input to the [MTB] proposal is a far cry from the input

to NFPA 59A. From this standpoint alone, the credibility of the

MTB proposal is questionable.^^

To bolster its position MTB published a further elaboration of the

materials on which the proposal was based on August 22, 1977. The
notice explained that the proposed standards were "in general" based

upon the NFPA standard and other listed materials, but may have been

"modified based upon personal expertise, experience, and engineering

judgment."'^'

In the spring of 1978 the House Subcommittee on Energy and

387. Letter from Alan A. Butchman, Acting Director, Materials Transportation Bureau of

DOT, to George K. Horvath, Director, Government Relations, NFPA (July 11, 1977).

388. Id.

389. NFPA Comments, supra note 386, at 2.

390. Id. at 2-3.

391. 42 Fed. Reg. 42235 (1977).
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Power held hearings on issues of pipeline safety, LNG technology, and
similar matters.^^^ An NFPA representative recommended that Con-
gress amend pending legislation under consideration to require MTB to

participate in the technical committee of NFPA. In another develop-

ment in February 1978, MTB and the Coast Guard, both constituent

agencies of the Department of Transportation, entered into an agree-

ment defining their respective jurisdictions over LNG facilities.^^^ On
April 10, 1978, the Coast Guard published an advance notice of pro-

posed rulemaking regarding safety rules for harbor facilities that

incorporated a large number of NFPA Codes, including 59A, by refer-

ence.^^'* On August 4, 1978, the Coast Guard pubUshed another set of

proposed safety regulations for LNG facilities in harbors, again recom-

mending incorporation by reference of NFPA 59A but also requesting

extensive public participation and input in the development of the reg-

ulations.^^^

The dispute between NFPA and MTB is aggravated by their en-

tirely different perceptions of their respective roles. Officials of MTB
are "charged by statute" to propose safety rules; in their opinion it

would be an "abdication" of their function, and a possible violation of

law, to "delegate" their function to the private sector. On the other

hand, NFPA sees mandatory rules as the product of a small and nar-

row group of regulators who are divorced from the "real world," influ-

enced by factors and arguments that have not been articulated and

subjected to reasoned discussion, and insensitive to the economic con-

sequences of some of their proposals. Indeed, a final portion of the

MTB notice of proposed rulemaking clearly recognized the unknown
economic impact of some of the proposed LNG standards.^^^

The proposed LNG standards were developed without convening

or consulting the TPSSC on the ground that only an advance notice of

proposed rulemaking was involved. In response to a Presidential direc-

tive to review the need for each advisory committee, MTB announced

in 1977 that it wanted to abolish TPSSC,^^^ an action that would re-

quire legislation. Until the committee is abolished by statute, "all pro-

posed standards and amendments to such standards" must be

submitted to TPSSC; TPSSC must prepare a report on the proposals,

and MTB must publish a reason for rejecting a TPSSC recommenda-

392. [1977-1978] 2 Cong. Index (CCH) 26518.

393. 43 Fed. Reg. 34362 (1978).

394. Id. at 15108.

395. Id. at 34362, 34366.

396. See 42 Fed. Reg. 20776, 20779 (1977).

397. Id. at 61907.
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tion.^^* Members ofTPSSC suspect that MTB plans to make only min-

imal use of this advisory committee in the decisional process. If MTB
is to develop mandatory standards without the direct participation or

involvement of the voluntary standards committee, it is doubly impor-

tant that MTB be open to sources of information and feedback; the use

of an advisory committee (whether or not it is in addition to the

mandatory use of TPSSC) would appear appropriate. Necessary legis-

lation to abolish TPSSC has been proposed by the administration.

In its standards development process for pipeline safety, MTB first

eschewed the assistance of a voluntary standards-writing committee

and refused to participate in any way in such a committee's activi-

ties.^^^ Committee proposals that MTB appoint a member, or at least a

technical observer, were rejected in 1968 on the ground that such action

was "improper'"*^ and again in 1977 on the grounds that no "real ben-

efit" would accrue and that the action might be misconstrued."^' In

May 1978 the agency agreed to appoint an observer to attend the com-

mittee's meeting, and conversations about the relative roles of MTB
and NFPA are continuing."*^^ MTB's original attitude was extreme.

Agencies should obtain the best possible technical input on proposed

standards, and the experience of other agencies reveals that technical

committees can often provide meaningful assistance at a slight cost.

398. 49 U.S.C. § 1673(b) (1970).

399. MTB maintained some informal contacts, such as attending meetings as guests and being

included on mailing lists.

Similarly, the private standardization organizations have no formal relationship with MTB.
Like any interested party, a standards-writing organization may suggest changes in the federal

standards by petitioning for rulemaking or by submitting comments. A number of private organi-

zations do use the petitioning and the notice-and-comment procedures to request changes in the

federal regulations. A revision of the welding standards several years ago illustrates this interac-

tion between the MTB and the private entities. The American Petroleum Institute submitted a

petition requesting that the MTB incorporate by reference three sections of the 12th edition of API
standard 1 104, "Welding Pipe Lines and Related Facilities," the 1 ith edition of which was already

referenced by Part 192 of 49 C.F.R. In April 1974, MTB published a notice proposing such an

incorporation by reference and inviting comments. 39 Fed. Reg. 14220 (1974). In response to

comments MTB published a corrected notice proposing that the 13th rather than the 12th edition

be used, because the 12th edition was already out of print. 39 Fed. Reg. 27589 (1974). The second

notice questioned the advisability of adopting one of the three sections proposed. In 1975 MTB
issued a fmal rule adopting all of the proposed provisions of the 13th edition except for the one

that it had questioned; MTB noted that 7 out of 18 commenters had objected to the unadopted
provision. Later in 1975 MTB reversed itself in response to a petition from the Alyeska Pipeline

Service Company and incorporated the omitted provision. 40 Fed. Reg. 27222 (1975). Telephone
interviews with Mr. Lowell Elder, Chairman, ASME Gas Pipeline Standards Conmiittee (May 31,

1978) and Mr. Lucian M. Furrow, Regulations Division Chief, Ofltce of Pipeline Safety Opera-
tions (May 31, 1978).

400. "Background Statement," supra note 375, at 5, n.*.

401. See text accompanying note 388 supra.

402. Interview with George K. Horvath, Director, Government Relations, NFPA (Aug. 9,

1978).
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NFPA's concern that there will be no meaningful role for its tech-

nical 59A Committee has some merit, particularly given the present

attitude of the agency. However, the experience of the various commit-

tees active in the nuclear area reveals that mandatory federal standards

do not necessarily deprive technical conmiittees of a meaningful role in

the standards development process.

V. Evaluation of Voluntary Standards by Federal Agencies:

Toward a Unitary Standards Policy

Proposals for the development of a unitary federal policy toward

voluntary standards can be traced back through the LaQue report to

the early years of the history of standardization, even to the creation of

ANSI's predecessor. During this early period the federal government

was not widely engaged in the establishment of safety or health stand-

ards, and its early efforts did not directly address the relationship be-

tween mandatory and voluntary standards. Recently, however, three

different sources have proposed that the federal government develop a

unitary policy toward voluntary standards. As this is written, two of

these proposals are under active consideration. This section briefly de-

scribes these proposals and their relation to reconmiendations proposed

later in this Article.

Before any policy can be estabhshed, the overall quality of the vol-

untary standards system and of the standards it creates must be ex-

amined critically. The unfavorable attitude of many governmental

agencies and some members of Congress toward these standards is

gradually disappearing. During the late 1960's and early 1970's volun-

tary standards that regulated safety or health were viewed very criti-

cally. Perhaps the harshest criticism appears in a 1974 House

Committee Report:

Voluntary standards, both national and international, are agreed

upon by a process of consensus. Viewed another way, this pro-

cess may produce the most common denominator, the one least

offensive to the various interests involved, and for that reason,

the one that may represent the least progressive or advanced sec-

tor of the technology at hand. . . . [Mjany government standards

are being drafted not as a ratification of existing technology, but

to set new goals for technologies that are deemed insufficiently

advanced. These two trends, consensus standards and goal

standards, are divergent in purpose and method of formula-

tion
403

Several similar evaluations, most of them dating from the 1960's, also

403. Voluntary Industrial Standards in the United States: Report to the Subcorrun. on Science,
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exist; the criticism of the Report of the National Commission on Pro-

duct Safety in 1970 that voluntary standards are "chronically inade-

quate, both in scope and permissible levels of risk," has been

previously noted.'*^ The legislative history of the National Traffic and
Motor Vehicle Act of 1966'*°^ similarly comments that voluntary stand-

ards promulgated by the Society of Automotive Engineers reflect a

"chronic subordination of safe design to promotional styling.'"*^

More recent comments by government agencies, however, tend to

be favorable. The CPSC released a policy statement in November 1977

stating that it perceived "that voluntary standards organizations have

made progress since 1970 in the development of voluntary standards,"

and recognizing "the contribution whiich voluntary standards have

made to increase consumer product safety."'**'^ Other agencies have in-

dicated agreement with this assessment by increasing their efforts to

cooperate with the voluntary standards organizations,'**'* and by com-
menting favorably on proposed federal standards policies that contem-

plate greater reliance on voluntary standards.

A. Legislative Proposals

Not all recent proposals for a federal standards policy are based on
favorable evaluations of the present system. Senator James Abourezk

has introduced legislation to provide significant federal control over

the voluntary standards groups. The provisions of his bill were obvi-

ously influencd by the "horror stories" described earlier, which were

the subject of hearings before the Senate Conmiittee on Antitrust and
Monopoly in March 1975.'"^ Based on these hearings, and relying pri-

marily on three specific incidents. Senator Abourezk introduced the

latest version of his regulatory proposal, S. 825, in March 1977."*'°

Called the "Voluntary Standards and Accreditation Act," S. 825

"would bring some accountability to the process of setting stand-

Research and Development ofthe House Comm. on Science andAstronautics, 93rd Cong., 2d Sess.,

88-89 (1974).

404. See text accompanying notes 228-30 supra.

405. 15 U.S.C. § 1381 (1976).

406. S. Rep. No. 1301, 89th Cong., 2d Sess., reprinted in [1966] U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News
2710.

407. 42 Fed. Reg. 58726 (1977).

408. See, e.g., [1977] Occup. Safety & Health Rep. (BNA) 846; 41 Fed. Reg. 34099 (1976)

(outlining FDA cooperation with ANSI); letter from John R. Quarles, Jr., Deputy Administrator,

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, to Donald Peyton, Managing Director, ANSI (Oct. 18,

1976).

409. See generally Voluntary Industrial Standards: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Antitrust

and Monopoly ofthe Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975).

410. S. 825, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., 123 Cong. Rec. 3156, 3170 (1977).
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ards.'"*" Proceeding on the assumption that the present mechanisms

"are not working" and that there is "vast power in the hands of a few

giant private bureaucracies" in the standards area, S. 825 seeks to "cre-

ate a partnership between Government, industry, and other affected

interests/"*'^ This proposed legislation was strongly opposed by ANSI,

but received mixed reviews'"^ in other parts of the private standards-

setting sector. The legislation would virtually federalize ANSI: the

Federal Trade Commission (FTC) would be authorized to establish

procedures for voluntary standards organizations, and a new agency,

the National Standards Management Board, would be created to man-
age and coordinate the voluntary standards program, including the ac-

creditation of standards development organizations and the listing and

approving of "National Standards." The FTC would have power to

consider appeals from decisions of standards-setting organizations and,

when appropriate, to order revisions of standards. The bill also ad-

dresses international standardization activity and the accreditation of

testing laboratories.

Several government agencies testified in 1976 and 1977 at hearings

on this proposed legislation. In 1976, a representative of the Depart-

ment of Commerce testified that while there were many things in the

bill she agreed with, a need for the additional regulatory apparatus had

not been established because "[bjasically, we believe that the system is

working well . . . [even though] there have been certain abuses."'*'''

The Federal Trade Commission generally supported the legislation, as

did the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

(NIOSH), a small federal organization involved in occupational and

health safety research, development of recommended standards, and

other activities to assure safe and healthful working conditions.'*'^ The
NIOSH representative testified that voluntary standards "appear to be

written by persons who primarily represent the business interest of their

411. i23 Cong. Rec. 12907 (1977) (remarks of Sen. Abourezk).

412. Id.

413. ASTM opposed an earlier version of S. 825, S. 3555, in 1976, although not in terms as

strong as had ANSI; NFPA, on the other hand, supported S. 825 if there were "some modifica-

tions which we think are pretty important." Hearings, supra note 8, at 329 (statement of Mr.

Morgan, representative of NFPA).
414. Voluntary Standards and Certification Act of 1976: Hearings on S. S555 Before the Sub-

comnt on Antitrust and Monopoly ofthe Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 104

(1976) (statement of Dr. Betsy Ancker-Johnson, Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology,

U.S. Department of Conunerce).

415. Technically part of the Center for Disease Control of the Public Health Service, NIOSH
is in HEW. NIOSH was created by the same legislation that created OSHA. 29 U.S.C. § 671

(1970).
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own company or industry,'""^ Present ANSI standards for personal

protective equipment (safety helmets, gloves, etc.) were described as

"often unclear and [requiring] a great deal of interpretation.'""^ This

criticism, which is supported by detailed discussion of specific safety

equipment standards, is entitled to some weight. Even though hearings

were held on S. 825 in 1977, no bill has been reported by the subcom-

mittee, and immediate action appears unlikely. Rather, attention has

shifted to the OMB Circulars discussed below.

B. The 1976 Proposed OMB Circular

A proposed OMB Circular was pubUshed for comment in Decem-

ber 1976^*'^ that suggested a general federal policy of incorporation by

reference of voluntary standards. Unlike S. 825, the 1976 version of the

OMB Circular was uncritical of voluntary standards. It stated that an

"effective system of voluntary consensus standards activities" has been

developed by the private sector in which "a wide range of interests

meld their expertise and compromise their differences; with the result

that [the standards produced] are solidly based and widely ac-

cepted."'*'^ The pohcy statement's stated objective was "to insure max-

imum practicable use of commercial standards by the Federal

Govemment.'"*^^ The statement required agencies to use commercial

standards in place of in-house standards when possible and to identify

the apphcable commercial standard when used.'*^'

Many comments were received on the 1976 proposal. Most of

them were favorable and came primarily from private sources. Two
agencies having extensive experience with voluntary standards, how-

ever, made negative comments regarding regulatory use of voluntary

416. Hearings, supra note 8, at 356 (statement of John F. Finklea, Director, NIOSH).
417. Id. at 341 (statement of John B. Moran, Special Assistant for Safety, Testing, and Certifi-

cation, NIOSH).
418. 41 Fed. Reg. 53723 (1976). This Circular was the product of the Interagency Committee

on Standards Policy, consisting of representatives of twenty-two agencies and departments,

chaired by the head of the Department of Commerce Office of Product Standards. The creation of

this committee was recommended by the LaQue Report of 1965. The background of this Circular

reveals one rather embarrassing incident. The Chairman of the Interagency Conmiittee at this

time was Frank Clarke, a Department of Interior official who was also a member of the board of

directors of ANSI. A version of the proposed circular was made available to ANSI and five or six

other organizations before it was released generally; ANSI successfully recommended that

changes be made. This "leak" was subsequently considered at some length by a House subcom-

mittee, which viewed the Circular very skepticaUy. Energy Conservation—Home Heating Systems:

Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Energy andPower ofthe House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 164-96 (1977).

419. 41 Fed. Reg. 53723 (1976).

420. Id. at 53724.

421. See id.
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Standards. NIOSH stated that it "had much experience in dealing with

non-Federal standards-setting bodies. That experience leads us to be-

lieve that we cannot rely on those bodies to provide occupational safety

and health recommendations comparable to those which NIOSH
would develop.'"*^^ The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) also

criticized the 1976 proposed OMB Circular, noting that although the

proposed policy "may be of significant value when dealing with pro-

curement specifications and standards, it is difficult for us to find equal

merit for adopting this policy for regulatory standards, particularly

when among the organizations solicited by the standards-setting organ-

ization to determine consensus, are those organizations which are to be

regulated by the same standard.'"*^^

Other agencies were more favorably inclined toward the 1976 pro-

posed OMB circular though they may have been concerned with pro-

curement rather than regulatory uses. For example, the Federal

Aviation Administration stated:

We wholeheartedly support the pohcy of using commerical
standards and buying commercial products whenever feasible. It

must be pointed out, however, that in determining feasibihty, we
take into account such factors as the criticahty of the function the

product is to perform. For example, a TV tube produced to com-
mercial standards will not have fine enough resolution to be used
safely in air traffic control.'*^'*

The Federal Highway Administration also commented:

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) strongly en-

dorses the objectives of the proposed Circular .... It has long

been our poUcy to make maximum use of commercial standards

in the highway programs which are under our purview. We also

maintain close relationships with a number of commercial stand-

ards-setting bodies and actively participate with them in the de-

velopment of standards in our area of concem.'*^^

Finally, the Federal Energy Administration stated:

Before we commence a Federal standard-writing endeavor,

we should determine whether existing non-Federal standards are

available that will meet our needs, in whole or part, or that can

422. Letter from John M. Finklea, M.D., Director of NIOSH, to the Office of Management
and Budget (Mar. 1, 1977).

423. Letter from Richard Redinius, Assistant Administrator for Planning and Management,

EPA, to Hugh E. Witt, Administrator, Office of Federal Procurement Policy, OMB (undated).

424. Memorandum from William M. Flener, Associate Administrator for Air Traffic and Air-

way Facilities, Federal Aviation Administration, to Herbert H. Kaiser, Jr., DOT Representative,

Interagency Committee on Standards Pohcy (Feb. 14, 1977).

425. Memorandum from H. A. Lindberg, Associate Administrator for Engineering and Traf-

flc Operations, Federal Highway Administration, to Herbert H. Kaiser, Jr., DOT Representative,

Interagency Committee on Standards PoUcy (Feb. 15, 1977).
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be made available in a timely mamier by the voluntary process.

Particularly in complex areas such as building standards, we may
find that much time and expense can be saved by, for example,

making use of existing standardized test procedures. . . .

It should be recognized that Federal standards realistically

will cover only a limited portion of the total spectrum of the en-

ergy field. Covering the entire spectrum would duplicate much
of the work now being done satisfactorily by the voluntary con-

sensus standards community.''^^

Consumer groups joined NIOSH and EPA in opposing the indis-

criminate use of voluntary standards for regulatory purposes."*^^ The
majority of comments, however, were favorable and basically consis-

tent with the conclusion that such standards should be used cautiously

by agencies.

C. The 1977 Revised OMB Circular

On December 22, 1977, OMB released a significantly revised Cir-

cular arid again requested comment from agencies.'*^* Like the earlier

draft, the revision suggested that it is the policy of the federal govern-

ment to rely on voluntary standards "whenever feasible and consistent

with law and regulation pursuant to law'V^^ however, a sharp distinc-

tion was drawn between procurement and regulatory roles. Voluntary

standards 'V/// be assignedpreference in procurement actions . . . un-

less use of such voluntary consensus standards would result in impaired

functional performance, unnecessary overall cost to the Government or

the Nation, anticompetitive effects, or other significant disadvan-

tages.'"*^ On the other hand, in regulatory applications, voluntary

standards "wv// be utilized . . . after a careful evaluation ofsuch stand-

ards assures their adoption and use to be infull accordance with the agen-

cies' statutory missions and responsibilities, and other applicable laws

426. "FEA Review of Its Role in Standard-Setting," attached to letter from John F. O'Leary,

Administrator, Federal Energy Administration, to Dr. James D. Currie, Acting Administrator,

Office of Federal Procurement Policy, OMB (Apr. 14, 1977).

427. See, e.g. , Center for Study of Responsible Law, "Comments on the Proposed OMB Cir-

cular That Would Establish a New Federal PoUcy for Interaction with Private Standards-Setting

Organizations," attached to letter from Peter L. Maier, Center for Study of Responsible Law, to

Hugh E. Witt, Administrator, Office of Federal Procurement PoUcy, OMB (Dec. 16, 1976); Na-
tional Consumers League, "Comments on Proposed OMB Circular on Federal Interaction with

Commercial Standards-Setting Bodies," attached to letter from Sandra Willett, Executive Direc-

tor, National Consumers League, to Administrator, OMB (Jan. 31, 1977).

428. 43 Fed. Reg. 48 (1978).

429. Id. at 49.

430. Id. at 49-50 (emphasis supplied).
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and regulations.'"'^' This basic distinction (and test for the use of vol-

untary standards for regulatory purposes) is compatible with the con-

clusions independently reached in the earlier portions of this Article.

The OMB Circular also stated that while agencies should utilize volun-

tary standards in lieu of developing in-house standards when the vol-

untary standards will serve the agencies' purposes, agencies should not

"be inhibited" from developing in-house standards "in the event that

voluntary standards-developing organizations cannot or do not develop

a standard needed by, and acceptable to, these agencies or do not do so

in a timely fashion.'"*^^

The 1977 revision contained additional features that were clearly

drawn from S. 825."*^^ The most important additions were the estab-

lishment of "due process and other basic criteria" that voluntary stand-

ards organizations must meet as a precondition to federal participation

in their activities, and the establishment of the Deparment of Com-
merce as an authority to police these requirements. The Department

was directed to develop and maintain a current list of organizations

satisfying the specified criteria.'*^'* While this list would be based pri-

marily upon representations by organizations that they comply with the

criteria, the Department was given authority to take "appropriate steps

to determine whether such organizations are in fact conducting their

activities in accordance with the aforecited due process and other basic

criteria,'"*^^ Furthermore, the Department was directed to establish

procedures by which "interested persons" could challenge the listing of

an organization and procedures by which the Secretary could deter-

mine, "after appropriate notice," whether an organization should be

listed or deleted.''^^ The due process and other basic criteria include

not only the traditional procedural requirements of fairness, openness,

and balance, but also require standards organizations to give prefer-

ence to the use of performance criteria rather than design, materials, or

construction criteria, to accept a mediation and conciliation service

provided by the Department of Commerce (apparently to help resolve

"horror story" problems), and to include a statement, in all literature

they publish that participation by government officials in that organi-

zation does not constitute governmental endorsement.''^^

431. Id. at 50 (emphasis supplied).

432. Id.

433. S. 825, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., 123 Cong. Rec. 3156, 3170 (1977).

434. 43 Fed. Reg. 51 (1978).

435. Id.

436. Id.

437. Id. at 50.
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The remainder of the revised OMB Circular is basically permis-

sive. Participation by the federal government may extend to govern-

ment employees' voting in standards-development committees if

authorized by the head of their agency or department,'*^* direct finan-

cial assistance, administrative support {e.g. , travel cost), technical sup-

port {e.g. , testing), and joint planning to ensure a coordinated effort.''^^

Any federal support, however, must clearly further an agency's mission

and responsibilities, and the amount of such support "shall be no

greater than that of all non-Federal participants.'"*^ Further, federal

participants are directed to avoid dominating or exerting undue influ-

ence on standards-writing committees or becoming embroiled in the

internal management of such bodies.'*^' Other provisions direct the

agencies to develop procedures and rules relating to participation in the

voluntary standards process consistent with the policies espoused in the

OMB Circular^^ and direct the Department of Commerce to develop

and maintain current information about federal participation in that

process and a cross-referenced hsting of all voluntary standards.'*^-' I

presume that this Usting will be maintained by the National Bureau of

Standards.

The OMB Circular was developed by the procurement side of

OMB, specifically the Office of Federal Procurement Policy. Interest-

ingly, the Circular does not refer to any statutory authority or executive

order to support its power to develop such a directive for agencies in-

volved in regulatory activities. I was told that OMB is in fact relying

on very general provisions in the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921''^

and the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950^^ for this au-

thority. Under these circumstances there is at least some question

about OMB's authority to develop such an elaborate procedure, partic-

ularly to the extent that it applies to regulatory activity and to the in-

dependent agencies.

The revised OMB Circular, however, unlike the original, was
highly controversial and drew a significant number of negative com-
ments from several sources, including ANSI. Following a conference,

ANSI, in March 1978, published OMB's written responses to detailed

438. Id.

439. Id.

440. Id.

441. Id.

AAl. Id. at 51.

443. Id.

444. 31 U.S.C. § 18 (1970).

445. Id. § 18(a).
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questions about the scope and intent of various provisions of the re-

vised Circular."*^ The period for comment on the Circular was ex-

tended to April 1978,"*^^ and as this is written no final action has been

taken. It appears probable that the OMB Circular will be the subject of

further significant revisions before it is finally released.

D. A Proposed National Standards Policy

On February 8, 1978, the Department of Commerce published,

with a request for comment, a document entitled "A Recommended
National Standards Policy for the United States.'"*^* This document

was prepared by the National Standards Policy Advisory Committee

(NSPAC), established under the auspices of ANSI, but financially and

substantively independent of it.'*^^ Money "was raised in small

amounts from over fifty organizations and is retained in a special ac-

coimt . . . controlled by the Committee.'"*^^ The "balanced" member-
ship was drawn largely from nongovernmental sources.'*^'

The general portions of the poUcy statement followed familiar

themes and may be briefly summarized. It stressed the need for open-

ness and balance on committees and the need to encourage consumer

and small business participation. It reconmiended government partici-

pation at all levels to "encourage responsible private sector activities,"

and delay in the federal development of new standards when suitable

national standards exist or are being developed. The policy statement

urged a preference for performance rather than design standards and,

in a unique suggestion, recommended that two standards-coordinating

centers should be developed (or identified), one within the government

and the other in the private sector. The statement described roles for

such centers and proposed appeals mechanisms for both.'*^^ The three

lengthy dissenting opinions accompanying the policy statement, prima-

rily reflecting a consumer orientation, illustrate the complexity of some

446. ANSI, "Questions and Answers to Clarify the Intent of the Provisions of the OMB Circu-

lar on Federal Interaction with Voluntary Consensus Standards-Developing Bodies," attached to

letter from William T. Cavanaugh, Managing Director, ASTM, to author (Mar. 22, 1978).

447. 43 Fed. Reg. 7383 (1978).

448. Id. at 6298.

449. Id.

450. Id.

451. Participants drawn from the federal government included Dr. Ernest Ambler, Director,

National Bureau of Standards (a nonvoting member); Dr. Howard I. Forman, Deputy Assistant

Secretary of Commerce for Products Standards, U.S. Dept. of Commerce; and Philip Smith, who
is identified as "Designated Liaison, Office of Science and Technology Policy, White House." Id.

at 6303-04.

452. Id. at 6300.
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of the issues addressed."*^^ Like the revised OMB Circular, the pro-

posed policy treats the use of standards for procurement purposes sepa-

rately from their use for regulatory purposes.'*^''

453. Id. at 6301-03. The dissenters were David A. Swankin (Swankin & Turner), Ruth B.

Jones (Consumer), and Monte Florman and George Papritz (Consumer's Union). It should be

noted that not aU consumer representatives dissented; for example, Dennis Cherot (Director, Of-

fice of Consumer Action for Newark, N.J.), Richard Goodemote (Sears, Roebuck & Co., assum-

ing that Sears should be so classified), and Alfreda J. Riley (Greater Opportunities Industrial

Center, Consumer Education Office) did not dissent.

454. Regarding the use of standards for regulatory purposes, the NSPAC policy statement

describes roles for both the public and the private sector:

Recognizing that the public and private sectors each has an important contribution to

make, it is in the national interest to have a constructive cooperative relationship be-

tween them in the areas of health, safety, and environment.

1. Public Sector Role. Government departments and agencies should take all nec-

essary and reasonable steps to:

a. Identify and pubUsh their priority standards needs.

b. Encourage, cooperate with, and actively participate in relevant national stand-

ards activities that are consistent with this policy.

c. List all relevant national standards that have been prepared in accordance with

this policy.

d. Ensure that the following steps will be taken prior to, and as a prerequisite of,

any determination that a mandatory standard may be required.

i. Technically evaluate all relevant Usted standards.

ii. Assess the marketplace for voluntary conformity with such standards.

iii. Evaluate the suitabiUty of such standards for use as the basis for a mandatory
standard (where necessary, encourage the originating standards-writing organization to

revise the standard, with government cooperation, to suitable form).

iv. Specifically consider, and make formal fmdings with resp>ect to the technical,

marketplace and suitabihty reviews before deciding whether a mandatory standard will

be required.

2. Private Sector Role. The private sector should take all necessary and reason-

able steps to:

a. Identify and use all available data in determining its view of priority standards

needs, as well as cooperate with governments to aid government in setting priority stand-

ards needs.

b. Initiate and actively pursue national standards activities in a manner consistent

with this policy in areas of its high priority.

c. Cooperate with and support national standards activities that are consistent with

this policy and that are designed to meet government-identified priority standards needs.

Id. at 6300. This portion of the poUcy statement was the subject of some controversy, as indicated

by the following comment on the "listing" provision by one of the dissenting members:

I believe this section is accurate only if the word "listing" is understood to contain no
indication of adequacy. During the development of this policy statement, some wanted
to require the government to treat voluntary consensus standards as "guidelines" for

mandatory standards. This would have been totally unacceptable. When government
agencies promulgate safety and health standards, they do so under mandate from Con-
gress. Each enabling act is somewhat different, but all set by law the criteria that must
underpin the standards they promulgate.

To the extent that it is efficient, timesaving, and just good sense for government
regulatory agencies to take into account existing voluntary standards, the concept of

"listing" (and thereaAer evaluating "listed" standards) is a viable one. However, it must
be clearly understood by all that the concept of "listing" can imply nothing at all con-
cerning substantive adequacy for govenmiental purposes. Any effort to give Usted

standards a priority must be rejected. Each must stand on its own substantive merits, on
a case-by-case basis.

Id. at 6301 (dissent of David A. Swankin).
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E. Relationship ofa Unitary Standards Policy to this Article

The recent proposals for a single federal policy towards voluntary

standards recognize that special problems are involved when voluntary

standards are used by federal agencies engaged in the development of

mandatory safety or health regulations. The basic conclusion of both

the OMB Circular and the proposed National Standards Policy that

voluntary standards should play an expanded role in such regulation is

consistent with the basic conclusion reached in this Article. The OMB
Circular and National Standards Policy, however, give only general

guidance to agencies on how actually to utilize such standards. The
following part of this Article, therefore, develops detailed and specific

recommendations for the evaluation and utilization of voluntary stand-

ards, and suggests procedural changes to permit their practical integra-

tion into agency rulemaking procedures. These reconmiendations are

almost entirely complementary to the proposed standards policies and

the adoption of either of those policies will not significantly affect the

usefulness or relevance of the recommendations proposed by this Arti-

cle. Indeed, in one respect, the adoption of such a policy may simplify

the task regulatory agencies face when considering the use of a volun-

tary standard: under either proposal a list of standards-setting organi-

zations that follow fair and open procedures will be developed, thereby

simplifying the problem some agencies may face in evaluating specific

voluntary standards from less well-known sources.

VI. Development of the Reconmiendations'*^^

A. Value Judgments

The recommendations that follow are based on certain value judg-

ments about the quality of the modem voluntary standards system.

These judgments are partially impressionistic, partially based on con-

versations with many persons knowledgeable about the system's opera-

tions, partially based on personal observation, and partially based on

data of varying degrees of hardness.

At its best, the voluntary standards system possesses strengths that

455. A major function of the Administrative Council of the United States is to develop

recommendations addressed to federal agencies to assist them in developing mandatory safety or

health regulations. A recommendation that suggests cautious use of voluntary standards by these

agencies and encourages a development of a regularized process for interaction between voluntary

standards organizations and governmental agencies seems fully justified by the foregoing analysis.

The discussion below sets forth my own views and value judgments. The Committee on Licenses

and Authorizations of the Conference has approved a recommendation on this subject that largely

accepts these views and value judgments, but differs from them in some respects.
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federal agencies may not have and should utilize where feasible:

broad, current technical knowledge and diverse points of view on many
technical committees as well as elaborate procedural devices for the

accommodation of wide-ranging viewpoints. Many voluntary stand-

ards are more than "lowest common denominators" and merit serious

consideration by agencies as appropriate standards for adoption.

These standards have the advantage of being in existence and readily

available, and the effective utilization of them offers tremendous sav-

ings to the govemment.'*^^ It is expensive to reinvent the wheel.

Not all voluntary standards are of the highest attainable quality,

however. The voluntary standards system has some inherent weak-

nesses; it grew out of a virtually private, industry-controUed system,

and its procedures have gradually evolved over a long period of time.

As a result, older standards may have been approved by committees

that did not meet current concepts of balanced membership and that

followed less than ideal procedures. Further, because of the inevitable

problem of obtaining effective participation by traditionally unrepre-

sented or underrepresented interests, the system often tends to over-

represent commercial interests that form the backbone of the voluntary

standards program. At best, the program tends to produce standards

that are "industry acceptable" and reflect the current state of the art.

Further, voluntary standards are developed by a process of "con-

sensus," which actually involves approval by a large percentage of the

participants, rather than by unanimous agreement. In some circum-

stances this process may lead to a standard that is acceptable for com-

mercial purposes but less than ideal for regulatory purposes. Further,

these voting requirements may lead to a standard's being approved de-

spite the objections of the representatives of consumer or related inter-

ests.

Based on these considerations, agencies with regulatory authority

should consider the use of voluntary standards whenever they are

available, but they should be utilized cautiously and on a case-by-case

basis.

B. Evaluation ofa Voluntary Standard by an Agencyfor Possible Use

as a Regulatory Standard

Evaluating the quality and value of an existing voluntary standard

for possible use as a mandatory safety or health standard obviously

involves a technical consideration of the standard and a policy judg-

456. See subpart III(A) supra.
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ment regarding the suitability of the standard given the statutory man-
date and regulatory goals of the agency. A discussion of the underlying

agency considerations may help illuminate this basic policy decision.

Preliminarily, when an agency considers using an existing volun-

tary standard as a mandatory standard it should recognize that ANSI's

certification that the standard is an American National Standard or

that it has been approved by a weU-known organization that regularly

produces voluntary consensus standards (as defined in the Introduc-

tion) does not necessarily mean that the standard is a valuable or useful

one or that it has truly national acceptance. Further consideration of

the standard is necessary. Experience has demonstrated that the quaU-

ty of standards varies widely, and there are literally thousands of vol-

untary standards, some of which are dated or obsolete. OSHA's
unfortunate experience with ice in drinking water graphically illus-

trates this point."*^^ In making a further evaluation, agencies should

consider on a case-by-case basis the various factors set forth below.

/. The Apparent Suitability of the Standard.—One or more
agency employees with a technical or legal background should examine

the text of the standard carefully and make a preliminary evaluation of

its potential usefulness as a mandatory standard. The date the stan-

dard was approved or most recently revised, for example, will often

shed light on the quality and value of a voluntary standard, particu-

larly to a person generaUy familiar with the product involved, its his-

tory, and the safety or health ramifications of the product. Some
standards may be rejected because they were written at a time when the

risk with which the agency is concerned was not recognized or was not

measurable. For example, minimum levels of an impurity or undesir-

able compound may have been established when the full magnitude of

the risk of exposure was unknown, or when the technology of produc-

tion, purification, or ability to measure small quantities did not permit

the use of a lower minimum level in the standard."^* If more efficient

technology or more sophisticated methods of measurement now exist

but are not reflected in the voluntary standard, that standard should

not be considered a rational compromise of current competing consid-

erations. The age of a standard cuts two ways: it may reflect a funda-

mentally sound standard for which no changes are required or it may
be an indication of technological obsolescence. If an active technical

457. See text accompanying note 176 supra.

458. See, e.g., the discussion of the stricter standards imposed due to newly discovered adverse

effects of benzene and arsenic in text accompanying note 21 1 supra.
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committee has jurisdiction over the standard and has recently seriously

reviewed the standard, the standard's age becomes less important. The
agency should nevertheless ascertain the scope of the latest review of

the standard and whether such review is continuing.

Another area of examination is the "track record" of the voluntary

standard in terms of safety or health. Many agencies collect statistics

on accidents, injuries, or illnesses caused by specific products. Data

reflecting extensive problems with a product that is covered by a volun-

tary standard call into question the usefulness of the voluntary stan-

dard as a health or safety standard. Other possible explanations,

however, should be explored: there may be widespread noncompliance

with the voluntary standard, or the accident, injury, or illness data may
largely predate the promulgation or significant revision of the volun-

tary standard.

A careful examination of the voluntary standard under considera-

tion may also reveal that language at critical points is vague or impre-

cise; voluntary standards are usually drafted by laymen, who may not

feel it necessary to specify concepts they consider famiUar. The stand-

ards-writing organizations are attempting to improve both the clarity

and precision of standards, but often older standards use imprecise

terms such as "smooth to the touch" or "finger tight."'*^' Imprecision

in the use of language should lead the agency to revise a standard, but

is not grounds for rejecting the voluntary standard outright. The pres-

ence of criminal sanctions for violation of mandatory standards sug-

gests a need for greater specificity in the mandatory standard than in

the voluntary standard. Such language and drafting differences, how-

ever, do not necessarily have negative implications for the underlying

decisions with respect to trade-offs between cost, safety, or health that

are reflected in the voluntary standards.

Some agencies may also conclude that certain standards are un-

necessarily detailed. In a voluntary standard, unnecessarily detailed

provisions can be ignored; however, in a federal standard, the same
language becomes mandatory. Some of the voluntary standards

adopted by OSHA under section 6(a) suffered in this regard.'*^ Fur-

thermore, adopting detailed specification-type standards for products

may have undesirable anticompetitive effects and may freeze techno-

logical developments.

459. Implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Act: Hearings Before the Subcomm. for
Consumers ofthe Seruite Comm. on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 95th Cong., 1st Scss.

127 (1977) (statement of David S. Pittle, Vice Chainnan, Consumer Product Safety Commission).

460. See text accompanying note 177 supra.
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2. The Agency's Statutory Mandate.— The nature of the agency's

statutory responsibility is perhaps the most important single factor in

the agency's decision regarding what use should be made of an existing

voluntary standard. For example, if an agency is charged with estab-

lishing a "reasonable" and "minimum" safety standard,'*^* an existing

voluntary standard may meet that requirement. On the other hand, the

legislative history of some statutes makes it clear that Congress consid-

ered existing voluntary standards inadequate and more or less explic-

itly instructed the agency to develop standards that more stringently

protect safety and health. This is true, for example, of the Natural Gas
Pipeline Safety Act,"**^ the Consumer Product Safety Act,'*^^ the Na-

tional Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act,'*^'' and the Occupational

Safety and Health Act."**^ The legislative history of the National Traffic

and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, for example, critically describes existing

voluntary standards developed by the Society of Automotive Engineers

as "the product of a conmiittee consensus, subject to a single manufac-

turer's veto, while affording no consumer or user representation.'"*^^

The result was a "chronic subordination of safe design to promotional

styling, and ... an overriding stress on power, acceleration, speed and

'ride' to the relative neglect of safe performance or collision protec-

tion.'"*^^ In short, the "promotion of motor vehicle safety through

voluntary standards has largely failed. '"^^^ Given such strong congres-

sional sentiments, it is not surprising that the National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration (NHTSA) has felt it necessary to develop stand-

ards "from scratch," to adopt voluntary standards in part while impos-

ing significantly more onerous requirements, or to incorporate

voluntary standards by reference as an interim measure and thereafter

try to impose more stringent requirements."*^^ In addition, courts have

held that one ofNHTSA's goals under the National Traffic and Motor

Vehicle Safety Act is to compel improvements in existing technology to

461. See text accompanying note 344 supra (referring to the Boat Safety Act of 1971).

462. 49 U.S.C. § 1671 (1970).

463. 15 U.S.C. § 2051 (1976).

464. Id. § 1381.

465. 29 U.S.C. § 651 (1970).

466. S. Rep. No. 1301, 89th Cong., 2d Scss. 3, reprinted in [1966] U.S. Code Cong. & Ad.

News 2709, 2711.

467. Id. at 2, reprinted in (1966] U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 2709, 2710.

468. Id. at 4, reprinted in [1966] U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 2709, 2712.

469. Cf. Wagner Elcc. Corp. v. Volpe, 466 F.2d 1013 (3d Cir. 1972) (NHTSA incorporated by

reference certain Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) standards governing performance crite-

ria of turn signal and hazard warning signal flashers, but eliminated a permissible failure rate

allowed by SAE and compelled absolute compliance instead). NHTSA also extensively incorpo-

rates by reference voluntary standards in establishing test methods, test evaluations, instrument

calibrations, and similar matters. See, e.g., 49 C.F.R. § 575.104(0(ii)-(v) (1977).
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increase safety.'*^^ This goal precludes the use of existing voluntary

standards, which almost by definition reflect current practice and the

current state of the art.

Congress may consider an existing voluntary standard to be unsat-

isfactory either because the standard itself is weak and does not strike

the proper balance between cost and health or safety or because the

standard, while basically adequate, is generally not complied with or

compUance is unascertainable. Although both reasons justify a legisla-

tive decision to give an agency power to establish and enforce

mandatory rules, they have widely different impUcations for the role

voluntary standards should play in the development of mandatory

standards. Both reasons are cited in some legislative histories: in con-

sidering the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act, for example, the House

Committee emphasized both the absence of inspection and enforce-

ment under the B31.8 Code, incorporated by reference in most states,

and the inadequacy of the B31.8 Code itself."*^' When mandatory

standards were developed by MTB under this statute, the standards

were more heavily weighted toward safety than were the voluntary

standards in several specific respects, but significant portions of the

B31.8 Code were incorporated."*^^

A number of statutes provide for a mandatory advisory committee

with a specified, predetermined balance.'*^^ An agency may infer from

such statutory requirements that Congress intended for it to develop

standards independently, or at least to develop standards that have a

stronger emphasis on safety or health than existing voluntary stand-

ards.

In a surprising number of statutes, however. Congress has granted

authority to develop mandatory safety or health standards without ap-

parent recognition (or perhaps with only oblique recognition) of the

existence of voluntary standards relating to the same products or

problems. Agencies administering such statutes naturally feel freer to

adopt voluntary standards than agencies administering statutes that

contemplate regulations changing the technological status quo.

470. See Chrysler Corp. v. Department of Transp., 472 F.2d 659, 671-73 (6th Cir. 1972).

471. H.R. Rep. No. 1390, 90th Cong., 1st Sess., reprinted in [1968] U.S. Code Cono. & Ad.
News 3223, 3231-32.

472. See text accompanying note 371 supra.

473. See, eg., 42 U.S.C. § 5404 (Supp. IV 1974) (National Mobile Home Advisory Council);

46 U.S.C. § 1482 (Supp. IV 1974) (National Boating Safety Advisory Council); 49 U.S.C. § 1673

(1970) (Technical Pipeline Safety Standards Committee).
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3. The Procedures Followed by the Organization Preparing the

Standard.—Presently, the only organization certifying the adequacy of

procedures followed by standards-writing organizations is ANSI, a

nongovernmental organization. The OMB Circular proposes that the

Department of Commerce assume this role;'*^'* the proposed National

Standards Policy suggests the creation of a "government standards co-

ordinating center" within the Executive Branch without specifying its

precise location."*^^ If the federal government is to become involved in

voluntary standards activities to the extent contemplated in those pro-

posals and these recommendations, some sort of governmental over-

sight would seem appropriate. In the meantime, however, ANSI
approval of the organization or committee involved is the closest ex-

isting substitute and probably provides adequate interim oversight in

most cases. It should be noted that there may be organizations that

qualify as developers of voluntary standards but that are not members
of ANSI and thus not subject to any procedure certification."*^^

The diversity of interests or points of view consulted on a specific

standard may vary significantly within the confines of the consensus

process itself, depending in part on the nature of the standard, its age,

and other factors. A standard that has been recently developed or re-

vised through open and fair procedures by a committee that represents

numerous points of view, virtually all of which concurred in the pro-

posed standard, should be seriously considered by the agency to repre-

sent an acceptable balance of safety, health, and economic cost. Such a

standard closely approximates the theoretical type of consensus de-

scribed earlier."^^

The modem voluntary standard system does provide most seg-

ments of society, including small businesses, consumers, and organized

and unorganized labor, with an opportunity to participate. There are,

however, serious theoretical and practical problems of representation

for such groups. They are not bonded together as single interests by

economic forces in the same way most other interests in the consensus

process are. A "consumer representative" for example, often represents

his own personal biases, which may or may not be shared by consumers

generally."*^* There is also often a great disparity between a right to

participate and actual, meaningful participation. Some groups lack the

resources and technically qualified representatives essential to effective

474. 43 Fed. Reg. 48 (1978).

475. Id. at 6298, 6300.

476. See text accompanying note 28 supra.

477. See text accompanying notes 143-44 supra.

478. See R. Dixon, supra note 42, at 35-38.
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participation in standards-writing groups. The major standards-writ-

ing agencies recognize this problem, and have gone to considerable

lengths to improve the balance of interests on committees.'*^^ The

CPSC, particulariy, has made increased consumer representation a pre-

requisite for agency participation on private standards committees.

Such efforts have been successful to varying degrees in specific com-

mittees. Nonetheless, many standards affecting consumer pro-

ducts—^particularly technical ones applicable to components—^are

prepared by technical committees that stiU have little or no consumer

representation. It should be a matter of direct concern to agencies con-

sidering the use of a voluntary standard to obtain information about

the balance of the committee or group that developed the standard, the

extent to which various interests were actively represented on the com-

mittee or group, and the extent to which these interests concurred in the

standard developed. In most cases, this information should be readily

available from the promulgating organization; a failure to produce or

develop this information should raise doubts about the quaUty of the

standard. The importance of this information, however, can be over-

stated; in the final analysis, the adequacy of the standard in addressing

identified risks rather than its source should be the dominant consider-

ation. A special problem in the canvass method of ascertaining the

existence of a consensus is the difficulty of obtaining the views of

groups that are traditionally underrepresented in the voluntary stand-

ards process.'**^ Standards approved by this method should be treated

with great caution.

The procedures recommended in this Article are somewhat ideal-

ized. It is perhaps questionable whether any technical committee or

standards-developing organization can meet them in every detail. A
failure to meet these procedural requirements entirely should not dis-

qualify the standard from further consideration but may raise doubts

about its quaUty. For example, an agency may decide to utilize a stan-

dard even though the number of consumers on the technical committee

that developed the standard was smaller than the number the agency

considers desirable. That fact, however, is relevant in evaluating the

quahty of the standard.

4. Absence of a "Legislative History.

"

—^The usefulness to an

agency of a voluntary standard is often limited because voluntary

479. See discussion of various means to increase consumer participation, at subpart 111(B)(3)

supra.

480. See text accompanying notes 44-48 supra (brief description of the canvass method).
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Standards are typically published without a description of the issues

that were considered in the fonnulation of the standard or an explana-

tion of why certain judgments prevailed over others. Such descriptions

of the bases of decision are referred to here as the "legislative history"

of a standard, to distinguish them from the formal records of publica-

tion, balloting, decisions on negatives, and the like, that are created to

ensure that required procedures are followed. Agencies may feel un-

easy about accepting value judgments made by others without any ex-

planation of why they were made or what factors were taken into

consideration. This is particularly likely to be true in situations in

which no agency representative observed the development process. A
standard should not be automatically rejected, however, simply be-

cause it lacks such a legislative history. Further investigation by the

agency may give it considerable insight into the background of the

standard and permit it to understand why certain choices were made.

An agency employee who was a member or observer of the technical

committee may be able to provide the necessary background; some cor-

respondence or records concerning the bases of decision may be avail-

able from the files of the standards-developing organization; or

employees of the agency may confer with the chairman and other

members of the committee to ask them why certain choices were made.

Voluntary standards would generally be more useful to governmental

agencies if the standards-writing organizations could provide more in-

formation about the background and development of the standard.

ASTM developed a kind of legislative history in its background exposi-

tion of the factors involved in the creation of safety standards for bath-

tubs and shower stalls."**' The development of such background

information should be encouraged by all agencies.

5. Possible Competitive Problems.— While the apphcation of the

antitrust laws to the standardization system is beyond the scope of this

Article, agencies should be concerned that they do not inadvertently

accept a voluntary standard that will have a significant anticompetitive

impact when made mandatory."*^ The OMB Circular warns that

standardization activities, "if improperly conducted, could suppress

free and fair competition, impede iimovation and technical progress"

and have other adverse effects."**^ The often expressed preference for

481. See text accompanying notes T1\-1A supra.

482. See Anderson & Whitten, Government Regulations Afflict U.S. , Washington Post, Oct. 22,

1977, § B, at 7, col. 4.

483. 43 Fed. Reg. 48, 49 (1978).
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performance over design standards'**'* is partially based on the likely

anticompetitive effect of design specifications.'**^

The potential anticompetitive effects of standardization activities

are usually not apparent until the possibihty is brought to the agency's

attention by an outsider. Often, I suspect, the anticompetitive impUca-

tions are obscured by technological or scientific issues, which must be

mastered before the full competitive impact can be evaluated. Thus,

the actual isolation of adverse competitive implications in concrete sit-

uations may be difficult.

The foregoing suggested analysis of voluntary standards for their

possible use by governmental agencies is part of what is usually called

a "prerulemaking process." I would expect this evaluation to be made
internally by agencies without public participation or specially desig-

nated procedures. This conclusion is superficially inconsistent with Ex-

ecutive Order 12044,'**^ which urges greater pubhc participation in the

"early" stages of the rulemaking process. The evaluation of an existing

voluntary standard, however, usuaUy involves such narrow and techni-

cal evaluations that public participation would have Uttle value. Direct

pubhc communication with members of a technical conmiittee to ascer-

tain the value judgments underlying a voluntary standard, however,

may be appropriate.

C. Uses of Voluntary Standards

An agency may use or decline to use an existing voluntary stan-

dard in a variety of ways. Based on the partial survey of agencies in

this Article, I believe that an agency has at least the following alterna-

tives when considering the use of a voluntary standard.

(1) The agency may decide not to develop a mandatory standard

at all and rely on the existing voluntary standard.

(2) The agency may incorporate the existing voluntary standard

by reference, thereby endorsing the standard in its entirety.

(3) The agency may in its regulations copy the existing voluntary

standard verbatim.

(4) The agency may develop a mandatory standard, using its

484. See, eg., id. at 48, 50; Hearings, supra note 8, at 554; Boat Safety Act, 46 U.S.C. §
1454(a)(1) (Supp. IV 1974).

485. See 43 Fed. Reg. 19216, 19219 (1978) (CPSC discussion of comments on statement of

policy on Commission Involvement in Voluntary Standards Activities). In discussing proposed

amendments to the federal standards for Transportation of Natural and Other Gas and Hazard-

ous Liquids by Pipeline (49 C.F.R. §§ 192, 195), the Office of Pipeline Safety noted that perform-

ance requirements are easier to administer. 40 Fed. Reg. 27245 (1975).

486. 43 Fed. Reg. 12661 (1978).
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own language but adopting the substantive aspects of the existing vol-

untary standard without significant change.

(5) The agency may develop a mandatory standard in its own
language, adopting portions of the substantive provisions of the ex-

isting voluntary standard and adding or modifying other substantive

portions.

(6) The agency may reject the existing voluntary standard, de-

velop its own source or basis of information, and create its own
mandatory standard from scratch, either internally or with the assist-

ance of the voluntary standards-writing committees, an advisory com-

mittee, or other organizations. In this instance, the agency could utilize

the existing voluntary standard as a temporary or interim regulatory

measure until the mandatory standard is developed.

(7) The agency may indicate, either formally or informally, that

while compliance with the existing voluntary standard is not

mandatory, no regulatory action will be taken if there is compliance

with this standard. This alternative will be described as the "regula-

tory guide" approach, employing the name adopted by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission for staff-created documents that follow this

approach.

(8) The agency may encourage and cooperate with the voluntary

standards-writing organization in making changes in the voluntary

standard that the agency considers are appropriate. Thereafter, the

agency may adopt one of the foregoing alternatives, probably (1), (2),

(3), (4), or (5). Possible methods of encouragement and cooperation,

which are themselves encouraged in this Article, are discussed more

fully below.

/. Reliance on the Voluntary Standard.— An agency may decide

not to adopt a mandatory standard if it concludes that industry gener-

ally complies with a voluntary standard that adequately protects the

public health and safety. Under these circumstances the agency may
decide that its regulatory energy should be directed at other areas

—

problem areas—rather than at an area covered by an existing volun-

tary standard. The CPSC has foUowed this practice in a number of

instances'**^ and recognized the principle of reliance on voluntary

standards in its 1977 policy statement on utilization of such stand-

ards.'*** It should be noted that any citizen has a statutory right to peti-

tion the CPSC to establish a mandatory standard for any specific

487. See, e.g., note 248 supra.

488. See text accompanying note 258 supra.
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consumer product;'**^ the policy of rejecting petitions when an adequate

voluntary standard exists allows the agency to allocate its limited re-

sources to problem areas. Unquestionably, the CPSC's regulatory ef-

forts were channeled in this direction by the complex procedures

surrounding its development of mandatory standards and by its belief

that it should direct its efforts to areas in which no standards exist or in

which existing standards are deemed inadequate. Other agencies, how-

ever, have also adopted a similar pohcy on an ad hoc basis.

When an agency decides that an existing standard is adequate and

is being comphed with by industry, it should publish an announcement

of that fact in the Federal Register in order to advise the affected indus-

try that the standard is considered reasonably adequate and that no
further regulatory action will be taken as long as a high level of adher-

ence to the standard is maintained. Thereafter, it should devote some
minimal resources to monitoring the degree of compliance and ensuing

technical developments that may suggest health or safety problems in

the future.

It has been suggested that an agency might also decide to defer

regulatory action when a voluntary standard is relatively new in order

to develop data on the effectiveness of the standard in addressing safety

or health concerns. While my research did not disclose any clear exam-

ples of this pattern, if regulatory action is deferred on this ground, the

agency probably should monitor closely thereafter the effectiveness of

the voluntary standard.

2. Incorporation by Reference.—Historically, incorporation by

reference has been the most common method of using voluntary safety

or health standards, particularly at state and local levels. A decision to

incorporate a safety or health standard by reference requires an agency

to conclude that the substantive standard is an appropriate one, and
that the language of the standard is sufficiently precise to allow en-

forcement by the agency in criminal or other legal proceedings, but that

the existing level of compliance with the voluntary standard is not opti-

mal or cannot be readily ascertained. For example, incorporation of an

acceptable voluntary standard by reference may be necessary if the

standard is applicable to a large number of small firms or plants whose

comphance with it is difficult to determine.

3. Incorporation verbatim.—In some instances an agency

may consider either incorporating an acceptable standard by reference

489. 15 U.S.C. § 2059 (1976).
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or copying it verbatim in the regulations themselves. There is prece-

dent for either choice in current agency practice.'*^^ From the agency's

standpoint the decision involves consideration of several factors: copy-

right problems, the attitude of the voluntary standards-developing or-

ganization, the convenience to users of having the entire regulation in a

single publication, the sheer size or bulk of the Federal Register and the

Code of Federal Regulations (which may cause possible publication

budget problems), the need to provide an efficient way to advise those

covered of legal requirements, and perhaps other factors as well. It is,

of course, true that incorporation by reference requires interested per-

sons to consult two documents and in some cases to purchase a copy of

the referenced standard. On the other hand, this additional hardship is

probably slight or nonexistent in most cases, and in many instances

those covered may already be quite familiar with the voluntary stan-

dard. From the standpoint of a voluntary standards organization that is

largely dependent on sales of standards for its income, any suggestion

that the practice of publishing voluntary standards in the Federal

Register should be encouraged is likely to be strongly opposed, and it is

probably anathema to suggest further that such regulations should be

broadly circulated by the agency, either at cost or at standard govern-

ment publication rates.

On balance, I feel that incorporation by reference should be the

primary method of using acceptable voluntary standards. At the very

least, however, each agency should advise those covered of the name
and address from which the referenced standard can be obtained, and,

when possible, of its cost.'*^' In addition, agencies should place copies

of the referenced standard in their public reading rooms or other places

where the public may come to determine what the applicable regula-

tory requirements are.

The question whether an agency can simply use a copyrighted vol-

untary standard under the copyright law doctrine of "fair use" appears

to be an open one.''^^ The leading case involving fair use by the federal

490. In its boating safety regulations, the United States Coast Guard repeated verbatim the

voluntary standards. See text accompanying note 348 supra. Elsewhere, for example in its pro-

posed waterfront safety regulations, it proposes to incorporate by reference over seventy standards

and codes. 43 Fed. Reg. 15108-09 (1978).

49 1

.

The regulations issued by the Ofllce of Federal Register require that "[tjitles, dates, edi-

tions, numbers, authors, and publishers shall be stated whenever they would contribute to clear

identification." 1 C.F.R. § 51.7(b) (1978). Prices are not mentioned because presumably they

change over time and agencies may not know of the change. ANSI and the voluntary standards

organizations do refer to prices in their notices. See note 92 supra. In connection with its proposed

regulations relating to LNG, the Coast Guard purchased copies of NFPA standard 59A from

NFPA and offered to provide a free copy to anyone requesting it. 43 Fed. Reg. 34362-63 (1978).

492. The question is unlikely to have arisen before 1960 because not until that year did Con-
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goveniment is Williams & Wilkins Co. v. United States,^"^^ which up-

held the photographic reproduction pohcies of the National Institute of

Health and the National Library of Medicine. The four-to-four divi-

sion of the United States Supreme Court, however, obviously weakens

the force of this precedent. The case sheds little light on the precise

issue and, in any event, the Copyright Act was completely revised in

It is my view^^^ that at least some use by governmental agencies of

copyrighted voluntary standards should be considered a fair use. It is

true that any development of a mandatory standard has a chilling, if

not devastating, effect upon the economic value of the referenced or

replaced voluntary standard. That, however, is not the result of any
copying but of the actual adoption of the mandatory standard sup-

planting the voluntary standard; the effect would be the same whether

or not any copying took place. Nevertheless, that the question is a dif-

ficult one should be an inducement to follow the practice of incorpora-

tion by reference when the voluntary standards organization objects to

the use of its copyrighted material.

Under the regulations adopted by the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, it is not possible to incorporate by reference all future changes in a

gress waive sovereign immunity in suits for copyright infringement. 28 U.S.C. § 1498 (1970), as

amended by Pub. L. No. 86-726, 74 Stat. 855.

493. 487 F.2d 1345 (Ct. CI. 1973), qffd by an equally divided Court, 420 U.S. 376 (1975).

494. A new provision, § 107, defmes "fair use":

§ 107. Limitations on Exclusive Rights: Fair Use
Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, the fair use of a copyrighted work,

including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other means
specified by that section, for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teach-

ing (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, is not an in-

fringement of copyright. In determining whether the use made of a work in any
particular case is a fair use the factors to be considered shall include

—

( 1

)

the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a com-
mercial nature or is for non-profit educational purposes;

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted
work as a whole; and

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted
work.

17 U.S.C. app. § 107 (1976). The specific wording of this section is described in the legislative

history as "the result of a process of accretion." H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess., re-

printed in (1976] U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 5659, 5679. About the only other relevant com-
ment in the legislative history that 1 was able to fmd is a statement that "(t]he Committee has

considered the question of pubUcation, in Congressional hearings and documents, of copyrighted
material. Where the length of the work or excerpt published and the number of copies authorized

are reasonable under the circumstances, and the work itself is directly relevant to a matter of

legitimate legislative concern, the Committee believes that the pubUcation would constitute fair

use." Id. at 5687.

495. 1 am supported in this conclusion by a copyright speciahst. Professor James M. Treece,

Charles 1. Francis Professor of Law, University of Texas at Austin School of Law.
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voluntary standard.'*^^ The mere suggestion of such a possibility raises

obvious questions about delegation of regulatory power to private or-

ganizations and about the propriety of an agency accepting unknown
future changes before they are even proposed.'*^^ Therefore, agencies

should revise their incorporations by reference periodically—a process

that may involve overlapping procedures at the private and public

levels. These problems are discussed further below.

4. Restatement ofthe Voluntary Standard.—^The justification usu-

ally given by an agency for accepting the substantive provisions of an

existing voluntary standard but revising and restating the language is

that the voluntary standard lacks the precision and specificity required

of a standard the violation of which may lead to criminal penalties.

The perceived need for specificity is based in part on fairness to those

who are subject to criminal or civil sanctions and in part on enforce-

ment considerations, including the need to circumscribe the discretion

of inspectors or other relatively low-level governmental personnel. A
second justification is the need to eliminate some provisions of the vol-

untary standard that are beyond the power of the agency to adopt, e.g.

,

because they do not relate to safety or health.

In determining whether a standard is sufficiently precise, an

agency should consider whether the standard has been incorporated by

reference by other governmental authorities (usually state and local),

and whether those authorities have been successful in attempting to en-

force the standard. The investment of scarce agency resources in the

revision of well-tested standards for essentially nonsubstantive reasons

is arguably not justified.

A major problem with the revision and restatement of a voluntary

standard by an agency is the attendant cost and delay. Some voluntary

standards (e.g. , the NFPA National Electric Codes) are complex docu-

ments, and an agency may find that their revision strains the limited

resources of the agency. Indeed, it is not inconceivable that the pace of

development of voluntary standards might exceed the pace of develop-

ment of mandatory standards; the agency could then never successfully

restate the most current standards, but would fall further and further

behind its private counterparts.

Restating a voluntary standard also results in some procedural re-

4%. 1 C.F.R. § 51.8(c) (1978).

497. See, e.g.. State v. Fowler, 94 Fla. 752, 114 So. 435 (1927); Sute v. Intoxicating Liquors,

121 Me. 438. 117 A. 588 (1922); Opinion of the Justices, 239 Mass. 606, 133 N.E. 453 (1921).
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quirements under section 553 of the Administrative Procedure Acf*'*

that may be significantly reduced if the voluntary standard can itself be

revised and then incorporated by reference. As a matter of common
sense, a mandatory standard that restates the familiar provisions of a

voluntary standard in unfamiliar language is likely to draw more com-

ment and criticism than a mandatory standard that simply incorporates

a voluntary standard by reference. This is partially a result of substitu-

tion of the unfamiliar for the familiar; of course, the substitution of

precise for more generally phrased requirements may itself be contro-

versial and may conceal substantive changes. It appears clearly desira-

ble for agencies to work within the structure of the voluntary

standards-writing organizations to develop the required specificity

rather than to devote their limited resources to in-house restating of

these standards. One problem with this suggestion is the internal struc-

ture of most agencies: the lawyers who develop rules and prosecute vio-

lations demand specificity, but it is the technical personnel who become

the members or observers of the voluntary standards technical commit-

tees. Nevertheless, greater efforts to develop the necessary specificity

through the standards-writing committees seem desirable and feasible;

it is usually in the interest of the standards-writing organization to par-

ticipate in the development of more precise language.

Some agencies have been concerned with excessive detail in cer-

tain voluntary standards and have considered the substitution of more
general performance standards for design specifications that could

have undesirable anticompetitive effects. It appears beneficial and pos-

sible to develop the preferred generality through the standards-writing

committee in this situation as well; as is the case with developing speci-

ficity for enforcement purposes, it is usually in the interest of the stand-

ards-writing organization to participate in the development of more
general provisions.

5. Substantive Revision of the Voluntary Standard and Writing

Standards from Scratch.—Several agency employees I interviewed

commented that, as a practical matter, their agencies lacked the neces-

sary technical personnel to develop mandatory standards covering all

aspects of their regulatory responsibility and that therefore some reli-

ance on voluntary standards was essential. On the other hand, some
agencies have developed a large number of substantive safety and

health standards virtually without regard to existing voluntary stand-

498. 5 U.S.C. § 553 (1976).
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ards. Two agencies that follow this approach are the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA), which developed environmental standards in

many areas in which there were few or no existing voluntary standards,

and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA),
which was given a virtual legislative command to ignore existing stand-

ards and start from scratch. The EPA, however, uses voluntary stand-

ards established by ASTM, the American Public Health Association,

and the American Water Works Association extensively for test meth-

ods and similar matters. NHSTA uses voluntary standards for similar

purposes and for interim regulations as well.

The track records of these two agencies and the problems faced by

other agencies in writing standards from scratch reveal the problems

faced by agencies developing their own balance between cost and

health or safety. The EPA has been involved in extensive litigation

over its health and environmental standards; it is perhaps the govern-

mental agency most active in litigation, aside from the Department of

Justice. NHTSA automobile occupant restraint system regulations

(providing for the famous seat belt interlock and buzzer system) were

so unpopular with motorists that Congress legislatively overruled the

agency in 1974,''^^ and Congress added a legislative veto provision for

all future motor vehicle safety standards.^^

Other agencies have not started from scratch, but have used a vol-

untary standard as the nucleus of their regulations, making changes

they consider appropriate. An example of this practice is HUD's devel-

opment of mobile home standards,^^' which also probably involves the

copyright issue discussed previously. MTB's development of natural

gas pipeline regulations followed a similar pattern. It originally

adopted regulations based closely on the available voluntary standards

and then gradually developed its own regulations, primarily with a

view toward developing performance rather than design require-

The major problem faced by an agency when it develops man-

datory standards independently, whether from scratch or by revising an

existing standard, is the agency's limited knowledge. The economy and

499. 15 U.S.C. § 1410b(a) (1976) provides that "[n]ot later than 60 days after October 27, 1974,

the Secretary shall amend the Federal motor vehicle safety standard numbered 208 (49 C.F.R.

571.208), so as to bring such standard into conformity with the requirements . . . of subsection (b)

of this section."

500. Id. § 1410b(c), (d).

501. See text accompanying notes 327-29 supra.

502. An ultimate goal being considered by MTB is the "substitution of performance require-

ments for as many of the existing references to industry documents as practical." 40 Fed. Reg.

27245 (1975).
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its methods of operation can be exceedingly complex and dynamic.

There is a risk that agency personnel will develop proposals that are

superficially reasonable but have unexpected, and unacceptable, conse-

quences.^°^ When an agency believes it necessary to develop its own
mandatory standard, it is particulariy important that it consider all

points of view and assess as accurately as possible the cost and implica-

tions of its proposal. The great strength of modem technical commit-

tees is that they embody the wealth of knowledge and experience about

current practices and products that agencies usually lack and should

seek. Therefore, when an agency is proposing a new substantive regu-

lation that differs from an existing voluntary standard, it should at-

tempt to utilize this knowledge and expertise by working cooperatively

with the conmiittee, without, of course, agreeing in advance to accept

the committee's conclusions. I suspect that in many instances the com-
mittee will accept the proposition that the voluntary standard needs to

be revised in the way suggested by the agency, and the resulting volun-

tary standard may be incorporated by reference. In any event, the

mandatory standard should command greater acceptance if it is ap-

proved, or at least considered, by a voluntary standards committee

rather than if it is simply proposed by the agency without apparent

external input. If the conmiittee does not revise the voluntary standard

to the satisfaction of the agency, the agency should proceed to develop

its own standard.^^ In any event, agencies should consider the possible

interim use of the voluntary standard while the federal standard is be-

ing developed.

The independent development of a mandatory standard by an

agency obviously has an impact on the relative roles of the agency and

the voluntary standards committee active in the same area. The experi-

ence of MTB with the ASME natural gas pipeline committee, of HUD
with the NFPA mobile homes conmiittee, and the dialogue now going

on between MTB and NFPA about their respective roles with respect

to LNG facilities regulation all indicate that the development of com-

503. The following example is taken more or less at random: NHTSA's Standard No. 222,

School Bus Passenger Seating and Crash Protection, originally required school bus seats to be no
more than 20 inches behind the seat in front. Later, NHTSA conceded that its failure to consider

the necessary manufacturing tolerances employed by school bus manufacturers had caused the

manufacturers to space the seats as a rule somewhat closer than 20 inches in order to keep all

buses within the limit. On reconsideration, NHTSA extended the limit to 21 inches so manufac-

turers could "provide approximately the 20 inches of space intended under the initial standard,"

42 Fed. Reg. 641 19-20 (1977).

504. This would involve the "in-house" development of a proposed standard, its publication

for comment, and institution of the rulemaking procedures required by the Administrative Proce-

dure Act and applicable provisions of substantive statutes, if any.
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patible roles may not be easy and that the development of a mandatory

standard may signal the end of the voluntary committee. While I may
be oversimplifying the problems, some kind of accommodation should

be possible to aUow the conmiittee continued meaningful input while

reserving the ultimate power of decision on substantive requirements to

the agency. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission appears to have

worked out such an accommodation without relinquishing its authority

to adopt final safety standards. Subsequent recommendations embody-

ing the suggestions that cooperative efforts between the agency and the

voluntary standards committees should be improved and that so-called

"regulatory guides" should be used more are both designed with this

problem in mind.

6. Regulatory Guides.—^The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has

utilized voluntary standards (as well as some staff-created guides) ex-

tensively and effectively through its series of regulatory guides. Other

agencies might profitably develop a similar approach. A regulatory

guide is a document that states that a standard or portion thereof pro-

vides an acceptable, though not exclusive, means to achieve a broad

goal specified in regulations or in the statute itself. Since the guide is

not incorporated by reference it is not formally a rule, and violations of

it cannot be charged as independent offenses.^^^ As utilized by the

NRC, regulatory guides represent the views of the staff rather than of

the Commission itself, but this does not appear to be an essential part

of the regulatory guide concept. The use of voluntary standards in this

way has several apparent advantages. First, it forces the agency to focus

on the broad goal as well as on narrow product design questions, thus

encouraging the development of general performance standards rather

than specific design standards—a trend that is generally viewed as de-

sirable.^^ Second, it permits the use of detailed voluntary standards

without the freezing of development and innovation at that level, which

occurs with incorporation by reference. Third, it results in the use of

voluntary standards for which they were designed: as a voluntary,

nonexclusive way to do things. Finally, the problems encountered

when agencies change "should" to "shaU" or when they revise volun-

tary standards to add precision are also avoided.

My generally favorable reaction to this approach is based partially

on its successful development and use by NRC. A presidential task

505. An ofTender may, of course, be charged under the more general mandatory standard if

the agency believes the violations create unsafe or unhealthy conditions.

506. See notes 4«4-85 supra.
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force has also recommended that OSHA explore its use in machine tool

guarding regulations. ^°^ FDA is actively considering the use of volun-

tary standards in its regulation of medical devices in a way that essen-

tially follows the regulatory guide concept, though that phrase is not

specifically used.^°* Portions of MTB's regulations regarding natural

gas pipelines also involve a variation of this regulatory guide con-

cept. ^°^ The approach seems potentially promising and is one that

other agencies with serious regulatory problems might explore.

D. Coordination and Cooperation

At the present time the relationship between government agencies

and the voluntary standards organizations is widely varied: it includes

formal memoranda of understanding, such as the OSHA-ANSI agree-

ment creating a joint, high level committee; elaborate, but ad hoc, co-

operative working relationships at the technical level, such as that

developed by the NRC; and virtually total agency separation from the

voluntary standards organization, such as the very hmited informal re-

lationship presently maintained by MTB of the Department of Trans-

portation. Of course, problems faced by agencies differ greatly and a

considerable amount of diversity in these relationships should be ex-

pected.

Both the proposed OMB Circular and the Recommended National

Standards Policy contemplate active participation in standards devel-

opment by government agencies. In the OMB Circular, the goal of

agency participation is to contribute to the development of standards

that "will minimize the need for development of mandatory Federal

standards or, as a minimum, [to collect] technical and other informa-

tion which will provide a basis for well-considered Federal regulatory

actions."^ '° The National Standards Policy states that such participa-

tion is designed to make the Government's "needs known and to help

assure that, where necessary, the standards developed will be in a form

507. Presidential Task Force, supra note 183, at 28.

508. See text accompanying note 313 supra.

509. See, eg., 49 C.F.R. § 192.55(a)(1) (1977) (new steel pipe qualified for use if manufac-

tured in accordance with an ASTM or API "listed specification").

510. 43 Fed. Reg. 48, 50 (1978).

It is very difficult to estimate the extent of federal participation in voluntary consensus stand-

ards setting activities. The U.S. Department of Commerce has published a Guide to Standards

Activities of Federal Agencies 1976 which enumerates a number of nongovernmental standards

bodies in which specific agencies participate, but gives no indication of the scope of such partici-

pation. The following table Usts the number of nongovemmeiMal standards bodies in which the

following agencies are listed as participating through "technical exf>erts":
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suitable for government use."^" The Circular also suggests federal

assistance to voluntary standards-developing committees in the form of

direct financial support, administrative support (e.g. , hosting meetings),

technical support (e.g. , cooperative testing), and joint planning "to en-

sure a coordinated effort in resolving priority standardization prob-

lems."^ '^ Such support, however, is "limited to that which is clearly in

furtherance of an agency's missions and responsibilities" and in no

event shall it be "greater than that of all non-federal participants in

that committee."^ '^ The proposed National Standards Policy is less

specific as to details, but does suggest that "governments should be the

primary, though not the exclusive, source of . . . funds" to finance par-

ticipation by small business and consumers in the standards develop-

ment process.^''*

These proposals, of course, involve procurement as well as regula-

tory uses of standards. The discussion below attempts to delineate the

extent to which agencies concerned with matters of safety or health

should participate in standards development activities.

/. Government Employee Participation in Technical Committees

and Standards-Developing Organizations.—Government employees

have participated in technical committees throughout the history of the

No. of Nongovernmental

Name of Agency Standards Bodies Listed

Department of Commerce 120

ERDA 13

EPA 7

Department of Health, Education & Welfare 34

Department of Housing & Urban Development 5

E>epartment of Interior 24

Department of Labor 5

NRC 23

Department of Transportation 12

Department of Treasury 6

Veterans Administration 7

See U.S. Dep't of Commerce, Guide to Standards Activities of Federal Agencies

(1976).

The figures in the foregoing table are misleading because organizations, such as ASTM and

NFPA, are listed as single organizations. As indicated in the text, the number of agency partici-

pants in such organizations may r\ui into the hundreds.

ASTM estimates that there are currently 1350 federal employees and representatives serving

on technical committees, representing approximately nine percent of all units of participation.

Letter from William T. Cavanaugh, Managing Director, ASTM, to Lester A. Fettig, Administra-

tor for Federal Procurement Policy, Ofilce of Management and Budget (Mar. 21, 1978). Of
course, many of these represent procurement or other interests.

511. 43 Fed. Reg. 6298, 6299 (1978).

512. Id. at 48, 50.

513. Id.

514. Id. at 6298-99.
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voluntary standards process. Although there is no way to estimate the

current number of public employees participating on these committees

in all capacities, their membership is certainly in the thousands. For

instance, 170 representatives of the National Bureau of Standards are

active in ASTM alone.^'^ Of the approximately 2500 persons em-

ployed in all NRC offices, about 230 of them participate on technical

conmiittees.^'^

Many of these government employees are scientists or engineers

who are interested in the technology or process considered by the com-

mittee more or less independently of their employment by a govern-

ment agency, and consequently may feel that they participate as

individuals rather than as "representatives" of their agency. Voluntary

standards organizations classify this type of government employee as a

"general," "consumer," or some other class of representative to indicate

that he or she does not represent a producer, user, or other direct eco-

nomic interest. A recent study has pointed out that the word "repre-

sent" may also be used in a legislative or delegational sense, as

contrasted with an agent-principal notion of representation.^'^ Several

agencies with regulatory responsibilities in the areas of safety or health,

including FDA, OSHA, and CPSC, have adopted regulations or guide-

lines for employee participation in voluntary standards organizations

that contemplate to a greater or lesser extent that employees should

serve as "representatives" of the agency in the delegational sense.^'*

These regulations usually restrict participation to technical employees,

barring participation by higher level employees with the power to

make, or directly advise on, final regulatory decisions that may involve

use of the voluntary standards.^ '^ Agency permission to engage in

515. ASTM, ASTM and Voluntary Consensus Standards 10 (undated brochure sent to all

potential ASTM members).

516. Letter from Robert B. Minogue, Director, Oflice of Standards Development, NRC, to the

author (May 1, 1978).

517. R. Dixon, supra note 42, at 18-21.

518. See, e.g., 16 C.F.R. § 1031 (1978) (CPSC); 21 C.F.R. § 10.95 (1977) (FDA).
519. The CPSC regulations also require that if a participant thereafter makes any recommen-

dation or proposed decision for the agency, the fact of his earlier participation must be disclosed.

16 C.F.R. § 1031.5(i)(1978).

In April 1978, CPSC, by a vote of three-to-two, decided that under the policy described in the

text "program managers" should not participate in voluntary standards programs. A "program
manager" is "responsible for the overall management of the Commission's standards development

activities, voluntary as well as mandatory," subject to review by: (1) the Director of the Ofiicc of

Program Management; (2) the Executive Director; (3) the Oflice of the General Counsel; and (4)

the Commissioners and their staffs. Memorandum from D. R. Mackay, Director, Voluntary

Standards, CPSC, to Bert Simson, Director of the Oflice of Program Management, CPSC (May
18, 1978). In July 1978, the Commission revised its policy on employee participation so that pro-

gram managers are allowed "to participate in particular voluntary standards activities on a case-
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Standards-writing activity is also usually required.^^° Further, these

guidelines, including those promulgated by OSHA and CPSC, limit the

role of the employee to a "non-voting, advisory capacity" and preclude

the employee from directing the committee's course and from serving

as chairman or in any other position that might dominate the nature of

the committee output.^^' Other agencies, such as NRC, expect their

representatives to cast votes that reflect the agency's position. Still other

agencies, such as EPA, simply state that employees should vote their

technical opinions and indicate clearly that they are not representing

EPA, These employees, however, are encouraged to press EPA's view-

point at meetings since EPA considers the committee a sounding board

from which the point of view of regulated persons may be obtained.

Some agencies limit participation to committees that follow specified

procedures. NIOSH, for example, permits its employees to participate

on a voluntary standards-setting body only if its meetings, minutes, and

membership records are open to the public. ^^^ Though usually not in a

regulatory capacity, the National Bureau of Standards of the Depart-

ment of Commerce has participated in the development of voluntary

standards through committee involvement during most of the twentieth

century and has developed standards to guide its employees when par-

ticipating in the standards-writing process—the general standard of

conduct is that the representation should further the "public interests of

the United States in the broadest sense."^^^ Employees may participate

if there is balanced membership, "including adequate and effective

user and consumer representation," and if the ultimate standard serves

the public interest rather than the interests of private individuals or

organizations.^^^ NBS recognizes four types of participation: participa-

tion as an official spokesman ofNBS or the Department of Commerce;

participation as a technical representative of NBS or the Department;

participation as an individual; and participation as a spokesman or rep-

resentative of another organization {e.g. , an NBS employee could be

designated by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers to be

by-case basis." This policy also includes participation by the Executive Directors, their Deputies,

and their Special Assistants. 43 Fed. Reg. 30796 (1978).

520. See 21 C.F.R § 10.95(d)(1) (1977) (FDA). Agency approval may also be required to

maintfliii control over employee travel costs. 43 Fed. Reg. 30796 (1978) (to be codified in 16

C.F.R. § 1031.5(d)) (CPSC).

521. See, e.g., 16 C.F.R. § 1031.5(0, (g) (1978) (CPSC).

522. Hearings, supra note 8, at 345 (sutement of John M. Finklea, Director, NIOSH).

523. National Bureau of Standards, Guidelines for National Bureau of Stand-

ards Participants in Voluntary Standardization Programs 2 (Jan. 1972).

524. Id.
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its representative on an ANSI committee).^^^ The regulations address

each of these four types of participation individually. For example,

individual participation requires prior clearance for possible conflicts

of interest.^^^ Because of the large number of NBS employees serving

on various committees, NBS has developed forms for obtaining ap-

proval of standards participation activity and for changes in such activ-

ity."^

Not all agencies restrict their employees to an agency-representa-

tive role in the voluntary standards process. Employees of the Coast

Guard serve as regular voting members of several technical commit-

tees. Some government employees serve as chairmen of technical com-

mittees and presumably affect the directions their committees take

significantly. For example, the 1976 ASTM Directory reveals that the

Chairman of Committee F9 on tires is an employee of the National

Highway Safety Administration, an agency involved in developing reg-

ulatory standards.^^* Relatively high-level government employees

serve on the boards of directors and various administrative committees

of ANSI and other voluntary standards-writing organizations: four

government employees are on ANSI's board of directors,^^^ a Bureau

of Standards employee has served on ASTM's;^^° and others serve on

ANSI's Energy Council and Consumer Council.^^'

The 1976 version of the OMB Circular encouraged agencies to de-

velop standards for the participation of employees in voluntary stand-

ards-writing committees. Each agency was encouraged to "[p]articipate

in commercial standards-setting activities when such participation is in

the public interest and is compatible with the agency's missions and

authorities. Participation by agency personnel shall have the approval

of appropriate officials and shall be consistent with the agency's regula-

tions."^^^ These provisions elicited some comment. A few private or-

ganizations expressed an apprehension that extensive participation by

government employees might result in government domination of the

standards-writing process and urged that their role be limited.^^^ The

525. Id. at 3.

526. Id. at 4.

527. NBS employees are apprised of these regulations by the Guidelines for National Bureau

of Standards Participants in Voluntary Standardization Programs. National Bureau of

Standards, supra note 523.

528. ASTM, ASTM Direaory 63 (Oct. 1976).

529. ANSI, 1977 ANSI Progress Report (Mar. 1977).

530. ASTM, ASTM Directory 1 (Oct. 1976).

531. ANSI, 1977 ANSI Progress Report (Mar. 1977).

532. 41 Fed. Reg. 53723-24 (1976).

533. Letter from Roland E. Moore, Vice President and Chief Engineer of Texas Eastern
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Comptroller General commented that in some instances representatives

of two or more agencies were on the same committee and worked at

cross-purposes, effectively cancelling out the governmental influ-

ence.^^'*

The 1977 OMB Circular contains quite different provisions.

Agency participation is limited to those committees listed by the Secre-

tary of Commerce as meeting specific "due process and other basic cri-

teria."^^^ The Circular also directed agency heads to develop

"appropriate procedures by which agency representatives . . . will, to

the extent possible, ascertain the views of the agency on matters of par-

amount interest and will, as a minimum, express views which are not

inconsistent or in conflict with agency views."^^^ In addition, when two

or more agencies have representatives on the same technical committee

their participation is to be coordinated.^^^ The number of participants

is to be kept "to the minimum required for effective presentation of the

various program, technical, and other concerns of Federal agencies."^^^

The form of participation may extend "to voting in standards-develop-

ing and standards-approving committees, if authorized by the head of

the department or agency."^^^ Employee participants are to "avoid

dominating or exerting undue influence in such committees,"^'*^ and

should not become involved in "the internal management of such bod-

ies {e.g. , election of officers, or setting of membership fees), except in

accordance with the policies and procedures established by the Secre-

tary of Commerce."^'*'

There are obvious advantages to participation by government em-

ployees of agencies with regulatory responsibihties in voluntary stand-

ards activities. Obviously, monitoring and encouraging the

development of agency-acceptable voluntary standards simphfies or

lightens the agency's regulatory load. Moreover, benefits to the indi-

vidual involved may also accrue to his agency. A government engi-

neer, who was an expert on skid resistance patterns of tires, commented

to me at the ASTM meeting in 1977 that service on an ASTM commit-

Trammission Corp., to Hugh E. Witt, Administrator, Office of Management and Budget (Jan. 17,

1977).

534. Letter from Elmer B. Staats, Comptroller General of the United Sutes, to Hugh E. Witt,

Administrator, Office of Management and Budget (Jan. 5, 1977).

535. 43 Fed. Reg. 50 (1978).

536. /</. at 51.

537. /d.

538. /</. at 50.

539. /</.

540. /</.

541. /</.
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tee was important in helping him keep abreast of current thinking and

developments in the private sector. He felt it was undesirable for gov-

ernment scientists and engineers to spend their time closeted in govern-

ment offices. While this may be an important function, the cost of

employee participation, particularly travel expenses, is sufficiently high

that agencies can hardly be expected to utilize this method of education

on a broad scale for that reason alone.

Participation also has potential drawbacks, and concern has occa-

sionally been expressed about the propriety of government employees

serving on technical committees or on the boards of directors or other

committees of voluntary standards organizations.^'*'^ One problem is

the possible preemption of the agency's statutory authority. I know of

no agency that believes that its participation in the voluntary standards

process binds it to the outcome without further discretionary review;

yet participation may be construed as a tacit agreement to accept the

outcome, particularly if the agency employee is a voting member of the

committee. Another possible problem is a conflict of interest, particu-

larly if the agency employee is also serving in a policy capacity in the

technical committee or within the voluntary standards organization it-

self.
^'^^ An image of undue favoritism toward the voluntary standards

process may be created by extensive cooperation. Finally, there is the

potential problem of incidental agency participation in decisions that

are later found anticompetitive or unlawful. A few agencies have de-

clined to name a person to serve as a member of, representative to, or

observer of a technical committee on the basis of these concerns. This

attitude seems unduly rigid; participation by government employees is

not inherently unlawful, may be beneficial to both the agency and indi-

vidual employee, and need not compromise the integrity or indepen-

dence of the agency.

There is at present considerable diversity in the nature of partici-

pation by government employees in the voluntary standards process.

Some government employees are fully active, voting members of the

conmiittee; others are "observers" or nonvoting members. For exam-

ple, the CPSC poUcy statement distinguishes between "liaison," "moni-

toring," and "participation," each representing a different level of

542. Energy Conservation—Home Heating Systems: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Energy

and Power of the House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 444

(1977).

543. One of the principal draAsmen of the 1976 OMB Circular was the representative of the

Department of Interior on the Interagency Committee on Standards Policy who was also on the

Board of Directors of ANSI. A considerable amount of attention was paid to this claimed conflict

of interest when a House committee inquired into the background of the Circular. Id. at 435-36.
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employee participation. It is probably desirable that the relationships

should remain flexible, varying from agency to agency, and quite possi-

bly varying from time to time within a single agency. Any recommen-
dation should therefore explicitly disavow the notion that approval of

certain forms of participation constitutes rejection of others. If volun-

tary standards are to be utilized as described in the earlier recommen-
dations, however, it is desirable to outline a model role for government

employees participating in the voluntary standards development proc-

ess as agency representatives.

Basically, technical committees serve two functions from the per-

spective of potential agency participation: they provide expertise and

advice, and they develop standards that the agency hopes will ade-

quately address considerations of health and safety. The agency repre-

sentative should monitor the proceedings and serve as a liason between

the agency and the conmiittee. An ideal employee for this purpose

would have the following characteristics and authority. The employee

should be a middle level, technical employee whose participation is ap-

proved by the agency. To preserve the appearance of agency indepen-

dence and objectivity, the employee should not be in a position of

ultimate responsibility nor, to the extent feasible, in a position to advise

directly those with the power of ultimate decision. The employee's role

in the review of the standard should be limited to a written statement,

and he should not otherwise actively participate in the review. The

separation between such an employee and responsible agency officials

should not be total, however, since one can readily conceive of a situa-

tion in which the participating employee is the only agency employee

who possesses the basic technical information and background to assess

the proposed voluntary standard. In such cases, the employee's views

must necessarily be considered if the agency is to make a reasoned de-

cision. Another reason for not directly involving a person with the

pyower of ultimate responsibility is that his views might be considered

commitments of the agency by other participants in the voluntary

standards development process.

The employee should "represent" the agency and express the

agency position rather than his views (when there is an agency posi-

tion).

The employee should make it clear that he has no power to bind

the agency to any specific proposal. As the proposed OMB Circular

states, participation on technical committees by agency employees "of

itself, shall not connote agency agreement with, or endorsement of, de-

cisions reached by voluntary standards-developing committees or of
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Standards approved and published by voluntary consensus standards-

developing bodies."^''^

Finally, the employee should generally not be a voting member of

the panel and should not participate in the active control or manage-

ment of the technical committee. The abihty to vote is probably not as

important as the ability to participate actively in the decisional process.

While a voting member could conceivably attract more attention than

an observer or nonvoting member, voting capacity may also increase

the apparent involvement of the agency in the voluntary standards

process and may lead to misunderstanding if the agency later declines

to follow the view of the predominant members of the committee. On
balance, a nonvoting membership is more consistent with the suggested

role of the agency representative participating on such committees.

This is also the attitude that has been taken by several agencies, includ-

ing CPSC, OSHA, and FDA.

The basic roles of the representative should be to participate ac-

tively in discussions when appropriate, to monitor the standards devel-

opment process, and to serve as a liaison between the committee and

the agency. Given these roles, the basic conclusions of the proposed

OMB Circular that the agency should not seek to dominate or exert

undue influence on the committee and that the agency employee

should normally not accept appointment to a policy-making position

seem sound for regulatory agencies. Several agencies have developed

regulations governing the participation of government employees on

technical committees. The development of such regulations by addi-

tional agencies will protect the participating employee, delineate his

role, and ensure the independence and impartiality of the agency. A
recommendation to that effect is appropriate.

2. Effective Utilization of the Voluntary Standards Proc-

ess.—Effective utilization of voluntary standards committees requires

agencies to involve these committees regularly in the prerulemaking

process and to defer agency action for a reasonable period if a commit-

tee appears to be willing and able to develop a voluntary standard that

in the view of the agency adequately addresses its regulatory concerns.

If an agency receives or develops technical information or data

that reveals problems with the level of health or safety protection re-

flected in either a voluntary or mandatory standard, it should usually

refer or submit that information or data to the technical committee for

544. 43 Fed. Reg. 50 (1978).
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review and a possible recommendation. At the same time, it should

issue an advance notice of proposed rulemaking that advises the public

how to communicate with the committee. If the committee does not

believe that the infonnation merits a change in the voluntary or

mandatory standard, the agency should consider the reasons advanced

by the technical committee for its "no change" position before proceed-

ing further. This process is likely to be much more fruitful from the

agency's standpoint than relying on comments to a proposed regulation

after it has been published in the Federal Register . The formality of the

latter process may discourage free interchange of ideas. Formal com-

ments are often negative without suggesting constructive alternatives,

and they tend to be polemical in tone, perhaps because the writer be-

lieves that the mere act of pubUshing a proposed regulation indicates

that the agency is firmly committed to a particular course. If the com-

mittee begins to develop a revised standard that appears promising, the

agency should normally monitor that development rather than proceed

to develop independently a mandatory standard.

In appropriate cases, the agency should consider providing finan-

cial or other support to a technical committee when that action is le-

gally permissible and appears to further the agency's responsibility.

Such support may be designed to broaden the base of representation

within the committee, or to encourage it to address problems of imme-

diate concern to the agency. In most cases, I assume, such support will

be unnecessary.

Agencies should also be willing to consider problems or questions

raised by technical committees. The NRC has a policy of responding

to technical committee recommendations or proposals within a brief

period of time. This practice has improved the relationship between

committees and the agency; the former feel that they can make a pro-

ductive contribution while the latter gets the benefit of committee in-

sight and advice that would otherwise be inaccessible. I have been told

of several incidents in which voluntary standards organizations in-

vested considerable resources in developing proposed standards for

submission to other federal agencies, only to find that months elapsed

without agency response. While agency resources are limited and pri-

orities must be considered, a greater effort to respond promptly, even

on an interim basis, would often improve agency relations with the vol-

untary standards-writing organizations.

The use of the technical committee by a government agency that I

propose—seeking the committee's views before commencing a rule-

making proceeding to create or modify a mandatory standard and re-
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spending to the extent possible to committee-generated voluntary

standards or amendments—should provide a meaningful role for the

voluntary standards committee even in the face of agency adoption of a

mandatory standard. Since the suggested utilization of voluntary com-

mittees occurs before the promulgation of a proposed standard and as

part of the agency's routine prerulemaking procedures, it should not be

formally structured by notice, comment, or similar procedures other

than the advance notice of proposed rulemaking referred to above.

Agencies may, in addition, wish to pubUsh a notice that certain data or

information has been developed, that it is pubUcly available, and that it

has been referred or submitted to a technical conmiittee for considera-

tion.

3. Possible Application of the Federal Advisory Committee

Act.—^The most serious legal question raised by the contemplated use

of technical conmiittees by agencies is whether they will then become

subject to the Federal Advisory Committee Act.^"*^ The current use of

technical committees by some agencies presents the same question, but

apparently the agencies have not yet squarely addressed the issue. The
Act defines an "advisory committee" very broadly to include groups

used by an agency "in the interest of obtaining advice or reconmienda-

tions for . . . one or more agencies."^'** Several proposed functions of

technical committees seem to involve this kind of use by an agency.^'*^

Apparently, there has been little or no discussion of the possible

application of this statute to technical committees that work closely

with specific agencies. The case law that has arisen under the statute,

however, indicates that a problem exists, a view that is confirmed by a

letter opinion from the Office of Legal Counsel of the Department of

Justice.^'** A relatively early case held that the Act appUed to meetings

545. 5 U.S.C. app. (1976).

546. Section 3(2) of the Act reads:

(2) The term "advisory committee" means any committee, board, commission,

council, conference, panel, task force, or other similar group, or any subcommittee or

other subgroup thereof (hereafter in this paragraph referred to as "conunittee"), which
is

—

(A) established by statute or reorganization plan, or

(B) established or utilized by the President, or

(C) established or utilized by one or more agencies, in the interest of obtaining

advice or recommendations for the President or one or more agencies or oflicers of the

Federal Government, except that such term excludes (i) the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, (ii) the Commission on Government Procurement, and
(iii) any conmiittee which is composed wholly of full-time officers or employees of the

Federal Government.
Id. § 3(2).

547. See, e.g., text accompanying notes 438-43 supra.

548. Letter from Leon Ulman, Acting Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel,
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between representatives of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire-

arms of the Department of the Treasury and interested industry and

consumer committees for the purpose of discussing drafts of proposed

rules.^'*^ On the other hand, meetings between FDA officials and repre-

sentatives of the Cosmetic, Toiletry and Fragrance Association (CTFA)
were held to be not subject to the Act when they were requested by

CTFA to discuss a draft of a safety review program being created by

CTFA.^^° The Treasury Department case was distinguished on the

ground that it involved an "agency, acting under clear regulatory au-

thority, [soliciting] industry and consumer viewpoints on amendments
which the agency itself was preparing."^^' In contrast, in the case in-

volving CTFA, "FDA was not undertaking a regulatory program. . . .

At issue were not agency policy matters which FDA could consider and

resolve, with assistance from an advisory group. Rather, FDA had
before it a voluntary plan drafted by CTFA, to be amended by CTFA,
and eventually to be implemented or rejected by CTFA."^^^

The view that an outside organization is an advisory committee

subject to the Act when it is "utilized" for advice or recommendations

on proposed regulations is firmly supported by the only court of ap-

peals opinion dealing with the scope of the Act. In Centerfor Auto

Safety v. Cox,^^^ the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
concluded that the American Association of State Highway and Trans-

portation Officials (AASHTO) acted as an advisory committee subject

to the Act when the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) circu-

lated drafts of proposed regulations to AASHTO for comment, and

representatives of FHWA later met with AASHTO's Executive Direc-

tor to discuss them.^^"* While the case involved discussions of actual

draft regulations rather than the more preliminary interaction contem-

plated above, the court's reasoning seems to clearly encompass much of

this interaction as well. The court stressed, for example, that when an

agency obtains "advice and recommendations," it "utilizes" the com-

mittee.^^^ The court also stated that the Act regulates the agency's use

Department of Justice, to John M. Torbet, Executive Director, Federal Communications Commis-
sion (June 27, 1974). The letter concludes that two ad hoc technical committees of the Radio

Technical Commission for Aeronautics and the Radio Technical Commission for Marine Services

were "utilized" by the FCC and therefore subject to the Act.

549. Food Chem. News, Inc. v. Davis, 378 F. Supp. 1048 (D.D.C. 1974).

550. Consumers Union, Inc. v. Department of HEW, 409 F. Supp. 473 (D.D.C. 1976), aff'd

mem., 551 F.2d 466 (D.C. Cir 1977).

551. Id. at 477.

552. Id.

553. 580 F.2d 689 (D.C. Cir. 1978).

554. Id. at 694.

555. Id.
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of the committee rather than the committee itself, and that merely be-

cause some of the provisions of the Act are not appUcable to "utilized"

existing committees, it does not follow that the entire Act is inapplica-

ble.^5^

Application of many of the provisions of the Federal Advisory

Committee Act to such technical committees would be unfortunate.

While some of the general requirements seem clearly desirable

—

e.g.,

provisions relating to open meetings and records and balanced commit-

tee memberships—^many other provisions are completely inapt. Glar-

ing examples include the mandatory presence of a government

employee with power to adjourn the meeting,^^^ total agency control

over meetings and agenda of each committee,^^* the mandatory deposit

of conmiittee records in the Library of Congress,^^^ and the mandatory

two-year review of the existence of each committee by Congress and

OMB.^^^ Even more fundamental objections exist. It is probable that

many committees would refuse to cooperate with federal agencies if the

Act were fully applicable to them, and the desired benefits would thus

be lost. Further, it seems undesirable to federaUze an uncertain portion

of these committees' operations as part of the price of utilizing their

strengths and knowledge. The simple fact is that the technical commit-

tees created by the voluntary standards-writing organizations are pri-

marily nongovernmental in organization and outlook and are not at all

like the numerous conmiittees created by federal agencies that were the

principal target of the legislation.^^'

E. Incorporation by Reference Procedures

As described above, incorporation by reference is most common at

the state and local levels but is also widely used at the federal level.

Although I recommend continuing that practice, it generates some pro-

cedural problems. In order to appreciate these problems at the federal

level, a brief description of the history of the practice is necessary. In-

corporation by reference was first specifically authorized in 1967 in sec-

tion 552(a)(1) of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), which

provides that "matter reasonably available to the class of persons af-

556. Id. at 693-94.

557. 5 U.S.C. app. 1 § 10(e) (1976).

558. Id. §10(0.
559. Id. § 13.

560. Id. § 14.

561. Legislative amendment of the act seems essential. Such an amendment might involve the

inclusion of an exemptive device or, preferably, a clearer distinction between those procedures

designed to apply to committees created by an agency and those applicable to committees utilized

by an agency.
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fected thereby is deemed published in the Federal Register when incor-

porated by reference therein with the approval of the Director of the

Federal Register."^^^ Prior to 1967 the APA neither authorized nor

prohibited incorporation by reference, with the result that attempts to

incorporate voluntary standards were of uncertain validity. A number
of such attempts were made, however, and in some instances reference

was made to undated documents. ^^^ Even after the 1967 amendments
to the APA, the Office of the Federal Register did not require the ac-

tual filing of copies of referenced material until 1970; consequently, at

the present time the Office does not have complete records of materials

incorporated by reference prior to 1970. Since about 1972 a complete

index of all incorporations by reference, both by agency and by matter

referenced, has been maintained. The Director of the Federal Register

has informally indicated that he hopes that complete information con-

cerning all incorporations by reference can be obtained shortly, either

through computerization of the Code of Federal Regulations or by the

Office of the Federal Register revoking all outstanding incorporations

by reference and requiring a refiling if the referenced material is to

have continuing relevance. Presently, however, complete information

about all incorporations by reference cannot be obtained.

The Office of the Federal Register has promulgated regulations

setting forth standards to be applied by the Director in considering re-

quests to permit incorporation by reference.^^ The regulations state

that the Director "will strictly interpret" the requirements of section

552(a).^*^^ Further, the material must "be in the nature of published

data, criteria, standards, specifications, techniques, illustrations or

other published information."^^^ Material incorporated by reference

must be readily available "to the extent necessary to afford fairness and

uniformity in the administrative process" and the proposed incorpora-

tion must lead to a substantial reduction in the volume of material pub-

lished in the Federal Register. ^^^ The regulations also estabUsh other

requirements, such as precise identification of what is in fact being in-

corporated^^* and indication of the source from which the referenced

document may be obtained.^^^ One recent case construed these proce-

562. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1) (1976).

563. See, e.g., 46 C.F.R. § 63.05-85(b) (1977); 49 C.F.R. §§ 192.153(a), 192.163(e) (1977).

564. 1 C.F.R. §§ 51.1-.12 (1978).

565. /</.§ 51.1(b).

566. Id. §§ 51.1(b), 51.2.

567. /</. §51.4.

568. Id. §51.6.

569. Id. § 51.8.
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dural requirements strictly, holding that a document referred to in an

EPA regulation was not part of the regulations because the procedures

had not been followed.^^° In its regulations,^^' EPA had stated that in

determining the best available technology for cooling water intake

structures, "[t]he information contained in the Development Document
shall be considered." The "Development Document," however, was

not itself published in the Federal Register and had not been approved

by the Director of the Federal Register for incorporation by reference.

The court held the "[Development Document] ineffective to impose

obhgations upon, or to adversely affect," the regulated industry.^^^

It appears to be well established as a matter of state law that incor-

poration by reference must relate to a document in existence and that

an attempt to incorporate by reference future changes is an invaUd del-

egation of legislative power.^^^ The regulations of the Office of the

Federal Register take the same position and state that changes in the

referenced document "may be added as they become available, or at

any later time, by the issuance of an amendatory document."^^'' This

position gives rise to the major problem with incorporation by refer-

ence: ensuring that the mandatory standard is periodically revised to

refer to the latest version of the referenced standard. The previous

description of agency experience with referenced stand-

ards—^particularly the experience of OSHA in revising the section 6(a)

standards^^^—^reveals that in some instances the mandatory standard

remains unchanged for several years despite revisions to (and presuma-

bly improvements in) the referenced voluntary standard. The result is

unseemly: the agency continues to enforce an obsolete standard despite

the presence of an improved standard. The following paragraphs de-

velop a suggested procedure to minimize this problem of regulatory

delay.

Because the procedures developed by the voluntary standards or-

ganizations evolved entirely independent of the rulemaking procedures

set forth in the Administrative Procedure Act and in the various federal

statutes granting substantive rulemaking authority, there is now consid-

erable duplication of procedures within the private sector itself and be-

tween the private sector and the governmental sector. At present, a

proposed change in a voluntary standard goes through the complex

570. Appalachian Power Co. v. Train, 566 F.2d 451 (4lh Cir. 1977).

571. 40 C.F.R. §402.12 (1977).

572. 566 F.2d at 457.

573. See, e.g., note 497 supra.

574. 1 C.F.R. §5 1.8(c) (1978).

575. See text accompanying notes 181-83 supra.
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procedures of the standards-writing organization, including notice in

the organization's publication of the proposal to develop a standard,

development of the revised standard, notice of the availability of the

proposed revised standard, balloting at the committee and membership

levels, and approval by the voluntary standards organization. It then

usually goes through ANSI's notice and publication requirements for

approval as an American National Standard, although ANSI allows

these procedures to be consolidated with the later stages of the ap-

proval process by the standards-writing organization.^^^ Finally, after

formal promulgation by the voluntary standards organizations, the

government agency considers whether to revise the regulation to incor-

porate the new revised standard by reference. This requires notice in

the Federal Register, an opportunity for public comment, and publica-

tion of the final regulation. The total number of pubUshed notices in

this aggregate process may vary from six to as many as eleven or

twelve; and there are at least three and usually more opportunities to

comment on the proposed revision or to register negative views on the

proposed revision. Presently, the steps usually occur seriatim.^^^ It

is true, of course, that the notices appear in different publications and

there may be diverse readership. I have made no comparison of the

circulation of NFPA's Fire News, ASTM's Standardization News,

ANSI's Standards Action, or similar private journals, and the Federal

Register. I suspect there is considerable overlapping of readership, al-

though the Federal Register probably reaches members of the legal

community, most of whom probably rarely see (or are aware of) the

other publications.

Many revisions of voluntary standards reflect changed technology,

new products, new knowledge, and the like. If an agency originally

incorporates a voluntary standard by reference, it is highly probable

(though not certain) that the agency will also desire to adopt the revi-

sions, usually without extended consideration of specific changes. For

this reason, elaborate procedures by the agency serve little purpose.

What is needed is a speedy and efficient method whereby the agency

can adopt revisions in incorporated standards while preserving its op-

tion to reject the revision if that is thought appropriate.

When an agency has incorporated a standard by reference and is

576. See note 94 supra & accompanying text.

577. Like virtually all broad statements about the voluntary standards process, there probably

are exceptions to this one. One could easily envision, for example, a revised standard approved by

NFPA being simultaneously considered by ANSI (for approval as an American National Stan-

dard) and by the agency proposing to revise its regulations to incorporate the new standard by

reference.
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monitoring the standards development process through an agency rep-

resentative, it is feasible for the agency to promulgate a notice of a

proposed rulemaking proceeding to incorporate the proposed revisions

while it is still being reviewed within the voluntary standards organiza-

tion. A decision to incorporate by reference the final revision could

then promptly follow fmal approval of the revision. In any event, a

general recommendation that agencies should update incorporations by

reference more promptly is desirable. The manner in which the agency

determines that a change is being proposed or has been made when no

agency representative is monitoring the standards will vary from

agency to agency, and quite possibly may also depend on which volun-

tary standards organization is involved. Thus, a more specific recom-

mendation on this detail seems inappropriate.

A somewhat different problem is presented by the very popular

codes, such as some of those maintained by the NFPA, that have been

incorporated by reference by eight or more different agencies. It is evi-

dent that these are also often not updated because references to differ-

ent editions of the same Code appear in many places in the current

Code of Federal Regulations.^^* The Office of the Federal Register has

recently adopted the practice of publishing in the Federal Register a

notice of proposed NFPA changes to the National Fire Codes, di-

recting that comments be sent to NFPA. NFPA itself, of course, pub-

Ushes notice of proposed revisions in the Fire Codes through its

publication. Fire News. The justification for also publishing the list of

proposed changes in the Federal Register is simply that "[t]he standards

are frequently used as the basis for Federal regulations concerning fire

safety and are published in the pubhc interest."^^^ This practice as-

sumes that the Federal Register reaches a broader, or at least a differ-

ent, readership than Fire News. It does not solve the problem of

overlapping and duplicative procedures; it is, however, an iimovative

development that suggests further possible integrations of the overall

process in this situation. First, rather than simply publishing a notice

under the title of the General Services Administration and requesting

that comments be sent directly to the voluntary standard organization,

the notice should be published and indexed under the names of all the

various agencies that have incorporated the standard by reference and

elect to participate in the plan. The notice should also request that

578. Compare, e.g., 29 C.F.R. § 1910.103(b)(i) (1977) (referring to the 1968 edition of ASME's
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code) andAl C.F.R. § 57.1 12 app. A(b)(3) (1977) (referring to the 1971

edition) with 49 C.F.R. § 171.7(dXl) (1977) (referring to the 1974 edition and "addenda thereto

through June 30, 1976").

579. 42 Fed. Reg. 25767 (1977).
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comments be sent both to the standards organization and the named
agencies. Second, the notice should be identified as a notice of pro-

posed rulemaking complying with section 553(b) of the Administrative

Procedure Act, requesting comment, and stating that each agency may
adopt the revised standard as a final rule any time after its final adop-

tion by the voluntary standards organization. Third, agencies should

attempt to arrange an exchange of comments with the voluntary stand-

ards organization and otherwise structure their procedures so that they

will be in a position to act shortly after the voluntary standard revision

has been approved.^*^ Each agency may thereby promptly review the

proposed revision in the light of any comments received, decide

whether or not to incorporate the proposed revision by reference, and

proceed with a final notice promulgating the revised standard. Over-

lapping procedures should be significantly reduced by this procedure,

and agencies will be encouraged to adopt revisions of existing stand-

ards more promptly than in the past. If the agency decides not to pro-

mulgate the revised standard, it should publish a notice to that effect in

the Federal Register, stating that the agency will continue to enforce the

older standard.

The above proposal contemplates that the public notice in the Fed-

eral Register will constitute a notice of proposed rulemaking under sec-

tion 553(b) of the Administrative Procedure Act. The last sentence of

that section states:

The notice shall include

—

(1) a statement of the time, place, and nature of pubhc rule

making proceedings;

(2) reference to the legal authority under which the rule is pro-

posed; and

(3) either the terms or substance of the proposed rule or a

description of the subjects and issues involved.^**

While these requirements have had some judicial gloss,^*^ the most im-

580. The extent to which this is feasible depends, of course, on the statutory procedures that

the agency is required to follow. Prompt implementation should be possible for agencies subject

only to the rulemaking provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 553 (1976).

Where an oral hearing or other procedures are required, delays may be inevitable.

581. 5 U.S.C. § 553(b) (1976).

582. See, e.g.. Ethyl Corp. v. Environmental Protection Agency, 541 F.2d 1, 48 (D.C. Cir.),

cert, denied, 426 U.S. 941 (1976), in which the court stated that the notice should be "sufTiciently

descriptive of the 'subjects and issues involved' so that interested parties may offer informed criti-

cism and comments. But the notice need not contain 'every precise proposal which [the agency]

may ultimately adopt as a rule.' This last qualification is important since the notice invites com-
ments and the comments will frequently prompt changes in the ultimate regulations" (citations

omitted). See also E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co. v. Train, 541 F.2d 1018, 1026 (4th Cir. 1976).

See also Forester v. Consumer Product Safety Comm'n, 559 F.2d 774, 787-788 (D.C. Cir. 1977).

One case invalidating amendments of motor vehicle safety standards for failure to give notice of
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portant interpretation of these requirements appears in regulations

adopted by the Office of the Federal Register.^^^ These regulations im-

pose specific obligations on the agency to describe "the basis and pur-

pose for the rule or proposal" in a preamble that will "inform the

reader, who is not an expert in the subject area."^^'' The summary of

the action being taken must describe "the circumstances which created

the need for the action" and "the intended effect of the action."^*^

These requirements, while appropriate for agency-generated action,

seem less appropriate for a notice of a proposed action, probably pre-

pared by the Office of the Federal Register based on a proposed re-

vision of a voluntary standard by a nongovernmental technical

committee. Because of the distinctly different problems involved in

commenting on proposed revisions of material created by a nongovern-

mental organization and incorporated by reference, the Office of the

Federal Register should develop a separate regulation for compliance

with the last sentence of section 553(b) in this situation. Some kind of

notice referring to changes in materials incorporated by reference

rather than the more detailed substantive descriptions and justifications

now required for agency-developed regulations might be appropriate.

Implementation of this proposal presents some additional practical

problems that will primarily have to be addressed by the Office of the

Federal Register. The discussion below is not a definitive exploration

of these problems; rather, it offers suggestions or comments for that

Office to consider in effecting this recommendation.

A significant problem is that the Office does not have a complete

list of all incorporations by reference that currently appear in the Code
of Federal Regulations. As indicated above, some thought has been

given to developing such a list. It is probably necessary for the Office

to implement these possible solutions before the proposal can be insti-

tuted, since the proposal presupposes the existence of a complete hst of

incorporations by reference, indexed by the standards rather than by

agencies.

The present position of the Office is that it is the responsibility of

the agency proposing a rule to prepare the document; the Office pro-

what was proposed to be done is Wagner Elec. Corp. v. Volpe, 466 F.2d 1013 (3d Cir. 1972). In

this case NHTSA proposed changes in certain SAE voluntary standards that had been incorpo-

rated by reference and then made changes quite diiTerent from those originally proposed. Tabor
V. Joint Bd. for Enrollment of Actuaries, 566 F.2d 705, 709-11 (DC Cir. 1977), holds that an
unpublished "statement of reasons" filed with a motion to dismiss is not comphance with 5 U.S.C.

§553.
583. 1 C.F.R. § 18.12(1978).

584. /</.

585. /</.
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vides cooperation, informal assistance, and advice.^*^ Where multiple

agencies are "proposing" a revision based on a contemplated change in

a standard being prepared by a voluntary standards-writing organiza-

tion, there is no assurance that any agency will bring the revision to the

attention of the Office of the Federal Register. That Office will have to

develop avenues of communication to learn of proposals to revise

standards that have been incorporated by reference. How serious the

problem of locating revisions may be is unknown, but certainly most

revisions can be located by informal liaison between the principal orga-

nizations involved in writing voluntary safety or health standards,

ANSI, and the Office of the Federal Register. It may be appropriate

for the Office to request formally that all agencies and standards-writ-

ing organizations notify the Office of proposed changes in referenced

standards.

The logistics of handling comments may also be a problem de-

pending on the number of agencies that have incorporated a specific

standard by reference. When the number is reasonably large (which I

believe is rare), the Office of the Federal Register may find it desirable

to serve as a clearinghouse for comments to ensure that each incorpo-

rating agency receives copies of aU conunents. The Office might, for

example, request that all comments be sent directly to it, reproduce

them, and deliver them to each incorporating agency, and work out an

agreement with the promulgating organization to obtain copies of

negatives received by them for distribution to each agency. Conceiva-

bly, an agency with an unusually direct interest in the standard might

agree to serve as a clearinghouse for other agencies.

VII. Postscript

It is my view that standards promulgated by private organizations

can play a useful role in the development of mandatory health or safety

standards by agencies of the federal government. The maximum bene-

fit from voluntary standards in that development can be achieved

through a consistent federal pohcy relating to their use. As a step in the

right direction, on December 14, 1978 the plenary session of the Ad-

ministrative Conference of the United States considered a formal re-

commendation based largely on the foregoing analysis. After nearly

three hours of debate—^much of which was devoted to the basic ques-

tion of the value of voluntary standards in federal regulatory pro-

grams—^the recommendation was revised and adopted.

586. Id. §§ 15.1, 15.3, 18.1 (1978).
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